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FOREWORD
WHAT IF? WHAT NEXT?
Kate Hislop | University of Western Australia
Hannah Lewi | University of Melbourne

FFOORREEWWOORRDD  
WWHHAATT  IIFF??  WWHHAATT  NNEEXXTT??  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In their report on the SAHANZ 2019 conference, the Sydney convenors Andrew Leach and Lee 
Stickells concluded with the premonition that the organizers of the 2020 conference would “have 
cause to reflect on the qualities of the face-to-face conference in light of the historical ‘break’ 
COVID-19 has forced into the conference policy, practices and behaviours (the hugs, the kissed 
greetings, the beers at close quarters).”1 Indeed, 2020 threw up all these anticipated challenges 
and more. Via a series of zoom meetings, the conference committee had to revise its planning a 
number of times over the course of 18 months, contingent on rolling lockdowns, border and travel 
restrictions that would have been unthinkable prior to the pandemic, but now seem all too familiar 
as we write this in 2021. The resolve remained strong to mount a conference in 2020, so as to 
‘mark the moment’ and harness the possibilities of a slower and more dispersed online and in-
person version of the SAHANZ event that we all know and cherish. It is therefore more than a 
mere formality to report that the 37th annual conference of the Society of Architectural Historians, 
Australia and New Zealand was hosted by the University of Western Australia in a hybrid format 
from November 18 to 25, 2020. 

 
The conference theme and provocation of What If? What Next? Speculations on History’s Futures 
was incredibly prescient given the global and national situation that has challenged all facets of 
our personal and academic lives and has arguably precipitated long-lasting transformations to 
the way we research, teach, preserve and practice architecture. Speculation was encouraged 
upon modes of application of critical scholarship and historical enquiry. Questions were posed 
around what might be the nature, purpose or outcomes of historical inquiry into the future; what 
might be the intersections with or influences upon the production and reception of architecture? 
Further interrogations into pedagogy, transmission, content and methods all aimed to bring to 
bear attention on architectural history’s role to investigate and locate architecture within the 
contexts, frameworks and processes informing its production and use. Importantly, the 
conference call also focused on the critical exploration of the intersections of architectural history 
with heritage scholarship and practice, so as to tease out the complex relationships between 
these close cousins and associated issues of memory, identity and authenticity as they are bound 
up with the past, present and future.  
 
Many authors posed ‘what if’ or ‘what next’ questions to trigger speculation: we challenge you to 
find them all through the collection of papers in this volume. The 2020 conference has also 
invited consideration of ‘what next’ in relation to future iterations of the event. The pandemic 
situation has not yet abated and the 2021 conference looks to be similarly developing as a hybrid 
event. Necessity breeds invention, however, and there seems an appetite amongst the SAHANZ 
community for more flexible formats, presentations and outcomes, along with a return to some 
of the familiarities of the in-person event.  

 
The 2020 conference opened with a keynote address by Professor Tim Winter, an ARC 
Professorial Future Fellow at UWA, delivered both in person from the School of Design at the UWA 
campus on Whadjuk boodja near the Derbarl Yerrigan, and to a dispersed audience via zoom. 
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Winter spoke to the conference provocations in his talk “Reimagining the past through the sea: 
the unfolding futures of architectural history and heritage”. Through his extensive and original 
work on the Silk Road and China’s role in reshaping geocultural contexts of this vast region, and 
from the vantage point of the Indian Ocean, Winter asked us to upend given relationships between 
architecture, land, the sea and national boundaries. This talk set out productive perspectives for 
the rest of the conference in challenging us to see our work less in isolation and more in these 
broader geopolitical and maritime flows and networks.2  
 
Following this enlightening and very well attended opening, the conference sessions were spread 
through the following week. Difficult decisions and compromises were faced in staging these 
sessions given the need for synchronicity to enable interaction through the online platform across 
multiple timezones in Australia, New Zealand and a number of other countries. Useful lessons 
were drawn from other successful conferences, in particular the Society of Architecture Historians 
(SAH) conference in Seattle early in 2020. We were also very aware that ‘zoom-fatigue’ had well 
and truly set in by late 2020, and that the prospect of coordinating and participating in the delivery 
of full paper presentations online would be untenable, not to mention fraught with risk of technical 
kinds. Therefore, given the extraordinary circumstances, a hybrid format seemed the most 
appropriate way to proceed. Pre-recorded paper presentations were made available to delegates 
to pre-watch on a dedicated conference website, in advance of extended and interactive panel 
discussions of presenters and audience around the conference themes, skillfully chaired by 
obliging hosts and thankfully with only minimal technical hitches. 
 
A series of ‘what if’ questions shaped the eleven themed paper and panel discussions, and the 
five round table sessions, around how architectural histories might sound or look if recast from 
marginal positions – whether through indigeneity, gender, class – and how such speculations 
might help our discipline to ‘tool up’ with new and rethought digital and data-driven modes of 
archiving, visualisation and evaluation. Sessions spoke to these modes of architectural analysis, 
the continuing role of close looking at drawings and other creative methodologies that are 
providing new opportunities for teaching and research. Other sessions themed around “Routes 
to the Past” explored a plethora of international settings, the negotiation of heritage protection 
and what that means for future historiography; the ordinary and the (until recently) ignored. 
“Counterfactual” and “Countering the Canon” themes additionally delivered multiple narratives 
and provocative and refreshing reinterpretations of old ground. The five round tables were also 
highly engaging on: “The Future of the Architectural (post)Humanities”; “Diasporic Architecture 
and Australia's Unfinished Histories”; “Emerging Architectural Narratives and Heritage in 1970s 
Melbourne Architecture”; “Teaching Architectural History: Innovations and Predictions”; and 
“Revisiting the History of Participation: Urban Design as Commoning and New Theoretical 
Frameworks”. 

 
This mode of delivery, like all things in 2020, produced losses and unexpected gains. It was a 
year where SAHANZ members could not make the annual pilgrimage to another city or campus in 
order to sit together and focus on exchanging ideas and informally catch up over coffees and 
dinners to gossip and share stories on the state of higher education, or the perceived demise of 
the humanities in our respective institutions. And the value of pre- or post-conference tours to 
local architectural sites — usually offering the chance to increase knowledge and widen 
perspectives of what we understand through first-hand experience — was sadly lost. The metro 
and regional tours we had planned for sites around Perth will have to wait until another time. 
 
However, on the positive side, delegates were able to watch in comfort all papers delivered in the 
entire conference should one so choose (even at 1.5 speed for slow talkers) rather than hopping 
awkwardly between physical rooms in a normal conference event. The virtual conference format 
allowed for presenters to participate where travel costs might have normally been prohibitive, and 
it was very pleasing to see so many early career and PhD scholars involved from a range of 
locations. And the event did somehow seem to recreate a feeling of conference immersion, even 
if virtual, with opportunities to chat online and offline through zoom and other digital formats. We 
did also get to glimpse into our colleague’s zoom settings – whether the interior of their houses 
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and offices or more exotic outdoor locations with birds chirping and trees swaying in their 
backgrounds. We also celebrated the achievements of colleagues with a bumper crop of 
impressive books published in the last 18 months, which represents a remarkable contribution 
to knowledge, not just in our region but globally. Ultimately, the conference served the desired 
purpose of providing a late pause in a year of well-worn personal routines and limited horizons.  
 
Heartfelt thanks to the patient support of the SAHANZ Executive and SAHANZ Editorial Board, the 
Conference Academic Committee, Conference Organising Committee, and editorial support team, 
all of whom are recognised in the Acknowledgements. We look forward, next, to the 
considerations inspired by the “ultra” theme of the 2021 SAHANZ Conference in Adelaide. 
 
 
Convenors and Editors 
 
Kate Hislop 
University of Western Australia  

Hannah Lewi 
University of Melbourne  

  

EEnnddnnootteess  

  
1 Andrew Leach and Lee Stickells, “Report: Distance Looks Back: 36th Annual Conference of SAHANZ,” 
Fabrications 30, no. 3 (2020), 435. 
2 Tim Winter, Geocultural Power: China’s Quest to Revive the Silk Roads for the Twenty First Century (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2019). 
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KEYNOTE
REIMAGINING THE PAST THROUGH 
THE SEA: THE UNFOLDING FUTURES 
OF ARCHITECTRUAL HISTORY AND 
HERITAGE
Tim Winter | Australian Research Council Professorial Future Fellow at the 
University of Western Australia

What if we were able to rethink the typologies, chronologies, and geographies of 

architectural histories? What if we fundamentally rethought conventional ideas about 

centre and periphery in the flows of culture, expertise and technology? And what if 
we upended the relationship between architecture, land and the nation in the politics 

of heritage? Could such questions help us rethink the ways in which architecture 

histories and heritage are taught and conceptualised?

This presentation poses such questions against the backdrop of fast changing 

geopolitical developments in our region. It does so by jumping in the water. It considers 

what happens when we turn to oceans and seas to understand architectural pasts 

and their heritage discourses today. Strategic and commercial forces are driving 

funds and interest in the maritime across Eurasia and Africa. Such developments 
pose fascinating questions about the future of architectural histories and the place 

they might find in today’s shifting tides of connectivity.
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(University of Chicago Press 2019) and silkroadfutures.net. His forthcoming book is 
on the Silk Road as a geocultural, geostrategic concept.
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This paper analyses architect Peter Muller’s composition techniques by diagramming 
plan drawings of the Walcott house (1955) and Walker house (1958). Previous studies 
of Muller’s work have focused primarily on descriptive devices, whereas this research 
demonstrates how he employed patterns of alignment to arrange primary shapes into 
geometric relationships. Two types of diagrams are used for this purpose; first, the 
geometric diagrams, drawn over the plan drawings and second, the computational 
diagrams coded with two-dimensional cellular automata. These diagrams are aligned 
with the plan using ‘outlines’, ‘grid lines’, ‘trace lines’ and sometimes the ‘implied 
lines’ suggested by geometric construction/rules of quadrature. The implication of 
using cellular automata for the study of plan composition is based on their capability 
of emergent behaviour over different generations/time-steps. The geometric diagram 
of a plan is mutated into various diagrams in the rule-space of a cellular automaton 
and creates a matrix of ideological diagrams. Additionally, in comparing the pattern 
system used in Peter Muller’s drawings with that in Frank Lloyd Wright’s work, this 
study provides new insights on Muller’s artistic debt to latter. Thus, cellular automata 
plots are used as a ‘schema’ to study plan drawings of Muller and as a ‘double schema’ 
to study the connection/influence of Wrightian philosophy on them. In revealing the 
underlying patterns in plan drawings, this study contributes to a refreshed and novel 
perspective of Peter Muller’s work and advances our understanding of the role of 
patterns in architectural production.

SEQUENCING SQUARE: A STUDY OF 
PATTERNS IN THE PLAN DRAWINGS 
OF PETER MULLER
Maryam Fayyaz | University of Queensland
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  

Peter Muller (b. 1927), a key proponent of site-specific organic architecture, established his 
architectural practice in 1952, in Sydney. His work grants a parallel narrative to the conventional 
modern movement, sympathetic to the work of architect Frank Lloyd Wright. Muller’s earlier 
domestic architecture (1952-1964) exhibits a strong sense of geometric composition and axial 
alignment. One of the compositional strategies used by him is the interlocking of rotated squares 
along orthogonal axis with the implied use of cruciform in the roof plan. This article demonstrates 
how this organizational pattern works by analyzing the plan drawings of Walcott House (1955) 
and Walker House (1958). It also traces the source of its influence to the cruciform of the Prairie 
period and the rotational geometry of Wright’s unbuilt projects in California, particularly the 
summer colony of Lake Tahoe (1923).  
 
Earlier studies have been enthralled by the visual characteristics of Peter Muller’s architecture, 
the integration of site features and the use of natural materials. The specific issue of linkage 
between Frank Lloyd Wright and Muller’s work has also drawn comment from architectural 
historians and critics. For example, Jennifer Taylor in “An Australian Identity: Houses for Sydney 
1953-63” (1984) identified the two early houses of Peter Muller, the Audette House at Castlecrag 
(1953) and the Whale Beach House (1955) inspired by the ‘Organic’ approach of Frank Lloyd 
Wright, declaring the “sweeping horizontals” and “interpenetrating volumes” as a “new 
phenomena”. She also praised the innovative use of natural materials and established the 
influence of Asian philosophy on his architecture.1 Philip Drew termed Muller as the leading 
romantic figure in the Australian post-war architecture perusing an “organic” ideal “in a mystical 
union with nature”. He also observed a strong sense of geometry in Muller’s work  with a 
“pervasive unity of form” and “repetition of simple geometric elements”.2 J.C. Urford argued that 
Muller’s architecture has played “a crucial role in the establishment of an indigenous Sydney and 
Australian architecture”.3 However, few have discussed the role of patterns in Peter Muller’s plan 
drawings, then use it as an analytical device to establish Wrightian influence on his early work 
and this study will deal with that topic. 
 
In order to acknowledge the transfer of plan making techniques between the work of Muller and 
Wright, a methodology of comparative diagramming is developed using geometric diagrams and 
cellular automata generative system. Cellular automata, introduced by Von Neuman (1951) and 
developed by Stanislaw Ulam (1962), is a computational method that heralds on the idea of 
growth by stimulating a complex system using simple rules. The code for two-dimensional, nine-
neighbourhood cellular automata is a given source by Wolfram research that is used to create 
plots analogous with plan geometries. However, it should be noted that this study is not a 
mathematical or statistical analysis of plan drawings; neither is it intended to generate exact 
copies of plans, rather a parti or schema to help understand the compositional grammar of the 
plan.  

PPeetteerr  MMuulllleerr  aanndd  tthhee  OOrrggaanniicc  IIddeeaallss   

Peter Muller, born in 1927, studied at the University of Adelaide, graduating with a Bachelor of 
Engineering degree and a fellowship in Architecture in 1948. In a personal statement in 2014, 
he termed his architectural education as a “practical hands-on experience” which he thinks is 
lacking in architectural schools today.4 Muller was the first Australian architect to win the 
prestigious Fulbright scholarship, studying architecture at the University of Pennsylvania in 
1951/52. On his return, he started his private practice in Sydney in 1952.  
 
Muller was interested in music, metaphysics and believed his work to be “site-specific” and “not 
much of a functionalist”.5 In an interview with Sydney Museum, Muller agreed that in the early 
days, the work of Frank Lloyd Wright did strike him like a chord of good music.6 Perhaps, young 
Muller turned to Wright for the practical apparatus to turn his dreams into reality, as argued by 
Taylor in her seminal work An Australian identity: houses for Sydney 1953-1963 (1984). Part of 
the answer lies in Muller’s own portfolio, published in the 1955 issue of Architecture and Arts, 
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featuring his most recent schemes with the commentary that “Muller’s work is in the style of the 
American architect Frank Lloyd Wright” and “he is the second architect to interpret Organic 
architecture in its true sense in Australia, the first one being Walter Burley Griffin”.7 It was heavily 
illustrated with his perspective drawings influenced by Wright’s renderings. Only two plans were 
published: his own house at Whale Beach and the Walcott House. Both featured cross-axial 
geometry of ‘Prairie style’ houses in slightly different configuration.  

 

	
FFiigguurree  11. Walcott house as ‘House of the Year’ by ‘Architecture and Arts’. Source: The Australian Women’s Weekly, July 

17, 1957. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  22. Walker House (1958). Source: Peter Muller by Jacqueline C. Urford. 
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In the editorial of the same issue, Muller pleaded to return to ‘Nature’ in order to seek the ‘Great 
Truth’ to be found in its stylistic perfection and the inherited capacity of accommodating 
functional needs. He also advocated the connection between arts and creativity; “Be not 
ashamed to be influenced by works of art. They may lead to an earlier understanding of principles 
and so release us even from the influence”.8 Once published, Muller sent a copy of this magazine 
to Wright at Taliesin and received a generous reply in March 1956 with an invitation to see him 
sometimes in the future. During his studies in America, however, he never got a chance to visit 
any of the Wright’s buildings. Taylor suggested that, “it was the compatibility of Wright’s theories 
on building with his own developed ideas that attracted Muller”.9  
 
The Audette House (1953) which was Muller’s first built project, was declared by Philip Goad to 
be one of the first most convincingly Wrightian houses to be built in Australia.10 He proposed that 
the overlapping single room width wings, floating roofs, outrigger beams and emphatic 
horizontality recalled Wright’s Taliesin West. Subsequently, Muller’s own house at Whale Beach 
house (1954), a structural concept of individual piers carrying trusses, implied a close connection 
with nature and features of the site, resonating with Wright’s theory of organic growth. Both 
Audette House and Whale Beach House used simple rectangular geometry along varied axes. In 
contrast, the Walcott house (1955) embraced a rotated square configuration in a segmented 
cruciform plan, with the outward sloping walls for the children’s bedrooms and ribbon like 
continuous clerestory windows to reduce the scale of the house to a more human level. Walcott 
House was awarded ‘House of the Year’, by Architecture and Arts in 1957 (Fig. 1). One of the 
judging panel said, “while Muller’s design used design principles frequently employed by Frank 
Lloyd Wright, it had many original features both in plan and elevation, and it is most suited to 
Australian conditions”.11 In 1958, Muller designed the Walker House, which used a simplified 
version of cross axial geometric construction (Fig. 2).  

GGeeoommeettrriicc  PPaatttteerrnnss  iinn  MMuulllleerr’’ss  PPllaann  FFoorrmmss  

Muller’s plan forms have a strong axial configuration using simple geometric forms. The study of 
plans like Walcott house and Walker house shows the prevalence of the square as the primary 
compositional element. It seems highly likely that he modified these plan forms according to the 
geometric construction of ‘quadrature’. A quadrate refers to the making of the square or anything 
contained within a square. One geometric system is the square root of two progression, known 
as ‘ad quadratum’, constructed by joining the midpoint of the sides of a square. While, another 
possibility is the rotating of square about its axis. In plan, this geometric relationship can inform 
the design process, in which one square is rotated and superimposed on another, or the rotation 
itself defines secondary and tertiary set of forms. Even the axial inflection of the cruciform plan 
is implied by rotating the square on itself and subtracting triangular areas from it. 
  
The plan of the Walcott house is an in-line composition of two separate units, living and sleeping, 
connected by a covered walkway. Urford considered the plan as having “two matching elements: 
one male and other female” like “two squares pulled apart”. She believed that the “pulled apart 
functions create an expressive, romantic organic building”.12 The two halves of the plan have a 
distinctive geometric composition, but are then orthogonally intertwined. The rotated square (A) 
of the living area has an implied geometric progression with a linear factor of 2	, also known as 
‘ad quadratum’. The next square (B) is constructed by joining the corners of living room square 
(A) and rotating it at 90 degrees about its axis and marks the outer prow-like alcove, inclosing the 
kitchen and the entry walkway to the house. Following the same instructions, the next square (C) 
is constructed by linking the corners of square (B) and rotating it at 90 degrees. The square (C) 
then outlines the outdoor barbeque area that is visually extended from the living area, the V-
shaped column of the carport and the entrance vestibule to the bedroom unit. The rotated square 
of the bedroom unit (D), with one master bed and two children’s bedrooms, is divided into four 
quarters. One of the quarters (E) is expanded along the longitudinal axis to interlock orthogonally 
with the living area. Now, the roof plan is a pure cruciform with triangular ends, however, the 
transverse axis is lower is height and the longitudinal axis routes over it, accommodating the 
clearstory windows throughout its length (Fig. 3). 
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The plan of the Walker house is a simple cruciform, contained within the geometric construction 
of a square rotated on itself (F).  The rotated square has left its mark in the outer pavement of 
the house. Both ends of the cruciform are triangular and sloping inwards, also implying the 
interlocked geometry of two rotated squares (F, G). Another way of looking at the plan geometry 
is its generation from the ‘square units’. Overall, it can be concluded that the reviewed plan forms 
are derived from the geometric interaction of square, in varied orthogonal and diagonal axes (Fig. 4). 

 

 
FFiigguurree  33.. Walcott House (1955): (a) Plan of Walcott house with lines of geometric construction, here red color codes 

for primary geometric shapes of the composition, black are the construction lines and purple are the implied geometry 
suggested by the rules of quadrature; (b) Geometric diagram of Walcott house. 
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FFiigguurree  44. Walker House (1958): (a) Plan of Walker house with lines of geometric construction, here red color codes for 

primary geometric shapes of the composition, black are the construction lines and purple are the implied geometry 
suggested by the rules of quadrature; (b) Geometric diagram of Walcott house. 

CCeelllluullaarr  AAuuttoommaattaa  GGeenneerraattiioonn  MMeetthhooddss  

Cellular Automata are mathematic concepts that produce patterns with rich morphological 
behaviour. A study of two-dimensional cellular automata with simple initial conditions has 
resulted in a formal grammar of primary shapes in multiple overlays. The geometry of patterns 
formed by these cellular automata are capable of direct comparison with the geometric 
configurations of architecture plan forms. By definition, a cellular automaton consists of a regular 
grid of cells, where each cell takes on a possible value that is updated in discrete time steps 
according to a rule number. Cellular Automata (CA) are comprised of several possible lattices and 
neighbourhood structures. This paper considers a nine-neighbour square structure (Moore 
Neighbourhood) with outer totalistic rules, while the algorithm used is a given source by Wolfram 
Research. 

 
In the early 1950s, mathematician John Von Neumann (190-1957) was working with the idea of 
machines that make machines more complex than itself. Neumann believed that such machines 
are possible but impractical to build with the technology in hand. On the other hand, Stanislaw 
M. Ulam (1909-1984) liked to invent pattern games for computers. He found the growth of 
patterns to defy analysis. Ulam’s games were ‘cellular’ games played on limitless checkerboards. 
All growth of patterns took place in discrete jumps and the fate of a cell depended on the states 
of its neighbouring cells.13 Ulam suggested Neuman to construct an abstract universe for his 
analysis of machine reproduction. Later, John Conway in 1970 devised ‘game of life’ using simple 
rules of cellular automata (CA). Steven Wolfram in early 1980s developed a sophisticated 
program (Mathematica 1.0 was released in June 23, 1988) for large sequential computation of 
cellular automata in pursuit to model systems found in nature whose behaviour is complex.14 
More recently, Cellular Automata systems have found applications in image processing and study 
of patterns with high level of accuracy; for example, Sabetfard (2019) has generated square Kufic 
scripts using cellular automata algorithm, considering ornamentation as a pure visual pattern.15  

 
In an operative sense, the proposed methodology has three levels, defined as abstraction, 
analysis, and comparison. The first level reduces or abstracts a plan into its basic geometric 
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shapes, the connections between them and the major or minor axis of composition. The resulting 
set of connected modules is called a geometric diagram. Then, the topological properties of the 
diagram are examined visually, the main growth centres or nodes are identified, and overlayed 
on the geometric diagram of the plan. Consequently, these nodes are used to plant seeds in the 
cellular automata space. In the second level, the code for the cellular automata is run and the 
resulting patterns are used to interpret the geometry of the plan. Graphically, one or two patterns, 
which are closely related to the plan composition, are overlayed on the geometric diagram of the 
plan.  

 

 
  

FFiigguurree  66. Walcott House (1955): (a) Plan with geometric overlay; (b) Plan geometry with CA Matrix Plot overlay; (c) Plan 
geometry with CA overlap 1 (rule 109); (d) CA Matrix Plot 1; (e) Plan geometry with CA overlap 2 (rule 109); (f) CA 

Matrix Plot 2; (g) Plan geometry with CA overlap 2 (rule 109); (h) CA Matrix Plot 3. 
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The reason for selecting the Wolfram code is the resultant square and diamond shaped patterns 
which are used as building blocks to generate schema for the plan drawings. The number of 
possible rules is 210=1024. With some rules, simple seeds die out, leaving the null configuration, 
while others produce a growing pattern. For the purpose of this study, a ‘Sparse Matrix’ 
initialization is used in a virtual space of 1s and 0s. The black cells {1} are placed at specific 
positions on a background of white cells {1}, to grow/update over time. Once the seeds are placed 
and the code is run, a matrix of 1024 ideological diagrams are produced. The plot for rule 109 at 
time step (t=10) is a rotated square with marked diagonals. Since, we are studying the rotated 
geometry of Muller’s plans, it makes the rule 109 as the preferred choice to be used for the 
reconstruction of parti or schema.  
 

 
FFiigguurree  77..  Walker House (1958): (a) Plan with geometric overlay; (b) Plan geometry with CA Matrix Plot overlay; (c) Plan 

geometry with CA plot 1 (rule 81); (d) Plan geometry with CA geometry 1; (e) Plan geometry with CA plot 2 (rule 109); (f) 
Plan geometry with CA geometry 2. 
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In the case of Walcott house plan, an 11 x 25 matrix space is used, where three black cells are 
placed at {6,1}, {6,23} and {6,25} to interact in a horizontal linear construction. The positioning of 
these seed cells is in accordance with the geometric location of squares A, E and D in the plan 
drawing. The CA plot for rule 109 is then aligned with the geometry of the plan. The geometric 
lines used for the alignment of CA plots and plan drawings are the ‘outlines’, ‘grid lines’ and the 
‘implied lines’ suggested by the rules of quadrature. Now, if we alter the distance between the 
cells in the sparse matrix, we can align the resultant pattern with either square A, B or C, which 
gives us three slightly varied ‘parti’ diagrams to study (Fig. 6). While for the Walker house plan, a 
26 x 17 matrix space is set up and black cells are allocated at {18,1}, {1,9}, {26,9} and {18,17} 
for a cross-axial interaction, in correspondence to the position of the four squares units in the 
plan. Here, we have two possible matches with the geometry of the plan. The CA plot for rule 81 
marks the cruciform and at the same time outlines the rotated squares (F, G); while rule 109 only 
frames the implied rotated geometry of the plan drawing (Fig. 7).  

CCoommppaarriissoonn  wwiitthh  WWrriigghhtt’’ss  GGeeoommeettrriicc  FFoorrmmss  

The square was used as a basic unit in the Prairie period, organised along main axes or cross 
axes to maintain an overall balance of space. Robert McCarter, in studying the composition of 
Wright’s plans, argues that these are “constructed of individually articulated geometric shapes, 
held within a larger square, of which they are understood as subdivisions”.16 There was a strong 
emphasis on orthogonal geometry during Wright’s early career. Diagonality was either confined 
to ornamentation or the use of bay windows or polygons attached to squares or rectangles. The 
rotated geometry of the square, encompassing the entire composition was a phenomenon that 
happened during the year 1923 when Wright designed a series of visionary projects in California 
including Doheny Ranch Development, Little Dipper Community Centre and Lake Tahoe Resort. 
Muller’s approach appears to emanate from the geometry of both periods, engaging square 
geometries in orthogonal as well as diagonal configurations.  
 
Muller never visited any of Wright’s buildings during his studies in America, but numerous books 
and articles were published on and by Frank Lloyd Wright in the period between 1945 and 1960. 
In 1942, Henry-Russell Hitchcock’s In the nature of Materials 1887-1941 was published, offering 
a comprehensive catalogue of Wright’s work. Bruno Zevi’s Towards an Organic Architecture was 
published in 1950 which promoted organic architecture in Italy along with the promotion of 
Wright’s philosophy as the “new architecture” of the modern world. Frank Lloyd Wright’s 
autobiography was also reissued in 1946. Other highly influential books published by Wright were 
The Future of Architecture (1953), The Natural House (1954) and A Testament (1957). 
Architectural Forum, a Boston based magazine circulated three dedicated issues on Wright, 
1938, 1948 and 1959. Apart from international recognition, there were local Australian 
magazines like Building, published from New South Wales and Architecture and Arts from 
Melbourne, providing extensive media coverage of Wright’s work. Muller seems to have had 
knowledge of these publications, which introduced him to Frank Lloyd Wright and prompted a 
serious investigation into his philosophy and practice. 
 
The Ward Willits House (1902-03) from Wright’s early Prairie period used a triangular bay window 
as terminal to the main axis of the house, while a cross axis projects the interior space in the 
other direction. Nonetheless, the dynamic articulation of this plan is overlaid by the secondary, 
rather static roof configuration. This is the same arrangement of the living area of the Walcott 
house where the main axis of the house has a triangular alcove on one end, while the cross-axis 
is extended visually through the glass doors to the outdoor B.B.Q area. If we ignore the visual 
extension of this axis in the plan, it makes its reference to the in-line plan of the Robie House 
(1907-10) that culminated in Wright’s use of a triangular bay on both ends to extend the spatial 
axes to a ‘single room type’ dwelling. The River Forest Tennis Club (1906) however, used the 
triangular protrusion as a solid mass rather than window openings as in the case of both Walcott 
House and Walker House. The plan of Walker House is cruciform, referencing a typical Prairie 
period plan with two wings interpenetrating each other to form a stable square in the centre. Also, 
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the roof plans of the Prairie period are mostly cross-axial in two levels and both of the Muller 
projects under study have cruciform roof plans with difference in height levels.  

 
Another project of interest is the Doheny Ranch project (1923) which was a residential 
development of a grander scale located at the base of the Santa Monica Mountains. Three houses 
were designed in detail, labelled by Wright as House A, House B and House C. House A and B 
have a more formal expression with the central dominant square volume rising up and extending 
down to the ground. The design of House C continues this pattern except for the projection of the 
terrace on the front with the angled walls of the house rising behind. It is based on the geometry 
of a rotated square or ‘ad quadratum’. The diagonal inclination was further explored in the 
Community Playhouse, the Little Dipper, Olive Hill (1923), which incorporated interlocking cross-
axial diagonal composition. The plan consists of a square schoolroom/theater, oriented on its 
diagonals with a stage on one corner and circular outdoor seating on the other. The project was 
also published in the 1938 issue of Architectural Forum. Another unbuilt project of this period 
was the Summer Colony at Lake Tahoe (1923) where Wright designed a series of floating villas. 
The simplest form was the Wigwam with a plan based on two squares, rotated on one another, 
while the square units along the longitudinal axis are stretched out, putting emphasize on the y-
axis. Muller sharply observed that a combination of orthogonal and diagonal geometries creates 
more magnificent sense of space. The Walcott House seems to draw its base geometry from the 
cruciform of the Prairie period, replacing the rectangular areas with the rotated squares. If we 
consider the rotated square of the living room as an independent unit, it resembles the ad 
quadratum of House C of the Doheny Ranch project, while the bedroom unit draws its geometric 
reference from the square quarters of the Lake Tahoe villas (Fig. 8). 

TThhee  SScchheemmaa  ooff  CCAA  

Consider the Sparse Matrix for Walker House, which consists of four cells in cross axial 
arrangement. The horizontal axis is symmetrical, while the vertical axis is slightly elongated.  Three 
units down and it conforms to a perfect biaxial symmetry; if we continue to slide down, say eight 
units from (1,9) to (9,9), it imitates the squat cruciform of Wright’s Martin House (Fig. 9). While in 
case of the Walcott House, if we reduce the number of cells in CA to two and move these within 
a proximity of fifteen units, it resembles the implied rotated geometry of the Robie House (Fig. 
10). However, the Walcott geometry is more of a hybrid composition taking reference from the 
rotated geometries of Wright’s later period. If we study the CA diagram for the Lake Tahoe ‘Big 
Tree’ cabin, it is one square divided into quarters, while the two quarters are elongated vertically 
(Fig. 11). It is the same case as of the bedroom unit of the Walcott House, which has internal 
divisions as quarters of the square, with one quarter enlarged and pulled out at the corner. Muller 
could have acquired this technique by studying Wright’s principles of rotated geometry. 

CCoonncclluussiioonn  

In Australia, the post-war period was a time to search for identity in Australian architecture and 
Wright’s philosophy appealed to Peter Muller, perhaps due to its humanistic and regional 
characteristics. Specifically, during the 1950s and early 1960s, the geometric connection with 
Wright’s work was stronger, marked with the execution of the Audette House, Walcott House, and 
later Walker House. Though Wright seldom talked about his composition techniques, Alan 
Colquhoun observed that “the plans exhibit a geometric order which stems from Beaux-Arts” 
which suggests organization along grids and axial arrangements.17 A similar extension of this 
approach can be seen in Muller’s work. Working through the computational and geometric 
diagrams of Muller’s and Wright’s projects, it is illustrated that both of their plan forms are 
variations of cross-axial geometry using square and rotated square as a basic unit. There may be 
differences in the scale of the modular units or spacing of the grid lines, but they share the same 
pattern system or rules of composition.  

 
This paper has presented an exploratory study of two-dimensional cellular automata as a tool for 
formal analysis of architectural drawings. It is not argued that the principle of cellular automata 
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explains it all, though it does provide an interesting analogy between an architectural plan and 
emergent computation. The approach is largely speculative in character: typical initial conditions 
are chosen, seeds are placed, and their evolution is studied by plotting the given code. The 
generated patterns provide an ideological extension of the schema of the plan. To make the CA 
plots look more similar to the plan drawings, new rules could be added to the given algorithm. 
Additionally, machine learning tools could be used to find the best match for the plan composition. 
One of the limitations of the CA analysis is its validation through trial and error; by comparing 
multiple CA plots until one elusively looks like the target.  

 
While Frank Lloyd Wright’s quadrate formations have been studied extensively, it is their 
appropriation to Australian context that is reviewed, only to find out that the influence is deeply 
rooted in the formal techniques of plan-making. By verifying a relation between form and 
technique using both the geometric diagram and the emergent diagram of cellular automata, the 
study demonstrates how similar Muller’s planning is to Wright’s, despite Muller’s apparent 
emphasis on architecture that is driven by a response to site and topography. The study 
emphasized Muller’s skill in adapting Wrightian geometries to Australian climate and is part of a 
broader analysis of Wright’s influence on post-war modernism in Australia.  

  

  
FFiigguurree  88. Geometric patterns in Frank Lloyd Wright’s projects: (a) River Forest Tennis Club (1906); (b) Doheny Ranch 

Development, Plan for House ‘C’ (1923); (c) Little Dipper Community Center, Olive Hill, (1923). 
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FFiigguurree  99.. Martin House (1905): (a) Plan with geometric overlay: (b) Plan geometry with CA Matrix Plot overlay: (c) Plan 

geometry with CA plot overlay 1 (rule 109): (d) Plan geometry with CA plot overlay 2 (rule 25). 
 

  
FFiigguurree  1100. Robie House (1909): (a) Plan with geometric overlay; (b) Plan geometry with CA Matrix Plot overlay; (c)	Plan 

geometry with CA plot overlay (rule 109). 
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FFiigguurree  1111. Lake Tahoe Resort, Big Tree Cabin (1923):  (a) Plan with geometric overlay; (b) Plan geometry with CA 

Matrix Plot overlay; (c) Plan geometry with CA plot overlay 1 (rule 81); (d) Plan geometry with CA plot overlay 2 (rule 
109). 
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Building on a theoretical framework established previously, this paper examines key 
drawings and projects from the infamous Manhattan series, produced by the Office 
of Metropolitan Architecture (OMA), which went on to form the Appendix of Rem 
Koolhaas’ Delirious New York (1978). We situate their work in relation to that of two key 
proponents of the paraline medium: Ivan Leonidov; and Oswald M. Ungers. While the 
theoretical inheritances from both of these figures to OMA are well-documented, we 
are interested in examining the drawn lineage. To examine the Manhattan drawings is 
to walk through a set of drawing techniques that become increasingly estranged from 
these forefathers. From “The City of the Captive Globe” (1972) – an Ungers-homage 
in plan-oblique – to “New Welfare Island” (1975-76), a trimetric which employs 
Leonidovian destabilisation, the practice make forays into novel drawing construction. 
The “Welfare Palace Hotel” (1976-77) combines techniques resonant with Leonidov, 
but utterly distinct, and becomes irreverent and celebratory in a way that serves as 
joyful complement to the text of Delirious New York itself. While many authors have 
noted Leonidov’s formal and theoretical influence on Koolhaas and OMA - including 
Robert Maxwell (1981); Robert Gargiani (2006); Francesco Marullo (2013); and Pier 
Vittorio Aureli (2015) - there is a paucity of critique regarding both Leonidov’s and 
OMA’s unique archaic and modern methods. If the plan-oblique can be understood as 
an elementary form of paraline drawing, then the laborious reconstruction of the plan 
in trimetry and obliques, introduce both a conventional and conceptual complexity. 
Koolhaas’ Delirious New York, and the lesser-known writings of Elia Zenghelis, will be 
used as lenses in our reading of OMA drawings. Architectural and urban positions 
emerge from the hierarchical relationships exposed in the trimetric and elevation-
oblique techniques themselves, such as the privileging of surface over tectonics; 
the rejection of abstraction; analogies of post- mortem and anthropomorphism; the 
cropping of the frame; and the role of cuteness. This paper contributes to a growing 
body of recent scholarship regarding the architectural drawing as mental space.

THEORETICAL ITERATIONS OF 
PARALINE PROJECTION FROM IVAN 
LEONIDOV, O. M. UNGERS, AND 
OMA
Beth George | University of Newcastle
Sally Farrah | University of Western Australia
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn::  SSttrreettcchhiinngg  CCoonnvveennttiioonn 

This paper is paired with another, “Trajectories of axonometry through distances and 
disciplines”,1 and collects its threads. In “Trajectories”, we plotted a course from medieval mappa 
mundi, through the military perspective, to the plan-oblique under Le Corbusier, who in taking to 
the sky bestowed attention on the roof plane that became a tenet of his ‘Five Points.’ We studied 
the drawing’s espousal and hybridisation by Ivan Leonidov, who recollected its primitive heritage 
and layered into it political and perceptual depth. The individuals studied were linked not 
geographically or theoretically, but through developments within their drawings, demonstrating 
an operative and rhetorical capacity in a shift from figural to cognitive space, from the bird’s eye 
to the mind’s eye. We offered up in “Trajectories” a chronological pursuit, observing a notional 
volume of architectural space mutating from the upright, to the oblique, to the axonometric and 
planometric: casting, extruding, and rotating with each transition.  
 

 
FFiigguurree  11. Illustration of paraline techniques discussed across both papers (L-R): plan-oblique (Le Corbusier), rotation, 

elevation-oblique or plan-oblique with angled vertices, symmetrical plan-oblique, isometric, tilted isometric (Leonidov), 
planometric (Leonidov), trimetric (OMA).2 Source: Authors, 2020. 

 
In this paper, we now begin to stretch and distort that volume, as within the hands of key 
postmodern exponents, it takes on greater complexity. We trace a connection from Leonidov to 
the members of the Office of Metropolitan Architecture (OMA), threading in influences from O. M. 
Ungers, both of whom were connected to OMA in various ways. The writings and drawings of each 
cement these figures as influential in their employment of the paraline medium. Under OMA, this 
trajectory of experimentation with paraline projection continues. Greater levels of distortion and 
promiscuity suggest a stretching of the drawing convention that parallels the expansive urban 
thinking the practice were engaged in.  The particular focus of this paper is given to OMA’s 
drawings of Manhattan, which formed the Appendix to Delirious New York. 3 Of primary interest 
to us is the manner in which OMA’s drawn texts can be understood through their particular 
language, in relation to their written discourse. The technical peculiarities of this drawing set, and 
the manner in which standard paraline conventions are employed and tweaked, can be read 
against their own theory and their inheritances from a paraline legacy established by Ungers and 
Leonidov.  

OOMMAA,,  OO..MM..  UUnnggeerrss,,  aanndd  TThhee  CCiittyy  ooff  tthhee  CCaappttiivvee  GGlloobbee  

In 1975, OMA was formed, consisting of Rem Koolhaas, Elia and Zoe Zenghelis, and Madelon 
Vriesendorp. In an article for AD in 1977, OMA wrote that the firm consisted of these four figures 
“in association with O. M. Ungers”.4 In fact, the name of the practice is both a homage to Ungers 
(OMU), and Roberto Gargiani suggests possibly to the IAUS.5 
 
Created prior to the formation of OMA, “The City of the Captive Globe” (1972) by Koolhaas and 
Zoe Zenghelis is a conventional plan-oblique cast (Fig. 2). A processual drawing of the project 
reveals it first existed as a hard-lined plan-oblique – in the style of Ungers – then filled with colour. 
Koolhaas wrote this drawing might be “a subconscious portrait of O. M. Ungers’ architecture”.6 
 

Though Ungers’ method might be adopted in structure, his personal ideologies - a tectonic 
relationship between form and content; and the aim for rationalism and abstraction - are 
countered. While Ungers criticised “the ideology of the perfect plan”,7 the plan-oblique maintains 
its primacy. OMA would come to employ axonometry, distorting the plan and sometimes also 
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elevation, emphasising surface over volume. This suggests a break from Ungers’ tectonic aims, 
whereby he considered architectural form as “the perfect expression of content”.8 Rather, for 
Koolhaas, the link between form and content, or “between form and meaning… were irrevocably 
severed”.9 Elia Zenghelis also wrote on “the redundant baggage of ‘content’.”10 What results in 
OMA’s paraline drawings is “a new condition that is strong enough to encompass the complexity 
of everyday reality”.11  

 

 
FFiigguurree  22. Rem Koolhaas and Zoe Zenghelis. “The City of the Captive Globe”. Plan-oblique. 1972. Source: Gift of the 

Howard Gilman Foundation. The Museum of Modern Art, New York/Scala, Florence © 2021. 
 

Ungers was interested in “the possibility of architecture achieving abstraction… through a 
complete elimination of any narrative”.12 If Zenghelis wrote on the “terrifying Rationalism of the 
total”,13 and claimed abstraction was one of many crimes committed by modernism,14 it is telling 
that Ungers’ plan-oblique method would evolve within OMA’s oeuvre. While Ungers cited three 
levels of reality in architecture – “the factual; the perceptual; and the conceptual”15 – his 
projection methods suppress the perceptual in their inherent rationalism. Lara Schrijver has 
observed this distinction between Koolhaas and Ungers regarding the perceptual, where 
“Koolhaas more readily accepts the beauty of reality ‘as is’, while Ungers still tries to unveil the 
potential he sees in it”.16 Fritz Neumeyer terms this as “Ungers’s objective idealism” versus OMA’s 
“subjective idealism”.17 In order for OMA to approach a representation that came closer to reality, 
they had to bend Ungers’ paraline technique, remaining technical but inviting the irrational. OMA 
explored ways in which hybrid paraline projection could narrate their perceptual concepts and 
“the psychological terrain of the metropolis and its ‘delirium’.”18 Enter the influence of Leonidov. 

IInnhheerriittaanncceess  aanndd  DDeevviiaattiioonnss  ffrroomm  LLeeoonniiddoovv  iinn  OOMMAA  

From 1971, Koolhaas began researching the work of Leonidov,19 which continued during his 
tenure at the IAUS.20 In 1973, Koolhaas proposed the idea to MoMA of hosting a Leonidov 
exhibition,21 and although unsuccessful, the IAUS held a Leonidov exhibition in 1977 and 
published the first English catalogue on his work.22 
 
The notion that one completes an image in their mind was significant to Leonidov’s body of work 
– he embraced ambiguity and multivalence in order to amplify the cognitive and perceptual: to 
engage in not just the construction of a drawing but its reconstruction in one’s mind. Similarly, 
OMA’s drawings resonate with “human experience”23 and reconstruct their “own reality”.24 Elia 
Zenghelis refers to the “elaborate drawing as technique”25 of OMA as “critical re-presentation”.26 
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The concepts of perception27 and experience28 are central to Zenghelis’ writing and thus OMA’s 
work. Zenghelis claimed that for OMA, the aim is to “represent that which is in the mind’s eye”.29 
This emphasis on ‘the mind’s eye’ comes to the fore in OMA’s hybrid drawings via the primitive, 
as learnt from Leonidov’s projections, and explored in the writing of Robin Evans and Massimo 
Scolari. It was Scolari who wrote how primitive forms of paraline drawing “strike the mind more 
than the eye”.30 Yet OMA’s drawings commingle aspects of Leonidovian primitivism with far 
greater scope for intricacy and narrative, lending them a sense of hybridity – edging between the 
archaic and modern.  
 
Where Leonidov explored axonometric methods, OMA’s Manhattan projects employ various 
angles of trimetric projection. Both have a tendency to destabilise the depictive world: to slump 
or tilt projection axes. The choice of a projection type is consequential in architectural theory, as 
it gives the rules to translate “a mental image to drawing, and of the building back to the viewer 
through perception”,31 where “all are zones of instability.”32 Scolari has noted “the discomfort we 
experience before a tilted picture or wall out of plumb tells us that the force of gravity is also an 
aspect of form… Architecture too… is oriented and orders itself within those invisible lines of force 
that project it onto the earth and toward the centre of the world”.33 We believe this is why several 
authors refer to OMA’s early projections as “surreal”,34 or as precursors to “dirty realism”.35 OMA’s 
drawings also adhere to Francesco Marullo’s recent exploration of ‘estrangement’ within 
axonometric projection as “making the ordinary unfamiliar and finding wonders in the 
consuetudinary”,36 acts by “increasing its perceptive consciousness”.37  
  
OMA innovate from Leonidov’s methods through shedding the post-modern taste for the 
abstract,38 aiming for “amplification rather than abstraction”.39 Leonidov’s projections abstracted 
to communicate “the subordination of form to organisation”,40 and “the radically new 
relationships…among form, space and media”.41 OMA’s language is instead “inclusivist”42 and 
realistic. They reject mystification, but are still distinctly architectural: they employ a rigorous 
language of paraline projection to narrate their theories.43 

NNeeww  WWeellffaarree  IIssllaanndd  ((11997755--7766))  

The New Welfare Island Project (Fig. 3) introduces the trimetric to OMA’s oeuvre.  
 
Splaying and Post-mortem 
The projection angles of this drawing are intriguingly slight – the x axes tilted minimally from 
horizontal, the y axes not far from vertical: it is unusual to look at in the extremity of its tilt toward 
the viewer. It is distorted in relation to the familiar 60-30 plan-obliques of Le Corbusier: if his 
convention derived from aviation, this might be seen to emulate the view out, and down, from the 
uppermost ‘aerial plots’ of Manhattan’s skyscrapers. With the plan elements inclined so far 
toward the picture plane – so that it almost reads as a planometric drawing – the elevational 
elements become strangely flattened against it. The visual effect is of splaying the body of the 
city: opening out the field of the drawing. The parallels between this prone cast and the notions 
of post-mortem referred to in the text are overt: the city is laid bare, with the grid as unfolded 
ribcage.  
 
False Hybridity  
At first, it may seem to be a hybrid construction, involving a trimetric cast on the left, interpreted 
clearly through the grid, and as an elevation-oblique at the centre, where the majority of the 
design attention is focused. And it is a hybrid, but not because it is a collision of two types of 
drawing. The grids of island and mainland are not aligned, so in this instance we simply catch the 
mainland in trimetric and the island in oblique. What is enabled by this construction is the 
interplay of resonances with both the Leonidovian ‘primitive’ – the archaic cast of medieval 
mappa mundi or town cartography where elevations are cast onto plans in-situ – and the tectonics 
of modern axonometry. In its estrangement from the plan-oblique method of Figure 2, the 
trimetric introduces an “otherness” compared to “all previous Urbanisms.”44 The crank that 
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occurs in the actual grid (which is sharpened here by a fictive straightening of the shoreline) is 
amplified in this construction: we bend from one drawing type into another. 
 

  
FFiigguurree  33. Rem Koolhaas and Zoe Zenghelis, New Welfare Island Project. 1975-76. Source: Gift of the Howard Gilman 

Foundation. The Museum of Modern Art, New York/Scala, Florence © 2021. 

  
Instability  
This morphological bending gives the effect of slippage to the composition: if you focus your eyes 
on the gridded left, the island components seem to want to slide downward off the page to the 
right. There is a sense of instability and gravity at play. An analysis using guides, however, reveals 
that if anything the horizontals of the island tilt slightly up toward the right: they are compensating 
ever so slightly for the extremity of the drawing’s left. The overall effect is a sort of visual leaning 
back, not dissimilar to that achieved in Leonidov’s House of Industry isometric, which is slightly 
rotated off the vertical axis and seems to orbit. While this Leonidovian slump might be seen as a 
sort of ‘nod’ to his call for linear cities, for OMA the vertical axis had to remain plumb to support 
Koolhaas’ Manhattanism. 
 
Voided Grid 
The communication of the remainder of Manhattan as unoccupied grid does not imply vacancy. 
It could be related to the latency of voids referred to by Leonidov, who saw them as charged.45 
The other effect of uncluttering the grid is to more keenly read its morphology. The “conditions 
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for… inscription, that is, for an architectural articulation with the city and the particular pleasure 
produced by it, are found neither in the extreme order of the grid, nor in the complete disorder of 
its loss, but in the meeting of the borders that separate order and disorder.”46 This drawing plots 
moments of friction, intensity, collision, and perversion within a territory drawn to be absent, but 
understood to be not just present, but as containing and producing the very urban condition being 
here celebrated.47 Attention is given to points of anomaly within the grid – to ‘implied monuments’ 
and intersections, and with flourishes like the Hotel Sphinx and its neighbouring mass seemingly 
‘riding’ on tectonic wedges.  

WWeellffaarree  PPaallaaccee  HHootteell  ((11997766--7777))  

In OMA’s “Welfare Palace Hotel” (Fig. 4), we encounter a shift from axonometry to elevation-
oblique projection.48  
 

 
FFiigguurree  44. Rem Koolhaas and Madelon Vriesendorp. “Welfare Palace Hotel”, cut-away elevation-oblique. 1976-77. 

Source: Gift of the Howard Gilman Foundation. The Museum of Modern Art, New York/Scala, Florence © 2021 

 
Confrontation 
Unlike the axonometry of Leonidov and Ungers, Figure 4 distorts the plan, eschewing a tectonic 
reading, and preserves the elevation to privilege surface. Scolari reveals how the elevation-
oblique behaves like Egyptian hieroglyphs,49 it becomes figural. Resonances exist here with 
Leonidov’s embrace of the archaic, but the drawing is not reductive. When it comes to the 
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architecture it is detailed and explicit. The drawing type is as combinatory as the city – both 
primitive in its resemblance and modern in its accuracy – presenting us with the possibility “to 
live inside fantasy”.50 This simultaneously strange yet familiar projection, through its combination 
of archaic and modern, reflects OMA’s design philosophy, whereby “the ‘new’ can only be 
registered if grafted onto the base of the familiar, as a modification which incorporates the 
rudimentary original.”51 
  
Inversion 
Welfare Palace is striking because it floats in a sea of black. This extends a lineage of figure-
ground reversal canonised by Leonidov. It is a technique that draws attention to the void in the 
urban process.52 By isolating one urban block in the projection, the figure-ground technique aids 
in a palpable isolation found in Koolhaas’ narration of Manhattan. Yet Figure 4 also presents us 
with deviations from Leonidov, by including colour. There is an absence of shadow casting in 
Leonidov’s drawings: rather, the role of the black absorbs shadow and gradations of tone, 
assisting the drawings to approach the abstract. OMA’s Welfare Island combines elements of both 
Eucledian “geometry of touch” and projective “geometry of vision”53. Out of the black field springs 
an urbanism with detail and delight. The commingling of abstraction and attention serves to 
highlight the city as one that hovers between the cognitive and the visual, as a series of “mental 
constructions”.54 This is evident in Peter Cook’s reading, who observed the drawing as “held by 
an ‘unreal’ that nonetheless has a reference back to the ‘real’ but refuses to ape it.”55  
  
Anthropomorphism and Lobotomy 
Where Figure 3 laid out Manhattan through act of an urban, post-mortem dissection, Figure 4 
utilises the metaphor of lobotomy at the formal scale. In facing the viewer, the towers are 
upstanding: they meet us. Like IAUS-affiliate John Hejduk’s paraline experiments, is “an 
architecture that looks at you – it is upright and facing you… it returns the gaze”.56 The effect is 
one of anthropomorphism, where the towers not only face us but take on a sense of possessing 
character. Zenghelis reflects that “Madelon’s obsession with seeing buildings as individuals did 
influence me. I think it also influenced Rem.”57 On Figure 3, OMA write that “the RCA has turned 
its back to Hotel Sphinx,”58 and that the tops of the skyscrapers in Figure 4 “are so designed that 
they ‘stare’ at Manhattan.”59 Facades become bodies that transmit “an explicit figurative 
message”.60 Through the elevation-oblique, facades are granted the ability to speak, yet OMA 
decide they are to be deceitful: they act as masks that “hide everyday life”.61 
 
This personhood is only exaggerated by the holding in each tower a mind’s eye of its own. As 
inspired by “Leonidov’s glass prisms in Magnitogorsk”,62 these penthouses are thus their brains: 
as seeing minds, they literally represent the archaic relationship between cognition and vision.63 
Zenghelis notes this corollary between mental and architectural space, stating that “architecture 
exists in the mind as a preconception”.64 These anthropomorphic metaphors, and OMA’s 
penchant for the medieval, are evident in Koolhaas’ two contributions to Oppositions published 
prior to this project. The ability for us to see into the brain of each character must surely 
approximate a lobotomy, each holds the mechanisms of city, but perhaps not a conscious gaze.  
 
And we ‘operate’ on the body of the city one more time: in the cutaways at the base of the two 
foregrounded towers. There is a flippant convenience in this gesture: the towers exist, but they 
are obstructing our view of the pool. The curvilinear code given to reducing distance between 
details – say a window head and sill – in documentation drawing is used to imply the towers’ 
continuum. It is clear to see where the foremost tower meets the ground, but far less so the 
second. Whatever spatial relationship they have at their tops is lost at their bottoms. Is this the 
kind of crude ‘fudging’ familiar to us all in drawing construction? A refusal to resolve or explain? 
Perhaps it reflects a convenience that is not foreign to the predilection of Delirious New York to 
indulge. It is also one of a few foibles in the drawing – the bridge at top left is a technical 
conundrum, and the section cut through the ground beneath the front tower would suggest the 
inability for pool and raft to float before it. These seem happy and apt obscurities in the context 
of the novel. Have it all: your elevation-oblique and your cutaway section, too. 
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AAccrroossss  tthhee  MMaannhhaattttaann  SSeerriieess  

Reading between OMA’s Manhattan projects, the following qualities emerge: projecting beyond 
the frame; cuteness; and axonometry as the simulacrum of skyscraper construction. 
  
Projecting Beyond the Frame 
The cropping of all these projections to evoke a horizon-less urbanity is a device utilised for OMA’s 
Manhattan projects.65 While this is common practice among students and practitioners using 
digital drawing methods, when drawn by hand, this cropping becomes an ideological choice. It 
suggests the interminable nature of city and drawing alike. Even the cover photograph of Delirious 
New York resists diminishing – it utilises a tilt-shift lens, eliminating a third vanishing point and 
bringing the scene closer toward a paraline cast.  
 
The Role of the Cute 
OMA’s shift towards “portraiture of the metropolis”66 in the 1970s, compared to Ungers’ hard-
lined methods, also reflects Leonidov’s interests as a painter.67 Cook has suggested that colour 
detracts from a drawing’s ability to capture “the sublime”.68 This holds true if one compares Hugh 
Ferriss’ perspectival renderings of Manhattan,69 which in “the avoidance of minutiae served the 
strength of his charcoal atmospherics”.70 OMA certainly do not avoid the minutiae, and their highly 
detailed and technical drawings reflect Rem’s observation that “the Metropolis is an additive 
machine”.71 Like trimetry, colour is utilised as a perceptual device to highlight the importance of 
surface over tectonics. Both Evans and Scolari note colour is a “haptic” property that can 
“jeopardize perceptions of metric uniformity”,72 whereby “gradations of tone… suggest the 
corporeality of the third dimension.”73 OMA utilise colour in order “to fuse the popular with the 
metaphysical, the commercial with the sublime, the refined with the primitive.”74  
 
The limited palette utilised across the projects allows them to avoid becoming “too 
picturesque”,75 and maintains a certain “artificiality”76 that Koolhaas observes in Manhattan. The 
palette is a sweeter and more sherbet version of Constructivist colour schemes, and holds the 
projection in the realm of the cute. We note a prevalence today of “cute aesthetics of pastel 
colours”, a revival intended to better “communicate with the public.”77 It resembles reality rather 
than representing it verbatim, to avoid “the danger of being appropriated by fashion.”78 The 
playful colour scheme, alongside the strange projection cast, are dual mechanisms that prevent 
the scene from immediate and complete consumability, in “an act of resistance against the rote 
commodification of architecture.”79 
  
Axonometry as the Simulacrum of Skyscraper Construction 
Cook has noted the similitude of the plan-oblique drawing with a building site.80 With construction 
lines as stringline and spirit level, vertices as scaffold, and the deposition of materials as 
incremental labour, the drawn field becomes simulacrum. 81 Is there not a particular confluence 
between skyscraper and paraline drawing? Consider the process of making an axonometric: 
setting out the base, erecting columns, multiplying the floors vertically, and travelling between 
them as by elevator to plot out rooms and forms. This might be seen as a precisely enactive 
drawing system for a practice ensconced with conceiving towers as responsive arrangements of 
mass and symbolic form. 

CCoonncclluussiioonn 

Drawing from the writings of Evans and Scolari on the relationships between optical, mental, and 
projective space, this paper contributes to a growing field of scholarship focusing on the 
architectural drawing as a mental space.82 We demonstrated, through an examination of three 
different projection types found in OMA’s Manhattan series, how the group manipulate paraline 
conventions toward theoretical ends. It is remarkable the extent to which the drawn language and 
the written discourse become inseparable in the reader’s memory: there is no un-pairing of the 
prose and the image once read together.  
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What also makes these drawings significant is that they were created before a body of literature 
emerged in architectural journals that commenced critical examinations of parallel projection in 
the 1980s.83 As Sonit Bafna and Hoyoung Kim have noted, OMA’s production “invert the expected 
logical relationship between drawings and theory – practical experiments in drawings come 
first”,84 and demonstrates the reciprocity that occurs in the act of drawing construction in the 
mind’s-eye, and the construction of architectural theory in the mind. 
 
While our explorations of architectural projection have so far focused on pedagogy, they are also 
critical to practice. Several of the tools we find in OMA’s representational artillery, particularly 
cuteness and frontality, are prevalent in current architectural praxis. The analogue drawings of 
OMA - some of the most infamous of the post-modern period, perhaps infamous as a result of 
their successfully inclusive techniques - are unique in their intentionality and ideologies. Yet there 
are ancestors to be located in contemporary digital projections that may form yet another thread 
in an ongoing trajectory. 
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The paper investigates the collaboration between Office for Metropolitan Architecture 
(OMA) and fashion brand Prada on a number of projects dating from the beginning 
of the twenty-first century to the present moment. More precisely, it examines the 
relationship between one of the most influential architectural firms (and one of the 
most influential architects – Rem Koolhaas) with fashion industry, consumption, 
branding and image making. The paper argues that the collaboration between OMA 
and Prada, evidences the relevance of the growing relationship between architecture, 
fashion branding and consumption. The collaboration between OMA and Prada can 
be argued as prolific, as it resulted with lasting collaboration, multiple retail spaces 
– so called Prada ‘epicentres’– a number of publications, and more. Koolhaas has 
done an extensive research on shopping at Harvard School of Design, which resulted 
with publication Project on the City II: The Harvard Design School Guide to Shopping 
(2001), and this research was further brought into his collaboration with Prada. 
Considering that AMO (a research and design studio of OMA) was involved with the 
designs of Prada catwalks, Prada lookbook, website and more, AMO and OMA can 
also be considered to be the image givers to Prada in the twenty-first century.

The paper aims to critically interrogate the intersections of fashion, branding, 
consumption, image and architecture as evidenced in this particular collaboration, 
also evoking the historical intersections between architecture, image and fashion. 
Aiming to also briefly trace the development of relationships between architecture, 
image and fashion from modernism to present moment, the paper argues that these 
relationships can be productive for architectural discipline. It sees these relationships 
as both more complex and more relevant than acknowledged by architectural 
discourses, and aims to extend the considerations of their relationships.

IMAGE, FASHION AND 
ARCHITECTURE: THE CASE OF 
PRADA
Sanja Rodeš | Deakin University 
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PPrraaddaa  aanndd  OOMMAA::  IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  

The collaboration between OMA and Prada dates from 1997, and it started by Miuccia Prada, the 
owner of Prada, approaching OMA for collaboration after reading the book Project on the City II: 
The Harvard Design School Guide to Shopping.1 Before opening the first store in 2001 in New 
York, Prada expanded the business by opening the 26 new stores around the world and by buying 
a few other fashion brands. This expansion changed Prada from being an expensive and unique 
Italian brand to a brand with a global presence, which resulted with a somewhat reduced interest 
towards the brand, decline in authenticity and global selling success.2 Aiming to restore the 
uniqueness, success and reinvent its image, Miuccia Prada approached OMA, which resulted with 
an ongoing collaboration.  
 
With an aim to reinvent the retail experience in their shops, the concept of ‘epicentre’ was 
proposed, and Prada hired famous architects such as Kazuyo Sejima and Herzog & de Meuron 
(in addition to OMA) to design their shops. The idea behind the term ‘epicentre’, rather than being 
a regular shop, is about an innovative interaction with customers and redefinition of the concept 
of shopping.3 The concept of epicentre is part of the so-called “Prada Universe”, where shopping 
and culture come together. The Prada shops designed by OMA offer more than shopping 
experience; the epicentre in New York (opened in 2001) include an environment for personal care 
and service, inventory of all Prada collections, e-commerce, zones of information dedicated to the 
evolution of the fashion system, and a public space which allows different social activities. The 
public space can transform and allows for different cultural activities too, such as film projections, 
different lectures and performances.4  
 
The first OMA-designed Prada epicentres opened in SOHO district in Manhattan, New York on 
December 14 2001. In 2003 another Prada epicentre opened in Tokyo in Japan, designed by 
Herzog & de Meuron, followed by OMA-designed epicentre store in Los Angeles (2004). It is 
relevant to note that the collaboration between famous architects (or ‘starchitects’) and fashion 
brands in the twenty-first century is not limited to OMA; MVRDV, SANAA, Fuksas, Toyo Ito and 
others designed stores for brands such as Channel, Christian Dior and Armani (see Fig. 1). The 
collaboration between Prada and OMA however exceeds designing of one store; in addition to 
Prada epicentres in New York (2001) and Los Angeles (2004), OMA designed Prada Transformer 
in Seoul (2009), and Prada Fondazione in Milan (2018). Not only, AMO (the research fraction of 
OMA) has simultaneously collaborated with Prada (2002–present) on the design of Prada’s 
website and online presence, look book, and scenography for the Woman’s and Man’s Fashion 
Shows.5 OMA and AMO largely participate in creating Prada’s image in the twenty-first century, 
and this collaboration is now the most prolific collaboration between a famous architect and a 
fashion brand.  
 
Prior to the twenty-first century and the collaborations between contemporary architects and 
fashion brands, modernist architecture and fashion had notable relationships throughout the 
twentieth century. Art historian Leila Kinney notes that some modernist architects and their wives 
designed clothes (such as Henry Van de Velde, Josef Hoffman, Lilly Reich and Frank Lloyd Wright, 
along with Anna Muthesius and Lilli Behrens), while others (Adolf Loos, Herman Muthesius and 
Otto Wagner) wrote about it.6 Kinney further refers to art historian Benjamin Buchloch, who 
claimed that fashion is one of the forces which successfully merges ‘culture industry’ and avant-
garde art; however this connection remained underexplored among modernist theorist and 
architects.7 Architectural historian Mark Wigley notes similar (1995) in discussing the white walls 
of modern architecture: “the dominant historiographical institutions do more than suppress the 
role of fashion in modern architecture. They also suppress the role of fashion in their own 
operations. Too often and too loudly do they certify that they and the avant-garde they describe 
are fashion-free.”8 He further notes that the absence of the analysis of relationship between 
architecture and fashion is what structures the discourse, and that this absence is addressed 
rarely.9 Such absence was often seen as related to biases around femininity, where fashion is 
seen as “frivolous or [of] trivial concern,”10 and as superficial or related to consumer culture.11 
The raising interest in fashion in architectural discourses in the second half of the twentieth 
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century and particularly the 1990s can be noted, specifically - the scholarly interests outside of 
architectural discipline, and was also propelled by feminist studies and cultural critique.12  

 

 
FFiigguurree  11. Timeline of the fashion stores designed by famous architects in the twenty-first century. Image: Author. 

 
Noting that architectural history was to an extent dismissive of its relationship with fashion 
throughout the twentieth century, and that shopping was rarely considered in architectural 
discourse, this paper asks the question of the current engagement of history and theory with 
fashion, and by extension, with shopping and branding in the present century. It notes that 
modernist architecture was not fashion-free, and that these relationships are more evident in 
contemporary architecture. This paper sees the relevance in exploring the relationships between 
architecture and fashion, shopping and branding, and argues that these are productive for 
architectural discipline, and able to creatively enrich each other. Considering these relationships 
as productive subverts the critique towards fashion in architecture. This paper argues that these 
relationships are made evident and relevant in OMA’s engagement with Prada. In addition, the 
extensive involvement of AMO and OMA with Prada, where AMO/OMA are the image-givers to 
Prada in the twenty-first century, extends the examination of relationships between fashion and 
architecture into the examination of image, fashion and architecture.  
 
This paper argues that these relationships are both more complex and more relevant than 
acknowledged by architectural discourses. Historically, image/fashion and architecture relations 
were understood within the framework of high and low culture in architecture, where architecture 
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is high culture, while fashion, imagery and shopping can be considered low culture.13 While high 
and low culture distinctions are not as pertaining anymore in the twenty-first century and these 
boundaries continue to be blurred in architectural discourses, there is a further need to engage 
with matters traditionally considered as low culture and expand the space of analysis into these.    
 
The paper acknowledges that the questions related to fashion, branding and architecture relate 
to the questions of the relationships between architecture, image and media, and analyses these 
as bound to each other. By moving towards fuller acknowledgement of fashion and retail in 
architectural discourses, this paper also argues that this examination intersects with the 
questions of the state of contemporary architectural discipline.   

AArrcchhiitteeccttuurree  aanndd  FFaasshhiioonn  HHiissttoorriiccaallllyy  

In architectural discourse, there are some notable attempts which link fashion to architecture – 
in addition to Wigley’s White Walls, Designer Dresses (1995), who discusses architectural “space 
as clothing,”14 some of the additional relevant attempts are Debora Fausch et al. collections of 
essays Architecture: In Fashion (1996).15 The research by Mark Wigley (1990; 1993), Felicity 
Scott (1998), Leila W. Kinney (1999) and Alina Payne (2012) is equally relevant; these published 
works link fashion to modernist architecture specifically.16 The relationships between modernist 
architecture and fashion are often seen as related to the dichotomies of “artifice/nature, 
internationalism/regionalism, commercial/non-commercial, superfluity/necessity, 
licentiousness/purity, and femininity/masculinity.”17 For example, architectural historian Mary 
McLeod in her chapter “Undressing Architecture: Fashion, Gender and Modernity,” (1994) 
parallels changes in (modernist) architecture and changes in fashion, and relates both to the 
concepts of gender, sexuality and body.18 McLeod notes relevant distinction between fashion and 
clothes, where fashion is about “ephemerality and taste,” and a “rapid stylistic change,” while 
“‘clothes’ refers to the covering of the human body with cloth,” and are more about endurance 
and functionality.19 
 
As noted in the Introduction to Architecture: In Fashion, the differences between architecture and 
fashion is that fashion is changing fast, while architecture “is static”, however both provide body 
with “clothes.”20 This can be understood as related to a concept of ‘cover’ or ‘envelope’ for the 
body in case of clothes, and enveloping or covering the domesticity and interior space, once 
related to architecture. Perhaps for this exact reason of the fast-changing character of fashion, 
and for arguably being equated with impermanence and even – superficiality, there is a noted 
resistance towards fashion in architectural discourses. Although many of the distinctions present 
in modernist architecture are not as pertaining in the present century’s architectural discourses 
and practice, it is relevant to note that distinctions are however not completely gone. Such 
distinctions arguably still structure the critique of contemporary architecture and fashion, which 
are in the twenty-first century extended by considerations of branding and shopping.   
 
In examining writings of architects such as Adolf Loos, Gottfried Semper, Otto Wagner or Le 
Corbusier and their relationship with fashion, McLeod notes that these architects, among others, 
commented on fashion as related to the ideals of modernity – simplicity, functionality and 
rationality, often connecting these to masculinist ideals. This argument is further continued by 
Wigley, who in his chapter “White Out: Fashioning the Modern,” (1996) positions fashion as 
almost central to the discourses around modernist architecture.21 He sees these discourses 
either denying or embracing fashion in both architecture and written analysis, by which Wigley 
acknowledges frequently denied relevance of fashion for architecture. He argues that fashion is 
often simplistically related to commodification in architecture and tied to the discourses around 
postmodernism.22 Wigley further argues that the relationship between architecture and 
postmodernism becomes generically described as emphasizing surface, and decoration. The 
white surface is symbolically used against these to symbolize deeper meaning, and, as Wigley 
also notes, the images of Le Corbusier’s white walls are frequent representation of this meaning, 
by which postmodernism is rejected by contemporary critics. Wigley brings these images of white 
walls and the discourses around postmodernism and surfaces  together via the concept of 
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fashion,,  considering that the images of white walls are used to reject the contemporary issues 
around the fashion, economy, commodification and the emphasis on surface and decoration in 
architecture.23   
 
The consideration of surface and decoration in architecture has been historically linked to the 
discourses on image and media in architecture, where image is equally considered as low culture, 
and has similar trajectory of dismissal throughout the twentieth century history and theory. The 
analysis which reclaims image for architecture is notable in architectural history in the second 
half of the twentieth and in the twenty-first centuries, evidenced in the work of Reyner Banham 
(1955; 1986), Beatriz Colomina (1994), Terry Smith (2006), Claire Zimmerman (2014) and 
others.24 As art historian Barbara Stafford also reminds us in her analysis of image bias, working 
with surfaces does not necessarily qualify as superficiality.25 Once this is extended to the 
architectural discipline, additional examination can separate superficiality, or lack of ‘meaning’ 
in architecture, from being perceived as equal to architecture’s engagement with image or 
fashion. This can be noted in collaboration between OMA and Prada, which is a collaboration that 
embraces (and welcomes) fashion, branding, along with image and media.  
 
Wigley further believes that modernism from the beginning “disciplines itself against fashion,”26 
which is equated with the external mask of the building, where this mask is not necessarily 
accurate and representing correctly what is under “the mask.” As he continues, “the crime of the 
architect-as-decorator is not simply decorating architecture by adding gratuitous ornament to it, 
but rendering architecture itself decorative by making it subservient to the fickle sensibility of 
fashion rather than to fixed standards like those offered by the new means of industrialized 
production.”27 By looking into the multiple writings of Le Corbusier, Sigfried Giedion and others, 
Wigley believes that the critique of fashion is connected with the surfaces of architecture, which 
are subordinated by construction and function of modernist architecture. In addition, he sees that 
“the fashion provides the basic frame of the discourse, its limit condition … the space of modern 
architecture is defined by its exclusion of fashion.”28 Wigley also connects this condition with 
gender, arguing that modernist architecture is “the architectural equivalent of the masculine 
resistance to fashion,” represented by a white wall.29 As he concludes, it is necessary to examine 
the specific relationship between contemporary architecture and fashion rather than to attempt 
to isolate architecture from fashion, or to mourn the loss of this isolation of architecture in 
modernism, as this isolation was non-existent anyway.30  
 
This argument is relevant as it ties architecture and fashion in almost inextricable manner and 
represents such by images of white walls of modernist architecture. Although modernist 
architecture “disciplined itself against fashion,”31 contemporary architecture finds itself in a 
different environment, mostly dictated by changed economic system and advanced capitalism.32 
In this environment, there is also a notable increase of the architects in fashion advertisements, 
along with fashion designers entering architecture field and architects designing clothes. There 
is also an increasing trend today of architect-designed shops of famous fashion brands, along 
with famous architects on the cover of the fashion magazines, magazines promoting architecture, 
and more.33 This further confirms the blurring between the high and low culture in architecture 
towards the end of the twentieth and in the twenty-first century, which is epitomized by OMA’s 
design of Prada shops (in addition to other collaborations between famous architects and fashion 
brands). This merging is also acknowledged by Harvard Design School Guide to Shopping (2001), 
which notes the central role of shopping in public space. It argues that shopping is the “defining 
activity of public life;” and that “not only is shopping melting into everything, but everything is 
melting into shopping.”34  
 
Although Koolhaas dismisses shopping centre in his seminal essay “Junkspace” (2002), calling 
it, among other, the “body double of space,”35 the architect embraced the territory of the 
‘junkspace’ in his Prada projects, and claimed it for design and architecture. Harvard Design 
School Guide to Shopping embraces shopping mall as a focus of intellectual inquiry and research, 
and brings into architectural discourse relationships between fashion, consumption, branding, 
and architecture.   
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TThhee  PPrraaddaa  EEppiicceennttrree  SSttoorree  iinn  NNeeww  YYoorrkk  aanndd  FFoonnddaazziioonnee  PPrraaddaa  iinn  MMiillaann  

In Harvard Design School Guide to Shopping, shopping was argued as a public activity which 
penetrates all aspects of life.36 OMA introduced shopping and retail to architectural research, and 
also brought these more notably into architectural practice, by opening retail space to 
architectural experimentation. Looking specifically into the first epicentre shop designed by OMA, 
which opened in New York in 2001, there is an attempt to further blur the boundaries between 
retail, shopping and culture, as this space includes venues for film screenings, performances and 
lectures. As described by OMA, the aim was to create the enriching experience for customer, and 
to instead recognize customers as “researchers, students, patients or museum goers.”37 This is 
done to acknowledge that “museums, libraries, airports, hospitals, and schools become 
increasingly indistinguishable from shopping centres.”38 The experimentation into fashion store 
reverses the equation, by which retail space is enriched and expanded upon (Figs. 2 and 3). The 
uncanny resemblance between this epicentre store and museum space (Fig. 4) brings to our 
attention that this store has the same, or very similar program to contemporary museums, which 
is exhibitions, performances, lectures, film screenings, and shopping. In this instance, however, 
the program is centred around the shopping experience, and experimented with as the public 
activity, where OMA reinvented the shopping experience and invested it with further meaning.  
 
Andy Warhol’s statement “all department stores will become museums, and all museums will 
become department stores,”39 becomes relevant in this context. As Klingmann also notes in her 
analysis of architecture by Koolhaas and OMA, the architect continuously negotiates the 
relationship between the consumer culture and architecture, destabilizing “the status quo 
between both.”40 While also comparing Koolhaas with Warhol, Klingmann believes that the 
negotiation of this relationship allows for “a new sense of freedom” for Koolhaas, arguing that 
him, very much as Warhol, has found the “sublime in the commonplace.”41 The ‘commonplace’ 
is understood as fashion, branding, or all that can be perceived under the umbrella of low culture..  
She believes that “it is the precision with which he–more than any other architect of his 
generation–investigates the position of architecture within popular culture that has 
fundamentally changed many of the ideological and aesthetic representations of critical 
architectural practice.”42 Not only, she claims that such is Koolhaas’ manner of subverting any 
ideology, by incorporating multiple positions.43  
 
Incorporating multiple positions and an ambiguous relationship with Prada projects is evident in 
OMA/AMO published book Content (2004), which briefly considers OMA-designed epicentre 
stores.44 While the analysis of, for example, the CCTV building in Beijing is presented with 
theoretical examination of the new skyscraper typology in the post 9/11 world, Prada epicentre 
projects are not followed by similar theoretical elaboration.45 The New York epicentre is presented 
with imagery from popular media, where the critique of superficiality seems to be implied.46 
Koolhaas’ relationship with New York and Manhattan has been elaborate and evidenced in 
multiple publications, however in this instance, Prada projects were not clearly related to this 
research, and almost omitted from any serious consideration. In one of the texts published in 
Content, Luis Fernandez-Galiano argues that clients such as Prada, Schrager, Guggenheim are 
“upper tier of luxury markets” which allow for generous architectural examinations.47 As he 
continues, “commerce as culture or culture as commerce, who cares? When boundaries blur, 
those on the borders are in the best position to shape the future.”48 Despite the evident irony and 
criticism and downplaying the Prada projects in Content, the ambition to shape the future is 
acknowledged. The extensive research into shopping at Harvard University acknowledges similar, 
and evidences the intellectual inquiry behind OMA’s Prada projects. 
 
It is arguable that the intellectual sophistication of some of the OMA’s projects partially relies on 
the research fraction AMO (1999–present), which allows OMA to extend their activities from 
architectural and urban design into research, and consider different frontiers. Through AMO, the 
research into shopping was conducted with Harvard School of Design, along with, for example, 
collaboration with European Union on a redesign of the flag (2001), research and curation of the 
14th Venice Architecture Biennale (2014), and more.49 These collaborations, including the one 
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with Prada, were equally propelled by the celebrity status of the architect.50 The research fraction 
AMO, along with collaboration with Harvard School of Design and the celebrity status of the 
architect simultaneously allow for in-depth and research based projects for high-profile clients. 
These equally provide an opportunity for OMA to engage with and comment on the current state 
of the architectural discipline via different mediums.   
 
The celebrity status did not only bring commissions to OMA – as related to Prada epicentre in 
New York, the image of the architect enhanced the visibility of this new store, where the presence 
in media further attracted visitors. (This is the ‘strategy’ already evidenced as successful in the 
Frank Gehry-designed Guggenheim in Bilbao.51) The New York epicentre shop achieved instant 
economic success, managing to return between $50 000 and $70 000 of profit in the first 
months of its opening. This was achieved regardless of the post 9/11 economy. The project was 
featured in multiple online magazines, both architectural and non-architectural, such as Interior 
Design, Metropolis, Architectural Digest, and Architectural Record, along with reviews in 
Washington Post, New York Times, Newsweek, and the Observer.52 The building designed by 
starchitect is somewhat of a luxury itself, being almost considered as more than a regular 
building, with added cultural capital.53 This mutually beneficial (image) exchange between a 
luxury fashion brand and a famous architect strengthened the economic success and revenues. 
All of the previous evidences the multiplicity and the complexity of contemporary relationships 
between architecture, fashion and image, on one side tied to global markets and profit, and on 
the other – productive of research and experimentation in architecture.     

 

 
  

FFiigguurree  22. Axonometric drawing of the ‘public space’ (called ‘the Wave’) in the Prada Epicenter Store in New York 
(2001). Image courtesy OMA. [“Prada Epicenter New York,” OMA, accessed 28 August 2020, 

https://oma.eu/projects/prada-epicenter-new-york]. 
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FFiigguurree  33. The ‘public space’ in the Prada Epicenter Store in New York (2001). Photograph by Armin Linke, Courtesy 

OMA. [“Prada Epicenter New York,” OMA, accessed 28 August 2020, https://oma.eu/projects/prada-epicenter-new-
york]. 

	

	
FFiigguurree  44. Inside of Prada Epicenter Store in New York (2001). Image Courtesy hectormitchellturner. [“Prada Epicenter 

New York,” OMA, accessed 28 August 2020, https://oma.eu/projects/prada-epicenter-new-york] 
	
The blurring between retail, branding and culture is taken further in OMA’s latest project with 
Prada, which is Fondazione Prada (Figs. 5 and 6) in Milan in Italy (2018). In 1993 Miuccia Prada 
and Patrizio Bertelli established “Milano Prada Arte”, which later became “Fondazione Prada”, to 
pursue their interests in art and culture.54 Since 1995, art historian and critic Germano Celant 
has been director of Fondazione Prada.55 Since its establishment (1993), Fondazione Prada has 
housed a number of exhibitions and projects. Some of those are permanent projects, virtual 
reality installations, performing art projects, musical projects, cinematographic projects, solo 
shows by national and international artists, multidisciplinary conferences, philosophy symposia, 
architectural projects and publications.56 The architectural projects hosted at Fondazione Prada 
were “Herzog & de Meuron, OMA/AMO Rem Koolhaas. Projects for Prada. Works in Progress” 
(2001); “Unveiling the Prada Foundation” (2008); “Rotor: Ex Limbo” (2011).57 Although 
Fondazione Prada is art and cultural centre under Prada brand, it further unequivocally ties Prada 
to culture, and legitimizes the experimentation into retail architecture and branding. As once 
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Wigley claimed that fashion is tied to modernist architecture by its very attempt to negate this 
connection and insist on white walls, in this example, contemporary architecture embraces luxury 
fashion brand by demonstrating it can mix with culture and art. It also demonstrates that 
relationship between architecture and fashion can go beyond consideration of surfaces, as once 
dismissed in modernist discourses, or go beyond the simplistic consideration of commodification 
in architecture. 
 
In redefining Prada’s brand, OMA/AMO managed to productively mobilize branding strategies for 
architecture with the focus on enhancing visitors’ experience, as evidenced in epicentre shop in 
New York, and to redefine retail space for architecture. By bridging the gap between fashion, retail 
and contemporary architecture in both architectural discourse and practice, the distinctions 
between these which existed in modernism are further blurred and redefined. As architectural 
historian Aaron Betsky notes: “it is not easy to dismiss Rem Koolhaas,” as he is able “to produce 
a convincing architecture of image.”58 Once this is extended to the collaboration with Prada, and 
despite architectural discipline not being fully welcoming of image and fashion, the relationship 
between these and architecture continues to be part of architectural discipline. Research into 
what exactly the “convincing architecture of image” is, along with research into the relationships 
between architecture and retail, fashion and branding, represents the key to enhancing 
productive analysis into contemporary architecture, which relates to image, branding, fashion and 
retail in increasingly complex ways.   

 

  
FFiigguurree  55. (L) Fondazione Prada in Milan, Italy (2018). Image: Wikimedia Commons, licence CC-BY-SA-4.0: 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/ . No changes made to the image. Author: DesignerToparchitect. 
[“Fondazione PRADA, Milano, Via Ripamonti - Largo Isarco area,” Wikimedia Commons, accessed 1 September 2020, 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Fondazione_PRADA,_Milano,_Via_Ripamonti_-_Largo_Isarco_area.jpg.] 
FFiigguurree  66. (R) Fondazione Prada in Milan, Italy (2018). Image: Wikimedia Commons. licence CC-BY-SA-4.0: 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/ . No changes made to the image. Author: DesignerToparchitect. 
[“Fondazione PRADA, Milano Via Ripamonti - Largo Isarco area, Rem Koolhaas design,” Wikimedia Commons, 

accessed 1 September 2020, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Fondazione_PRADA,_Milano_Via_Ripamonti_-
_Largo_Isarco_area,_Rem_Koolhaas_design.jpg.] 
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The mixed-methods research approach remains central to the writing of cultural 
histories. Within this framework, experts recommend using interdisciplinary 
methodologies to incorporate historical evidence, new analytical themes, experimental 
techniques and concepts. Although few medieval architectural structures have 
remained in Iran, the representation of architectural structures in Persian miniature 
painting is a significant phenomenon in Islamic art. Based on a different way of 
seeing and visual tradition, such paintings, mainly from the Timurid and Safavid eras, 
illustrate a variety of architectural spaces. In the absence of buildings, these images are 
suggested as primary references for structural and socio-cultural studies of medieval 
Iranian architecture. However, a lack of familiarity with the visual language of Persian 
miniature and the absence of an analytical method seem to be obstacles for decoding 
spatial settings in such paintings. Methodological experimentation undertaken in 
this study has sought to enhance how the multifocal perspective characteristic of 
architectural elements and spaces depicted in Persian miniature paintings could 
be better understood. Such experimentation has resulted in a significant extension 
and refinement of an analytical method suggested by previous scholars that has 
evidently never developed and applied so thoroughly before. The particular folding 
and pop-up technique developed here produces three-dimensional paper projections 
of Persian miniature paintings through which the spatial arrangement and structure 
of the architectural elements depicted can be decoded. Applied to spatial analysis of 
various architectural settings in medieval and pre-modern Persian painting, including 
‘landscape’, ‘mobile architecture’, ‘urban complex’ and ‘palace’, three- dimensional 
pop-up models facilitate the use of Persian miniature as a primary resource for the 
history of medieval architecture, advance the iconographical analysis and expedite 
the socio-cultural connotations associated with that spatial environment.

IMAGES AS HISTORICAL SOURCES: 
ANALYSING PERSIAN MINIATURE 
PAINTINGS AS DOCUMENTATIONS 
OF ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
Sareh Abooali | University of Adelaide
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  

Scholars from diverse disciplines affirm the value of Persian miniature painting, especially 
historical illustrations, as visual evidence of cultural aspects such as contemporary society, 
architecture, costume, armour and interior decoration.1  Architecture of many descriptions, from 
mobile tents to monumental mosques and palaces, are among the most consistent and 
recognisable elements within Persian miniature paintings. Although few architectural structures 
belonging to the medieval era remain,2 Persian miniature paintings, especially from the Timurid 
and Safavid eras, illustrate a variety of architectural spaces. 
 
To visualise architectural descriptions, painters, as expected, turned to their environment and 
contemporary buildings. Therefore, in the absence of such buildings, these images have been 
used as a primary visual reference to study Iranian medieval architecture.3 Although previous 
scholars have recognised Persian miniature paintings as a potentially rich alternative source of 
primary historical evidence where written sources are lacking, the conceptual distance and visual 
ambiguity of that medium relative to present-day artistic practice and perceptual conventions 
have presented persistent obstacles to interpretation and understanding.  

BBaacckkggrroouunndd  ooff  tthhee  SSttuuddyy  

The representation of architecture in Persian miniature paintings, and the characteristics of the 
architectural language that can be identified in these paintings, has been the focus of valuable 
but unconnected and differently oriented studies by previous scholars.4 Some of these studies 
have also recognised the benefit of interpreting such paintings to understand the historical 
functions and qualities of architectural spaces and monuments in which historical documents 
and architectural drawings are deficient.5 However, relatively little work has been done to date to 
advance knowledge and understanding of the representation of architectural spaces in Persian 
miniature. In turn, the lack of familiarity with the visual language of Persian miniatures, and the 
absence of fully developed analytical methods to decode their spatial order and logic, has 
presented persistent obstacles to the interpretation of the social content and contexts of such 
paintings. 
 
The conventional and idealised representation of space and architectural structures, as a two-
dimensional device to display, define and frame human figures has always been part of Persian 
painting themes. Imagery conventions for the depiction of architecture advanced, along with 
developments in the visual medium.6 Different types of architectural structure, including mobile 
and sedentary (such as tents, palaces, mosques and fortresses) were depicted.7 Gradual 
alterations of picture layouts from the horizontal 8 to the vertical 9 that emerged towards the end 
of the 14th century raised the horizon and increased the sense of depth. Such modification 
allowed figures and buildings to move away from the baseline of the frame and into the picture 
space.10 The transition of the image into a vertical format, enriching the arrangement of visual 
elements, in turn, increased spatial complexity of full-page compositions to a more detailed 
visual composition. The expansion of architectural space in this method made the built 
environment a predominant part of the human story within miniature painting.11 
 
Despite fundamental stylistic and compositional differences, Il-Khanid manuscripts such as the 
Shahmama and Jami’ al-tawarikh shared the role of architecture as a stage or background for 
human action, amplified by the ever-present hanging or draped curtain.12 While architecture in 
earlier paintings of Islamic Iran had been devised as a backdrop for human action,13 Timurid 
painting established architecture as a context.14 Early Safavid painters working in the 16th 
century in Tabriz were seeking a new style of architectural expression that elaborated and refined 
Timurid expression.15 Imagery conventions of Safavid painting enhanced and brought 
architecture more in line with a human scale.16  
 
Following the visual tradition, Persian painters did not use scale to distinguish distance between 
items. Thus, all objects were the same size. Instead, overlapping planes of architectural and 
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natural layers such as walls, domes, iwan, hills and mountains from the foreground at the bottom 
to the background at the top, gave the impression of depth.17 Scholars have recently begun to 
explore how Persian painters illustrated their architectural environment within their paintings.18 
However, decoding architectural spaces which are depicted based on a complex multifocal vision 
remains challenging. 
 
Hatice Yazar, in her thesis on Architecture in Miniature, focuses on the representation of space 
and form in illustrations and buildings in Timurid Central Asia.19 She confirms consistent 
similarities between architecture and miniature in building elements and typologies 20 and tried 
to devise a way of three-dimensional modelling of painted buildings.21 In search of a technique 
that would be most revealing and would perhaps correspond to the sense of depth in the 
miniature, Yazar used three experimental stages. One of these stages includes the idea of cutting 
and folding paper to give the impression of a contained space or a built enclosure. To do so, she 
cut strips in a piece of paper and folded the paper “so that the strips would stand out from the 
original surface and give the impression of a cube or a building when the paper was folded at 
right angles”.22 Yazar’s intended application of this technique to suggest a three-dimensional 
spatial model of the building, despite its evident potential, remained at an early stage, and one 
that did not examine various illustrated folios.23 Therefore, despite a valuable experiment towards 
addressing conceptual and technical aspects of Persian miniature paintings — in this case, those 
from Timurid Central Asia — the beholder’s understanding of the visual language and spatial 
arrangement within the painted ‘space’ remains incomplete. 

 

	
FFiigguurree  11..  (L) The capture of Qotb od-din Qormi and bringing him to Atiq Jame’ Mosque in Shiraz, attributed to Kamal 

od-din Behzad, Timurid, The Zafarnameh of Shah Tahmasp (no.708, Herat or Tabriz,1528), Courtesy of Golestan 
Palace, Iran. 

FFiigguurree  22..  (R, above)  The Masjid-i ‘Atiq in Shiraz, Courtyard view, looking southeast towards the east (right) and south 
iwans with Khuda Khane seen on the left, photo courtesy of Saeideh Setayesh, October 2018. 

FFiigguurree  33..  (R, below)  The Masjid-i ‘Atiq in Shiraz, courtyard view, northern iwan on the left and Khuda Khane at the 
centre, photo courtesy of Saeideh Setayesh, October 2018. 

 
Different methods of analysis that Yazar used to interpret or construct a possible language of 
architectural space in the miniature, suggested the similarities between the expression of form 
and space in miniatures and the experience of space in buildings. Therefore, she disputed the 
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description of miniatures “as a vision of an idealized art form unrelated to the world of built form 
and the suggestion that their artists did not exchange ideas with contemporary architects”. 
Instead, she proposes that investigating miniatures as enduring documents can offer a 
conceptual perception of qualities designed into buildings.24 A pertinent example that confirms 
Yazar’s proposition is a folio belonging to Timurid Zafarname by Yazdi (no.708)25 which illustrates 
Jame’ Mosque in Shiraz (Fig. 1).26 This mosque, identified as the Masjid-i ‘Atiq, still exists in Shiraz 
today and remains an important historical marker (Figs 2 and 3).27  Examination of the image by 
revealing some significant similarities between the illustration of Masjid-i ‘Atiq and its existing 
structure proved that the painting matched the real structure in detail. Some of these 
comparisons are between the image and the building in its first Pahlavi period (1925–1941), 
before major renovations.28 Apart from the ‘Atiq mosque, only a few extant remains of medieval 
buildings are visible today. Therefore, as an invaluable primary visual resource, this folio has 
exceptional potential for the study of Iranian medieval architecture and its social implications.29 
Therefore, the key question is: how can the Persian miniature paintings be spatially decoded as 
visual primary documents? 

MMeetthhooddoollooggyy  aanndd  AAnnaallyyssiiss::  RReevveerrttiinngg  tthhee  GGaazzee,,  DDeeccooddiinngg  tthhee  SSppaaccee    

To understand the spatial arrangement of Persian paintings, experts suggest that the observer 
make certain visual and mental readjustments to a different and highly sophisticated way of 
seeing. Despite valuable discourse addressing Persian miniature’s conceptual and technical 
aspects, making that readjustment remains difficult. This current study contributes to this 
growing area of research by extending and developing a technique that provides a practical tool 
to test and extend existing theoretical discussions on the vocabulary of Persian miniature 
painting.  
 
To understand the visual language of Persian miniature painting and objectify the spatial depth 
and sequence offered by their orthographic projection, this study envisages a practical tool to 
surpass existing theoretical and experimental limitations in the vocabulary of the Persian 
miniature. This method defines different spatial layers in the two-dimensional picture-plane of 
the original paintings and delaminates them by cutting and folding printed paper reproductions 
of those images, creating pop-up three-dimensional models. This method has been applied to 
the analysis of various architectural settings which are sedentary and mobile. 
 
In terms of design, by adopting a pop-up and folding method, the conceptual and conventional 
features of Persian miniature painting can be explored. Persian miniature painting based on a 
different pictorial mode offers a visual description of the world as experienced and imagined 
through time and space, rather than an objective snapshot.30 This pictorial mode is not based 
on axonometric projection and linear perspective that, following the Italian Renaissance, have 
become widely accepted as standard models for the artistic portrayal of the outer world. 
 
From a conceptual perspective, the spatial arrangement of Persian miniature painting consists 
of different plane surfaces. These surfaces are meant to demonstrate different grades of reality 
from the horizon of material existence to a higher state of consciousness known as the ‘imaginal 
world’ or ‘!lam-i-khay!l’. These conceptual features can be described as ‘seeing without seeing’. 
Such an ideal is attained by practical approaches which result in a complex vision by merging 
multiple viewpoints within a single image, juxtaposing the plan, elevation and section and 
representing the interior and exterior space simultaneously to maximise the conveyance of 
information (Fig. 4). Such a vision can be defined as an ‘omnipresent transcendent gaze’. To 
create the pop-up models, Persian miniature pictorial conventions such as the juxtaposition of 
plan and elevation, previously a limitation, are applied. This method distinguishes, cuts, 
delaminates and pops up the plane surfaces that comprise the hierarchical and stratified spaces 
of the Persian miniature. These surfaces include architectural plans, animals and human figures 
and natural elements such as rocks, hills and vegetation. The result is a pop-up image that has 
been visually deciphered from an ambiguous two-dimensional multifocal perspective which 
juxtaposes different viewpoints in a single frame to a three-dimensional model. 
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FFiigguurree  44.. Defining the juxtaposition of elevation, section and plan in a Persian Miniature painting. Figure generated by 
author, based on gold coins poured over Humayun, Khamseh by Khvaju Kirmani, Courtesy of British Library © British 

Library Board, Add 18113 folio: 45v, Baghdad, c. 1396. 

 
Figure 5 depicts the birth of Z!l; son of S!m and father of Rostam. This palace setting has been 
horizontally divided in two by a brick wall. The upper part represents S!m’s harem (women’s 
quarters) where his wife gave birth to his first child, Z!l. In the lower part, located outside the 
women’s quarters, a number of curious courtiers are shown standing along the brick wall while 
they gossip amongst themselves. A man with his Taj-i Haydari, probably S!m, sits on the tiled 
stairs. The combination of front and top views and juxtaposition of plan and elevation enabled 
the painter to display the interior and exterior spaces at the same time. However, the folding 
and pop-up model offers a three-dimensional rendition of the setting which thereby enables the 
observer to look at the palace from its standing point, or where the courtiers stand behind the 
walls (Fig. 6). The second folio to be transformed into a three-dimensional pop-up model is “the 
meeting of the clans”, a 16th-century encampment scene attributed to Mir Sayyid ‘Ali that has 
been praised by scholars due to its meticulously observed and recorded scene (Fig. 7). The 
detailed execution of tents and the lively representation of nomadic life makes this painting an 
exceptional visual resource to study mobile architecture, nomadic life and the socio-cultural 
connotations associated with that living environment. Figure 8 represents the pop-up model of 
this encampment scene from the front and elevated views. 
 
In both cases (Figs 6 and 8), the pop-up models based on a single point perspective offer an 
unambiguous spatial arrangement which clearly shows different layers of space that have been 
arranged from the bottom to the top of the page. Within these overlapping layers, people, 
furniture, animals and tents were distributed. Contemporary buildings and their decoration were 
the starting point for the process of translating a three-dimensional form onto the two-
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dimensional surface of the paper. By reverting the gaze to the three-dimensional version of the 
scene, the folding and pop-up method offers a spatial arrangement of levels and elements in a 
way that is easy to perceive, understand and interpret. Thus, such a three-dimensional version 
of the image can be used as a primary resource to study architecture and its social implications. 
This alternation occurs because the pop-up models feature a more ‘objective’ rather than 
‘subjective’ image. If we accept that the realm of Persian miniature painting lies between 
intelligible and sensible worlds, the realm of three-dimensional images better reflects the 
‘sensible world’ which is the place of the ‘material’. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  55.. Defining two main sections of the palace (private quarter and outside of the barrier). Figure developed by 

author, based on the birth of Zal, Shahnameh of Shah Tahmasp (1520s–1530s). 31 
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FFiigguurree  66.. Applying folding and pop-up method to suggest a 3D model of the space. 

Above: Front view. Below left: Slightly elevated front view. Below right: Angled elevated view. 
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FFiigguurree    77.. The meeting of the clans, previously attributed to Mir Sayyid ‘Ali, Persian (sixteenth century), probably a folio 
from a manuscript of Leyli and Majnun of Jami, date c. 1540, Middle East, Iran, Tabriz, Safavid period. Courtesy of the 

Harvard Art Museum /Arthur M. Sackler Museum, Gift of John Goelet, formerly in the collection of Louis J. Cartier 
Copyright: Photograph  ©President and Fellows of Harvard College. Accessed 23.11.2018, 

https://harvardartmuseums.org/collections/object/216252. 
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FFiigguurree  88. Applying folding and pop-up method to suggest a 3D model of the space. (L) Elevated view. Demonstration of 

depth and different spatial settings by overlapping layers from the bottom to the top of the page. (R) Front view. 

 
Although linear perspective space is created only by looking, the Persian painter’s way of 
thinking and illustrating meant that a visual image reflected a mental image that the painter 
saw. Thus, a reverted gaze through the three-dimensional models created a window toward the 
artist’s vision and imagination. It displayed that phase of the imagery process that existed before 
transference of the three-dimensional outer world into multifocal two-dimensional plane 
surfaces of the Persian miniature. On the basis of such a quality, three-dimensional models also 
offer a view of the artist’s mental image by revealing aspects that have been devised and 
inserted in the painting, but they are not apparent in the original image. The concealment of 
such features is a result of manipulating different methods through which Persian miniature 
painting combines two-dimensional elements to create an illusion of three-dimensional effects 
of space, motion, depth and perspective. This illusion includes the visual information suggested 
by the text, implemented by the painter and existing in the image. However, they are concealed 
in the process of creating such an illusion and are revealed by this method. The disclosure of 
such hidden aspects is possible when the iconological analysis process interacts with three-
dimensional models and the text that the image illustrates.  
 
Here, an example of such interaction between the folding and pop-up model and the text is 
examined in a pivotal moment in Khosrow and Shirin, the famous Persian tragic romance by 
Nizami, which describes Khosrow’s first sighting of Shirin, while she bathed in a pool. Khosrow 
passes a meadow (marghz!r) with a spring, and he finds Shirin naked, bathing and washing her 
flowing hair. Nezami declares that Shirin at first did not see Khosrow because her sight was 
blocked by flowers and plants: 

 سمنبر غافل از نظاره شاه
 کھ سنبل بستھ بد بر نرگسش راه

 
This sensual part of Khosrow and Shirin’s love story is an attractive scene illustrated in different 
schools and by various artists. Focusing on the moment when “Khosrow spies Shirin bathing”, 
they are usually familiar with Khosrow on his horse standing on a raised platform, such as hills 
or rocks, gazing at Shirin from his vantage point while Shirin sits in the pool trying to hide her 
body with her long hair hanging over her shoulders and down to her waist. Here, two different 
illustrations of the story are considered. The first is attributed to Sultan Muhammad in the first 
half of the 16th century (Figs 9, 11, 13, and 15).32 The second is attributed to the late 15th 
century (Figs 10, 12, 14, and 16).33  
 
In both cases, the landscapes consist of various overlapping layers of rocks, trees and 
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vegetation, arranged from the bottom of the page to the top, thereby signifying a sense of 
perspectival depth. Despite such a spatial arrangement, the renditions appear relatively flat. 
Here, no architectural elements provide privacy and seclusion to the framed female figure in 
each case. Located in the middle of the pool, Shirin is entirely in Khosrow’s gaze as well as that 
of the observer of the painting. The painters have made minimal effort to use the rocks and trees 
to cover the view of Shirin’s body. However, a remarkable feature of these landscape settings, 
which is only revealed through observing the three-dimensional models, is how trees, plants and 
rocks are encircling Shirin like a natural enclosure (Figs 9–12). To create the pop-up models, 
first, different layers, including rocks, trees, figures and animals, have been defined and cut. By 
folding these layers, the models which signify the three-dimensional version of the images are 
prepared. Figures 9 and 10 present the pop-up models at a slightly elevated view, through which 
stratified spaces from the foreground to the background are perceptible.  

 

	
 

 
FFiigguurree  99.. (Above) Pop-up model based on Shirin bathing, Khamseh of Nezami, attributed to Sultan Muhammad, active 

first half of sixteenth century. 
FFiigguurree  1100.. (Below) Pop-up model based on Khosrow surprises Shirin bathing, Khamseh (Quintet) of Nezami, Iran, 

Tabriz, 1481AD. 
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FFiigguurree  1111.. (L) Pop-up model based on Shirin bathing, Khamseh of Nezami, attributed to Sultan Muhammad, active first 

half of sixteenth century Shirin encircled by a natural enclosure.  
FFiigguurree  1122.. (R) Pop-up model based on Khosrow surprises Shirin bathing, Khamseh (Quintet) of Nezami, Iran, Tabriz, 

1481AD. Shirin encircled by a natural enclosure. 

 
The opportunity provided by the three-dimensional models to observe the scene from different 
viewpoints reveals additional hidden aspects of poetic texts. Figures 13 and 14 focus on Khosrow 
from Shirin’s perspective while also synchronising the observer’s view of the image to that of 
Shirin, who looks at where Khosrow is standing behind the bushes. These images demonstrate 
the verse in the poem which denotes: 

Shirin was not aware of Khosrow’s gaze 
That flowers were veiled her sight 
 سمنبر غافل از نظاره شاه
 کھ سنبل بستھ بد بر نرگسش راه

 

  
Looking at Khosrow from Shirin’s perspective. 

FFiigguurree  1133. (L) Pop-up model based on Shirin bathing. 
FFiigguurree  1144. (R) Pop-up model based on Khosrow surprises Shirin bathing. 

 
Figures 15 and 16 gaze at Shirin from Khosrow’s viewpoint. Here, the perspective of the observer 
of the image accords to that of Khosrow looking at Shirin. These images visualise the description 
of the moment Khosrow is sightseeing in the meadow and habitually casts around and, in 
amazement, sees Shirin bathing in the spring: 

عادت نگاھیز ھر سو کرد بر    
 نظر ناگھ در افتادش بھ ماھی
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Looking at Shirin from Khosrow’s perspective. 

FFiigguurree  1155. (L) Pop-up model based on Shirin bathing). 
FFiigguurree  1166.. (R) Pop-up model based on Khosrow surprises Shirin bathing. 

 
 
On the basis of such analysis, one of the contributions by this proposed method is to provide a 
link between the illustration, the illustrated text and the artist/painter’s mental image. Yet, when 
any script in association with the illustrations is absent, this method can also increase the 
accuracy of visual analysis and prevent a misreading of the image, particularly in terms of spatial 
elements. Therefore the pop-up method, by the subjective act of viewing from an unfocused lens, 
aims to unfold multifocal spaces in Persian miniature painting and reconstruct our understanding 
of these spaces. 
  
Given the lack of information on women in official sources, Babayan has attempted to study 
images of women in Persian paintings as a source for investigating social and cultural factors 
associated with such imagery. In Babayan’s article in which she discusses the world of urban 
women in Isfahan in the 17th century (‘Aqai’d Al-Nisa’), she observes and examines illustrations 
of women in a 16th-century painting to support her argument.34 The painting in Babayan’s study 
has been referred to as “The Night-time in a Palace” (Fig. 17),35 an illustrated folio likely from 
Shah Tahmasp’s Khamsa of Nizami painted by Mir Sayyid ‘Ali (Tabriz,1510–1572).36  
 
This folio is detached from its original manuscript. Furthermore, the painting does not include any 
extracts from verse or script to provide some clue about the story narrated. Therefore, to conduct 
iconographical analysis, gaining information from the story is not possible. However, to realise 
the meaning, subject and characters in the current folio, the absence of text and identifiable story 
had been a problem. Furthermore, the misreading of the architectural spaces has resulted in an 
erroneous identification of characters’ roles, activities and social status. As long as we lack 
knowledge of and familiarity with the arrangement of space in Persian painting and method of 
perspective, these mistakes in perceiving the spatial sequences, adjacency of buildings, 
placement of figures and their social role will be inevitable. 
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FFiigguurree  1177.. “Night-time in a City”, probably a folio from an illustrated manuscript, attributed to Mir Sayyid ‘Ali, Persian 

(sixteenth century), Iran, Tabriz, Safavid period, c. 1540. Courtesy of the Harvard Art Museum /Arthur M. Sackler 
Museum, Gift of John Goelet, formerly in the collection of Louis J. Cartier Copyright:   Photo:  ©President and Fellows of 
Harvard College, accessed 23.11.2018, http://www.harvardartmuseums.org/collections/object/303390?position=2 
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The detailed execution of this folio, and its complex spatial arrangement, invites us to look more 
closely for distinctive architectural spaces and elements embodied in this image. Such 
investigation reveals that this painting represents a cityscape, not a palace. This study suggests 
four main sections in the arrangement of this cityscape. First is the royal palace in the foreground. 
Second is the public area including the mosque, bazaar, shops and cistern on the middle ground. 
Third is the country house located outside the city walls in the rural area. Fourth is the background 
as rural landscape. Figure 18 highlights each of these four sections based on the understanding 
that two different royal residences are distinguishable; one in the foreground and the other in the 
top left corner of the folio. 
 

    
FFiigguurree  1188.. Spatial analysis of the image based on the placement of layers from foreground to background (from left to 
right): (1) Foreground: the Royal Palace; (2) Middle ground: Bazaar and city area; (3) Background: the country house; 

(4) Background: Rural area. 

 
The juxtaposition of plan and elevation as one of the visual features in Persian paintings which 
create a puzzling spatial composition in the current folio can be recognised in the depiction of the 
‘Royal Palace’ and ‘countryside pavilion’, as highlighted in Figure 19. In both sections, plans have 
been presented in top view and elevations in front view following the Persian painting visual 
language. However, the bazaar area is based on the front view and a slightly elevated view of the 
plan. A basic three-dimensional model of this folio can be made by folding the original printed 
image, according to the three highlighted horizontal lines (Fig. 20). The first fold shows “the 
courtyard and elevation of the Royal Palace”. The second fold reveals ‘the rooftop of the Royal 
Palace’ and ‘the terrace of the countryside pavilion’. Finally, the third fold reveals ‘the elevation 
of the countryside pavilion’. 
 

 
FFiigguurree  1199. Detecting the horizontal lines between plan and elevation. 
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FFiigguurree  2200.. Basic pop-up model created by folding the original folio on the second horizontal line between “elevation 

and rooftop of the Royal Palace” and the third line between “plan and elevation of the countryside pavilion”.  
Left: Front view. Right: Isometric view.	

 
As mentioned, the juxtaposition of plan and elevation is not applied in the representation of the 
bazaar area. Different structures depicted here are represented only from the front view. 
However, the general outlook towards the bazaar implies that the observer is standing on a raised 
place. Therefore, the observer sees part of the main path of the bazaar and the elevation of the 
buildings, but not the rooftops or courtyards. To increase the precision of the three-dimensional 
model, we need to differentiate between these two perspectives. Therefore, the next pop-up 
model requires an advanced method. Accordingly, first, the four defined layers (i.e. the royal 
palace, bazaar, the country house and the rural area) are detached. The bazaar, as the backbone 
and economic heart of the city, included several public structures and facilities, including hojreh 
(shop), masjid Jame’ (grand mosque) and !b anb!r (cistern) is then located along the main street. 
These structures and facilities can then be defined. Following, each section is popped-up 
independently in relation to its unique perspective (Fig. 21). Finally, the four pop-up models can 
be reassembled to make a three-dimensional model of the complete image (Fig. 22).  
 

    

    
FFiigguurree  2211. Detachment and pop-up of (A) the royal palace; (B) bazaar; (C) the country house; and (D) the rural area. 
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FFiigguurree  2222. Reassembling the four pop-up models. Above: Front view. Below: Elevated view. 
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“Night-time in a City” is a unique folio in representing a traditional Iranian city with people in their 
daily activities in public and private areas. In addition to the quality and visual luxury of its artistry, 
the image represents several human figures, including women, interacting with their residential 
and public spaces. The variety of social groups and their activities and ages is exceptional, ranging 
from princes, royal women, courtiers, performers, servants, merchants, woodcutters, Mulla, 
young and old urban men and women and children. The three-dimensional rendition of this 
cityscape clearly defines the characteristics of an early Safavid city, probably Tabriz, as Mir Sayyid 
Ali’s hometown.37 Featuring the reality and imagination of its painter, this cityscape can also 
denote contemporary information on urban setting, infrastructures and the daily activities and 
social roles of early Safavid people. 

CCoonncclluussiioonn  

This study proposed how architectural spaces nested within the miniature may be re-examined 
through a series of deconstructions and extrapolations. The current study has strategically 
combined and tactically extended aspects of the work of others who have previously pursued 
some of the same aims or indicated similar techniques. Methodological experimentation 
undertaken in this study has sought to enhance how the multifocal perspective characteristic of 
architectural elements and spaces depicted in Persian miniature paintings could be understood. 
This enhancement has resulted in an extension and refinement of an analytical method 
suggested by previous scholars but has not been developed and applied so thoroughly. Based on 
the conceptual and conventional features of Persian miniature painting, the particular folding and 
pop-up technique developed here produces three-dimensional paper projections of Persian 
miniature paintings through which the spatial arrangement and structure of the architectural 
elements depicted can be decoded. Through this combination of visual and spatial tactics, this 
paper advanced the study of architecture by enhancing the analytical depth at which we can 
interpret and understand historically and culturally distant visual materials. This three-
dimensional analytical technique has thereby decoded ambiguous spatial arrangements to 
advance the iconographical analysis of paintings, and to further the historical interpretation of 
recognisable architectural monuments and generic elements of the built environment. 
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William Ellis’, criticism of Colin Rowe’s urban design theory, as he writes in the Fall 
1979 issue of Oppositions, derives from the ever-increasing resolution of his urban 
projects. The higher the resolution, claims Ellis, the more his project moves away 
from the perceptual ambiguity he is attempting to achieve.

Criticisms of Rowe after Collage City are beset by discourses of opposition, like that 
above. This paper identifies and evaluates the origin of this form of criticism within 
the work of the American architect and theorist William Ellis and hypothesises that 
two of Ellis’ essays – “The Natural Town and the Spaceless Milieu”, first published in 
Casabella in 1971, and “Type and Context in Urbanism: Colin Rowe’s Contextualism” 
from Oppositions 18 – were fundamental to the construction of arguments forwarded 
in the late 1990s that sought to devalue Rowe’s urban and architectural criticism 
further.

Ellis’ later article, in particular, provides an early critique of Rowe’s urban theories 
that, to this day, is eclipsed by similar forms of criticism which came much later, 
including George Baird’s “Oppositions in the Thought of Colin Rowe.” Ellis’ article 
appeared approximately one year after the release of Rowe and Koetter’s magnum 
opus, Collage City in 1978, but hasn’t garnered the attention one would expect given 
the plethora of Rowe scholarship since. Investing in the oppositional structure posed 
by the less infamous, yet as influential, “Introduction to Five Architects,” Ellis surveys 
the theoretical trajectory of Rowe’s late urbanism, and in so doing captures the 
prevailing sentiment of the anti-postmoderns who have since positioned history, in 
the present, as a form of idealism which fails to reconcile the human dimension of 
our cities.

THE PROBLEM WITH RESOLUTION: 
COLIN ROWE’S OPPOSITIONAL 
URBANISM
Scott Woods | University of Melbourne
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  

The late urban design theory of Colin Rowe and the oppositional framework which sustained it, 
was crucial for the development of postmodern architectural discourse in America. The reception 
of Rowe’s writings and associated urban design projects vary, however there are a number of 
interconnected responses which when taken together offer a unique insight into the development 
of his urban theory and its effects on a younger generation of theorists. 
 
No scholar in the field has more succinctly articulated the distinction between Colin Rowe’s early 
and late period than George Baird. Baird’s two-part analysis begins with his “Oppositions in the 
Thought of Colin Rowe”1 which first appeared in Assemblage in 1997. This essay would 
infamously exclude Rowe’s later urbanistic work which was primarily derived from his urban 
design studio teaching at Cornell University. Baird’s second follow-up essay titled, “The Work, 
Teaching and Contemporary Influence of Colin Rowe: A 1999 Status Report”2 would focus on the 
previously excluded urban theory and unapologetically engage the problems he saw with it. Such 
was the distinction between Rowe’s late urban work from the Collage City3 era and that work 
which preceded it that Baird, in his introduction, admits to the difficulty of dealing with the later 
work, and the serious problem of its oppositional framework.4 Baird would effectively mark the 
moment Rowe turned from hero to villain. 
 
An early manuscript of Collage City had been informally circulating since 1973, it was then first 
published in condensed form in English Architectural Review in 1975 and later released as a 
book in 1978.5 Throughout this period Rowe was tenured at Cornell and developing his urban 
theories in the studio with his students. William Ellis, one of Rowe’s former Cornell students, 
would frame the development and culmination of this period by its discourses of opposition in 
two essays nearly eight years apart. Ellis’ first essay of 1971, “The Natural Town and the 
Spaceless Milieu”6 contextualises the intellectual activity leading up to Collage City, whilst his 
“Type and Context in Urbanism: Colin Rowe’s Contextualism”7 from 1979 illustrates Collage City’s 
reception following its publication in book format. These largely overlooked essays, it is proposed, 
are critical for interpreting Baird’s later essays and the early criticism generated from within the 
Institute for Architecture and Urban Studies that sprang from and responded to Rowe’s broader 
project. 
 
Ellis’ “Type and Context in Urbanism: Colin Rowe’s Contextualism” was published approximately 
six years after the first informal circulation of Collage City and one year after its release in book 
format. It was published in Oppositions 18, the journal of the Institute for Architecture and 
Urbanism (IAUS), a private architecture school and think-tank in New York. Ellis’ essay, although 
appearing after Collage City, provides an important early response to the book due to the author’s 
direct association with Rowe and Baird, but also because it can be read as an institutional 
response by the IAUS. It is worth mentioning that both Rowe and Baird were at one time affiliated 
with the IAUS and its director Peter Eisenman. Ellis’ Cornell – IAUS connection is therefore not 
unexpected given Rowe’s earlier mentorship to Eisenman at Cambridge, their work together on 
CASE (the Conference of Architects for the Study of the Environment) and elsewhere. Eisenman 
and Rowe’s ideological split, however, would be later symbolically inscribed by Rowe’s final essay 
for Oppositions in 1976: “Robert Venturi and the Yale Mathematics Building.”8 
 
Ellis’ article for Oppositions is, however, buttressed by his preceding essay which appeared in the 
special issue, n. 359-360 of Casabella magazine titled The City as an Artifact guest edited by the 
IAUS. The issue was important because it highlighted a parallel transatlantic intellectual project 
connecting history and the developing city. Casabella had for some time nurtured these themes 
during Ernesto Rogers’ previous editorship at the magazine in the 1950s and 60s. At the time of 
the special issue Ellis and another one-time Rowe student, Thomas Schumacher, were IAUS 
fellows. Both men, in this issue, would frame the early developing urban discourse which would 
culminate with Collage City. 
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Ellis’ Oppositions essay can be understood as both a reformulation and repositioning of 
arguments made within his earlier Casabella essay. The later writing is considerably more critical. 
Although rich in content and idea, the essay indexes the politicisation of Collage City after its 
release, from within the IAUS, whilst also exploring the development of Rowe’s urban position. 

OOppppoossiittiioonnss  

Ellis’ Casabella essay “The Natural Town and the Spaceless Milieu” most notably challenges 
planning psychology and in particular the will to limit, if not eliminate, unprogrammed urban space 
for the benefit of speed, efficiency and productivity. An understanding of how urban objects and 
urban space impede the productive and efficient organisation of the functional city provides Ellis 
an opportunity to endorse an opposing theory of the city. The contemporary city, according to Ellis 
and analysis of then recent new towns by the IAUS, is constituted by two opposing ideological and 
diagrammatic models, “those conceived as ‘artifacts’, emphasising physical relationships in 
space; and those which appear to have been conceived in terms of ‘process’ emphasising 
operational relationships in time”.9 The location of both concepts (artifact and process) within the 
contemporary city underscores the concern of a generation of architects and theorists in Italy 
since Rogers to decipher the meaning of the coexistence of history and modernity in the city. Ellis’ 
staging of a debate between space and time is therefore prefaced by a debate between history 
and modernity. Although Ellis’ artifact belongs to space and history it is conspicuously free from 
any overt association to a historical formal language, whether building or otherwise, which may 
locate the artifact in time, and consequently out of style. The artifact is, it would seem though, 
the destitute figure of an architectural body because “It has always been the function of 
architecture as a form of artifice, and the products of architecture as a form of artifact...”10 Ellis 
is careful to avoid history because he does not want to appear to champion it in the present for 
fear of appearing retrograde. Consequently, the essay is illustrated by a plethora of diagrammatic 
urban plans rather than conspicuous architectural buildings that would act to shift the discourse 
to questions of style. Buildings are pictured but only as a foil to emphasis the anti-artifact techno-
formalisms of Archigram, Cedric Price and others. In this respect the locus of history stays stored 
as an implicit identity within the artifact itself suggesting a proto-formal device which “emphasise 
physical relationships in space.”11 The ideal artifact city then is a composition comprising artifact 
relationships, and in essence a ‘city of architecture’. 
 
The inverse of Ellis’ artifact is his process. Process is endemic to the techno-operational antics of 
a wayward contemporaneity. Evidence of process within the cities of the 1970s are, for Ellis, 
multiple, and derived from the modernist systemisation of the social and technological 
incorporating “mathematical rationality, to concepts of extreme mobility and flexibility.” It is here 
that one can locate Rowe’s anti-zeitgeist argument. 
 
Formulations of the contemporary city are then reliant on the dialectical tension between artifacts 
and processes in-turn derived from a more nuanced re-articulation of the traditional / historical 
city and that of the developing / future city. In a strange sleight of hand Rowe’s figure and ground 
project derived from Nolli have become conceptualised in Ellis’ artifact and process. Figure and 
ground for Rowe always remained separate, as artifact and process do for Ellis, yet their 
combinatory potential, although unresolved, constitutes the singular line of thought to be 
pursued. 
 
Ellis attempts to reconcile these oppositional forces active within the contemporary city in order 
to produce an “equivocal balance of opposites.” The architecture of the city must confront its 
modern counterpart rather than capitulate to its teleological force. Here, Ellis’ complimentary 
approach echo’s Rowe’s own “combinatory” approach to the dilemma of the contemporary city. 
Out of time, therefore neither retrograde nor futurist, the dialectical forces comprising the city are 
what Ellis is looking to firstly point out and then to exploit. Nothing can be done with history and 
contemporaneity alone, so it is necessary to seek their constitution and balance at the junction 
of their interactions. In this attempt to retire the binary pair by hypothesising modes of possible 
synthesis (never unity) Ellis shifts his focus to urban ‘qualities’, including where they are found 
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and how they are configured within the production of the city. Value, along with history and 
artifact, are assets of the medieval town, whereas fact, future and process constitute the 
modernist city. Ellis realises the ideological and aesthetic dimension of these two models yet 
looks to space and experience for a qualitative assessment of rational town planning and the 
historical town. A spatial/experiential project is therefore identified as the requisite tool for 
revealing a synthesised relationship between history and modernity, artifact and process, 
architecture and city. 
 
Importantly, artifact and its hyper-localised spatial diagram claims an ideological advantage over 
process for Ellis because the historical building and its milieu “brings some device to empirical 
reality which both argues with and organises that reality according to its own order.”12 The spatial 
artifice of the historical city is therefore counterposed to the sprawl, ubiquity, and repetition of 
the modernist city. This effect of spatial excess produced by the artifact is an afront to the 
efficiency and productivity diagram of the modernist city. These spatial effects produced by the 
architectural object within the context of the contemporary city are for Ellis, and his colleagues at 
the IAUS, an alluring and productive obstacle for speculation on the future city. Yet, an adequate 
project beyond one of theory for the artifact is still to be deployed. 

OOppppoossiittiioonnss  AAggaaiinn  

Ellis’ earlier writing for Casabella is expanded in his 1979 Oppositions essay: “Type and Context 
in Urbanism: Colin Rowe’s Contextualism.” A primary difference between the two essays, outside 
the time elapsed, is the obvious debt to Rowe. Rowe was not mentioned in the first essay, even 
if it is clear that his ideas are heavily utilised. 
 
Artifact, in this essay, moves from concept to the discipline of architecture through its 
identification as ‘type’ and it is this extrapolation of concept which effectively rewrites the earlier 
essay. Architectural buildings in the city are now considered to contain differences. This 
difference is spatialised within the city through both experiential and diagrammatic relationships 
with other building types and those forces of modernity (process, for Ellis) which complete the 
context. Architectural typology affords a more specific and nuanced account of objects and their 
relationships to each other and to the city. Ellis’ activation of type is a direct response to Rowe’s 
extensive typological method employed within Collage City. This development in Rowe’s project 
is critical, and it is not lost on Ellis, because the concept of architecture as artifact in the city 
emphasises its resistance to efficient planning policy. Typology introduces specialisation and 
differentiation into the discussion of artifact. In so-doing, typology as a subtext of artifact begins 
to question the binarisation of artifact and process observed by the IAUS’ research on the 
contemporary city stated in the opening paragraph of Ellis’ Casabella article.  
 
Type as a classification system establishes a priori organisations which operate within and for a 
particular socio-cultural order. The resultant conceptual stability over time of individual building 
types is buttressed by formal consistency which afford Rowe and also Ellis the opportunity to 
reference different typologies and their immanent formal affects. Rowe’s identification of typology 
as an ancillary instrument for the delineation of formal oppositions in the city enabled him to 
introduce a highly differentiated, yet stable series of formal logics that could act as a foil to the 
immaterial (yet highly organised) functions of the modernist city. For Rowe’s studio at Cornell, 
and his own urban design projects, typology would introduce a specific kind of determinism into 
the design process, and thereafter stabilising contours within the experience of the city. The overt 
use of typology would be criticised as historicist, yet the supposed ‘ideal’ within typological 
method; Ellis’ artifact, would for Rowe be beset by contextual and operational mutations. Peter 
Eisenman, the director of the IAUS at the time of Ellis’ writing, suggests that privileging stasis 
through the instrumentalization of historical building typologies returns one to recuperating a 
dead historical language. This historical language is ‘dead’ because it is asynchronous – its 
formalisms are out of time so to speak.13 The potential for these typological models to mutate 
according to their site conditions means, for Eisenman, that they still carry, no matter how 
affected by their context or differentiated from each other collectively, a dormant and anti-modern 
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legacy presented in the contemporary moment. Rosalind Krauss, also associated with 
Eisenman’s IAUS, and here reading Eisenman’s house projects through Rowe’s earlier 
“Transparency” essays14 makes a similar argument this time through replacing typology with 
‘object’. Krauss reads Rowe’s method “… as a way of using the object as a lever on reality in order 
to essentialize a certain part of it. It is a moment of essentialisation or reduction back to an 
ontological absolute.”15 These criticisms inadvertently relegate Rowe’s type project to a 
reactionary opposition against the modernist city, rather than containing the possibility for 
synthesis within the oppositional structure. Ellis echo’s both Eisenman and Krauss’ sentiments 
by asserting that Rowe’s late urban design project is the argument between type and context, 
and between ideals and continuity.  
 
Ellis’ commentary on Rowe’s Lower East Side urban design project of 1967 provides a poetic 
synthesis of Rowe’s architectural forms and their conceptual affects at the urban scale: Rowe’s 
“play between type and context, change and persistence, blatant collision and delicate resolution, 
is elaborate and convincing.”16 The escalation of the encounter between type and context in 
Collage City is emphasised when large fragments of isolated context are re-conceptualised as 
typological entities. The transformation of a large city scale fragment to the status of typological 
entity illustrates a further attempt to resolve the composite nature of the contemporary city. This 
new configuration of the typological element is invested in the coordination of its edge. If the 
oppositional discourse staged between artifact and process in Ellis’ Casabella article is 
localisable to a zone which approximates a synthesis between a building and its context, this new 
urban type becomes attentive to a discourse of edge. Edge is the place that at once solidifies 
oppositional difference whilst prophesising its break-down through ‘contact’. Edge can be 
understood as a mediation of things and a mediation of concepts, and as such the idea of the 
centre is a logical development of Ellis’ thought once edge has become an important figure for 
the articulation of those oppositional logics central to his thinking about the contemporary city. 
Centre, or Ellis’ “core” can be read as the invisible figure in the earlier article, whilst it is crucial 
to his investigation of Rowe’s urban theory in the later article: 

It is usually a complex building or a coherent grouping that can be imposed upon a context, 
undergo a mutual deformation with that context, and become something new. It sustains a 
general typological identity, usually through geometrical regularity at its core, and promotes 
a local particularity of composition, usually through irregularity at its edges.17 

RReessoolluuttiioonn  

The focus on “raw collision” of objects and contextual fragments within Collage City has 
overshadowed its opposing project of “complex and refined resolution of parts.”18 This alternative 
project, as critical to Collage City urbanism as collision is, escaped the imagination of the 
American neo-avant-garde which first took up and then extended aspects of its strong visual 
regime through collision aesthetics. Ironically though, the type of artifact of Rowe’s Collage City is 
for Ellis definitively portrayed by its robust formal character even under duress. When these type 
elements collide, and their composure is tested or stressed to the point of deformation their 
image has the capacity to endure, if not strengthen. Here, Krauss’ essence coincides with Ellis’ 
regular core geometry, leading to the perseverance of shape for the typological building rather 
than its deterioration. 
  
Rowe’s “complex and refined resolution of parts” is best exemplified by his Roma Interrotta 
competition submission from 1978. This project, completed the same year as Collage City’s 
release, is important for ascertaining the development of oppositional frameworks within Collage 
City, and would for George Baird be critical for interpreting Rowe’s late urbanistic project. Baird 
locates Rowe’s late urbanism through its privileging of the abstract, pictorial, and compositional 
features of the city’s organisation. Such a hypothesis necessarily draws attention to the 
marginalisation, if not exclusion, of an embodied experience of the city from within. Thus, it is 
from an elevated and disembodied position that Rowe’s collision and resolution, Ellis’ two 
concepts, are attempted. A project for a completely resolved articulation of elements within the 
larger urban spatial field is, for Ellis, a foil to discuss the effects of the collision project. However, 
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Ellis notes the significance of a resolution project for Rowe when he says that “In his work the 
first and perhaps more wholesome concept seems to predominate.”19 In recognising this 
“wholesome concept” he refers to resolution as a political project coordinated and read visually 
through Rowe’s project drawings as a ‘gentile urbanism’ tensioned to the more violent formalisms 
of its collision partner. An equivalent project to that of the picturesque new town movement in 
the work of Rowe is not forthcoming for Ellis, although Rowe’s flirtation with it and resistance to 
it is acknowledged.20 The genius loci of Christian Norburg-Schulz is also equally distant, as are 
other phenomenological derivations of place. Rowe’s visual emphasis on the pattern of the plan 
as a way to conceptualise the city is pitted against immersive perceptual systems by both Ellis 
and Baird. Rowe’s externalisation of the city, free of experiential and sensorial objectives aims to 
produce visual resolution through pattern recognition. 
 
Rowe’s earlier “…responsiveness to external stylistic developments” and his later “…struggle 
against external stylistic influences”21 aligns Ellis with Baird and the problem of the later work. As 
a consequence of this attribution much of the criticism of Rowe’s late urban theory is lambasted 
as politically conservative. Rowe’s perceived resistance to the ‘outside’ is interpreted as a 
resistance to context (the modernist context) and a retreat to the stabilising forms and to the 
‘centre’ of typological buildings to supresses the urgency of process. Through these claims Ellis 
takes the reader back full circle to re-constitute the firm oppositions outlined in his Casabella 
article. Here, any resolution of an edge condition, any conscription of the poche in servitude to 
internal stability or external dynamism returns to the argument of historicism because typology 
retreats into itself. 
 
As Rowe approaches the detail of the city, his conceptual project must adjust if it is to survive. 
Much of the criticism of Rowe’s late urban project rests for Ellis, as it does with Eisenman and 
others, on the image catalogue of historical building types and their combination included within 
Collage City’s Excursus. It is here that Rowe’s ‘problem of resolution’ is identified. The necessity 
to address the building façade and its specific formal, spatial and programmatic effects is urgent. 
For, if the oppositional logics of the city coalesce at the thick zonal interface of the building façade, 
then it is here that the effects of the dialectic are both produced and registered. If this is the case, 
there must be a commitment to get to this level of design analysis, yet, nowhere does this 
sufficiently materialise. Baird notes this point too.22 Rowe’s seeming disinterest to engage the 
differentiated envelopes of typological form suggests for Baird that the specificity of these 
architectural objects, generated historically, remain at a general level of articulation akin to Ellis’ 
artifact. The problem is so great for Baird, he allocates it one of the three major deficiencies of 
Collage City. Ironically, as Ellis notes, the closer Rowe gets to this level of detail the higher the 
level of design control required. Inevitably, this control relegates the potential synthesising affects 
created to managed effects falling into stable or anticipated dialectical relationships. Perceiving 
spatial ambiguity and diagramming conceptual ambiguity are much more difficult at detail. Even 
if richly illustrated, Collage City keeps the typological façade at a distance to the reader through 
open-ended musings of its potential to engage with the city. The problem of resolution anticipates 
the question of resolution today. Critic Thomas Schumacher has taken up this question and offers 
an alternative project, one more sympathetic to Rowe’s Collage City urbanism which places the 
legacy of this oppositional discourse to the façade of the historical building. Schumacher’s earlier 
work, an explication of dialectical design and its effects on program, would investigate the idea 
of high and low resolution within the context of the Italian city. Schumacher’s work is not the focus 
of this paper, but it is of note that his project was expanding concurrently alongside Ellis’. 

PPoossttmmooddeerrnn  CCoonncclluussiioonnss  

In conclusion, the failure of Rowe’s late urban project rests paradoxically on both an undersupply 
and oversupply of resolution. At the scale of spatial relationships in the city his typological 
categories fail to adequately address zonal behaviours between objects and affects belonging to 
façade and other edge conditions. Whereas his conclusive taxonomy of typological artifacts 
generates a city of autonomous and idealised form. 
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George Baird, at the 1976 IAUS round-table, Forum Number Three, celebrating the opening of 
the Beaux Arts exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art asked, “how far, creatively speaking, 
should we expect to be able to go in our new, mature, and disillusioned enlightenment?”23 In 
asking this question Baird probes the acceptability of a continued program of postmodern 
architectures, but also enquires about the relevance of a complete and unbridled 
experimentation with alternate architectural responses as a solution to the disenchantment with 
conventional modernism. Rowe is absent from this meeting and could therefore offer no direct 
response. The positioning of Rowe’s history / modernity opposition is critical to this context as 
Robert Somol would note much later when he states that “…no critic has been as instrumental 
as Rowe… in establishing the framework and readings within and against which a neo-avantgarde 
would become possible.”24 Somol’s “within” could easily refer to Rowe’s earlier work and to his 
urban design theory prior to typology, whilst his “against” may approach Ellis and Baird’s 
evaluation of his later work beginning with the first murmurs of Collage City in 1973. The rejection 
of Rowe’s so-called historicist project was, given Baird’s question, already underway. The Beaux 
Arts exhibition, by further fuelling the debate between history and modernity would also resurrect 
the figure-ground discourse, and with it the possibility for figural affect that Rowe so cherished 
and Ellis, in his Casabella essay of 1971, admired in the form of the artefact. 
 
Anxiety about whether the Beaux Arts building, and its autonomous, balanced formal composition 
could engage the city at all was a poignant question to emerge, and a question at the heart of 
Ellis’ examination of both the artifact and the typological building. Paul Rudolph, present at the 
round-table meeting, dismissed the possibility for Beaux Arts style buildings to connect or interact 
with their outside, with their city. For Rudolph, Beaux Arts Urbanism was in fact impossible. 
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In 2015, in response to global warming and the diminishment of resources, China proposed 
a new design strategic guideline “Applicability, Economy, Green and Beauty,” based on an 
earlier model. In 1956, seven years after the establishment of the People’s Republic of 
China (PRC) the Central People’s Government had formally established an architectural 
design strategic guideline, “Applicability, Economy and Attention to Beauty with Limitations” 
(AEB) which set out the goals and guided the direction of architecture design in response to 
its new national identity. The official newspaper, People’s Daily, established by the Chinese 
Communist Party (CCP) provided the main platform for the promotion of AEB, during an 
era when specialist architectural publications were largely non-existent. Significantly, until 
2015, AEB continued to function as the main strategic guideline; it was foundational to 
Chinese architecture design for over half a century. 

While several Chinese scholars have investigated the origins of AEB, a number of key 
questions relevant to its interpretation remain, however, to be fully explored. ‘What did the 
proposal of AEB mean to China in the 1950s?’; ‘what role did AEB play in the development 
of the Chinese architecture profession?’; ‘why did People’s Daily, as a mass media outlet 
pay attention to architectural issues in the 1950s?’ and ‘how did its coverage impact upon 
the Chinese architecture profession?’ These questions remain largely unanswered.

Based on records and reports on AEB, this paper proposes that the birth of AEB was the 
result of the combined effects of domestic economic and political conditions, and Soviet 
architectural design ideology. The formation of the AEB documented a shift in thinking and 
discourse, from “the importance of design” to “design thoughts”, and marked a turning 
point in the process of systematic theorization within the field of architecture in China, and 
continues to impact upon the profession today.

“APPLICABILITY, ECONOMY AND 
ATTENTION TO BEAUTY WITH 
LIMITATIONS”: THE ORIGIN AND 
VALUE OF A 1950s CHINESE 
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN 
STRATEGIC GUIDELINE
Peta Carlin | Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University
Xiaohan Chen | Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University
Yiping Dong | Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University
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SSttrraatteeggiicc  DDeessiiggnn  GGuuiiddeelliinneess::  AAddddrreessssiinngg  ccoonntteemmppoorraarryy  nneeeeddss   

In the early 1950s, in the face of the wasteful use of resources, bribery, and corruption exposed 
in the beginning of infrastructure construction, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) launched the 
Three-Antis campaign in order to reduce all non-military expenses, and to stimulate the lagging 
national economy. At the time, the architecture and construction industries had not yet recovered 
from the trauma of war. Due to the lack of regulations and norms of construction work, many 
construction sites suffered from problems such as material waste and demolition. Thus, as a 
result, ‘Waste in Architecture’ became a central concern of the government. 
 
People’s Daily, the authoritative newspaper established by the CCP, had done an in-depth report 
on waste in construction at the time. From the end of 1950 to the middle of 1951, the fact that 
many firms’ constructions lacked design, or were built without a plan, was exposed. On June 16 
1951, People’s Daily published an editorial, “Mei You Gong Cheng She Ji Jiu Bu Ke Neng Shi Gong” 
(Translation: “Impossible to Construct without Design”). The text emphasized the importance of 
“design before construction”, and detailed what design is.1 In addition, a clear explanation of the 
relationship between “design” and “plan” was also provided followed by an interpretation of the 
architectural design process.2 As a result of the severity of the construction waste caused by the 
lack of design, through the mouthpiece of the People’s Daily, the government chose to popularize 
"design" related knowledge and promote the importance of “design” through official channels. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  11.. The front page of People’s Daily on June 16, 1951. The text in red square is the editorial “Impossible to 

Construct without Design”.3 Source taken by author in Suzhou library. 
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The editorial initiated a heated discussion on the topic of “design before construction”,4 which 
lasted for 15 months. From early 1951 to the middle of 1952, more than 70 related articles were 
published. 5  The hotly-contested discussion on “design before construction” indicates that 
"design" is an essential part of the infrastructure construction received greater attention in 
Chinese society, albeit with the understanding that the general understanding of architecture and 
construction being rather limited. At that time, the existing construction methods and working 
models were unable to meet the requirements of huge infrastructure construction tasks. The 
Chinese architectural field urgently required reform and innovation in management regulations 
and working strategies in order that the construction industry respond to contemporary needs. 

““BBeeaauuttyy””  aanndd  SSoovviieett  IInnfflluueennccee 

The architectural design guideline was first proposed and discussed in the First National 
Conference on Architecture and Construction (FNCAC) held by the Financial and Economic 
Commission of the Central People's Government Council from July 2 to 16 1952. In the discussion, 
problems on “Beauty” were raised. 
 
The architect Tao Zongzhen, who attended the FNCAC, recalled that there were two different 
opinions raised in the conference as to the content of the guideline. By considering the economic 
situation in the PRC in the early 1950s, most of the people supported “Applicability, Strength, 
Economy” as put forward by the vice-chairman of the Central Government of PRC, Zhu De, who 
thought that the issue of “Beauty” in architecture design could wait to be discussed until the 
economy had developed.6 However, some specialists (Tao being one) argued that “’Beauty’ in 
architecture design does not need to be expensive. Economy is the essential precondition (of 
design), but the design guideline should always be ‘Applicability, Strength and Beauty’. Beauty 
and economics are not contradictory.”7 It is apparent that both proposals came from Vitruvius's 
three attributes: firmitas (strength), utilitas (utility), and venustas (beauty). 8  The difference 
between the two opinions lies in people’s different understanding of “Beauty” in architecture 
design. The most striking observation from the discussion on the content of the guideline appears 
on the limitation of Chinese society's understanding of architecture as a discipline at that time.9 
This limitation is not only reflected in their single awareness on the expression of "Beauty" in 
architecture design, but also on neglecting “Beauty” as the necessary condition of architecture 
as an independent discipline to reflect its particularity in Chinese society at that time. 
 
“Beauty” in Chinese architectural design is a complex issue. In the late 1920s, the first group of 
architecture students who studied overseas gradually returned to China and started their design 
practice. In order to establish the uniqueness of the architecture as a profession and compete for 
the architectural marketing that was monopolised by civil engineering. 10  The term "artistic" 
architecture began to be used by architects to emphasise the distinction between architecture 
and "civil engineering.”11 Thus, if "Beauty" was not included in the guideline, it meant that the 
"artistic" quality of architecture set up by Chinese architects in the 1920s as distinct from civil 
engineering would be questioned, which would have been very unfavourable to the development 
of architecture as an independent discipline in China. 
 
Fortunately, with the suggestion of the Soviet expert in architecture and urban planning A.S. 
Mukhin, who came to China to help with the infrastructure construction, “Beauty” was finally kept 
in the guideline. According to Tao, when the two sides were locked in disagreement over proposals, 
Mukhin was invited to give advice. After hearing from both sides, Mukhin explained that:  

‘Applicability, Strength, Beauty’ does not conflict with the economy. However now [in 1952] 
in the Soviet Union, it is no longer referred to as ‘Applicability, Strength, Beauty’ but 
‘Applicability, Economy, Beauty’ because the building techniques are different from those in 
ancient times and therefore ‘Strength’ is no longer an issue.12  

 
Moreover, Mukhin pointed out that "Economy" was a necessary consideration in large-scale 
socialist construction. Considering China was going to start the first Five-year plan, he suggested 
that “economy” should also be included in the principle.13 
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Tao did not specify how Mukhin explained the importance of "Beauty" in architectural design and 
how it is not in conflict with “economy”. Nevertheless, from another important article by the 
famous Chinese architectural expert Liang Sicheng (Fig. 2), we can clearly find that Soviet experts 
represented by Mukhin's insistence on the thoughts of "architecture is art" had a huge impact on 
the Chinese architectural field at that time. In Liang’s text “Su Lian Zhuan Jia Bang Zhu Wo Men 
Duan Zhen Le Jian Zhu She Ji De Si Xiang” (Translation: “Soviet experts help us correct our design 
thoughts”) published in People’s Daily on December 22, 1952, he said that:  

One of the very important architecture thoughts that introduced from the Soviet Union to 
China was the affirmation that ‘architecture is art’… With the help of Soviet experts, we 
affirmed the artistry of architecture and urban construction. We used to use ‘Applicability, 
strength, economy’ as the three elements of architecture design. More than once, Mukhin 
tells us, this view is one-sided and narrow. Mukhin used to say ‘Socialist architecture must 
be not only be convenient, economical, but also beautiful… From the contacts with Soviet 
experts, we realized that the idea that ‘Beauty does not matter, once there is a house to live 
in’ is wrong.14  

 

 
FFiigguurree  22.. Soviet experts A.S. Mukhin and Chinese architecture experts (From left: Liang Sicheng, Wang Jiqi, 

A.S.Mukhin, Wang Wenke).15  

 
In the early years after the PRC was founded, due to the backward economic and technological 
situation, the Chinese government adopted the “One-sided” policy of learning from the Soviet 
Union in order to strengthen the construction of national infrastructure. From 1949 to 1960, more 
than 40 Soviet experts came to China to help with urban construction. At that time, Soviet experts 
had authoritative discourse power among the decision making in the construction activities. 
Among them, A.S. Mukhin was the most influential.16 Before coming to China, A.S. Mukhin had 
rich practical experience in architecture and urban planning in the Soviet Union. He worked as an 
assistant to the famous Soviet architect Alexey Viktorovich Shchusev, and collaborated with him 
on the urban planning of the southern Soviet city of Sochi. What Mukhin brought to China was 
indeed not only his architectural knowledge but the most representative architecture and urban 
planning thinking and design methods used in the Soviet Union at that time.  
 
In the early 1950s, “Learning from the Soviet Union”, was not only a policy but also a mandatory 
movement that was organized and planned by the government.17 Although the guideline was not 
be settled immediately after the FNCAC, both the Chinese government and the professional 
architectural field recognized and valued "Applicability", "Economy" and "Beauty". “Beauty” in 
architectural design was a main focus. In the report made in the founding assembly of the Chinese 
Architectural Society in October 1953, the vice-president of the Chinese academy of science, 
Zhang Jiafu claimed that “our architecture design must conform to the principle of “Applicability, 
Economy and Beauty’”.18 Also, Zhou Yang, the vice-minister of the Publicity Department of the 
CPC Central Committee, gave more emphasis on “architecture is art”. Zhou said that “Architecture 
is art, but it is different from other arts. It needs to meet people's needs ... both material and 
cultural.”19  
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““CCoorrrreecctt  DDeessiiggnn  TThhoouugghhttss”” 

Meanwhile, as Liang said “since architecture is a kind of art, the issue of design thoughts is worth 
our attention”.20 When architectural field concerned “Beauty”, the publicity of People’s Daily also 
made the topic of “design thoughts” valued by all of the Chinese society. From January 1953 to 
October 1953, the newspaper published four editorials on its front page emphasising the 
importance of “Design thoughts”. In the editorial titled “Bi Xu Zheng Que De Jing Xin She Ji Gong 
Zuo” (translation: “Must carry out design correctly”) published on January 17, 1953, it was argued 
that “In order to complete the current design task and improve the design quality, we must also 
solve the problem of design thinking. That is to say, (we) need to adopt the advanced technical 
standards of the Soviet Union, and set up the idea of “economy” in the design”.21 On January 25, 
1953, in the editorial named “Fan Dui She Ji Zhong De Bao Shou Luo Hou Si Xiang” (translation: 
“Against the conservation thoughts in design”) People’s Daily pointed out that “In facing the large-
scale infrastructure construction, we must pay attention to the current backward situation in 
design. We must regard it as an urgent task to improve the design thoughts and enhance design 
capacity.”22 
 
While People’s Daily called on the public to attach importance to “Design thoughts”, it also offered 
a definition on “Correct design thoughts”. In its editorial, “Wei Zheng Que De She Ji Si Xiang Er 
Dou Zheng” (translation: “Fight for correct design thoughts”) published on October 14, 1953, it 
was written that:  

There were two design thinking in the design, one is Capitalist design thinking23 which aims 
for the highest profit. Designers are employed by the capitalist to realize his/her wishes and 
at the same time to improve his (designers’) reputation and material benefits. Thus, 
Capitalist design thinking are isolated, short-sighted. They are without a national and 
collective concept, often being conservative and backward…Another is Socialist design 
thinking which is the correct design thoughts. It considers how to make the most rational use 
of national resources, how to build the most efficient enterprise with the least capital…we 
must learn from the socialist design thoughts, especially learn from the Soviet Union.24  

 
In People’s Daily at that time, it is clear to see that thinking coming from the Soviet Union was 
regarded as advanced and correct; on the contrary, thinking from Capitalist countries was 
regarded as outmoded and wrong. There are two possible explanations for this finding. On the 
one hand, it could be due to the influence of “Socialist Realism” theory, which brought the political 
class struggle terms into architectural discourse. On the other hand, the newspaper’s focus on 
architectural thoughts seems also to have had its political aims. Most of the Chinese intellectuals 
in the 1950s had studied in Europe and the USA. The Western value system which they have 
already accepted conflicted with the Marxist-Leninist ideology at various levels. In order to raise 
Marxism-Leninism to the level of national ideology, in early 1950s, CCP started intellectual 
ideological remoulding.25 This suggests that the initial criticism of “Capitalist design thinking” 
and promotion to “Soviet design thoughts” in People’s Daily was a reaction to Marxist-Leninist 
ideology and extended to the field of architecture. Furthermore, the main reasons why the 
newspaper continued to pay attention to the architectural field in the early days of the founding 
of the PRC appears related to the following two points: the needs of the realistic national 
conditions; and the lack of a professional architectural journal. 
 
In the early 1950s, under the theme of "infrastructure construction", architecture and 
construction were inevitably the concerned of the Party and the State. Thus, the focus of People’s 
Daily on architecture design could be interpreted as an attempt to stick to the theme of the 
domestic political climate. Moreover, the lack of any architectural specialist periodical was also a 
factor that could not be ignored. After the Sino-Japanese war (1937-1945), several excellent 
Chinese architectural professional publications ceased to exist due to economic instability and 
manuscript exhaustion. As a consequence, the Chinese architectural profession was without its 
own media outlets. It was not until 1954, with the support of the Ministry of Construction that the 
Architectural Journal was founded along with other publications.26 
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Under the promotion of People’s Daily, “Applicability, Economy and Beauty” which was proposed 
under the suggestion of Soviet experts had been well accepted by the society. However, the 
influence of Soviet architectural thinking on China was two-sided. While the concept of 
"architecture is art" influenced the architectural field, and elevated architectural design thinking, 
Soviet "Socialist Realism" design theory limited its development. 

““BBeeaauuttyy””,,  wwiitthh  PPoossssiibbllee  CCoonnddiittiioonnss 

According to architectural historian Ander Aman, from 1932 onwards, modern architecture was 
thrust aside (in the Soviet Union) in favour of the new traditionalism, dubbed Socialist Realism.27  
While “function” and “form” were the basic concepts of modernist architecture, “socialist content 
and national form” were the bases of Socialist Realism theory committed to presenting “the new” 
based on tradition, whilst ascribing to the tenets of architecture as art.28 At that time, Socialist 
Realism theory and “socialist content, national form” proposed that the main artistic task of 
architecture is to reflect the greatness and superiority of the socialist regime through external 
image.  
 
In the early 1950s, Soviet architecture displayed a retrograde tendency with monumental 
architecture adhering to Russian classicism and Baroque styles. 29  At the same time, the 
influence of Soviet experts on Chinese architectural design went to deep, the spread of Socialist 
Realism in China evolved into a blind pursuit of the nostalgic and decorative appearance of 
architectural design by major design institutions, which vastly increased construction costs and 
caused massive waste in the process of infrastructure construction (Figs 3 and 4).30 In order to 
counter these excesses, in early 1955, the government officially launched the "Anti-Waste 
movement" thus calling into question the meaning of ‘Beauty’ in terms of practical buildings. Key 
concerns of the architectural profession were: how could “socialist content and national form” be 
expressed?  

 

 
FFiigguurree  33.. “The imaginary building” drawn by Liang Sicheng in 1954.31 

 

 
FFiigguurree  44.. Perspective of the teaching building of Northwest Minzu University.32 
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The Anti-Waste Movement was founded upon the reconsideration of the dialectical relationship 
between “Applicability”,” Economy” and “Beauty”. From February 4 to 24, 1955, the Ministry of 
Construction held an Architectural and Construction conference, where the issue of the content 
of the guideline was discussed again. In the conference, the guideline ultimately defined as 
“Applicability, economy and attention to Beauty with limitations.” This was officially announced by 
the Central People’s Government in 1956.33 
 
Wan Li, the vice-minister of the Ministry of Construction, made a clear explanation of AEB in the 
conference report in 1955. Wan explained that: 

Any building must follow the principle of ‘Applicability, economy and attention to Beauty with 
limitations’…No matter whether architect, structural engineer or equipment engineer, their 
design must first satisfy the needs of users and make users feel comfortable and convenient. 
In the meantime, they need to set up the notion of economy and conscientiously and 
responsibly establish the economic and technical indicators to make every building 
applicable and economical. ‘Beauty’ also needs to be considered. But what we want is to pay 
attention to ‘Beauty’ based on ‘applicability’ and ‘economy’.34  

 
The likely intentions that could be interpreted from Wan’s report are the sequencing issues of the 
three critical terms considered by both the Chinese government and the Chinese architectural 
society. ‘With limitations’ appears to suggest that the three terms need to be considered in order 
in the design process. As such “Applicability” and “Economy” are not only the essential condition 
of architectural design, but also prerequisite of “Beauty”. It is clear that “with limitations” emerges 
as a means to redress the mistake caused by “Socialist Realism”. As to the state of the Chinese 
architectural industry in the 1950s, the qualifier of “Beauty” also appeared as a necessity. 
Despite in the early 1950s, China already had a group of excellent architects and architectural 
experts who were well educated in both China and Western countries, the vast majority of 
architects and architectural relevant workers in China still had a superficial understanding of 
architectural design. For the questions of how to express “Beauty” in architecture, quite a few 
designers might not have a clear idea. Like Chinese architecture expert Liu Shiying said that 
“different from ‘Applicability’ and ‘Economy’, ‘Beauty’ is hard to define with numbers and 
specifications. Therefore, ‘limitation’ is used to control the deviation in architecture aesthetic.”35  

CCoonncclluussiioonn  

In general, the problem of “waste in architecture” which was exposed in "Three-Antis" campaign 
brought the importance of “design” to the attention of Chinese society, putting the discussion of 
design strategic guideline front and centre. At that time, when productivity was low and the 
economy faced numerous difficulties, "Applicability" and "Economy" became the two most 
important keywords in architecture design recognized by the government and the architectural 
profession. In the meantime, under the policy of learning from the Soviet Union, the emphasis on 
"architecture is art" addressed the controversy surrounding the concept of "Beauty". With 
“Applicability, economy and attention to Beauty with limitations” put forward as the definitive 
guideline. 
 
The establishment of the AEB guideline sought to address issues pertaining to Chinese 
architecture and its national conditions. Among them, the process from controversy to the 
affirmation of the word "Beauty" not only reflects a deeper understanding of "architecture is an 
art" in the Chinese architecture field, but also plays a crucial role in maintaining the architectural 
discipline’s uniqueness. The dissemination and associated discussions of "Beauty" by the 
People’s Daily enabled the issue of ‘design thoughts’ to become a both professional and social 
issue, the newspaper providing a platform for all spheres of society to discuss architecture and 
construction-related topics. And while the relationship of the newspaper with the CCP on occasion 
resulted in overtly political statements, it nonetheless, documented the shift of Chinese 
architecture from the recognition of the importance of "design" to the "design thought", thus 
playing a vital role in the development of modern Chinese architecture. 
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Liang claimed that “With the improvement of social productivity as well as the changes of daily 
lifestyle, the criteria of “Applicability” and “Economy” is always changing, and "possible conditions" 
for “Beauty” are always subject to variation. We must obtain the unity of “Applicability, Economy 
and Beauty” according to the different circumstances.”36 Since the 1950s, great changes have 
taken place in China. In order to adapt to current and future needs, the Central People’s 
Government revised the guideline to “Applicability, Economy, Green, Beauty” at the end of 2015. 
“Green” is the forward position in the architecture field in the present world. It is also the feature 
of global architectural discourse and practice.37 Thus, on the one hand, “Green” in the guideline 
represents a concept of sustainable development in architecture, on the other hand, it also refers 
to the green building technology. However, some experts believe that in the era with economic 
and cultural diversity, “Beauty” should no longer be preceded by qualifiers.38 Although compared 
with the 1950s, the economic conditions have greatly improved and the pursuit of “Beauty” in 
architecture design is no longer limited to the exterior decoration of buildings, phenomena such 
as “Figurative architecture” (Figs 5 and 6) and “Plagiarism”(Figs 7 and 8) are still of serious 
concern. Therefore, from our point of view, it is still necessary to define “Beauty” to some extent. 
But different from the “possible conditions” of the 1950s, it should emphasize the understanding 
and inheritance of social history, aesthetic culture and national identity. The issue of inheritance 
and innovation in the current architectural design strategic is still worthy of further discussion. 

 

  
FFiigguurree  55.. (L) The design concept of Guangzhou Evergrande Football Stadium designed by Gensler, USA. April, 2020.39  

FFiigguurree  66.. (R) The design concept of Guangzhou Evergrande Football stadium designed by Gensler, USA, July, 2020. 
 

  
FFiigguurree  77.. (L) Office building in Zhengzhou40 

FFiigguurree  88.. (R) CCTV Headquarters 
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The aftermath of World War II left Australia with the burden of a housing deficit. The 
influx of immigration and increased birth rates coupled with widespread material 
shortages and lack of labour exacerbated the situation acutely. The Commonwealth 
and consequently the Queensland Government’s imposed regulations on material 
supply and permissible floor sizes presented architects with the challenging task 
of providing progressive home designs fit for both the regulations and the climate. 
The aim of this research is to analyse how the housing crisis was responded to in 
Queensland by the members of the architectural profession between 1945-1955. 

The paper examines the crisis in an Australia-wide context and discusses the role of 
Robin Boyd’s Small Homes Service and its influence on Queensland’s small homes. 
The research explores the relationship between the media and the architectural 
profession as an outlet to communication with the wider public. This is evident from 
The Courier Mail Competition of 1945, which could be considered as a starting point 
of a transition from a traditional “Queenslander” dwelling to a compact, climate 
responsive home adherent to modern design principles. The paper investigates 
this transition and further explores the design for climate through Karl Langer’s 
subtropical housing principles. Subsequently, the schemes by the pioneers of small 
home design in Queensland including Vitally Gzell, Gordon Banfield and Hayes & 
Scott are interrogated in terms of floor size, affordability, and response to the climate. 
The pertinence of these principles demonstrates its continued relevance as Australia 
emerges from the global pandemic in 2020. The architectural profession is yet again 
faced with the challenge of delivering flexible home designs fit for modest footprints, 
budgets, and Queensland’s climate. Considering the need for affordable housing, 
can thoughtfully crafted small homes instigate the direction to more resilient and 
adaptable dwelling models?

SMALL IN SIZE, BIG ON AMBITION: 
THE RESPONSE OF THE 
ARCHITECTURAL PROFESSION TO 
THE POST-WAR HOUSING CRISIS IN 
QUEENSLAND (1945-55) AND ITS 
IMPACT ON DOMESTIC DESIGN
Dominika Richards | Architectural Graduate
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn    

Despite public enthusiasm brought on by the end of World War II, Australia was faced with 
considerable economic issues, with a severe shortage of residential dwellings being amongst the 
most pressing. The period of an economic downturn after World War I, followed by the Great 
Depression (1929-33) brought on restrictions in domestic construction, effectively causing a 
backlog. Following World War II, the housing shortage escalated to acute with an increase in birth 
rate and immigration. 1 Other influencing aspects included inadequate supply, distribution and 
production of materials such as timber and the difficulties in recruiting builders and tradespeople. 
The architectural profession adversely reacted to the Commonwealth Government’s endeavours 
to resolve the crisis through the infliction of permissible floor area regulations, restriction on 
materials and the promotion of high quantities of housing. 2 Despite these challenges, the so-
called period of austerity (1945-1955) ultimately became the proving ground for new dwelling 
models responsive to these considerations as well as strict post-war budgets and concerns with 
designing for tropical and subtropical climates.  
 
This paper investigates the contributions of Queensland’s progressive post-war architects faced 
with the challenge of producing well considered homes whilst dealing with the scarcity of 
resources. The selected case studies are restricted to the period of austerity (1945–1955) and 
the floor size restrictions abiding by government’s post-war regulations (under 116 m2).3 Other 
criteria set to analyse the schemes include: climate responsiveness (orientation, shading, cross- 
ventilation), economic factors (strict material regulations, budgetary requirements), modern 
methods of construction (such as on ground slab and patios replacing verandas) and the feature 
of the schemes in print media publications (Brisbane Telegraph, The Courier Mail, Architecture 
Australia and so on).  

AArrcchhiitteeccttss  vveerrssuuss  tthhee  SSttaattee  

In Queensland, architects were largely limited on the scope of work they could perform due to the 
Queensland Department of Public Works being responsible for the majority of construction in the 
state during the war. The construction of private dwellings was notably absent during this period, 
exacerbating an already entrenched housing shortage. The end of the war in 1945 necessitated 
the need for revised legislation. On the federal level, the Commonwealth Housing Act 1945 
outlined the responsibility of states to administer housing projects, slum clearance and town 
planning. It also indicated the standards and minimum and maximum provisions for allotments, 
accommodation, construction, equipment and services.4  
 
The accompanying State Housing Act, Building Operations Act and Timber and Building Materials 
Control Act of 1945 placed strict regulations on post-war home building in Queensland. The 
legislation regulated the supply and application of sawn timber, bricks, nails, roofing tiles and 
asbestos cement sheeting whilst placing restrictions on residential building. Difficult to obtain 
building permits were required for dwellings above 1250 square feet (116.23 m2).5 The shortage 
and regulation of basic building materials yielded for more economic methods of construction.6 
The concrete block used since the beginning of the 20th century gained popularity. Timber stud 
frame was also frequently used in the construction, often finished with a brick veneer or fibro 
sheeting on the exterior and clad in particleboard or asbestos-cement sheeting on the interior.7 
 
Whilst the economic impacts of the war were the most prominent influencing factor in the post-
war housing crisis, there were also secondary concerns resulting in prevailing tension between 
the government’s action to the crisis and the response of the architectural profession. The 
Queensland Government and the Queensland Housing Commission endeavoured to meet the 
demand for housing by building as much housing as economically viable, however this resulted 
in poorly designed, monotonous dwellings with little regard for comfort and the subtropical 
climate. The architects sought to resolve this through clever design and consequently promote 
the role of an architect. Robert Cummings lobbied for a stronger cooperation between the 
government and the architectural profession, emphasising that the post-war reconstruction 
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meant much more than simply erecting houses and other types of buildings without much 
consideration for climate and comfort.8   

SSmmaallll  HHoommeess  wwiitthh  GGrreeaatt  IImmppaacctt  

The concept providing affordable housing plans to public in Australia was first proposed by A.S 
Hook in 1925 through the Small Homes Service in Sydney. Although the service was not met with 
success, the value of the idea was significant. The scheme was later reintroduced by Peter Newell 
and Robin Boyd, who established the Small Homes Services (SHS) under the Royal Victorian 
Institute of Architects (RVIA) as a means to administer an affordable, innovative and progressive 
response to the housing crisis by the architectural profession.9  The Victorian newspaper The Age 
published the designs, including working drawings and building specifications, anonymously on a 
weekly basis. To avoid mass production, no more than fifty copies of each design were to be built 
(25 in the suburbs and 25 in the country), ensuring a degree of individuality and effectively 
addressing concerns surrounding diversity and richness of the suburban housing stock.10 While 
the ability to provide progressive design to the wider public was the main drive behind the service, 
affordability was imperative to its success. The drawing sets were available at £5, amounting to 
a little over the basic weekly wage at £4.7 per week.11  
 
The SHS homes featured a modern aesthetic, free of ornament and responded to the budgetary 
and spatial restrictions in innovative ways, moving away from traditional dwelling forms. The plans 
were responsive to the suburban sites and demonstrated efficient and functional planning fit for 
a growing family. In response to the post-war shortage, new materials were used for construction 
including fibro, timber and occasionally brick. Every step taken in the internal planning was 
rational and aimed to maximise the use of space. The kitchen, dining and living areas were often 
combined, with plumbing grouped to lower the cost and with bedrooms located in a separate 
wing. The climate was considered in the designs, minimising east and west glazing with living 
areas oriented towards the north.12 Although the Victorian Small Homes Service did not resolve 
the Australian housing shortage, it provided a vital precedent on dealing with not just the crisis, 
but also with the impacts of rushed, mass-produced home building following World War II.  
 
In Queensland, homes began to shrink in size following the State Housing Act of 1945 and 
associated regulations on material supply and floor size regulations, with small, budget friendly 
dwellings increasing in demand. In 1945, some homes were built only big enough for newlyweds 
and perhaps a small child, presuming that additions would be made later as the families grew.13 
The situation only continued to worsen over the following years. In 1948, it was reported that the 
floor area of newly built homes was as low as mere 600 square feet (55.74m2), less than a half 
of the allowed limit, as most families simply could not afford to build a home big enough to suit 
their needs.14 In 1952, whilst the materials became more freely available, inflation significantly 
impacted the affordability of homes. A Courier Mail article from the same year provides an 
interesting insight on the post-war “shrinkage’’ of the family home, comparing the size being 
around 1250 square feet (116.13 m2) in 1948, transitioning to approximately 850 square feet 
(78.97 m2) in 1952 (Fig. 1).15  
 
Considering the shrinking home sizes and the need for affordability, the establishment of a 
Queensland chapter of Small Homes Service Bureau would have seemed beneficial in relieving 
the local housing crisis. Parallel SHS bureaus operated around the country at the time, in 
Melbourne, Sydney and Perth.16 In Brisbane, the Small Homes Service Bureau was advertised in 
1952 to open under the Queensland Chapter of Royal Institute of Australian Architects in 1954 
and was set to offer a complete service including plans, working drawings and specifications for 
a variety of designs. The designs were to be made available at £10, (almost two weekly wages).17 
In 1954, the establishment of the bureau was decided against, allegedly due to insurmountable 
difficulties. Apart from the general reasons, it was stated that the designs from the cities were 
not fit for the hilly Brisbane suburbs. Whilst some contended that certain designs could still be 
reconfigured for Queensland conditions, the bureau did not end up going ahead and further 
explanations were not provided. 18  
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FFiigguurree  11.. Graphical demonstration of the home “shrinkage” between 1948- 1952. Source: "The Shrinking Homes of 

Queenslanders ", The Courier Mail (Brisbane), March 5, 1952. 

AAffffoorrddaabbiilliittyy  aanndd  CCoommffoorrtt  ffoorr  QQuueeeennssllaanndd’’ss  HHoouusseewwiivveess  

It could be argued that apart from the vague reasons given, Queenslanders were perhaps more 
conservative when it came to home building in comparison to the residents of other states. Prior 
to the war, the traditional home in Queensland, the “Queenslander”, was elevated above the 
ground plane on stumps, with its most recognisable features being timber walls, wrap around 
veranda and steeply pitched corrugated roofs. The “timber and tin” homes were relatively cheap 
to build, with materials being easy to source and transport. While the elevation of the 
“Queenslander” on stumps protected from flooding and verandas were often screened to shield 
the interior from harsh sunlight, the homes were poorly insulated and prone to termite attacks.19 
These concerns were investigated in “Report on Tropical Housing’’ in 1943 by Frank Arthur 
Cooper & Sir Raphael Cilento. The importance of the prevention of fatigue, particularly to the 
housewife, was one of the main objectives alongside a greater focus on a more efficient kitchen 
layout to minimise unnecessary labour. 20 
 
Austrian architect Karl Langer, who emigrated to Australia from Vienna in 1939, further 
elaborated such principles in his publication “Subtropical Housing” of 1944, in which he 
introduced the concepts of fatigue prevention and glare elimination through modern design 
principles.21 Critically comparing the “Queenslander” to a cave, Langer promoted on-ground slab 
construction, extensive use of glass, insulation, elimination of stairs and a simplified home 
layout.22 Points listed in “Subtropical Housing” included an emphasis on overhanging eaves to 
prevent direct sunlight, ventilation of the rooms and the aspect of the dwelling taking an 
advantage of the summer breezes. The connection of the indoors and the outdoors was also 
promoted. It was argued that the traditional stumps were inefficient in protecting dwellings from 
termites and were thought to disconnect the residents from their land.23   
 
Whilst the design aspects were central to Langer’s research, the question of affordability was just 
as prominent in the publication. “Subtropical Housing” indicated some areas for savings in 
construction, including the use of on-ground slab, and suggested an erection of “the basic house” 
at first, which could later be extended to suit the needs of a growing family. The floor plate 1 
featured in “Subtropical Housing”, presented an application of those principles to practice. The 
plate demonstrated the open plan arrangement, northerly aspect and the connection between 
inside and outside. The design was modest in size and emphasised open plan kitchen, dining and 
living. Two bedrooms were located in a separate wing, with an opportunity to extend the dwelling 
with another bedroom at later date.24 This was a feature which became widely adopted by RVIA’s 
SHS in the subsequent years (Fig. 2). 
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FFiigguurree  22.. Floor Plate 1 in Karl Langer’s “Subtropical Housing”. Source: Karl Langer, "Sub-Tropical Housing," (St. Lucia, 

Qld: University of Queensland Papers), May 29, 1944. 

 
The simplicity, affordability and compactness of Langer’s schemes alongside his architectural 
lecturing at the University of Queensland, significantly influenced the new wave of home design 
in the post-war Queensland. By 1952, it was declared by the local writers that the “Old, hot house 
has gone by the architect’s drawing board’’ and designs that addressed Queensland's climatic 
concerns and modern principles were becoming the norm.25 The new modern look in Queensland 
homes was characterised by a northerly aspect to take advantage of the summer north-easterly 
winds and to protect from cold western winds in winter. The long and narrow plans with large 
window openings were favoured to provide for the best possible cross-ventilation and commonly 
featured open planned kitchen, dining and living, allowing for versatility. As the demand for cost 
effective solutions persisted, construction was simplified and the traditional elements such as 
the veranda and stumps were largely replaced with patios and on ground slabs.  

PPrroommoottiinngg  tthhee  DDeessiirraabbiilliittyy  ooff  SSmmaallll  HHoommeess  

Due to differing viewpoints, it was difficult for the Queensland RAIA Chapter to initiate a change 
with the support of the Queensland Government. Print media became an indispensable outlet in 
the promotion of the role of an architect to the wider public, proving that progressive homes could 
be well designed whilst abiding to the government regulations. One of the most significant post-
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war media involvements in Queensland was The Courier Mail design competition for affordable, 
forward thinking housing. The competition was announced on February 16th, 1945, with winners 
published early in June of the same year in the “Courier Mail Presents Your Post-War Home” 
booklet.26  The categories focused on three different home scales (two, three and four bedrooms) 
to fit the requirements of families of diverse sizes and two material categories, one being timber 
frame and the second one brick and concrete. From 288 entries, fourteen of the most successful 
designs by architects including Kevin Pethebridge, Robin Boyd, Ronald James Corbett and Collin 
Jessup and architectural students such as Campbell Scott, Colin Tesch and Dean Prangley were 
featured in the booklet.  
 
The below table presents an overview of the designs that responded to the government size 
regulations under 1250 square feet (116.23 m2). All of the published submissions presented 
clever responses to the size regulations through careful internal planning and deliberate use of 
materials.27 (Fig. 3) Whilst many of the entrants were largely unknown at the time, in the latter 
years their recognition was built upon their success in small home designs. Boyd’s joint entry with 
architects Pethebridge and Jessup in Courier Mail’s “Post-war Home” won the second prize for 
the two-bedroom brick and concrete category. The judges praised the new note in plan 
arrangement, featuring interconnected kitchen, servery and open living and dining. The home 
shared some similar attributes to the RVIA’s linear configuration of Small Homes Service designs 
of the following years. This included the separate living and bedrooms wings, outdoor patio, future 
provisions for garage and low-pitched gable roof.  

 

CCaatteeggoorryy  NNuummbbeerr  ooff  
bbeeddrroooommss  MMaatteerriiaall  EEnnttrraanntt  SSiizzee    

CCoosstt  EEssttiimmaattee  
11994455  ((22002200  
EEqquuiivvaalleenntt))  

CCllaassss  AA  
WWiinnnneerr  2 Bedroom Timber 

Frame R.J. Corbett 
97.55m2 
Excluding terrace 
& garage 

£1090  
($77,073.00) 

CCllaassss  AA  
SSeeccoonndd  
PPllaaccee  

2 Bedroom Timber 
Frame Campbell Scott 97.55m2 Total 

Floor Area 
£1040 
($75,538.00) 

CCllaassss  BB  
WWiinnnneerr  2 Bedroom Brick 

&Concrete D.S Prangley 104.5m2 £1290 
($91,216.00) 

CCllaassss  BB  
SSeeccoonndd  
PPllaaccee  

2 Bedroom Brick 
&Concrete 

Robin Boyd with 
Pethebridge & 
Jessup 

104.05m2 £1370 
($96,873.00) 

CCllaassss  CC  
WWiinnnneerr  3 Bedroom Timber 

Frame Collin Tesch 116.23 m2 £1225 
($86,619.00) 

CCllaassss  CC  
SSeeccoonndd  
PPllaaccee  

3 Bedroom Timber R.J. Corbett 115.67 m2 £1230 
($86,973.00) 

FFiigguurree  33.. Comparison of the construction types, floor sizes and prices. Based on “The Courier Mail Presents: Your Post-
War Home”, The Courier Mail (Brisbane), 1945. 

 
Another entrant whose small homes designs are further discussed in this paper was Campbell 
Scott, a then architectural student at the University of Queensland. Scott’s entry won a second 
prize in the timber construction category. The L-shaped plan featured combined living, dining, and 
kitchen in one wing and bedrooms and bathrooms in the second wing. The judges applauded the 
originality of the design in terms of raising the two bedrooms above a garage. The home’s low-
pitched skillion roof, open plan and compact internal planning displayed similarities with Scott’s 
later work in partnership with Eddie Hayes.28 (Fig. 4) The Courier Mail’s “Post-war Home” 
competition can be considered as a starting point of progressive small homes design not just in 
Queensland, but Australia wide. While the entries remained unbuilt, they triggered a much-
needed discussion on post-war housing, proving that government regulations and clever solutions 
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can go hand in hand. The design entries of both Boyd and Scott show a clear link to their future 
involvement in small homes design and their early interest in the resolution of the housing crisis 
through progressive schemes and careful planning. 
 

  
FFiigguurree  44.. The entries of Robin Boyd on the left and Campbell Scott on the right. Source: "The Courier-Mail Presents: 

Your Post War Home," The Courier-Mail (Brisbane), 1945, 6 & 4. 

QQuueeeennssllaanndd’’ss  SSmmaallll  HHoommeess  PPiioonneeeerrss  

Considering the demand for affordable housing in post-war Queensland, several architectural 
practices adopted the constrictive conditions as an opportunity to supply quality, climate 
responsive designs at modest cost. The architectural education also played an important role in 
advocating for contemporary dwelling typologies in Queensland. This included the lecturing of 
Langer at University of Queensland (UQ) and his focus on modern and affordable home design 
suited to the tropical and subtropical climates. Professor Robert Cummings, who was appointed 
as a chair of architecture at UQ in 1949 shared a similar point of view to Langer. Cummings 
actively lobbied for an improvement in Queensland homes, more openness in planning, provisions 
for cross-ventilation and better use of room space to maximise occupants’ comfort and 
convenience.29  
 
As outlined, the role of media was crucial in communicating the progressive small home designs 
to the public. Boyd and Newell acknowledged the work of young Queensland architects in the “St. 
Lucia – A housing revolution is taking place in Brisbane” article in Architecture Australia in 1950. 
The feature described the transition from the traditional “Queenslander” to post-war homes 
specific to the local conditions and freed from stylistic precedents. It defined the Brisbane’s 
suburb of St. Lucia as going through an architectural revolution at the time, with the highest 
concentration of progressive buildings in the state.30 Architects were experimenting with forms 
and colours, often applying the new design principles to their own family homes. St. Lucia with 
adjoining Indooroopilly, Taringa and Toowong soon became renowned for their inventive 
architecture.31 The article promoted several homes from those suburbs designed by architects 
who became the pioneers in progressive and climate responsive small home design in post-war 
Queensland including Hayes & Scott, Karl Langer, Gordon Banfield and Vitally Gzell. 
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Gzell’s own family home in Toowong was featured in the publication. Gzell who immigrated to 
Australia from China in 1923 and completed his architectural studies at UQ advocated for timber 
and brick construction, an abundance of glazing and strong connection to the outdoors. Applying 
those principles into his house, the design utilised clever internal planning demonstrated in the 
flexible and open plan and private outdoor areas for the children to play at, while remaining 
compact in size. It was designed to minimise housework with strategic components such hose-
out living room floors and minimal overhead kitchen cupboards to prevent stretching. The interior 
featured open living and dining and a sleeping wing with three bedrooms and centrally located 
bathroom.32 Ingenious details such as breakfast bar desks that pulled out from below the servery 
saved space, cost and doubled in use as study desks for Gzell’s two children.33 The dwelling was 
a fine example of a small post-war house designed with climate, budget and modern principles in 
mind. (Fig.5) 
 

 
FFiigguurree  55..  Plans, elevations & sections of Vitally Gzell’s residence in Toowong, early 1950s. Source: Digital Archive of 

Australian Architecture, “25 Aston Street, Toowong,” Accessed August 11, 2020, 
https://qldarch.net/project/summary?structureId=2192. 

 
Another small home pioneer, Gordon Banfield’s home was also featured in numerous 
publications, including Architecture Australia and the Courier Mail. The latter’s 1953 article titled 
“This Brisbane home brings outdoors indoors” highlighted the connection between in and out 
through the use of glass sliding doors. The use of glazing also functioned to provide for natural 
ventilation throughout the house. The T-shaped home constructed of brick was laid on a thick on-
ground slab, covered with polished cork, effectively acting as an easy to clean insulation, 
providing coolness in summer and warmth in winter. Although the Banfield’s had three children, 
the home was modest in size. Banfield encountered a dispute with the local council over building 
on a public easement, with the council ordering a partial demolition of the house on a public 
laneway. This altercation was possibly the cause of Banfield’s relocation to Melbourne shortly 
after the completion of his St. Lucia home, effectively preventing him from delivering more notable 
small home contributions in Queensland.34   
 
Perhaps the best-known names in design of small, budget and climate conscious home design in 
post-war Queensland were Edwin (Eddie) J. Hayes & Campbell R. Scott. The partnership of Hayes 
& Scott commenced in 1946, concentrating mainly on detached dwellings.35 The lessons learnt 
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from lightweight prefabricated structures used during the war, enabled them to explore new forms 
of climate responsive designs throughout Brisbane and Surfers Paradise.36  In 1946, upon Scott’s 
studies completion, Hayes left his position at J. P. Donoghue’s office and their partnership, which 
lasted until 1984, was formed. The design for the sub-tropical climate was characteristic to their 
work and had its roots in the teaching of Karl Langer, Scott’s influential lecturer at the time of his 
studies at UQ.37 Whilst incomparable to the success of Robin Boyd’s cooperation with The Age 
newspaper in Melbourne, Hayes and Scott’s designs were promoted to the public through media 
with popular features in The Courier Mail and Brisbane Telegraph.  
 
The 1947 Hayes House in St. Lucia was one of their early schemes earning widespread praise. 
The dwelling adopted wide eaves to protect from the harsh sunlight and presented a modest L-
shaped floor plan organised to maximise the views of the Brisbane River.38 The floor plan 
presented more traditional planning with the separation of the kitchen, dining and living. The 
bedroom, nursery and bathroom were in a separate wing of the house. The more progressive 
elements of the design included the connection between the inside and outside through glass 
doors, also contributing to cross-ventilation of the dwelling. This was furthered by top hung 
windows along the perimeter for improved climate control. 39 Whilst the home still displayed some 
elements characteristic to the pre-war period, it marked the transition to climate responsive post-
war homes. The compactness of the plan carefully considered internal planning and deliberate 
use of the materials manifest the qualities of affordable post-war building. (Fig. 6) 

 

  
FFiigguurree  66:: The floor plan and a photograph of Hayes house. Source: Australia. Digital Archive of Australian Architecture, 

“Hayes House St. Lucia," accessed August 10,2020 
http://www.qldarch.net/beta/#!/project/summary?structureId=aHR0cDovL3FsZGFyY2gubmV0L3N0cnVjdHVyZS84ODY%3D. 

 
Another example of Hayes & Scott’s early small home design is the Palfreyman’s House in Taringa. 
The 1949 home responded to the client journalist Marjorie Palfreyman’s specific requirements 
that included budget constraints, minimizing of housework and general ease of living. Whilst set 
on a modest footprint of 860 square feet (80m2), the home utilized the floor area to its limit. The 
compact planning demonstrated separation of the two bedrooms and the living space. The living 
and dining exhibited modern planning principles with the openness and connection to the outside 
patio and garden with large glass doors. The design responded to the climate with eaves 
overhangs on a low-pitched hip roof. Windows placed on both sides of the dwelling provided for 
favourable cross- ventilation within the home. In contrast to the modern open planning, the 
kitchen was enclosed in an alcove, more characteristic to the pre-war homes. The dwelling was 
complete with built in furniture, effectively maximising the floor area and contributing to the open 
feeling of the home. The timber weatherboards were painted in modern grey-green, combined 
with chocolate coloured soffits, white and grey- blue trims and bright yellow front door.40 
Palfreyman’s house was portrayed in Courier Mail’s 1954 article “An Indooroopilly Woman Sits 
Back and Says...” in 1954 as an example of a streamlined comfort maximising the use of 
materials and the small footprint.41 (Fig. 7) 
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FFiigguurree  77:: The photograph & the rectangular floor plan of the Palferyman’s House. Source: Photograph: Andrew C. 

Wilson, Hayes & Scott: Post-War Houses, (St. Lucia, QLD: University of Queensland Press, 2005), 20.Plan: “An 
Indooroopilly Woman Sits Back and Says..’’, The Courier Mail (Brisbane), November 13, 1954. 

 
Realising the importance of the media in communicating their designs to the public, Hayes & 
Scott presented an exclusive £3000.00 design in the Brisbane Telegraph in 1954. This home 
was to be built on an average Brisbane block on a sloping site and to be fit for the average family. 
The scheme aimed to use the building cost by designing a smaller, easy to maintain home. The 
design consisted of concrete slab combined with partial elevation on concrete stumps to 
accommodate potential slope. Walls were to be cladded in weatherboards with roof of corrugated 
asbestos sheeting. The internal planning of the home was similar to Palfreyman’s house with 
bedrooms located in a separate wing to the living areas. This design was slightly larger with floor 
area of 916 square feet (85.12 m2). Whilst only slightly bigger, the home featured three bedrooms 
and a more resolved kitchen area. Although still enclosed, the kitchen also included a breakfast 
bar table and adjoining laundry. Correspondingly, to the built designs of Hayes and Palfreyman’s 
houses, the unbuilt design featured window openings on both sides to provide for cross 
ventilation. Large eave overhangs and the North facing orientation of the living areas of the home 
furthered the climate control.  The low pitch of the hip roof shows an elegant transition to more 
modern roofs characteristic of Hayes and Scott’s designs in following years.42 (Fig. 8)  

 

  
FFiigguurree  88:: The perspective and the compact floor plan of the £ 3000.00 design. Source: ‘’Presenting Our Exclusive 

£3,000 Home Design," Brisbane Telegraph, August 9, 1954. 

 
Whilst the above discussed homes vary in size, material and internal planning, they all share the 
common traits of attentive internal planning and responsiveness to the climate. The architects of 
those homes responded to the budgetary, size, materials, climatic and labour constraints, 
resulting in comfortable small homes fit to the climate. Those pioneers of small homes set a 
precedent and inspiration to the architects in the following decade such as Peter Heathwood, 
John Dalton, Graham Bligh, Robin Gibson, Geoffrey Pie and others.  
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TThhee  LLeeggaaccyy  ooff  QQuueeeennssllaanndd’’ss  SSmmaallll  HHoommeess  

The severity of the post-war housing crisis brought on the need for swift action. As the government 
initiatives proved unsatisfactory in terms of design and comfort, Queensland architects seized 
the opportunity to demonstrate that with careful planning, homes can be comfortably organised 
on a small footprint and designed with climate, materials, and budget in mind. The relationship 
between the architectural profession and the media was critical in educating the public that 
ambition was disproportionate to size and that small homes did not need to compromise on 
functionality and comfort. Besides the enduring success of those schemes borne out of the 
necessity and scarcity of resources their values remain pertinent to the present day as Australia 
endures climate change and global pandemic in 2020. 
 
Consequently, Australians are faced with balancing family life and work commitments from their 
homes, prompting an inquiry into housing arrangements. Akin to their post-war counterparts, 
architectural professionals are confronted with the urgency to reconsider current dwelling models 
to provide for housing that is flexible and sustainable. There may no longer be strict regulations 
imposed on floor sizes and materials, however modest homes are more sustainable in regard to 
costs and material quantities, presenting a more affordable alternative to larger dwellings.43 The 
involvement of the architectural profession will continue to take on a pivotal part in proving that 
thoughtfully crafted small homes instigate the direction to more resilient and adaptable dwelling 
models of Australia’s post-pandemic future. 
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What if research impact becomes a major driver for the funding and assessment 
of research projects in all academic disciplines? In architectural history, this would 
encourage increased engagement with the public and with the heritage industry, 
more research with practical application or demonstrable benefit to society, and 
more cross-disciplinary research.

Motivated by an interest in, rather than a requirement for, work with practical 
application, the larger project from which this paper draws examines the history 
of medium- and high- density housing in New Zealand. The aim is to demonstrate 
its long history in a country that has a severe housing shortage, combined with 
commentators who remain focused on the “New Zealand dream” of the detached 
house and garden, regardless of its consequences for the environment, infrastructure 
and transportation.

Framed within this broader project, the paper seeks to identify New Zealand’s first 
purpose-built blocks of flats, and asks, who realised them, what characterised the 
designs, and for whom were they built?

Auckland’s Middle Courtville (1914-15) is reputedly the country’s first. The paper 
discusses it and the handful of others from the 1910s. Identifying a definitive “first” is 
complicated by the fact that two of them also operated as hotels. The paper confirms 
architect A. Sinclair O’Connor as the primary designer of New Zealand’s first purpose- 
built blocks of flats. It shows that the flats were aimed at professionals and office 
workers, and that period media focused on the positive attributes of the building 
type, interpreting the buildings, their “conveniences” and the lifestyles they offered as 
modern. Finally, it reveals a clear relationship between the building type and women’s 
history, deserving of further investigation.

VERTICAL LIVING IN THE 1910s: NEW 
ZEALAND’S FIRST PURPOSE-BUILT 
BLOCKS OF FLATS
Julia Gatley | University of Auckland
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  

In 1919, an Auckland newspaper observed that the city had two purpose-built blocks of flats: that 
known today as Middle Courtville, and a lesser-known building called Rexcourt.1 Both were built 
in 1914-15. Rexcourt was demolished at the end of 1983. Julie Stout and Graeme Burgess, 
separately, have described Middle Courtville as Auckland’s first block of self-contained flats.2 
More recently, Megan Walker has suggested that Cargen (1912-13) was Auckland’s first multi-
storeyed block of flats.3 Why was Cargen absent from the Auckland Star’s 1919 list, and were 
similarly early examples being built in other New Zealand cities? This paper seeks to identify the 
country’s first purpose-built blocks of flats, and asks, who realised them, what characterised the 
designs, and for whom were they built?  
 
There are multiple books on the history of New Zealand houses, but no account of the country’s 
blocks of flats. Architectural survey texts focus on stylistic rather than typological developments, 
and make little or no observation about the emergence and development of blocks of flats as a 
building type. Peter Shaw, in New Zealand Architecture from Polynesian Beginnings to 1990, 
recognises the architectural value of Corner Courtville (1919-21) and mentions its neighbour, 
Middle Courtville (1914-15), and Shortland Flats (1922-24), before jumping to Cintra (1935-37) 
and Berrisville (1937), all of which are in Auckland.4 The earliest blocks to feature in Terence 
Hodgson’s Looking at the Architecture of New Zealand and Douglas Lloyd Jenkins’ At Home are 
from the 1930s.5 Lloyd Jenkins actually states that by the 1990s, “New Zealand … had had only 
a sparse and sporadic history of apartment building”.6 Gordon Holden and Emina Petrovic 
compound this claim, describing the state rental flats of the first Labour government (late 1930s-
40s), and Wellington’s roof-top apartments of the 1990s, as “eccentric excursions” away from 
the norm of the detached house and garden.7 
 
These assertions about New Zealand’s blocks of flats having been “sparse”, “sporadic”, 
“eccentric excursions” worry me, given that the country has a more than 100-year history of 
building them, and today has a severe housing shortage, meaning it would benefit from building 
more higher-density housing. Many commentators, however, remain fixated with the “New 
Zealand dream” of the detached house and garden, regardless of its consequences for the 
environment, infrastructure and transportation. The larger project from which this paper draws 
examines the country’s history of medium- and high-density housing, in an effort to understand 
the history better and, ultimately, to help normalise higher-density housing. 
 
New Zealand’s heritage literature contains detailed information on some of the individual blocks 
of flats. In the 1990s Graeme Burgess wrote conservation reports for Middle Courtville and Corner 
Courtville, and more recently, Dave Pearson’s firm has written a heritage assessment for Cargen.8 
Heritage New Zealand has listed Middle and Corner Courtville and many more of the better-known 
blocks of flats from the 1920s and 1930s, and local authorities have also scheduled some of 
them.9 
 
This paper connects the dots provided by these analyses of some of the individual buildings. To 
create as full a picture as is practicable, it also includes discussion of buildings that have been 
demolished. The National Library of New Zealand’s newspaper search engine, Papers Past, 
proved invaluable, complemented by archival research. 

CCoonntteexxtt  ffoorr  tthhee  BBuuiillddiinngg  TTyyppee  

Sophisticated urban apartment buildings began to appear in eighteenth-century Paris. The 
building type was embraced throughout Europe, Britain and the Americas in the nineteenth 
century, encouraged in the second half of the century by the advent of iron and then steel framing 
and elevators. In an effort to disassociate middle-class flats from squalid tenement blocks, 
Americans called upmarket apartments like those in the Stuyvesant, New York (1869), “French 
flats” or “Parisian flats”, after the eighteenth-century precedents.10 Private hallways and 
bathrooms were also important considerations in middle-class apartments. 
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In New Zealand, changing demographics, particularly growing urban populations, influenced 
developers to build blocks of flats. Erik Olssen describes urbanisation as the “most striking 
demographic change” apparent in New Zealand in the period 1890 to 1940.11 He provides the 
numbers for the country’s urban populations, but for Pākehā only, demonstrating the extent to 
which Māori and Pākehā generally lived separately in this period, and Pākehā dominated urban 
life. Auckland’s Pākehā population, for example, was increasing by approximately 50% every ten 
years, from ca 67,000 in 1901, to almost 103,000 in 1911, and up again to almost 158,000 in 
1921.12 Olssen comments that the 1900s and 1910s were also a time of expansion and 
bureaucratisation in the public and private sectors.13 White-collar and semi-professional roles, 
such as clerical, secretarial and retail roles, proliferated, producing a “new, affluent, urban middle 
class”.14 This generated the market for city flats. It included couples and single people, and 
women as well as men. Historically, single people had boarded, whereas flats afforded them 
greater independence and privacy.15 
 
In New Zealand, the term “flat” was already used to describe multiple tenancies created through 
the subdivision of big old houses. Some might have been luxurious, but many were not. Thus, 
purpose-built blocks of flats were initially called “modern flats” to differentiate them from the 
converted old houses. In 1913, for example, the Evening Post commented that, “No doubt the 
time will come when modern flats will be built. There are so-called flats available now, but they 
are not flats in the modern sense at all”.16 Modern flats would be purpose-built and self-
contained, with shared entry foyers and circulation systems, and vertically stacked units. Shared 
circulation and vertical stacking differentiated blocks of flats from terrace housing and from 
residential units built above shops. Blocks of flats were built under single ownership in this period, 
with individual flats rented to tenants, not sold. Unit titling came much later. 

CCaarrggeenn  ((11991122--1133))  

As noted, Megan Walker has identified Cargen, at 10 Eden Crescent, as “the first multi-storey 
flats built in Auckland.”17 The seven-storey Cargen Flats were built as an extension to the two-
storey Cargen Hotel for the Cargen Proprietary Ltd, on land already owned by one of the newly 
formed company’s four directors, Gregory Osmond. The directors sold shares in the company to 
raise the capital needed for construction.18 The owners of the old hotel, Edward Francis Black 
and his wife Pauline Black, took out a lease on the new extension, initially for 16 years.19 The 
extension carried the name “Hotel Cargen” on its parapet, but period newspapers emphasised 
that it was a block of flats. The first article on it, for example, titled “Flats for Auckland”, reported: 
“The growth of the city and the consequent need for increased residential accommodation … will 
shortly be exemplified by the erection of a large block of ‘flats’ in Eden Crescent.”20  

 

 
FFiigguurree  11.. Robert Wladislas de Montalk, Cargen, Auckland (1912-13). Photograph by Julia Gatley. 
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Cargen was designed by Robert Wladislas de Montalk (1871-1942), a New Zealand-born architect 
of Polish descent who had served articles with Frederick Strouts in Christchurch. His Auckland 
buildings include Knox Church and Hall, Parnell (1899), the former New Zealand Laundry 
Company Building (now Quay Building), in Quay Street (1906), and the Premier Building, Queen 
Street (1908).21 He was a shareholder in the Cargen Proprietary Ltd,22 and had reportedly made 
a “special study” of British and European apartment buildings.23  
 
De Montalk designed Cargen in the first half of 1912,24 and it was built from mid-1912 to late 
1913 or early 1914.25 Because the flats were an extension to an existing hotel, it is not clear 
when they were first advertised for rental. The original floor plans show suites (five per floor) with 
three rooms and a bathroom, but individual kitchens are not depicted.26 The building also had a 
large dining room, suggesting that tenants ate their meals there rather than cooking for 
themselves. 
 
The Blacks sold their interests in Cargen in 1920. First, they sold all the chattels – from 200 
rooms. The sale took three weeks and newspapers identified it as one of the largest such sales 
to have taken place in Auckland.27 The number of rooms and the length of the sale suggest that 
all the suites and rooms in the complex were furnished, while the observation that “some 30 
boarders continued to claim Cargen as their home during the whole sale time”,28 suggests 
occupancy by a combination of short-term guests and longer-term residents. Changes in 
ownership and management followed, with further use as both flats and a hotel, and eventually 
an office building. Cargen’s enduring hotel associations explain why it was not included on the 
Auckland Star’s 1919 list of purpose-built blocks of flats in the city, which, as mentioned, included 
only Middle Courtville and Rexcourt.29 

MMiiddddllee  CCoouurrttvviillllee  aanndd  RReexxccoouurrtt  ((bbootthh  11991144--1155)) 

Middle Courtville is located around the corner from Cargen, at 9 Parliament Street. Rexcourt was 
also nearby, on the corner of Symonds Street and Havelock Street. Havelock Street was closed in 
the 1960s when the land was absorbed into the University of Auckland’s city campus. The 
University then demolished Rexcourt to make way for its Hill Manning Mitchell-designed Music 
Building (1984-86). The old portico that provides entry to the School of Music once provided entry 
to Rexcourt. The second portico to its north belonged to an older building, King Edward’s Hall. In 
addition to the University of Auckland, the immediate area is home to Old Government House, the 
High Court (former Supreme Court) and the Northern Club, and a short walk from the city’s main 
commercial thoroughfare, Queen Street. 
 
Middle Courtville and Rexcourt were both designed during the first half of 1914 and built from 
mid-1914 to early or mid-1915.30 A January 1914 design for the Middle Courtville site comprised 
three terrace houses, but this was replaced by the design for 13 flats; the increased rental income 
from 13 instead of three is obvious.31 Middle Courtville was designed by A. Sinclair O’Connor 
(1884-1943). Period newspapers state that he also designed Rexcourt,32 although primary 
sources confirming his authorship have not been located as yet. 

 
The name Courtville was selected upon the building’s completion, reportedly because of proximity 
to the Supreme Court.33 It grew to Middle Courtville to differentiate this building from that to its 
immediate south, built 1919-21, which was also named Courtville initially, but became known as 
Corner Courtville. The “Middle” in Middle Courtville reflects the fact that the house known as 
Braemar (1901), to the immediate north, operated as part of the Courtville complex from 1917 
and was sometimes called Little Courtville or the Courtville Annex.34 The name Rexcourt, too, 
reflects proximity to the Supreme Court. 
 
Middle Courtville was developed by the partnership of Ernest Herbert Potter (1866-1951) and 
William Walter Stanton (1872-1944).35 Burgess has recognised Potter and Stanton as “pioneers” 
in the development of apartment buildings in Auckland.36 They already owned and managed a 
well-known Auckland china and cutlery shop, Tanfield Potter Ltd, before commissioning at least 
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three apartment buildings in the city: Middle Courtville; its neighbour Corner Courtville; and, on 
the same city block, the Courtville Residential Flats (now Westminster Court; 1934-35). They also 
bought Braemar in 1917, and converted it into five flats.37 The four neighbouring buildings 
effectively formed one large Courtville complex. Potter and Stanton retained ownership of all four 
and appointed caretakers to manage them.38 Additionally, Potter was involved in local 
government, becoming a Mt Eden borough councillor and then mayor of Mt Eden from 1923 to 
1931.39 

 

  
FFiigguurree  22..  (L) A. Sinclair O’Connor, Middle Courtville, Auckland (1914-15). Photograph by Julia Gatley. 

FFiigguurree  33.. (R) Rexcourt, Auckland (1914-15), as viewed from Symonds Street ca 1980. Photographer not known, 
University of Auckland Libraries and Learning Services, Digitool: PID418286. 

 

Potter and Stanton were important clients for Sinclair O’Connor. Underscoring the professional 
relationship, Stanton and O’Connor were good friends – they are said to have had lunch together 
daily.40 O’Connor was born in Fremantle, Western Australia, and practised there before arriving 
in New Zealand around 1908.41 He had a small office, with just one draughtsman.42 He designed 
more of Auckland’s early inner-city apartment buildings than any other architect. This included 
the three that Potter and Stanton commissioned, seemingly Rexcourt as mentioned above, along 
with Radnor (1913), Alverstone (now Windsor Towers; 1928), Espano Flats at the south end of 
Myers Park (1926-28), and Brooklyn in Emily Place (1929-30). O’Connor also undertook public 
and commercial work, including a cluster of public buildings for the Mt Eden Borough Council in 
the 1920s when Potter was a councillor and mayor.43 O’Connor’s other key projects include the 
Orange Coronation Hall (1922), neighbouring commercial buildings the Fergusson Building and 
Civic House (both 1928), and picture theatres, among them the Lido, Epsom (1923). 
 
Rexcourt was developed by Rachel Basten (1848-1938), a widow and long-term boarding house 
owner and manager,44 initially with a 21 year lease on Auckland Hospital Board endowment land. 
She was already of retirement age, and from 1922 her daughter Caroline Basten (ca 1879-1960) 
managed the building.45 In her will, Rachel left Rexcourt to her two unmarried daughters, Caroline 
and Alice (1876-1955),46 both of whom were among the first women in New Zealand to practise 
as chartered accountants. Alice Basten was also Auckland’s third woman city councillor, where 
she worked to improve the services available to women.47 The two sisters are believed to have 
lived at Rexcourt into the 1940s.48 

OOtthheerr  BBlloocckkss  ooff  FFllaattss  DDeessiiggnneedd  iinn  tthhee  11991100ss  

Of Sinclair O’Connor’s many buildings, Radnor and Corner Courtville warrant further discussion 
here. Radnor was located at 20 Waterloo Quadrant, to the immediate west of the site on which 
Corner Courtville would be built. Radnor was designed and built in 1913.49 It pre-dated Middle 
Courtville and Rexcourt, but differed from them in having been built as a private hotel or boarding 
house.50 The developer and manager, Edith McDonald, was a widow, with experience in owning 
and managing hotels.51 Perhaps influenced by what was happening next door at the Courtvilles, 
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McDonald converted Radnor into flats in 1920.52 This required her to sell the hotel chattels. She 
then sold the building in 1927.53 It went through several more changes of ownership, until 1978 
when it was demolished.54 

 

 
FFiigguurree  44.. A. Sinclair O’Connor, Radnor, Auckland (1913), in 1978. Photographer not known, Auckland Libraries 

Heritage Collections, 7-A10120. 
 

Corner Courtville warrants a place here because the first design for the Middle Courtville site, 
dated January 1914, included four-storeyed “mansion tenements” for the Corner Courtville site.55 
The design underwent further development, and O’Connor lodged the drawings for a building 
permit in March 1917.56 Work did not begin on site until 1919, however, because of late-war and 
post-war labour shortages and the concurrent influenza epidemic.57 The tender was accepted in 
September 1919,58 and in June 1921, the Herald reported that the building was nearing 
completion.59 

 

 
FFiigguurree  55.. A. Sinclair O’Connor, Corner Courtville, Auckland (1919-21). Photograph by Julia Gatley. 

 

Paralleling Auckland’s Corner Courtville was the Majestic Mansions at St Clair Beach in Dunedin, 
designed in 1917 and built 1919-21,60 with construction again delayed because of labour 
shortages and the influenza epidemic.61 There is further connection between the Auckland and 
Dunedin buildings as Fletcher Bros, or the Fletcher Construction Company as it became in 1919, 
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built Middle Courtville and Corner Courtville,62 while company director James Fletcher (1888-
1927) was a one-third investor in the Majestic Mansions.63 The timing of the Majestic Mansions 
project suggests that he took his lead from the Courtvilles. The Dunedin building was then 
designed by William Dunning, who was effectively Fletcher Bros’ in-house architect.64 James 
Fletcher had arrived in New Zealand in 1908, settling in Dunedin and building houses there from 
1909. From 1912, he and brother William traded as Fletcher Bros, expanding rapidly in Dunedin, 
in Invercargill from 1914 and then in Auckland and Wellington.65 Thus, Middle Courtville was an 
early Auckland building for them. They expanded their activities to include property 
development,66 but the Majestic Mansions differed in that it was Fletcher himself who invested, 
rather than the company. When work picked up after the war and the epidemic, Fletcher Bros 
restructured and rebranded itself as the Fletcher Construction Company,67 the name under which 
it continues to operate today. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  66.. William Dunning, Majestic Mansions, Dunedin (1919-21). Photograph by Julia Gatley. 

 

There was also a proposal to build a block of flats in Wellington in 1917. Described as “the first 
flat to be erected in Wellington”,68 the building was designed by Frederick de Jersey Clere and 
Llewellyn Williams for a site at the far end of Oriental Bay, on the corner of Lindum Terrace and 
Carlton Gore Road. A permit was sought for a five-storeyed structure to comprise “fifteen double 
flats and nine single flats”. It remained unbuilt, however. The labour shortages and influenza 
epidemic may again have been a factor. 

DDeessiiggnn  aanndd  CCoonnssttrruuccttiioonn  

The blocks of flats designed and built in New Zealand in the 1910s were generally in the classical 
tradition, with some Art Nouveau decorative detailing, bay windows alluding to residential use, 
and recessed balconies that were large for their time and were sometimes described as sleeping 
balconies. 
 
Radnor, Middle Courtville and Corner Courtville shared stylistic similarity and are, or were, in the 
case of Radnor, the most interesting architecturally. Of the three, Corner Courtville has attracted 
the most commentary. Burgess concludes that it was O’Connor’s best building and a skilful 
response to “a complex design problem”.69 He emphasises its classical references – its 
symmetry, with the main entrance and dome both on the line of symmetry, and its axiality. He 
discusses the rhythms created by the arrangement of piers, projecting bays and recessed 
balconies.70 Radnor and Middle Courtville anticipated several of Corner Courtville’s design moves. 
The three shared symmetry and axiality, the combination of projecting bays and recessed 
balconies, and ornamental plasterwork seemingly hanging from both the upper-level cornices and 
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the bay windows of the top floor flats. All three buildings carried their names in relief, somewhere 
above their main entries.  
 
Newspapers described these buildings as English Renaissance in style.71 Shaw has suggested 
Otto Wagner’s turn-of-the-century apartment buildings in Vienna as an influence.72 More 
practically, Burgess has highlighted the importance of a trip that O’Connor made to North America 
in 1908.73 He visited Hawaii, Victoria and Vancouver, and then worked in San Francisco, which in 
the wake of its devastating 1906 earthquake, provided him with the opportunity to study 
earthquake-resistant construction in reinforced concrete.74 In a letter to his father, O’Connor 
described the beauty of Hawaii and the devastation still visible in San Francisco, where Market 
Street comprised “a heap of fallen ruins, bricks, and a great network of tangled girders, bent and 
twisted about like so many hairpins.”75 He would have seen blocks of flats there, although his 
letter does not mention any in particular. 
 
Rexcourt had less of the ornamental plasterwork than Radnor or the Courtvilles, and a more 
conventional classical pediment above the main entry. The balconies appear timber framed and 
that on the north side was communal. Cargen is bigger, relieved by projecting bay windows on its 
south side and recessed balconies on its north. The south façade is symmetrical other than the 
staggered central windows, which convey the location of the stairwell. The main entry is to one 
side. The Majestic Mansions building is symmetrical, with fewer balconies and less 
ornamentation, but a bold parapet design.  
 
The buildings were progressive in their construction technology. Most of them had reinforced 
concrete columns, beams, floors and roofs, with brick infill for walls, and the concrete and brick 
plastered to give a smooth wall finish. At Middle Courtville, the walls too were of reinforced 
concrete.76 Reinforced concrete construction was still comparatively new for public, commercial 
and residential architecture. This made it newsworthy. Milica Mađanovic has shown that in 
Auckland’s key public buildings of the late Edwardian period – the Town Hall, the Chief Post Office 
and the Ferry Building, all built between 1909 and 1912 – the “early employment of reinforced 
concrete was well documented by the press and interpreted as a sign of progress and 
prosperity.”77 In those buildings, it was used “mostly for the foundations, floors and stairs”.78 
Thus, its use for columns and beams in the blocks of flats shows how quickly architects were 
embracing the new material. Newspapers described it as fireproof and emphasised its ability to 
withstand earthquakes. Geoffrey Thornton reports that on the other hand, the Auckland Master 
Builders’ Association opposed and even boycotted its use in the early 1910s, because they 
considered it new-fangled.79 
 
Like O’Connor, R. W. de Montalk was an “early advocate of reinforced concrete”.80 He had already 
been using it for over a decade when he designed Cargen.81 He was honorary architect for the 
1898 Auckland Industrial and Mining Exhibition and this may have encouraged his interest in it, 
as the exhibition’s top prize and gold medal were awarded to John Wilson and Co., producers of 
hydraulic lime and Portland cement. De Montalk designed a house for one of the Wilson brothers, 
Nathaniel, and his wife Florence, 65 kilometres north of Auckland in Warkworth in 1901.82 
Nathaniel had developed the cement works there from the 1870s, and Thornton identifies him 
as New Zealand’s “‘father’ of cement manufacture”.83 The house too was partly built in concrete. 
De Montalk also invented and patented new types of concrete construction, and the 1919 house 
he designed at 1 Grosvenor Terrace, Wellington, was completely of concrete, even the rafters.84 
The reinforced concrete construction of flats allowed developers and architects to design these 
buildings such that additional floors could be added in the future. Cargen, for example, was 
initially to be built to five storeys, with allowance for two more floors to be added.85 During 
construction, the decision was made to build to the full seven storeys.86 Middle Courtville was 
also designed so that two additional floors could be added, although they never were.87 
 
In terms of their spatial layouts and planning, these buildings generally had centrally located 
entrances, staircases and hallways, privileging flats for the building perimeters and thus for 
natural light and ventilation. Cargen and Rexcourt also included a number of smaller, single rooms 
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with shared bathroom facilities. Cargen, Corner Courtville and the Majestic Mansions were all 
fitted with lifts. Like the use of reinforced concrete, newspapers highlighted the inclusion of lifts.  
Cargen’s hotel-like amenities attracted particular comment. The Auckland Star, for example, 
mentioned its ballroom, supper room and lounge, as well as crediting its “huge” dining room with 
being “one of the finest in the southern hemisphere”, with a grand piano, artworks by well-known 
artists and a 100 foot long wall almost fully glazed with views over the harbour.88 The Majestic 
Mansions, too, included hotel-like amenities – a drawing room, a café and a billiards room open 
to the public – plus a small dining room for the exclusive use of tenants.89 

MMaarrkkeettiinngg,,  AAddvveerrttiissiinngg  aanndd  OOccccuuppaannccyy 

As noted, these blocks of flats were built mainly for professionals and office workers wanting 
privacy and independence. They also wanted a certain degree of amenity, described in period 
articles as “modern conveniences”, with electricity repeatedly noted.90 An article reported that 
Cargen’s “modern conveniences” would include electric lighting and heating,91 “a modern hot-
water system”, and, on each floor, “telephonic communication”.92 In 1917, a local newspaper 
suggested the Majestic Mansions would be “the most up-to-date residential building in New 
Zealand”.93 Its eight garages associated it with the most modern means of transportation.94  
In advertisements for the rental of flats, upper case letters emphasised key points. The flats at 
Rexcourt were described as “the modern idea”, with “HOUSEKEEPING MADE EASY. Electric light 
throughout, gas for all domestic purposes, up-to-date conveniences.”95 At Middle Courtville, the 
flats were described as, “FIREPROOF, Self-contained Residences, With Garden Roof…. Three 
Rooms and Bathroom and Balcony to each. Electric Light Throughout.”96 The mentions of fireproof 
construction and electric lighting convey the building’s modernity even when the word “modern” 
was not used explicitly. 
 
In addition to articles on the buildings and advertisements for the rental of flats, the society pages 
of newspapers reported on some of the more high profile residents renting or staying at flats. 
Typical were the likes of, “Mr and Mrs R. M. Algie have taken a flat at Courtville”, published in the 
Otago Witness, and “Miss Joan Quane, Christchurch, will be in Auckland next week, and will be 
the guest of Mrs D. G. Hunter, Courtville”.97 Longer than usual was, “Professor Brown and the 
Misses Brown (2) have taken one of the ‘Cargen’ flats. Mr and Mrs George Blomfield and their 
family are renting the top flat. These flats are in connection with Cargen Private Hotel, in Eden 
Terrace [sic], and are luxuriously furnished and fitted up throughout.”98 Residents at the Majestic 
Mansions included Sir Robert and Lady Stout.99 Sir Robert had retired from politics by this time 
and been appointed chief justice. Even as residents included judges and politicians, Burgess 
notes that the early Courtville tenants were considered rather bohemian,100 and recites a period 
joke, “Are you married or do you live in Courtville?”101 

CCoonncclluussiioonnss  

This paper has discussed the buildings believed to be New Zealand’s first purpose-built blocks of 
flats. Cargen and Radnor were the oldest, although Cargen seems to have operated more like a 
hotel, with furnished rooms and communal rather than individual kitchen and dining facilities, 
and Radnor was certainly built as a hotel. Middle Courtville and Rexcourt were next, both purpose-
built as blocks of flats. Of these four buildings, Radnor and Rexcourt have been demolished, and 
Cargen has had various uses over the years, while Middle Courtville still operates as a block of 
flats. The paper included discussion of Corner Courtville and the Majestic Mansions as their 
construction was planned to start in 1917, before being delayed by external constraints. 
 
Of the six, Radnor and the two Courtvilles are/were the most interesting architecturally, while 
more generally the blocks were technologically advanced – modern – in their use of reinforced 
concrete construction. Further, they were equipped with the full range of “modern conveniences”, 
such as electric lighting, “telephonic communications”, lifts in the taller buildings, and, in the 
Majestic Mansions, garages. The degree of amenity was appropriate for the targeted 
demographics. The press provided commentary on the design and construction of the buildings. 
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It was largely favourable, suggesting that in the 1910s, the building type was welcomed as a 
positive addition to New Zealand’s housing stock. 
 
Burgess has highlighted the importance of Potter and Stanton, Sinclair O’Connor and Fletcher 
Bros in the early development of blocks of flats in Auckland.102 This paper has provided additional 
context for their achievements, while highlighting James Fletcher’s role as an early developer of 
flats. It has also newly recognised the pioneering role of single women as developers and 
managers of early blocks of flats, namely, Rachel Basten and Edith McDonald, both of whom were 
widows who had experience in owning and managing boarding houses before turning their hands 
to blocks of flats. Their initiatives extended the tradition of single women and widows running 
private hotels and boarding houses in old houses. Property development was a field in which 
women without formal qualifications could succeed – if they had the means to invest. Those with 
inheritances were more likely to have had the means. Basten’s daughter Caroline, an accountant, 
also became a manager of Rexcourt. Cargen, on the other hand, was developed by a private 
company. It had four male directors, but three of the 22 original shareholders were women (two 
were the wives of directors and the third was a widow),103 and the building was managed by a 
married couple, with Pauline Black believed to have taken an active role in the work. Additionally, 
women were among the tenants in these early blocks of flats, as they sought increased 
independence and privacy. The relationship between the early development of the building type 
and women’s history is clear and warrants further consideration in future research on New 
Zealand’s history of medium- and high-density housing. 
 
After the completion of Corner Courtville in Auckland and the Majestic Mansions in Dunedin in 
1921, more purpose-built blocks of flats were built in New Zealand cities, including the Shortland 
Flats in Auckland (1922-24), Inverleith and Braemar in Wellington (1922 and 1923-25 
respectively), and the Devonport Flats in New Plymouth (1923-24). The economy was fluctuating 
rather than booming, but the block of flats from the 1910s had shown that there was a demand 
for this new kind of accommodation among the urban middle classes. The demographic was 
expanding, and this gave more developers the confidence to invest. 
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This paper examines tensions between the heritage status of the Queensland 
Performing Arts Centre (QPAC), designed by Robin Gibson & Partners, and the recently 
approved extension to it, the New Performing Arts Venue (NPAV). When built, the NPAV 
design by local firm Blight Rayner and international practice Snøhetta (won through 
competition) will be the first major alteration to a component of the Queensland 
Cultural Centre since the complex was added to the State Heritage Register in 2015. 
The designers and Queensland’s State Government claim the NPAV will be place-
specific: materially and structurally sympathetic to Gibson’s existing buildings and 
geographically complement the Brisbane River. Much of this is represented through a 
spectacular, four-story glass veil. The veil projects an iconic image for Brisbane aligned 
with its status as a “New World City” while respecting regional and cultural identity 
(including Indigenous identity). These aspirations, as well as the veil’s transparency 
suggests a new interface between performing arts and the public sphere—all criteria 
that Gibson’s modernist, opaque, concrete structures are seemingly unable to do. 
The paper critiques the perceived transparency and opacity of both schemes in order 
to explore QPAC’s cultural heritage value and how this collides with the new image for 
Brisbane’s Cultural Precinct represented by the NPAV. To do this, the paper compares 
the NPAV with Gibson’s original intentions for QPAC as well as developments to the 
Queensland Cultural Centre prior to its heritage listing. The paper contextualises 
the NPAV with contemporary trends in extensions for Australian and global cultural 
institutions, which likewise focus on expanding programme, commissioning high-
profile international architects to create iconic architectural statements that offer 
new forms of public engagement. Ultimately, lifting the veil allows for new speculation 
into the relationship between modern cultural heritage and the evolving demands for 
contemporary cultural institutions and the cities they represent.

LIFTING THE VEIL: EXAMINING THE 
PROPOSED NEW PERFORMING 
ARTS VENUE FOR THE QUEENSLAND 
PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE
Lloyd Jones | University of Queensland
Annalise Varghese | University of Queensland
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RReeiimmaaggiinniinngg  QQPPAACC  

 
QPAC is reimagining itself. Reimagining what it could be. Reimagining the role a cultural 
institution can play within a state as diverse as Queensland. Reimagining how it can 
function as a dynamic urban and public space, forging and reforging connections with 
4.7 million Queenslanders. Reimagining how live performance does its part in building a 
free, empowered and active citizenry.1 

  
This is the opening paragraph of the 2019 design brief for the New Performing Arts Venue (the 
NPAV), an extension to the Queensland Performing Arts Centre (1985-1998) in Brisbane’s 
Southbank (commonly referred to as QPAC). The project is jointly funded by the Queensland State 
Government and QPAC to provide a new 1500 seat theatre, rehearsal spaces and commercial 
dining.2 When completed, the NPAV will occupy a previously empty southern corner of the QPAC 
site known as the Playhouse Green, and make QPAC the largest theatre facility in Australia. The 
brief asks for a sympathetic response to the recently heritage listed infrastructure of the 
Queensland Culture Centre (Robin Gibson and Partners, 1972-1998), a complex that includes 
QPAC, an Art Gallery, a Museum, and a Library.3 The design brief however, demonstrates a clear 
ambition to reimagine the now 35-year-old QPAC building, a structure defined by its concrete, 
modernist aesthetic.  
 
A competition for the design for the NPAV was staged and won by local firm Blight Rayner and 
international practice Snøhetta. Together, their vision for the NPAV strives to belong to Brisbane. 
It claims to: respond appropriately to Gibson’s heritage building; locally complement the Brisbane 
River; reference the identity of local First Nation’s Peoples; and open up to Southbank’s urban 
and public scene. A defining feature of their design is a transparent, four-storey glass veil. The 
veil consists of a fluid sheet of rippling glass that wraps around a new concrete core (Figs 1-4). 
The veil features extensively in the project’s marketing and has received a mixed public 
response.4 The NPAV figuratively and physically stands apart from QPAC, protruding out from its 
existing building line and rising 3.1 metres above QPAC’s highest fly tower. It has yet to receive 
any specialised critical attention, very likely because it is still under construction (Figs 5-6). 
 

	  

	 	
FFiigguurreess  11  --  44.. Digital renders of the NPAV from Southbank construction site. Photographs by Annalise Varghese, 2020. 
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FFiigguurreess  55  --  66. Construction photographs of the Playhouse Green site. Photographs by Annalise Varghese, 2020. 

 
This paper aims to open critical discussion about this project. We claim that the NPAV exposes 
tensions between an existing heritage listed building and the demands of a contemporary cultural 
institution — something that is becoming more prevalent locally and abroad. Following a short 
history of QPAC and the origin of the NPAV, the paper explores conflicts between the NPAV’s aim 
to reimagine QPAC and Gibson’s original design intentions. The paper then scrutinises the 
sensitivity of the involvement of an international starchitect like Snøhetta, questioning whether 
the NPAV speaks more to emerging trends in international cultural institutions and Brisbane’s 
global agendas, than heritage and place. To conclude, we discuss the implications of the NPAV’s 
proximity to QPAC, which, being a direct extension, interfaces with a building built only 35 years 
ago. While the paper closely examines this particular project in its Brisbane context, it seeks to 
use the NPAV to more broadly speculate on the future of additions and extensions to modernist 
heritage and cultural institutions. 

RReeiimmaaggiinniinngg  HHeerriittaaggee  

When QPAC opened in 1985 it boasted three performance spaces: the Lyric, the Concert Hall, 
and the Cremorne. In 1998, the 850 seat Playhouse Theatre was added to the complex by the 
original architects, Robin Gibson & Partners. The Playhouse continued QPAC’s architectural 
language and connected to existing services (Fig. 7). It also created a negative space on the site, 
the Playhouse Green, which was tentatively earmarked for future development.5  

 

 
FFiigguurree  77..  Drawing of QPAC with Playhouse Theatre addition (left in image) (Robin Gibson Architectural Drawings and 

Records, UQFL638, Fryer Library, The University of Queensland, Box 51). 

 
Following the completion of the Playhouse, additions were made to the Cultural Centres’ existing 
buildings and overall site. This included two projects which opened in 2006; a renovation of 
Gibson’s State Library of Queensland (SLQ) by local firm Donovan Hill + Peddle Thorp Architects, 
and; a new Gallery of Modern Art (GoMA) by Architectus (Kerry Clare, Lindsay Clare and James 
Jones) with Davenport Campbell. In 2014, a comprehensive reworking of the Robin Gibson & 
Partners buildings was proposed in the Queensland Cultural Precinct: Draft Master Plan, 
prepared by COX Rayner Architects.6 The changes sought to create a “world class precinct” and 
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included a 1500 seat theatre alongside residential towers constructed over QPAC and the 
Museum.7 These changes however were seen as unsympathetic to Gibson’s design by the local 
chapter of the Australian Institute of Architects. To curb the development, the Institute submitted 
a State Heritage nomination for the Cultural Centre, highlighting its significance in providing a 
space for arts and culture.8 The Institute also argued that the Cultural Centre was a representative 
example of 20th century architecture, completed to a high standard at an unprecedented scale in 
Queensland.  
 
The listing acknowledged the significance of Gibson’s involvement in the project, being largely 
responsible for the impact of the Cultural Centre itself due to his vision for the arts, culture and 
public engagement.9 Gibson’s functional programme at QPAC facilitated a total theatre 
experience. Horizontal and vertical circulation spaces of varying scale and levels of natural light 
created what Gibson referred to as an “essay in Baroque space.”10 Recalling Garnier’s Paris 
Opera (1875), QPAC was designed to encourage patrons to participate in the performance of 
visiting the theatre. Gibson described the intermission area linking the Lyric Theatre and Concert 
Hall as a “fourth performance space … with the balconies papering the walls with people so the 
people are the event or performance.”11 These patterns of circulation are articulated on the 
exterior through windows displaying the outer staircases, however the effect becomes wholly 
palpable when inside the building (Fig. 8). 

 

 
FFiigguurree  88. QPAC outer circulation space, Photographer Max Dupain, 1985. (Robin Gibson Family Collection) 

 
Connection to existing urban infrastructure and the rest of the Cultural Centre was also key to the 
design for QPAC. Pedestrian thoroughfares linking the cultural buildings at the ground level and 
above with footpaths into the CBD intended to draw more people to the area and activate the 
edge of the Brisbane River.12 This resulted in a building without a defined entrance, but one that 
encouraged interaction regardless of whether the pedestrian was a visitor to the theatre or not.13 
Gibson explains, 

In developing this whole complex I wanted to achieve one basic objective. I wanted the Art 
Gallery, the Cultural Centre and the Performing Arts Centre to be open to the public even 
when it was closed. By that I mean anyone can come here at any time and be able to see 
into the building.14  

It was expected that these connections would break down any perceived barriers between the 
“thong brigade” and the elite, creating cultural facilities accessible to all and integrated into the 
local lifestyle.15   
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Despite the prominence of this public building, Gibson argued that the Cultural Centre “was never 
an attempt to stand on its head as an architectural feat, it was not a flamboyant exercise in the 
making.”16 Rather, he was “conscious of present needs,” and placed foremost value on the 
architecture’s supportive role to the cultural experiences promoted within the building. When 
added to the State Heritage Register in 2015, the Cultural Centre was the youngest project on 
the register, joining only a handful of other post-war projects listed.  
 
Despite the original objectives of the heritage listing to halt large-scale development, progress on 
the 1500 seat theatre proposed in the Draft Master Plan continued.17 In May 2018, the 
Queensland Government declared their intention to make a New Performing Arts Venue a reality. 
Despite the recent heritage status of QPAC, Gibson’s original aims for the building were implicitly 
called into question in the 2019 Design Brief for the NPAV. In a section titled “Vision: 
Reimagining” a new concept for QPAC is staked out, arguing that the building is no longer in step 
with the cultural values of the state, and acknowledged that, “there are significant challenges in 
achieving the organisation’s vision and ambition within its current building.”18 This position is 
made explicit in the choice of quote which appeared in the “Heritage and Conservation” section: 
“Heritage listing does not mean that places remain frozen in time and never altered. This 
important cultural place must be allowed to live and breathe, adapt and reinvent itself.”19 It would 
appear that demands of the State’s cultural institutions are evolving, but also is the way that 
architecture is being used to express these values. 

RReeiimmaaggiinniinngg  BBrriissbbaannee  

Previous additions to the Cultural Centre have expressed shifts in contemporary cultural values 
and place identity, beyond Gibson’s original intentions. Donovan Hill + Peddle Thorp Architects 
SLQ extension (Fig. 9), achieves this through timber elements, verandas, greenery, and outdoor 
spaces to interface with Gibson’s original, concrete building. John Macarthur in his paper, 
“Millennium Arts: State of the Arts” suggests that these interventions appeared to “make an 
implicit criticism of the aloofness of Gibson’s first design” through their conscious rejection of its 
established modernist language.20 GoMA has been framed along similar lines by Naomi Stead in 
her paper “The Brisbane Effect”. Stead argued that a rhetoric of place-specificity orbits GoMA’s 
associations with the local building tradition and Brisbane’s sub-tropical climate, and was in tune 
with State Government agendas to project regional identity.21 These appeals to place are 
entrenched in Queensland’s architectural culture, visible in the local Place Makers: Contemporary 
Queensland Architects exhibition (2008), which featured both GoMA and the SLQ.22 They have 
also impacted on government frameworks such as the QDesign manual (2018) and Buildings 
that Breathe (2019), which both sought to define typological characteristics specific to 
Queensland and guide local development.23 These moments in Brisbane’s recent architectural 
history stand as expressions of a regional identity through landmark cultural architecture.  
 

 
FFiigguurree  99.. Donovan Hill + Peddle Thorp Architects’ expansion to Queensland State Library, 2006. Photograph by Lloyd 

Jones 2020. 
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At the NPAV, ambitions to promote the contemporary demands of cultural institutions appear to 
be aligned with promoting local cultural inclusivity – an issue identified as neglected in the 
existing Gibson architecture.24 Key to this is the veil. Its transparency directly contrasts with the 
opacity of Gibson’s QPAC, allowing pedestrians to see visitors to the theatre. Narratives of place, 
particularly those linked with First Nations Peoples, have also been highlighted as the catalyst for 
design development. According to the architects, “the serpentine rhythm of the veil” makes an 
association with “the river and Kurilpa as a foundation for working with First Nations Peoples”.25 
A further stimulus for the design stems from a reference to the poem ‘Kurilpa Country’ by 
Indigenous Artists Lilla Watson about the Brisbane River.26 Internally, there are additional 
gestures to cultural inclusivity and Indigenous engagement. The timber for the theatre will be 
sourced from a partnership with Indigenous landowners.27 Another reference to Indigeneity is 
made in the Heritage Impact Report in relation to the skylights: a visitor “could relate the seven 
circular skylights to the seven Queensland Indigenous regions, each focused upon waterholes.”28 
This pursuit for Indigenous inclusivity is consistent with other major cultural institutions in 
Australia.29 From these extensions, we can see a clear shift in the institutional motivations for 
QPAC and how these are translated into architecture.  
 
Compared to these previous extensions, the NPAV is much more integrated within wider city 
building objectives. The NPAV forms part of a charm bracelet of new, massive scale infrastructure 
projects including a casino, pedestrian bridge, underground transport network and transit 
centre—all within close proximity of each other. These projects fall under an expansive branding 
strategy to establish Brisbane as a “New World City.”30 The new theatre not only aims to reimagine 
QPAC’s role within the city but appears to play a significant role in the reimagining of Brisbane’s 
place on a national and global stage. This is explained in the project brief which acknowledges 
that the NPAV will facilitate “Queensland’s growing reputation as a cultural destination.”31 The 
choice of architects appears to play a role in promoting these global ambitions. 
 
Although we cannot speak to the individual roles each firm had on the design, it is hard to ignore 
the value that Snøhetta’s involvement in the NPAV has for the prestige of the institution of QPAC 
and for Brisbane as a city. Snøhetta opened an architectural office in Adelaide in 2016 and have 
since been involved in various projects in Australia. They are designing a cultural precinct in South 
Australia and collaborating with NH Architecture to upgrade the Melbourne Arts centre.32 The way 
Snøhetta subverts the potentially negative associations with starchitecture is by consciously 
aligning the aims of their global brand with local practices, people and places. This coupling 
process is a trend emerging in other cultural institutions around Australia, including the new Perth 
Museum by OMA + Hassell (2020) and in the NPAV competition itself, where all entries involved 
a local practice and a national/international office teaming up.33  
 
This is Snøhetta’s first collaboration with Blight Rayner. Blight Rayner are Brisbane-based and 
have been involved in local large-scale commercial projects since the firm opened in 2016. 
Directors Michael Rayner and Jayson Blight were also involved in former master planning and 
development work to the Cultural Centre buildings while working under COX Rayner.34 It was 
however Snøhetta’s distinct global brand and prestige that appealed to Blight Rayner, describing 
on their website how they were drawn to “their brilliant cultural building in Oslo...Egypt, New York, 
their theatre expertise.”35 Snøhetta prides itself in enhancing “our sense of surroundings, identity 
and relationship to others and the physical spaces we inhabit”.36 This fits well with Blight Rayner’s 
ethos to “see the places we create as enablers rather than determinants of interaction and 
engagement”.37  
 
Snøhetta’s 2015 expansion to Mario Botta’s Museum of Modern in San Francisco (SF MOMA), 
warrants a quick analysis as a key precedent to the NPAV. Importantly, it is an example of the 
potential issues which occur when layering new ambitions for an existing cultural institution 
alongside existing fabric. At SF MOMA, the building was not protected under heritage legislation, 
though is recognised as a key example of postmodern architecture. The SF MOMA extension 
sought to reconceptualise the experience of a museum for its contemporary setting by extending 
the programme of a relatively recent building (circa 1995); providing more commercial areas; and 
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opening it up through the creation of new public spaces. There are some key similarities between 
QPAC and SF MOMA, regarding the perceived opacity of their building envelopes (and how this 
hinders public engagement with the arts), as well as a function requirement for more public 
amenities. Snøhetta’s extension sought to address these issues. In their words, a museum today 
is, “no longer an inward-looking shrine to the art object” and now, “must engage with its local 
conditions and communities in a proactive way”.38  Critics have observed how this new agenda 
happens at the expense of Botta’s intention for the museum, most notably through the removal 
of his feature atrium staircase in favour of a new public link with the gallery space. This is 
described as a “moment of aggression” by Los Angeles Times architectural critic, Christopher 
Hawthorne.39 Like the NPAV, the extension prioritises new programmatic and cultural agendas, 
which can potentially threaten the cultural value imbued in its architecture. 
 
There is something paradoxical about a global architectural practice that is attempting to make 
something that responds to locality, which is demonstrated by examples of Snøhetta’s 
architecture. Looking at SF MOMA, engagement to place happens through image and association. 
The façade is described as referencing elements within San Francisco: the fog, the harbour, the 
topography of the city. This use of narrative associations with building fabric has also been used 
on other Snøhetta projects. Rippled glass similar to that seen in the NPAV to reference the 
Brisbane River was used in their speculative proposal for the KaDeWe Vienna Department Store 
(2019) to reference local Jugenstil design.40 Whiles this intends to appeal to local culture, the 
forms and materials could be specific to almost anywhere. This is even captured in the statement 
by Snøhetta where they describe themselves as a “place that nobody is from, but anyone can go 
to”.41 This approach is positive for the extension and applicability of Snøhetta’s global brand, and, 
appears to appeal to the “world city” branding approach and desire for engagement that Brisbane 
wants right now. These aesthetic choices in the NPAV therefore appear to speak more to image, 
spectacle and public engagement: themes and agendas that both QPAC and Brisbane are striving 
for. These responses however unavoidably overshadow intimate response to place, and, a 
sensitive approach to heritage requirements. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  1100. Sketch of concrete core showing outline of veil. Drawing by Annalise Varghese 2020. 

 
Ambitions to reimagine place and culture are complex criteria to apply to any building and are 
compounded when also layered with the sensitivity required of an extension to a heritage building. 
NPAV attempts to negotiate these values by dividing the scheme into two distinct parts: a solid 
core with theatre and service spaces, and the dynamic veil (Fig. 10). Examining the NPAV in plan 
view, it is sympathetic to Gibson’s design. The core sits firmly within site boundaries, conforms to 
Gibson’s original grid and compliments its material palette. The veil however, cantilevers away 
from the core, beyond the edge of the site itself and takes on a different aesthetic. In doing so, 
as visible from external renders, the veil completely obscures the aspects of the core that do 
respectfully adhere to heritage. Like the SF MOMA extension, it both simultaneously engages with 
the existing building, and in other ways ignores and overpowers it. If Gibson’s intention was to 
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promote the experience of the theatre and of Brisbane’s urban fabric through immediate 
engagement, then by contrast NPAV is about the image of participation, the image of the theatre, 
and the image of place. 
 
The NPAV also demonstrates how this unconscious critique is largely a consequence of proximity. 
The site constraints, combined with a highly ambitious program, necessitated an outcome where 
QPAC and NPAV are slammed together, offering little relief between the two. Previous extensions 
to the Cultural Centre have been able to mitigate these tensions through physical distance. 
GoMA’s detachment as a pavilion in the landscape was able to reframe cultural values, 
contemporary expectations of cultural architecture and ideas of place, without imposing them on 
Gibson’s existing buildings (Fig. 11). They read as two individual entities, while maintaining a 
relationship with the broader complex and wider urban scene. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  1111.. Donovan Hill Pavilion at SLQ. Photograph by Lloyd Jones 2020. 

 
Crucially, the NPAV uses its closeness to QPAC to elevate its status as a building in its own right, 
while simultaneously critiquing the way QPAC operates and overshadowing it. As a consequence, 
the extension augments the whole. It is even possible at this stage that NPAV, as the product of 
reimagining the future of QPAC, could eventually become the new face of the institution even 
after the individual theatre becomes absorbed by QPAC. This is a major shift from the building’s 
existing significance and public perception which has until this point been impossible to separate 
from Gibson’s involvement. 

RReeiimmaaggiinniinngg  tthhee  FFuuttuurree  ooff  MMooddeerrnniisstt  EExxtteennssiioonnss  

Unwittingly, the small and previously unoccupied corner of the QPAC site has become a 
battleground for evolving ideas of cultural and institutional identity and notions of place. These 
ideas are inherent to the brief of any public, cultural building, however, as this paper shows, 
attempting to reimagine an institution while accommodating cultural shifts always has significant 
impacts on a building with heritage significance. This is because the cultural value of its 
architecture and the need to preserve this comes into conflict with the need for cities and 
institutions to promote new cultural agendas. The NPAV takes this further, by making it clear in 
the design brief that Gibson’s original building is a challenge to the reimagining process. Issues 
of proximity at the NPAV site make it even more challenging to negotiate these tensions. It is 
impossible to practice previous (and arguably successful) methods of interfacing with Gibson’s 
original architecture such as those demonstrated by GoMA. This paper has also highlighted issues 
inherent in commissioning an international architect to participate in a project with such intensive 
local ambitions. Although the Queensland Cultural Centre has always aimed to promote the status 
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of the city, until the mid-2000s, this has always been achieved using the sensitivity of 
distinguished local practices. Over decades of producing work for the region, local architects have 
formulated a highly sophisticated response, which built upon existing understanding of local 
climate, architectural traditions, needs and lifestyle.  
 
Our study of the NPAV exposes an opportunity to extend this discourse, when considering 
extensions to modern heritage listed cultural institutions. Alternatives which allow for a respectful 
but critical distance should be considered when additions are planned for heritage projects that 
aim to preserve a cultural moment. 
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As the architectural modernism of regional Australia gains greater scholarly 
attention, historians are in search of places where information about buildings can 
be found. Local studies libraries are one such source, so too are the locally published 
newspapers that took an interest in the opening of new buildings. A building type that 
presents considerable challenges for the historian is that of the private house, plans 
and drawings of which may no longer be held by regional councils and have not been 
placed in local studies collections or archival repositories.

This paper describes a fortunate part of Newcastle’s post-war architectural history 
in the publication of a series of articles written by the journalist Alan Farrelly for the 
Newcastle Morning Herald on the contemporary domestic architecture of Newcastle 
and its surrounds. Published weekly between 1961 and 1964 (with an extended break 
during this period) and entitled “Modern Homes of Newcastle”, each article in this 
series described a recently constructed house in detail, naming its owners, architect, 
builder and street location, and pointed out its design features, construction system 
and material qualities. In addition, each article typically included two photographic 
images, one exterior and one interior view.

After presenting some background context, this paper introduces the “Modern Homes 
of Newcastle” series. It then describes one of Farrelly’s key architectural interests 
before ending with a set of reflections on the potential of the series to open up and 
support further research into the modern domestic architecture of Newcastle.

UNLOCKING NEWCASTLE’S 
MODERNIST DOMESTIC 
ARCHITECTURE 
Paul Hogben | University of New South Wales
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As the architectural modernism of regional Australia gains greater scholarly attention, the 
availability of historical information and archival material will shape the potential of this 
scholarship.1 Local studies libraries, council repositories and the archives of different 
organisations are valuable places for locating material, as are local newspapers that covered 
plans for and the opening of new buildings of public interest. This paper tells of a fortunate part 
of the history of Newcastle’s post-war architecture in the publication of a series of newspaper 
articles devoted to the city’s most architecturally adventurous private houses of the early 1960s. 
Entitled “Modern Homes of Newcastle”, this series was published in the Newcastle Morning 
Herald between July 1961 and March 1964.2 Written by Alan Farrelly, each article described a 
recently constructed house within the western and south-western suburban growth areas of 
Newcastle as well as locations within the upper Lake Macquarie region. These articles are a gift 
to the historian as they not only provide a detailed description of the design features, construction 
system, materials and interior furnishing of each house, they also name their owners, street 
location, architect and builder. 
 
The excitement of being able to discuss these articles within this paper has been frustrated 
somewhat by the fact that only a limited description and account of their content can be 
presented here. There were 50 articles in all, comprising documentation of 50 different houses, 
each worthy of attention for what it represents within the spectrum of contemporary design within 
a post-war regional context of architectural production. This is material for a larger project and 
the aim of this paper is to establish a context and useful outline as an introduction and way into 
greater analysis.3 

NNeewwccaassttllee’’ss  FFiirrsstt  MMooddeerrnniisstt  HHoouussee??  

Applications for new home construction in Newcastle waved up and down during the late 1940s 
due to continuing material shortages, the cost of building, and industrial action amongst coal 
workers. In 1950, after 719 applications had been approved, 189 houses were completed with 
353 under construction.4 At this time, weatherboard construction dominated, followed by brick 
veneer and to a lesser extent the use of asbestos and concrete construction. Most new private 
home building occurred in the suburbs of Lambton, New Lambton, Waratah, Birmingham Gardens 
and Mayfield, although there were some notable large homes appearing in outer areas such as 
Lambton Heights and Highfields. It was these homes that caught the attention of the Newcastle 
Morning Herald in April 1950 which explained that because of the way new dwellings fitted into 
the landscape they were “making attractive suburbs of former bushlands.”5 (Fig. 1) 
 
Even though high-pitched roofs, prominent gable ends and a solid appearance were the order of 
the day, Novocastrians had their interests piqued in new ideas for home design and construction 
by a series of exhibitions that were held at NESCA House in the mid-1940s and early 1950s.6 The 
first exhibition, organised by the Federal Government’s Department of Post-War Reconstruction, 
had travelled from Sydney and was opened in Newcastle in October 1944.7 It featured a model 
of what was herald a “postwar house” with low-hipped roof and a large window along one wall 
which ran around its front corner.8 Held in November that year, the next exhibition was presented 
courtesy of the US Office of War Information and was devoted to the topic of American wartime 
housing and town planning.9 An exhibition in March 1945 displayed photographs, drawings and 
models showing how asbestos cement could be used within home construction. The drawings 
and models had been produced by architects and students from Australia and New Zealand for a 
widely-publicised competition on timber-frame house design organised by the NSW Branch of the 
Timber Development Association of Australia and the Asbestos-Cement Manufacturers of 
Australia.10 This was followed by an exhibition in May that year devoted to timber-framed 
houses.11 A fifth exhibition, held in March and early April 1953, was organised by the Newcastle 
Division of the Royal Australian Institute of Architects (RAIA) (Fig. 2).12 It featured photographs 
and drawings of the work of Institute members, the winning buildings of the past few years of the 
Sulman award (which included the Hanson and Rose Seidler houses) and a display of modern 
architecture from the Netherlands. 
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FFiigguurree  11. “New and Attractive Homes In Newcastle,” Newcastle Morning Herald, 11 April 1950, 4. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  22.. Newcastle architects Paul Thelander and D. McKenzie arranging a display for an exhibition organised by the 

Newcastle Division of the RAIA, NESCA House, Newcastle, March 1953. Source: “Architectural Show,” Newcastle 
Morning Herald, 13 March 1953, 4. 
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It was not long after the 1953 exhibition that Newcastle saw what my research indicates was the 
first modernist house to be built in its suburbs – ‘Orana’ – in Adamstown Heights, completed in 
July that year (Fig. 3). Rather than its main orientation being toward the street, this house faced 
north in order to capture as much northern sunlight as possible. Its northern side contained a 
huge window, 486 square feet in size, composed of vertically and horizontally fitted glass panes. 
The floor of its main level was an 8-inch concrete slab that projected over a patio below. 
Rectangular in shape and with a floor area of about 33 squares, the main level had three 
bedrooms, a kitchen, bathroom, breakfast room, lounge and sun area. The lower level housed a 
laundry and double garage. The external walls were made of vertical pieces of stained red 
mahogany weatherboard and the slightly angled roof was of corrugated asbestos. Instead of 
stairs, a ramp led to the front door. The Newcastle Morning Herald called it a “Californian style 
house”, citing its architect, Sydney C. Morton, as saying, “the house was designed on lines of 
Californian homes because the Californian climate was similar to that in Australia.”13 This echoed 
Robin Boyd’s thoughts several years earlier.14 
 

 
FFiigguurree  33.. ‘Orana’, Adamstown Heights, Newcastle, NSW, designed by Sydney C. Morton. Source: State Library of New 

South Wales, Home and Away – 28233 (photo: 16/8/1955). 

 
Sydney Morton had received a diploma of architecture from the Technical College in Newcastle 
in 1949 and had worked in the Newcastle practice of Castleden and Sara. Not much is known of 
his career, but in undertaking research for this paper it has been revealed that he was responsible 
for designing some of the region’s most spectacular post-war dwellings. 
 
‘Orana’ was built in Adamstown Heights which was one of Newcastle’s post-war growth suburbs 
to the south-west of the city. Like its neighbours of Kotara, Kotara Heights and Highfields, in the 
1950s it attracted middle-class homebuyers and builders due to the availability of generous sites, 
clean air, plans for new churches and schools, and a location alongside the Pacific Highway which 
afforded easy motor access into the city centre. Consequently, along with more conventional 
suburban types, these suburbs and others became a locus for innovative house design and 
where, in certain situations, architects and builders were able to push the limits of house 
construction. 
 
The appearance of innovative new houses within these growth areas must have inspired an 
editor, Alan Farrelly or someone else connected to the Newcastle Morning Herald to compose an 
article series on the city’s modern homes. This was a new proposition for the paper which did not 
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have a regular column devoted to architectural commentary. The Sydney Morning Herald had its 
weekly “Homes and Building” section, published on Tuesdays, which featured short articles and 
images of new buildings and other things but not a column specifically devoted to house design. 
Every Sunday the Sun-Herald included a house plan from the Small Homes Service Bureau run 
by the New South Wales Chapter of the RAIA. 

““MMooddeerrnn  HHoommeess  ooff  NNeewwccaassttllee””  

 

 
The first article within the Newcastle Morning Herald’s “Modern Homes of Newcastle” series, 22 July 1961. 

FFiigguurree  44.. “Home Blends Into The Dudley Bush,” Newcastle Morning Herald, 22 July 1961, 7. 

 
The first article in the “Modern Homes of Newcastle” series appeared in the Newcastle Morning 
Herald on Saturday 22 July 1961. It was placed on page 7 alongside the paper’s social news 
columns and only a few pages from its property and real estate section. The initial subject was a 
house located in Dudley, a small township on the coast to the south of Newcastle (Fig. 4). Titled 
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“Home Blends Into The Dudley Bush,” the article explained how the house sat on the “slight 
ripple” of a hillside that ran down to a rocky beach below.15 All rooms within the long and narrow 
house faced the ocean view through a front elevation consisting mostly of floor-to-ceiling windows. 
A photographic image captured the bushland setting and another showed the lounge-dining room 
area which had a floor of polished tallowwood boards covered by white Indian wool rugs. No 
author is mentioned, but the second instalment the following Saturday made it known that the 
author of this new series was Alan Farrelly. This second article described a large brick and tile 
house in Merewether which was placed on a high brick foundation to gain panoramic views over 
the city and coastline.16 
 
So began the “Modern Homes of Newcastle” series without introduction to a broader aim or 
agenda. Published weekly in the Saturday edition of the Newcastle Morning Herald, each article 
featured a new building and typically included two photographic images, one of an exterior view 
and another of an interior. The first string of articles ran from 22 July 1961 to 3 March 1962, 
followed by a break of twenty months during which Farrelly travelled to the United States. The 
series resumed on 9 November 1963 and ran to 14 December that year, followed by a short 
break after which a third string ran from 4 January to 28 March 1964. 
 
The articles followed a similar pattern beginning with a general statement of the key attributes of 
the house followed by the names of its owners and street location, its overall area and size, then 
a description of siting, key exterior features, entry, interior room arrangement, interior finishes 
and furnishings and external construction. They typically ended by naming who the architect and 
builders were. The photographic images were accompanied by lengthy captions. There was a 
generosity of space given to the articles which could run to about 680 words each. A direct 
description tended to characterise the articles although later in the series Farrelly sometimes 
opened with more general remarks on a topic, whether it was about the use of a certain material 
or construction method. 
 
As mentioned, the geographic focus of the series was the western and south-western suburbs of 
Newcastle. Houses in Merewether and Merewether Heights were given 22 articles in all, New 
Lambton (4), New Lambton Heights (3), Adamstown Heights (3), Kotara (2) and Kotara Heights 
(1). Farrelly explained that Merewether Heights was one of the most interesting suburbs from an 
architectural point of view: “Split levels, cantilevered balconies, butterfly roofs, glass, brick, stone, 
wood, metal follow in almost bewildering profusion.”17 
 

 
FFiigguurree  55.. Simplified map of Newcastle indicating suburban areas relevant for this study. Map: Paul Hogben, 2020. 
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Besides Newcastle’s suburbs, Farrelly looked to townships in the upper Lake Macquarie region. 
These places had also undergone suburbanisation in the 1950s and early 1960s. Houses in 
Dudley were given four articles, Charlestown (3), Eleebana (2), Kahibah (1), Belmont (1), Belmont 
North (1), Toronto (1), Carey Bay (1) and Coal Point (1). 
 
Born in Newcastle in July 1940, Farrelly began as a cadet with the Newcastle Morning Herald in 
1957. His name first appeared in connection to a feature article on 2 August 1958 containing a 
story on the Bush Book Club of NSW, a service that delivered books to people in rural and outback 
places.18 This was followed by articles written in either a narrative or biographical style on 
different topics, all with a human interest angle.19 These articles were safe territory for a young 
writer finding his feet in general interest journalism but not an obvious stepping stone into the 
subject of modern domestic architecture. 
 
Farrelly’s skills in describing buildings were not bred from a training in architecture. He 
demonstrated little knowledge of the historical context of modern architecture. His articles did 
not reference any architects of national or international repute nor did they show an awareness 
of broader trends in architecture particularly as interest in the ‘new brutalism’ grew within 
Australia in the early 1960s. His descriptions were very building focussed, however toward the 
end of the series he occasionally hinted at an awareness of international developments such as 
when he remarked that asbestos cement was not subject to the same “class” discrimination 
overseas as it was in Australia.20 
 
Farrelly’s descriptions demonstrate a first-hand knowledge of each house. Presumably this came 
from visiting the houses and meeting with their owners in order to gain an understanding of the 
types of materials and furnishings used. He had just turned 21 when he began writing the series 
and for someone of that age the task of researching and writing about a house each week ready 
for print every Saturday would have required a confident efficacy in how he managed himself and 
his interactions with others. The photographic images were likely taken by Ron Morrison, a 
Newcastle press photographer, who, with his wife Elizabeth, ran a press agency in the early 
1960s.21 Farrelly and Morrison were to develop a close collaborative relationship, producing 
several books together in the late 1960s, beginning with a monograph on Newcastle itself.22 
 
During his trip to the United States in 1963 Farrelly wrote about his travel experiences and after 
the completion of the “Modern Homes of Newcastle” series he continued writing for the 
Newcastle Morning Herald and then the Newcastle Sun. He moved to Sydney in 1974 to become 
assistant editor of The Sun which began his career as an editor of major city dailies and Sunday 
papers including The Australian.23 

KKeeyy  IInntteerreesstt  

The “Modern Homes of Newcastle” series covered a range of house designs from the boldly 
experimental to those Farrelly described as possessing “conventional styling”. Across this range 
he displayed an evenness in his treatment but there was a certain interest that came to the fore 
– that of daring responses to difficult sites requiring structurally innovative solutions. This was 
the case with houses located along Hickson Street in Merewether. Sites on the northern side of 
this elevated street offered expansive views over the city, port and coastline. Sites on its southern 
side had stunning views down the coastline but were less easy to build upon due to exposure to 
strong southerly gales and the steepness of the terrain which dropped sharply 300 feet down to 
the water’s edge below. There were, however, people who were prepared to build on this side of 
the street, starting with Kevin Miller, a final year architecture student at Newcastle University 
College, whose house for himself and his wife employed a type of structural framework 
construction, “space column construction”, which Farrelly believed was the first time such a 
system had been used in Newcastle.24 This consisted of preassembled bay sections bolted 
together on site and into which timber beam supports for the ceiling and floor were fixed. The 
long walls of the house were almost entirely composed of plate glass. The side walls were 
constructed of aluminium to minimise the load on the foundations and which, left to corrode, 
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would turn a dull white and meld in tone with the seascape context.25 The house’s flat roof was 
covered with white marble chips laid in bitumen to reflect heat and also to blend with the surf 
below (Fig. 6). 

 

  
FFiigguurree  66.. House, Merewether, Newcastle, NSW, designed by Kevin Miller. Source: Alan Farrelly, “Unorthodox Home in 

Salt Spray,” Newcastle Morning Herald, 3 March 1962, 7. 

 
Another house to appear on the southern side of Hickson Street was designed by Wally 
Kostyrko.26 Projecting out over the steep incline, this house had a rectangular shape governed by 
the angles that maximised views. Windows ran along the full length of its main elevation and 
asbestos sheets were used to clad the walls (Fig. 7). Internally, a ceiling of exposed beams painted 
char grey supported suspended white plaster sheets hung in places to conceal the heating 
elements and lighting fixtures. 
 
A third house in Merewether to be featured was designed by Sydney Morton and which also 
perched on its site with the effect of being thrust into space (Fig. 8).27 Cantilevered over a brick 
base, the projecting side had a corner balcony protected to the east by a glass partition. A feature 
of the interior was a freestanding brick fireplace, with bench seats, which formed a wall to the 
entry foyer. The lounge room opened to the balcony adjacent to which was the kitchen which had 
the luxury of views through a corner window. 
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FFiigguurree  77.. House, Merewether, Newcastle, NSW, designed by Wally Kostyrko. Source: Alan Farrelly, “Triangular Theme 

to get the View,” Newcastle Morning Herald, 21 March 1964, 6. 

 
FFiigguurree  88.. House, Merewether, Newcastle, NSW, designed by Sydney C. Morton. Source: Alan Farrelly, “Panorama of 

City, Beach and Sea,” Newcastle Morning Herald, 13 January 1962, 6. 
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Farrelly’s interest in structurally innovative houses led him to the work of Gordon Appleby, an 
architect and lecturer at Newcastle University College. Appleby was engaged in research into low-
cost housing exploring how mass produced, standardised building components could be used to 
create architecturally distinctive yet economic houses that possessed a high degree of flexibility 
in the way they could be adjusted to suit changing patterns of use. This was the motive behind 
Appleby’s own house in Toronto on Lake Macquarie for which post-and-beam construction was 
used. Walls were non-load bearing and internal partitions could be moved at will.28 Appleby also 
employed post-and-beam construction for a house he designed in Kotara which again enabled 
internal flexibility and, in this case, the introduction of a split level to gain greater views out to the 
bushland (Fig. 9).29 The stained timber framework contained slots into which panels of white 
asbestos sheeting were slid, removing the need for bolts and nails. The contrast of the white 
panels with the darkened timber created a “dramatic colour scheme throughout.”30 The economy 
of materials impressed Farrelly who wrote, “The house is generally of simple, aesthetic design, 
using only a few basic materials, but using these with great effect.”31 

 

 
FFiigguurree  99. House, Kotara, Newcastle, NSW, designed by Gordon Appleby. Source: Alan Farrelly, “Wall Panels Need no 

Bolts or Nails,” Newcastle Morning Herald, 8 February 1964, 6. 
 

OOppeenniinnggss  

The “Modern Homes of Newcastle” series is a fantastic basis for research into the post-war 
domestic architecture of Newcastle. The articles demonstrate that the industrial city was a lively 
place for house design in the early 1960s and that there is a substantial amount of work 
deserving of further study. There are four areas where the articles are particularly helpful. 
 
Firstly, they identify the architect (or architects) responsible for designing each of the houses. 
Several of these architects had been in practice for some time including Lees & Valentine, Rodd 
& Hay, Raymond Wilson and Sydney Morton. Others were recent graduates from the architecture 
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diploma course at Newcastle University College, namely Wally Kostyrko and David Hilliard, or, as 
was the case with Kevin Miller, still a student. Domestic commissions offered these architects an 
opportunity to test and develop their knowledge and to explore ideas. In some cases, this 
opportunity was amplified when it was their own house. The careers and body of work of these 
architects have yet to be charted and such an exercise will reveal any further domestic 
commissions each received and the interests that guided and distinguished their responses. 
 
Secondly, the articles provide valuable information about the building materials used for each 
house. In certain instances, the source locations of these materials are named, such as red 
textured bricks from Cessnock, sandstone from Gosford and imported cedar from Canada. This 
information can be used to build a picture of how regional industries supported the design and 
construction of modern houses in Newcastle and other places including townships around Lake 
Macquarie. Farrelly also described the way materials were treated such as exposed timbers as 
well as taking an interest in the treatment of brick walls where extruded mortar had been allowed 
to set creating a rough surface texture and colour contrasts.32 This attention to materials and 
their treatment allows for a study of the way Newcastle architects were responding to broader 
shifts in thinking about the expressive qualities of a house as an environment for living. 
 
Thirdly, the articles are replete with description of the interior features and furnishings of each 
house. They detail the treatment of internal walls in the types of paint colours, panelling and 
wallpaper used. They describe the presence of fireplaces, cocktail bars and suspended cabinets 
that separated living rooms from kitchens. With an accommodating view of the furnishing and 
decorative choices on display, Farrelly pointed out some of the more individualistic features in 
some places such as the “gold room” of a large house in Charlestown where the living space was 
draped with gold satin curtains and wallpaper with gold motif patterns33 and the “Scandinavian-
style” sunken conversation pit within an Adamstown Heights house.34 There was no mention of 
the involvement of any interior designers or decorators in his articles save for a brief reference to 
the bedroom furniture in one house being designed by the clients themselves.35 Despite this, the 
strong focus on interiors enables an analysis of how modern, architect-designed houses of 
Newcastle were vehicles for a variety of approaches to interior furnishing and decoration. 
 
Fourthly, the articles enable the houses to be understood in relation to their owners – a line of 
study that would reveal who these people were and what inspired them to commission a modern 
architect-designed home. What were their backgrounds and the communities in which they 
circulated, socialised and worked within? 
 
As mentioned earlier, one of the missing elements to Farrelly’s descriptions was the broader 
context of architectural ideas and movements that informed the design of the houses. This is 
where further study can also be directed. One direction would be to look at the role played by 
local architectural discourse, particularly within education: who was teaching at the University 
College and what was taught within the diploma course.36 Another direction would be to look 
further afield, especially to Sydney and the influences that were emanating from there and how 
these influences filtered into the building culture and practices of Newcastle. This broader study 
is ahead, but one that owes its possibilities to the “Modern Homes of Newcastle” series and the 
descriptive detail that it contains. 
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This study investigates modern and contemporary uses of rammed earth (RE) 
constructions in different geographical contexts, with a specific focus on the Australian. 
The objective is to understand the recently renewed interest in such construction 
technology. RE appeared independently in different geographical contexts across 
history. Then it diffused, throughout several regions, diversifying the uses of the 
materials and construction techniques. During the 1900s, the use of RE was confined 
to a few contexts. The most significant uses during the 1900s were documented in in 
Australia and USA. Although such limited uses of RE may be perceived in the literature 
as having declined as a consequence of technological advancements during the 
1900s, RE may have actually benefitted from its coexistence with other construction 
technologies in those modern contexts. The Australian experience in RE is a unique 
and precious example of such coexistence. Over the last two decades, RE has been 
the object of extensive architectural practical research, rehabilitating and developing 
the diffuse knowledge and technical practices of RE. This study gives an historical 
overview of RE architecture, mapping its time and space during the 1900s. The study 
integrates the current literature within an original framework which includes analysis 
of modern and contemporary buildings, and the analysis of secondary data, archival 
searches, and interviews, aiming toward extending an enhanced understanding of 
RE technologies used in contemporary architecture. Throughout the analysis of the 
Australian practice, this study presents a reinterpretation of the niche uses there of 
RE during the 20th century, and it sets up a working hypothesis on the definition of 
contemporary RE architecture investigating to what extent modern architecture and 
technological transformations created the base for a new tradition of RE.

HISTORICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL 
CONTEXTUALISATION OF RAMMED 
EARTH ARCHITECTURE 
Vittoria Strazzeri | University of Western Australia
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn    

Rammed earth (RE) is defined here as the construction methods for wall systems involving the 
compaction of soil blends in consecutive layers within temporary formwork.1  The use of RE in 
architecture developed relatively late in the history of construction technology, as it involves 
manufacturing, fixing and compaction methods.2 RE appeared independently in China and in the 
south Mediterranean regions during the Bronze ages,3 then the technology evolved and diffused 
over time throughout diverse geographical contexts. Several historical and environmental factors 
contributed to such regional adaption of RE constructions throughout the centuries – the climate, 
the local geographical features4, the landscape as well as social and economic conditions.  
 
In the late 1700s and early 1800s, in the south of France5, where RE had become endogenous 
in ex-urban areas throughout the centuries, RE was the object of the first scientific studies. Such 
studies began with the work of the Lyons builder, François Cointeraux. Cointeraux’s work inspired 
further research in central Europe and in the south-east of USA, where RE was common in farm 
buildings and rural cottages around 1810s-60s.6 The outcome of such a wave of studies was a 
number of publications turning the empirical knowledge of RE into a substantial theoretical 
corpus of knowledge. In Australia, the use of RE was introduced in the 1800s,7 and it was a 
resource in the early building process in several agricultural regions. This overview of the main 
transfer processes of RE technology through the centuries, and different geographic regions, 
emphasises that the historical uses derived from regional adaption of the technology to different 
geographical contexts, denoting an intrinsic, localised nature of RE architecture. 
 
In the 1900s, RE was used only in a few niche contexts, mostly located in USA and Australia. 
Albeit limited, such uses had a remarkable impact on the enhancement of RE technology, as RE 
was introduced in urban modern contexts. Such uses contributed to integrate RE with other 
construction technologies. Since 1976, in the south-west of WA, RE was explored as a 
contemporary building material. Between 1980s-2000s, the use of RE appeared internationally 
in contemporary architecture. Nowadays a number of contemporary architects include RE in their 
personal research, with different motivation and level of engagement with the material.  
 
This study traces a historiographic frame of modern and contemporary uses of RE. The study is 
outlined in three parts: (i) niche uses of rammed earth throughout the 1900s; (ii) toward 
sustainable architecture, and (iii) rammed earth in contemporary architecture. The first part 
illustrates the significance of the limited uses of RE throughout the 1900s (before the 1970s) in 
Australia and USA; the second part introduces to the rehabilitation of RE since the 1970s in the 
south-west of WA, and the third part is a critical discussion on the current global phenomenon of 
RE architecture. Throughout the detailed analysis of the Western Australian practice, and the 
broad study of the international experiences, this study presents a reinterpretation of the niche 
uses of RE during the 1900s, and it sets up a working hypothesis on the definition of 
contemporary RE architecture investigating to what extent modern architecture and the 
technological transformations of the 1900s created the base for a new tradition of RE.  This study 
investigates RE architecture (àrche-técton) as a system of ideas and forms8 in a specific 
geographic context,9 and RE technology (tékhne-logía) as a system of processes that generate 
consistent methods of design and construction.  
 
To the best of this author’s knowledge, only a few studies10 broadly address modern and 
contemporary uses of RE. The lack of comprehensive historical descriptions of RE architecture 
may be the result of the fact that the 1900s is perceived as the time of a split in the historical 
uses of RE.11 This study makes an effort to reconcile modern and contemporary histories of RE 
architecture. Recalling Kubler’s idea of history,12 one may notice that the definition of the current 
phenomenon of RE construction cannot proceed without tracking its precedent uses, as 
contemporary RE buildings may be theoretically rooted in such precedents.  
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NNiicchhee  UUsseess  ooff  RRaammmmeedd  EEaarrtthh  iinn  11990000ss    

Modern RE Projects in USA   
RE was introduced in the USA during the 1700s and in the period 1810s-60s, its use being 
common among the agricultural society in the agricultural regions of Virginia, Maryland, Louisiana 
and South Carolina. In 1851, in Stateburg (South Carolina),  the Church of Holy Cross, designed 
by architect Edward C. Jones,13 was built in RE.   
 
In 1924 engineer K. Ellington published Modern pisé-building: House-building with Compressed 
or Rammed Earth, a comprehensive study on RE construction aimed at providing practical 
instructions to builders and owner-builders. Ellington’s book is probably the first to introduce the 
concept of modern RE, which underpins a progressive long-term view of such construction, with 
a clear idea of the potential of RE as part of modern construction technology.  

Nevertheless, the old way served well for its time [...] In modern pise’ building we must use 
tools of improved type and in other ways to make procedures as time saving as can be done 
without detriment to the quality of the work.14   

 
In 1926 Thomas A.H. Miller for the Division of Agricultural Engineering conducted a survey of the 
church of the Holy Cross.15 The survey signalled a relevant wave of studies supervised by the 
Government. In 1926, due to the local interest generated in the technology, the US Department 
of Agriculture issued a document to provide technical support to builders interested in RE: the 
Farmer’s Bulletin 1500: rammed earth walls for buildings.16 In 1939, engineer F. MacDonald 
published his studies on cement stabilised RE: Terracrete. The inclusion of 2-4% of cement in RE 
blends enhanced the load-bearing capacity, and the resistance of the material to weathering17.  
 
During the Great Depression, RE was used in experimental projects managed by the National 
Agency as an output of Roosevelt’s New Deal.18  One of the first sites was Gardendale Grand Olive 
near Birmingham, Alabama. The project involved the construction of several houses; seven of 
those houses were labelled as experimental and were built in RE.19 Architect and engineer T. 
Hibben was in charge of the design of the experimental houses.20 Hibben’s design included 
relevant modern architectural features compared with the traditional timber frame and brickwork 
buildings – jutting out volumes lightened by full height glass doors, and horizontal roofs, as shown 
in Figure 1.   
 

 
FFiigguurree  11.. Hibben’s rammed earth houses at Gardendale Grand Olive, Alabama. Source:  Library of Congress, Prints & 
Photographs Division, FSA/OWI Collection. Reproduction number: (right) LC-USF34- 025290-D [P&P] LOT 1611, (left) 

LC-USF34- 025291-D [P&P] LOT 1611. 

 
During the 1930s Frank Lloyd Wright elaborated a practical interest in the use of local materials 
and in 1942 Wright designed the Cooperative Homestead, in Michigan, a housing project entirely 
designed in RE.21 The selection of RE derived from the natural thermal and aesthetic qualities of 
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the material together with the local availability of suitable soils. Wright commented on the choice 
of RE for the Cooperative Homestead as follows: 

Here you have good insulation – great protection from the elements; a possible economy, 
too, because you do not have to finish any outside below the window level. You do not have 
to finish the inside walls either if not so inclined. I think it is an excellent form for certain 
regions and conditions. An actual economy and preservation of the landscape. 22 

 
The continuity of the Australian experience   
In Australia, RE was introduced firstly in Tasmania in the 1820s.23 Relevant early uses of rammed 
earth were documented in agricultural regions in NSW, in Victoria and Western Australia.24 RE 
was essentially a reasonable alternative, as building material supply of bricks, stone and concrete 
were not feasible options for technical or economic reasons. The use of RE in agricultural regions 
was supported by local authorities, as demonstrated by several articles published in local 
newspapers such as the 1905 Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales and in the Farmers’ 
Handbook issued by the Department of Agriculture, NSW in 1911. The greatest number of RE 
buildings in the early 1900s was in NSW, being mainly cottages and homesteads.25 The Farrer 
Barn, built in Cowra in 1906-1907, is a substantial example of such uses of RE. It is a three-
roomed building with massive RE walls, covered with gabled corrugated iron roof supported by 
timber truss, and encircled by a timber post veranda.26 The Shire of Harden counted hundreds of 
RE cottages built between the 1890s and 1910s, which were still inhabited in the 1940s.27  
 
In the 1910s, there was a considerable wave of building development in several towns that had 
been founded in the 1850s. In the new settlements, civic and community buildings catalysed the 
building process. As part of the local technical culture, RE may have been sporadically used as 
one of the locally available technical options in the construction of community buildings, as in the 
case of the Winstonwood Church, built in 1901 in Murray.28 During the decades of the 1910s and 
1920s, an interest in RE emerged among eminent personalities, professionals and local 
politicians, in Victoria and in the Riverina region.29 Architect A.C. MacKnight contributed to such 
spread of interest and a few of his projects were published in the Australian Home Beautiful in 
the late 1920s.30 
 
In 1934, Justus Jorgensen founded the Montsalvat artist colony near Eltham, Victoria.31 The early 
buildings were of a revivalist approach, and were technically empirical. Nevertheless, such 
buildings had the merit of raising themes regarding the sustainability of the building processes 
for Australian communities. The research conducted in Eltham critiqued the disconnection 
between the local buildings and the landscape. Since the 1940s and 50s, more refined research, 
aiming toward a re-definition of the domestic space in the local environment, contributed to define 
localised, modern formal systems that were deeply responsive to the environment and connected 
with the landscape. Earthen materials, and local timber, become tools to create logical 
connections between the building, the context and the landscape. In the 1940s, architect and 
engineer G. F. Middleton initiated his building research at the Commonwealth Experimental 
Building Station and he visited the Eltham community extensively during his research.32  
 
The practical outcome of the Australian and American experiences 
The practical outcomes of the American and Australian experiences in RE technology, in the first 
half of the 1900s, resulted in the first attempt at the standardisation of RE construction methods. 
In 1948, the US Bureau of Standards published the results of a test campaign on mechanical 
thermal and durability properties of earthen materials as BMS 78.. The test campaign was 
conducted by L. W. Herbert, H. Ambrose, E. Hubbell and R. Dill.  In 1952 in Australia, the first code 
related to earthen construction was issued as CSIRO Bulletin 5, the result of the research 
conducted by Middleton. Bulletin 5 identified the potential issues of building with earth, and 
provides a range of high-standard construction practices that can be applied under different 
circumstances at the discretion of the builder.  
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TToowwaarrdd  CCoonntteemmppoorraarryy  RRaammmmeedd  EEaarrtthh::    SSttaabbiilliisseedd  RRaammmmeedd  EEaarrtthh  iinn  WWeesstteerrnn  AAuussttrraalliiaa   

From the 1970s, cement-stabilised RE was explored as a local building material in the south-west 
of WA. The developing RE technology generated a new local tradition of RE, driven by a concern 
for sustainable construction. The tangible results of this technical culture of contemporary RE 
were (i) a diffused heterogeneous heritage, (ii) remarkable technological enhancements and 
upgraded construction methods, and (iii) a solid network of professionals that brought RE into the 
construction industry. 
 
The original experimental work is linked to builder Giles Hohnen and architect Tom Roberts in 
Margaret River, and engineer and builder Stephen Dobson firstly in Darwin (NT) and then in the 
south-west of Western Australia. In 1976, Dobson built his first RE house in Darwin, being 
interested in cement-stabilised RE as a cyclone-proof material.33  Hohnen and Roberts were 
interested in the material as a response to the technical issues of the built environment in 
Margaret River, where the long, wet winter season made constructions suffer from severe 
humidity.34 They were interested in the aesthetic and technical qualities of RE, and they were 
researching alternative solutions to the standard, lightweight, timber-framed houses. They were 
aware of the themes addressed in Eltham, and they were motivated by the idea of using local 
materials to provide comfortable and energy-efficient houses.35 Their research was originally 
based on Middleton’s work, and a book on Israeli rammed-earth construction that Tom Roberts 
encountered during his academic studies in Perth.36 This wave of research can be described 
through  five main periods that detail the main technical advancements and correspond to 
different periods of architectural research: the original buildings (1976-77); the first phase of 
research (1978-1983); the consolidation phase (1984-1992); the diffusion phase (1992-early 
2000s); and the current research (early 2000s-ongoing).  
 
The original building in Margaret River, dated 1976, was a shed in the Cape Mentelle winery 
estate. The shed was built employing a simple construction technology, involving the use of the 
Middleton formwork system, hand-mixing and hand-ramming processes, and soil stabilisation at 
2% of Portland cement.37 In 1977, Hohnen and Roberts initiated the design of the first building 
at Cape Mentelle winery estate (Fig. 2), employing a similar construction technique. The building 
is a typical cellar with massive walls and gabled, metal-sheeted roof. The RE walls are framed in 
between the concrete foundation and the concrete top-beam that attached the jarrah roof 
structure. Although the walls show the attachment line of two sections, the thin RE layers create 
a pleasant effect emphasising the horizontal lines.  

 

 
FFiigguurree  22.. (L) original building at Cape Mentelle built 1977; (R) detail of the wall. Photographs V. Strazzeri. 

 
During the first phase of research, the introduction of Bobcat mixing, pneumatic ramming, and 
experimental innovative formwork systems, made construction methods more effective in terms 
of time and costs. Several buildings were completed in the south-west of Western Australia at this 
time, including private residences and commercial buildings. Many of these buildings show 
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traditional architectural features such as hipped or gabled steel roof systems, supported by the 
typical jarrah structure, and a wooden post veranda. 
 
The Sandalford Winery (Fig. 3), built in 1983 in Margaret River, shows massive RE walls with an 
overhanging hipped metal roof supported by jarrah beams and joists. The building is encircled by 
a wooden-post veranda. On one side, the full-height glass doors open onto the vineyard, and on 
the west side there is an RE fireplace. The warm tones of the RE walls, together with the jarrah 
wood tones, make the indoor space comfortable and welcoming, and connect with surrounding 
native trees and the vineyard. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  33.. Sandalford Winery, Margaret River. Photographs V. Strazzeri. 

 
In 1983, after several experimental versions, Hohnen designed the prototype of an innovative 
formwork system, which was fine-tuned in 1984 and entered the industry the year after.38 The 
two designs (dated 1983 and 1984 respectively) became the new standards.39 The 1984 system 
is comprised of steel frame and plywood panels and through bolts. Compared with the Middleton 
system, it allowed for a higher level of tolerance and higher precision in forming up the walls, 
leading to reduced construction time.40 Figure 4A and B shows the Middleton formwork and the 
new system (C).  During this consolidation phase, hundreds of buildings were constructed in WA 
and throughout Australia, by a rising number of building firms, networking as Affiliated Stabilised 
Earth Group (it counted about 15 firms and operated till the early 2000s).41 The local industry 
gained confidence in the use of cement stabilised RE; it provided updated specifications and set 
new quality standards for RE walls. In addition, CSIRO Bulletin 5 was revised in 1982, including 
new advancements in mixture design.   

 

   
FFiigguurree  44.. (A) Tom Roberts during the construction of the Shed, at Cape Mentelle Winery Estate, Middleton Formwork 

system 1976; (B) G.  Hohnen during the construction of the Shed, at Cape Mentelle Winery Estate, Middleton 
Formwork system 1976; (C) The new formwork system. Courtesy of G. Hohnen. 
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RE construction technology draws on craftsmanship-oriented fabrication process that, on the one 
hand, allow for high quality control, and on the other hand emphasise the “made in WA” aspect 
as an intrinsic value of the new buildings.  Since the 1980s, a number of architects included 
cement stabilised RE in their personal research, using different reasons and levels of engagement 
with the materials, and expanding the network through the country. These include Chris Willcox, 
Theo Mathews, Ehdo Architects, Archterra, Hassel Studio, Tim Wright, Troppo Architects and 
others, whose personal research in terms of architectural design contributed to validate the 
potential of RE in contemporary architecture, with the material being explored in a contemporary 
architectural language using insights of sustainability. The use of cement-stabilised RE has 
become a distinctive trait of the local built environment, as stated by the Margaret River- Augusta 
Heritage Inventory regarding the St. Thomas More Catholic Church in Margaret River (Fig. 5) and 
the Lumen Christi Catholic Church in Augusta (Fig. 6) designed by Hodge & Willcox in 1982 and 
1985 respectively.  In the Lumen Christi Catholic Church, the use of crushed limestone 
contributes to create strong connections with the landscape. The creamy colour of the rammed 
limestone walls, the full-length ribbon window above the walls, the coloured glass, and the light 
colour of the details emphasise the brightness of the predominant light condition of the site. The 
patio opens on the wonderful landscape of the Hardy Inlet.   

 

   
FFiigguurree  55.. Saint Thomas More Catholic Church. Built in 1983, Margaret River. Photographs V. Strazzeri. 

 

   
FFiigguurree  66.. Lumen Christi Catholic Church, Augusta. Photographs V. Strazzeri. 

 
RE was explored and used in combination with other construction technologies, such as steel 
technology. The Transperth O’Connor Bus Depot (Fig. 7) 1994, in the Perth metropolitan area, is 
an outstanding industrial building that integrates stereometric RE volumes with glass walls and a 
steel truss frame. The complex includes the bus hangars and the office area, comprised of curved 
and squared RE volumes opened on one side by a glass wall, protected from the sun by the 
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extended RE walls and overhanging flat roof. The hangar section is comprised of a tall, white-
painted steel frame with circular-section columns and thin trusses bearing the barrel vault roof. 
The RE walls rise to 4.8 metres. The elements of the steel structure create equilibrium with the 
marked lines printed by the formwork on the RE walls. The project, while highly localised, offers 
an international example of the potential of cement stabilised RE in contemporary buildings.  

 

 

 
FFiigguurree  77.. Fremantle, O’Connor Transperth Bus Depot. Early 1990s. Courtesy of G. Hohnen. 

 
In 1992 the introduction of bulk waterproofing and finishing for RE walls initiated the diffusion 
phase during the 1990s. This corresponded to the period of largest diffusion of RE in the south-
west. The growing demand, the confident industry and further architectural research generated 
a new tradition of RE, creating a heritage of local buildings that illustrate the contemporary RE 
construction practice and the recent technological advancements. 
 
The Ooi House (Fig. 8), designed by Kerry Hill, 1998, Margaret River, is comprised of two volumes 
placed alongside a connecting space left partially uncovered. The largest volume is framed in light 
steel and enclosed with transparent glass walls. This transparent volume has on one side a 
courtyard enclosed by a creamy-coloured RE wall. This free-standing RE wall visually connects 
with the private area of the house in RE, which is  quite protected, with shadowed small openings. 
The RE volume is a monolith that is rooted to the ground, and changes with the light over the day. 
The two volumes are covered with a thin-profiled, and shallow, sloped corrugated iron roof. 
Compositionally, it is both a contemporary residence, and a quintessentially south-west Australian 
house. The texture of RE walls is an intrinsic aesthetic quality of the material, as it gives depth 
and plays with light. A RE building ages with the site and creates a universal sense of time.  
 
The introduction of innovative materials, such as recycled bricks and recycled concrete, into the 
category of RE materials initiated the contemporary phase of research since the early 2000s. This 
was originated by a second generation of builders and architects, far more extended than the 
first. Cloister House, designed by Morq, 2017, Floreat (Perth Metropolitan area), with its béton-
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brut aesthetic is a contemporary version of a RE building. It is an introspective composition of 
volumes that encloses a private space centred on the internal tropical courtyard.   
 
Nowadays RE has become an ethical choice; it allows for the exploration of a contemporary 
architectural language addressing the environmental and sustainability issues, creating high-
profile, deeply localised buildings rooted in the local culture and belonging to the native 
landscape. There is a new tradition of RE in Western Australia, emerging from decades of 
technical advancements and architectural studies; nonetheless, in several cases such deeply 
localised buildings intercede at an international level, contributing to define RE in contemporary 
architecture. The buildings mentioned here emerged from the personal research of Australian 
architects who have defined RE architecture as “contemporary”: firmly established and rooted in 
the local culture, and engaging with the design values of the contemporary living. 

 

 

 
FFiigguurree  88.. Ooi House 1998. Margaret River. Courtesy of Sean McGivern (Kerry Hill Architects). 

RRaammmmeedd  EEaarrtthh  iinn  CCoonntteemmppoorraarryy  AArrcchhiitteeccttuurree  

Since the 1990s, contemporary RE architecture has appeared internationally. A diffuse 
consensus regarding the aesthetic and sustainability qualities of contemporary rammed earth 
emerged internationally in the 2000s. A number of different positions contributing to define how 
RE is used in contemporary architecture. RE can express the ethical intent of addressing 
environmental and sustainability issues in contemporary buildings, as in the case of Rauch’s RE 
wall in the lobby of the Feldkirch Region Hospital (1992, Feldkrich, Austria), Grieve Gillette and 
Cox Architects’ National Wine Centre (2001, Adelaide, South Australia), Rural Studio’s Mason’s 
Bend Community Centre (2000 Mason’s Bend, Alabama) and Renzo Piano’s Children’s 
Emergency Hospital (2018, Uganda). The Childrens' Emergency Hospital synthesises the 
traditional idea of sustainable earth architecture, as the building essentially consists of massive 
rammed earth walls, and a thin canopy that support the PV field. 
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RE can create highly localised buildings that respond to the environmental context and are deeply 
integrated with the landscape, as demonstrated by Glenn Murcutt and Troppo Architects’ Bowali 
Visitor Centre (1994, Northern Territory, Australia), Seth Stein Architects and Watson 
Architecture’s Australian Equestrian Centre (2014 Melbourne, Victoria), Rick Joy’s Tucson 
Mountain House, and Luigi Rosselli’s the Great Wall of WA (2017, Pilbara, Western Australia). The 
Great Wall is essentially a zig-zag wall along the edge of sand dune that includes residences and 
facilities for local workers.42 The residences are therefore built hypogenously, with massive RE 
walls that contribute protecting the indoor environment from the harsh environment.  
 
Contemporary RE architecture includes cultural and educational buildings, and represents certain 
aspects of related contemporary culture; it testifies to recent history, and expresses mutating 
forms of contemporary living. Those examples have a sense of history that embraces the past 
and involves the present, as evident in Rick Joy’s Convent Avenue Studios (1995-1997, Tucson, 
Arizona), Rauch and Reitermann & Sessenroth’s Chapel of Reconciliation (2000, Berlin, 
Germany), Marte’s Chapel of Rest (2001 Batschuns, Austria), and Edition Office and Daniel 
Boyd’s Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander War Memorial (2018, Canberra, Australian Capital 
Territory), The Chapel of Reconciliation is comprised of an internal oval in RE encircled by timber 
louvre cladding. The use of RE here become a vehicle to address the building’s outstanding 
cultural task: it was built for the 10th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall on the site of a 
previous church that was taken down to free the firing line during the division of Germany.43 The 
RE wall include fragments of the original building.44 The lines of the plan of the original church 
are marked on the ground and the new construction is inserted on the choir of the original 
building.45 Besides the commemoration of the history there is the awareness of the historical fact 
in future prospects.  

 

	 	
FFiigguurree  99.. Rick Joy Studio. Tucson Arizona. Photo Credit Santiago Perez. Courtesy of Santiago Perez. 

 
Contemporary RE buildings may have a high technical profile emerging from a deep engagement 
of the architect with the materials and the craftsmanship-oriented making process and directed 
toward sustainability as in the case of Rick Joy’s Studio at 400 Rubio Avenue (2000, Tucson, 
Arizona), Powell & Glenn Tarrawarra Museum of Art (2003 Healesville, Victoria, Australia), and 
Zumthor’s Bruder Kaus (2007, Mechernich, Germany). Those buildings integrate RE with different 
construction materials and technologies and they present innovative technical solutions for 
several issues that were considered critical in traditional RE buildings. Joy’s studio at 400 Rubio 
Avenue appears as a solid soil RE block, then a sequence of domestic spaces strings in between 
the indoor and the northward yard framing predisposed vistas of the sky. In the yard, a glass wall 
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faces the RE wall ending at the reflective surface of the pool.46 Connections, junctions, and 
corners are emphasised by steel and refinement details. The highly refined materiality of the 
project results from the high level of quality control and the architect’s thorough engagement with 
the materials and the craftsmanship-oriented construction process 
 
Contemporary RE may be considered a versatile tool to generate diversified responses to 
contemporary architectural themes: the Oxaca School of Visual Art by Mauricio Rocha (2008, 
Oxaca, Mexico), Hotson Bakker Boniface Haden’s Nk Desert Cultural Centre (2006, Osoyoos, 
Canada), and Kanutz Yeung Architecture’s PAMS Healthcare Aboriginal Medical Service (2018, 
Western Australia) demonstrate a diversity of approaches. The PAMS47 Healthcare Hub Newman, 
in Newman, east Pilbara, is a practical contribution to address the health and social issues that 
affect the communities.  RE serves the purpose of connecting people and the country. Two 
volumes are built in RE, assembled around a courtyard and unified under the curved line of the 
roof, which is left partially open, allowing a native tree to rise and provide shadow. The RE walls 
incorporate the artworks of local artists representing the cultures of the local communities.   

CCoonncclluussiioonn  

This study has investigated modern and contemporary uses of rammed earth. From the analysis 
of the Australian and international experiences in rammed earth, reasons have emerged for the 
use of rammed earth technology in contemporary architecture. However, such contemporary uses 
are historically related to the niche uses of RE during the first half of 1900s, that introduced 
essential technological enhancement and resulted in the definition of the first standards. The 
progressive inclusion of rammed earth in modern contexts, in Australia and USA, has created 
strategic precedents and let modern architects recognise the potential of the natural qualities of 
the material in terms of architectural design. Within the international contemporary scenario, the 
Western Australian experience occupies a remarkable place with a number of pioneers and 
crucial projects that interpret themes of global interest.  There is a new tradition of RE in the 
south-west of Western Australia that derives from decades of technical and architectural 
research. This culture is still developing as demonstrated by the number of very recent RE projects 
of architectural and technological interest.  
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Theorists have long conjectured upon architecture’s meaning through drawing out 
its correspondences with the human body. Vitruvius believed that the development 
of architecture should refer to the proportions of the ideal human body’s proportions 
as a model of natural perfection. Overlooked in the critical examination of such 
representations is the reading of space and its physiognomies that is as fundamental 
to the coherence of corporeal existence as is the body as self and as the other. It is 
only recently that the question of how a body inhabits terrestrial space has translated 
to the condition of microgravity has been raised, with the venturing of humankind 
away from the Earth and thus from a horizon-based perspective.

Outer space was originally conceived as a utopian destination, one that would allow 
for the emancipation of a humankind that had been disadvantaged, in a sense 
imprisoned, by its existence on Earth. The Russian ‘father of rocketry,’ Konstantin 
Tsiolkovsky believed that, once exposed to the condition of outer space, humankind 
would eventually and inevitably evolve, so that the body would no longer require 
spacesuits and life support systems for survival. Speculative projects produced in the 
1970s incorporated ambitious hypotheses for artificial gravity systems that suggested 
access to the liberation from terrestrial bonds might be imminent. The designers of the 
first US space station, Skylab, envisaged a hyper- functional interior condition where 
astronauts could work independently on the various internal surfaces, each with their 
own localized ‘verticality’, unimpeded by Earth’s gravity. Despite such aspirations, 
there would be little in the way of liberation, but instead much in the way of confusion 
and decentring of the body, both physiologically and spatially, with the astronauts 
aboard Skylab finding it disorienting to abandon a common vertical orientation. In 
venturing into space, the astronaut’s had brought their ontological system with them, 
hardwired into their neuro-receptors. Chronicling the historical representation of the 
human body in outer space, projecting a future of the physiognomy of space and its 
implication for the limits of architecture this paper will propose the impact of cultural 
and biological factors upon the experience of outer space and microgravity.

THE DEPICTION OF THE BODY IN 
MICROGRAVITY: PROJECTING A 
PHYSIOGNOMY OF SPACE
Craig McCormack | University of Western Australia
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TThhee  RReessttrraaiinneedd  BBooddyy::  IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  

Vitruvius’ De architectura has served as the locus for bodily comparisons to architecture where 
ideas of order, symmetry, and form are concerned. Overlooked in the Vitruvian progenies has 
been the role of gravity in the architectural reading of inherent qualities but also as a governing 
value. Newton published his law of universal gravitation in 1687, so it is understandable that this 
gravitational reading was absent from early texts that referred to the body.1 Darwin’s 1859 theory 
of evolution could have provided information for a contemporary reading of architecturally 
referenced and evolved bodies, in order to implicate the effect of gravity on architecture and the 
physiognomy of space. Gravity has had considerable impact on the evolution of the organic world 
and the human body. It determines, “…the form and the size of organisms, the development of 
skeletal supporting organs, and energetics”.2 As it is, gravity has largely been absent from the 
conflation of the human body and architecture though it has influenced the living trees and 
human bodies, historic references for architecture’s origin. This paper proposes the inclusion of 
the gravity-effected body in architectural history that sees a reframing of the body by way of a 
brief survey. Beginning briefly in the Renaissance and Mannerist periods, depictions of the gravity-
effected body are then found in the twentieth century, where technological developments 
promised an emancipation through the entering of space, with some time spent discussing the 
illustrated body and its transition to the condition of microgravity. 
 
The depictions of the Passion by the likes of Dürer and Michelangelo are not unlike Leonardo’s 
Vitruvian Man in terms of their secular importance. The use of the cross in Jesus’ crucifixion 
expressed a feature of a mortal, or a terrestrial existence; an existence restrained to the Earth by 
gravity. As well as displaying the body in an arranged or quantified stance for the purposes of 
public examination, the artists reveal much about the characteristics of the environment and its 
effect on the body. Whilst the Renaissance was a period of great discovery, the scientific 
understanding of gravity would come later.3 Artists during the late Renaissance and the 
subsequent Mannerist period would begin to reveal the effects of gravity through their description 
of the “irreducible variety of phenomena” associated with life on Earth.4  

 

 
FFiigguurree  11.. Albrecht Dürer, Crucifixion from the Small Passion, 1511. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:D%C3%BCrer_-_Small_Passion_24.jpg  

 
Rather than a complete rejection of the classical model, Mannerism integrates an additional 
expressionistic mode of representation. Richard Viladesau explains that, “[t]he characteristics of 
Mannerist painting included…convoluted and artificial poses; exaggerated musculature; the 
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elongation of figures...”.5  Dürer and Michelangelo were examples of artists who transitioned from 
sacred art towards increasingly secular depictions of the body of Christ as subject. Though both 
are considered examples of High Renaissance humanists, they also expressed Mannerist 
tendencies that “were not entirely consistent with the religious purposes of sacred art”.6 Christ’s 
body was depicted in such an expressive manner that the effect of gravity on the body is 
unmistakable, though unintentionally articulated. Dürer’s 1511 Crucifixion from the Small 
Passion (Fig. 1) describes a Christ with arms that appear to be stretched beyond their normal 
length. Michelangelo has skilfully rendered the force of gravity on Jesus’ body in both the 
Crucifixion with Mary and John and the Marsyas Crucifixion. Gravity has been weaponised against 
not only the body of Christ, but also all of humanity. 

TThhee  EEmmaanncciippaatteedd  BBooddyy  

If Copernicus had revealed that humanity and its cradle were not the centre of the universe, then 
Newton provided the tools to begin to understand humanity’s place in the universe. Once Newton 
had revealed gravity as drawing humankind towards the Earth, people were motivated to conquer 
it. The post-Newtonian aspiration saw Cosmists, amongst others, look to outer space as a means 
through which to dictate the evolution and thus the emancipation of the human body. Cosmists, 
a group that included Konstantin Tsiolkovsky, believed the space of outer space to be a medium 
of evolutionary transformation. Much like the images that depicted the heavenly bodies, outer 
space was the post-Newtonian equivalent to the medieval conception of objective spatial order. 
Up, or now outwards, was where gods ruled, and mortals could define their own divinity.  
 
The early 20th century saw rocketeers realise the rocket’s potential to transport a human payload 
into outer space.7 The Russian rocketeer and cosmist Tsiolkovsky did not view the body entering 
space as restricted to a military or colonial expansionist strategy. Tsiolkovsky, being a Russian 
cosmist, believed that the potential contained in visiting outer space was the capacity to provide 
liberation for the human body, so far restrained by the Earth and its gravity.8 Tsiolkovsky thought 
of outer space as a medium for the purposeful evolution of the body, which through entering it 
would gain a means of liberation. He and other cosmists believed that entering outer space would 
equate to the determination of humanity’s own destiny and would elevate humanity to a god-like 
status.9  

 

 
FFiigguurree  22.. Drawing of people and objects in a microgravity environment, Konstantin Tsiolkovsky, Album of Space Travel, 

page 11, 1933, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tsiolkovsky_Album_11.jpg   

 
In a 1920 text, Tsiolkovsky conjectured that, “maybe even Man himself will change so much that 
he will need neither space-suits nor dwelling-houses in space”.10 Drawings from Tsiolkovsky’s 
1933 paper, “Album of Space Travel” illustrate confident bodies in complete control of their 
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station, as though they could somehow manoeuvre in the microgravity environment. (Fig. 2) This, 
in part, could be rationally explained by Tsiolkovsky’s imagined selection process for those 
entering space. These specimens were refined until, “[t]hose who passed were practically ideal 
men and women, angels in human form”. Outer space was for Tsiolkovsky to be a spatial medium 
of determined evolutionary transformation, and the built environment created to shelter 
humankind would conduct potent social modification. The body was to have access to the 
liberation from our terrestrial bonds that space would provide. 

 

 

 

FFiigguurree  33.. (L) Cover sheet to the Selection of Systems to Perform Extravehicular Activities; Man and Manipulator Volume 
2 Final Report, Human Factors Division, NASA, 1970. 

FFiigguurree  44.. (R) Skylab III mission, second crewed mission patch (the first Skylab was crewless), launched May 25, 1973. 
The graphic represents the body in mediation between the Sun and Earth, with increased cosmic freedom. 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/55/Skylab2-Patch.png. Accessed on August 23, 2020. 

TThhee  BBooddyy  AAddrriifftt  

When the body finally found itself in the microgravity of outer space, it found itself in a precarious 
position, unable to live out the lofty destiny that had been designed for it. Illustrations such as 
Figure 3 adorning the covers of technical NASA documents would suggest that this was not 
unexpected. Despite such aspirations, there would be little in the way of liberation, but much in 
the way of confusion and decentring of the body, both physiologically and spatially, within a 
microgravity environment. The posited hyper-functional repurposing of defined space, like that of 
the space station Skylab, was to allow a wholly new conception of space and its inhabitation.11 
Astronauts aboard the space station found that, in addition to a host of physiological symptoms, 
they felt disorientated when not conforming to a commonly shared vertical.12 The body was 
revealed to be bound by its terrestrial relationship to space and that the slow progression of 
evolution and the associated physiognomy of space could not be undone nor redesigned within 
a mission duration. A corporeal emancipation was not to be, as the spatial tabula rasa could not 
be overcome. The body was unable to establish itself as it was projected in the mission patch 
graphics (Fig. 4) and found itself decentred and adrift.  
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Architectural phenomenologist, Dalibor Vesely, describes space as a unification of “topology, 
orientation, and physiognomy of space”, explaining, “that the integrity of space is reflected in the 
coherence of human experience”.13  This phenomenological conception of space would be tested 
through practical experience in outer space. In contrast to Vesely’s observation, the designers of 
the space station, Skylab, envisaged a hyper-functional interior condition where astronauts could 
work independently on the various internal surfaces within, each with their own local vertical, 
unimpeded by gravity: picture the interior of a cube, with six individuals operating on each of the 
six interior faces. Referring to the astronauts aboard the space station Skylab, Vesely noted 
however that “most of the members of the team turned out to be so reluctant to give up the idea 
of a single vertical, such as they had enjoyed on earth, that the designers despaired of their more 
ambitious plans”.14 The astronauts found it difficult, and even disorientating, unless they all 
shared the same orientation.15 As Vesely explains, “the Earth functions not as an object or as a 
centre of gravity but as the primary reference of our spatial existence and of our world”.16 Without 
the continuum of reference to the Earth, the body loses its coherent experience. This terrestrial 
reference was made difficult to maintain for the bodies aboard Skylab as, although there was a 
viewing window for the astronauts, it was not pointed consistently to the Earth. In addition to the 
disorientation of the body within a microgravity environment, it was discovered that there would 
be an extensive physiological impact. 
 

 
FFiigguurree  55.. The relaxed posture of a body in microgravity. Anthropometric source book. Vol. 1: Anthropometry for 

designers, NASA-RP-1024, 1978. https://ntrs.nasa.gov/citations/19790003563. Accessed on August 5, 2020. 

 
The depiction of the body in microgravity is markedly different than it is within a regular Earth-
gravity environment. Unrestrained from its terrestrial condition the body loses its physical 
orientation and relationship to the ground below it and it appears to undergo regression to a semi-
foetal position or, in the Source Book’s terminology, to an ‘unrestrained posture.’17 The closest 
terrestrial approximation would be that of a body floating underwater.18 Without the constant of 
gravity acting upon the body, the microgravity condition of space appears not to act as an 
evolutionary, but as a de-evolutionary medium. Figure 5 describes such a posture, suspended 
within the interior of the Skylab space station. As if to unintentionally illustrate a removal and 
decentring from the circumscribed geometries of the bodies of Vitruvius, Leonardo, and Dürer, 
the geometric structure is detached from the suspended body. The built environment would find 
its precedent for order to be weakened. The posture of the weightless body is the posture that 
the environment enforces as, “To force other postures on the body, either by the subject himself 
or through external constraint, frequently leads to discomfort, fatigue, and inefficiency”.19 
 
As the weightless body in microgravity lacks a gravity-induced vertical without a planetary body 
with which it can draw it towards, the body required a more thorough understanding to assist in 
better describing its orientation within such a radically different space. (Fig. 6) It was suddenly 
possible for the body to find itself in countless positions relative to its environment and not to be 
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consistently perpendicular. (Fig. 7) In the NASA Anthropometry guidebook, illustrations expressed 
the appropriate nomenclature of the relevant anatomical planes and orientations necessary to 
understand the body in a naturally orientation-less space. (Fig. 8) The central axis of the body was 
determined to the centre of the pelvis, reinforcing the datum of the body from the navel as had 
been described by Leonardo and Dürer. The body had returned as the source of focus as it was 
during the classical revival of the Renaissance period but serving in a quest to find an order now 
lost and no longer inherent. 

 

  
FFiigguurree  66.. Anthropomorphic studies of the human body similar to Dürer’s mid-16th century proportional studies, 

Anthropometric source book. Vol. 1: Anthropometry for designers, NASA-RP-1024, 1978. 
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/citations/19790003563 

 

 

 
FFiigguurree  77.. (L) Various positions of a body in an environment designed for microgravity. Anthropometric source book. Vol. 

1: Anthropometry for designers, NASA-RP-1024, 1978. https://ntrs.nasa.gov/citations/19790003563  
FFiigguurree  88..  (R) Anatomical planes and orientation, Anthropometric source book. Vol. 1: Anthropometry for designers, 

NASA-RP-1024, 1978. https://ntrs.nasa.gov/citations/19790003563 
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TThhee  PPoosstt--VViittrruuvviiaann  BBooddyy  

  

 
FFiigguurree  99.. Construction crew at work on O’Neill’s Island One colony. Don Davis, NASA Ames Research Center, 1976, 

NASA ID number AC76-1288, Public Domain. 

 

	 	
FFiigguurree  1100.. (L) Detail of Island One space colony interior. Rick Guidice, NASA Ames Research Center, 1976, NASA ID 

number AC76- 0628, Public Domain 
FFiigguurree  1111.. (R) View of reduced gravity activities within Island One space colony. Rick Guidice, NASA Ames Research 

Center, 1976, NASA ID number AC76- 0628, Public Domain. 

 
Whereas Tsiolkovsky was referring to entering space via rocket, and remaining within it and its 
restricted interiority or nearby it (at least to begin with) and subsequently influencing all rocket-
based outer space missions, American physicist Gerard K. O’Neill speculated upon space colonies 
of immense size and capable of sustaining thousands of people (Fig. 9).20 O’Neill’s speculative 
space settlements would integrate artificial gravity in a way that presented a spectrum of gravity 
(Figs 10 and 11), from that of Earth’s through to weightlessness, and would incorporate novel 
features, such as low-gravity swimming pools.21 There was a realisation that post-Skylab and the 
experience of the associated astronauts, gravity would be necessary for sustained human life. 
Highly aspirational, O’Neill’s settlements illustrated the provision of an environment within which 
the human body has proliferated thus far, although the spatial freedom that microgravity afforded 
the body would still be accessible.22 
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FFiigguurree  1122.. (L) “Evolution of Four Major Manned Space Flights and Candidate Program Elements,” from Jesco von 
Puttkamer, “Developing Space Occupancy: Perspectives on NASA Future Space Program Planning” in Space 

Manufacturing Facilities (Space Colonies), 1977. 
FFiigguurree  1133.. (R) “Evolution of Earth Orbit Space Community,” from Jesco von Puttkamer, “Developing Space Occupancy: 

Perspectives on NASA Future Space Program Planning” in Space Manufacturing Facilities (Space Colonies), 1977. 

 
The Vitruvian Man returns within two illustrated diagrams communicating humanity’s outward 
expanse into space, in support of O’Neill’s project. German-American aerospace engineer Jesco 
von Puttkamer included the well-known Vitruvian figure twice in the conference paper 
“Developing Space Occupancy: Perspectives of NASA Future Space Program Planning”.23 The 
diagrams, entitled Evolution of Four Major Manned Space Flights and Candidate Program 
Elements (Fig. 12) and the Evolution of the Earth Space Community (Fig. 13), are the only 
description of human figure. The purpose of von Puttkamer’s paper was to “discuss selected 
NASA planning aspects of potential future manned space flight missions, and their evolutionary 
relationship to both presently formulated near-term developments and such far-future 
undertakings as space colonization, space industrialization, and manned planetary 
exploration”.24 The use of the Vitruvian Man in relation to the Earth behind it suggests an 
awareness that the body could not be separated from it.  
 
In the wake of the realisation that O’Neill’s lesser worlds were too immense in scale to be seriously 
pursued, regardless of their theoretical potential, the planning and development for a new NASA 
space station in a low Earth orbit began. Continued study of the body with respect to the 
developing space station saw it further systematised and reduced to normative data sets and 
made compatible with the technological systems that supported it.  

 

	 	 	
FFiigguurree  1144.. Space station crew workstation studies, NASA Contractor Report 4010, David Nixon, 1986. 

https://ntrs.nasa.gov/citations/19870012152. 
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Diagrams included in the 1986 “Space Station Group Activities Habitability Module Study” report 
by David Nixon of the Institute for Future Studies (SCI-ARC) depict the body losing its integrity 
through the quantisation of mean statistical data.25 (Fig. 14) This data-based, amorphous form 
illustrates a body under threat of assimilation by the very environment that was created to support 
it. This reduction of the individual to that of a series of inputs and outputs manifested “a new 
integrated structure where man – the physiology of his ingestion and excretion – becomes part 
of the system he inhabits, as a combustion device”.26 This integration of the human within an 
artificial environment resulted in what Lydia Kallipoliti terms a “cybernetic model”, illustrating, 
“an operational fusion between man and his milieu”.27 

TThhee  PPuurrggaattoorriiaall  BBooddyy::  CCoonncclluussiioonn  

Translated to the condition of microgravity is the way in which the body inhabits terrestrial space, 
resisting the opportunity for the abandonment of its original spatial orientation. The International 
Space Station (ISS), which as it continues to orbit, maintains a consistent alignment to the 
Earth.28 This is to allow for the continued scientific observation of the planet ‘below.’ This also 
allows astronauts aboard to understand their body in relation to its terrestrial origin. One of the 
most popular activities on board the ISS is gazing downwards toward the Earth from the station’s 
cupola, or viewing window, turning the space station into a planetary panopticon. Our home planet 
becomes a mecca for an architecture in space, in search of a datum, or an orientation for its 
inhabitants and their bodies. 
 
Designs that preceded the ISS had perpetuated the notion of bodies inhabiting a microgravity 
environment with conflicting local verticals. (Fig. 15) 

 

 
FFiigguurree  1155.. Space station group activities habitability module study, NASA Contractor Report 4010, David Nixon, 1986. 

 
Within the section 8.0 Architecture of the 1995 NASA Manned System Integration Standards, 
under the subsection 8.4.3 Orientation Design Requirements, a consistent orientation for crew 
stations (Fig. 16) was outlined, in which several bodies were depicted sharing a local vertical (Fig. 
17).29 The following subsection provides an explanation of the difficulty astronauts experienced 
within Skylab stating that,  

One of the modules of Skylab, the Orbital Work Station (OWS), had a consistent local vertical 
and another module, the Multiple Docking Adapter (MDA), did not. It was found that people 
adapted more quickly to the orientation of the OWS than they did to the MDA. It also took 
crewmembers longer to locate a particular storage container in the MDA than the OWS.30 
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FFiigguurree  1166.. Equipment orientation diagram. NASA Technical Standard NASA-STD-3000, “NASA Space Flight Human 

Systems,” Volume 1 “Man-Systems Integration Standards,” Rev. B, July 1995. 
 

 
FFiigguurree  1177.. Translation path diagram. NASA Technical Standard NASA-STD-3001, “NASA Space Flight Human Systems,” 

Volume 2 “Man-Systems Integration Standards,” Rev. B, July 1995. 

 
The result of an enforced local vertical for bodies aboard the ISS, itself consistently oriented 
towards the Earth, (Fig. 18) allows for the comprehension of what Jeff Malpas describes as 
subjective, allocentric, and objective space.31 “Subjective space is centred on the body…” and 
allocentric space involves the relationship between objects and the locations of these objects in 
respect to one another.32 An environmentally-defined vertical, as stipulated in the NASA 
Standards, resolves these structural elements of space. Malpas explains that, “…maps are taken 
to be representations of objective space”.33 The knowledge of where one’s body is in respect to 
a larger objective framework is also necessary to be successfully spatially oriented, lest a rat in 
maze know nothing beyond the maze.34 For astronauts aboard Skylab, knowing that there is an 
objective space but not understanding their orientation within it, contributed to the disorientation 
of the body in microgravity, as without a gravity-defined vertical, visibility of the structural 
elements of space is necessary. Vesely echoes this, writing that it, “is not just the visible 
appearance or surface of things but the visible manifestation of the whole topography of the 
actual space in which it is possible to recognize the physiognomy of things as well as their place 
and purpose”.35 
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FFiigguurree  1188.. International Space Station oriented to the Earth, 2010, 

http://spaceflight.nasa.gov/gallery/images/shuttle/sts-132/hires/s132e012208.jpg  
 

 
 

FFiigguurree  1199.. NASA Extravehicular Activity Patch designed by NASA engineer Fred Keune for suit manufacturer Hamilton 
Sundstrand. The description by the National Air and Space Museum reads, ‘Flown, embroidered patch with Vitruvian 

Man depicted in EVA space.’ https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Space_suit_patch.jpg.  

 
As if to recognise the limit that the befalls a body’s integrity as it moves into outer space, the 
‘Vitruvian Astronaut’ mission patch (Fig. 19) is appended to the spacesuits of the bodies that 
partake in extra-vehicular activities, or spacewalks. Though the Vitruvian figure is certainly inside 
the space suit, the human body is no longer shown as it has been in the previous depictions. This 
graphic is one of the latest in a lineage of depictions, and the final image of the body in this 
paper’s brief transect, that signify that the body and its associated architecture and built 
environment are limited to and bound by a resilient relationship to the Earth’s gravity. 
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The ‘Triennale Virtuale’ project explores one of the myriad ways that our knowledge 
of past times, places and cultures can be accessed, understood and disseminated. 
It creates virtual reality experiences of lost architecture from the Milan Triennale 
exhibitions of the 1930s. This project proposes a new mode of architectural history 
experience by taking us along a new route to the past via multiple perspectives 
involving architectural history, digital heritage and user experience.

The paper deals with two case studies: Studio BBPR’s Saturday House for the Newly 
Weds (1933), a fullscale prototype of modern housing built for the Housing Exhibition, 
and Giuseppe Pagano’s, Exhibition of Serial Production (1940) which showcased 
newly developed industrial products made possible by economic reform and regime 
investment in industry.

Due to the impossibility of a live exhibition utilising VR headsets during COVID-19 
lockdown, the models were made available online accompanied by introductory 
videos. Our research team conducted mixed-methods research exploring questions 
of authenticity of experience and its value in helping to understand history and 
architecture. Online questionnaires and interviews revealed how people interpreted 
and reconstructed these designs through their desktop virtual reality experience. We 
wanted to explore the sense of presence with respect to how people engaged with 
the models in terms of the design content, gaining knowledge about the past and the 
relationship that they created around the time, place and culture that the pavilion 
and exhibition design embody.

These constructed virtual landscapes present the value of the past to an audience 
that goes beyond the academic journal/conference and the university classroom and 
poses new questions about the relationships between history, memory and narrative 
within architectural history.

‘TRIENNALE VIRTUALE’: NEW 
MODES OF ARCHITECTURAL 
HISTORY THROUGH VR 
EXPERIENCES OF EPHEMERAL 
ARCHITECTURE 
Flavia Marcello | Swinburne University of Technology
Alison De Kruiff | Swinburne University of Technology
Jeni Paay | Swinburne University of Technology
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn    

Traditionally, architectural history had occupied the academic realms of books, journal articles 
and conferences where scholars gather to delight over the latest archival discovery or connection 
between Building X and Architect Y that had not occurred to anyone else this far. From the heady 
days of the Grand Tour, to Corbusier’s journey to the East, and Aino and Alvar Aalto’s honeymoon 
to Italy it is well known that a physical experience is key to understanding architecture. When 
buildings are designed to be ephemeral, as is the case for most exhibition pavilions that are not 
as iconic as Mies’s Barcelona pavilion, the only way they can be experienced is through virtual 
reality reconstructions. At the other end of the spectrum, with the aid of the plethora of 
information, communication and emerging technologies that support new user experiences, 
gamers can dodge sabre-wielding foes by ducking down a tiny alley in Renaissance Florence or 
tune into the latest podcast on why everyone hates Brutalism whilst starting a soffritto in the 
company of a nice Shiraz. But what if there was a space somewhere in between that combined 
rigorous scholarship, immersive experience and engaging narrative? The Triennale Virtuale 
project explores how our knowledge of past times, places and cultures can be accessed, 
understood and disseminated by creating self-guided virtual reality experiences of lost 
architecture accompanied by an engaging introductory background with further resources to find 
out more.   

AAlltteerrnnaattiivvee  MMooddee  ooff  AArrcchhiitteeccttuurraall  HHiissttoorryy  EExxppeerriieennccee      

This project proposes a new mode of architectural history experience that traces a route to the 
past via multiple perspectives: architectural history, digital heritage and user experience. Because 
of their temporary nature, pavilions are often the most innovative architecture of their time but 
they are lost opportunities for embodied and experiential learning because they cannot be 
visited.1  
  
Emerging technologies that support user experience of an alternate, virtual and in this case 
historical reality are becoming more accessible and more affordable to the average household. 
This opens up the opportunity of new experiences that can be had without even leaving home. 
Not only can we simultaneously travel to places hundreds and thousands of miles away from our 
current location, we can visit and participate in fictional worlds created for the gaming context, 
or, as in the case of this project, experience walking through an architectural space that no longer 
physically exists to learn more about it. Our research contributes to understanding around how 
important the fidelity of the rendering of the virtual world is to the user experience of architectural 
history. This includes how the user interacts with that world, how they move through the space, 
and how they perceive it with respect to their senses. The user experience of a system needs to 
be both easy to use and enjoyable to ensure that people continue to engage with it. Both 
researchers and students of architectural history gain a more three-dimensional understanding 
of such ephemeral works as those of the Milan Triennale than they would by merely reading texts, 
analysing drawings and black and white photographs.  
  
User experience in virtual reality is a growing area in human-computer interaction research and 
has previously focussed on the gaming genre of VR to learn about human perceptions and 
experience of virtual environments. However, the use of VR for learning and training requires 
much more investigation. The key aspects that impact on the quality of the user experience in 
virtual worlds are immersion, presence, flow, and fidelity. Immersion involves the user’s deep 
mental involvement when engaging with the system and includes the extent to which computer 
displays deliver an inclusive, extensive, and surrounding illusion of reality to a person’s senses.2 
Immersion is regarded as an objective measure defined by the quality of the sensory fidelity 
provided by the technology.  
 
Presence, on the other hand, is a more subjective feeling of being in one place, while physically 
located in another.3 Cummings and Bailenson have called it the sense of “being there”.4 Flow, a 
concept defined by Csikszentmihalyi, is a state in which an individual is completely immersed in 
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an activity without being aware of the activity, as such, but with a deep sense of control over it.5 
When a user is in flow, they are fully immersed and engaged in the activity, and time seems to 
pass without them noticing. Finally, fidelity refers to the extent to which the virtual environment 
emulates the real world.6 Physical fidelity is the degree to which the physical simulation looks, 
sounds, and feels like the real thing.  
  
Virtual heritage aims to document, disseminate and preserve cultural heritage sites and objects 
in digital 3D. For extant buildings, the 3D files can be based on point-cloud scans that provide 
accurate documentation of the building making it possible to transmit a virtual experience across 
the world. Buildings and exhibitions that no longer exist, such as the Saturday House for Newly 
Weds and the Exhibition of Serial Production, require painstaking archival research to re-create 
the buildings in digital 3D.7 In these cases, virtual heritage offers a lifelike glimpse into how the 
buildings once were, enabling researchers and tourists alike to experience what it may have been 
like to walk through the site. Like physical museums and historical sites, virtual heritage doubles 
as both entertainment and education, as well as providing value for tourism.8 Virtual reality can 
entice, entertain and educate a public driven by spectacle and novelty while supporting more 
serious research and pedagogical aims.  
  
This research explores the levels of immersion, presence, flow and fidelity required to provide an 
effective learning experience for both researchers and students and a positive user experience 
for all. This includes an exploration of appropriate interactional mechanisms that support 
architectural experience, learning, appreciation and enjoyment of virtual place. A VR experience 
has the potential of allowing users to “travel back in time” and have an embodied learning 
experience of architectural history that either no longer exists, or is physically inaccessible for 
reasons of, for example, preservation, geographical location relative to the learner’s location, or 
personal safety. This is the benefit of creating virtual reality representations of ephemeral 
architecture. Unlike the more common curated and carefully edited flythroughs often used in 
digital heritage they can be experienced as a three-dimensional and embodied experience of 
designed space that the users themselves have some measure of control over.9 Earlier focus 
groups showed that participants liked being ‘forced’ to learn about architecture through an 
immersive experience, enjoyed the freedom of choosing where to go and appreciated being given 
some historical context before experiencing the VR reconstructions.10  

TThhee  CCaassee  SSttuuddiieess::  BBaacckkggrroouunndd  IInnffoo    

The inter-war period of the 20th Century in Europe was a time of much experimentation in both 
housing and exhibition design and Fascist Italy was no exception. Exhibitions were a fundamental 
element of the Fascist political agenda that turned the elite realm of fine art into events with mass 
appeal.11 They were laboratories for experimentation, spurred critical debate and exerted a strong 
influence on modernist design.12 In 1933 Italy’s exhibition of Industrial and Decorative Arts came 
to Milan and soon became one of three core national exhibitions that showcased Fascism’s best 
artistic achievements along with the International Venice Biennale and the Rome Quadriennale.13 

This makes the exhibitions and pavilions of the Milan Triennale an ideal context for virtual reality 
reconstruction. The case studies give users to a different range of experiences: one of a pavilion 
in the Parco Sempione and one of a temporary exhibition housed in a Triennale building that had 
to be demolished due to World War II bomb damage.  
  
Studio BBPR’s, Saturday House for Newly Weds (1933)   
The Saturday House was a full-scale prototype of modern housing built for the Housing Exhibition 
at the 1933 Triennale. Located in the Parco Sempione, not far from the Palazzo dell’Arte, its 
rounded form and circular windows recalled the naval style typical of the early 1930s (Figs 1 and 
2). It was promoted as a luxury weekend home comprising a bedroom, living area, maid’s quarters 
and sun-deck. It appealed to upper class young couples to ‘do their duty’ by procreating on their 
Saturday afternoons off and plugged into Fascist propaganda messages around population 
growth and the overall ‘improvement’ of Italian society. It was chosen as a case study for virtual 
reconstruction both for the fame of its designers, Piero Portaluppi and the BBPR group (Banfi, 
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Belgiosioso, Peressutti and Rogers), and for what the theme of house could teach people about 
Fascist society. The Saturday House is one of their lesser-known works and, together with their 
Naval Companies pavilion at the Paris Expo of 1937 helps researchers and students better 
understand the evolution of their skills as exhibition designers that later came to fruition in their 
Children’s Pavilion at the 1954 Milan Triennale of retrofit of the Sforza Castle Museum in 1956.   

  

	
FFiigguurree  11..  The Parco Sempione during the 1933 Milan Triennale showing location of the Saturday House. Drawing by F. 

Marcello. 

 

	
FFiigguurree  22..  Photographs and plans of the Saturday House for Newly-Weds by Piero Portaluppi & Studio BBPR, Domus 

Triennale Special Issue (May 1933): 410. 
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Giuseppe Pagano’s Exhibition of Mass Production (1940)  
The Exhibition of Mass Production was set up in one of main rectangular spaces of the New 
Pavilion, also designed by Pagano as an extension of the Palazzo dell’Arte in 1936 (Figs 3 and 4). 
In addition to highlighting the connection between nature and design the Exhibition showcased 
newly developed industrial products made possible by economic reform and regime investment 
in industry. As well as being the culmination of Pagano’s decade-long of exploration into modern 
approaches to exhibition design, the Exhibition of Mass Production was a seminal moment in the 
establishment of Industrial design as a discipline in its own right.14 The 1940 Triennale had 
another political message behind it that Italy continued to be a great industrial nation. Even with 
a fullblown world war on his hands Mussolini insisted that the Triennale still go ahead with a focus 
on industrial art and interiors available for purchase.15 

  

	
FFiigguurree  33.. Giuseppe Pagano, New Pavilion, 1936 Milan Triennale. View of model showing connection to Palazzo 

dell’Arte. Giuseppe Pagano Pogatschnig. Architettura e scritti, Milan: Editoriale Domus, 43. 
  

 
FFiigguurree  44.. Irenio Diotallevi, Dante M. Ferrario, Francesco Marescotti, Mario Labò, Ezio Moalli, Giuseppe Pagano, 
Giovanni Pintori, Bruno Ravasi and Leonardo Sinisgalli, Exhibition of Serial Production, 1940 Milan Triennale. 
Suspended structure in circular hall and main view of exhibition. Costruzioni, 159–60 (March–April 1941): 4. 
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MMeeaassuurriinngg  tthhee  AAlltteerrnnaattiivvee  MMooddeess    

We initially planned to survey and interview visitors to an exhibition on Italian design that included 
the two models that users could experience using a HTC Vive headset with a link to the 
introductory video made available via a QR code (Fig. 5). Due to current impossibility of a live 
exhibition context, the models and introductory videos were both made available online. The 
research team was still able to conduct mixed-methods research to explore questions of 
authenticity, veracity and experience through online questionnaires and interviews to reveal how 
people interpreted and reconstructed these designs through their virtual reality experience. 
Virtual environments on a two dimensional screen invite a different type of engagement to an 
immersive virtual reality experience. However, people’s responses to the videos and navigation 
could inform future museum installation designs. Other responses based on feelings of presence 
(the feeling of ‘being there’ in another place) could be compared in future to the virtual reality 
exhibition to better understand the differences between the two modes of delivery.   

  

	
FFiigguurree  55.. HTC Vive Headset in Exhibition context. Photograph by Ian Woodcock. 

 
Participants were asked to view information videos on YouTube about the Saturday House and 
the Mass Production exhibition and then invited to explore the corresponding virtual 
environments via an online library (Figs 6, 7 and 8). They then answered a questionnaire and 
some were interviewed. Although small (n=17), the sample size still allowed us to look at the 
variance amongst the viewers of the online video and virtual environment and then conduct 
interviews to explore this further.   

  

 
FFiigguurree  66.. Flavia Marcello & Martino Eros Passi, introductory video to Saturday House for Newly Weds, 2020.  
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VR reconstructions by Casey Richardson, Casey Dalbo and Stephen Jeal. 
FFiigguurree  77.. (Above) Saturday House for Newly Weds, 2020.	
FFiigguurree  88.. (Below) Exhibition of Mass Production, 2020. 

  
Participants responded to three questions about the videos using a Likert scale, where 0 is totally 
disagree and 100 is totally agree (see Table 1). The range of data is more evident when viewed 
as a box plot graph (see Graph 1).  

 

VViiddeeoo  qquueessttiioonnss  MMeeddiiaann  MMeeaann  SSttaannddaarrdd  
DDeevviiaattiioonn  RRaannggee  MMiinn  MMaaxx  

I enjoyed watching the video. 76 75 17 59 41 100 

The video was exciting. 56 61 24 100 0 100 

I learned something new in the video. 97 83 21 70 30 100 

TTaabbllee  11.. Video questions. 
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GGrraapphh  11.. Box plot of video questions. 

 
For the most part respondents had a similar feeling of enjoyment and the response to ‘I learned 
something new in the video’ was very high, suggesting that they are an important tool in gaining 
understanding of architectural history through virtual reality techniques.  

QQuueessttiioonnss  aabboouutt  tthhee  VViirrttuuaall  EEnnvviirroonnmmeennttss  

Participants were also asked to respond to five questions about the virtual environments using a 
Likert scale, where 0 is totally disagree and 100 is totally agree (see Table 2). The range of 
responses can be seen in the box plot graph (Graph 2).  

  

VViirrttuuaall  eennvviirroonnmmeenntt  qquueessttiioonnss    MMeeddiiaann  MMeeaann  SSttaannddaarrdd  
DDeevviiaattiioonn  RRaannggee  MMiinn  MMaaxx  

The virtual environments were 
easy to use.  79 80 22 70 30 100 

I felt like I was someone else 
when viewing the virtual 
environments.  

38.5 39 25 100 0 100 

I felt like I was really there 
when viewing the virtual 
environments.  

39 45 27 100 0 100 

I felt like I had travelled 
through time when using the 
virtual environments.  

51 46 26 100 0 100 

I felt like I understood more 
about the past through the 
virtual experience.  

74.5 65 28 100 0 100 

TTaabbllee  22. Virtual environment question statistics. 
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GGrraapphh  22.. Box plot of virtual environment responses. 

 
The responses show that the virtual environments were both easy to use and gave a better 
understanding of the past thanks to the virtual experience. Questions around presence had lower 
median responses, with most online questionnaire participants not feeling that they were 
someone else, not feeling that they were ‘really there’, and around half feeling that they had 
travelled through time. This was most likely due to the fact that the virtual experience was screen-
based and it is expected that scores would be higher if the spaces had been experienced using a 
headset as originally planned. The widest variation in the second and third quartiles was in 
responding to ‘I felt like I was really there when viewing the virtual environments’. This question 
would be explored further through interviews.  

IInntteerrvviieeww  rreessuullttss    

Interviews data was analysed using Interpretive Phenomenological Analysis to compare 
subjective experiences and find underlying meaning in the individual experience and reveal some 
of the causes for differences in opinion in the online questionnaire.16 Exploring the individual 
experiences underlying the categories listed in Table 2 allows us to find ways to design virtual 
experiences that can provide more immersion for different people and, through this, learn more 
about the architecture of the past. The initial questionnaire revealed inconsistency in reporting 
presence. The interviews confirmed the wide variety of responses to self-reported states of 
presence, fidelity and authenticity in the environment. The three types of presence that were 
noted, in both the questionnaire and the interviews were the sense of ‘being there’, the sense of 
being someone else, and the sense of travelling through time.  

OOnn  BBeeiinngg  ‘‘RReeaallllyy  TThheerree’’  iinn  tthhee  VViirrttuuaall  EEnnvviirroonnmmeenntt    

In the interviews, presence often defied identification on behalf of the participants. While 
participants 2 and 3 felt a strong feeling of presence, participants 1 and 6 had to explain and 
revise their feelings of presence on reflection of the experience, and participants 4 and 5 had no 
feeling of presence. The feeling of presence seems to defy cognitive thought and be purely 
affective in these states. Perhaps this is unavoidable as the person is asked to feel something 
that they may not have felt in real life, in the words of participant 3: 

Sort of feeling like you’re just having that experience of what it might actually be like being 
there at that time, and being sort of actually in another country or mostly being, you know, 
all of a sudden you’re in another world.  
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Different feelings of presence appeared to happen independently of each other. Although 
participants did not feel like another person (except participant 3 who may have felt that way 
through his out-of-body experience), two felt like they had travelled through time. One of these 
(participant 3) also reported having a feeling of being there, whereas participant 4 did not.   

BBuuiillddiinngg  oonn  PPaasstt  KKnnoowwlleeddggee    

The four participants who experienced feelings of being there all found they learned something 
new in the environment. The two participants who did not feel like they were there already knew 
about the subject matter or mentally separated the informational videos from the virtual 
experience. It is possible that learning new things acts as a detail for the conscious mind to focus 
on (similar to participant 1’s focus on the ‘nuts and bolts’ of the exhibition frames) (Fig. 9), 
something they would not be able to do by looking at black and white photographs (Fig. 3). It is 
possible that by distracting the cognitive thought process there is less interruption of the affective 
processes that create the feeling of presence.   

  

	
FFiigguurree  99..  Detail of exhibition frames, Casey Richardson, Casey Dalbo and Stephen Jeal, VR reconstruction of Exhibition 

of Mass Production, 2020. 

  
The affective immersion of presence and the cognitive reflection of learning represent different 
phenomenological states of experience: the ‘straightforward’ and the ‘reflective’. The 
straightforward experience is timeless, forever in the present ‘now’, being immediate and 
affective. It is based on action and cannot be explained by the person experiencing it because 
the moment description occurs it becomes the ‘reflective’ experience. The reflective experience 
can be ruminated on, measured in time and is used to establish meaning of events.17 They are 
not mutually exclusive as they both happen at the same time, but with different functions. 
Reflection helps us make sense of an experience, so if the person focuses on the fact that they 
are in a virtual environment the cognitive awareness that the scene is ‘fake’ will override any 
immediate feeling that they are there. A focus on something in the scene, like nuts and bolts or 
décor (for example) can provide an element for the rational mind to lock onto, tricking it into a 
suspension of disbelief, which is considered a requirement of presence.18 

MMoovveemmeenntt  TThhrroouugghh  SSppaaccee    

The online virtual environments were designed to be viewed in 360-degrees, linked together 
through different scenes navigated via an arrow at the bottom of the screen. Participants could 
view the scene with three degrees of freedom (3DoF), which tracks rotation (turning the head) 
but not translation (moving around the scene). Participants enjoyed seeing the entire scene, 
stating that it helped them understand the component parts better.  
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You can go all the way around, and well and that's something, you can look all the way 
around you don't have to sort of try and put in your mind and picture the photos joining 
together.   

Participant 1  
I get to understand more and to actually see an example, rather than just hearing words. 

Participant 5  
I would say that I’ve memorised what I’ve seen on the virtual reality experience more, 
especially the spatial features and then the colours, and perhaps the context around, like 
the environment. I think that I can remember better than just reading in the book. 

Participant 6  
 
Participants overwhelmingly wanted to move around the virtual environment (six degrees of 
freedom, or 6DoF) and suggested it as a way to improve the experience. They wanted to be able 
to get closer to details to see them better and expressed a desire for ‘control’. A lack of direct 
navigational abilities meant that participants could not move towards whatever demanded their 
attention. However, even without 6DoF movement participants still found the experience helped 
them experience the flow of movement between spaces. Whether staircase or hallway, each 
scene contained a visual point of entry to the next space (Fig. 10).    

When you get to the end of it the virtual experience and you can spin around look back down 
the whole length… 
... with the exhibition you get a feel for the flow that it was designed to sort of encourage. 

Participant 1.  
 

 
FFiigguurree  1100..  Visual points of entry. Casey Richardson, Casey Dalbo and Stephen Jeal, VR reconstruction of Saturday 

House, 2020. 

 
This authenticity of movement helped participants understand the architects’ original intentions, 
a crucial aspect for both researchers and students. Architecture is not built for static photographs, 
it is built to be inhabited and moved through, with each new location revealing itself gradually 
over time. By linking the spaces together participants understood the flow between spaces and 
the natural sequence of information housed in the environment. Movement brings together 
reflective understandings of changing viewpoints Cartesian space, and the personal, affective, 
qualitative sensations of the moving self.19 By enabling different viewpoints on a journey, the 
environment creates a context for the experience that underpins the narrative. 20  Enabling 
movement through spaces creates an authenticity in the experience that is lacking in a 
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photograph. Rather than being a voyeur, looking in at the space, the participant becomes an 
actor, immersed in the experience and can therefore gain a deeper understanding of the 
architecture.  

DDiissccuussssiioonn    

This research demonstrates how video and virtual environments can be combined to provide new 
avenues for understanding architectural history, in particular for spaces that no longer exist in 
the teaching, research and museum contexts. The videos contextualise the virtual environment 
in a brief, informative and entertaining format to help the audience understand the significance 
of what they are experiencing. They act as the lecturer, museum docent or tour guide and set the 
expectation for the virtual experience. We suggest that the video tour guide could work towards 
enabling a feeling of presence in the virtual environment. Having the video tour guide mention 
details that the audience could search for in the virtual environment could engage the audience’s 
cognitive processes to help distract from the affective, straightforward experience, creating a 
greater feeling of presence.   
 
Movement is also recommended in the virtual simulation of architectural spaces. The audience 
should have as much freedom of movement as possible so that they can inhabit the space in a 
more  immersive way . The space itself should also contain movement, such as a breeze blowing 
through foliage outside. This, together with sound, would create a feeling of dynamic, lived space 
instead of a static slice of time. The interview results showed that when 6DoF movement is not 
possible, making  the visual journey evident, with the entry and exit visible for each 360-degree 
scene leading to the next location, was still effective.  
 
Although presence is not essential to a learning environment, people feel they learn better when 
they are immersed in a simulation compared to reading about it in a book or looking at 
photographs. Our past research has shown that people do not remember facts well when viewing 
them in a virtual environment, even if it feels like a conducive learning experience. However, if 
the goals are  to understand the inhabited space of the architecture rather than memorise key 
elements, or to facilitate discussion in groups, then virtual environments are an effective tool for 
both researchers and students.21 
 
Although integral to gaming, flow is not so crucial when it comes to using VR for more research or 
educational purposes. Expectations based on participants’ past experience were more indicative 
of feelings of realism or presence than the fidelity of the environment itself. For participants who 
had less experience in virtual environments, the level of fidelity was pleasing. Participants who 
had more experience of technology reported being disappointed with the fidelity. Creating task-
based activities in the environments (such as finding details mentioned in the video) may be a 
way to distract from the levels of photorealism for people who are experienced with virtual 
environments where high degrees of fidelity are not possible.  

CCoonncclluussiioonn    

Both architectural history and virtual heritage aim to teach people about the past. A simulation 
can provide a learning experience of what it would have been like to walk through the site, and 
the greater the feeling of presence the greater the intrinsic understanding of how a visitor would 
have felt in the original building. A video can explain the context and significance, but on its own 
it does not encourage exploration or allow an understanding of how important elements fit 
together. Nor does it allow for an understanding of how architecture is both a product and 
representation of its socio-political context. By combining these two approaches we have 
demonstrated how informational and situational context can work together to create a 
meaningful and positive learning experience. These constructed landscapes present the value of 
the past to an audience that goes beyond the academic journal / conference and the university 
classroom and poses new questions about the relationships between history, memory and 
narrative within architectural history.   
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The automobile has reshaped our conceptions of space and our modes of accessing 
and penetrating the urban and non-urban territory in multiple ways, revolutionizing 
how architects perceive the city and contributing significantly to the transformation 
of the relationship between architecture and the city. Despite the fact that many 
architects and architectural critics and theorists have been attracted to automobile 
vision, many questions concerning the impact of the automobile on our perception of 
the city and its territory have not yet been explored in depth. This is surprising when 
one considers that no other single factor changed the city so drastically during the 
twentieth century as the pervasive presence of the automobile.

The paper examines three different cases of architects – John Lautner, Alison and Peter 
Smithson, and Aldo Rossi – who tried to construct new visual regimes in photography 
from the car. The main objective is to present how new visual regimes in photography 
from the car informed in various ways their design strategies. The interexchanges 
between the ways of capturing the views from the car and the formation of new 
design methods can explain the necessity to establish new theoretical frameworks to 
address in a sharp and concrete way the reciprocal relationship between automobile 
vision and design approaches. The aim of the paper is to contribute to a broader 
understanding of the process of viewing and photographing scenes from the car, 
and of its elaboration of a ‘snapshot aesthetics’, presenting new understandings of 
‘autopia’ in architecture and photography.

AUTOPIA AS A NEW EPISTEME AND 
NEW THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS: 
THE CAR-ORIENTED PERCEPTION 
OF THE CITY
Marianna Charitonidou | ETH Zurich
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  

The paper unties the specificity of car travel as a new episteme, and explores the relationship 
between the process of taking photographs from the car and the emergence of new perceptual 
and representational regimes in the field of architecture and urban design. John Lautner, Alison 
and Peter Smithson, and Aldo Rossi used to take many photographs from the car during their 
travels. Relating their approaches while taking photographs from the car with their architectural 
design methods, one can discern how the practice of taking photographs from the car functioned 
for them as a means of establishing a new episteme. Here, I use the term episteme referring to 
its elaboration by Michel Foucault, who defined it as follows: 

I would define the episteme retrospectively as the strategic apparatus which 
permits of separating out from among all the epistemes which are possible 
those that will be acceptable within, I won’t say a scientific theory, but a field of 
scientificity, and which it is possible to say are true or false.1 
 

The vision from the car influenced architects in the sense that it helped them discover new ways 
of perceiving and penetrating the urban landscape. Telling regarding the understanding of car 
travel as a new episteme is Reyner Banham’s following remark, in Los Angeles: The Architecture 
of Four Ecologies: “like earlier generations of English intellectuals who taught themselves Italian 
in order to read Dante in the original, I learned to drive in order to read Los Angeles in the 
original”.2 Banham, uses the term ‘autopia’ in the title of its fourth chapter: “Ecology IV: Autopia”.3 
Despite the fact that he does neither define the term nor use it again in the book, reading the 
chapter one can understand that Banham perceived ‘autopia’ as “a coherent state of mind, a 
complete way of life, the fourth ecology of the Angeleno”.4 More recently, Gabrielle Esperdy used 
the same term in the title of American Autopia An Intellectual History of the American Roadside 
at Midcentury. Esperdy refers to the founding of the Autopia Motor Court in 1929 by Carl F. 
Schader, reminding us that it became fashionable and commonplace a decade later with the 
opening of Disneyland, which triggered a shift in the meaning of the term.5 It was then that certain 
descriptions of Los Angeles as ‘autopia’ started becoming a commonplace in the pages of Los 
Angeles Times. Much later, in a 1960 editorial, one encounters more straight forward expressions 
as “in the autopia known as Los Angeles”, for instance.6 
 
The architects’ intention to capture the automobile vision and to incorporate it in architectural 
design practice led to their encounter with various methodological questions. Among these 
questions were the following: firstly, which are the most efficient tools for transferring the vision 
from car to design? Secondly, which is the most convenient way for representing the seriality and 
the sequentiality characterizing the vision from the car? The dilemma regarding the capacity of 
photography or film to more efficiently the ‘snapshot aesthetics’ of the view from the car was a 
topic that dominated architectural debates during the early seventies. Denise Scott Brown 
remarked, in “Learning from Pop”, an essay originally published in Casabella in 1971, regarding 
the interrogation whether photography or film is more convenient for capturing the ‘snapshot 
aesthetics’ concerning the view from the car: “New analytic techniques must use film and 
videotape to convey the dynamism of sign architecture and the sequential experience of vast 
landscapes.”7 Scott Brown believed that only film was compatible with the desire to capture the 
dynamic development of cities.  
 
Two aspects of photography as a means of representation that are useful for responding to the 
dilemma whether photography or film is more relevant for capturing the ‘snapshot aesthetics’ 
that characterizes the view from the car are: firstly, the immediacy of the very moment that one 
decides to take a photograph; secondly, the fragmentary character of the sequences that one can 
identify when they try to assemble retrospectively a sequence of successive visual impressions. 
When someone decides to take a photograph of a specific fragment of the urban landscape 
attracting their attention, they construct in their mind the way that this fragment of reality would 
be interpreted or even aestheticized at a later stage. For this reason, their decision to take a 
specific photograph and to select a specific fragment of reality among other goes hand in hand 
with the construction of a fiction of how this image will be interpreted and experienced 
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retrospectively. In other words, photographs, thanks to their capacity to construct fictions, when 
detached from the very moment of their genesis, are capable of provoking particular feelings and 
thoughts. In this sense, photography as a means of representation is from the beginning 
interpretation through selection and contributes to the construction of a fiction. The fiction to 
which I refer concerns the capacity of photography to illuminate the most significant, for the 
photographer, characteristics of the urban landscape with which the photographer was 
confronted the very moment they took the photograph.  
 
The fact that the construction of this fiction is very present the moment of taking a photograph 
makes the act of photo-shooting an interpretative mechanism, and an apparatus of selection of 
the most significant characteristics of an urban landscape. As Diarmuid Costello underscores, in 
On Photography: A Philosophical Inquiry, “paying attention to both image selection and crop often 
throws characteristic ways of generating meaning in photography into relief”.8 In a very selective 
way, moments are isolated and selected, functioning as a sort of pars pro toto of the bigger 
landscape in its morphological and its experiential characteristics. As in the case of Lee 
Friedlander’s “America by Car” series9, in several of John Lautner, Alison and Peter Smithson and 
Aldo Rossi’s photographs “the framing provided by the car window and dashboard, the partial 
reflection of the photographer in the wing mirror, and the off- kilter composition are all intended, 
and so something to pay attention to when trying to make sense of his images.”10 

JJoohhnn  LLaauuttnneerr’’ss  RReessiiddeennttiiaall  BBuuiillddiinnggss  aass  AAppppaarraattuusseess  ooff  AAccccoommmmooddaattiinngg  VViieewwss  

In the case of John Lautner, the reciprocity between the view from the car and his design 
strategies is defined in terms of the visual relation between man and territory. A close analysis of 
the relationship of Lautner’s photographs from the car with his design practice can help us 
understand how the new episteme was not only reproduced from the car but mimetically 
reproduced in the design of his houses as a visual relation between man and territory. In his 
archives, tens of thousands of slides can be found, illustrating trips throughout the United States, 
Eastern and Western Europe, Scandinavia, Mexico, Brazil, Japan, Thailand, and Egypt. I aim to 
investigate to what extent the way he took these photographs of landscapes might inform us on 
the specific vision that his own buildings introduced and vice-versa. Lautner’s own travel slides 
constitute a precious resource allowing to suggest an answer to this question, since they 
represent a visual record equivalent to the more usual sketchbook used by many architects to 
record their study notes.  
 
The main characteristic of Lautner’s designs for residential buildings is their strategy of 
enhancement of panoramic views. The automobile appealed to Lautner and his photo-shots 
taken during trips are often the quick views or snapshots of a moving viewer. His insistence on 
photographing the views from the car is related to the way he designed the residential buildings 
as apparatuses aiming to capture the views. Before starting designing for a given site, Lautner 
used to produce collages of photographs of the surrounding landscape, on which he noted the 
possible alternatives of the ways in which the residential buildings would provide panoramic 
views.  
 
Lautner’s buildings trigger an ocular-centric vision which cannot but be related to the pre-
eminence of landscape views in his conceptual edifice, as emerges not only in his architecture 
but also through the views he captured on camera when confronted with various landscapes. 
Lautner’s conception of the buildings he designed as optical devices that offer panoramic views 
becomes evident in his various notations that one can find throughout his drawings. I could refer, 
for instance, to his notation “CHK view ON SITE!” in one of his drawings for the Beyer house. 
Lautner’s photographs from the car reveal his intention to transpose the panoramic views he 
encountered during his travels by car into the very design of his renowned houses. The panoramic 
views enhance ocular-centric vision since they push the inhabitant of the residential buildings to 
extend their vision and to embrace visually as much as possible the landscape. What was at the 
centre of Lautner’s understanding of architecture was the connection of the building with its 
landscape and the conversion of the building into a mechanism of grasping panoramic views, as 
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in the case of the Chemosphere or Malin Residence (Fig. 1, Fig. 2). Regarding his choice to 
construct Chemosphere’s glass surfaces that tilt inward at the top, Lautner noted: “I wanted it to 
work like a penthouse overlooking the Valley. I purposely sloped the glass in so when you stand 
up against it you can’t look straight down. You are forced to look at the magnificent view.”11 
Lautner also wrote regarding the same project: “Looking out at night from just above Mulholland 
Drive, one gets the feeling of being in a penthouse, hanging in the air suspended seventy stories 
above Los Angeles. The glass has been purposely sloped inward so that when approaching the 
window one can go only so close to the edge, accentuating the distant panorama.”12 

 

 
FFiigguurree  11..  Malin House (Chemosphere) by John E. Lautner, Hollywood, construction completed 1960. Pencil on vellum 
drawing, about 1960, 30 x 30 3/8 in. (76.1 x 77 cm). Source: The Getty Research Institute, Gift of the John Lautner 

Foundation. © The John Lautner Foundation. 
 

 
FFiigguurree  22..  John Lautner, Malin House or the “Chemosphere”, 1960, Los Angeles, CA. Photo: Douglas Kirkland, 1979. 

Source: Anne Gilbar, “The World According to Lautner”, in Los Angeles Magazine, September 1979, 179. 
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Lautner’s buildings can be understood as apparatuses that were conceived with the prime 
purpose of accommodating views and as equivalents of cameras. This understanding of his 
buildings is informed by the fact that on many of his sketches and drawings, he notes the words 
“eyelids” and “eyelashes”. Regarding the primacy of panoramic views for his buildings, Lautner 
noted: “Usually in the hills you have a panoramic view that people are interested in right away, 
and so most of my things are curved.”13 Lautner’s residences, in their majority, open to a 
panoramic view of the landscape all at once. As far as the way in which Lautner’s spaces seek to 
embrace views all at once is concerned, the following words are telling: “When standing on a site 
I search for its particular and unique expression with all my senses. The sweep of my eye and 
what it embraces merge through years of work and experience with all I have learned and come 
to know.”14  
 
According to Dan Kneece, director of photography for the documentary directed by Bette Cohen 
entitled “The Spirit in Architecture: John Lautner”, “[e]verything [Lautner] […] did - it was like 
Panavision!”.15 Art critic Thomas Keenan has written regarding the Garcia house on Mulholland 
drive: “The house stands out on the hill as a hooded aperture, not so much a platform or a 
container for viewing as the very technology of the gaze. It looks like an eye.”16 This remark 
confirms further the hypothesis that Lautner’s buildings function as analogies of cameras 
intending to embrace the landscape all at once. 
 
Many houses of John Lautner feature in films. The fact that in the case of more than ten of the 
films that included shots of Lautner’s residential buildings the directors chose to use an 
expansive aspect ratio of 2.35:1 instead of the more common US widescreen format of 1.85:1 is 
indicative of this capacity of his houses to enhance panoramic views and to embrace the 
landscape expanding as much as possible the inhabitants’ views. Lautner’s design strategies 
were based on a desire for specific dramatic views from his buildings. This desire should be 
interpreted in relation to his intention to capture the landscape while travelling by car.  

AAlliissoonn  aanndd  PPeetteerr  SSmmiitthhssoonn’’ss  UUnnddeerrssttaannddiinngg  ooff  tthhee  CCaarr  aass  ““PPrriivvaattee  RRoooomm  oonn  WWhheeeellss””  

Alison and Peter Smithson gave much significance to the act of viewing the urban landscape from 
the car and were convinced that it was of major importance for inventiveness in architecture. 
Before buying their famous Citroëns, they owned a Willys Jeep, and a dark green Volkswagen 
Beetle. In 1956, in contrast with most CIAM members, who chose to reach Dubrovnik on a ship 
from Venice, they drove to the tenth CIAM (Congrès Internationaux d'Architecture Moderne) 
meeting in Dubrovnik in Yugoslavia in the Willys Jeep. Their Citroëns, in chronological order, were 
a light blue Citroën DS19 with translucent fibreglass roof, a dark silver Citroën DS 19 with round 
headlights. The latter was stolen one Friday night/Saturday morning from right outside the house 
on Priory Walk. While they were waiting for its replacement by a second dark silver Citroën DS 19, 
the Smithsons borrowed a black Citroën 2CV from Brian Richards, which was followed by a white 
Citroën DS Safari with tan seats and swivelling headlights and later by a silver Citroën CX and a 
dark bronze Citroën XM.17  
 
The Smithsons used to take numerous black and white photographs using their Leica during their 
car travels. They also had an organised archive of maps, which was useful during these travels. 
Many of these photographs are depicted in the pages of AS in DS: An Eye on the Road, which was 
cut in the plan-shape of the car (Fig. 3, Figs 4a and 4b).18 Apart from their photographs depicting 
landscape views of the British countryside, Alison and Peter Smithson also took many photos 
during their summer vacations and during their travels to the Team Ten meetings. They often 
used these photos in order to illustrate their arguments in their teaching, their publications and 
their projects. These photographs do not function as raw data since they were selected and edited 
according to the rhetorical objectives of the architects. In this sense, photos were employed by 
the architects under study as an analytical tool serving to inform their designerly attitude. 
 
The Smithsons’ effort to address, through their written work and their architectural and urban 
design practice, the contrast between the new post-war society and the traditional one is part of 
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their aspiration to re-invent the role of architecture within the context of the post-war welfare 
society. Alison Smithson’s description of the car as a “a cell of perfected technology”19 shows 
that their interest in travelling by car was not related only to their intention to view the territory in 
a specific way and to trace itineraries taking advantage of the freedom and spontaneity offered 
by the car, but also to their admiration for the automobile as an expression of the perfection of 
advanced technology. 

 

 
 
 

 
FFiigguurree  33..  (Above) Alison Smithson, AS in DS: An Eye on the Road (Delft: Delft University Press, 1983), interior side of 

the cover. 
FFiigguurree  44aa  aanndd  FFiigguurree  44bb.. (Below) Pages from Alison Smithson, AS in DS: An Eye on the Road (Delft: Delft University 

Press, 1983), 20, 21, 74, 75. 

 
The photographs that Alison and Peter Smithson used to take while travelling by car can help us 
understand the importance of capturing the identity of places and of daily life for these architects, 
who were particularly interested in the notion of ‘sensibility of place’. The Smithsons understood 
architecture as an embodiment of a desired way of life and perceived the directness of 
photography as a means of representation capable of grasping it. They were also using pedestrian 
street photography in order to explore what they called “sensibility of place”. Smithsons employed 
two modii operandi of photography: one concerning the pedestrian movement, and one 

Marianna Charitonidou_____________________________________________________________Ph.D. thesis
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Figure 2.10. Pages from Alison Smithson, AS in DS: An Eye on the Road  (Baden: Lars Muller 
Verlag, 2001). Original edition: AS in DS: An Eye on the Road (Delft: Delft University Press, 1983).  
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concerning the automobile movement. Their interest in the complementarity between pedestrian 
and automobile ‘sensibility of place’20 is note-worthy since it demonstrates their concern about 
the diversity of the ways in which one can experience a place. 
 
A characteristic of the architects’ gaze while travelling by car is its tendency to establish a new 
kind of social contact, which Alison Smithson, in AS in DS: An Eye on the Road, has described as 
“social contact by implication.”21 This new kind of social contact is related to the new perceptual 
regime that emerges thanks to the generalised used of the automobile and to the fact that car 
passengers are semi-disconnected from their context thanks to their possibility to take distance 
from the noise and the outdoor conditions. Sociologist John Urry also employs the term “gaze” in 
his book entitled The Tourist Gaze,22 in which he argues that our desires to visit places and the 
way we experience those places are not simply individual and autonomous but are socially 
organised. Urry also argues that there is an important visual dimension to our experience of 
places. 
 
The Smithsons, through their writings, teaching and design practice, made clear that they 
believed that this new condition related to the social contact by implication during car travelling 
goes hand in hand with the emergence of a new kind of social contact among co-travellers. For 
instance, the intimacy that characterised the experience of co-travelling by car is very different 
from the experience of co-travelling by train. In opposition with travelling by train, when travellers 
are not able to take any initiatives regarding the trajectory and the way they penetrate urban and 
non-urban landscapes, in the case of car travelling travellers are free to choose their trajectories. 
This makes them feel more open to new discoveries and encounters with new landscapes. 
Additionally, the interior space of a train has many of the characteristics of public space, in 
contrast with that of a car, which is more private. Telling regarding this is Alison Smithson’s 
description of the car as “The Private Room on Wheels”, which is the title of the fifth chapter of 
AS in DS: An Eye on the Road. Alison Smithson, instead of using the commonly employed word 
“chapter”, chose the word “aspect”. 
  
The interest of the Smithsons in the new social patterns and social needs that emerge thanks to 
the intensified presence of the car in daily life is related to their understanding of the concept of 
‘sensibility of place’. Moreover, the impact of mobility on our social patterns and social needs is 
among the core concerns of Alison Smithson, in AS in DS: An Eye on the Road. The idea of 
travelling by car goes hand in hand with the openness to random encounters. Thanks to the fact 
that there is a freedom in the ways in which one penetrates a landscape, the drivers are open 
towards new encounters, on the one hand, and the connections they make in their mind among 
the different images they are confronted with. This means that the intuitiveness of the traveller, 
in the case of car travelling, plays a protagonist role, in contrast with the case of train travelling, 
in the case of which the trajectories are rather predetermined. The way architects photograph 
landscapes that they encounter while traveling by car is related to an unmediated point of view, 
which brings to mind the notion of “objet trouvé” (“found object”) that French surrealist André 
Breton employed in order to refer to the “surrealist delight” related to the conflict between the 
object wished for and the object found’.”23 
  
The notion of “as found”, which was at the heart of Alison and Peter Smithson’s thought, could 
be compared to the notion of “objet trouvé” elaborated by Breton given that both concepts derive 
from the intention to embrace the non-predictable encounters and to observe the very materiality 
of the artefacts one encounters. Reading the Smithsons’ text entitled “The ‘As Found’ and the 
‘Found’”, one becomes aware that, for the Smithsons, the act of taking photographs was a means 
of interpreting “how the existing built fabric of the place had come to be as it was”.24 In this text, 
the Smithsons highlight that they “were concerned with the seeing of materials for what they 
were: the woodness of wood; the sandiness of sand”. This makes us realise the Smithsons were 
interested in the face value confrontation with things, and in the real living contact with the things 
themselves.25 More importantly, they conceived the “as found” as “a new seeing of the ordinary, 
an openness to how prosaic ‘things’ could re-energise our inventive activity”.26  
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AAllddoo  RRoossssii’’ss  AAcctt  ooff  TTaakkiinngg  PPhhoottooggrraapphhss  ffrroomm  tthhee  CCaarr::  TTrraannssffoorrmmiinngg  AArrcchhiitteeccttuurraall  aanndd  UUrrbbaann  
AArrtteeffaaccttss  iinnttoo  OObbjjeeccttss  ooff  AAffffeeccttiioonn  

In the case of Aldo Rossi, the act of taking photographs of architectural and urban artefacts while 
travelling by car is related to his intention to transform them into objects of affection. He related 
his attachment to architectural and urban artefacts to his belief that capturing them though 
Polaroid photography they become objects of affection. Pivotal for understanding the specificity 
of Rossi’s gaze when he took photographs during his travels by car is his conception of the notion 
of “urban fact” (fatto urbano), and the impact that this notion had on his experience of 
architectural and urban artefacts as objects of affection. In Rossi’s thought, viewing urban 
artefacts as objects of affection was part of the process of transforming them into constitutive 
components of collective memory. For Rossi, the city was the locus of the collective memory. The 
emergence of the view from the car as a new episteme contributed to the creation of a new kind 
of collective memory. Rossi’s understanding of photography as a means of assembling a mental 
map of collective memories brings to mind Kevin Lynch’s interest in shaping mental maps of cities 
and in using these mental maps to establish visual argumentations regarding the constitutive 
characteristics of the cities under study. In order to understand Rossi’s conception of “memory” 
and especially the distinction between individual and collective memory, we should take into 
account Maurice Halbwachs’ understanding of the notion of “collective memory” in La me ́moire 
collective,27 which played a significant role for the theory that Rossi developed in L'architettura 
della citta ̀.28  
 
For this reason, he insisted on the fact that the act of observing new landscapes and typologies 
while travelling forced him to invent new design methods. As it becomes evident in his Polaroids, 
and his notes in the quaderni azzuri29 during his travels by car in the United States, Rossi was 
not only interested in the typology of the skyscraper, but also in other typologies he encountered 
there, such as “huge complexes of one-family houses in California and mobile-homes in Texas.”30 

 

 
FFiigguurree  55..  Aldo Rossi’s Polaroid photograph of a street from a car windshield in the United States, 1980s–1990s. Source: 

Aldo Rossi fonds, Canadian Centre for Architecture (CCA). PH1996:0069:006. 
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FFiigguurree  66..  Aldo Rossi’s Polaroid photograph of the facade of a Lebanon Supermarket in Massachusetts, United States, 

1980s–1990s. Source: Aldo Rossi fonds, Canadian Centre for Architecture (CCA). PH1996:0069:014. 

 
An ensemble of photographs by Aldo Rossi taken through a car windshield in the United States 
during the 1980s and 1990s (Fig. 5) is informative regarding the way his travel in various areas 
of the United States influenced his understanding of the city. Among the photos he took during 
this period, one can find several photos depicting facades of stores he encountered while 
travelling by car, such as a Lebanon Supermarket in Massachusetts (Fig. 6). These photographs 
by Rossi do not only come from his journeys in the United States, but also from his travels by car 
in France, Greece, and Italy, where Rossi took several photographs of facades of stores and 
advertisements he encountered while driving. Informative regarding Aldo Rossi’s act of taking 
Polaroids during his travels by car and his understanding of architectural design practice is his 
following remark: “the Polaroid impressed me immediately as a very different sort of instrument: 
photograph of time ever fleeting, the love of a moment, the pursuit of life, etc.…”.31 Peter Buse, 
in The Camera Does the Rest: How Polaroid Changed, sheds light on the tension between “the 
Polaroid as popular snapshot and the Polaroid as aesthetic object”,32 distinguishing three main 
applications of Polaroid photography: the artistic, the popular, and the practical and highlighting 
the interest of the company in the potential overlap between these three applications. A question 
that arises is whether Rossi conceived Polaroid as a popular snapshot or as an aesthetic object. 
The fact that, in the case of Polaroid, the photographers can have in their hands the pictures very 
shortly after the moment of shooting implies another kind of connection to memory than that at 
stake in the case of other photographic technologies, such as the Kodak. Rossi’s preference for 
Polaroid over other kinds of photography offers us the possibility to understand how he related 
the immediacy characterising Polaroid photography with the act of transforming architectural and 
urban artefacts into “objects of affection” through the act of taking photographs while travelling. 
 
Rossi’s preference for Polaroids is related to his interest in the immediacy of the production of 
photography that can only be achieved in the case of Polaroid. Paolo Costantini, who curated an 
exhibition entitled “Luigi Ghirri/Aldo Rossi: Things Which Are Only Themselves” at the Canadian 
Centre for Architecture in Montreal in 199633, remarks, in the catalogue of the aforementioned 
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exhibition, regarding Rossi’s use of Polaroid: “The Polaroid image is silent and enigmatic, 
immersed in the language of existence – a private fragment that blends with the life of the author, 
becoming an object of affection.”34  
 
Rossi notes, in “The Meaning of Analogy in my Last Projects”, that “the most exciting experience 
[he] ... had visiting [American] cities ... is that they are loaded with living history”.35 He states: “we 
have to reflect in architecture the vitality of experience”.36 The vitality of experience to which Rossi 
refers is related to the impact that the typologies he encountered during his car travels had on 
his design strategies. Rossi also remarked regarding the influence that his travels in the United 
States had on his design approach: “I will say only that in this country, analogies, allusions, or call 
them observations, have produced in me a great creative desire and also, once again, a strong 
interest in architecture”.37  Rossi’s fascination with the “living history” of American cities reveals 
that he conceived architecture’s individual and collective dimension as always intermixed and 
superimposed in a never-ending game. Rossi believed that “[a] knowledge of the city ... enables 
us not only to understand architecture better, but also, above all as architects to design it.”38 He 
was convinced that his encounter with new cities made him invent new methods of architectural 
design methods.  

SShhaappiinngg  NNeeww  TThheeoorreettiiccaall  AApppprrooaacchheess  ffoorr  IInntteerrpprreettiinngg  tthhee  VViieeww  ffrroomm  tthhee  CCaarr  

The view from the car is important for understanding the specificity of the gaze of the architects 
and its significance for the establishment of new architectural and urban design methods. An 
aspect regarding the special status of the gaze at stake when the architects take photographs 
from the car while travelling is its “semi-directedness”. This “semi-directedness” is related to the 
fact that their act of taking photographs is not neither totally intentional nor absolutely 
spontaneous, but is situated somewhere in between. This in-betweenness render the 
photographs that the architects take while travelling by car a nexus able to reveal the 
concreteness of their thought and their design strategies. Two pairs of concepts are useful for 
understanding the semi-directedness to which I refer above: firstly, that between intentionality 
and causality; secondly, that between stimulatory and documentary image. These two pairs of 
concepts can help us comprehend the way in which John Lautner, Alison and Peter Smithson and 
Aldo Rossi used the photographs they used to take while travelling by car in order to build their 
conceptual and design approaches.  
 
A meeting point of John Lautner, Alison and Peter Smithson and Aldo Rossi’s approach is the 
elaboration of a “snapshot aesthetics” capturing contemporary urban life in its ordinariness and 
banality. Despite the fact that they shared their interest in taking photographs from the car and 
conceived this practice as a new method and tool for enriching their architectural and urban 
design strategies, their understanding of the impact of the automobile on architecture and their 
strategies of incorporating the problematics related to the car into their architectural practice 
differ. A way to understand to what extent they differ is to examine how they treat the concepts 
of seriality and sequentiality. Two characteristics of the perception of the landscape from the car 
that should be highlighted are its sequentiality or seriality and its capacity to promote a 
kinaesthetic experience. Reyner Banham associated seriality with the capacity of series of 
photographs to provide a framework of understanding knowledge taxonomically39. The act of 
producing taxonomies of the photographs retrospectively is related to two modes of seeing at 
stake when confronted with photographs that Dominic McIver Lopes highlights, in The Four Arts 
of Photography: An Essay in Philosophy,40 and Diarmuid Costello analyses further, in On 
Photography: A Philosophical Inquiry: “clear seeing” and “defamiliarized seeing”. The former 
mode of seeing mentioned by Lopes implies “focusing attention on features that are easily 
overlooked when seen directly”, while the latter is related to the process of “estranging the 
appearance of everyday objects or scenes.”41 
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This essay attempts to resituate material practices as complex systems embedded 
within, and encoded by, multiple technological, cultural and social parameters. The 
goal is to ‘unpack’ modes of production affecting material culture, in relation to the 
rise of the post- digital artisan1, and “Encoded Materiality.”

The term ‘material’ is used interchangeably in this paper, within the broader context 
of material-practice or material-culture. The intent is to focus on the abstract 
conceptualization of materiality in architecture, rather than the physical attributes or 
properties, etc. of ‘material.’

What is the role of the designer in a Post-Albertian, Post-Notational or Post-Digital 
era collapsing the distinctions between design and making? How do we reframe the 
conceptualisation and production of materiality in architecture, from the perspective 
of a renewed understanding of material-practice, dominated by the rise of the 
Post-Digital Artisan? An underlying aspect of contemporary material culture is the 
unresolved tension between both the suppression and elaboration of detail. Emerging 
material practices utilising parametric design and fabrication, implicitly question 
nineteenth and twentieth century conceptions of artisanry or craft, the relation to art, 
and the ensuing separation of design from production. By examining these relations, 
a more complex, non-binary configuration between design and making emerges as 
the hallmark of contemporary practices.2

In the context of SAHANZ, these questions examine the shifting relations of 
architecture as a hybrid mix of allographic practices, dominated by notational systems, 
with the re- emergence of (autographic) craft practices, guided by computational 
& robotic systems. This is relevant as a means to consider the evolving trajectory 
of architecture as a discipline informed by theoretical, economic, cultural and 
material systems, affecting both the conceptualisation and production of built work. 
The recent confluence of emerging technologies, in particular Robotic Fabrication, 
with modes of production incorporating specific material properties, workflows and 
practices, suggests a need for rethinking the historical relations between design + 
making, abstract notation and crafting. These developments suggest a new physical-
digital conception of materiality, collapsing or combining the notational (drawing), 
the computational (model or script) and the material (tooling- workflow + material 
properties).

ENCODING MATERIAL CULTURE
Santiago R. Pérez | University of Western Australia
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MMeetthhooddss  

This paper presents both historical examples and references pertaining to the primary research 
topics, and case studies of the author’s recent creative output, teaching and research, focused 
on the confluence between design, material-practices and digital crafting. 
 
The methods employed in the author’s work strive to maintain a critical engagement of the digital 
crafting process, combining hardware development, coding or parametric design of workflows, 
and specific material and tooling constraints. The examples illustrate the connections between 
abstraction of pattern, procedural or algorithmic control, and their relation to material resistance. 

 

   
FFiigguurree  11.. (L) Albrecht Dürer Draughtsman of the Lute c. 1525. The Draughtsman of the Lute MET DP816495.jpg via 

Wikimedia public domain license (CCO 1.0Universal). 
FFiigguurree  22.. (C) Monge, G. Géométrie Descriptive, 3é edition, Paris, 1811. Plate 14 from the 1811 edition of 
the Descriptive Geometry of Gaspard Monge (1746-1818), illustrated in Frank J. Swetz and Victor J. Katz, 

"Mathematical Treasures - Gaspard Monge's Descriptive Geometry," Convergence (January 2011). 
FFiigguurree  33.. (R) Alvar Aalto's wood bending experiments c. 1934. 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Aalto_wood.jpg via Wikimedia Attribution 2.0 Generic license (CCO BY 2.0). 

PPaarraalllleell  TTrraajjeeccttoorriieess::  MMaatteerriiaall  SSyysstteemmss  ++  GGeeoommeettrriicc  DDeessccrriippttiioonn  

Alberto Pérez-Gómez has suggested that “Tools of Representation are never neutral.”3 This may 
be extended to include Tools of (Material) Production, exposing the latent instrumentality of both 
architectural representation and material engagement, within contemporary creative practices. 
He goes on to elaborate on this statement, in what can be construed as a prescient indictment 
of emerging practices: 

Today we recognise serious problems with our post-industrial cities and our scientistic way 
of conceiving and planning buildings. Even the most recent applications of computers to 
generate novel (and structurally “correct,” i.e., “natural”) architectural forms, assume an 
instrumental relationship between theory and practice in order to bypass the supposedly old-
fashioned prejudice of “culture,” i.e., the personal imagination, with its fictional and historical 
narratives. It is imperative that we do not take for granted certain scientific assumptions 
about architectural ideation, and that we redefine our tools in order to generate meaningful 
form.4 

 
The culture of architecture may be described as having parallel trajectories, one based on 
geometric description, the other, based on material systems, intuition, economy, and logic. The 
relation between Allographic practices (drawing + notation), and direct manipulation of material, 
as an Autographic method of discovery or tacit learning, has a long historical record in 
architecture. The diminishing separation between notational practices and physical, embodied 
material processes associated with artisanry, is a primary aspect of (Digital) material culture.  
Within a post-Albertian and post-notational culture of making, both the role of the designer, and 
our conceptualization of what constitutes ‘material’ must be rethought. Encoding Material as a 
product of direct interaction with the immaterial scripts and programs driving machines for 
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making requires a new conceptualisation of material-practice, collapsing the distinctions between 
the physical artefact and modes of representation, notation and control.  
 
As contemporary theorist Mario Carpo observes, the shift to digital technologies called into 
question the difference between the ‘autographic’ craft-based original, conceived and made by 
the designer/builder, and the ‘allographic’ art-form relying on notational transmission of 
“scripted” original drawings, designed by an author, and executed by others. Allographic forms 
can be replicated, based on notations, scripts, etc. that precisely communicate the author’s 
intent, and may be produced remotely without the embodied engagement or direction of the 
author.5  
 
Dürer’s drawing illustrating the Tactile construction of perspective (Fig. 1), embodies the latent 
relation between geometric description or notational practices relying on projection, and the 
physical transference of (spatial) information with the use of an instrument or Tactile Process.  
Pre-Digital (Albertian) modes of practice relied primarily on the translation from drawing to 
building (Fig. 2) using descriptive geometry and projection, however we may observe a parallel 
trajectory of Tactile learning and empirical modelling of form, with direct engagement of material.  
 
Alvar Aalto’s wood experiments (Fig. 3) suggest a different type of information transfer, through 
direct manipulation of material. Aalto’s experiments provided practical information regarding the 
limits of bending with respect to specific properties. This mode of tactile learning influenced the 
development of an intuitive technical and geometric foundation for Aalto’s furniture designs. The 
encounter with material also influenced, perhaps indirectly, the development of a language of 
form applied from the scale of material to the large scale of architecture.  
 
The translation of notational practices based on projection, to contemporary CAD / CAM models, 
provided a means towards the full implementation of Notational or Allographic processes in early 
digital culture or the “First Digital Turn.” In The Projective Cast,6  Robin Evans documented the 
historical reciprocities between abstract notation systems and material practices, in the shift from 
a pre-digital to a contemporary mode of translation from drawing to building. His writing 
anticipated the imminent shifts occurring in architecture, regarding the transference of 
information between the abstract regime of notational practices, and the “encoding” of 
information from material practices such as ruled surfaces, or the complex Traits or drawings 
used to fabricate complex forms in stone.7 These shifts re-introduced a pre- Albertian or artisanal 
mode of material practice in architecture, as Carpo, McCullough and others have documented in 
detail.  
 
Two simultaneous modes of engagement with material emerged from a union of the allographic 
or notational, and the autographic or artisanal, as a result of Digital Fabrication. On the one hand, 
a shift is observed from the sequential iteration of form based on geometrical transformations 
(Eisenman), to the scripted, procedural (continuous) transformations made possible by 
parametric design and computation. This procedural, rule-based approach was thoroughly 
documented in Mitchell’s Logic of Architecture, and forms the basis of contemporary algorithmic 
design.8 The second mode of engagement stems not from the abstraction of rule-based iteration, 
but rather from the physical properties, limitations and possibilities of material itself. If 
Computation released the designer from the tyranny of repetition, Digital Fabrication created the 
opportunity for variation or Versioning,9 based on specific workflows or Tooling, establishing both 
new Material Economies, and languages of form derived from specific material processes.10 As 
Aranda and Lasch noted: 

Tooling is about what rules exist within this hypothetical “pre-material” state that influence 
its movement into the realm of the material. 11 

 
These new relations between rule-based design or code and material suggest a capacity to 
transmit embodied material intuition previously found in Autographic practices such as Sculpture 
or Painting, towards the production of architecture influenced by a shift from (geometric) 
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representation, towards a conceptualisation of form relying on continuous feedback or 
engagement with material.12 

 

 
FFiigguurree  44.. (L) Parametric Pigment Painting Series, S. R. Pérez 2019. 

FFiigguurree  55.. (R) Robotic Polymer-Clay Printing on Folded Plane, S. R. Pérez 2020. 

TThhee  ““PPoosstt--DDiiggiittaall  AArrttiissaann”” 

The emergence of the Post-Digital questions both the emerging protocols of representation or 
drawing codes,13 and digitally mediated crafting, as illustrated by the recent use of the term 
across multiple contexts involving both representation and making. The emergence of the “Post-
Digital Artisan” is made possible by the confluence between (Procedural) codes, with the 
empirical and intuitive understanding of material (Figs. 4 and 5). 
 
Two examples from the author’s research illustrate both the algorithmic control of pattern, and 
the encounter with the viscosity or physical resistance of a (material) medium. In the Pigment 
Painting Series, the pattern is controlled by the parametric variation or spacing, and the micro-
control of the brush, in response to the fluid medium. In the Folded Plane Printing, the robotic 
control must respond to both the geometry of the folded plane, and the need to maintain a 
constant speed in response to the viscosity of the robotic extrusion.  
 
The relation between design and making evolved in response to the evolution of “craft” beyond 
the limits of unmediated hand-making, and the shift from a notational to an algorithmic culture 
heavily influenced by computation and digital fabrication. This in turn has led to the rise of the 
“Post-Digital” artisan, critically examining the limits of technical innovation, and no longer 
adopting new technologies merely as novel tools for invention. The coupling of digitally mediated 
design and making is in itself not a recent phenomenon- the emergence of CNC and digital 
fabrication has been a central aspect of experimental practices for at least the past two 
decades.14  
 
Contemporary material culture maintains a nuanced relation between design and making, beyond 
the initial novelty of parametric scripts and “tooling” workflows, towards a “Post-Digital” artisanal 
culture, critically examining the potential of both code and material. This topic has a deep lineage, 
from the (pre-digital) writings of David Pye, and the critical reflections of Juhani Pallasmaa, to the 
understanding of digital cultures of making by Malcolm McCullough (Abstracting Craft) and Mario 
Carpo (The Second Digital Turn, The Alphabet and the Algorithm). Early examples of digital 
craftsmanship introduced the concept of a continuous “Digital Chain” 15 connecting design and 
material from conceptualisation, modelling, to fabrication. The emergence of robotic fabrication 
provided a means to reintroduce the circular feedback that was usually attributed to the tactile, 
intuitive intimacy of pre-digital, artisanal or craft processes.  
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FFiigguurree  66.. Notational Density Diagram. Redrawn by Author from original in Malcolm McCullough, Abstracting Craft, 

1998, 215.  

NNoottaattiioonn  aanndd  MMeeddiiuumm 

The possibility of a merger between Allographic and Autographic modes of engagement between 
digital and material mediums, emerges as a result of “Notational Density” (Fig. 6)16 This is 
described by McCullough as existing between two extremes: a continuous medium (with no 
notation), and a continuous, symbolic notational medium (with no material). This new Post-
Parametric relation provides a means to re-examine or re-situate architecture’s hybrid or mixed 
status (Nelson), incorporating both craft and notation.17 This complex relation between material 
practice and computational design, questions the tenuous reliance on an ‘Albertian’ or 
allographic model.18 From our current perspective, the historical shift from “identicality” (Carpo) 
towards variation or differentiation of form was based primarily on development of parametric, 
computational or procedural practices. It can now be seen as a more complex and intertwined 
relation between Code and Material or medium, within a Post-Digital or Post-Parametric culture 
of making.  

  

    
FFiigguurree  77.. (L) Draft Notation diagram by Annie Albers. 

FFiigguurree  88.. (R) James Birrell, Union College, University of Queensland. Photograph S. R. Pérez 2019. 

Continuous medium
[has no notation]

Symbolic notation
[has no 
continuous 
variations]

Continuous, 
symbolic
notational 
medium
[has no 
material]

Dense, effectively continuous notation
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NNoottaattiioonn  aanndd  PPaatttteerrnn  

The comparison between representational, pictorial or compositional modes of production, and 
procedural or notational abstraction of pattern, is revealed in both artistic practices and 
architecture in (pre-digital) 20th century examples. The development of pattern-logic or notation 
was examined at length in the analysis of weaving, by Anni Albers, in her Draft Notation19  
diagrams and constructions (Fig. 7). The reduction from a pictorial diagram to a binary “on-off” 
pattern, reveals the link between the mechanical loom and process of weaving (material), and 
the precursors to early computational mechanisms and processes. No doubt Albers was aware of 
the influence of weaving as a process, and the mechanism of the Jacquard loom in particular, 
controlled by a pattern of holes in a punch-card, in the development of the “Analytical Engine” of 
Charles Babbage.20  
 
In the work of Australian architect James Birrell, we observe both pictorial or compositional 
influences in tiling patterns (in the Wickham terrace car park, Brisbane, 1961) and brickwork 
determined by notational patterns recalling textile weaving (Fig. 8). The Agriculture and 
Entomology building, University of Queensland, completed in 1969, is a study in both notational 
patterning and fluid geometry, subtly embedded within an otherwise nondescript external brick 
wall.21 In addition to the patterned brick, the spatial joint between the wings of the building, 
reveals an extraordinary cast concrete curved scupper roof detail, belying the architect’s interest 
in dynamic geometries inspired by Arp and Laszlo Moholy-Nagy.22 While beyond the scope of this 
essay, Birrell’s oscillation between subdued rational modernism, and the exuberance of geometry 
and pattern, deserves detailed analysis in its own right. 
 

  
FFiigguurree  99. Robotic Module Fabrication + Point Sorting. Fabrication Research by Author, 2015. 

PPrroocceedduurraall  MMaatteerriiaall::  FFrroomm  GGeeoommeettrryy  ttoo  CChhoorreeooggrraapphhyy  

The autographic link between author and material practice is questioned with the advent of 
conceptual art practices, for example in the wall drawings of Sol Lewitt, who dictated specific 
procedures for painting as an “original” code, script or score, to be executed remotely, as the 
most valuable aspect of the work. Beyond the issues of “Authenticity and Identicality,” topics 
beyond the scope of this paper, we may consider the emergence of a nnoonn--ssttaannddaarrdd  sseerriieess as an 
emblematic aspect of contemporary material culture.  Defined “not by its relation to the visual 
form of any constituent item, but by variances, or differentials, between all sequential items in 
the series.” 23  
 
The ‘collision’ between compositional and geometric strategies in architecture, versus the 
notational encoding of material in space, has been a subject of research in built work directed by 
the author. The procedural stacking of unit elements, to create precisely patterned structural 
components or modules, necessitates a rethinking of Form, from a Geometric to a Choreographic 
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field of operations (see Fig. 9). This project has been well documented in previously published 
research, as an example of the “gap” between Procedure and Material Instantiation24  
 
The direct-engagement with drawing and material, is now mediated and distanced by codified 
procedures and parametric models, while at the same time creating an instantaneous feedback 
loop of material-processes, informing the (indirect) control of form by shifting from a Geometric 
ideal to Choreographic control of movement. 25 

TThhiinnkkiinngg  wwiitthh  MMaatteerriiaall::  FFrroomm  NNoouunn  ttoo  VVeerrbb    

Moving beyond earlier conceptions of craft or workmanship (Pye)26 and Tectonics (Frampton)27, 
the rise of digital materiality combines the (20th century.) modernist legacy of efficiency and 
reduction, with the (19th century.) engagement with detail and ornament. Contemporary material 
practices combine performative and aesthetic systems towards a confluence of economy and 
expression or ‘Material Effects.’28  This immediacy proposes to collapse the distinction between 
thinking and making, shifting from the slowness and distance of ‘construction’ to the speed and 
intimacy of fabrication practices. In a very real sense, material is now a progenitor of form. 29 
 
To understand the role of digitally mediated material practices in architecture, in relation to both 
the distancing and immediacy of the (body), we may compare current modes of making with 
conceptual art practices altering our relation with material, from noun to verb. In his early work, 
the sculptor Richard Serra used a “verb List” composed of 84 verbs, such as: “to roll, to crease, 
to fold, to cut, etc.”   to initiate specific material processes involving the body, combining an 
abstract system of operations with the physicality of production.30  These autographic, embodied 
practices are also evident in the Action Paintings of Jackson Pollock, and the large scale blade-
scraping processes of abstract expressionist painter Gerhard Richter. In comparison with these 
examples, I Digitally Mediated Body extends our ability to engage materiality, via prosthetic tools 
and processes moving beyond the direct engagement of the Hand as an instrument.31   
 
Serra’s early work utilised the Gesture of Making, a term used in the writings of philosopher Vilém 
Flusser. Whereas Alberti insisted on the separation of design (Allography) from production, 
Flusser reminds us of the prejudice against making in Western culture that he identifies as 
beginning with Plato’s rejection of techne ̂..3322  Within this context, Flusser dissects the various 
encounters between raw material and the hands, in terms of contemplation, research, 
production, fabrication, etc. Ultimately the hands encounter ‘resistance..’ Examined from the 
historical perspective of “craft,” this obstacle to the forming of material is proposed to give value 
to making, allowing creativity to flourish. However, this is a much contested position stemming 
from 19th and 20th century modes of practice, from Ruskin, Semper and Loos, in comparison with 
today’s proponents of “Digital Crafting.”33 Hands, considered by Pallasma34 as supporting 
creativity through direct contact with a medium, have now been replaced by an extended view of 
Embodied Material Practices. Emerging design practices move past the binary body- machine 
dichotomy, combining earlier technical and intuitive practices towards Material Computation.35 
 
To escape the simplistic view of representation versus materiality, a continuous relation between 
model and material must be maintained.  The Persistent Model provides a bridge connecting  
representation and material, in a continuous (non-linear) feedback loop.36  By “Co-evolving 
Geometry and Material,” we “move beyond the precise description of explicit geometry to deploy, 
in some way, the behaviour of matter within processes of formation.37  The co-evolution of model 
and material may be situated within a larger historical framework, for example the hanging chain 
model of Gaudi, the cable networks of Frei Otto, or the concrete shell models of Isler. Persistent 
Modelling moves the concept of “Form-Finding” from analogue practices to digital material logics. 
The shift from material resistance to material persistence, is based on a “negotiatory process of 
transformation, feedback and iteration. 38  The primary value of this concept is to move away from 
the deterministic notion of a model as an explicit representation, towards “limits that emerge 
implicitly.”39 
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FFiigguurree  1100.. (Above, L) IBM Building, Oahu, Vladimir Ossipoff 1962 (Photograph S. R. Pérez 2009). 

FFiigguurree  1111. (Above, R) Council House, Perth, Howlett and Bailey, 1962-63 (Photograph S. R. Pérez 2018). 
FFiigguurree  1122.. (Below) Broad Museum, Los Angeles, Diller Scofidio + Renfro, 2015. Source: 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_Broad_Museum_Preview_(21658765245)_cropped.jpg. 

BBeeyyoonndd  MMaatteerriiaall::  FFrroomm  IInntteennssiivvee  DDiiffffeerreennttiiaattiioonn  ttoo  DDiissccrreettee  AAsssseemmbblliieess  

In contemporary design two simultaneous trends may be observed, in relation to material-
practices. On the one hand, an extreme differentiation of material towards mass-customized 
variations, and on the other, the radical rethinking of repetition and sameness of material, 
reduced to an abstract pixel, voxel, or “discrete assembly.”   
 
Material systems may be considered, from a historical perspective, to be the result of a techno-
poetic merger of aesthetic, economic, technological and physical constraints. ‘Material Cultures’ 
emerge when these multiple influences align, creating new design opportunities. The IBM building 
in Oahu by Ossipoff, and the Perth Council House by Howlett & Bailey, completed in the early 
1960s, exhibit a pre-digital materiality constrained by material economy. The mirroring of precast 
concrete shade elements in the IBM building provide a means to extend the compositional limits 
of repetition, while utilizing identical forms for the production of the precast facade. Similarly, the 
Council House in Perth exhibits the compositional limitations of repetition, in this case extended 
by the discontinuous placement of T-Shaped tiled concrete elements. The limitations of a material 
system based on identicality, is most evident in the difficulty of transitioning material at the 
corners of the buildings.  
 
In contrast to these examples, the Broad Museum in LA by DSR, exhibits an extreme 
differentiation of individual elements, while propagating self-similar elements in a non-standard 
series. This is made possible by the confluence of computational design, the material economy 
based on robotic milling of GFRC formwork, and the optimization of shading or views through the 
application of parametric design strategies. These factors, taken together, engender a new 
material regime or culture, combining the aesthetic, procedural and material possibilities inherent 
in Post-Digital materiality. Understood in this manner, material is encoded with the marks of its 
conceptualization, systems of production and material properties (Fig. 13). 
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FFiigguurree  1133. Robotic Clay Printing 2020 (prototyping research by Author’s students). Photograph S.R. Pérez 2020. 

 
In his short essay titled “After After Geometry,” the architect and provocateur Michael Meredith 
attempts to unpack contemporary modes of engagement with digital and material processes, 
through the lens of pre-digital and current post-digital practices. He begins by comparing the pre-
digital diagrammatic or “stop-motion” tendencies of Peter Eisenman, with the fluidity and 
continuity of form made possible by animation software and digitally mediated practices, most 
notably via the writing of Greg Lynn, who inaugurated (or at least curated) the early dissemination 
of  shifts away from (static) geometric models towards  more dynamic modes of production. 
Meredith continues unpacking this trajectory, through the lens of “Deconstructivist” architecture 
of the early 1990s, and ultimately begins to re-situate the relation between architectural form 
and materiality as a “Particle,” where: 

The specific relationship of part to whole is different, because there is no compositional or 
pictorial whole.40 

 
If we consider this trend in the context of repetition and variation, or more generally as a renewed 
engagement with Process over Form, ‘Material’ begins to lose its primacy as an encounter with 
physical properties, or resistance, and instead becomes an elemental unit, particle, pixel, or 
atomized presence, encoded with specific geometric, spatial and physical parameters.  These 
parameters are embedded in the digital-physical stream of information that flows from 
conceptualisation, to procedural encoding, to material-process.  

CCoonncclluussiioonn  

This essay attempts to map possible trajectories of making in contemporary design, influenced 
by a range of material-practices questioning the relation between representation, procedure 
logics and control.  The intent of this research is to establish a critical perspective on the 
contemporary culture of making, both as a pedagogical foundation, and as a resource for 
continued applied research. The author is currently developing robotic fabrication workflows and 
procedures, questioning the relation between the “embodied materiality” and advanced 
fabrication technologies. ‘Encoding Material’ re-situates ‘Making’ as a foundational aspect of 
(architectural) design, and the Body as an active agent in the continued evolution of Craft. 
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This paper will examine one case study relating to the nostalgic distance engendered 
by historic urban structures and landscapes fragmented by the processes of modernity. 
In the urban structure of Tehran, residential gardens, shrines, bazaars, mountains 
and river valleys form generative structures. In the Tajrish district of Tehran, there is a 
significant avenue named Valiasr Street, lined with historic plane trees, that connects 
the southern and northern districts of the city. In the past, residential gardens and 
buildings were designed as an integrated urban structure encompassing both sides 
of this street. Likewise, the presence of the imperial palace complex, further to the 
north at the foothills of the mountains, led to the construction of government and 
residential buildings by the social elite in the northern part of the city around Tajrish 
and Shemiran. This paper discusses, through a qualitative research methodology, 
how place perceptions of Tajrish, and memory and nostalgia, can reveal multiple 
identities of the place. In this paper, analysis of historic documents, aerial photos and 
semi-structured interviews are used to demonstrate the transformation of this urban 
structure in the past and current situations, in order to reveal the traces of changes 
that can indicate the locus of social memory.
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  

The study of the landscape of Tajrish through the lens of memory and nostalgia concerns not only 
cases where the heritage buildings or landscape features have disappeared in northern Tehran, 
but it is about both the current state of the landscape and what has happened in the past. Tehran 
is a city that is undergoing rapid changes which are having profound impacts upon the natural 
and designed environment. In the process of modernisation, some elements of the past are being 
reinterpreted, reincorporated and transformed into a new context. 
 
In the past, there were many gardens and farms in the site, which is located to the foothills of the 
Tochal Mountain and the Darband river valley. However, the features of the site have entirely 
changed and have been transformed into a modern urban district with more an increasing 
number of towers and tall buildings and fewer gardens and old historic places. This change has 
resulted in the fragmentation of the historic urban landscape into separate patches, each of 
which is a place in the site possessed of multiple layers of history, culture and social background 
with memory which “gives meaning to the present, shapes our everyday movements and 
conversations, provides a frame-work for our communities and ultimately defines where we come 
from and who we are.”1 
 
Likewise, there are many nostalgia-producing social and individual memories associated with 
these places, which cause them to possess a unique identity for their inhabitants: 

Places (buildings, gardens, landscapes) are far more palpable than appeals to time, because 
we (or some of us) have been there, can envisage them, and may even embrace the 
possibility of a return to a real place. Gardens, more perhaps than other items, are 
susceptible to nostalgia; they are Eden, Paradise, the perfect place, the locus amoenus, 
retreats from the busy, pushing world of mere circumstance.2 

 
The transformation of the urban landscape through time has had massive impacts upon peoples’ 
mentalities and their ability to form a sense of attachment to place. In this regard, Howard 
observes that the landscape is "the way in which people – all people – understand and engage 
with the material world around them".3 Thus, there is an interaction between our behaviour as 
humans, and spaces and places that can occur through, and be affected by, time. In other words, 
places can be demonstrated and affected by the experience of belonging, and the formation of 
memories that lead to attachment to place, and in turn define the landscape, although such 
experiences can be subjectively defined.4 A memorable place can remind us of our “collective 
and individual roots, providing a sense of continuity and understanding of our place in our natural 
and cultural environment”.5  
 
The place quality of Tajrish is comprised of the area's multiple landscapes and architectural 
characteristics. There is a kind of integrity when places are juxtaposed and can be read as 
mnemonic and nostalgia-producing layers of landscape.6 Characteristics, as indicators, can be 
connected to memories and may register a slight or significant loss, or the appearance of 
something new. In other words, people can retain a memory of their experiences in specific 
spaces, and can develop a nostalgia for features that have been lost.7 Therefore, in this paper, 
the perception of ‘younger’ (nominally under the age of 30) and ‘older’ residents (nominally over 
the age of 30) about the same physical places is analysed by means of interviews which gauge 
their memories and nostalgia, in order to reveal the overlapping of multiple places formed out of 
such personal attachments. 
 
Previous generations had retained many memories of, and associations with, such places; some 
of these social and individual memories had, however, faded over time, muted by the fragmenting 
and transformative effects of modernisation.8 In this process, some elements of the past were 
reinterpreted, reincorporated and transformed into new contexts. This has often occurred, with 
the sites acquiring completely different characters and functions, while some other elements 
remain, and connect the dwellers back to their past.9 This connectivity is, arguably, related to 
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people’s visual and haptic perceptions and memories of urban landscapes, forming a specialised 
interface between personal and social memories.10  
 
Different types of memories are ingrained and embodied in these territories and are evoked 
through a reflective nostalgia11 that is related to particular times and spaces and, in turn, 
projected toward the future.12 Thus, each place could be said to possess its specific meaning, not 
as the consequence of some “spirit” or “essence”, but rather through the fluid interchange 
between topological memory and social memory, or as the ancient Greeks put it, logos and 
topos.13 Furthermore, locus can be identified as a relationship to a particular place. “The locus is 
related to the memory—the memory of the society”.14 
 
Cities provide a context for social activities and memory15, and there are diverse open and public 
places which form a setting for these activities and relevant individual and social memories. In 
these urban public places, there are different forms of social exchange, collective usage, and 
informal encounters16, demonstrating that these places are not separate from space and time, 
as the interrelation between time and space helps people to comprehend how everyday life in 
places has transformed over time and led to the changing of people’s behaviour.17 In Tehran, old 
gardens, historic and religious buildings, and bazaars play a significant role in contributing to the 
open public places which foster social and individual activity, and which constitute a kind of 
repository for nostalgia and memory. 
 
In summary, the impacts upon the site of Tajrish undergoing a process of transformation, and 
their effects upon people's place perception, is analysed in this paper through the lens of memory 
and nostalgia. Indeed, looking at a historical urban landscape through the study of people's 
nostalgia for, and memory of, particular places can reveal how place identification is created in 
specific areas of the site – through social behaviour (performance) in space, the physical 
conditions of the place, and its associations. Therefore, in this paper, the key task was to extract 
identification of place through interviews of residents of, and visitors to, Tajrish, which are 
intended to reveal their mnemonic associations. The derived vital terms lead to the conclusion, 
which shows how modernisation and destruction of heritage created fragmented place 
perception, and reveals how changes in the urban landscape have had an impact upon people’s 
identification of a place. 

DDeeffiinniittiioonn  aanndd  MMeetthhooddoollooggyy  

This research is based on a literature review, interviews and historical surveys (maps, historical 
photos, and aerial photos) related to the case study of Tajrish, a northern district in Tehran. As 
noted above, this investigation will be conducted through the lens of memory and nostalgia. 
Scholars in humanities disciplines such as psychology, geography, and cultural studies have 
focused on the definition of nostalgia as emotion and melancholy, or its relationship with memory 
during different periods.18 However, in this paper, the role of nostalgia and memory in landscape 
architectural studies and place perception is considered in the context of modern development. 
One of the main research questions is: how can memory and nostalgia make a connection 
between different age groups? If that is true, might there be a commonplace for all people? 

 
Our case study of Tajrish is a northern district of Tehran, a capital city which has been affected 
by modernisation and rapid development. By 1966, Tehran’s population had risen to 3 million, 
by 1976 to 4.5 million19  and by 2018 to about 11,000,000.20 Tehran has specific layers of 
history that are written about or remembered by people. However, the processes of modernisation 
and urban development have changed the city. Over 50 years ago, Tehran had many private 
gardens21, in particular in Tajrish,22 most of which were traditionally owned by the wealthy 
classes.23 
 
Tajrish, which lies within the larger area of Shemiran has, in this research, formed the subject of 
detailed investigation through historical and social surveys. The analysis of historical sources and 
aerial photography has been used to chart the transformation of the site and to reveal how, and 
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why, Tajrish developed as a significant district. Qualitative research, in the form of semi-structured 
in-depth interviews24 of selected local informants, has been undertaken to demonstrate to what 
degree younger and older generations' social and individual memories of multiple places can 
differ. 
 
As noted above, people's memories can be connected to many natural and artificial elements and 
may register slight or significant loss, or the appearance of new features. Here, the interviews are 
used as a data source to identify the places25 of memories (lieux de mémoire) related to Tajrish, 
and its larger context of Shemiran. In turn, such memories of, and nostalgia for, the historic urban 
landscape of Tajrish can provide information about the remnant, disappeared, reinvented or 
reinterpreted and imagined places and landscape features. 
 
Participants were chosen from people in two different age groups in order to detect the place 
perception and particular landscape characteristic of the area from different generations’ points 
of view. Four main questions were chosen, and each participant was asked to answer these 
questions through an in-depth interview over a period of about 40 minutes. The interview’s 
questions were: 1) Why do you visit Tajrish/Shemiran? (Visitors) or Why do you live permanently 
in Tajrish/Shemiran? (Residents); 2) Which part of Tajrish/Shemiran is the most 
memorable/nostalgic for you? Why?; 3) Which associations about Tajrish/Shemiran come to your 
mind when you are talking about your memories?; and 4) Is there any particular time of a year 
that you especially like to visit Tajrish/Shemiran? 
 
The in-depth interviews were conducted with a total of 28 participants. Through the questionnaire 
distributed through the snowball process, we interviewed exogenous individuals. The total 
number was adjusted to the number of responses required to generate trustworthy data.26 The 
aim of this methodology was to distinguish how people’s perceptions of the same landscape in a 
context of social transformation can be impacted through time. The survey demonstrated the 
different perceptions of landscape characteristics in the area, focusing upon respondent’s 
generation, landscape characteristics and memorable places, objects and spaces (see Table 1). 
 

GGrroouuppss  ooff  ppaarrttiicciippaannttss  LLaannddssccaappee  cchhaarraacctteerriissttiiccss  PPllaacceess  oorr  ssppaacceess  
Old generation  
Young generation  

Heritage 
Nostalgic 
Recreation 
Spiritual connection 
Thermal comfort 

Shrines, Tajrish Bazaar, 
Tajrish Sar-e Pol, Valiasr 
Street, cemeteries, 
gardens, garden-alley, 
garden-house, mountain, 
river, trees 

TTaabbllee  11..  Landscape characteristics, places and spaces in Tajrish. Produced by Author.  

TTrraannssffoorrmmaattiioonn  aanndd  LLaannddssccaappee  CChhaannggeess  iinn  tthhee  TTaajjrriisshh  AArreeaa  

Transformation of the urban landscape structure in the North of Tehran is affected by both place 
formation and developments based on topographical and cultural aspects. The site is located on 
the foothills (Fig. 1) of the Alborz Mountains, causing it to have moderate weather in the hot 
summers; the mountains are also the source of the Darband River, which produces the 
topography of a river valley.  
 
These natural aspects have had an impact on the morphology of the urban structure of the North 
of Tehran. Indeed, the location of gardens was determined by patterns of water sources and 
topology. In Tajrish, the palaces and the embassies are located inside gardens of a 
characteristically Persian type, and they were, furthermore, surrounded by houses and house-
gardens of their employees and servants. After some decades of transformational developments, 
the private gardens of these elite villas were, in many cases, developed into buildings with various 
functions. Only a few of them remained as public gardens and urban open spaces, or as private 
gardens, such as the Kamranieh garden (Fig. 2) which now belongs to the Italian Embassy. 
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FFiigguurree  11. Tajrish square lies in the centre of the photo, and the Alborz mountains are in the background. Source: 
Manouchehr Sotoudeh, Joghrafiya-e Tarikhi-e Shemiran (Tehran: Moaseseh-e Motale’ at va Tahghighat, 1993). 

 

 
FFiigguurree  22. Kamranieh garden in the North of Shemiran. The owner of the garden was Kamran-Mirza sun of Naser-al-din 

Shah. Jafar Shahri The Old Tehran (Tehran, 2007) 

 
In the past, there were two villages Tajrish and Dezashib which lay between Gel Bav-e Kan garden 
and the other one which was called Janat-e Golshan close to the Shemiran road and Roomi 
Bridge. A traditional account suggests that the presence of packs of wolves moving down from 
the mountains to these gardens supposedly led to the inhabitants of the two villages moving onto 
the lands around the Saleh shrine and choosing that place to settle, a location that has for over 
two millennia formed the area of present-day Tajrish. In 1974, the population of Tajrish was 
26,401, and it possessed two Tekyes which are open space theatres for the performance of a 
passion play and spaces for religious, social, and political gathering, about 11 mosques, and 49 
Qanats27 28. Likewise, there were two regions in Tajrish, ‘Bala’ and ‘Payeen’ (Up and Down based 
on their location next to the river, translation from Persian).29 All of the roads in this area were 
dirt tracks at first except for Valiasr30 Street which was paved in the Pahlavi period. Also, there 
was a bridge in Tajrish square31, which was located on the river and linked the two sides of the 
region together.32 
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Tajrish had been popular as a resort in the North of Tehran, one of a number of such resort areas 
for Tehran residents in Shemiran such as Tajrish, Pas Ghale, Darband, Tochal, and other 
localities.33 People moved to these places from the city for leisure activities mostly from the first 
of the spring, and they returned to the city and resumed work at the beginning of autumn.34 But 
other features of the area have made this resort area very popular. For example, the mountain, 
river valley, gardens, Valiasr Street, Saleh shrine, and public places such as Tajrish bazaar and 
Tajrish square have influenced the site’s social life and place identification. 
 
The foothills region of the Alborz mountain range has had an impact on the settlement pattern of 
the site and plays a vital role as a social playground and picturesque backdrop. The Darband river 
valley (Fig. 3), which is located on the site, and is fed by the Tochal Mountain, has an equally 
essential role in site transformation and both social and individual memories. Historical gardens 
are significant parts of the site– their general structure, based upon geometrical regularity, was 
shaped by the geography of the site. These gardens were constructed for the enjoyment of the 
distant and immediate scenery and the moderate weather in the summer season.35  

 

 
FFiigguurree  33. Darband River-valley. Source: Manouchehr Sotoudeh, Joghrafiya-e Tarikhi-e Shemiran (Tehran: Moaseseh-e 

Motale’ at va Tahghighat, 1993). 

 
There are still remnant historical house-gardens and plaza-gardens on the site; these have 
transformed into new ones that attempt in some way to form a retrospective cultural connection. 
Remnant historic gardens and lost gardens have shaped the mnemonic and nostalgia-producing 
aspects of the site. Likewise, the palaces, which were formerly surrounded by gardens, have 
subsequently had impacts on the identity of the area, in some cases through their spatial 
structure, a traditional form of a Persian garden that is called Chahar Bagh (quadripartite 
gardens). With the onset of modernisation, the architecture of these gardens was affected by 
modernity, and a new type of urban landscape had become shaped at that time. Marefat notes 
that ‘Pavilions ... had begun to evolve into Western-style houses in the late 19th century’.36 
 
One of the most significant places in my study area is the Tajrish bazaar, which performed 
multiple functions, serving as both a central religious and social place. Iranian bazaars are a 
combination of economic, religious, cultural, and social aspects, and structure the adjacent 
residential quarters. Indeed, there were houses established on both sides of the valley that 
formed a link between the two Tekyes, ‘Bala’ and ‘Payeen’. Traditionally, people who lived on the 
sides of the Bazaar’s valley had used their houses as local shops. Over time the area became 
associated with goods, and gradually trade increased, and the valley itself became a bazaar that 
linked the two Tekyes, which served as settings for religious and national ceremonies. The other 
crucially nostalgic place is Valiasr Street. Valiasr Street had been first laid out in the 1920s to link 
the centre of old Tehran to the North Summer palace and was used effectively as a private street. 
However, from the 1940s, the road has been accessible for all people (Figs 4 and 5). Valiasr 
Street, named Pahlavi Street during the period of the Pahlavi dynasty, is an 18 km long armature 
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which connects the historical centre of Tehran in the south with the resort area of Shemiran in 
the north. Building Valiasr Street led to the provision of easier access from the south to the 
northern districts, compared to their former separation and relative inaccessibility in the past.  

 

 
 

 
FFiigguurree  44. (Above) Valiasr Street (Pahlavi St), 1940s. Source: Manouchehr Sotoudeh, Joghrafiya-e Tarikhi-e Shemiran 

(Tehran: Moaseseh-e Motale’ at va Tahghighat, 1993). 
FFiigguurree  55. (Below) Valiasr Street (Pahlavi St), the 1960s. Source: Manouchehr Sotoudeh, Joghrafiya-e Tarikhi-e 

Shemiran (Tehran: Moaseseh-e Motale’ at va Tahghighat, 1993). 

CCoonnsseeqquueenncceess  ooff  RRaappiidd  UUrrbbaann  CChhaannggeess  

To bring to light the causes, consequences and material manifestations of urban changes, 
through the last four decades, the evolution of the landscape of Tajrish has been reconstructed 
through the analysis of aerial and ground level historical photography and various types of maps. 
 
The majority of buildings, houses, and gardens are situated around the Tajrish bazaar, Saleh 
shrine, and the entire length of the Darband River. The aerial plan shows that in the 1950s, more 
people were farming on the east and west sides of the river. In the Pahlavi period, the Shah and 
his relatives lived in Saadabad Palace.  In the decade after the 1950s, most of the farms had 
been converted into buildings and gardens, with a higher density of buildings around the Bazaar 
and shrine, mainly situated south of the Saleh shrine around embassies in the south and around 
Ferdows garden to the south-west of Tajrish Square. In the 1960s, half of the Tajrish Bazaar’s 
alley was roofed, and there were still open areas to the north, south, and east of the Bazaar, 
however by the 1970s, the open fields or farms and gardens were progressively replaced by 
residential and commercial buildings. At this time, the whole of the Tajrish Bazaar ‘street’ had 
become roofed. However, there were more buildings with smaller gardens and open spaces far 
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from the river valley, and a matrix of green areas and houses existed between Valiasr and Shariati 
Streets, around the Saadabad complex, and the embassies. Most of the houses were transformed 
into larger buildings and towers - in particular on the west side of Valiasr Street (Fig. 6) and the 
south of the Ferdows garden from the 1990s. Overall, more changes occurred around certain 
urban nodes over time, such as Tajrish Bazaar, Valiasr and Shariati Street (formerly known as Old 
Shemiran Road), the Saleh shrine, the Darband river, the Sadaabad complex, and the Ferdows 
garden. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  66. Valiasr Street (Pahlavi St). Photographed by author, 2018. 

DDiissccuussssiioonn  ooff  IInntteerrvviieewwss  

As will be discussed below, changes to specific places and surrounding landscapes in some 
significant periods of Tajrish's development led to changes in people’s perception, experiences 
and memory of the landscape. According to information obtained from my surveys and historical 
data, the transformation of Valiasr Street and Saadabad complex through time from private to 
public access impacted upon people’s social activities and the functions of the Tajrish area in the 
context of the urban landscape. Likewise, all changes that have happened in the last ten years in 
Tajrish have constituted new experiences. Thus, for example, modern shopping centres have 
been constructed a short distance from Tajrish Bazaar, an old traditional market, and the recent 
construction of Tajrish train station has enabled quick and feasible access from the south of 
Tehran to the north, while the creation of the freeway system has also opened up the area to the 
rest of Tehran. 
 
In the interviews, subjects from both age groups, based on their place perception, mentioned 
fondly remembered and familiar places of gardens (house-garden, alley-garden), Tajrish Bazaar, 
Saleh shrine, and Valiasr Street– sites that could be described as 'places of memories'. On the 
one hand, the main aspect revealed in relation to these familiar nostalgic places is, in a way, the 
amnesia of the younger group of subjects -- that they have no connection to that past. Instead, 
they have a different set of associations with these sites. For example, the young people find 
spaces where they are not under surveillance and where they can meet each other, such as old 
house-gardens which were turned to cafes or cultural centres. While the younger generation 
remembers gardens like this, statements by the older generation reveal the fact that most of the 
house gardens had been private properties and they did not have access to them, thus they had 
more memories of garden alleys37, the public lanes that abutted the house gardens. One of the 
old residents of Tajrish fondly remembers them: 

Garden-alleys of Shemiran! Now there are no garden alleys at all! In the fall, on the way 
home from school, one of our hobbies was spending time in the alleys of Shemron Gardens 
to find walnuts among the leaves on the ground. 
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Although garden alleys have had their unique features, along with the protruding branches of fruit 
and walnut trees from the top of the thatched walls of the gardens, they have disappeared from 
young peoples’ memory as most of the gardens have turned to tall buildings (Fig. 7). 

 

 
FFiigguurree  77.. Garden-alley. Photographed by author, 2018. 

 
Around 30 years ago, after the Tajrish flood of 1983, a significant part of the river in the city was 
turned into an artificial channel. Thus, although young people care about the importance of the 
river and the mountain, they rarely mention them as a place perception as revealed in their 
memories. In contrast, the older people would recall their childhood spent in particular places 
around the river, for example, the picnics that families would have had on the riverbank, or in 
adjacent restaurants. It is the same physical landscape, but somehow there are different 
experiences and perceptions for different age groups--they construct separate, overlapping 
places. The following statements show how some of the older interviewees remember the river: 

The Tajrish River, it was full of pleasant experiences there! This present-day channel was a 
river when we were young, and it was a beautiful place, with all the small cafes and chairs 
around. I think at the time it was something like Italy and Spain. People were moving around 
through midnight by the morning. It was very joyful. 

The river was like a resort for people! Nowadays resorts have become cinemas and parks! 
Parks didn't make sense at all in the past! Recreation was all about the rivers! 

We used to have a lot of fun! We cooked broth or soup on the edge of the river and picnic 
there. We enjoyed our time there a lot. 

 
Some other features related to the places of memories have completely changed from its past. 
In this case, there was a tendency for the older generation to feel nostalgia, or spiritual yearning 
for what was lost. In such cases, the younger generation was in some cases not even aware of 
such loss, for example, in the case of the transformation and Islamist-driven makeover of the old 
Saleh shrine (Fig. 8) and the quasi-iconoclastic destruction of its historic plane tree (Fig. 9), both 
acts constituting the destruction of heritage. The former shrine had heritage value as an ancient 
monument, however, it has been modernised in the image of the Islamic republic, as seen in the 
garish signs, over-scaled minarets and colours. The tree, which was associated with continuity 
and was a synecdoche for the area, was felled, supposedly, according to official sources, because 
of a qanat (canal) subsidence and collapse, but perhaps because of the Islamic Republic’s 
aversion to popular veneration of objects.  
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FFiigguurree  88. (L) Saleh shrine 1945. Source: Manouchehr Sotoudeh, Joghrafiya-e Tarikhi-e Shemiran (Tehran: Moaseseh-e 

Motale’ at va Tahghighat, 1993) 
FFiigguurree  99. (R) Popular plane Tree of Tajrish - Infront of the Saleh shrine 1946. Source: Manouchehr Sotoudeh, 

Joghrafiya-e Tarikhi-e Shemiran (Tehran: Moaseseh-e Motale’ at va Tahghighat, 1993). 

 
Indeed, the Saleh shrine has been changed to a massive, and vulgar new structure (Fig. 10), the 
appearance of which is far from its unique old character which older people remember when they 
are talking about their memories about the shrine and its famous tree. But the new generation 
has no perception of the same site with these historic elements, and some of them could merely 
talk about their image of the old days based on the stories they had heard from their parents or 
grandparents.  

 

 
FFiigguurree  1100.. Saleh Shrine. Photographed by author, 2017. 

 
The Saleh shrine had a plane tree. Changing the Saleh shrine has been very strange, and 
the current shrine is completely different compare to the past. That tree was called a 
thousand-year-old plane tree! But unfortunately, when the revolution took place, I don't know 
what they did that the plane tree dried up. 

In the past, the shrine was in the middle, then there were trees around it, people would go 
there to pray and sit under the shade of that tree, and there was a stream of water next to 
it! But now it does not have that old atmosphere. 
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The Saleh shrine has changed! It was very rural, very pristine, and untouched. The area 
around the Saleh shrine was full of gardens and mud-straw houses, all of which were 
completely destroyed and changed. 

 
The next place perception is related to Valiasr Street. Although functions and facilities around 
Valiasr Street had changed trough the time, it is one of the significant places of memories that 
both generations still belong themselves to it. One of the older interviewees describes their 
experience of it: 

Valiasr has always been a street that I think is interesting to most Iranians. Because I think 
it's the first street that connects the north of Tehran to the south, and each part of it has its 
own beauty. The street is even more interesting as a connector from Parkway to Tajrish 
because of the type of trees, restaurants, music stores, and roasted liver sellers. I still have 
a lot of fun from the parkway bridge to Tajrish. I mean I like there, and instead of taking a 
short trip, I always would prefer to spend time here for a day and take a walk. This reminds 
me of the old days and makes me remember how much we were really happy when we were 
kids. 

And this is how some of the young interviewees talking about Valiasr Street:  
For me, Valiasr Street means liveliness, shade, coolness! The parkway bridge to Tajrish is 
very wonderful!;  

Sometimes when I'm a little upset and bored, I have to drive to that area. I do this at least 
once every two weeks. I love driving in Valiasr Street because of its trees, visual attraction, 
and its lively sidewalks all the way to Tajrish square. All of these are always very cool and 
lively. Honestly, even the traffic there doesn’t bother me! 

 
When older people talk about their memories related to nostalgic places or spaces, they do not 
verbalise any bad memories or aspects of the ‘old days’ and instead focus on the positive aspects. 
Any changes to these places in the present make them nostalgic for the past. Although the 
younger people perceive the same nostalgic places differently, based on new changes, they have 
an attachment to the place when there are specific elements that are still extant in the place, 
such as the trees of Valiasr street or Tajrish Bazaar in the centre of the area and its connection 
with the Saleh shrine and the landscape of the surrounding area such as the river and mountain: 

I still love the traditional bazaar of Tajrish. I love the bustle and the thrill that it gives me. The 
Tajrish Bazaar really makes me feel good. 

Tajrish Bazaar is what I always have liked, and my memories will be reconstructed by going 
there. 

CCoonncclluussiioonn  

This paper took into consideration general and fundamental issues such as the spatial 
organisation of Tajrish, and people's responses to the changes in urban structure and landscape. 
Each urban structure has specific characteristics that affect its atmosphere. If all cultural memory 
is constructed around some concept of spatial imagery stored as memories, we can discover the 
past in the present. 
 
From the perspective of nostalgia and memory, the landscape can mean completely different 
things to different generations, as indicated by the intergenerational interviews. The rapidly 
evolving landscape is impacted by disruption and modernisation. In spite of this, it has a 
differential impact on young and older users’ experiences, depending on their associations of the 
memory of it. This highlights the importance of the ‘sites of memory’ (lieux de mémoire) that, in 
Tajrish, comprise specific landscape characteristics such as the river and gardens, and urban 
configurations such as the Valiasr Street, the Bazaar or resort areas; all of these urban spaces 
are vehicles for memory. The loss of gardens, historic local plane trees and heritage buildings, 
and the removal of some open spaces which were close to the river through urban developments 
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have changed the urban landscape features, and hence the perceived place value, of northern 
Tehran. This part of the city is historically known for its plane trees and gardens, and has, in turn, 
given rise to nostalgia among residents and visitors for what has been lost, a nostalgia expressed 
through personal and collective memories38. Importantly, when urban transformation, whether 
through private speculation, or municipal “rationalisation”, has led to the loss of such places, as 
indicated by the interviewees' statements, inhabitants might feel nostalgia for some familiar 
landscape or site that is lost, since the transformed urban landscape is devoid of personal or 
social memory39.  How then to modernise a city while nurturing its palimpsest of traces of different 
times? The main problems are first, the loss of important places such as open public space and, 
secondly, the current condition of the site as a fragmented landscape with separate places and 
‘green patches’ that can lead residents to come to feel exiled from their city. It should be 
considered that integrity can be perceived when places are juxtaposed and read as mnemonic 
and nostalgia-producing layers of the landscape. Therefore, this conclusion needs to be 
developed by finding the answer to this question in a further study: is there a need for people to 
have the agency to shape their environment and to preserve what is valued? 
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The moment of recognition by the consciousness of a place as being of interest 
is the beginning of an intervention, as Cesare Brandi reminds us in La Teoria del 
Restauro (1963). Intervention is that action which mutates the existing, makes it 
evolve in a different, unpredictable way, to quote Henri Bergson. Between these two 
moments, it is possible to locate the birth and outcome of strategies that reveal 
the memory of places. Memory and architecture are strictly linked. Taking for 
granted theories that forge the practice of the architect’s profession and personal 
memory/experience, in this paper different aspects of memories, related to a built 
environment, are approached to understand the importance of architecture in its 
representation. Historical memory, participatory memory, universal memory: how 
has their connection with architecture evolved in the last century? How are those 
memories translated into the practice of architecture? As case studies three adaptive 
reuse projects are analysed that answered the question of the memory of place by 
three different strategies: Kanunnik Petrus Jozef Triestplein in Melle (Belgium) by 
Dvvt, FRAC in Dunkirk (France) by Lacaton & Vassal, and Sala Beckett in Barcelona 
(Spain) by Flores y Prats. In those projects, memory can be revealed through matter, 
space or patina in relation to the specificity of the site.

MEMORY AS A MATTER TO 
REVEAL AND COMPOSE IN THE 
EXISTING: THREE ADAPTIVE REUSE 
STRATEGIES
Chiara Fucelli | University of Mons
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MMeemmoorryy  aanndd  tthhee  CCoonnssttrruucctteedd  EEnnvviirroonnmmeenntt  

Memory and architecture are closely linked, in this paper different types of memories related to 
a built environment are analyzed from historical and theoretical lens, trying to understand where 
they come from and how they deal with in the project process. Remembrance is the cursor that 
allows one to estimate the value of a monument as articulated in Aloïs Riegl’s “The Modern Cult 
of Monuments”, the basic text of any conservative or adaptive theory. 
 
The Art of Memory 
The art of memory, or mnemonics, has existed since ancient Greece. Architecture is used in 
mnemonics, as a support in the construction of an artificial memory. As explained in ancient 
texts1, architecture becomes a tablet of virgin wax where the speaker put objects in places (loci) 
and in a precise disposition, in order to reactivate his memory. Anything that can be synthesized 
into an image remains printed in our mind and it is therefore easier to extract it afterwards. The 
memory at the service of the speaker passes through a described architecture. The “place of 
memory” follows rules, which nature teaches us, based on the observation that the unexpected 
fixes our attention2. 
 
Historical Memory 
The Nineteenth Century is called by Riegl the Historical Century because “the individual fact, the 
singular human act in the purity of its original emergence was discovered with interest”.3 We are 
interested in everything unique, and not just those that concern our own community. This attitude 
would subsequently be expressed in the 20th century with the common practice of safeguarding 
monuments. 
 
In Lieux de Mémoire4 of Pierre Nora, the heritage memory is closely linked to the events that took 
place in a site, and that we remember through symbolic architectures. Since the 1960s in Europe, 
a campaign of monomialization has been carried out to confirm or create a semblance of 
collective memory on the basis of precise facts; sites become coats of arms between the event 
to be remembered and the national pride that follows. Monomialization of memory can be akin 
to communication operations, stemming from a political will with precise orientations. The subject 
to be remembered is defined in advance, as a kind of objective, and the architecture becomes a 
support to feed these predefined belonging values. 
 
Participatory Memory 

 

 
FFiigguurree  11.. Lieux infinis à la Biennale de Venise 2018. © Chiara Fucelli. 
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As William Morris used to talk about in his lectures, as soon as society feels involved, it actively 
participates in heritage conservation that becomes a development tool for cities.5 This brings us 
into the political domain of the management of the city, where monuments are “fixed points”, as 
Aldo Rossi recalls in L’Architettura della Città (1966), resulting from a collective will, expressed 
through architecture. “Fixed points” are maintained in cities, with their own image intended to be 
preserved for perpetuity. In 2005 memory was placed on the agenda by the Council of Europe 
with the Faro Convention on the Value of Cultural Heritage for Society. If oral transmission was 
already present with Pierre Nora, in the Faro Convention it has also become a participatory 
process. When participatory memory management takes place; the inhabitants of neighborhoods 
or villages are directly involved and they become active players in the oral transmission of the 
memory of a place. Memory can thus become a lever for participatory projects. In Lieux infinis - 
Infinite Places, ten situations in disused places were presented at the 16th Venice Architecture 
Biennale in 2018.  Architects Encore Heureux, show that the past life of the building has an 
interest, and this will be the starting point for the updating of the places by the new communities 
that settle there. In this type of participatory project, the architect and architecture assume a 
social role, and must be able to propose and support other forms of life, appropriation and sharing 
of site. 
 
Universal Memory 
For Morisset, memory can be considered as a consequence of heritage, which is attached to the 
material world and therefore to the built environment. This notion of heritage memory makes 
architecture important. 

The “sites” […] would thus be completely inseparable from memory: more than revelators, 
they would even be producers. This is how heritage, not only denotes, but "spatializes" 
identity.6  

 
In this case, the heritage memory is like universal memory, which is the memory of each individual 
in relation with his environment. The notion of heritage widens infinity, it no longer refers only to 
buildings classified and officially recognized as heritage, but to any built environment. During a 
conference at Expo 2015 (in Milan) Cino Zucchi noted:  

We went from a policy of expansion to a policy of modification, we live in cities that are not 
built by us, as Kevin Lynch and Aldo Rossi remind us: a form survives the condition that 
generated it.7  

Urban and architectural facts persist in cities and are part of our baggage of memory images, 
such as the archetypes of Carl Jung, present in minds of individuals. Ruskin in The Seven Lamps 
of Architecture considers remembrance as one of the foundations of architecture: “We can live 
without it [architecture], we can worship without it, but without it we cannot remember”.8 He 
describes how a built element (Grandson’s square dungeon), gives meaning to an unchanging 
landscape by imprinting this in memory. Architecture and landscape thus become universal. A 
landscape and a place can reactivate in our memory another landscape, another place, which 
belong to our past, because we have lived it or simply studied it. 
 
Today some architects highlight the importance of their memories of life, childhood, lived 
experiences, in the architectural design process. For example, Olgiati in 2013 for his book The 
Images of Architects asked forty-four influential architects to send him ten images they have in 
mind when they create, the images that would be the origin of their architecture, in order to 
explain the autobiographical roots of their works.  
 
Riegl and the Universality of Age-Value  
At the end of this tiny catalogue of types of memory and to relate it to the practice of adaptive 
reuse, it is relevant to evoke the age-value. Introduced in the Modern Cult of Monuments, age-
value is considered by Riegl to be the noblest and the most universal value of monuments. It 
participates at universal memory, because it is aimed at each individual. This is the value of the 
20th Century and at the same time the most complicated to understand: “The cause of the 
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historical value of the much larger social strata must be won before the great mass is ripe for the 
worship of the age-value.” 9 
 
Over time, stratifications are necessary to keep this value present. Riegl asserts that in order to 
respect the age-value, nothing should be done, nothing should be touched, therefore we are not 
to intervene, before we finally arrive at the loss of the monument, which will become ruin, then a 
pile of stones, indecipherable, possessing no longer any historical value, nor age, nor art. 
However, he himself ends up admitting that it is necessary to preserve a monument so that it can 
continue to exist, but then leaving it in its visible state of degradation, but how far? Riegl speaks 
of compromise with the use-value of the monument, remaining rather general in these remarks, 
so as to leave the interpretation to the reader.  
 
A recent example, where these questions are topical and where the age-value seems to have a 
preponderant importance on the other values, is the DVVT project in Melle, analyzed below. We 
have seen in this section that memory in its various aspects is strictly linked to the built 
environment. How does this translate in adaptive reuse strategies? 

 

 
FFiigguurree  22.. Paysage bourguignon. ©Chiara Fucelli, 2015. 

MMeemmoorryy::  MMaatttteerr  ttoo  RReevveeaall  

In the article, Édifier une mémoire des lieux en recyclant l’histoire. Usages et fonctions du passé 
dans l’architecture actuelle10, Noppen and Morriset argue that making history the material of the 
project means no longer looking for ways to restore history – which inevitably leads to copying 
the past – but rather than restoring the semantic corpus that constitutes the historical 
interpretation. In this case, wouldn’t the story of a place be its memory?  
 
How is the memory of a place treated today in adaptive reuse interventions? Taking into 
consideration theories that influence contemporary renovation practice (like the Venice Charter), 
and knowing that the intervention is initially determined by different parameters (by place, by 
program, by matter, by energy ambitions, etc.), what strategic choices are left to the architect? 
 
Materiality, Spatiality and Principles of Perception 
Intervention in the existing presupposes the presence of a materiality and a spatiality. The way of 
perceiving them is a trigger of the project’s creative process. Understanding how an existing place 
or building are apprehended at the beginning of the project allows us to clarify the primitive idea 
behind the intervention project: 
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Our perceptions give us the outline of our possible action on things themselves. The contours 
we find in objects simply mark what we can achieve and change. (…), It is obvious that the 
materiality of a body does not stop at the point where we touch it. 11 

 
Henri Bergson, in The Creative Evolution (1907), opposed the Darwinian theory on the evolution 
of the species in affirming that evolution is unpredictable. He criticized the mechanistic and 
finalist approach to reality. For Merleau-Ponty, man is at the center – the objective Euclidean 
space does not exist, but there is a subjective space. 12 In the perception of this space, memory 
participates in the reconstruction of the invisible. We trust memory to pretend to know everything 
hidden behind things. 
 
Perception starts with the intention on which the image is based. Perception is therefore 
intentional. On the other hand, looking at the work awakens a feeling, it is this feeling that gives 
rise to the image. Sentiment is an immediate way of understanding the image. 13 In this regard 
Jacques Herzog notes that: “Perception is always the beginning of a transformation (even if it 
seems banal)”.14 Perception, therefore, unlike the gaze we place on an object, is an intentional 
action; memory is activated to complete and understand the object we have in front of us. 
Understanding the mechanisms of perception can therefore help us in the study of the approach 
of an architectural project on an existing site, to understand how memory is processed in the 
perception that generates the idea of the project. 
 
Questioning 
The moment of recognition by the consciousness of a place as being of interest is the beginning 
of an intervention, as Cesare Brandi reminds us in La Teoria del Restauro (1963). Intervention is 
that action which mutates the existing, makes it evolve in a different, unpredictable way, to follow 
Bergson. Between these two moments, it is possible to locate the birth and outcome of strategies 
that reveal the memory of places. Taking for granted theories that forge the practice of the 
architect's profession and personal memory/experience, we will analyze three adaptive reuse 
projects that have answered the question of the memory of place through different strategies. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  33.. Façade in the center of Mons. © David Bayle, 2016. 
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IInntteerrvveennttiioonn  SSttrraatteeggiieess  

Revealing memory through matter: Dvvt, The Kanunnik Petrus Jozef Triestplein in Melle (Belgium) 
  […] human activity should not aim at an eternal conservation of monuments created in the 
past, but constantly seek to highlight the cycle of creation and destruction […]15 

An adaptive reuse project where this postulate seems to be applied and where the age-value 
gains over other values is the project of Ghent’s architects De Vilder Vink Tailleu for the Karus 
psychiatric center in Melle. 
 
Architects found themselves working on a building that was already no longer a building. The 
Kanunnik Petrus Jozef Triestplein (the Jozef), dating from 1905, was in the middle of a demolition 
phase, in a state of ruin that caused the staff of the center, as well as the patients, to question 
the pertinence of its disappearance. In its new state, the building appeared like the repository of 
the memory of a place undergoing transformation. The psychiatric complex had been undergoing 
a redevelopment program for several years, which led to the demolition of several original 
buildings. On the pretext of developments in care, the buildings dating from the beginning of the 
20th century gradually disappeared, replaced with new, more efficient and more suitable 
structures. It was in this context that the demolition was stopped to open the way for reflection 
on the future of this ruin, and to try to integrate it into the care program. A competition was 
launched with three selected teams. Dvvt won the competition with a proposal where the age-
value seems to be respected literally. Their project preserves what was left of the building at the 
time of the competition, adding few elements to consolidate, make accessible and secure the 
access. In agreement with the nursing staff, the building has become an atypical place of care 
accessible to patients who can thus escape from the classic care setting by walking through those 
“old” walls.  
 

 
FFiigguurree  44.. Le Kanunnik Petrus Jozef Triestplein à Melle, detail of a window. © Chiara Fucelli, 2020. 

 
The Jozef Triestplein is above all a project in the making, its current state not being considered 
definitive. It has been decided to carry out an annual evaluation to monitor its structure and to 
develop the project according to the demands and needs identified by the users. It is interesting 
to see how, through a participatory process, it was possible to keep a relic, not only for a nostalgic 
feeling of memory of the site, but to make something new out of it, to find a human dimension in 
an increasingly sanitized medical environment.  
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The intervention strategy consists in “keeping the status quo” with the introduction of elements 
where necessary. The building's advanced state of demolition, a status it had never known before, 
aroused the interest of the center's community and it was this status that was chosen to be 
preserved. It was not advised to put a roof back on, or to bring comfort inside the walls, the 
materiality was kept raw, as revealed by asbestos removal. The architects were not interested in 
reproducing the image of the building as it was before, the interest of the intervention lies in the 
stripped material. This stripping is reminiscent of the yellow house by Olgiati (Flims, Switzerland, 
1997), even if here it is involuntary, because the object is “as found”. Lucan has welcomed Dvvt's 
ability to “metamorphose an ancient construction without seeking to erase its original identity”16, 
in this case we will not speak of metamorphosis, but rather of an objet trouvé. 
 
This adaptive reuse allows us to see everything, old and new, to understand stratifications; the 
intervention is clear and does not try to imitate what was there before and it is not in opposition 
either. The structural elements are found where they are needed. Thus we will find concrete 
blocks in place of the missing masonry, metal beams and girders to reinforce the structure, a new 
concrete staircase, metal balustrades and grids to secure the site. The only exception to the rigor 
of the exercise was the use of the color green as the signature of their architecture, already used 
in their most emblematic project, Les ballets de la C de la B in Gent. 
 
Revealing Memory Through Space: Lacaton & Vassal, FRAC in Dunkirk (France) 
The Lacaton & Vassal office has made the “addition” its flagship concept. In its residential bar 
renovations, surfaces are enlarged thanks to added structures that are attached to the existing 
building, bringing qualities of space, thermal comfort and light. These units, designed to be 
economical and modular, cover the old façades entirely, giving a new identity to these buildings, 
most of which were built as a result of the massive urbanization of the 1960s and ‘70s in France.  
 
At the Frac (Fonds régionaux d'art contemporain) in Dunkirk (2013), the addition takes on a 
different meaning. The aim is to keep the memory and therefore the identity of this place. The 
program requested from the architects, an art center, with exhibition rooms and offices, was to 
fit into the immense volume of the former naval hall, the AP2 (1949). Anne Lacaton and Jean 
Philippe Vassal explain that putting floors into this volume, nicknamed the "cathedral", and 
segmenting it would have meant the loss of a quality inseparable from the memory of the place: 
the sense of space.17 Hence there was the idea of creating an equivalent volume beside it to host 
the requested program and of leaving the hall empty. Following Lacaton & Vassal's recognition 
that authenticity resided in the space, that the image of this space was the true, authentic one, 
to be preserved, the intervention strategy was based on the intention to make emptiness possible 
by moving the program elsewhere. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  55.. FRAC in Dunkerque © Nikita Itenberg, 2016. 
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As long as the choice was made to not/intervene in the hall, all that remained to be done was to 
find where to place the volume requested by the program. Doubling is a strategy that works when 
the forms are simple and isolated. It is certainly not the only possibility, but in this context and 
with the prior intentions, we can imagine that this solution seemed obvious, as a sort of no/choice 
to use the expression of Jacques Lucan in his investigations of architectural composition.  
 
In the next stage, the definition of this new volume, another radical position seemed obvious to 
highlight the existing: opposition. The double would be filled with floors and paths in opposition 
to the emptiness of the “cathedral”, its façades would be transparent to oppose and to reveal (or 
rather not to create an effacement effect) the concrete mass in a principle of contrast.  
 
Revealing Memory Through Patina: Flores y Prats, Sala Beckett in Barcelona (Spain)   
Sala Becket (2013) is certainly the most radical of the three adaptive reuse interventions 
analyzed in this paper. This former cooperative in Poble Nou district had already undergone 
transformations in the 1990s. For the new theatre project by the Beckett company, designed by 
Catalan architects Flores y Prats, the building has been retained in its entirety, but it has 
nevertheless been subject to major transformations, particularly in the finishing works. The 
architects decided to keep all the original elements from 1920, which are of excellent quality. The 
tiles, the 44 doors and the 35 windows were meticulously measured and reproduced in a model 
as well as all the elements present on site. These elements were disassembled, re-cut and 
restored when necessary and then reassembled elsewhere to find their place in the new project.  
 
When preserved, the existing walls were left as they are, with their patina; here architects’ 
decisions were so radical as to leave traces of an ancient fire. The new elements were of an 
assumed mannerism, the chosen colors were found on the site. The building has thus ended up 
in a state that it has never known before, but with all the elements that were present before. The 
result is a radical project due to its complexity and lack of compromise. Some elements are moved 
and diverted, while others remain in place unchanged, with their patina, like anecdotes that tell 
stories of the twenties. 
  
There is not really a predefined project here. The strategy is to keep what can be preserved, in 
place or through extrapolating, in order to reintegrate and highlight existing elements in the new 
project, in a kind of memory trail. This explains the huge production of cardboard models on any 
scale and hand drawings, which it was possible to see in their "cabinet of curiosity" during the 
16th Venice Architecture Biennale in 2018. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  66.. Sala Beckett model at the Venice Biennale © Chiara Fucelli, 2018. 
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Conclusion 
In these three examples of adaptive reuse, strategies change according to what is considered to 
be primordial in the transmission of the memory of the place. Flores y Prats in the Sala Beckett, 
for instance, recycles and transforms the matter in order to highlight it as a kind of emotional 
reconstruction, a theatre of memory where everything is arranged in a spectacular way; in 
Lacaton and Vassal's FRAC, the recognition of authenticity in the necessity of emptiness has 
generated a double opposite; while in Melle, the Jozef is treated as an objet trouvé, Dvvt respects 
the age-value through a strategy of non-intervention. 
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In 2016, the architectural press reported the planned reconstruction of Mies 
van der Rohe’s Wolf House, built in 1927 in Gubin, Poland, and destroyed during 
World War Two. Supporters claimed that, by consulting the architect’s presentation 
drawings, they could rebuild the house authentically. They cited a simplistic reading 
of philosopher Nelson Goodman’s distinction between autographic art—where an 
original is certified by the hand of the author—and the allographic, which is replicated 
through notation. Barry Bergdoll called the proposal ‘crackpot’, arguing that without 
the lost construction documentation it would become a ‘simulacrum’: an allusion to 
Jean Baudrillard’s notion of a copy without reference. Mies himself thought there was 
something ‘dangerous’ in building ‘a model of a real house’ after constructing his own 
full-scale façade mock-up for the unbuilt Kröller-Müller House (1913). Since then, an 
unprecedented number of reproductions have entered into their own ‘dangerous’ 
conversation with Mies’ work, trading to varying degrees on their authenticity. Some, 
like the Barcelona Pavilion reconstruction (1986) engage with heritage and archival 
practices in an attempt to accurately reconstruct a lost work. Others, often appearing 
in exhibitions such as OMA’s La Casa Palestra at the 1985 Milan Triennale, exploit 
the fame of Mies’ architecture to offer a rhetorical interpretation that reinforces their 
own authorial signature. Meanwhile self-professed 1:1 models, like Robbrecht en 
Daem’s Mies 1:1 Golf Club Project (2013), seem deliberately tied to Mies’ authority, 
stripping away materials to focus on a singular reading of the work in a model-
making tradition stretching back to Alberti. By returning to Goodman’s autographic/
allographic dichotomy and Baudrillard’s simulacrum, this paper seeks to make sense 
of these multiplying reproductions across art, architecture and conservation, and their 
conflicting claims to authenticity. Ultimately, this frames Miesian reproductions as 
one contested site in broader discussions of architecture’s relationship to authorship 
and authentic heritage.

‘CRACKPOT’ AND ‘DANGEROUS’: 
ON THE AUTHENTICITY OF MIESIAN 
REPRODUCTIONS
Hamish Lonergan | ETH Zurich
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It is noteworthy how often Ludwig Mies van der Rohe is photographed with his models. He peers 
at us between buildings, points out features to clients and colleagues, and bends down to see 
the Farnsworth House from ground level. Beatriz Colomina notes that Miesian histories nearly 
always comment on his substantial figure, but in the play of scales in these images he appears 
monstrous.1 For Vitruvius, scale models were untrustworthy. Writing in the Ten Books of 
Architecture, he warned “not all things are practicable on identical principles”: that some things 
that seem reasonable at small-scale are proven impossible or unsuccessful when built.2 
Nonetheless, since the Renaissance, scale models have assumed a fundamental role, alongside 
drawing and writing, in developing and expressing architectural ideas. Indeed, the 20th Century 
seems to have witnessed the reversal of Vitruvius’ formulation. Whereas small-scale models are 
interpreted as crucial to Mies’ architecture and reputation, the profusion of life-size 
reproductions—from both van der Rohe himself and others—have been more difficult to assess. 
 
This paper reflects on an unprecedent number of Miesian reproductions in the last fifty years, 
and the way they enter into a dialogue with history: drawing on Mies’ authority while asserting 
new interpretations. At the same time, they are inevitably transported to a different time and 
place, resulting in slippages—both deliberate and accidental—from the original, which affect 
perceptions of their authenticity. In this paper, following a detour to the Kröller-Müller House, I 
consider three broad categories of reproductions: proposed and actual reconstructions, such the 
Wolf House and Barcelona Pavilion; speculative, artistic interpretations such as La Casa Palestra; 
and self-professed 1:1 models, such as Robbrecht en Daem’s 1:1 Golf Club Project. In examining 
these multiplying Miesian reproductions across art, architecture and conservation, we can begin 
to understand what their appeal tells us more broadly about those closely related notions of 
authority, authorship and authentic heritage.  

UUnnccaannnnyy  CCooppiieess  

Mies himself had an ambiguous relationship with full-scale versions of his work. In 1912, he 
oversaw construction of a full-scale façade mock-up of his Kröller-Müller House proposal, in 
painted sailcloth and timber.3 The proposal was rejected; he lost the commission to Hendrik 
Petrus Berlage, whose scheme was also never constructed. Even in these circumstances, without 
an original ever existing off the page, Mies later agreed that that it was “dangerous to build a 
model of a real house” at full-scale; he is characteristically, and frustratingly, laconic on the 
precise nature of this danger, saying only that “50,000 guilders is a lot of money”.4 Carsten Krohn 
speculates that this danger relates to the reduction of the complexity of architecture to a two-
dimensional impression: capturing massing but lacking material qualities and a true sense of 
place.5 It is tempting, however, to interpret Mies’ fear more existentially. As Hillel Schwartz notes, 
Modernist literature is full of doppelgangers and evil twins, who usurp their original’s place in 
society.6 For Freud, the double was deeply uncanny: “a vision of terror” that recalled “the sense 
of helplessness experienced in some dream-states”.7 If a model can do so much—complete with 
“partitions and ceilings [that] could move up and down”—clients might wonder why they should 
ever inhabit real architecture at all.8  
 
Since then, the Kröller-Müller House has accumulated a cult following. Commentators, from art 
historian Paul Westheim to critic Paul Goldberger and architect Rem Koolhaas, saw the lightness 
of the mock-up as the bridge between early works, influenced by Schinkel’s classicism, and the 
glass ephemerality of the Barcelona Pavilion (1929) and Friedrichstrasse skyscraper proposal 
(1922).9 In many ways, reactions to subsequent reconstructions were prefigured in the reception 
of the Kröller-Müller House: alternatively viewed as a seductive opportunity for reinterpretation, 
or as a pale, inaccurate and uncanny reflection of an existing or projected original.  

AAuutthheennttiicciittyy  oorr  SSiimmuullaaccrruumm  

Mies’ Wolf House is a useful place to begin this account: built in 1927 in the German city of Guben 
and largely destroyed in World War Two. Becoming part of Poland as the iron curtain dropped—
the city renamed Gubin in the process—there had been relatively little interest in the house until 
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recently, despite Wolf Tegethoff judging it Mies’ “first opportunity to translate into actual fact the 
ideas he had developed in his two country house projects”,10 a sentiment echoed by Barry 
Bergdoll.11 In part, this was due to a paucity of physical remnants—garden terraces, a driveway 
and a basement—and a limited set of presentation and construction drawings, with carefully 
controlled exterior photograph, almost entirely lacking images of the interior.12 In 2016, however, 
a string of articles appeared in the English-language architectural press for the first time, reporting 
that a German foundation planned to reconstruct the house on its original site.13  
 
In German universities, the proposal had already become a minor architectural controversy. As 
early as 2013, a former president of the German Federal Office for Building and Regional 
Planning, Florian Mausbach, launched a foundation tasked with reconstructing the villa as a 1:1 
model, in time for the Bauhaus Centenary in 2019.14 In 2014, the foundation collaborated with 
researchers and students from the Potsdam University of Applied Science to document the site 
and accumulate all available information on the house, including interviews with Wolf’s 
children.15  Although researchers there ultimately concluded that there was insufficient 
documentation for a full reconstruction, in 2016 the foundation officially launched the project 
and, in 2019, they held an exhibition and conference, with presentations from major Miesian 
scholars, including Tegethoff. At the same time, opposition continued from other prominent 
figures in German academia: a letter calling for a “contemporary interpretation” rather than a 
reconstruction was signed by over forty professors of architecture in 2016.16  
 
I am less interested, here, in the specific approaches to this reconstruction, than the competing 
philosophical frameworks of authorship and authenticity in the debate. Dietrich Neumann—a 
professor at Brown University, advising Mausbach—suggested they knew more about the Wolf 
House than the Barcelona Pavilion. Indeed, thirty years earlier, Tegethoff had catalogued 98 
surviving plans for the house, from initial concept and building approval to construction.17 Like 
the Barcelona Pavilion reconstruction, Neumann argued that the experiencing the house on-site 
at full scale had more to offer visitors and scholars than these plans and photographs alone: 
“haptic and sensuously tangible in different times of the day and year within its context with the 
views overlooking the river Neisse”.18 
 
On the charge of inauthenticity and artificiality, Nuemann cited philosopher Nelson Goodman and 
his distinction between autographic and allographic arts.19 Autographic arts value an original 
because of its direct connection to the artist, meaning that a forgery will never be genuine, no 
matter how accurate.20 Allographic arts have no original. Like dance or symphonic music, artists 
and performers produce an authentic version by following a script or other notation of the work. 
Nuemann claimed that architecture is an allographic art and so an authentic version of the Wolf 
house could be created from the available plans. Goodman, however, concludes that architecture 
is an interstitial case: working from a plan, which is like notation, but historically tied to a single 
author and instance.21  
 
For critics, this defence seemed to miss the point. Leo Schmidt, professor of architecture at 
Brandenburg Technical University, argued that “rebuilding the Wolf House as an empty shell 
would not deepen our understanding of Mies…we know very few details…The rebuilt house could 
end up with bare, white-walled rooms”.22 The problem was less an issue of Mies’ missing 
signature, than the scarcity of detailed documentation: floorplans were not enough. Bergdoll 
called the proposal ‘crackpot’, arguing that even an ideal version of the Wolf house—originally 
built in brick and plaster—would have none of the reflective, phenomenological qualities that 
made the reconstructed Barcelona Pavilion worthwhile. It would, instead, become a “simulacrum 
of the spatial sequence.”23 This seems an allusion to the philosophy of Jean Baudrillard and his 
argument that, in a Postmodern world, simulacra become copies without an original, “never 
exchanged for the real, but exchanged for itself, in an uninterrupted circuit without reference or 
circumference.”24 Although a version of the Wolf House had existed once, Bergdoll implied that 
the lack of documentation meant there was no true reality for the reconstruction to reference, 
becoming an inauthentic symbol divorced from the reality of the building remnants on site. 
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TTwwoo  BBaarrcceelloonnaa  PPaavviilliioonnss    

Debate surrounding the Wolf House frequently invoked the earlier reconstruction of the Barcelona 
Pavilion: first constructed for the German section of 1929 Barcelona International Exhibition, 
before it was dismantled in 1930. In 1986, Ignasi de Solà-Morales, Cristian Cirici and Fernando 
Ramos reconstructed the pavilion from archival photographs and plans. Some scholars, including 
Neil Levine and Juan Pablo Bonta, argue the reconstruction is less effective at describing and 
preserving the space than photographs or written description.25 Yet Bergdoll is not alone in 
praising its experiential, reflective qualities.26 Robin Evans’ account of the multiplying, mirroring 
surfaces is particularly poetic: “notice the difficulty of distinguishing the travertine floor, which 
reflects the light, from the plaster ceiling, which receives it…Here, Mies used material asymmetry 
to create optical symmetry.”27 It is telling that Evans credits Mies with these reflective qualities, 
neglecting even to mention Solà-Morales and his collaborators by name.  
 
Indeed, accounts of the building—in both popular and academic discourse—tend to attribute the 
effects of the reconstruction to Mies alone, to say nothing of Lilly Reich’s contribution.28 According 
to Jorge Otero-Pailos, this is typical of preservation architecture. He writes that “preservation’s 
central expressive ideal is self-effacement,” yet, at the same time, total self-effacement can 
become indistinguishable from the original, falsifying and undermining its authenticity.29 
Paradoxically, in the erasure of Solà-Morales’ authorship, the Barcelona Pavilion comes close to 
this falsification. The difficulty was that the pavilion had already become a familiar icon through 
the same fragmentary photographs and presentation plans used in its reconstruction: the 13 
Berliner Bild-Bericht photographic prints, favoured by Mies in publications, lacking as-built 
construction drawings.30  In prioritising visual fidelity to this icon in their reinterpretation—despite 
the lack of precise documentation raised in the Wolf House debate—the architects’ reconstruction 
was wholly subsumed in an idea of Mies’ pavilion, with none of the critical distancing devices that 
have increasingly played a role in heritage discourse.  
 
Without such devices, all reconstructive decisions are evaluated against what can be determined 
of the original. Schulze and Windhorst note that modifications were needed to turn a temporary 
pavilion into a permanent one—”correcting original flaws, including a sagging roof widely 
commented on in 1929-30”—but scholars frequently catalogue less deliberate discrepancies.31 
Krohn is especially scathing. He writes that the roof is made of the wrong materials, the glazing 
and onyx are the wrong shade and that the red curtain is not present in any original images.32 In 
this way, Kohn represents the authority of the Barcelona Pavilion reproduction as wholly drawn 
from Mies, while the authenticity of that reproduction is brought into question through deviances 
from the original.  
 
It was precisely this sort dissonance with an original and the impossibility of bringing the archive 
to life that spurred La Casa Palestra. Staged by OMA/Rem Koolhaas at the 1985 Milan Triennale, 
it beat the official reconstruction in Barcelona into existence. According to OMA, their version 
confronted a dominant account of Modernism as lifeless and severe, by dynamically curving the 
plan and filling it with exercise equipment and bodybuilders.33 At the same time, the installation 
was in dialogue with what Koolhaas labelled the ‘clone’ in Barcelona. La Casa Palestra was 
intended to approach a “higher authenticity” by uncovering the building’s history rather than 
recreating it. Koolhaas claimed to have traced the pavilion’s original materials to a dank locker 
room, built and never used for the 1952 Olympics. Looking back from 1995 in S, M, L, XL, he 
asked “how fundamentally did [the clone] differ from Disney?”,34 but of course his own history 
was a fabrication. The pavilion was dismantled and the materials sold to offset the cost of 
construction. 
 
Like Bergdoll before him, by invoking Disney, Koolhaas seems to refer to Baudrillard’s Simulacra 
and Simulation, published to acclaim and controversy more than a decade earlier. For Baudrillard, 
Disneyland is the “perfect model of all the entangled orders of simulacra”.35 Not only does it mask 
its own garbled original—two-dimensional and inaccurate representations of pirates and the Wild-
West—but Disneyland becomes a “deterrence machine set up in order to rejuvenate the fiction of 
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the real”.36 Although it is sometimes difficult to know how far he trusts his own rhetoric, according 
to Baudrillard Disneyland exists to disguise the total absence of reality beyond its walls. The world 
outside has become “hyperreal”, full of references and differences, but with no referent at all: not 
even the faint original of the Wild West.  
 
Read in this way, Koolhaas’s project seems to question the very basis for a truly real or authentic 
reconstruction, particularly from the disjointed history depicted in the available plans and 
photographs. And in constructing his own version of Mies’ work, he implies the impossibility of 
any originality and authenticity in architecture at all. Framed in this way—leveraging a relationship 
to the supposed-original to argue his own position through architecture—OMA could claim to be 
the building’ designer while being entirely transparent in their references to van der Rohe. 

AArrttiissttiicc  LLiicceennssee  

Full-size interpretations of Mies’ work since have entered into a similar conversation, with clear 
visual references to an original, but attributed to their artistic creator. Iñigo Manglano-Ovalle’s 
installation Gravity is a Force to be Reckoned With (2009), upturned a 1:1 model of the 
conceptual 50x50 House (1951). Even in this abstract presentation of a little-known and never-
built house, its material detailing—with exposed universal columns—reveals links to Mies’s 
oeuvre, particularly the Farnsworth House. Manuel Peralta Lorca’s Welcome Less Is More (2010) 
replaced the Farnsworth House’s glass, travertine, primavera timber and white-painted steel with 
plywood and pine. In 2010, Bik van der Pol reproduced the house in white in are you really sure 
that a floor can’t also be a ceiling? (2011), filling the interior with plants and butterflies, while still 
replicating the original’s steel details.  
 
These forms, materials and details are distinctive enough for even non-architects to recognise. 
Repetition of certain strong formal devices—floating planes, cruciform chrome columns—make it 
easier to reference the original, even when changing materials or bending the form. Meanwhile, 
Mies’ career was intrinsically tied to photography, magazines and exhibitions, which allowed him 
to establish a reputation in America even before arriving there in 1937, from a handful of houses, 
unbuilt projects and the Barcelona Pavilion.37 Since then, images of the work have regularly 
appeared in exhibitions and mainstream newspapers. In 2019, a Timeout listicle ranked Mies the 
third best architect of all-time, behind Gaudí and Frank Lloyd Wright.38  
 
Artists and architects have exploited this distinctive consistency to enter into their own dialogue. 
Differing from Miesian models at reduced size—Callum Morton’s International Style (1999) or 
Erwin Wurm’s Mies van der Rohe Melting (2005)—full-scale reproductions deliberately leverage 
their uncanny, life-size relationship. In faithfully replicating scale and other iconic characteristics, 
departures from the well-known originals are especially noticeable, taking on a pointed, critical 
dimension.  
 
Indeed, unlike the intended-fidelity of the Wolf House or Barcelona Pavilion reconstructions, these 
installations draw discursive power from their brazen inaccuracies. The furnishings inside Gravity 
is a Force to be Reckoned With included a violently overturned tea cup and a voice-over alluding 
to the sudden loss of gravity, intended to make us question the differences between dystopia and 
Mies’ modernist utopia.39 Bik van der Pol’s work contrasts the butterfly’s delicate ecosystem with 
the man-made intervention of a house famously situated on a flood plain, pointing to the work’s 
environmental impact.40 Peralta Lorca refused to consult a plan in constructing his Farnsworth 
House.41 As a result, it inevitably differs from the original: failing to replicate the way a shelf in the 
bathroom forms a niche for firewood in the lounge. This rejection of plans and precision could be 
interpreted against the real lack of documentation for the Barcelona Pavilion and Wolf House. 
Through such critical deviations, these three projects draw out alternative narratives, telling 
stories that sit outside canonical history, and subverting the Modernist ideals that Mies espoused.  
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11::11  MMooddeellss  

These installations sit firmly within artistic discourse, rather than architectural heritage, but 
recent self-professed 1:1 models have bridged between the two. Anna & Eugeni Bach’s mies 
missing materiality intervention in the Barcelona Pavilion covered its surfaces with white vinyl, 
intended to turn the pavilion into a 1:1 model of itself.42 Robbrecht en Daem’s 1:1 Golf Club 
Project, constructed an unbuilt golf club not far from its planned site in Krefeld, Germany. It, too, 
reduced Mies’ material palette, replacing marble and onyx with varnished plywood, while retaining 
the cruciform columns in stainless steel. In places where documentation was missing or 
contradictory, as in the rear elevations, the work broke down into standard stud framing without 
a roof.43   
 
This abstraction of materials is consistent with small-scale model making practices in 
architecture. Models are typically reduced to simple materials like card and balsa wood in order 
to emphasise form and concept, rather than approximate surface texture or detailing. Indeed, 
this interpretation of models has been part of architecture as far back as Alberti, who wrote: 
‘[b]etter that the models are not accurately finished, refined, and highly decorated, but plain and 
simple, so they demonstrate the ingenuity of him who conceived the idea, and not the skill of one 
who fabricated the model.’44 For Alberti, where this model becomes too gaudy, too noticeable as 
an interpretation, is the point when the craftsperson’s work outshines the architect, and the 
model is rendered unsuccessful.  
 
Despite their acts of material and spatial interpretation, Robbrecht en Daem did not claim to be 
authors or architects of the golf club. Almost echoing Alberti’s warning, the architects aimed to 
‘reveal the “Miesian space.” We wanted to concentrate purely on the essence…an idea, previously 
given shape only in drawings, becomes a space that be experienced physically’.45 Through their 
carefully selection and manipulation of elements, they offered a temporary experience of the 
architecture in place, almost as Mies intended. As Tegethoff writes, this particular site and climate 
were crucial in his original proposal.46  
 
The architects acknowledged their debt to Mies without exploiting this connection for polemical 
purposes or erasing their contribution by placing the construction in Mies’ oeuvre. Instead, they 
suggest another approach to reconstructive heritage, somewhere between replication and artistic 
installation. Like Alberti’s model-maker, they highlight the essential ingenuity of Mies’ ideas, even 
while quietly inserting their own ingenuity in expressing the gaps in that idea.  

SSiimmuullaatteedd  SSiiggnnaattuurreess  

Returning to Goodman’s autographic/allographic distinction can help us make sense of this 
complex interplay of authorships. Even if we accepted, as Neumann argued, that Mies’ original 
documentation is like a score—repeatable while remaining an authentic version—Goodman 
confirms two things that are worth noting here. First, the original score is still undeniably the work 
of composer, and all subsequent performances are associated with them. Second, ‘performances 
that comply with the score may differ appreciably…[but] a performance, whatever its 
interpretative fidelity…has or has not all the constitute properties of a given work.’47 Goodman 
implies that, for a work to be recognisable as a ‘performance’ of an original, it must adhere to the 
vision of the composer, or architect.  
 
Architecture has a long obsession with the architect’s signature, forging a link between the work 
and its designer that extends across time.48 Following Goodman, these Miesian reconstructions 
demonstrate that this signature cannot be scrubbed off, whether intended as heritage, art 
installation or 1:1 model. A similar sentiment can even be read in in Baudrillard’s profusion of 
simulacra. The hyperreal might simulate reality based on a referent that ceased to exist, but this 
illusion still requires that society holds onto its ‘old imagery’.49 A Miesian reconstruction—or 
Disneyland—plays a role in buttressing the original, even if it has long since lost its real authority.  
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What emerges from this survey is not how different each version is—how numerous their errors 
and seemingly-loose their interpretation—but how closely they observe Mies’ vision. The exchange 
with van der Rohe’s work, and with history, is not one-directional. Contemporary architects and 
artists do not simply exploit the original to enable their own interpretation. Instead, it reveals that 
Mies’ authority, and a canonical idea of his work, is necessarily present in all reproductions. 
Indeed, these artists and architects can only begin to add their own commentary by so closely 
aligning themselves with the original and by making their references visually legible. Ultimately, 
this exchange always reinforces Mies’ authority, just as the model maker has worked under the 
architect’s authority since before Alberti.  
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In contemporary practice, the retrofitting and repurposing of buildings is frequently 
touted an attractive alternative to new construction in terms of historic preservation, 
sustainability and a circular economy. For the preservationist, historically significant 
structures are important loci of individual and collective memory while for an architect 
those same memories must be held in suspension, albeit forgotten in their search for 
strategies that will permit their reuse.

A demonstration of this conundrum between memory and forgetting is given by 
Umberto Eco who, one afternoon while having a few glasses of wine with friends, 
decided to invent a number of imaginary disciplines including the art of forgetting 
which he called ars oblivians. In a conference paper which he penned on the subject, 
Eco finds that there can be no art of forgetting as the counterpart of the art of memory 
since all signs produce presences, not absences. Eco however, came to the discovery 
that through “multiplying presences” one can produce a befuddlement of memory 
that in turn has forgetfulness as its consequence.

In architecture, this confusion of identities is not as a simple matter of covering up 
but an inventive act of overwriting, interference, re-occupation and re-assembly 
whose aim is to counter the factual in remaking the meaning of things. In the realm 
of architecture, this paper explores a history of forgetting in architectural practice by 
examining the theoretical and physical mechanisms which permit existing structures 
that have exhausted their perceived utilitarian or cultural value to acquire new roles 
and identities.

PROLEGOMENA TO AN ART OF 
FORGETTING IN ARCHITECTURE
Matthew Mindrup | University of Sydney
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn    

Situated prominently in the Roman Forum is the fourteenth-century Chiesa di San Lorenzo in 
Miranda, built within the Temple of Antoninus and Faustina. This reoccupation of the temple by a 
church occurred in the seventh century, when Roman structures were appropriated by the 
Catholic Church in an effort to suppress the memory of pagan religions.1 Today such repurposing 
of buildings is frequently touted as an attractive alternative to new construction in terms of 
historic preservation, sustainability, and a “circular economy”. 2  For the preservationist, 
historically significant structures are important loci of individual and collective memory; for an 
architect, those same memories must be held in suspension, albeit forgotten in the search for 
strategies that will permit their reuse.3 (Fig. 1)  

 

 
FFiigguurree  11.. Chiesa di San Lorenzo in Miranda (Tempio di Antonino e Faustina) in the Roman Forum in Rome, Italy; © 

Alamy Stock Photo. 

  
A demonstration of the conundrum which occurs in this relationship between memory and 
forgetting is given by Umberto Eco, who, one afternoon while having a few glasses of wine with 
friends, decided to invent a number of imaginary disciplines—including the art of forgetting, which 
he called ars oblivianalis. In a conference paper penned on the subject, Eco finds that there can 
be no art of forgetting as the counterpart of the art of memory, since all signs produce presences, 
not absences.4 Eco, however, came to discover that through “multiplying presences” one can 
produce a befuddlement of memory that in turn has forgetfulness as its consequence.5  
 
In architecture, this confusion of identities is not a simple matter of covering up but is instead an 
inventive act whose aim is to counter the factual in remaking the meaning of things. The term 
forgetting, as used here, refers to strategies of adding to, removing, or reorienting an existing 
structure’s forms, spaces, or materials by overwriting, interfering with, reoccupying, or assembling 
them so that their original identity is disremembered and a new one can be ascribed to them. The 
reuse of a structure is an important method of mitigating climate change and global warming by 
reducing the energy spent on the transformation of nonrenewable resources into new buildings. 
While most current research on adaptive reuse considers the conservation of buildings or 
structures viewed as heritage sites, there are no design strategies for conceptualizing the reuse 
of existing structures, spaces, or building materials that lack perceived cultural and continued 
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utilitarian value.6 Further, of the few publications that do identify strategies towards adaptive 
reuse, they are categorized according to formal relationships between new and old (insertion 
within, building around, alongside, etc.). 7  This article explores a history of forgetting in 
architectural practice by examining the theoretical and physical mechanisms which permit the 
forms and spaces of existing structures that have exhausted their perceived utilitarian or cultural 
value to acquire new roles and identities.   

EErraassee  aanndd  RReeppllaaccee    

Any recollection or chronicling of the past involves selection, both deliberate and unintended. 
Choosing what to remember must also entail the choice of what to forget. This act is not like that 
of a doctor who amputates or replaces parts of a body that continues to function. Rather, to 
physically remove or replace words from a poem, elements of a painting, or parts of a building is 
to enable the entire work to change and acquire new meaning and uses.   
 
One of the earliest employments of erasure in the arts was the expurgation of a name or portrait 
in political or cultural acts of censure. The ancient Egyptians thought that after death, the human 
soul could inhabit a statue or portrait of the dead person. It was believed that once damaged, a 
body part of the statue or portrait was no longer able to do its job; even more, its total effacement 
could aid the efforts of ambitious rulers (and would-be rulers) to rewrite history to their 
advantage.8 Similarly, elite members of Roman antiquity periodically chose to limit or destroy the 
memory of a leading member of society through damnatio memoriae (condemnation of 
memory).9 This act of censure was not casual, for Senate approval was required to condemn the 
memory of a person as a tyrant, traitor, or other sort of enemy to the state. In physical terms, 
sanctions against the memory of an individual could lead to the removal or mutilation of portraits 
and public inscriptions, such as those showing or naming Emperor Geta.10   

 

 
FFiigguurree  22.. Paddington Reservoir Gardens or Walter Read Reserve in Sydney, NSW, Australia by Tonkin Zulaikha Greer 

and JMD Design. 2006; © Shutterstock photo. 

  
The absence created by the removal or erasure of a name or image is not always just a matter of 
disremembering—it can also be an opportunity for generating new meanings with the remaining 
elements. This is exemplified by a series of artistic works from 1965 titled Dictionary Columns, in 
which the artist Doris Cross began experimenting with the opportunities that erasure and the 
replacement of paragraphs, sentences, or words could afford in the creation of new art.11 In an 
act similar to an ancient Roman damnatio memoriae, Cross paints over or crosses out words from 
vertical columns of dictionary pages, not to condemn them but to trigger new relationships 
between either the words that remain at the head of the dictionary columns or the words 
remaining within them.  
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Comparable to the erasure of paragraphs, sentences, or words in a text, the removal of rooms, 
walls, or bricks in a building can transform the meaning and intention of an entire configuration. 
Through the selective removal and conservation of a nineteenth-century water reservoir in 
Sydney, Australia, Tonkin Zulaikha Greer Architects and JMD Design created the Paddington 
Reservoir Gardens in 2006 as a series of sheltered pergolas, lawns, flower gardens, and a pond 
surrounded by a precast concrete boardwalk.12 Like the deletions in Cross’s dictionary columns, 
erasures of the reservoir structure permitted the architects to develop new relationships between 
the parts and introduce new elements in the absences. (Fig. 2)  
 
Already during Greek antiquity, philosophers questioned whether the exchange of elements from 
a work also constituted its erasure. In this vein is a thought experiment attributed to Plutarch that 
is known as the Ship of Theseus: he asked whether Theseus’s ship remained fundamentally the 
same object if, over time, all of its individual boards were replaced.13 In his seminal nineteenth 
century work, The Seven Lamps of Architecture, the English art critic John Ruskin decidedly 
argues that no, a building is not the same after its stones have been replaced in the name of 
restoration, which he argues is “the most total destruction which a building can suffer: a 
destruction out of which no remnants can be gathered: a destruction accompanied with false 
description of the thing destroyed.”14 If Ruskin had his way and an edifice avoided the hands of 
a restorer, it might be similar to a book missing some of its pages that thereby requires its reader 
to imagine the absent connections. One solution to this dilemma is offered by the bright white, 
newly carved stones replacing the lost parts of the Parthenon, which aim to reconcile the 
opposition between erasure and exchange by conflating the past and present, memory and 
imagination, in the same structure.15    
 
Although the initial impression of any erasure or exchange in a work of art or architecture is that 
an act of destruction has occurred, such a work can also be the site of invention. This is certainly 
the case for MVRDV’s Crystal Houses on PC Hooftstraat in Amsterdam, completed in 2016. The 
housing and retail project involved the careful demolition of three existing buildings, followed by 
the meticulous construction of a near full-glass façade of glass blocks blended incrementally with 
traditional terra-cotta bricks higher up to mimic the original design, down to the layering of the 
bricks and the details of the window frames. As Winy Mass, an architect and cofounder of MVRDV, 
explained, “We said to the client, ‘Let’s bring back what will be demolished but develop it 
further.’”16 The resulting façade is not a prosthesis for something absent, nor a replacement of 
existing materials, but an exchange of fired clay for cast glass that transforms the structural mass 
into a translucent curtain of light. As in the previous examples, by considering the removal or 
exchange of one material, part, or section of a building, the identity of the entirety is momentarily 
forgotten, inviting the architect to speculate about new meanings and uses that the structure now 
affords. (Fig. 3)  
 

 
FFiigguurree  33..  Crystal Houses, by MVRDV, in Amsterdam, Netherlands, 2016; © Daria Scagliola & Stijn Brakkee. 
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OOvveerrwwrriittiinngg,,  MMaasskkiinngg  aanndd  IInntteerrffeerreennccee    

For anyone who has played a game of Scrabble, the feeling of frustration and surprise after an 
opponent transforms a word by adding a letter at either end is all too familiar. Suddenly, and for 
the rest of the game, the original word is no longer relevant. It hasn’t disappeared, but the letters 
are sublimated into a new configuration and its meaning overwritten. At first glance, it would seem 
counterintuitive that the addition of words, materials, or elements to a thing would cause an 
observer to disremember its presence. But this was the beginning for the uses of cosmetics as a 
method for enhancing bodily features; perfumes, for hiding foul smells; and spices, for 
transforming tastes. These treatments are, as this section will show, also analogous to 
overwriting, masking, and interfering with the formal and spatial meanings of existing structures 
in the history in art and architecture.   
 
A particularly widespread practice of overwriting in the arts was the early Christian sublimation of 
important pagan celebrations, including Saturnalia and Brumalia into Christmas and carnival into 
Lent.17 In her book The Craft of Thought, Mary Carruthers describes this activity as “crowding”: 
when too many similar images, events, or spaces overlap one another in a given location, they 
“will confuse and even cancel one another out.”18 In architectural terms, this was an act of 
translatio (from transferre, “to carry over, transfer”) for early Christians; thus, for example, the 
meaning of the Roman basilica as a familiar center of public power with a hall for public meetings 
and an apse at one end for dispensing the law was translated into a Christian religious structure 
for large religious gatherings, which emphasized axially the importance of the liturgy.19  
 
Less subtle than overwriting one architectural program with another is the integration of an 
existing formal or spatial pattern into an entirely new matrix. In an essay exploring a theory of 
remodeling existing structures, Rodolfo Machado proposed the idea of a palimpsest to describe 
the way a structure may be “retrofitted,” “recycled,” or “rewritten.”20 In this context, however, the 
term palimpsest is confusing, as it traditionally refers to remnants of words or drawings, like those 
for the Cathedral of Reims, whose ink has been scraped from a manuscript so that its folios can 
be reused.21 By contrast, overwriting is a creative act of repurposing the formal and spatial 
characteristics of an existing structure. A familiar example of this approach in the arts is Pablo 
Picasso’s 1902 La Miséreuse accroupie (The Crouching Beggar), in which a landscape scene 
from another artist was painted over and the curves of a mountain were incorporated into the 
back of a crouching, cloaked woman. In architectural terms, the aim of overwriting is to 
disremember the roles ascribed to the formal and spatial attributes of an existing structure in 
order to integrate them into a new set of uses and meanings. This approach to adaptive reuse is 
exemplified by Leon Battista Alberti’s design for the completion of the Santa Maria Novella 
facade, begun during the thirteenth century in the Gothic style.22 Taking his inspiration from the 
dimensions of the niches and pointed arches on either side of the portal, Alberti used their 
measurements to define a classically inspired pyramidal configuration of three squares, a frieze, 
and a pediment circumscribed by (an imaginary) square. The primary aim of this new arrangement 
was to create a sense of concinnitas or, as Rudolf Wittkower argued, eurythmia which he defines 
as “a uniform system of proportion throughout all parts of a building.”23 Herzog & de Meuron 
employed a similar tactic with the façade of the former three-story Mediodìa power station in their 
CaixaForum Arts Center project in Madrid, Spain. After removing the base and reoccupying the 
entire building with a new seven-story structure, the architects sought to unify the new façade, 
which extended some three stories beyond the power station, by using the edges of its bricked-
up windows, doors, and openings to define the ridges and valleys of the new rusted steel 
superstructure above.   
 
To take another example, mask making has long played an important role in art and architecture 
as a means of imparting a new identity to an existing person or place. In primitive culture, a mask 
is a key prop in rituals, not just giving its bearer the appearance of a character but also serving 
as a catalyst to transform them into the personality the mask represents.24 This was the intention 
of the sixteenth-century Italian architect Andrea Palladio’s so-called Basilica Palladiana in 
Vicenza, Italy. Tasked with the reconstruction of a medieval structure known as Palazzo della 
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Ragione, Palladio proposed to cover the entirety with a new outer shell of marble classical forms, 
a loggia and a portico. Palladio’s solution was to repurpose a window motif known as a serliana 
as a loggia that is, a structure composed of an open, true arch flanked by two lateral rectangular 
openings, the latter of variable breadth and thus capable of absorbing the differences in bay 
widths.25 Palladio wants the loggia’s bearer—like an actor wearing a mask on stage—to become 
the building he includes in his Four Books on Architecture. A survey of the extant structure shows 
how different these two actually are. (Fig. 4)  

 

 
FFiigguurree  44.. Basilica Palladiana, by Andrea Palladio in Vicenza, Italy, 1546-49. 

  
Standing a stone’s throw from another Italian piazza, Siena’s popular Piazza Del Campo, are the 
remains of an abandoned, half-complete cathedral, the so-called Duomo Nuovo around the extant 
Santa Maria Assunta. Originally intended to replace the Santa Maria Assunta by incorporating its 
nave as the transept for a new, larger structure, the project was abandoned when significant 
structural defects began to emerge.26 What is remarkable is that both structures’ formal and 
spatial characteristics retain their independence and interfere with each other’s presence. In 
1963, Robert Slutzsky and Colin Rowe introduced the concept of phenomenal transparency to 
describe this multiplying of presences in art and architecture.27 Unlike the literal transparency of 
light through a substance, phenomenal transparency occurs when, as Gyorgy Kepes explains in 
Language of Vision, “one sees two or more figures overlapping one another, and each of them 
claims for itself the common overlapped part.” 28  Le Corbusier’s painting Still Life (1920) 
demonstrates this condition of transparency at the moment when the circular plate overlaps with 
the sound hole of a guitar. However, as Andy Goldsworthy’s alignment of broken stone tiles for 
Faultline (2005) demonstrates, to create a befuddlement of presences it is not necessary that 
the formal and spatial attributes of each rock are overlapped in space; what matters here is that 
each of their broken edges contributes to the entire line of the crack. An example of this approach 
to interfering with the intended use of an existing structure is the organically shaped ten-story-
high atrium that Heatherwick Studio removed from the cylindrical concrete silos of a disused 
concrete grain silo complex for its Zeitz Museum of Contemporary Art Africa (2017). Much as 
Goldsworthy’s broken stones or Corbusier’s guitar sound hole showed, interference is not 
intended to erase or hide the historic structure or its parts but instead ascribes a new use for 
them as necessary elements in defining a new space. (Fig. 5)  
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FFiigguurree  55..  Zeitz Museum of Contemporary Art Africa in Cape Town, South Africa by Heatherwick Studio, 2017; © Iwan 

Baan. 

RRee//aaggaaiinn    

There is a certain novelty or surprise experienced as one discovers while using an object or place 
that it was originally intended for some other purpose. The familiar picture of a duck and rabbit, 
taken from the Polish American psychologist Joseph Jastrow’s Fact and Fable in Psychology, 
illustrates this duplicity of meanings.29 Some see the image as a duck, which becomes a rabbit 
only when they are shown how viewing its bill as a pair of rabbit’s ears transforms the entirety 
into the head of a rabbit. The lines on the paper have not changed; rather, their meaning in the 
entire composition has changed in the same way that the bicycle seat in Pablo Picasso’s Bull’s 
Head (1942) becomes a bull’s head, or the lawn in Le Corbusier’s l’apartment de Beistegui roof 
terrace becomes a carpet when it meets a fireplace on the parapet.30 For an architect adapting 
existing architectural form, space, and material to new purposes, the aim is not to “see as” but 
to “see in” the object or place an ability to be “reused as” something else.   
 

 
FFiigguurree  66. Boekhandel Selexyz Dominicanen, by Merkx-Girold in Maastricht, Netherlands, 1998; © Alamy Stock Photo. 
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The conservation of an existing structure by ascribing a new purpose to it is an important 
approach to retaining its cultural value. The challenge of finding a suitable new use for these 
structures is that architectural forms and spaces are not well-suited for every activity without 
significant alteration. Subtle interventions, like those in the artist Banksy’s Hammer Boy (2013), 
seek to extend an existing object’s or place’s meanings. This is the approach as taken by 
Amsterdam architects Merkx and Girod in their reuse of a thirteenth-century Dominican church 
for their 1998 Boekhandel Selexyz Dominicanen project in Maastricht, the Netherlands. In order 
to not just preserve the heritage significance of the structure but also to satisfy the requirements 
of commercial square footage, the architects erected a two-story, black perforated steel 
“bookcase” that winds itself around one side of the nave and transforms the church into a 
monastery library or reading room as if it had always been that way. This duality of meanings is a 
boon for historic preservationists, since it makes possible the simultaneous appreciation of what 
Paul Ricoeur refers to as a world both behind and in front of the work.31 (Fig. 6)  
 
In architectural terms, a world refers not to the planet but to a system of meanings for and events 
that a group of people experience at any given place throughout a day, year, or lifetime. The world 
behind a structure or place would be the historical causes that brought it to its current state, 
including the materials; their methods of transformation, applications, and purpose; the social, 
religious, or economic activities for which the structure was intended;  and so on.32 But an 
architect seeking to find a new use for the existing structure will attend to the world in front of it 
by asking how the physical and cultural world behind a work will contribute to a new set of uses.33 
This process is exemplified by the New York City High Line Park project designed by the New York 
firm Diller Scofidio + Renfro in collaboration with the landscape architects James Corner Field 
Operations and Piet Oudolf. The park occupies the former West Side elevated rail line, which had 
been out of use since the early 1980s. Inspired by the wild overgrown landscape of the 
abandoned line, the team sought to create a promenade through discrete units of original rails, 
paving, and planting along its 1.5 miles with a variety of gradients and surfaces, from 100 percent 
paving to 100 percent vegetated biotopes. As was true of the overgrown rail line encountered by 
the architects at the beginning of the project, the original use of the structure is neither completely 
forgotten nor completely present. The world behind the work as a rail line is retained in the new 
world that the architects and its users create for it as a park.  
 
This approach to the reuse and display of architectural building materials was important in the 
translatio of political and pagan meanings in early Christian structures. At the same time as the 
above-mentioned Lateran Basilica was being built, Constantine was also overseeing the erection 
of his triumphal arch (315 C.E.), in which newly fashioned works were deliberately integrated with 
spolia reliefs from the times of the emperors Trajan, Hadrian, and Marcus Aurelius, along with 
imperial portraits refashioned to resemble Constantine, in order to demonstrate how his rule both 
grew out of the past and also stood for its renewal.34 During the Middle Ages, the recycling of 
building materials was always practiced wherever there were some good stones or beams lying 
handy. In the construction of Christian basilicas, reused building materials—for example, the 
marble revetments bearing inscriptions employed as paving for the sixth-century lower church of 
San Clemente and the twelfth-century San Giovanni a Porta Latina—were to be stripped “error 
bare” of their pagan origins and their profane use.35 Another possibility was appropriating and 
hollowing out large marble capitals to be reused as holy water stoups. Although the original 
function of such items remained visible in their new contexts, the meanings associated with these 
objects were disremembered by their creative reemployment with new uses. As in the Eleventh 
Century Casa dei Crescenzi in Rome, the importance of spolia in these structures is less a 
question of how well they satisfy a new function than of how clearly, they are a sign of place.36  
 
During the early twentieth century, a handful of German artists and architects began to 
experiment with, and develop theories to explain their use of, natural or manufactured objects 
that are found aesthetically satisfying and are used as material to create art or architecture. One 
of the earliest of these is the Merz artist and amateur architect Kurt Schwitters, who assembled 
found materials in two and three dimensions as collages, sculpture, and architecture that he 
called a Merzbau. The foundational idea of his Merz oeuvre was that all physical things had an 
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Eigengift (own poison) or identity that must be Entmaterialisiert (dematerialized) in the 
imagination of their user so that they may be used as material for making art or architecture.37 
This dematerialization is comparable to the German philosopher Edmund Husserl’s concept of 
Einklammerung (bracketing), which describes a suspension of judgment about the natural world 
to examine phenomena as they are originally given to consciousness.38 In a collage novel titled 
Une semaine de bonté (A Week of Kindness, 1934), Max Ernst created 182 images to compare 
this process of Einklammerung in reusing found objects as art to the alchemical process of 
transubstantiation.39 Taking its inspiration from the Aristotelian theory of the four elements, 
alchemy conceived of a prima materia (first material) from which all things were created; an adept 
was believed to be able to return materials like lead to this primitive form in order to refashion 
them as gold.40 It is this transmutation of material that Ernst extended to the transubstantiation 
of found objects in their assembly as art.41 In contemporary architecture, transubstantiation 
occurs when building materials that have exhausted their intended use value take on new roles. 
Examples of this practice include Rural Studio’s scaling of car windshields into a glass curtainwall 
façade for its Community Center at Masons Bend, Alabama, or the reuse of black plastic seats to 
create a sun screen for CHYBIK + KRISTOF’s Gallery of Furniture in Brno-Vinohrady, Czech 
Republic. (Fig. 7)  

 

 
FFiigguurree  77.. Community Centre at Mason’s Bend by Auburn University Rural Studio in Mason’s Bend Alabama, 2000; © 

Timothy Hursley. 

CCooddaa    

The built environment contains important loci of individual and collective memory. Yet an 
architect tasked with adapting an existing structure to a new use must hold any personal, cultural, 
or political associations attributed to it in suspension in order to search for strategies that will 
permit its forms, spaces, or materials to take on new roles and identities. To look at the reuse 
and retrofitting of an existing structure in this way means to “reshape” current notions about 
adaptive reuse from a strategy of remembering to one of forgetting. Further, it is to understand 
the mutability of causes that are factors in attributing a new significance to an existing structure, 
place, or building material. That is to say, to study forgetting in the arts and architecture is to 
study the substance of things, much as the French philosopher Gilbert Simondon explicates in 
his theory of Individuation, meaning is emergent in the form-taking activity rather than as given 
in advance.42 When an architect engages in selective acts of erasure, overwriting, masking, 
interference, and assemblage, they intend to forget the meanings and intentions of an existing 
structure in order to invite speculation about what new opportunities can be afforded.  
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The power station at Wangi Wangi, located on the edge of Lake Macquarie in New 
South Wales, is one of the largest and most ambitious pieces of architectural 
infrastructure in Australia’s post-war history and marks a key shift in approaches to 
both power production and industrialisation. Built across a decade of construction 
at the culmination of the Second World War, the power station was the result of a 
drawn archive of over 8000 architectural drawings, which meticulously document 
every element and fragment of the building: its siting, its detailing, the machinery and 
its eventual operation and connection with the state’s electrical grid. The intensive 
and technical nature of the project, which required over 1000 workers to complete, 
dramatically transformed the landscape of both Wangi, NSW and the nation.

In 1985, Wangi Power Station was decommissioned, in part due to the completion 
of nearby Eraring Power Station, which offered significantly greater productivity and 
efficiency than the older plant. In the period since its closure, Wangi Power Station 
has become a site of ongoing dereliction and decay. In the 1990s, most of the 
station’s machinery was documented and removed and the shell of the building was 
progressively layered with a tapestry of graffiti and vandalism, which has continued 
up to today. These twin archives—the “constructive” and the “deconstructive” one—
record two very different, but related cycles of industrialization: in the first, a mass 
mobilization of infrastructure, labour and technical innovation in the post-war 
period; and, in the second, cycles of social change, subculture and infrastructural 
obsolescence. Across these cycles, the imposing brick structure of the power station 
itself has faithfully recorded the delicate subcultures of its suburb and wider region, 
as well as signifying the economic cycles of capitalism which first catalysed and then 
ultimately condemned the building’s existence. As Achille Mbembe has argued, any 
archive is always both an epistemological and an architectural enterprise, in which 
the preservation and construction of knowledge about the past remains inextricable 
from the spatiality of its presentation. The discussion pursued in this paper therefore 
attends to Wangi Power Station as an archive that can reveal specific insights into a 
much broader architectural history of post-war New South Wales, as well as a more 
general history of Australian industrialization.

THE ARCHIVE OF POWER: 
DRAWINGS AND WANGI POWER 
STATION
Michael Chapman | University of Newcastle
Leonie Matthews | University of Notre Dame 
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  

Wangi Power Station (originally known as Lake Macquarie Power Station) is one of the most 
ambitious, unique and architecturally significant examples of industrial infrastructure from 
twentieth-century Australia. Planning for the power station began in the mid 1940s, and it was 
operational by 1958. Where subsequent thermal plants for the production of electricity were 
characterized by lightweight, adaptable and skeletal structures,1 Wangi Power Station was 
constructed of heavy brick, leading to a profile that still dominates the backdrop to the small and 
peaceful coastal townships of Arcadiavale and Wangi Wangi, on the shores of nearby Lake Macquarie. 
 
Few industrial projects in Australia’s history have had the same level of architectural ambition, or 
one-directional political support as Wangi Power Station.2 Designed by C. H. Smith & Johnson 
Architects, Wangi is a state-heritage listed item, regarded as significant primarily due to the 
aesthetic distinctiveness of its expressionist architecture and the creativity of its technical 
innovations, as well as its status as the “show piece” of post-war power generation in the state 
of New South Wales.3 In strictly architectural terms, Wangi Power Station marks a shifting 
paradigm in the design of power stations, embodying the last in the English tradition of heavy, 
masonry shell constructions, and the first in a new era of transport-based energy infrastructure 
which would reshape electricity distribution for the second half of the century.  
 
When the ten-year process of construction began in 1949, a large area of bushland was cleared 
and replaced with a transient township of tents for the more than 1000, primarily Italian, migrant 
workers who were required in order to construct the project. After more than a decade, the 
imposing structure emerged from the natural landscape as an industrial monolith set against the 
sleepy and idyllic setting of brick-and-tile Australian suburbia. The inauguration ceremony of 
Wangi Power Station was attended by both the NSW Premier and the Australian Prime Minister, 
as well as other notable figures, including William Dobell, whose house and studio sat just a few 
hundred metres from the site.4  
 
One of Wangi Power Station’s primary distinctions, however, is the fact that it was the first power 
station in Australia to be constructed directly on a coal seam, effectively welding the mining and 
energy histories of the Hunter region and—as will be discussed further below— connecting both 
of these to the new forms of domesticity that were emerging throughout New South Wales at this 
time. At its peak, Wangi Power Station supplied one-third of the state’s electricity, much of which 
was consumed by the new appliances that characterised the so-called “all-electric home”.5 
Simultaneously, Wangi also became a crucial site in the 35-Hour Week Campaign: the most 
significant post-war labour dispute in the state, reflecting the low socio-economic, heavily working 
class identity of the suburbs and surrounding communities.6 In these ways, a history of Wangi 
Power Station sheds light on the relationship between architecture, resources and energy 
production in Australia, in turn revealing substantial overlaps with today's national discussions 
surrounding energy generation, supply, infrastructure and security.7 

TThhee  PPoolliittiiccss  ooff  IInnffrraassttrruuccttuurree  

As the first power station in Australia to be situated in proximity to the coal seams that fuelled it, 
as opposed to within the metropolitan community that would draw from it, the construction of 
Wangi coincided with a vast program of innovative infrastructural development throughout post-
war New South Wales. This included the intended electrification of the state’s railway system, the 
introduction of high-voltage transmission lines, as well as the construction of large infrastructure 
projects, including the Snowy Mountains Scheme and the Warragamba Dam, among others.8 
Taken together, these infrastructures formed a matrix of functions and connections that 
facilitated a more reliable and further-reaching supply of electricity, whether to sprawling sub- 
and ex-urban households, or to parts of regional New South Wales.  
 
As Andrew Barry has suggested, infrastructural matrices of this kind can also be conceptualised 
as “technological zones” in which production—in this case of electricity—is spatialised across 
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trans-local connections. In keeping with Barry’s observations, Wangi Power Station can be viewed 
as an important component in a technological zone that connected a multitude of sites: from 
subterranean coal seams, to rail yards, to electricity easements, to suburban kitchens and urban 
workplaces. In this way, Wangi was also a political instrument, designed to consolidate the state’s 
production of energy to a growing market of consumers at a time when the Labor government’s 
capacity to address the state’s ailing power supply had become a highly politicised issue.9  
 
Exceeding Wangi’s role within the electoral politics of post-war New South Wales, however, was 
arguably the project’s contribution to the more substantial, less immediate politics of the state’s 
modernisation. This was a politics that drew on infrastructural development, such as electricity 
production, in order to secure the productivity and reliability of the New South Wales population 
within a modern industrial economy. With the increasing electrification of suburban households, 
which, in the 1960s, were replete with new forms of electric refrigeration, lighting, cleaning, 
cooking and other electrified domestic labour-saving devices, electricity supply had become 
fundamental to the political economy of the state as a whole. Load-shedding and blackouts were 
therefore not merely pragmatic measures or technological failures, but they now threatened the 
new forms of domestic life that the much-touted all-electric home had inaugurated over the 
previous decades. Housewives, for example, complained that irregular blackouts meant 
preparing meals at a reliable time became effectively impossible, which in turn disturbed 
important domestic routines.10 Such disruptions flowed-on into productivity at work and 
participation in family life – an argument also made by industry advocates and employer 
representatives.11 
 
This is to say that Wangi Power Station, in addition to the architectural merit and technical 
sophistication that are emphasised in its state heritage listing, was also inextricable from the 
social, economic and political history of post-war New South Wales. As one of four coal-fired power 
stations lining the shores of Lake Macquarie and Lake Munmorah, Wangi continues to provide a 
physical reminder of the dramatic expansion of the electrical grid in Australia after the Second 
World War, as well as of the changing nature of housing and everyday life precipitated by the 
emerging suburbs.12  
 
The remainder of this paper extends the present discussion by addressing two specific aspects 
of the documentation of Wangi Power Station: firstly, the “constructive” archive of hand-drawn 
construction drawings that record the machinery and its fabrication in meticulous detail; and, 
secondly, through the accumulated “deconstructive” archive of graffiti that has layered the 
building’s shell since its decommissioning. Both archives document the building’s status as a 
relic of post-war sub-cultural dereliction, and the expanded historical framework of post-
industrialisation. The layers of social and industrial history that are embodied in the neglected 
structure will be revealed through an investigation of the drawn archive as a historical record, 
with an acknowledgement of the broader historical role of drawing archives, and architectural 
drawing specifically, in the post-war period. 

AArrcchhiitteeccttuurraall  DDrraawwiinngg  aanndd  tthhee  AArrcchhiivvee  

There has been a recent resurgence in the scholarship and historicisation of drawing13 and, 
specifically, in the scholarship of architectural drawing.14 While a lot of this scholarship has been 
focussed on historical paradigms15, especially those of the neo-avant-garde, there has also been 
a reappraisal of the role of drawing within architectural culture generally, as well as the role of 
exhibitions and archives.16 As Achille Mbembe has proposed, “the status and the power of the 
archive derive from [the] entanglement of building and documents.”17 In the context of 
architectural historiography, scholarship of this kind has served to increase awareness around 
the relationship between the spatiality of the archive as a site of knowledge production and the 
physical architecture itself that the archive documents. 
 
Central to this scholarly shift is a recent work by Jordan Kaufmann. Kaufmann’s work locates this 
trend in the 1970s when the architectural drawing emerged as a specific mode of historical 
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information that, beyond the specific construction of a building, began to speak to a broader 
social and cultural context within which such drawings were produced. As Kauffman writes,  

“… through a confluence of factors in the 1970s and 1980s, architectural drawings emerged 
from this marginal role and came to be perceived as autonomous objects. This led to a 
complete rethinking of architecture. Its conventional definition as bricks and mortar was 
questioned, as the relevance of architectural drawings gained traction in discourses about 
the meaning of the architectural. At an extreme, some believed that buildings were merely 
representations of the drawings, and that architecture was embodied in the drawings 
themselves.”18  

 
A key moment for Kaufmann was the 1977 MOMA exhibition, entitled Two Hundred Years of 
American Architectural Drawing, which exhibited architecture solely through drawings of 
buildings, effectively constructing a canon of architectural drawings, as opposed to seminal 
buildings.19 While there was an increased scholarship around drawing in this period, and a 
dramatic expansion of the role of drawing as a creative product, rather than a process, it tended 
to focus on the more graphic and publishable modes of architectural representation, rather than 
the more prosaic and pragmatic forms of architectural documentation, which went largely 
unnoticed. There was, however, the emergence of a typology of architectural gallery and drawing 
archive that emerged from this period, particularly in North America and, in the following decade, 
across Europe. This was less noticeable in the Australian context, although a number of drawing 
collections emerged, primarily linked to university libraries (Melbourne University Architecture, 
Building and Planning Library; University of Sydney SciTech Library; the Fryer Library, linked to 
University of Queensland and the Architecture Museum at the University of South Australia), state 
archives and libraries (in particular NSW and Victoria which have extensive collections), museums 
(the Powerhouse in Sydney, for instance) or private collections. What is noticeable is a similar 
trend towards architectural drawing as a product that exists autonomously from building in 
broader architectural practice, particularly in the Melbourne context, but equally significantly in 
Brisbane, Sydney, and Perth.  
 
The historicisation of architectural drawing dates largely from this period, where there is a 
noticeable shift in awareness around the value of architectural documentation as a social and 
architectural artefact as well as, in the case of Tafuri and others, as a political object.20 This was 
both at a broader level of architectural culture and criticism, but also at a curatorial and archival 
level. It was in 1980 that the International Council on Archives first acknowledged architectural 
plans as a specific category of archival knowledge requiring specific care and consideration – an 
acknowledgment that coincided with the replacement or disuse of aging industrial sites globally.21 
In many cases, the drawings produced of demolished industrial architecture comprise an 
important remnant which, when paired with archival photos and oral histories, provide important 
architectural information to the historian and scholar. Moreover, the archive not only documents 
a representational version of the realised building, but also contains evidence of the processual, 
contingent and negotiated nature of architectural design and construction.  

TThhee  CCoonnssttrruuccttiivvee  AArrcchhiivvee  

As has been argued recently, historians of Australian architecture have tended to neglect 
“industrial sites and architectures, due to the inadequacy of our research methods and 
historiographical preferences.”22 These observations extend to Wangi Power Station, which 
remains largely undocumented in the historical record other than on the basis of its technical 
innovations and stylistic commitments. The specific role of technical drawing in industrial 
architecture has been the subject of some scholarship though, and is prefigured, for instance, in 
Giedion’s Mechanisation Takes Command,23 which uses emotionless patent drawings to 
illustrate his argument about dehumanisation through industrialisation. Notably, the subtext 
claims a “contribution to anonymous history” which further acknowledges the role of both drawing 
and the archive, in recording the less celebrated or transient moments of industrialisation.  
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This historiographic reception notwithstanding, the survival of the drawn archive of original 
drawings from Wangi Power Station was largely accidental and now provides a rich historical 
resource of more than 8000 documents. These drawings capture the major stages of 
construction in meticulous detail, starting with significant earthworks and tunnelling; the 
construction of an artery train line to connect Wangi with existing coal infrastructure; the 
development of an interwoven system of hydraulic pumping, which drew water from two separate 
sides of Lake Macquarie; and extensive land clearing to accommodate the sprawling temporary 
village of migrant workers. While these stages of construction are faithfully recorded in the 
photographic archives of the Electricity Commission, including a range of aerial and site-based 
photographs taken at key stages, the architectural drawings themselves are distinguished by their 
clarity and the decisiveness through which the building’s footprint was marked out at a 
geographic scale, almost irrespective of contour or context.  

 

  
FFiigguurree  11..  (L) Site Plan from the Wangi Archive, dated 1947. 

FFiigguurree  22. (R) Floor plan of the admin building and junction with A Station, dated 1950. Source: UoN Cultural 
Collections. 

 
The construction of the plant itself was undertaken in two distinct stages. The “A Station” was 
constructed initially, followed by the “B Station” – the two being separated from one another by 
the control room. The sectional drawing of the power station reveals a raised working level where 
most of the machinery was housed, as well as two large and continuous spatial volumes—the 
turbine hall and the boiler house—which extended nearly three-hundred metres along the east-
west axis of the train line. Construction drawings were approved by the Chief Civil Engineer and 
collectively document the complex and interdisciplinary layering of responsibilities between the 
architect and the broader infrastructural agenda that the architecture was designed to facilitate. 
 
The entire archival collection documenting the design, construction and operation of Wangi Power 
Station is housed at the University of Newcastle in an array of stacked plan cabinets, extending 
twelve bays in width, with over twenty drawers per bay. Each drawing is individually numbered in 
keeping with the original coding system used by the government and has been kept in the order 
in which it was first archived by the Electricity Commission, following the completion of 
construction. One primary characteristic of the Wangi Power Station archive and its storage is 
therefore the inherent lack of organisation in keeping with traditional architectural file 
management systems, leading to an abundance of disconnected information across diverse 
scales, as well as repeated replication of documents across the different drawers in which the 
archive is currently housed.  
 
Another notable characteristic is the necessarily obsessive focus on mechanical detail in the 
drawings, and the very particular and precise documentation for fabrication – not just of 
machinery, but also of its housing. What is significant about the extent of this collection is the 
range and style of technical drawings (Figs 3 and 4); the large divergence of scale, from the micro 
design of details and fittings, to massive earthworks and infrastructural networks; and the 
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fragmentation of the building into a seemingly infinite number of parts and mechanical junctions, 
all meticulously drawn, documented and cross-referenced. Although the mode of storage and 
preservation of these drawings no longer reflects the comprehensive and precious nature of what 
the drawings describe, it would be possible to rationalise the collection in keeping with the 
building’s construction, as opposed to the vagaries of the drawing’s processing and 
administration by the Electricity Commission. Furthermore, the removal of the vast majority of 
Wangi Power Station’s operating machinery in the 1990s means that, in some cases, this 
collection is the only extant record of the technology housed in the building, which once produced 
a significant proportion of the state’s electricity supply. A final noteworthy characteristic of Wangi 
Power Station’s constructive archive is the fact that numerous heritage reports have documented 
the eventual destination of key components of the plant’s operating machinery. This effectively 
means that the drawing collection could in fact be connected with the geographical destination 
of the former machinery, providing a record of both the origin and ultimate resting place of this 
significant technology.  

 

FFiigguurree  33..  (L) Detail of Pit Layout from the Wangi Archive. 
FFiigguurree  44. (R) Mechanical Detail from the Wangi Archive. Source: UoN Cultural Collections. 

 
The value of Wangi Power Station’s constructive archive is that, despite its unwieldly size and 
extents, it is the only faithful record of the building in its original, unencumbered state. Having 
been drawn with precision and conviction, the archive also hypothetically enables the future 
fabrication of any element of the building, at any point in time, either physically or digitally. The 
archive thus provides an important resource and insight into the culture of architectural and 
industrial production in this significant moment in the modernisation of power production and 
transmission in New South Wales and Australia.  
 
In addition to the emergence of architectural drawing as a primary focus within 1970s 
international architectural culture, as described by Kauffman above, the collection of materials 
documenting the design, construction and operation of Wangi Power Station also embodies a 
particular historical moment in which the architectural drawing was understood to function as 
more than a mere instructional document for fabrication. The archive of Wangi Power Station 
treats architectural drawings as elements in a broader legal framework of institutional knowledge 
and property that needed to be protected and preserved. In this way, the archive also serves as 
a record of the state’s shifting approach to electricity procurement and governance: having been 
initiated by NSW Government Railways, the construction of Wangi Power Station was ultimately 
referred to the Electricity Commission, resulting in a shift in the objectives of the project itself, as 
well as the documentation subsequently required. In this way, the constructive archive of Wangi 
Power Station attests to the bureaucratic arrangements and rearrangements that characterised 
post-war energy production in New South Wales and Australia more broadly. 
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TThhee  DDeeccoonnssttrruuccttiivvee  AArrcchhiivvee  

If the archive of architectural drawings of Wangi yields a range of institutional and architectural 
information about the intentions and aspirations that were being constructed at Wangi in the 
1950s, then the living archive of the building documents, equally faithfully, the social cycles of 
obsolescence and disuse in what constitutes a living landscape of counter-culture. When Eraring 
power station became operational in 1985, offering significantly greater capacity than the aging 
technology at Wangi, the latter immediately fell into disuse. This was quickly followed by the sale 
of all salvageable parts, furniture and equipment. Following the completion of a heritage study in 
1990 the site was eventually sold to private owners in the early 1990s. In the interim, Wangi 
Power Station has experienced widespread deterioration and acts of vandalism, and is now in a 
perilous state of preservation. The building exists as a post-industrial ruin, reflecting the economic 
cycles of the Hunter region more broadly, at the same time as it reflects social histories of sub-
cultural appropriation, from graffiti and dereliction, to youth refuge to cultural popularization, and 
then subsequent aestheticization and appropriation as an aging, but forbidden tourist drawcard.  
 
This aestheticisation of decay is largely inseparable from global processes of post-
industrialisation, and the emergence of street art and associated sub-cultures as a respected 
media of aesthetic production. In the 1970s, Rosalind Krauss described the emergence of a trend 
in which artistic production was directed away from the institutional gallery and into an expanded 
field of site-based sculptural work.24 Krauss argued that this redirection tended to blur 
distinctions between art, architecture and landscape, while still remaining largely within accepted 
modes of artistic production, criticism and consumption. This cycle had begun a decade earlier 
with conceptual art, but in both cases still tended to prioritise a gentrified and educated model of 
creative production. The emergence and rapid dissemination of street art in the late 1970s, 
further pushed this cultural process away from accepted norms of art and into a much broader 
field of cultural production, which identified less with the traditional structures of art production 
and reception, instead embracing a residual and subliminal layering of content within the 
everyday world. This has also frequently been paired with processes of post-industrialisation, and 
cities such as Riga, Tallin, Berlin and Detroit have all paired aging and obsolescent industrial 
infrastructure with formal and semi-formal street art cultures.  
 
The emergence and effective popularisation of street art in the 1980s, specifically in the United 
States through the hip hop culture which became central to a lot of Hollywood representations of 
counter-cultural movements, became mainstream in Australia throughout the 1980s and the 
backdrop to an emerging youth culture that was particularly resilient in post-industrial or mining 
communities outside of the major cities. The dereliction of Wangi Power Station coincided with 
this process and it now acts as a record of over three decades of layered spray-paint from a vast 
diaspora of youth subculture. 

 

  
FFiigguurree  55..  (L) Graffiti, Wangi (2020). 
FFiigguurree  66.. (R) Graffiti, Wangi (2020). 
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The building is therefore both the canvas and the archive for this history (Figure 5; Figure 6). With 
the evolution of terrestrial laser scanning and drone photogrammetry, new digital technologies 
have emerged that enable a much more faithful and highly precise record of these drawn surfaces 
and their relationship to the architecture. Just like the constructive archive discussed above, the 
graffiti that has been collected at Wangi is indiscriminate in terms of quality, application and 
location and often interspersed across timeframes. The subversive nature of these “drawings” 
also makes them impossible to date, although there are moments where specific historical or 
political moments have been inscribed.  
 
The most recent adaptation of this cultural cycle of post-industrialisation has been the 
aestheticisation and representation of this archive as a localised form of cultural production, 
effectively translating the cultural cycles of American and European counter-culture into a form 
of local, place-based appropriation. The filming of the Newcastle 500 Supercar television 
advertisement in 2016, for example, in front of a backdrop of graffiti at Wangi, was one instance 
of the aestheticisation and localisation of the deconstructive archive. More significant, perhaps, 
was the 2019 series of Home and Away, which was filmed at Wangi over a three week period, 
where each frame is characterised by the layering of graffiti and dereliction in the background. In 
both cases, there is an appropriation of counter-culture as popular culture. If Wangi Power 
Station, as a building, can be understood as an archive of these drawings, then the architecture 
also records cultural and social shifts in production alongside the drawings themselves.  

CCoonncclluussiioonn  

As a result of its endurance, both as a building and as a record of historical social change, Wangi 
has the unique capacity to act as an archive of both the start and end of the industrialisation 
processes through an extensive body of drawing that has accumulated across its history. Despite 
the clearly divergent natures and audiences for these drawings, as well as the unique archival 
processes that are required, there is a subversive approach to history in this accumulated 
knowledge that recognises the role of drawing as an autonomous document of the social history 
of architecture. This is in line with a number of other aesthetic and cultural trends across its 
timeframe, and opens on to new ways of conceptualising drawing that are beyond just 
representation and engage directly with the social, political and spatial realities of architecture, 
and its broader cultural reception and dissemination.  
 
Wangi Power Station exists at the intersection of numerous historical processes. As the thematic 
subsections introduced in this paper have attempted to demonstrate, these processes are made 
legible on the basis of an expanded understanding of the archive and its extents: from the 
collection of over eight-thousand drawings currently housed at the University of Newcastle, 
through to the fabric of the building itself and the lived histories of the workers who assisted in 
the building’s construction. As the present discussion has foregrounded, this expanded archive 
reveals an economic and social history of power generation in New South Wales in which 
industrial architecture was designed to facilitate technological zones of production, from coal 
seam to suburban household, and from the regions to the city. Wangi marks a significant shift in 
the paradigm of coal-fired power, having been designed and constructed at the site of coal 
extraction, as opposed to in an urban context. The building also sits at a particular junction of 
change between the dual ambitions for rapid industrialisation and modernisation of 1950s New 
South Wales, and their ultimate contraction and renegotiation decades later. As Australia 
continues to transition from its twentieth-century heavy-industrial economy towards a greater 
reliance on renewable energy, much of the infrastructure that was fundamental to the 
development of the nation in real terms has already been lost to privatisation, neglect and 
demolition; often before it could be adequately captured for posterity. This is despite the fact that 
developments such as Wangi Power Station are inextricable from the social, economic, 
technological, geographic and political processes that have shaped contemporary conditions.  
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The present-day urban landscape of Namibia’s capital, Windhoek, displays 
a discernible periodisation of public architecture coincident with successive 
occupations’ displays of political power. To date, little research has been devoted to 
understanding the spatial effects of these ideologies which geographically embedded 
institutionalised discrimination defined by racially-segregated urban planning. This 
paper examines Windhoek’s history by drawing original maps of its development in 
five spatially, architecturally, and socio-politically distinct epochs.

Namibia, dubbed ‘Africa’s last colony’, gained independence in 1990. Known as 
South- West Africa prior to independence, the territory was occupied in 1884 by 
Germany, captured by South Africa in 1915, briefly administered by British forces, 
and then ruled by South Africa from 1921 as a Mandated Territory of the League of 
Nations, and from 1946 effectively as part of South Africa proper. Previous studies 
have attributed segregation within the city to the implementation of modernist 
apartheid planning, but a more nuanced historical analysis shows it has persisted 
and evolved over successive occupations. Challenging prevalent functionalist studies 
of the city favouring inquiries along trajectories of institutional governance, service 
provision and politics, this paper describes the city as a site of cohabitation of various 
people and the meanings and memories they ascribe to architecture and places. 
Recognising the site’s prehistoric origins, the settlement’s historical roots are shown 
to be embedded in pre-colonial regional power struggles and outside occupations. 
These socio-political relations have manufactured the legacies of displacement, 
forced removals and segregation still underpinning and determining Windhoek’s 
uncanny mnemonic landscape today.

SEGREGATION AND MEMORY: 
WINDHOEK’S SPATIAL EVOLUTION 
AS THE CAPITAL OF NAMIBIA
Stephanie Roland | RMIT University
Quentin Stevens | RMIT University
Katrina Simon | RMIT University
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  

Colonialism was merely a brief interlude in the long span of human activity in Namibia, where 
forces of merchant capitalism and Christianity had already considerably transformed the country 
before its formal colonisation.1 Evidence from archaeological excavations in the 1960s in 
Windhoek’s present-day Zoo Park found stone tools and remains of a prehistoric elephant kill 
dating back to 5200 BC. The settlement would have been a bountiful spot for hunter-gatherers 
due to its hot springs, providing a rare source of water in an arid climate. The first known names 
of the site, in Nama language /Ae//Gams, and in Otjiherero Otjomuise, mean ‘place of hot water’ 
and ‘place of steam’. In the early 1700s, central and southern Namibia, known as Damaraland 
and Great Namaqualand, formed a complex, dynamic and intertwined socio-political environment 
of groups speaking Otjiherero, Khoekhoegowab, Cape Dutch and San languages, with occasional 
conflicts over land, water and grazing rights.2 Although no physical structures and few written 
records pre-date German colonial occupation, this paper discusses the regional socio-political 
conditions of the pre-colonial settlement as the inception of a genealogy of successive outside 
occupations, leading to the present-day conditions of outsourcing the production of the capital’s 
civic structures to an authoritarian regime in North Korea.  

 

  
FFiigguurree  11.. Overland trade routes in Southern Africa circa 1850. Source: author. Adapted from Jan-Bart Gewald, 

‘Untapped Sources, Slave Exports from Southern and Central Namibia up to c1850’, in Mfecane Aftermath, 1995, 
417–36. 
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AAee////GGaammss,,  OOttjjoommuuiissee  aanndd  WWiinnddhhooeekk  

Diogo Cão and Bartolomeu Dias touched on the South-West African coast in 1486 and 1488, but 
it was only from the 1700s that Cape Dutch and British settlers, together with German 
missionaries, Norwegian whalers, and explorers and traders of various nationalities patronised 
the territory, introducing firearms. A local population, the Oorlam, developed as “the cultural 
products of the frontier”, from “incorporation, cultural shifts and interracial sexual relationships” 
between indigenous groups and fugitives from the Cape Colony, including fleeing slaves and 
servants, escaped criminals, and migrating groups of livestock herders.3 The Oorlam could speak 
Cape Dutch, had wagons, horses and firearms, embraced Christianity, and depended on cattle-
raiding by commando, a violent practice adopted from the Dutch mounted citizen militias.4  
 
In 1842, an Oorlam group led by Jonker Afrikaner established the town of Windhoek5 in central 
Namibia. The choice of site was strategic; sheltered between the Khomas Hochland, Auas and 
Eros mountain ranges, with ample water supply. Windhoek was positioned along the only passage 
through mountainous central South-West Africa, connecting westwards to the coastal port Walvis 
Bay and southwards with the Cape (Fig. 1). Crucial in the regional cattle trade and trafficking ivory 
and whale products, the settlement grew to a bustling town of 5000 people. The southern and 
central parts of South-West Africa increasingly became integrated with the Cape trade network, 
incorporating indigenous societies in the system of merchant capital and increasing the presence 
and influence of both missionary and secular white traders.6 Jonker Afrikaner, himself of Christian 
faith, built a sizeable stone church in Windhoek and actively courted missionaries, a strategy to 
legitimise his ascendancy by employing Europeans as political assets to negotiate peace treaties 
with chief Maharero of the nearby Herero.7 The peace did not last, and in 1880, after seven years 
of conflict, Windhoek was destroyed, and the Oorlam were banished and dispersed.8 
 
The Oorlam are considered the vanguard of European expansion into the territory,9 an 
assumption supported by the proximity of the residence of Jan Jonker (Jonker Afrikaner’s son) to 
the Mission, mission gardens, and presumably the stone church (Fig. 2).10 The natural springs 
around the former mission gardens supported orchards and wineries still evident in the 1950s, 
and in recent times one of these sites has been converted into the high-end ‘Am Weinberg Estate’, 
which incorporates the 1901 German colonial ‘Heritage House’ and is situated on present-day 
Jan Jonker Road. While no physical buildings remain, the history of the Oorlam settlement 
remains inscribed. The Oorlam irrevocably incorporated the territory into the colonial trade system 
and the trans-Atlantic slave trading system creeping across Africa.11 Missionaries promoted ideas 
of urban space infused with notions of European virtue, orderliness, Western clothes, literacy and 
Christian education, square houses, and a rigid assignment of male and female roles.12 

TThhee  SScchhuuttzzttrruuppppee  

The 1884-5 Berlin Conference gave Germany’s chancellor Otto von Bismarck a project to 
politically unify his country.13 Spurred on by Britain’s annexure of the centrally located coastal 
port of Walvis Bay in 1878, Angra Pequena Bay14, a port on the southern coast of South-West 
Africa, was declared under German protection in 1884, with additional gunboats sent along for 
Germany to gain effective possession of the South-West African coast.  
 
In 1890, a meagre contingent of 42 German troops claimed the abandoned site of Windhoek as 
their headquarters for the German Protectorate of South-West Africa. This was a pragmatic 
decision, hastened by escalating tensions with the Nama chief Hendrik Witbooi. Curt von 
Francois, the officer in charge, immediately set about drafting plans for the settlement, which was 
divided into three distinct parts (Fig. 3). The orderly street grid of Groot Windhoek, located on 
relatively flat land along the former North-South trade axis, accommodated administrative 
buildings. The agricultural smallholdings of Klein Windhoek centred on the former Mission 
gardens. They were separated by a hill upon which the military buildings had been arrayed to 
maximise visual surveillance of the surrounds. The stone fort, built in the manner of a typical 
Roman Military Camp,15 remains at the symbolic centre of Windhoek. The abodes of white 
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farmers and merchants mainly stood opposite Groot Windhoek along the North-South trade route, 
with only a few scattered across agricultural plots within Klein Windhoek. Huts housing indigenous 
inhabitants were dispersed along the military ridge, likely for convenient proximity of workforce 
and to allow surveillance over it.  

 

  
FFiigguurree  22.. /Ae//Gams, Otjomuise and Windhoek. Source: author. 
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A spatial reading of Figure 3 supports Zollmann’s argument that the colonial state in South-West 
Africa was relatively weak, the spaces of colonial control only representing islands of authority 
within the territory.16 German colonial control only extended as far as a demarcated police zone 
that excluded the populous northern regions of South-West Africa. Beyond the police zone, the 
colonisers relied on negotiation with local leader to acquire protection and influence ‘on paper’, 
lacking any real ability or ambition to fully enforce their own laws.17 Within Windhoek’s islands of 
authority, some areas were controlled and ‘Europeanised’ more than others, specifically the 
orderly greened landscape of Groot Windhoek, conspicuous in relation to the scattered private 
structures and gardens of both settlers and indigenous inhabitants.  
 

 
FFiigguurree  33.. Schutztruppe Windhoek. Source: author. 
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Colonialism introduced property rights, illustrated in the punctiliously outlined land parcels of 
Klein Windhoek. African societies were characterised by a far less individualised and static land 
ownership system than Europeans’.18 Von Francois’ map both claimed possession of the territory 
and positioned the settlement’s future development by making land a trading stock. Private 
property rights based on individual freehold and leasehold tenure19 were made available only to 
Europeans, immediately systematising racial and ethnic segregation.20 The indigenous huts, 
indicated with an ‘x’ on Von Francois’ map, were probably temporary structures, either worker 
accommodation or on land rented from the local authority.21 By 1903, Windhoek was the principal 
urban settlement in Namibia, boasting a white civilian population of around 500 and 2000 African 
residents, many of whom “had arrived…under coercion”.22  

TThhee  GGeerrmmaann  CCoolloonnyy  

The outbreak of the 1897 cattle plague devastated African pastoralists, accelerating African 
indebtedness and land transfer to settlers amidst increasing tensions, leading to the 1904-1908 
Herero Wars.23 The colonisers’ strategy up to this point had been coercion by diplomatic and 
military means, leaving leaders like Samuel Maharero and Hendrik Witbooi a measure of 
autonomy, often exploiting pre-existing divisions among local polities.24 By 1908 German forces 
had committed genocide against the Herero and Nama, and the administration began issuing 
ordinances intended to subjugate Africans into a landless proletariat and workforce for white 
employers.25 
 
In Windhoek, the war and genocide spatially begat the concept of the location (township), a local 
expression denoting the African residential counterpart to the now exclusively white residential 
suburb. The central Location (now known as the Old Location), west of the town centre, was 
bordered by dry riverbeds and deliberately distant from the white residential suburbs of Klein 
Windhoek (Fig. 4). The Old Location would become emblematic of the colonial ‘other’ and the 
dominant racial group’s practice of perceiving Africans as backward and primitive. The creation 
of geographically separated residential areas increasingly determined Windhoek’s urban 
landscape. The Old Location would later become synonymous with African unity opposing 
apartheid.26 The railway connecting Windhoek with Swakopmund on the coast, completed in 
1902, became a north-south spatial barrier between white suburbs and the Location, reinforced 
by buffer zones of industrial uses. Spurred by the 1908 discovery of diamonds in southern South-
West Africa, Windhoek’s settled white population grew from 457 in 1903 to 1,700 in 1915.  The 
black population doubled to 4,000, due to the dissolution of the prisoner-of-war camps in 
Windhoek and migration from rural areas.27 Despite the disparity in numbers, the white 
residential suburbs occupied a far larger area than the black Locations.  
 
The German colonisers spatially and aesthetically shaped the urban realm to reflect their 
ambitions as absolute rulers and to develop their societal self-image. A trio of centrally-located 
administrative, religious and military buildings characterised the ideal German colonial city.28 
Figure 4 shows Windhoek’s ‘colonial crown’, which expanded from the 1892 Fort to include the 
1910 neo-Romanesque Christuskirche, the 1913 administrative building dubbed Tintenpalast 29 
with its accompanying formal gardens. These buildings, adapting Wilhelminian architecture into 
a local vernacular, SWA Veranda Style,30 reminded European residents and visitors of a typical 
provincial German Beamtenstadt.31 To the non-European population, these structures were alien 
in material, construction method and form. There were “abundant gardens in European 
residential quarters” along with “central areas interspersed with public parks and/or tree lined 
squares”.32 By comparison, archival photographs show little greening in the central Location, save 
for a line of trees creating a boundary to the town centre. Memorials to German sacrifice and 
military victory were erected, many of which remain today. The 1912 equestrian statue33, erected 
next to the Fort on the site of the former prisoner-of-war camps, would in time become 
simultaneously a symbol of settler culture and the genocide, metonymic as the Herero name for 
Windhoek, and iconic of tourism highlighting Namibia’s unique (German) cultural dimensions.34 
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FFiigguurree  44.. Windhoek as the German colonial capital. Source: author. 
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The city’s expanding administrative apparatus, influenced by international town planning 
trends,35 extended to building regulations, which excluded the African population due to the 
restricted accessibility and affordability of stipulated building materials.36 African homes were 
constructed differently to settler homes and arranged in a much higher density, aesthetically 
reinforcing the spatial difference between suburbs and locations. Despite this, Windhoek was not 
intended as an example of German empire building, in contrast to other German colonial cities 
such as Qingdao.37 Social segregation, although evident, was not strictly imposed, and indigenous 
contestation and administrative exemptions characterised the ad-hoc construction of Windhoek 
as the colonial capital.38 This is illustrated by the presence of African Locations, churches and 
cemeteries in Klein Windhoek, and near the railway station (Fig. 4).  

AAppaarrtthheeiidd  WWiinnddhhooeekk  

South-West Africa’s German administration was overthrown by South Africa in 1915. The country 
was briefly administered by British forces and ruled by South Africa from 1921 as a Mandated 
Territory of the League of Nations. The advent of World War II saw the Nationalist South African 
administration progressively enact its territorial ambitions on South-West Africa, despite 
international protests, effectively governing the country as a fifth province of South Africa.  
 
Town planning in Windhoek became intertwined with South Africa’s ideology of legalised 
apartheid, under the idiom of 'separate development' legalising racial and ethnic separation. The 
principle of separate rural bantustans, or homelands, was applied in South-West Africa,39 and 
these rural regions became both geographically peripheral and excluded from most industrial and 
urban development, despite their high population densities relative to white farming regions.40 
Legislation limited black people's stays in urban areas without a job, mandated registration of 
urban dwellers and enforced repatriation of superfluous labour to the bantustans, as well as 
establishing spatially bounded locations within cities, including curfews and compulsory ethnic 
segregation.41 Modernist town planning principles, under a neutral scientific guise, were 
employed to shape the capital into two separate territories: one reserved for white people, 
comprising the central business district and the surrounding well-appointed suburbs; and another 
for those classified ‘non-white’.42 The two territories were separated, ostensibly for hygienic 
reasons, by buffer zones of highways, green belts and industry. Each Location was designed for 
optimal policing and control, with a single access road, tarred perimeter road, flood-lighting, and 
no cul-de-sac streets.43 In this system, being black precluded being urban, and the black 
population was prevented from developing and spatialising an urban identity.44 Based on model 
American cities, Windhoek was designed from the 1960s onwards for a mobile, car-owning 
population, despite most non-white residents not having access to private motorcars.  
 
The Old Location had long been a source of consternation to the white administration. Accounts 
of a vibrant culture and social life,45 and ethnic groups living together in relative harmony,46 
undermined apartheid ideology. The Old Location also hindered the westerly expansion of the 
urban territory allocated to whites. In 1959, the decision by the South African administration to 
forcibly relocate black inhabitants to new, ethnically segregated townships 7km north-east of the 
city led to protests, resulting in the Windhoek massacre that killed at least 13, pre-dating similar 
events in Sharpeville, South Africa. Figure 5 shows the two new townships Katutura (for black 
people) and Khomasdal (for coloured people), characterised by uniform matchbox dwellings 
arranged in strict right-angled plans. Katutura means “the place where we do not stay” in 
Otjiherero. Its inhabitants were quasi-permanent residents who were nonetheless not treated as 
urbanites and denied political rights and private land ownership.47  
 
The Western Bypass highway constructed in the 1980s acted as a new barrier between the 
expanding white suburbs and black locations. Due to idiosyncrasies in apartheid planning 
legislation, existing places of worship and cemeteries such as the Old Location cemetery were 
not allowed to be destroyed, even while pass laws denied former residents access to visit and 
tend these spaces.48 With Namibian independence imminent in 1988, the municipal council 
established a new suburb, Hochland Park, on the site of the Old Location, re-orienting the street 
grid to obliterate all traces of the former township.49 
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FFiigguurree  55.. Apartheid Windhoek. Source: author 
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The memorials erected by the South African administration were less prominent and politically 
obdurate than their German antecedents. The 1919 obelisk commemorating South Africa’s 1917 
military campaign to subdue northern Namibia became fabled as the burial place of the 
Kwanyama King Mandume yaNdemufayo’s severed head. This memorial was later reinterpreted 
by his people to honour the very figure whose defeat it was designed to celebrate.50 A 1965 
memorial erected outside Windhoek’s central municipal building celebrating Curt von Francois as 
the city’s founder also remains in place, despite recent contestations.51  
 
Modernist aesthetics characterised the civic buildings erected by the South African 
administration, including the 1964 addition to the Tintenpalast, titled the Building Complex of the 
Legislative Assembly of the Whites of South West Africa, and many of the schools, post-offices, 
hospitals, police stations and local administrative buildings still in use today. These tall, 
functionalist concrete structures continue to operate as neutral civic architecture,52 with minor 
refurbishments to remove the once-ubiquitous ‘whites only’ entrances. They show “how… a 
politically oppressive urban model can be regarded as normative and neutral in the post-
apartheid era, as well as relevant to a re-fashioning of the contemporary urban environment”.53  

IInnddeeppeennddeenntt  NNaammiibbiiaa  

Namibian independence was declared on 21 March 1990, amidst euphoric celebrations that 
spontaneously renamed Windhoek’s main thoroughfare from Kaiser Street to Independence 
Avenue. Despite fears of violence and land depreciation among Windhoek's white minority, there 
was relatively little social friction, and some suburban property prices rose.54 Windhoek had a 
massive population influx from 1977 onwards, when some of the most conspicuous apartheid 
legislation was repealed. Independence did not change the structural inequalities underpinning 
Windhoek’s existing urban landscape. Katutura and Khomasdal still house at least 50% of the 
city’s population on just 25% of the urban area, with densities approximately four times higher 
than elsewhere.55 Windhoek’s planning scheme, preoccupied with zoning, remained essentially 
unchanged from 1976 until 1996,56 organising the city “along colonial and apartheid lines, 
segregating and isolating people from each other and from the potential benefits of a more 
integrated and dense urban fabric”.57 Revised policies and schemes have not fundamentally 
challenged the colonially-imposed high standards and costly legal processes for urban 
development,58 to the detriment of poor residents, handicapping Windhoek’s expansion and 
densification. Vehicle ownership to the west of the Western Bypass remains markedly lower per 
dwelling, coupled with the lowest household incomes in the city.59 Despite the lifting of restrictions 
on property ownership, the capitalist housing market has inhibited residential racial integration,60 
demonstrating the limits of legislative desegregation without true political will.61 An ongoing rural-
urban influx of low-income residents has ensured rapid expansion of the townships and informal 
settlements to the north and west (Fig. 6).   
 
In contrast to other African countries, the Namibian government generally did not dismantle the 
country’s old monuments and landmarks, to avoid alienating the economically important white 
population.62 Gewald argues that the ruling Swapo party, dominated by people from northern 
Namibia who cannot trace their history to the events leading to the genocide, is less invested in 
adjudicating the urban heritage of that era.63 Windhoek’s city centre retains many examples of 
German colonial architecture. This inherited symbolic landscape has been augmented by a new 
layer of memorials, a spatial superimposition that has been referred to as “breaking the [colonial] 
crown”,64 a bold assertion of nationalistic self and explicit breaking with the past,65 an 
“obliteration of history”,66 and “accentuating a multi-layered built environment and memory 
narrative”.67 The removal in 2015 of the equestrian statue made way for the Independence 
Memorial Museum, Sam Nujoma statue and the Genocide Memorial, all designed and 
constructed between 2002-09 by North Korean firm Mansudae Overseas Projects.68  
 
Although these new memorial sites provide a constant visual reminder of national liberation in 
the city,69 their ‘distinctly post-colonial form’,70 in an aesthetic dubbed ‘North Korean Stalinist 
Realism’,71 is both architecturally and spatially uncanny. Obert asserts that they signal a country 
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estranged from itself, willing to outsource control over its built environment to an authoritarian 
regime in Pyongyang rather than recognize its own citizens as producers of cultural meaning.72 
More importantly, these new memorials fit within a resistant urban form shaped by colonial and 
apartheid planning73, a form that remains spatially deterministic in the absence of any substantial 
structural change. The superimposition of these new landmarks and monuments on the city’s 
‘colonial crown’ deliberately reflects and consolidates the interests and power of the present 
government by grounding them on past regimes. In doing so, the independent government has 
repeated the colonial logic of importing an architectural form and monumental aesthetic to 
impress an ideological standpoint onto the local populace. 
 

 
FFiigguurree  66.. Windhoek in 2020. Source: author. Income by areas according to the City of Windhoek’s 2013 Sustainable 

Urban Transport Master Plan. 
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Remembrance as a phenomenological process has again been separated from the urban 
landscape in independent Namibia, most notably with the construction of Heroes’ Acre, the 700-
acre war memorial and burial ground honouring liberation fighters. Built 13km south-east of the 
city on an empty site, accessible only by private motorcar, and modelled on Robert Mugabe’s 
Heroes’ Acre in Zimbabwe, this monument is a spatial manifestation of Namibia’s dogmatic 
‘combat literature’,74 legitimizing the Swapo liberation narrative rather than providing an inclusive 
place of remembrance and reflection for the nation. Many of the forcibly-abandoned places of 
worship and graveyards in Klein Windhoek, once protected by apartheid legislation, were 
destroyed by development of high-end suburban homes after Namibia’s independence.75 In 1995 
the Old Location cemetery was officially re-opened, allowing those whose relatives lay there to 
also be buried there.  

CCoonncclluussiioonn  

Through the creation of a series of original maps, representative of five socio-political epochs, 
this paper has attempted to uncover Windhoek’s urban history, which has suffered from a lack of 
interest by the current government of Namibia’s political elite.76 This paper has attempted to 
spatially analyse the practice of creating racially defined, geographically separate residential 
areas, which remain deterministic in shaping Windhoek’s urban landscape. Successive regimes 
have imprinted their politics in the locations and aesthetics of its buildings and in the process of 
city making. Namibia’s independence has not substantially changed its systems of governance 
and urban space, which remain foreign and often inaccessible to the local populace. It is clear 
from the map of Windhoek in 2020 that the extreme contrast of wealth and poverty, 
corresponding closely to racial divides,77 is an enduring legacy of the colonially planned city. The 
dislocation of non-white residents from places of memory and sites that foster a sense of 
belonging has remained characteristic of Windhoek throughout its history. This logic still guides 
spatial memory and memorialisation in Windhoek today. The city’s landscape has a distinct 
uncanny quality, with successive administrations inscribed in its architecture and memorials 
fostering a memory landscape that is “at once postcolonial and neo-colonial”.78 The spatial logics 
of colonialism, and later apartheid – both practices rooted in totalitarian aspirations – have been 
appropriated by the ruling Swapo party, and continue to reproduce the urban landscape of 
Windhoek. These spatial logics reinforce ethnic and cultural divisions produced by decades of 
social engineering and institutionalised discrimination. 
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The Old and New Towns of Edinburgh have long been a popular destination, but the 
sense of uncontrollable inundation by visitors is a phenomenon of recent decades. 
While many have claimed the tourist boom is positive and to be further encouraged, 
residents have decried the loss of their city’s soul. The debate about ‘over-tourism’ 
in Edinburgh has become a common topic in the local press: the pro-tourism side 
argues that the city is a living, evolving entity that cannot be locked in a museum 
case, while the anti-tourism campaigners allege that Edinburgh is quickly falling 
victim to ‘Disneyfication’.

This threat of a loss of ‘authenticity’ is particularly important in the context of 
Edinburgh’s historic built landscape, as the Old and New Towns precincts have 
been a UNESCO World Heritage Site since 1995. They were listed because of the 
global significance of ‘a remarkable blend of the two urban phenomena: the organic 
medieval growth and 18th and 19th century town planning’ (UNESCO, 1995). Indeed, 
Edinburgh’s distinct townscape and architectural appearance is a significant factor 
in its tourism success: millions visit each year to see Edinburgh Castle, the medieval 
and 18th century tenements of the Royal Mile, and the Classical Revival New Town. 
The conservation of existing structures and the introduction of new architecture is, 
in theory, strictly controlled to maintain heritage values. In practice, however, there 
have been numerous examples of developments that have challenged Edinburgh’s 
architectural status quo. This paper will explore two recent examples of contemporary 
architecture in hotel developments within Edinburgh’s historic centre that have 
attracted a range of reactions from the public and press. In doing so, the increasingly 
irreconcilable needs and outcomes of tourism, community management, urban 
planning, architectural design, and heritage conservation will be highlighted.

THE CITY THAT LOST ITS SOUL: 
WORLD HERITAGE, DEVELOPMENT, 
AND CONTEMPORARY 
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN IN 
EDINBURGH’S OLD AND NEW 
TOWNS
Amy Clarke | University of the Sunshine Coast
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  

Edinburgh has long been admired for its picturesque streetscapes and views, dominated by the 
16th-19th century Old Town (Fig. 1) and the 19th century neoclassical rigour of the New Town (Fig. 
2). This architectural heritage is commonly cited as the reason tourists visit the Scottish capital, 
and it has been claimed the historic cityscape is worth between £1.2-1.4 billion to the city’s 
economy.1 In 1995, the Old and New Towns of Edinburgh were inscribed on UNESCO’s World 
Heritage (WH) List. The inscription noted the significance of the city’s architectural and planning 
heritage:  

The contrast between the organic medieval Old Town and the planned Georgian New Town 
provides a clarity of urban structure unrivalled in Europe. The juxtaposition of these two 
distinct townscapes, each of exceptional historic and architectural interest, […] creates the 
outstanding urban landscape.2  

In the years since, periodic management strategies have further reinforced the centrality of 
Edinburgh’s architectural identity to its WH status.  

 

 
 

 
FFiigguurree  11. (Above) Looking over to the Old Town across Waverley Valley, from Princes Street in the New Town. Source: 

Author, 2013. 
FFiigguurree  22. (Below) Looking over to the New Town across Princes Street Gardens, from Edinburgh Castle in the Old Town. 

Source: Author, 2013. 

 
Edinburgh’s popularity as a destination has grown since its WH Listing, helped along by the city’s 
heightened status as the centre of Scottish Government after 1997, and an expansion of 
Edinburgh’s renowned festivals. A study of the city’s tourism industry in 2016 found that almost 
four million people visited that year (and spent over £1.45 billion).3 The City of Edinburgh Council 
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(CEC) acknowledges that WH status is a major drawcard, but also stresses that Edinburgh is a 
‘living’ city and not a museum, and must be allowed to grow. A significant part of this growth over 
the past two decades has been geared towards attracting more visitors, and the CEC’s 
development strategies have identified a need to increase the supply of hotels and retail within 
the WH Site. The number of year-round residents in Edinburgh has grown too: between 2009 and 
2019, the population increased from 463,000 to an estimated 520,000.4 All of these changes 
have been cause for concern among residents’ interest groups and heritage campaigners, as has 
the more recent proliferation of holiday lets like Air BnB.5 Over the past five years, the media have 
fuelled residents’ sense of frustration towards tourists and inner-city development, with claims 
that Edinburgh has become one of the most ‘over-touristified’ cities in the world.6 It is against this 
increasingly ‘anti-tourist’ and ‘anti-development’ backdrop that discourse about new architecture 
within Edinburgh’s WH Site must be considered, particularly as many of these projects have been 
tourist-focused. In this paper, debate around two recent mixed-use developments – SoCo 
(completed 2014) in the Old Town, and the St James Quarter (due for completion in 2022) in the 
New Town (see Fig. 3) – will be examined in order to highlight the complex and contradictory 
dialogues around architectural heritage, inner-city development, and contemporary architectural 
design in Edinburgh’s WH precinct.  
 

 
FFiigguurree  33. Map of Edinburgh’s Old and New Towns, with SoCo and St James Quarter projects – and prominent tourist 

attractions – indicated. Source: Wikimedia Commons, 2013 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Edinburgh_Old_Town_Boundaries_with_New_Town.svg with Author 

additions, 2020. 

EEddiinnbbuurrgghh’’ss  aarrcchhiitteeccttuurraall  lleeggaaccyy  

The architectural approach to the slopes of the Old Town has for centuries been to build ‘tall’. As 
population pressure forced greater numbers of people into these tenements in the 18th-19th 
centuries and slum conditions took hold, many of the wealthier residents looked for an 
opportunity to relocate. This came in the form of James Craig’s planned New Town, constructed 
across the Waverley Valley on land that was comparatively flat and closer to Edinburgh’s port, 
Leith. The New Town offered everything that the Old Town could not: wide thoroughfares, sunlight 
and air, and a uniformity of architecture that appealed to the educated elite. The neglected Old 
Town was subject to slum clearances in this period, and urban ‘improvement’ projects were 
undertaken throughout the 19th century. This saw the raising of street levels and construction of 
bridges as well as the removal of the most dilapidated tenements, but most of the prominent 
landmarks remained. The philosophies of noted urban conservationists such as Patrick Geddes 
became popular, and by the 1890s the Old Town was regarded as a landscape that needed to be 
saved and revived.  
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This fledgling conservation movement was reignited when post-World War II modernisation efforts 
saw the demolition and replacement of entire city blocks with brutalist concrete forms. Some of 
the heritage campaigners that emerged went on to found organisations such as the Edinburgh 
New Town Conservation Committee (1970) and Edinburgh Old Town Committee for Conservation 
and Renewal (1986); these merged to become the Edinburgh World Heritage Trust (EWHT) in 
1999.7 The EWHT has funding provided by the CEC and the Scottish Government’s heritage 
authority, Historic Environment Scotland. 8  While it cannot overrule planning decisions, the 
EWHT’s feedback is formally sought on development applications within the WH Site and it has 
proven to be an effective voice on heritage issues. The EWHT, as well as the long-standing 
Cockburn Association, and local community councils, are often depicted as one side of the 
‘heritage versus development’ battle. On the other side of this conflict stands the tourist industry, 
property developers, the Chamber of Commerce and the CEC. Despite the portrayal of the EWHT 
and Cockburn Association as ‘anti-development’, both organisations claim to be supportive of 
growth and Edinburgh’s need to evolve. 9  The tension between the pro-heritage and pro-
development camps is undeniable, however, with a wealth of evidence in the press, in 
development-related submissions to the CEC, and in communications released to the public and 
amongst supporters. It is from this material that the present paper draws to more closely examine 
the conservation and architectural design debates over the SoCo and St James Quarter 
developments.  

SSoouutthh  BBrriiddggee  &&  CCoowwggaattee  ((SSooCCoo))  

The SoCo project came about after a fire in December 2002 badly damaged and destroyed 
buildings at 1-3 Chambers Street, 207 and 235-237 Cowgate, and 77-79 South Bridge in the Old 
Town. Fire crews struggled to control the conflagration which spread through a rabbit warren of 
19th and 20th century structures that were stacked upon and around one another. The properties 
that were destroyed were not remarkable architecturally, but served as a vibrant location for the 
arts and entertainment sectors. As architect Neil Gillespie noted, “The biggest loss is the mix – a 
soup of uses which has been built up over the decades.”10 The fire-effected buildings were also 
in close proximity to a number of heritage-listed structures (Fig. 4) including Adam House (1954, 
Category B-listed), and the University of Edinburgh’s Old College (1789-1827, Category A-listed). 
Moreover, the precinct was near major landmarks and tourist attractions, and was therefore 
highly visible within the WH Site. In the aftermath of the blaze, UNESCO expressed concern that 
a significant part of the WH Site might have been damaged, and two State of Conservation audits 
were completed.11 These determined that the destroyed structures were of minimal contribution 
to Edinburgh’s WH significance, though UNESCO did continue to monitor the SoCo development 
afterwards.  
 
Once the burnt remnants had been cleared, the challenges in finding a suitable replacement 
became apparent. In 2003 the CEC issued a design brief with expectations that included: a mixed-
use scheme that would prioritise residential units; prominent entrances on the Cowgate and 
South Bridge levels; public thoroughfares through the site; views to major landmarks and the 
Royal Mile, and a design befitting of its WH location.12 The brief made a point of allowing the 
reproduction of a neoclassical improvement scheme for the area from the 1780s (referred to as 
the Kay Scheme). The Kay Scheme was itself based upon earlier unrealised designs of renowned 
Scottish architect Robert Adam, and while the Kay Scheme was completed, it was essentially 
destroyed by renovations in the 1930s.13 The CEC also indicated there was:  

…an important opportunity to demonstrate the best of design, which this era can contribute, 
with a contextual very high quality contemporary solution. Any design approach should draw 
on and be inspired by key elements of this formal classical street [South Bridge] and its 
relationship with the wider townscape.14  

Looser applications of historical motifs would not be permitted because the CEC believed this 
would risk the overall design being an inauthentic “pastiche”, though no specifics were provided 
on where the line between historical inspiration and pastiche might be drawn.15 
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FFiigguurree  44. View of vacant SoCo site from the Cowgate level, with the Category A-listed dome of the University of 

Edinburgh’s Old College in the background. Source: Tom Parnell, Flickr, 2009. 

 
The CEC published the submissions it received on the draft design brief when it released the final 
version of this brief in 2003.16  These submissions reveal divergent views not just between 
heritage and commercial interests, but also within the heritage lobby itself. Among a number of 
points of contention, it seems that the EWHT initially argued that the development should not 
attempt a replication of the Kay Scheme, as this would be a falsification of history. Other heritage 
groups strongly encouraged the replication of this scheme, however. It was alleged in a 
subsequent Heritage Report issued by the site’s owners, Whiteburn Projects, that the EWHT 
eventually conceded that parts of the Kay Scheme might be acceptable.17 Drawing from these 
disagreements about historical authenticity, the Whiteburn Projects’ Heritage Report interpreted 
the CEC’s design brief and the various heritage submissions against a range of conservation 
conventions. It concluded that replicating the Kay Scheme would – counter to the views of the 
heritage bodies, though in line with the EWHT’s initial view – be inappropriate. The Heritage 
Report instead endorsed the CEC’s other option – a contextual and high quality contemporary 
design – and recommended that it should acknowledge all eras and evolutions of the site, and 
not just the Kay Scheme with which the heritage lobby was concerned.18  
 
Whiteburn Projects submitted the first development proposal to the CEC in September 2008.19 
While the 2003 design brief had strongly encouraged the incorporation of residential units, these 
were left out of the 2008 scheme due to difficulties in achieving an appropriate level of amenity.20 
This was disappointing for community groups who had pushed for increased residential options 
in the city centre, and had expressed fears that the site would be used for more licensed venues, 
of which they claimed there were already too many.21 While the 2003 brief encouraged retail 
spaces and entertainment venues of a similar nature to those lost in the 2002 fire, the brief did 
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not identify a hotel as a suitable use – yet the 2008 proposal was based upon a hotel as the 
anchoring business for the complex.22 The CEC planning sub-committee accepted this, and in a 
remark that highlights the CEC’s preoccupation with the tourism sector, it noted: 

Although a hotel use is not mentioned as a specific use […] the inclusion of a hotel and 
restaurant facility will generate activity along a main section of the South Bridge frontage. 
The hotel will make a positive contribution to the vitality and viability of the South Bridge.23  

Residences for locals were thus disregarded, and ultimately replaced by accommodation for 
tourists. Despite divergences such as these, Whiteburn Projects’ 2008 proposal did address 
many of the CEC’s requirements. They proposed a fragmented design for the Cowgate, for 
example, in which the façade was broken into several distinct sections faced with stone. This was 
claimed to be a suitably modern interpretation of the surrounding Georgian architecture, and also 
enabled the insertion of a glass walkway and public staircases with views to the Royal Mile (Fig. 
5).24 The South Bridge façade offered a rather more tame interpretation of Georgian architecture 
that echoed the fenestration patterns and overall heights of the neighbouring buildings, and this 
too was in line with the 2003 brief’s general parameters.25 

 

 
FFiigguurree  55. Completed Cowgate elevation of SoCo development, showing fragmented façade approach and glass 

walkways. Source: Google Street View, 2014. 

 
The CEC unanimously approved this planning application in January of 2009, but the design did 
not eventuate.26 One of Whiteburn Projects’ major partners, Hoxton Developers, sold their stake 
to Janson Properties in 2011, which in turn replaced Hoxton’s Allan Murray Architects with its own 
hire: ICA Architects.27 Revisions were made, and design consultations were undertaken with 
heritage stakeholders in mid-2011. According to documents held by the CEC, draft designs shown 
at this stage appeared to present a stronger handling of classical proportions and rhythm on 
South Bridge, and a more confident treatment of the modern architectural elements on the 
Cowgate. Heritage bodies seemed broadly supportive of these changes.28 When the new planning 
application was formally submitted to the CEC for consideration in late 2011, however, the design 
had been altered again: many of the stylistic elements had been removed or drastically simplified. 
It emerged that CEC planners had advised that these features pushed the scheme into the 
unacceptable realm of pastiche, something that had explicitly been forbidden.29 This view ran 
counter to the opinions of the various heritage groups, who unanimously supported these 
proposed inclusions. The EWHT noted that it had reviewed the official planning submission – 
altered after it had endorsed the draft design – “with surprise and hence disappointment”; the 
revised designs showed, it claimed, “an apparent loss of nerve on the part of the applicant.”30 
The Cockburn Association went further, stating the designs were “wholly inappropriate for the 
setting” and could threaten the WH Status of the precinct.31 Media coverage indicated a general 
sense that the designs were “bland and uninspiring”, though the CEC maintained that the 
approved scheme would achieve a “high quality of design” sympathetic to its surrounds.32  
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It was with this endorsement that construction of SoCo was able to begin, and it was completed 
by 2014. The finished product was much as the 2011 scheme had outlined (Fig. 6). While the 
Managing Director of Jansons Property, Andy Jansons, suggested that the development “looks all 
at peace with the rest of the street”, noted Edinburgh architect Malcolm Fraser described the 
finished elevations as “disappointing”. 33  An Urban Realm review observed that while the 
simplified 2011 design “matches the scale and materiality of its neoclassical” streetscape, it 
“brings little else new to the table.” Moreover, the review suggested,  

If the Cowgate [development] serves to focus minds on breaking the planning logjam and 
stifling architectural straightjacket for future builds then it may have been worth these long 
years of waiting. Otherwise it simply fills a space, and leaves you feeling somewhat unfulfilled 
at that.34 

From the perspective of ICA Architects, the plainness of SoCo was intentional: it had sought to 
produce something “contextual, seeking neither a fashionable or iconic outcome but a building 
that has a truthful and timeless quality.”35 Such an ambition was informed by the belief that this 
approach was the most suitable for a WH precinct, and doubtless the EWHT and other heritage 
bodies would agree that a contextual and sympathetic appearance for new architecture within 
the Site is important. What the SoCo example shows, however, is that there is no consensus as 
to what ‘contextual’ and ‘sympathetic’ design actually looks like in practice. This lack of clarity 
has been exacerbated by the differing opinions of key heritage bodies, which – in the case of 
SoCo – led to contradictory messages that ultimately gave the developer the opportunity to 
discredit or disregard key pieces of conservation advice.  

 

 
FFiigguurree  66. South Bridge elevation of completed SoCo development, with the bridge over the Cowgate and Cowgate 

façade shown in right of image. The Category A-listed Old College dome is visible in the background. Source: Google 
Street View, 2017. 

SStt  JJaammeess  QQuuaarrtteerr  

The second development of concern, the St James Quarter in the New Town, is currently under 
construction, and as such it is not possible to examine it to the same extent as SoCo. 
Nevertheless, the planning phase (2008-2015) of the Quarter is useful as it further highlights the 
incompatible nature of the tourism, retail, residential, and conservation interest groups within 
Edinburgh’s WH Site, and the manifestation of this tension in debates about architectural 
authenticity and contemporary design. The Quarter did not result from fire, but instead from a 
near universal dislike for the 1960s-1970s brutalist St James Centre (Fig. 7) that occupied the 
prominent site until it was demolished in 2016. This Centre was designed as a shopping precinct, 
hotel and office block complex by Ian Burke, and was initially celebrated as an important modern 
contribution to the city in the post-war period.36 Over time, however, commentators came to view 
the Centre as a blight on the landscape; an unsympathetic concrete monolith that dominated the 
eastern end of the New Town and disrupted views from nearby Calton Hill.  
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FFiigguurree  77. The former St James Centre rising above the New Town in 2014. It has since been demolished. Source: Tom 

Parnell, Flickr, 2014. 

 
As part of the UNESCO WH listing process for the Old and New Towns in 1995, the Centre was 
identified as a detrimental feature to the surrounding historic Georgian planned town, and the 
CEC and various heritage bodies openly expressed an eagerness to see the area transformed 
through a more engaging, sympathetic design.37 This opportunity arose when Henderson Global 
Investors bought the property in 2006, and announced plans to undertake an £850 million 
redevelopment.38 There was minimal resistance to the demolition of the post-war structures on 
site, and the initial masterplan for the new development, issued in 2008, was also accepted by 
heritage organisations including the EWHT.39 The real point of contention emerged in 2015, when 
the first designs for St James Quarter’s ‘Building C’ – which had been earmarked as a feature 
hotel – were released for comment. While there have certainly been other concerns raised about 
the Quarter’s design as this has evolved with subsequent planning stages, it is the hotel structure 
by Jestico + Whiles that has continued to attract the most criticism, and thus will be considered 
here. 
 
The CEC issued a design brief for the Quarter in 2007 that indicated acceptable parameters for 
building heights, materials, accessibility and uses; the approved outline designs by Allan Murray 
Architects further confirmed these elements.40 This gave only a vague idea of the feature hotel, 
however, because Henderson Global Investors intended to appoint different architects for this 
structure following an international competition. This was finalised in 2015, when Jestico + 
Whiles’ proposal for a bronze ribbon-encased teardrop-shaped building was chosen. The 
architects claimed that the ribbon – which wrapped unevenly from the ground floor public square 
around the hotel to form a spire at the peak – was intended to represent spools of paper, in a 
nod to the site’s history as a location of printing presses.41 Commentators were quick to liken the 
design to a range of less savoury objects, however: a ‘walnut whip’, a ‘golden turd’, a ‘Mr Whippy 
ice-cream cone’, and “the bastard child of Dr Martens and Christian Louboutin.”42 Aside from a 
general feeling that the hotel’s exterior clashed with its neoclassical surrounds, heritage bodies 
and community groups objected to the intrusion it would make on the historic skyline, with the 
spire set to project 19 metres above an agreed ‘General Characteristic Height’ of the Quarter.43 
While the architects claimed this was within the parameters established by the CEC’s design brief 
and approved masterplan, critics questioned the necessity of this feature.44 Adam Wilkinson of 
EWHT claimed that the planned restaurant and entertainment spaces on the hotel’s upper floors, 
which were promoted as having 360 degree views of the city, were another sign of the 
prioritisation of tourism and hospitality sectors over locals’ needs.45 UNESCO expressed concern 
over the hotel design, and fears arose that the development would put Edinburgh’s WH status at 
risk.46 Interestingly, the CEC’s development sub-committee agreed with many of the criticisms 
made about the hotel’s ribbon façade, its overall height, and the use of potentially inappropriate 
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materials, and it made numerous attempts at advising the architects on design amendments.47 
Nevertheless, CEC planners eventually recommended refusal of the hotel plans due to adverse 
impacts on the skyline and the WH Site.48 But in a direct rejection of the advice of their own 
planners, the CEC’s councillors ignored the recommendation and approved the hotel for 
construction.49 Much of the Quarter is due for completion by the end of 2020, though COVID-19 
has likely impacted this timeline. 

CCoonncclluussiioonn  

The ongoing debate about the ribbon hotel design within Edinburgh’s St James Quarter echoes 
some of the key points of conflict seen during SoCo’s development: disparate views on 
architectural taste and the appropriate ways in which to address the surrounding heritage 
landscape; contradictory or overruled recommendations from heritage and planning authorities; 
and a tendency to approve tourist-friendly developments that may be detrimental to locals. In the 
limited confines of this paper it has only been possible to outline two examples in this vein, but 
there are many more, including the Missoni Hotel (Old Town, 2005-2009), the Caltongate New 
Waverley development (Waverley Valley, 2006-ongoing), the Advocate’s Close development (Old 
Town, 2006-2014), and the proposal to convert Thomas Hamilton’s Old Royal High School into a 
luxury hotel (New Town, 2010-ongoing). As with SoCo and St James Quarter, these other 
developments were – or still are – mired in conflict over design, conservation, uses, and potential 
impacts on Edinburgh’s WH status. Tourism is inextricably caught up in these debates because 
all of the developments mentioned here are intended to service the city’s visitors. As noted 
conservation architect James Simpson observed in 2016, Edinburgh is now at risk of killing the 
goose to get the golden egg: by catering to increasing numbers of tourists by allowing more 
developments within the WH area, it is damaging the very reason those tourists come to 
Edinburgh in the first place.50 
 
But there is also an undercurrent of resistance to change that is apparent in debates over these 
developments, whereby architects are expected to produce ambitious, high quality contemporary 
designs that are neither boring nor unnecessarily flashy, and that also respond in a sympathetic 
way to their historic contexts. This often results in what architect Malcolm Fraser once described 
as a mentality of ‘box-ticking’, in which the ambition to create a design that pleases everyone 
ultimately ends up satisfying no one.51 This tall order is further complicated by frustration among 
locals towards the tourism sector, such that any development that is proposed – regardless of 
the suitability of the architectural approach – is bound to attract criticism because it represents 
the forces of commercialisation that threaten city-centre neighbourhoods. And then there is the 
perspective that the recent failures of Edinburgh’s planning system and the lack of innovation 
shown in architecture are a betrayal of the city’s legacy in both fields – and, indeed, of the reasons 
the city was given WH status.52 Notably, the opinion that Edinburgh’s WH status is hindering the 
city’s growth and is more trouble than it is worth has also emerged in recent years, and some 
have suggested that the status should be revoked.53 It is the combination of these issues that 
have led commentators on both sides of the heritage-development divide to suggest that 
Edinburgh is in danger of becoming a “hollow museum shell” or a “stage set”.54 Is Edinburgh 
frozen in time and rendered inauthentic by an inability to reach consensus over the role that 
conservation, tourism and contemporary architecture should play in the city’s future?  
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This paper develops the theory of liminality as a guideline for evaluating revitalisation 
programs in historic cities. Since historic cities exist as a transitional phenomenon, 
spatial liminality is identified as a proper epistemological tool for their investigation. 
To do so, this article explores the association between socio-spatial vulnerability and 
dilapidated-abandoned buildings (DABs) through the lens of spatial liminality, which 
may occur as a result of implementing modern socio-spatial revitalization programs. 
An interdisciplinary approach was employed in this study, which recognises liminality 
as a condition of socio-spatial vulnerability applicable to historic cities. In this 
case, spatial liminality of Dilapidated Abandoned Building (DABs) in historic cities 
has become associated with the influx of non-local disadvantaged residents who 
compete for cheaper housing options while remaining in a state of limbo. The study is 
quantitative in nature and consists of a questionnaire survey and on-site observation. 
The investigation was conducted in three selected urban blocks, located in a significant 
urban tissue in historic Isfahan, which has gone through several revitalization 
schemes since the 1920s. Results demonstrate that the aftermath of revitalization 
programs has generated a significant association between the formation of DABs, 
the existence of refugee settlements and the overall distribution of liminal refugees. 
Such spatial liminality accompanied by the accumulation of refugees indicates that 
current revitalization programs have generated DABs, functioning as the liminal urban 
fabric. The study allows practitioners, policymakers and academicians to evaluate 
the negative aftermaths of revitalisation programs in historic cities, to move out of 
spatial liminality.

SPATIAL LIMINALITY AS A 
FRAMEWORK FOR EVALUATING 
REVITALISATION PROGRAMS IN 
HISTORIC IRANIAN CITIES: THE 
CASE OF THE IMAM-ALI PROJECT IN 
ISFAHAN
Hamed Tavakoli | University of Adelaide
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11..  IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  

Today, historic Iranian cities have become subject to an unprecedented phenomenon, initially 
occurring at the beginning of the 20th century when for the first time modernity was introduced 
in the Middle East. Here, the old city walls were demolished, and this development dramatically 
changed the physical-spatial configurations of historic cities.1 It is essentially acknowledged that 
from the 1920s to 1960s exogenous socio-spatial movements reshaped historic Iranian cities. 
Ever since, traditional cities have been carved out and transformed under capitalism and 
modernity to accommodate vehicular access and modern infrastructure.2 Therefore, historic 
cores in Iranian cities have mainly been subject to gradual decay, with an exodus of population 
and abandonment of buildings for more than half a century.3 Respectively,  a direct correlation 
between the modern urban transformation process and lack of urban identity can be identified in 
historic cities.4 
 
As a result of unprecedented contemporary urban transformation, today large areas of historic 
fabric can be considered as dilapidated-abandoned buildings (DABs), while some disused areas 
have existed for several decades.5 For example, in Kashan, about 12.7 percent of all historic 
areas are made up of DABs.6 In Yazd, 15 percent of all historic fabric are surveyed as DABs which 
can attract poor communities.7 In Isfahan, in the urban tissue located in the south of Imam Ali 
square (the subject of this research, see 4.1), 17 percent of the historic fabric was surveyed as 
DABs, while 34 percent of the existing buildings needed immediate repair, mainly accommodated 
by vulnerable residents who can not afford to maintain their houses8 (Fig. 1). 

 

 

 
FFiigguurree  11.. Today, the formation of DABs (mainly generated as a result of new road developments and revitalization 

programs) has become a major socio-spatial problem in historic Iranian cities, such as in Kashan (right), Yazd (left) and 
Isfahan (below). Source: author. 

 
Inside Iranian historic cities, poor nonlocal residents and ethnic minorities are gradually 
occupying heritage fabric while original residents are leaving these areas.9 For instance, the 
proportion of non-Iranian refugees in the urban tissue located in the south of Imam Ali Square 
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(the subject matter of this study, see section 4.1) forms 10 percent of its overall population.10 
Such an influx of refugees is strongly linked to the accumulation of cheaper housing opportunities 
inside historic areas.11 For those whose lives are unstable in the diaspora, it is best to seek 
sanctuary within historic zones with minimal living facilities, which could be quite tolerable to 
them, either due to their original life in villages or severe poverty and homelessness12 (Fig. 2). 

 

 

 
FFiigguurree  22.. Refugee settlements within dilapidated-abandoned buildings can represent socio-spatial vulnerability inside 

historic Kashan (left), Yazd (right) and Isfahan (below). Source: author 2018. 

1.1 Transitionality (Liminality) of Historic Environments and Their Inhabitants  
As argued earlier, today the simultaneous growth of DABs and mass immigration of exogenous-
disadvantaged communities (i.e. refugees) to historic areas can be respectively interpreted as a 
state of socio-spatial vulnerability.13 Such transitory situations can form a deleterious 
phenomenon, through which inefficient revitalization models diminish the value of land, 
encourage emigration of original residents, and facilitates the immigration of non-Iranian 
disadvantaged communities. Such undesirable socio-spatial conditions have been suspended 
between traditional and contemporary urban contexts for some time, and this has created 
physical dilapidation, uncertainty, stigmatisation, racism, marginality, dissatisfaction on the part 
of residents, crime, and so forth.14 Here, as a tangible aspect of socio-spatial vulnerability, 
refugees can be seen as people in limbo15, involved in a state of liminality (separated from their 
previous condition and not yet incorporated into a new one), and therefore constitute a threat to 
themselves and the entire community.16 Nonetheless, within the current literature, liminality (i.e. 
suspension of individuals or groups between two social statues) is essentially acknowledged as 
a spatial concept.17 In this sense,  spatial liminality could occur in a place (e.g. historic Iranian 
cities) due to the presence of liminal inhabitants such as refugees.18  
 
Accordingly, in historic cities, the growth of DABs and accumulation of refugees need to be 
considered as a tangible sign of liminality, which reflects real-life vulnerability. Thus, the liminality 
of Iranian historic cities and their inhabitants can be related to the empirical evidence, i.e. 
measurables such as the extent of DABs and the proportion of liminal-vulnerable refugees.  
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Consequently, the broad aim of this paper is to provide an innovative-empirical method for 
understanding socio-spatial vulnerability associated with revitalization programs, by measuring 
the interconnection between DABs and refugees through the lens of liminality. The scope of 
research thus is limited to collecting and analysing such socio-spatial datasets in three urban 
blocks in a specific urban tissue located in the south of Imam Ali project (see section 4.1). 

1.2 Socio-Spatial Revitalization of Historic Cities 
Since the 18th century, several global movements have reiterated a need for revitalisation of 
heritage sites and cultural properties. Today, methods of urban revitalisation in historic cities may 
include several approaches, from mere preservation to physical intervention, or a combination of 
both.19 Levels of intervention for the revitalisation of historic cities should be directed by cultural 
heritage value, and any intervention which would lessen/compromise cultural heritage value is 
objectionable.20  
 
In Iranian historic cities, three major government agencies are in charge of regulating/managing 
heritage districts. Firstly, the Iranian Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts and Tourism Organization 
(ICHHTO), which aims to provide and implement programs for the protection, preservation, 
restoration and revitalisation of cultural--historic sites and urban contexts in Iran. ICHHTO is also 
playing a local and central role for generating regulations and managing historic urban areas. The 
organisation is also responsible for providing feedback about strategic plans and detailed 
development/master plans, occasionally proposed by two other government agencies.21  
 
Secondly, the Office for Urban Renewals and Improvements (as the executive arm of the local city 
council) acting under the auspices of the Ministry of State, which is in charge of developing 
innovative policies and decision making on everyday management of historic sites and old cities. 
The office’s tasks include the preparation and support of NGOs, identity generation and 
development inside the city, by rehabilitating, reconstructing and renovating urban fabrics 
including historic zones. Current projects consist of micro-macro scale local revitalization 
programs, connecting both historic and deteriorated urban fabrics.22 
 
Thirdly, the Urban Development and Improvement Company established under the auspices of 
the Ministry for Roads and Urban Development, which is a specialised holding corporation. The 
company aims to directly improve knowledge of urban management, renewal, development and 
the promotion of intellectual properties. It also aims to provide an assembly of passive 
policies/programs and community empowerment schemes, while at the same time following a 
series of active executive projects and providing a stimulating approach towards urban 
revitalization in historic areas. Accordingly, in the historic urban fabrics, the main objectives of 
the programs are presented in three sections including upgrading the public realm, 
neighbourhood revitalization and the promotion of local working groups.23  
 
Not unlike ICHHTO, the other two government agencies can implement regulations and projects 
inside historic urban areas. Therefore, proposals can be highly influenced by organisational 
perspectives, and hardly correspond with each other. In practice, it seems that traditional urban 
fabrics as defined by ICHHTO noticeably characterise deteriorated urban fabrics as defined by 
other two urban agencies. Consequently, both definitions are critically entangled and barely 
operable. As a result, a need for representing new methods and facilitating innovative 
revitalization programs has become necessary.24  
 
Today, revitalisation programs in historic cities have aimed to document historic contexts, provide 
building regulations, and define heritage buffer zones. Programs also have concentrated on 
pedestrianisation, place-making, façade restoration, repaving and revitalization of cultural-
historic axes. Programs also focus on developing infrastructure, adaptive reuse of historic 
buildings, and have facilitated infill mixed-use buildings, identity generation and promotion of 
tourism activities25 (Fig. 3). 
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FFiigguurree  33.. Current revitalization programs in Iranian historic cities, such as in Yazd (right), Kashan (left) and Isfahan 

(below) mainly have focused on enhancing physical structures rather than considering the grassroots of socio-spatial 
matters in neighbourhoods. Source: author. 

 
Today, the rehabilitation of historic cities in Iran is not seen as a priority among relevant 
government agencies.26 Such oversight can happen either because of the obsolete image of 
historic areas among the public or lack of technical-institutional capacity to come to grips with 
such a complex mix of problems.27 Whether the issue is wholesale demolition or widespread 
neglect of DABs, the common problem is that most decision-makers identify with a development 
process that is alien to the cultural traditions of their societies. Here, the government agencies 
are rarely provided with technical approaches and institutional tools which could demonstrate the 
viability of appropriate models of intervention.28 Therefore, the current revitalisation projects 
principally remain freestanding, bounded within physical structures and organisational-political 
perspectives, that lead to further devaluation of land and DABs.29  

22..  AA  TThheeoorreettiiccaall  FFrraammeewwoorrkk  ffoorr  RReevviittaalliissiinngg  HHiissttoorriicc  IIrraanniiaann  CCiittiieess    

The dynamic of socio-spatial change produced by the Industrial Age found its physical expression 
in the radical transformation of the historic urban fabric in Iranian cities, despite the fact that 
during previous centuries changes in architectural fabric had always occurred as a result of the 
natural/organic evolutionary processes.30 Such socio-spatial disruption generated an ever-
widening chasm between past and future, which pulled present historic cities apart, emptying 
them of many essential qualities. Therefore, historic urban areas can be assumed to be entities 
suspended in-between pre-modern and contemporary epochs.31 Moreover, the challenging 
presence of refugees in such informal refugee camps is evident in conjunction with the concept 
of liminality32, which could represent the condition of permanent limbo.33 
 
Here, such limbo can create vulnerability, where societies everywhere acknowledge transition in 
the social status of people, by symbolically noting their separation from a previous state in the 
social structure, and subsequent incorporation into a new social state.34 Therefore, historic cities 
can be seen as liminal entities, because they accommodate uncertain conditions in life and 
settlement fabric.35 In anthropology, liminality is used as a measure for evaluating vulnerability 
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of being limbo among human beings.36 Correspondingly, this research suggests liminality as a 
proper tool for understanding socio-spatial vulnerability in the context of urban revitalization in 
historic cities.  

33..  TThhee  AApppplliiccaattiioonn  ooff  LLiimmiinnaalliittyy  iinn  UUrrbbaann  SSttuuddiieess    

Van Gennep first coined liminality in Les Rites de Passage (1909), translated into English as The 
Rites of Passage (1960). He distinguished rites that marked the passage of an individual or social 
group from one status to another (e.g. childhood to manhood), from those which mark transitions 
in the passage of time (e.g. harvesting time and New Year). 37 Emphasising the importance of 
transitions in any society, Van Gennep singled out ‘rites of passage’ as a special category, 
consisting of three sub-categories, namely ‘rites of separation’, ‘transition rites’ and ‘rites of 
incorporation’. He called the middle stage a liminal period. He referred to transition rites as 
‘liminal rites’, and the rites of incorporation ‘post-liminal rites’.38  
 
By analysing rites of passage, Van Gennep introduced a new approach: instead of utilising priori 
categories as units of his taxonomy, he abstracted these units from the structure of ceremonies 
themselves. He was impressed with the prominence of transitional-liminal phases within a 
ceremony. He noticed, within tribal rituals, that when individuals or groups are in a state of 
suspension (separated from their previous condition and not yet incorporated into a new one), 
they constitute a threat to themselves and the entire group. As such, they are outside the sphere 
of normal control and must be reintegrated to avoid becoming disruptive39 (Fig. 4).  
 

 
FFiigguurree  44:: The three phases of liminality as described by Van Gennep (1960). Source: Author. 

3.1 Place as the Third Dimension of Liminality 
By coining spatial liminality, Thomassen indicates the third dimension of liminality as Place, 
moving beyond Van Gennep’s dichotomy of Time and Event. Thomassen notes Van Gennep’s 
specification that liminality is essentially a spatial concept; perhaps the physical passage of a 
threshold somehow preceded the rites that demarcate a symbolic or spiritual passage. Therefore, 
Van Gennep introduced his analysis of ritual transition by devoting a complete chapter to the 
territorial passage, and by asserting that ‘a rite of spatial passage has become a right of spiritual 
passage’. This notion, in turn, represents an opening for ‘theorising space’.40  
 
A concrete manifestation of such liminal-spatial passage is the case of refugee camps, where 
characteristics of liminality apply to asylum seekers confined to refugee camps. Here, the loss 
and confusion experienced by refugees after separation from their homeland, unfamiliarity and 
strangeness of the refugee camps and uncertainty about the future create a social atmosphere 
of enigma, anxiety and timelessness for refugees, which cannot be overcome as long as they 
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remain in the camps. Therefore, refugees exist in a state of suspension where they have lost their 
former status as members of a community, but have also not been able to join members in the 
surrounding society in their new location. Here, ‘one form of the refugee camp prototype takes 
the conditions of transition existing in refugee camps and attempts the transformation of 
refugees into new beings’.41 Additionally, the accumulation of refugees and disadvantaged non-
local residents is a widespread phenomenon experienced in many historic cities today. 42 Thus, 
referring to Van Gennep, Thomassen and Mortland, it is argued here that spatial liminality, in both 
historic areas and refugee camps, could be acknowledged as sharing several similarities. 
 
Firstly, people who have been involved in both types of spatial liminality have inevitably turned 
out to be non-local migrants. Secondly, both types of refugees are living inside a segregated zone, 
generated by physical boundaries. For instance, at present, residents in core historic areas in 
Iranian cities can be seen to be semi-restricted/vulnerable, due to lack of vehicular accessibility, 
which is indeed comparable to physical barriers in refugee camps. Thirdly, in terms of physical 
qualities, both types of refugees are exposed to poor housing,43 marginality and segregation. 
Fourthly, these people participate in real-life events, including compulsory and indefinitely 
deferred transition, to remain suspended between their previous social statuses and becoming a 
citizen of the new land. Fifthly, these two types of spatial liminality more or less occur on a similar 
scale, whether it be a real-life refugee encampment or several refugee settlements (e.g. clusters 
of houses) in the historic urban fabric. Finally, within a real-life liminality context, previous 
achievements, skills and statuses of exogenous communities, either living in a refugee camp or 
inside the historic fabric, no longer apply, while both are suspended.  

44..  SSppaattiiaall  LLiimmiinnaalliittyy  aass  aa  FFrraammeewwoorrkk  ffoorr  UUnnddeerrssttaannddiinngg  HHiissttoorriicc  CCiittiieess  

Thus far, this paper has identified spatial liminality as a deleterious condition of socio-spatial 
vulnerability, where non-Iranian disadvantaged communities tend to immigrate to historic cities, 
to obtain affordable housing opportunities to survive. This quality was elaborated earlier, 
intertwined with DABs that can create disorganisation, imbalance, a decline in socio-spatial 
characteristics and poverty.44 Consequently, the argument here suggests spatial liminality as a 
theoretical basis for investigating the aftermath of revitalization programs, regarding vulnerability 
associated with DABs, the proportion of refugees and their settlements in historic cities.  
 
Consequently, the current research aims to evaluate the liminality of places and their inhabitants 
within the boundaries of historic urban areas. Therefore, it contains an exploratory-interpretive 
case study that investigates a distinct phenomenon characterised by a lack of detailed 
preliminary research. To do so, the paper implements a mixture of methodologies. Firstly, a 
qualitative procedure is implemented for selecting reliable case studies. This, in turn, singles out 
three urban blocks that have gone through several significant revitalization programs since the 
1920s (see section 4.1). Secondly, data collection and analysis of results, which evaluates the 
liminality of physical environments and their inhabitants via measuring several empirical 
datasets, and form the quantitative part of this research (see section 4.2). Such measurable are 
covering (1) the change of DABs (2008-2018), (2) the extent of refugee settlements and (3) the 
current proportion of refugees in selected urban blocks.  

4.1 Case Study Selection  
The paper aims to select an urban tissue in Isfahan by conducting a qualitative approach.   As 
discussed earlier (see section 1) the process of demolishing historic areas for the purpose of 
creating vehicular accessibility was accelerated during the 20th Century in historic cities. The 
negative socio-spatial consequences of destructing traditional urban fabric in Isfahan (specifically 
regarding developments of new streets around the Friday Mosque) triggered since the 1920s to 
30s. First, a straight road is imposed on the city in an arbitrary direction, cutting the main bazaar 
axis in two and passing usually near the Friday Mosque. Second, another straight road is cut at 
right angles to the first, also passing through the old centre and forming a square at the point of 
intersection45 (Fig. 5). 
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FFiigguurree  55.. The strategic positioning of the selected urban tissue in historic Isfahan in relation to the 1920--1970s road 
developments, proposed socio-cultural axes, Naghsh-i-Jahan square, the Friday Mosque and Imam-Ali project initiated 

in the early 2000s. Source: generated by author. 

 
About thirty years later Naghsh-i-Jahan Pars (NJP) consultants paid particular attention to historic 
cores, defined a strategic project for restoring the continuity of the cultural-historic pedestrian 
axes, and revitalising damaged historic areas close to the Friday Mosque (Fig. 6). The proposal 
recognises the necessities formally stated by scholars three decades earlier during the 1970s. In 
response to such issues, the NJP proposal cuts both streets at the intersection and move them 
to the underground level. Emam-Ali mega-project also demolished old structures in Meidan-i-
Kohne, and instead introduced a large-scale pedestrian plaza at the ground level, and in 
conjunction with the historic-spatial arrangements corresponding to Naghsh-i-Jahan square. The 
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proposal made provision for underground vehicular accessibility, public transport and green 
spaces.46 
  

  
FFiigguurree  66.. The ground level plan of the revitalization project by NJP in Imam-Ali Plaza (initiated in the 2000s), in 
conjunction with selected urban tissue (displayed by red lines) in this research project. Source: generated by 

author.based on NJP proposal. 
 

 
FFiigguurree  77.. Historic context of Isfahan in conjunction with the selected urban tissue. Source: generated by author. 

 
Correspondingly, in this paper, an urban tissue is selected for further studies, which has closely 
experienced both the road developments in the 1920s-1970s and large-scale vehicular 
revitalization programs of the 2000s, implemented by NJP consultants (Fig. 7). This case study 
can be seen as a post-mortem evaluation of large-scale revitalisation projects in the 
contemporary Iranian planning context. The area of DABs in this urban tissue is previously 
surveyed by Khod-Avand Consultants47 (2008), which is used for further investigation in this 
research (Table 1). 
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TTaabbllee  11.. Calculating the overall percentage of DABs inside the selected urban tissue of historic Isfahan as per 2008 

survey48 
 
After selecting a reliable urban tissue, smaller urban elements that can be systematically 
investigated as actual case studies are selected. In historic cities, an urban block could be 
conceived as a group of several dwellings including semi-private and in-between spaces. Such 
clusters thus best represent the smallest identifiable urban component that forms traditional 
neighbourhoods, known as urban blocks.49 During pilot studies conducted by the researcher 
(2018), in this selected urban tissue nine urban blocks were identified and numbered 
consecutively (see B-1 to B-9 in Fig. 8). Consequently, three urban blocks to be nominated for 
further study in this selected urban tissue, which should have developed a higher, medium and 
lower percentage of DABs per block, to capture the maximum variation of disused areas.  
 
The selection criteria were based on two logical phases: (1) reliable size of urban blocks50, and 
(2) intact quality of roads and physical structures, which can indicate public segregation, as a 
result of lack of vehicular accessibility. Thus, B-2 is considered as a case with a higher proportion 
of DABs, while B-1 and B-7 respectively are selected to represent cases with a medium and lower 
proportion of DABs (Fig. 8). 

4.2 Data Collection and Analysis 
Two primary methods of data collection were implemented in Isfahan (March--May 2018) by the 
researcher, included street surveys and field observations. As a result, two categories of data 
were gathered, namely spatial (factual) and demographic. Spatial data was collected via field 
studies along with the observation of non-participant behaviours, conducted simultaneously 
during street surveys. The field observations aimed to explore spatial adjacencies between DABs 
and refugee settlements51, measure the proportion of DABs and examine areas accommodated 
by refugees in selected urban blocks (Appendix A1).  
 
Demographic data was collected via street surveys conducted in selected blocks, while residents 
were surveyed as to their ethnicity (Appendix A2). Based on a method adapted from Mortland52, 
this survey directly disclosed spatial liminality, generated as a result of revitalization programs 
since the 1920s, by measuring the conjunction between DABs and refugees in historic areas. 
Since the average number of properties (i.e. statistical subject matter in this research) in each 
sample block can reach about 60, the overall statistical target population reached about 200, 
wherein street surveys also needed to be conducted. In a statistical target setting with a 
population of about 200, the optimal sample size of about 20 properties (10 percent of the overall 
statistical population) seems reliable53. Thus, street surveys included 20 properties in selected 
urban blocks.  

55..  RReessuullttss  aanndd  AAnnaallyyssiiss    

In all sample blocks, a close association was apparent between the formation of refugee 
settlements and the extent of DABs. The nature of such a correlation can be identified here as a 
type of coexistence, in which refugee settlement fabrics in almost all cases abut boundaries of 
DABs. Such spatial adjacencies may contain a partial or complete association. In many cases, 
refugee settlements may bridge the gap between DABs, and generate informal access between 
some thoroughfares, establishing socio-spatial interconnections between clusters of refugee 
settlements (Fig. 9). 
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FFiigguurree  88.. The map depicts a procedure for selecting three urban blocks in a pre-selected urban tissue, in historic 

Isfahan based on calculations by Khod-Avand Consultants (2008). Source: generated by author. 
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FFiigguurree  99.. Mapping land use in three selected urban blocks in Isfahan, 2018 (Appendix A1). Generated by author. 

5.1 DABs and the Proportion of Refugee Settlements  
In all case studies, there is no clear association between the extent of DABs and the proportion 
of refugee settlements. In this respect, such limited observation could not lead to a broader 
conclusion without examining other Iranian historic cities. However, similar research in Iran 
suggests that a strong association can be identified between the extent of DABs and proportion 
of refugees in less commercially-important and low-populated historic cities.54  Therefore, such 
lack of association between DABs and the proportion of refugee settlements in Isfahan can be 
partially attributable to the greater value of land and properties in this historic city (as the third-
largest city in Iran), deriving from its strong economy that promotes the commercial use of 
properties in historic areas (these qualities are also noticeable in (Fig. 9). Therefore, the 
proportion of refugee settlements inside historic Isfahan was very low, became irrelevant to the 
size of DABs (Table 2). 

5.2 DABs and Overall Distribution of Refugees 
Refugee families formed about 25 percent of respondents in case studies. About 80 percent of 
the refugee population are living in two-thirds of urban blocks with the highest percentage of 
DABs, while only 20 percent of liminal residents have settled in the building block with the lowest 
percentage of DABs. This quality demonstrates the relevance of the formation of spatial liminality 
to the proportion of DABs in case studies, where urban fabrics with larger areas of DABs have 
attracted a greater proportion of refugees (Table 2).  
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                  CCiittyy  
  
LLeevveellss    
ooff  DDAABBss  

IIssffaahhaann  

The overall 
distribution of 
refugees in historic 
urban blocks 

The overall extent 
of refugee 
settlements in 
historic urban 
blocks 

Surveyed blocks 

High 40%   (Medium) 1% (B-1) 

Medium 40% (Medium)    1% (B-7) 

Low 20%   (Low)   2% (B-2) 

TTaabbllee  22.. Analysing the correlation between DABs, the average extent of refugee settlement fabric and the overall 
distribution of refugees per urban block in selected case studies in historic Isfahan (Appendices A1 and A2) 

66..  SSppaattiiaall  LLiimmiinnaalliittyy  aass  aa  TTooooll  ffoorr  EEvvaalluuaattiinngg  RReevviittaalliizzaattiioonn  PPrrooggrraammss  

This article has offered a methodology for evaluating socio-spatial vulnerability accompanied by 
contemporary revitalization projects, by proffering a specific focus on spatial liminality in historic 
Isfahan. It is concluded that space can exceed time and event and generate spatial liminality, 
indicating real-life transitions among residents. Spatial liminality elaborated how current 
revitalisation policies and methods have predominantly engaged with visual-physical aspects of 
cities, rather than cultural and liminal grassroots of local communities. The research has verified 
DABs as a tangible phenomenon which has exacerbated socio-spatial vulnerability. By measuring 
the rate of proliferation of DABs in historic Isfahan (an average of 16 percent between 2008--
2018), the research reveals the unsuccessful aftermath of contemporary revitalisation projects 
in Isfahan.  
 
Spatial liminality discloses the reality of historic cities through a method that has been described 
as ‘empirical, lived reality’55, and pronounced influx of refugees to the subjected historic urban 
areas. Here, refugees are suspended between their past and future and merely want to survive, 
while they have no idea about cultural values in historic contexts. Liminal-vulnerable settlers, 
along with impoverished local owners, cannot afford to repair their homes, and this exacerbates 
the process of deterioration-dilapidation of buildings. 
 
In this sense, the subject historic areas adjacent to Imam Ali project can be considered as a 
liminal place because they attract liminal residents. These socio-spatial conditions can be 
reasonably compared to liminal communities constrained in refugee camps. In both cases, 
subject communities are forced to live in ghettos/camps, and have entered into a suspended 
state of liminality in their attempted passage between their previous social status and an 
unknown future, seeking to become citizens of the new land.  
 
Through the discourse of liminality, it is suggested that during liminal rites of passage, masters 
of ceremony (principally elders of the community), must teach rules and supervise neophytes.56 
Thus, it becomes a notable point that contrary to refugee camps, where processing centres act 
as masters of ceremony, inside the historic urban fabric, ritual rules and instructions regarding 
rites of passage – here interpreted as “rules of the game” – are unknown to neophyte refugees, 
who have been removed from their elders.  
 
This lack of supervision among refugees in historic cities concurs with the argument that in the 
absence of masters of ceremony liminality will not be restricted to a temporary crisis followed by 
a return to normality, but can be perpetuated endlessly.57 In a parallel context, inside historic 
areas, it can be claimed that if place initiates spatial liminality, then upcoming socio-spatial 
events are arguably impulsive, dangerous or even criminal, concerning drug lords or ghetto 
owners. 
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Thus, the notion of ‘permanent liminality’58, becomes not dissimilar to high levels of socio-spatial 
vulnerability, deprivation, residents’ dissatisfaction, poverty and crime in historic areas, which has 
been documented by Iranian scholars since the 20th century.59 Such permanent liminality can 
be initiated within the three phases of rites of passage, if any of these (separation, liminality and 
re-aggregation) becomes frozen, that can occur both with individuals undergoing initiation rites, 
and with groups participating in a collective ritual. Here, without proper re-integration liminality is 
pure danger. In this sense, how to end such liminality or to leave it as permanent liminality 
becomes crucial.60  Thus, if stakeholders within the realm of building, construction, architecture, 
planning and policy-making understand the need to end such permanent spatial liminality, then 
the definition of spatial liminality moves beyond its early initiation in anthropology and arguably 
becomes a guideline for revitalizing historic cities (Fig. 10). 

 

 
FFiigguurree  1100.. Mapping spatial liminality accompanied by DABs in selected urban blocks in Isfahan, 2018. Source: 

generated by author. 

CCoonncclluussiioonnss  

This article identified a gap in the knowledge in which the argument, approach and methodology 
that until now have been presented by contemporary urban design/planning perspectives should 
be enhanced and fine-tuned, before being applied to the revitalisation of historic cities. The 
research has emphasised the need for new epistemological tools in urban studies, suggesting 
that liminality can be a useful measure for evaluating revitalization programs in historic cities. 
 
The paper has elaborated spatial liminality as a contextually grounded theory. The correlation 
between spatial liminality and revitalization programs in Isfahan, as identified in this study, is 
argued to be a significant finding that adds to the current body of architectural theory. The 
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discussion and findings allow practitioners, academics and policymakers to understand socio-
spatial equations in historic cities in a real-life context. In this case, spatial liminality is proved to 
be associated with current revitalization programs, which can contribute to the influx of non-local 
disadvantaged residents in historic cores, not unlike refugees living in a state of limbo in refugee 
camps.  
 
The paper provides empirical evidence wherein interrelations between spatial liminality and the 
extent of DABs in historic cities have become crucial, which can inform future revitalisation 
initiatives. This correlation creates a new perspective for policymakers and practitioners to 
consider DABs as liminal urban fabric in historic Iranian cities, which can lead to the provision of 
a new generation of revitalization models that specifically focus on addressing spatial liminality. 
The discourse raises several political, economic and multicultural aspects, while the entire 
situation can be seen as an unforeseen outcome of incomplete processes of modernity in historic 
cities of Iran.  
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From the ideal of the Existenzminimum to Ludwig Hilberseimer’s regional “settlement 
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Rudolf Eberstadt’s novel concept of the superblock as it materialized in his prize-
winning entry to the 1910 Greater Berlin Competition (submitted with architect 
Bruno Möhring and engineer Richard Petersen), this paper examines a lesser-known 
but important pre-war endeavour to economize as well as humanize residential 
living in the modern metropolis at the scale of the block. Eberstadt’s entry was 
significant in advancing a new approach to housing provision, whereby pedestrian-
friendly residential superblocks would be laid over the traffic network of the city-
region, establishing a renewed sense of community in the rapidly urbanizing city of 
Berlin. Eberstadt’s traffic solution was more than simply part of a strategy of urban 
amelioration. It instigated a shift in thinking about urban scale, whereby housing as 
a statistical problem was brought into dialogue with artistic considerations advanced 
within the German city planning (Städtebau) tradition.
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  

From the ideal of the Existenzminimum to Ludwig Hilberseimer’s regional “settlement unit”, some 
of the most enduring ideals of the modern movement in architecture emerged from various 
attempts to identify optimal spatial units through which to negotiate complex social needs and 
economic processes.1 Focussing on economist Rudolf Eberstadt’s novel concept of the 
superblock (große Blockeinheit) as it materialized in his prize-winning entry to the 1910 Greater 
Berlin Competition (submitted with architect Bruno Möhring and engineer Richard Petersen), this 
paper examines a lesser-known but important pre-war endeavour to economize as well as 
humanize residential living in the modern metropolis at the scale of the block.  Eberstadt’s entry 
was significant in advancing a new approach to housing provision, whereby pedestrian-friendly 
residential superblocks would be laid over the traffic network of the city-region, establishing a 
renewed sense of community in the rapidly urbanizing city of Berlin. Eberstadt’s traffic solution 
was more than simply part of a strategy of urban amelioration. It instigated a shift in thinking 
about urban scale, whereby housing as a statistical problem was brought into new dialogue with 
artistic considerations advanced within the German city planning (Städtebau) tradition.   
 
German pre-war urban theory is often ignored in favour of citing the garden city model as the 
privileged intellectual predecessor of interwar modernism and its concern to rationalize urban 
space and scale.2 As this paper shows, the pursuit of multi-scalar complexity in German 
architectural culture began as a pragmatic effort to deal with the economic and social conditions 
shaping extant industrial cities, rather than a utopian effort to build a new society. As many recent 
studies have demonstrated, modern city planning in Germany emerged in the early twentieth 
century as a sophisticated response to the economics of capitalist urbanization, drawing and 
refining principles like zoning, density, and scale from naturalized patterns of centrifugal growth 
shaping industrial cities like Berlin—principles which were later universalized through the abstract 
model of the “functional city”.3 Within the German city planning tradition, the economist Rudolph 
Eberstadt (1856-1922) has received remarkably little attention from scholars, despite having 
exerted great influence in architectural circles, producing the most important housing handbook 
of the pre-war era.4 His entry to the Greater Berlin Competition represented a culmination of two 
decades of writing about housing that he penned both in response to polemics over the “housing 
question” as well as to new questions posed from within the architectural tradition of city planning 
(Städtebau).5 Deriding what he described as a “cult of the street” prevalent in Haussmann-era 
planning, throughout his career Eberstadt called for the geometer’s two-dimensional map as a 
guiding principle in city planning to be replaced with more complex architectural engagements 
with three-dimensional space and typo-morphological processes, which were capable of 
reconciling the intimacy of the single-family dwelling with the social whole.  

TThhee  DDeevveellooppmmeenntt  PPllaann    

The period of intense industrialization that occurred in Germany between 1840 and 1870s left 
its cities with considerable health, housing, and sanitary problems. In Berlin, urbanization was 
controlled by the development plan. As the name suggests, the 1862 development plan, better 
known as the Hobrecht Plan, was an official plan for future land-use, consisting of a two-
dimensional print of street-traffic lines drawn over a surveyor’s map. Architects and engineers 
implemented the plan in a piecemeal fashion, working not from the entire map but from acquiring 
individual sections from booksellers, caused them to perceive the city not as a whole but as a 
“set of islands”.6 The plan left a uniform mass of boulevards and deep blocks for use by private 
investors, who were required to offset the cost of the expensively-paved streets that served as 
the city’s main traffic arteries. The building code, as the chief legal supplement to the 
development plan, focussed on ensuring basic hygiene and fire safety requirements for what was 
built on the blocks—leading to a booming real estate industry and much-maligned tenement 
construction (Fig. 1).  
 
Berlin’s development plan was widely criticized shortly after its implementation. In an 1870 article 
for the Deutsche Bauzeitung, liberal theorist Ernst Bruch described its gridded streets as a 
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straitjacket that prohibited the natural development of the city based on private market-based 
principles that could cater to the unpredictability of life. For Bruch, the main deficiency of Berlin’s 
planning was not the lack of roads, but rather their artificiality. He proposed a new system 
whereby a street network funded and managed by the municipality would provide a looser 
skeleton for the city’s traffic, leaving the provision of minor pedestrian-based streets to private 
investors, creating cheaper rents for tenants. Allowing the urban fabric to be released from the 
knife of the city’s police officials, Bruch believed that private interest would create districts 
defined by the natural, more picturesque topography of pre-existing commercial paths.7 Bruch’s 
read the Hobrecht plan as an absolutist rather than a truly liberal plan, with boulevards serving 
not genuine commercial needs but rather the representational needs characteristic of a bygone 
era of Baroque planning. Unlike the prior piecemeal approach to expansion, his approach to 
planning facilitated a laissez-faire ethos by providing a scaled framework for shaping complex 
and unpredictable urban patterns, enabling a greater differentiation of use that catered to the 
heterogeneity of liberal society.8 
 

 
FFiigguurree  11.. Typical tenement block of Hobrecht plan. Rudolf Eberstadt, Handbuch des Wohnungswesens und der 

Wohnungsfrage (Jena: Gustav Fischer, 1910): 66 

RReeiimmaaggiinniinngg  tthhee  UUrrbbaann  BBlloocckk   

In tandem with the general disappearance of debate on housing for two decades following 
Germany’s unification in 1871, Bruch’s idea of the two-street system was not elaborated upon 
until Eberstadt published an article on the topic in 1892, writing it whilst working as a banker in 
Berlin. 9 In the article, Eberstadt argued that large housing blocks, with narrower and more 
cheaply paved residential streets, ought to be distinguished from the city’s traffic skeleton in 
order to make more efficient use of expensive land. Distinguishing commercial and residential 
traffic would allow for more decentralization, keeping rents down and making homeownership 
achievable for the lower middle classes. While more critical than Bruch of the monopoly created 
over land prices in Berlin, Eberstadt nonetheless expressed faith that planning could help bring 
equilibrium to the housing market. Warning of the perishing of freedom that would occur under 
communism, Eberstadt’s article helped reconcile the idea of comprehensive planning with a 
laissez-faire ethos, effectively shifting the liberal ideology of economic prosperity from 
commercially-active citizens to a homeowning middle-class base. He addressed housing 
problems from the self-appointed perspective of a technician and scientist observing natural 
laws. Reasserting Bruch’s emphasis on the absolutist character of the 1862 development plan, 
Eberstadt pointed out that “even the external design of Berlin’s housing contradicts our economic 
laws, which are based on private property.”10  
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Coinciding with the favourable reception of his article amongst local experts, Eberstadt began 
studying economics in Berlin and Zurich. A year later, the architect Theodor Goecke assessed the 
viability of Eberstadt’s model against the Hobrecht plan at the scale of the block. Compared to 
the typical perimeter-block construction (Fig. 2) of the Hobrecht plan, which cut off the side and 
rear apartments from air and light, Goecke showed how the construction of narrow, cheaply-
paved residential streets for local use by pedestrians and milk carts (Fig. 3) provided equal access 
to light and air across all apartments while achieving almost the same density as that allowed by 
the Hobrecht plan. A new development scheme based on these principles would resemble Figure 
4. The outer periphery of this block would serve a similar function to the old block by including 
five-storey apartments with shops, workshops, and stables facing onto traffic streets measuring 
approximately 15 metres in width (approximately half the width of the streets of the Hobrecht 
plan). Residential streets in the superblock’s interior would measure around 11 metres in width, 
with smaller row houses at the centre serving purely residential purposes, producing a funnel for 
air and light.  

 
FFiigguurree  22.. Perimeter block construction typical of the Hobrecht plan. From Theodor Goecke, “Verkehrsstraße und 

Wohnstraße” Preussische Jahrbücher 71, no. 1 (1893): 88 

  
FFiigguurree  33.. Idea for residential streets. From Theodor Goecke, “Verkehrsstraße und Wohnstraße” Preussische 

Jahrbücher 71, no. 1 (1893): 89 

 
FFiigguurree  44.. Superblock. From Theodor Goecke, “Verkehrsstraße und Wohnstraße” Preussische Jahrbücher 71, no. 1 

(1893): 96. 
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In his writings, Goecke emphasised the worker’s right to access urban amenities, praising the 
sense of community and solidarity offered by the old tenement block. He also chided well-
meaning paternalists and who sent their workers to cottages on the suburban periphery.11 For 
Goecke, Eberstadt’s model offered an intermediary solution for reformed urban blocks that was 
capable of recreating an appropriately domestic scale, inward orientation, and local character for 
housing, whilst keeping the sense of closeness offered by urban living intact. Unlike other 
architects working to reform urban housing blocks, such as Alfred Messel and Albert Gessner, 
Goecke’s and Eberstadt’s superblock did not merely serve to lower the density of building on the 
regular Hobrecht block, but rather interrupted the logic of the development plan at large in order 
to “correct” the natural economic patterns shaping the city’s growth. Moreover, such residential 
blocks could be given appropriate architectural expression, not just from their facades, but from 
their capacity to articulate suitable human scale, historical character, and a sense of intimacy 
and seclusion in the city.12 
 
The immediate impact of Goecke’s and Eberstadt’s ideas was overshadowed by the publication 
of Camillo Sitte’s book City Planning According to Artistic Principles (1889) as well as the ensuing 
debate between Sitte and urbanist Joseph Stübben over the visual effects of “straight or crooked 
streets”.13 When Goecke and Sitte co-founded the journal Die Städtebau in 1904, the artistic 
questions advanced by Sitte, who had died before the first issue was published, would be fully 
brought into dialogue with the consciously technical and socio-scientific ones posed by 
Eberstadt.14 Receiving his habilitation in 1902 and becoming Professor in economics at 
Humboldt University, Eberstadt became a critical figure amongst city planning experts during the 
first decade of the twentieth century. Deriding what he labelled as a “cult of the street” 
characteristic of the previous era of planning still emotionally rooted in a bygone era of 
absolutism, Eberstadt’s superblock model became the centrepiece of his entire agenda to 
establish the scientific, rational foundations of modern housing provision. His statistical 
calculations would continually be tested and refined by architects as well as economists who took 
the block as the central departure point to reimagine a series of urban optimums capable of 
relating the scale of the single-family dwelling to that of the expanding city region (Fig. 5). In his 
1910 handbook for housing, he devoted significant attention to exploring the historical and 
artistic dimensions of residential streets, dedicating an entire lecture to the topic for the 
Städtebau lecture series at the Technische Hochschule zu Berlin.15 
 

 
FFiigguurree  55.. “Old and new block system”. From René Kuczynski and Walter Lehwess, "Zweifamilienhäuser für 

Grossstädte” Der Städtebau 7, no 6 (1910): 71 

TThhee  GGrreeaatteerr  BBeerrlliinn  CCoommppeettiittiioonn    

Coinciding with the publication of Eberstadt’s handbook, the 1910 competition to find a new 
master plan for greater Berlin was an important milestone in the formation of city planning in 
Germany, with its entries reimagining the city as an integrated social organism composed of key 
functioning parts, including those serving transport, industry, housing, and commerce.16 

DER STÄDTEBAU

Abb. 3. Altes System.

Die Rentabilität ist demnach bei dem neuen System

die gleiche wie bei dem alten System, mit anderen Wor

ten: der Grundeigentümer würde durch die Einführung

des neuen Systems nicht geschädigt werden. Nun könnte

es auf den ersten Blick scheinen, als ob zwar der Grund

und Boden im ganzen nicht entwertet würde, wohl aber

der Grundbesitz, der in der inneren Zone gelegen ist, für

die nur Ein- oder Zweifamilienhäuser ohne Läden zulässig

sind. Aber auch dem ist nicht so. Nehmen wir den äußersten

Fall, eine Gesellschaft A besitze von den beiden Blocks

nur die äußere Zone, eine Gesellschaft B nur die innere

Zone. Die Berechnung würde sich dann folgendermaßen

gestalten :

Gesellschaft A.

Bodenpreis =
84 528 qm zu 30 M 2 535 840 M.

Straßenbaukosten =
29304 qm zu 18 M. . . 527472 „

Kanalisationskosten = 2 956 m Front zu 60 M. 177360 „

Hausbaukosten = 163632 qm zu 75 M. . . 12272400 „

Mietsertrag =
163632 qm zu 6 M. + 50 000 M.

für Läden 1031 792 M.

Rentabilität =
1031792 M.: 15513072 M. = 6,7 7„.

Gesellschaft B.

Bodenpreis =
117588 qm zu 30 M 3527640 M.

Straßenbaukosten =
24976 qm zu 18 M. . . 449568 „

Kanalisationskosten =
5 820 m Front zu 60 M. 349 200 „

Hausbaukosten = 126650,67 qm zu 75 M. . . 9498800 „

13825208 M.

Mietsertrag = 126650,67 qm zu 6 M 759904 M.

Rentabilität 759904 M.: 13825208 M. = 5,5%.

Selbst in diesem äußersten Falle, der doch in der

Wirklichkeit wohl nie eintreten würde, wäre die Ren

tabilität in der inneren Zone nur um 0,6% geringer, in der

äußeren Zone nur um 0,6% größer als im Gesamt

durchschnitt. Derartige Abweichungen dürften aber bei dem

heutigen System auch in der Praxis nicht zu den Selten

heiten gehören.

Abb. 4. NeuesSystem.

Daß die Wohnungen in der äußeren Zone minde

stens ebenso leicht wie bei dem bisherigen System Mieter

finden würden, bedarf im Hinblick auf die oben dar

gelegten Vorteile nicht erst eines Beweises. Aber auch

die Vermietbarkeit der Wohnungen im Innern der Blocks

dürfte auf keine Schwierigkeiten stoßen. Die Baukosten

der kleineren Zweifamilienhäuser mit 60 qm überbauter

Fläche sind mit 75 M.
•
22/3

"
60 = 12000 M. angesetzt. Für

einen derartigen Betrag dürfte es leicht sein, ansprechende

Häuser herzustellen. Der Mietspreis der Wohnung im

Erdgeschoß, die aus 2 Zimmern und Küche bestehen

würde, ist mit 60
•
6 M. = 360 M. angesetzt, der Miets

preis der oberen Wohnung, die im 1. Stock 2 Zimmer,

Küche und Badezimmer und im Dachgeschoß 2 weitere

Zimmer enthält, mit (60 + 40)
•
6 M. = 600 M. Für die

Baukosten der größeren Zweifamilienhäuser mit 130 qm

überbauter Fläche sind nicht weniger als 75 M.
.
22/3

•
130

= 26 000 M. vorgesehen. Der Mietspreis der Wohnung im

Erdgeschoß, die 3 Zimmer, Küche und Badezimmer auf

weist, ist mit 130 M.
.
6 M. =

780 M. angesetzt, der Miets

preis der oberen Wohnung, die im 1. Stock 4 Zimmer,

Küche und Badezimmer und im Dachgeschoß 3 weitere

Zimmer enthält, mit (130 + 862/3)
•
6 M. = 1300M. Die hier

geforderten Preise entsprechen den heute in der gleichen

Gegend für die gleiche Wohnfläche geforderten; sie bieten

aber dem Mieter ein Heim in einem Zweifamilienhaus an

statt in einem Massenmietshaus, und darüber hinaus bieten

sie ihm einen Garten.

Man sieht, das wirtschaftliche Ergebnis ist bei

dem neuen System das gleiche wie beim alten: der Be

sitzer des Grund und Bodens erhält den gleichen Preis,

die Baukosten sind die gleichen, die Wohnfläche ist die

gleiche, der Hausbesitzer erzielt den gleichen Mietsertrag,

der Mieter erhält für den gleichen Mietspreis die gleiche

Wohnfläche, auch die Zahl der Mieter ändert sich nicht.

In sozialer und hygienischer, in kultureller und mo

ralischer Hinsicht aber bildet das neue System einen

gewaltigen Fortschritt. Für die eine Hälfte der anzu

siedelnden Bevölkerung beseitigt es zwei empfindliche

71
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Eberstadt, Petersen and Möhring’s entry won third prize. It included a design for a residential 
district (Fig. 6) intended for execution in the suburb of Wittenau (ten km from the centre of Berlin), 
which would remain unrealized. The aerial view of the district vividly represented Eberstadt’s 
superblock model, incorporating mixed-use residential housing and internal pedestrian streets. 
Above the superblock, a tree-lined street, canal, car, train and bike lanes, and playground, 
separated the residential block from an industrial district above. Where the exterior perimeter 
featured treelined avenues and five-story apartments, the gated entry into the block marked a 
perceptible transition to the human scale, incorporating two-story row houses with individual 
garden plots. The main residential street cutting through the block led to a central village green 
with a distinctly civic feel, featuring a playground and other “non-profit and public facilities”.17 
While the design clearly exhibited Eberstadt’s superblock ideal, he did not encourage the 
standardization of such units but rather recommended that their interior design should be left to 
cooperative-based entities, emphasising that the “individualized, free design of single city 
districts should impart a sense amongst the urban population of the individuality of their 
residential district, and thus impart a sense of feeling for home [Heimatgefühl] in the middle of 
the city.”18  
 

 
FFiigguurree  66.. Rudolf Eberstadt, Bruno Möhring, and Richard Petersen, entry to the Greater Berlin Exhibition, plan for a 
large mixed-use residential block unit for suburb of Wittenau. From: Albert Hofmann, "Beilage für Wettbewerbe " 

Deutsche Bauzeitung 44, no. 29 (1910): 216 

 
Eberstadt, Peterson and Möhrings’s design exemplified what Katherina Borsi has defined as the 
competition’s chief innovation of the “strategic plan”, which unlike the Hobrecht plan as a 
straightjacket, was an instrument for negotiating adaptable processes occurring across the scale 
of the city-region.19 For Borsi, this innovation was initiated via the joint-first prize-winning entry by 
Hermann Jansen for a residential district in Tempelhofer Feld (Fig. 7), which brought forth the 
notion of a functionally differentiated urban “segment” laid over the traffic network of the city 
region. Jansen’s detailed aerial perspective showed a neighboured that, like Eberstadt’s model, 
differentiated train lines from local traffic whilst maintaining continuities with the five-story 
courtyard tenement type, only exchanging commercial ground floor shops with arches that 
allowed air to flow through to the courtyard, offering the urban segment a distinctly residential 
quality. Yet, Jansen’s site map in the top left of his aerial perspective still recalls that of the section 
from which architects worked off the Hobrecht plan—only warped to integrate curving streets, 
whilst still grasping the city in fragments rather than in units. On the other hand, the logic of 
Eberstadt’s aerial view was only graspable as a supplement, along with statistical tables and 
charts, for a set of socio-spatial analytical procedures based on scientific analysis, which aimed 
to incisively disrupt the prior logic of the development plan, rather than simply offer a glimpse into 
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an ameliorated urban condition. This balance-sheet urbanism will foretell similar visual strategies 
exploited in the graphics of Ernst May and Walter Gropius a decade later.20 In his enthusiastic 
review of Eberstadt, Petersen and Möhring’s accompanying book for the competition entry, 
Goecke remarked that their entry successfully overcame “questions about whether a street 
should be broad or narrow, straight or crooked, long or short etc., […] those questions belong to 
technology—they are artistic details. The foundation [of city planning] must first be a largely urban-
social one, and socially beneficial housing construction will, foremost, be able to create an urban 
architecture [Städtebaukunst]”. 21  

 

 
FFiigguurree  77.. Hermann Jansen, entry for the 1910 Greater Berlin Competition, development plan for Tempelhofer Feld. 

From Architekturmuseum TU Berlin, Inv. No. 20563. 

CCoonncclluussiioonn    

Eberstadt’s engagements with the problem of urban scale did not represent a fundamentally 
utopian socio-political rejection of the nineteenth-century laissez-faire development plan, but 
rather functioned as an elaborate reorganization and refinement of it, transferring the market 
logic of urban growth from the commercial sphere of the street to the productive sphere of the 
home. Eberstadt, Möhring, and Peterson’s entry into the Greater Berlin Competition arguably 
pushed the possibilities of urban architecture to its programmatic limits, after which the impulse 
to grasp large-scale urbanization patterns at the scale of the block began to be colonized with 
avant-gardist strategies and Fordist rationalization principles during the Weimar period.  
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Inaugurated in 1934 and completed in only 253 days, the new city of Sabaudia in 
Italy was designed as one of five “agricultural centres” within the planned urban and 
social system of the vast reclamation project of the Pontine Marshes. The city was an 
outcome of key policies and propaganda of the Fascist Italian government regarding 
the re-ruralisation of Italian society and production, expressed in slogans such as 
“the battle for wheat” and the “war against hunger.” Through spectacles such as the 
1934 “18BL Theatre for the masses, by the masses” the foundation of Sabaudia was 
associated with the Fascist themes of work, dedication to and sacrifice for the state, 
and the eulogisation of Italian tradition and identity.

The city was designed by a group of young Congrès Internationaux d’Architecture 
Moderne (CIAM) adherents and former Movimento Italiano per l’Architettura 
Razionale (MIAR) colleagues in a “rigorously rational” style, which was deliberately 
aligned with Fascist political imperatives including the concepts of corporativismo 
and Romanità. Today, the built fabric of Sabaudia in its unadorned rationalist style is 
remarkably well-preserved, complete with the Fascist symbols and inscriptions that 
are visible throughout the city. Notwithstanding the political circumstances in which 
it was conceived, in the 1960s Sabaudia attracted notable anti-Fascist intellectuals 
such as Pier Paolo Pasolini.

Pasolini has suggested that although Sabaudia was created by the Fascist regime, 
through the passing of time, it is the reality of provincial, rustic, pre-industrial Italy 
that produced Sabaudia, not Fascism. This paper sets Sabaudia within its founding 
philosophical, political and architectural contexts as well as posing considerations 
about the legacy and lived experience of the city over time, re-evaluated in terms of 
the early Italian rationalist theme of cross-disciplinary exchange in the “new spirit” of 
modernism.

CONTRADICTION AND SYNTHESIS 
IN ITALIAN FASCIST ARCHITECTURE
Justin Mallia | Monash University
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This paper analyses the city of Sabaudia in Italy with reference to its founding philosophical, 
political and architectural context(s). It will be argued that the city simultaneously belongs to 
historical tradition and to the modernist avant-garde, a paradox that derives from Italian Fascist 
ideology. The case that Sabaudia is an “ideal Fascist city”1 will be contrasted with the legacy and 
lived experience of the city over time, such as Pier Paolo Pasolini’s 1972 statement that 
“Sabaudia was created by the regime, there is no doubt, however ... it is the reality of provincial, 
rustic, pre-industrial Italy that produced Sabaudia, not Fascism.”2 This will be re-evaluated in 
terms of the early Italian rationalist theme of cross-disciplinary exchange in the “new spirit” of 
modernism. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  11.. Riserva Statale Piscina delle Bagnature Sabaudia, Italy, 2018. Photograph by Justin Mallia. 

 
Inaugurated in April 1934, Sabaudia was constructed in 253 days. It is located in the Pontine 
Marshes, which was previously flooded in winter, infested with malaria-carrying mosquitos in 
summer, and had only ever been intermittently occupied by poor working families.3 Roman 
Emperor Augustus was legendarily acclaimed for the drainage of a small portion of the marshes 
and their conversion into seemingly miraculously productive agricultural land. However, all 
subsequent reclamation attempts had failed.4 Along with the opportunity for Benito Mussolini to 
promote himself as a latter-day Augustus, from 1932 onwards, reclamation of the “death 
inducing”5 Pontine Marshes became a focus as part of Italian Fascist government policies for the 
re-ruralization of Italian society and production, including “the battle for wheat”6 and the “war 
against hunger.”7 Peasant war veterans were forcibly relocated from other parts of Italy to 
undertake the manual reclamation labour, while encouraged by declarations from Mussolini that 
“By remaining rural you will always remain closer to my heart,”8 and propaganda posters 
announcing that “In a few years the land of buffalo and malaria will become a vast area of 
farmland which - you fighters - will work and own”.9 Accordingly, after the successful draining of 
the swamp, workers were settled in 4,000 individual land holdings. Each holding consisted of a 
farmhouse and was located within a planned network of roads, small support towns and five 
major town centres, accompanied by a political hierarchy of Fascist social and agricultural support 
services, forming part of the Fascist concept of corporativismo. 
 
Corporativismo was an economic and political system part of which required all sectors of the 
economy – industry, agriculture, commerce and the professions, to be organized into corporations 
or guilds under the control of the state.10 The concept of guilds has a long history in Italy including 
in the fifteenth century in Florence, and their use to enable state control of individual professions 
was not unique to the Italian Fascist government. In the Soviet Union the Central Committee 
decree of April 23, 1932, disbanded all artistic groups and declared that all Soviet “creative 
workers” would be organised according to profession in unitary “creative unions.” Under the 
Stalinist phase of Soviet culture this decree intentionally ended the Russian avant-garde.11 While 
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the Fascist regime in Italy explicitly sought to utilise architecture for political means and all 
architecture was forced to actively support those objectives, unlike other totalitarian regimes, 
corporativismo did not manifest itself through a state-suppressed or, for that matter, a state-
sanctioned style, expression or theory. 
 
In this context, in 1933 a design competition was staged by the government for the design of 
Sabaudia as one of the five major “rural centres,” and was won by former Movimento Italiano per 
l'Architettura Razionale (MIAR) colleagues Luigi Piccinato, Gino Cancellotti, Eugenio Montuori and 
Alfredo Scalpelli. The city, designed in its entirety with all buildings in the Rationalist style of 
simple, rectilinear, severe and unadorned forms, remains largely intact. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  22.. Luigi Piccinato, Gino Cancellotti, Eugenio Montuori, Alfredo Scalpelli. Sabaudia. Source: Luigi Piccinato,“Il 

significato urbanistico di Sabaudia,” Urbanistica 1 (1934). 16. 

 
The Italian Rationalist architects adhered to principles of the Congrès Internationaux 
d'Architecture Moderne (CIAM) rigorously participating in the advancement of modernist ideals 
while also necessarily complying with obligatory Fascist objectives. Compatible connections were 
able to be drawn between corporativismo and CIAM objectives of functionalism in urban design. 
The rationalists aligned the Fascist rhetorical promotion of virility, athleticism, martial prowess 
and fertility with CIAM principles concerned with the ability of architecture and urban planning to 
promote the physical and mental health of the populace. Unlike other CIAM members though, the 
Italians were also bound by the Fascist regime’s rejection of an International style in favour of the 
concept of Romanità, which insisted on a representation in architecture of a putative Italian 
“essence”.12 The Rationalists successfully integrated these potentially inconsistent concepts, 
producing innovative architecture that reinterpreted rather than detached itself from its Italian 
traditions. While Rationalist architecture was actively exhibited by the CIAM,13 it was also 
personally defended by Mussolini against criticisms: 

It is absurd not to want a rational and functional architecture for our times.  Each epoch has 
produced its own architecture … some have criticised Sabaudia, but I tell you … that 
Sabaudia is fine for me and I think it is beautiful. This is what a city of the twelfth year of the 
Fascist Era should look like and it should not be done differently.14 
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In his 1934 description of the significance of Sabaudia, Piccinato advocates for the supremacy 
of Fascist approaches to the establishment of new rural centres like Sabaudia, but he also 
demonstrates his awareness of the latest international experiments in urban design including 
English garden cities, Russian industrial towns, the Spanish linear city, and Frank Lloyd Wright’s 
Broadacre.15 Sabaudia features on the front cover of the September 1935 issue of the journal of 
the National Fascist Syndicate of Architects, Architettura, and on a visit to Sabaudia together, the 
editor Marcello Piacentini gave Mussolini a copy along with a covering letter in which he sets the 
city within the context of international modernism: 

I have seen the few recent small towns (especially Dutch and German) built abroad 
completely ex novo after the War: none can be compared to Sabaudia. They are too arid, too 
uselessly scientific. 
Sabaudia is alive, warm and plastic even though it remains rigorously rational. Mussolinian 
architecture is now in full formation.16 

 

 

FFiigguurree  33.. Sabaudia, Italy, 2018. Photograph by Justin Mallia. 
 
The principle features of the urban layout of Sabaudia are two long, straight access roads that 
lead on intersecting axes directly to the city centre dominated by a civic tower visible for 
kilometres in all directions. An arrangement of principal and secondary piazzas, colonnades, and 
civic buildings are positioned in a dynamic ensemble of asymmetries. The civic buildings are set 
in careful relation to the main tower and one another, establishing hierarchies of space and 
multiple vistas to features both within the city and the surrounding natural setting. While 
Sabaudia is “rigorously rational,” Terry Kirk has identified resemblances in its layout to ancient 
Roman military settlements,17 and D. Medina Lasansky has noted similarities to medieval and 
Renaissance civic building typologies and urban planning principles.18 
 
The coexistence of rational, utilitarian, technological modernism with the classical, traditional and 
vernacular, aligns with a speech by Mussolini titled “Arte e civilità” delivered at the Accademia di 
Belle Arti di Perugia on October 5, 1926, where he stated: 

Without art there is no civilization. I believe that art marks the dawn of every civilization... 
Now on such a prepared ground a great art can be reborn that can be traditional and at the 
same time modern. We must create, otherwise we will be the exploiters of an old patrimony; 
we must create a new art of our times, a fascist art.19 

 
In accordance with Mussolini’s call for a new and modern art that clearly acknowledges the past, 
the Gruppo 7 manifesto “Architettura,” was first published in December 1926 in the journal 
Rassegna Italiana. The Gruppo 7 were the initiators of rationalism in Italy.20 Their exhibition at 
the 3rd Biennale in Monza and the Weissenhofsiedlung exhibition in Stuttgart both in 1927 lead 
to participation in the Esposizione dell’Architettura Razionale in 1928 and the establishment of 
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the MIAR by Adalberto Libera. The Gruppo 7 manifesto aligned directly with attempts to forge 
Fascism out of a paradoxical combination of social change and modernization, with a nationalistic 
vision of Italy as an orderly society based on traditional cultural values. The Gruppo 7 likened 
themselves to the artists at the start of the fifteenth century, at the beginning of a new period. 
They expressed the desire for an architecture that resides in the space between “the new spirit” 
and “the spirit of tradition”. 
 
The “new spirit” was a direct reference to Le Corbusier’s “spirit nouveau” from Vers une 
architecture. The Gruppo 7 viewed the existence of the new spirit as an interchanging of 
influences between architects and artists of diverse disciplines. They identified Le Corbusier as 
one of the notable initiators of Rationalist Architecture engaging in exchange with Jean Cocteau, 
Pablo Picasso and Igor Stravinsky. They describe Le Corbusier as dealing with architecture 
through an ideal of rigid logic in the style of Cocteau, while conversely claiming that Cocteau 
constructs his writings in accordance with a simple and concise Corbusian architectonic scheme. 
In contrast to the uniformity of International-style modernism, Gruppo 7 identified a unique 
character to the new spirit in different countries, but noted they are all born of the same 
foundation. In the case of Italy, Gruppo 7 identified a potential correspondence between 
architecture and various new forms of art, specifically recognising Massimo Bontempelli, Mario 
Sironi and the paintings of Giorgio de Chirico. 
 
Although the rationalists managed to achieve a congruence in architecture between the 
potentially incompatible influences and recognition of the past, with new expression and 
ambitions for the future, paradox is fundamental to the ideology of Italian Fascism. Ideological 
ambiguity in Fascism can be traced to the approach of late nineteenth- and early twentieth-
century Italian philosophers, such as Benedetto Croce, but in particular Giovanni Gentile’s 
subjective formalization of Hegelianism.21 Gentile was the key philosopher of Italian Fascism and 
in Bologna on March 29 and 30, 1925 organised the Convegno per la cultura Fascista and the 
resulting Il Manifesto degli intellettuali Fascisti which was published widely in all Italian 
newspapers and magazines on April 21, 1925 – the anniversary of the date celebrated as the 
birth of Rome. Contrary to Soviet socialism, which was underpinned by the comprehensive Marxist 
doctrine of dialectical and historical materialism, and eventually developed into the Stalinist 
rejection of the avant-garde as “metaphysical” and “idealist”,22 Italian Fascism was instead 
actively idealist, but based on  an ideology that was unstable, pluralistic, and ambiguous, 
consisting of recurring tensions between conflicting themes.23 
 
"The Philosophic Basis of Fascism" written by Gentile in 1927 begins with Italy’s involvement in 
the first world war, identifying the duality of two opposing positions within the Italian populace as 
“neutralists” and “interventionists” which Gentile describes through the paradoxes of material 
advantages and moral advantages, the tangible and intangible, ponderable and imponderable, 
palpable and impalpable. Gentile aligns Fascism with interventionist idealism, personified in 
Giuseppe Mazzini during the risorgimento, explaining idealism as: 

faith in the advent of an ideal reality, as a manner of conceiving life not as fixed within the 
limits of existing fact, but as incessant progress and transformation toward the level of a 
higher law which controls men with the very force of the idea… True life is not the life which 
is, but also the life which ought to be. It was a conviction essentially religious in character, 
essentially anti-materialistic. 

 
Gentile claimed that the materialistic, characteristically democratic attitude of the period of liberal 
governance since the reunification of Italy involved an intellectualism divorced from reality which 
had paralyzed the vitality of the country, with the post war reality demanding that ideas become 
actions. Gentile redacts the Renaissance concept of thought preceding action, quoting Mazzini 
as stating “thought and action” and then further evolving this dynamic into the Fascist concept 
“whereby the two terms are so perfectly coincident that no thought has value which is not already 
expressed in action. The real ‘views’ of the Duce are those which he formulates and executes at 
one and the same time”.24 
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In this way Gentile’s philosophical approach can be interpreted as a sophistry in which every fixed 
position can be dialectically transformed into its opposite. As such, Fascism in Italy was able to 
simultaneously emphasise institutional conservatism and revolutionary activism, heroic 
individuality and corporate conformity, elitism and populism, the modern and the vernacular. 
Gentile claimed that Fascism finds a solution to the paradox of liberty and authority through the 
absolute authority of the State, firmly set in the notion that no freedom can be conceived except 
within the State. He identifies the specific example of force and consent, with the conclusion that 
they imply one another and cannot exist without one another, justifying that the authority of the 
state and the freedom of the citizen constitute a continuous circle of harmony. “In the case of 
Fascism, State and individual are one and the same things, or rather, they are inseparable terms 
of a necessary synthesis.”25 
 
Jeffrey Schnapp suggests that this complex of ethical principles, credos, and aversions was held 
together by a rhetorical-aestheticism, whereby Fascism relied upon the ability of the arts to 
sustain contradiction and to make of paradox a productive principle.26 While the Fascist regime 
used the fourteenth-century poetry of Francesco Petrarch to reinforce the idea of Italian genius 
to project a strong, unified nation,27 Schnapp proposes that the tenet of paradox as productive 
principle and the occurrence in Fascism of phrases such as “conservative revolution” or 
“reactionary modernism” can be interpreted through analogy with Petrarch and the western lyrical 
tradition of the oxymoron.28 Petrarch’s poetry constructs the oxymoron through the literary 
devices of sestina and sonnet, whereas Fascism utilizes the technology, iconography and 
materials of the machine age. Considering the manifest inner conflicts of Fascism in terms of the 
Petrarchan concept of “icy fire”29 offers a method of explaining the uneasy coexistence of 
impulses that distinguish Fascist artifacts. 
 
Another example of this kind of uneasiness, but related to an urban context, is also evident in 
Pasolini’s segment “La sequenza del fiore di carta,” (The sequence of the paper flower) in the 
1969 ominbus film “Amore e rabbia” (Love and anger.)  Amore e rabbia involved five directors, 
one of which was Pasolini, each invited to make a contemporary representation of one of Jesus’ 
parables in the canonical gospels. Describing it as mysterious, with multiple interpretations and 
contradictions, Pasolini chose to examine “The parable of the sterile fig tree” (Luke 13:6-9) which 
is linked with the oxymoronic theme of the culpability of innocence. In the film, through a layering 
of visual and acoustic effects over a portrayal of innocent, daily street life in via Nazionale, Rome, 
the method of paradox instils an ordinary contemporary urban situation with the indirect presence 
of Fascism and war. Pasolini’s treatment of the city, memory, and the theme of culpability and 
innocence in this example can be related to his descriptions of the cohesion of the physical form 
of Sabaudia, while identifying the character of the city as simultaneously pluralistic and intangible. 
With regard to Sabaudia, in 1972 Pasolini stated:  

now, looking at it, we experience an absolutely unexpected sensation. … the passing of the 
years has meant that this architecture of Fascist character assumes a character between 
metaphysical and realistic ... that is, it recalls de Chirico's metaphysical painting.30 

 
In contrast to Piccinato’s placement of Sabaudia within the totalitarian scope of Fascist doctrine, 
and his claims regarding the invention of the rural centre as a new type of Fascist city, Manfredo 
Tafuri has suggested that instead of being a new organisation of the various parts of a city and 
their relationship to the territory, Sabaudia is an organism grafted together from historical 
traditions of layout, building types, and compositional canons.31 Notwithstanding the validity of 
Tafuri’s interpretation, the mediated plurality of Fascist objectives with modernist, technological, 
vernacular and classical influences, results in the experience of the city today involving a 
multilayered spectrality of memory cues. Conceptually similarly to the urban undercurrents of 
Pasolini’s La seguenze dei fiori di carta, and reflecting the cross disciplinary intentions of the 
Gruppo 7 manifesto, the constructed experience of Sabaudia, with its framed perspective views 
through unadorned colonnaded loggias and open piazzas evokes the paintings of de Chirico, 
revealing a disconcerting image of reality and distilling a vision of the everyday as disquieting and 
uncanny. This aspect of Sabaudia is suggestive of Federico Fellini’s 1972 description of the EUR 
quartiere in Rome (originally E42) as having: 
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the atmosphere of artistic expression, that sense of metaphysics, which obviously, recalls 
the metaphysical painting of de Chirico. ... it restores in you a lightness, like living in the 
dimension of a painting, so there is a charge, a liberating atmosphere ... it is decadent, 
because it wanted to be a certain thing, ... like a kind of crazy dream interrupted and then 
transformed into another thing ... perhaps another reason for comfort in this neighbourhood 
derives from the fact that it seems futuristic but it is a future already known, therefore a 
future that does not distress because it is already slightly familiar from metaphysical 
painting.32 

 
In these spaces Fellini finds emptiness and improbability, but also comfort. There is a paradox 
and conflict between the basis of the inception of these spaces and the lived experience of them 
decades later. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  44.. Mosaic of Benito Mussolini threshing wheat on the Chiesa Santissima Annunziata Sabaudia, Italy, 2018. 

Photograph by Justin Mallia. 

 
While the vision of Sabaudia can be interpreted in conceptual architectural principles removed of 
classical embellishments in a manner compatible with la scuola pittura metafisica, on closer 
inspection, the reality of the built works is that throughout the city there are recurrent applied 
adornments that remain as testament to the Fascist foundation of the city. This includes the 
castings on drainage pit covers, on light posts, bench seats, and drinking fountains. More 
significantly, the image of Mussolini remains on the front mosaic of the church and the 
inscriptions on the main city tower continue to proclaim that “Benito Mussolini … from lethargic 
millennia of deadly sterility and the vestiges of remote civilization, gave life to Sabaudia.”33 
 
Interpretations of the city divested of these applied inscriptions are further validated by the 
conceptual design perspective views drawn by Piccinato during the design phases of the project, 
which are noticeably devoid of Fascist imagery. This can be contrasted with the imagery prepared 
by Giuseppe Terragni to present his iconic rationalist design for the casa del fascio in Como, which 
demonstrated an image of the building photo-montaged with Fascist emblems, military 
personnel, and a portrait of Mussolini. The vacant appearance of Piccinato’s drawings, including 
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the removal of the human form, signals a connection to de Chirico as advocated by the Gruppo 
7, but they also resemble the Città ideale paintings of the late fifteenth century by, for example, 
the school of Piero della Francesca. These interpretations reinforce Pasolini’s description of 
Sabaudia as being the consequence of provincial, rustic, pre-industrial Italy. 
 
Sabaudia can be described as an ideal Fascist city,34 conceived by the regime, created within 
ideological parameters, and adorned with enduring applied emblems and symbols. The city can 
also be understood as a carefully considered modernist reinterpretation of the long traditions of 
pre-existing Italian architecture and urban design. The ability of the city to be simultaneously 
interpreted along quite different lines can be understood as a consequence of the concept of 
paradox as a productive principle. This is particularly evident in the contrast between the overt 
aims of the Fascist regime with regards to Sabaudia and the descriptions of the lived experience 
of the city by Fellini and Pasolini. Recalling the Gruppo 7 manifesto’s approach to cross-
disciplinary exchange in the “new spirit” in architecture, Sabaudia evades simplistic definition 
and characterisation through its evocation of comparisons to the paintings of de Chirico. Together 
these readings of Sabaudia show how the city synthesises the complexities of relations between 
ideology and architecture under Italian Fascist politics. 
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Following the assassination of President John Fitzgerald Kennedy in November 1963, 
Dallas was nicknamed “the city of hate”. In the weeks and months following the 
assassination and its aftermath citizens of elsewhere wrote to various public forums 
and officials to express their hatred of the city and its citizens. The planning of the 
assassination site was silently implicated in the endless interrogation of the crime, 
through analytical mapping and models, as well as the ever-present landmarks 
represented in documentation of the assassination. In response to these events, the 
city introduced a number of new architectural and urban planning gestures to aid in 
the economic and social recovery from this tragic event. Re-planning and re-building 
became a literal rather than metaphorical means for Dallas to make amends for the 
burden of its history. This paper will examine how the built environment was quietly 
implicated in the death of President Kennedy, and the measures that were taken to 
redress the negative portrayal of the city throughout America and the world.

URBAN PLANNING AFTER JFK: 
RE-PLANNING THE “CITY OF HATE”
Nicole Sully | University of Queensland
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In the lead up to President Kennedy’s visit to Dallas on November 22, 1963, local newspapers 
published planned itineraries for the visit. The motorcade route, as would later be discussed in 
the Warren Commission Report, combined aspects of standard ceremonial paths with less 
established choices.1 Designed to take 45 minutes, and pass by tall buildings to enable mass 
participation from the public, the presidential motorcade was seen as an opportunity to galvanise 
public support in anticipation of the election the following year. In 1963, greater Dallas had a 
population of around one million, and of these more that 200,000 people had gathered in the 
streets to catch a glimpse of the President and First Lady.2 These numbers were made more 
remarkable given partisan divides in the city. Texas was an important political territory for the 
Democratic party, but one that had traditionally been subject to a Republican stronghold. The trip, 
as has been well-documented, was subject to concern having resulted in early signs of unrest, 
and widespread fears it would be interrupted by protests.3 Such was this concern that in 1964 
the Warren Commission Report noted that before leaving his hotel on November 22, President 
Kennedy had discussed the risks associated with his appearance, commenting: 

[I]f anybody really wanted to shoot the President of the United States, it was not a very 
difficult job—all one had to do was get a high building someday with a telescopic rifle, and 
there was nothing anybody could do to defend against such an attempt.4 

 
Following the devastating events that would occur later that day, the largely unremarkable 
roadscapes of the motorcade route would become some of the most iconic and recognizable 
buildings and public spaces in the USA. The grassy knoll, the Bryan Pergola, the Triple Underpass, 
and the Texas School Book Depository building, would become imbedded in the memories of not 
only the nation, but the world. They would feature repeatedly in crime scene photographs, re-
enactments, and films, that would be replayed for decades in the media and popular culture, as 
well as being recreated in the model and exhibits used to test and prosecute the case as part of 
the investigations of the FBI, the secret service, and the Warren Commission. These buildings and 
backgrounds would become sites of mourning, they would be used to define concepts of dark 
tourism, and become the locus and focus of conspiracy theorists, who to this day gather on the 
site to disseminate their beliefs.5 The architecture of downtown Dallas would become so 
associated with its most infamous event that the heritage listing, written almost three decades 
later, contained the disclaimer:  

It cannot be too strongly emphasized that it is not the intent of this study either to endorse 
or deny any controversial official findings or to support or cast doubt on any theory or 
speculation that has been advanced since 1963 regarding the identity of the assassin or 
assassins or the specifics of how President John F. Kennedy was murdered.6 

 
As this report implies, there was a belief that the buildings and spaces were essential to 
understanding the event, and may contain evidence or hidden clues to help unravel the “true” 
story behind the assassination. Such is the ongoing interest, that in 2020, one can find the 
presidential motorcade route imbedded in Google Maps.7  The streets and buildings of downtown 
Dallas would be both associated with the assassination and implicated in it. An association that 
tainted the built environment, as well all aspects of the city and its citizens. This paper will 
examine how the built environment of Dallas was quietly implicated in the death of President 
John F. Kennedy, and the measures that were taken to redress the negative portrayal of the city 
throughout the United States and the world.  

““TThhee  CCiittyy  ooff  HHaattee””  

In the immediate aftermath of the assassination, blame quickly turned from the lone gunman to 
the city that had allowed this to happen.  Letters sent to Earl Cabell, then Mayor of Dallas, detail 
the degree of blame that global citizens attributed to the city and its political leaders.  
Englishwoman Vera Ashe, for example, wrote:  

The name of Dallas Texas will stink for evermore.... I would like to torture the man and the 
bastards behind him who have killed the finest man in America. He should not have been 
allowed to ride in an open car in your vile town.8 
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Her letter ended with the statement “Dallas, Texas the stinking cesspool of America. Damn you.”9 
 
Following the assassination, Dallas residents were famously ostracized and discriminated against 
when travelling outside of the city.10 Blame was not just from outsiders, but also from within. A 
sermon delivered by Reverend William A. Holmes, that would later be broadcast on the national 
news, traced a pattern of unsociable behavior, proclaiming: 

Dallas is the City where three years ago Vice President and Mrs. Johnson were spat upon 
and cursed at by a seething crowd…. Dallas is the City where many leaders and officials 
expressed anxiety and “fear of incident” when first learning of the President and Mrs 
Kennedy’s intentions to be our guests…. Dallas is the City where fourth grade children in a 
north Dallas public school, clapped and cheered when their teacher told them of the 
assassination of the President last Friday. In the name of God, what kind of city have we 
become?11 

 
This blame was so pronounced that the Warren Commission Report explicitly addressed the anti-
Kennedy sentiment in the city, effectively clearing the city of blame—or so its leaders would 
proclaim in the nation’s newspapers.12 The assassination and its aftermath led to public soul-
searching on a civic scale in Dallas, in Texas and in America. While this initially manifested in 
focusing on commemorative gestures, and dealing with sites associated with the assassination, 
it would eventually result in a comprehensive set of social reforms that, among other outcomes, 
would both directly and indirectly yield some of Dallas’s key works of civic architecture.  

TThhee  SSiittee  

As was often the case following tragic events of this magnitude, early debate focused on the 
commemoration. There was considerable discussion surrounding whether the memorial should 
be living or intentional, and whether it should be located in Dallas or Washington. In January 1964 
alone, the John F. Kennedy Citizen’s Memorial Commission received more than 600 submissions 
from the public.13 Many locals favoured a memorial near the assassination site rather than 
Washington. Such gestures were clearly seen as either redemptive, or a grave reminder of what 
had taken place, from those who believed the city should take responsibility for events that 
transpired on its soil. Those anxious to distance themselves from the events argued for the 
memorial to be located in the nation’s capital.14  Considerable discussion also focused on how to 
deal with sites directly associated with the assassination. Most contentious was how to handle 
the Texas Book Depository building, which was further complicated by its private ownership.15 
Stephen Fagin notes that “for many, the building was a physical representation of evil, civic 
shame, and personal mortification.”16  
 
What eventuated was a network of interrelated sites that, would eventually be listed on the 
National Register of Historic Places as the Dealey Plaza Historic District. With its symmetrical 
ponds and peristyles, statues of Dealey and an Obelisk dedicated to “the pioneers of civic 
progress”—Dealey Plaza already had the character of a commemorative place.17 In 1967 a series 
of bronze bas reliefs, mounted on a half-height granite wall, were added. These described the 
events of November 22, and include a plan of the precinct, locating the significant events and 
sites.  These interpretive measures reinforced, the connection between the events and their 
dispersed spatial locations within the urban precinct, and were both interpretive and 
commemorative in character. Three blocks east of the assassination site, the John F. Kennedy 
Memorial Plaza was dedicated in1970. The plaza included a concrete cenotaph designed by 
Philip Johnson. As Greg Brown has noted, the commemorative plaza was effectively blocked by 
the Old Dallas County courthouse, and as a result seems dissociated from the key sites at Dealey 
Plaza.18 The future of the Texas School Book Depository remained uncertain for almost a decade 
after it was vacated by its tenant. In 1978 it was purchased and used for County administrative 
offices, later controversially becoming the Sixth Floor Museum.19  
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AA  MMaatttteerr  ooff  RReeppuuttaattiioonn  

Beyond the problem of the sites themselves, the public response to Dallas—and its perceived role 
in the assassination—prompted broader reflection on the impact of the events. In his 1974 
autobiography, prominent Dallas businessman Stanley Marcus recalled that the “Citizens Council 
was… concerned with the pragmatic effects of the adverse publicity the city was receiving from 
the international press”, and were particularly worried it might hamper their "ability to get new 
industries and attract conventions?"20 

 
Among the proposals put forward at this time was one suggesting the city, “engage the services 
of a public relations firm to restore luster to the tarnished name of Dallas,” 21 While this idea 
would not progress, on January 1st 1964, Marcus famously placed local newspaper 
advertisements with the heading “What’s Right with Dallas”, that cited the future mayor, Erik 
Jonsson’s, belief “that individuals, corporations and communities should have a regular stock 
taking of what they are and what they are trying to be, and how they would like to accomplish 
these objectives”.22 Marcus encouraged the city to take “an honest look at its inventory and … 
consider its faults as well as its assets”23 His proposed reforms, largely centred on social 
problems related to the built environment, concluding: “The best public relations come from doing 
good things and by not doing bad things.”24 This advertisement would effectively set the agenda 
for decades of civic self-examination, and establish the assassination as an unspoken but 
instrumental force behind decision-making for the planning and governance of the city. 

RRee--ppllaannnniinngg  tthhee  ““CCiittyy  ooff  HHaattee””  

The tarnished reputation of Dallas, and the implied association between the morality of the city 
and its architecture would be the impetus for a number of programs of social and urban reform.  
In the years immediately following the assassination, the city would benefit from a number of 
federal initiatives, including President Johnson’s Housing and Urban Development Act of 1965 
and his “Model Cities” initiative of 1968. The latter pledged to establish neighbourhood centres 
in “every ghetto in America”.25  However the greatest impact was to come from the city’s own 
Goals for Dallas initiative, that saw the built environment addressed as a part of a comprehensive 
set of social reforms designed to rehabilitate the moral state and reputation of the city and its 
citizens.  

GGooaallss  ffoorr  DDaallllaass  

The Goals for Dallas initiative, announced in November 1964, was instigated by Mayor Erik 
Jonsson, who had taken office that year. The project responded to the challenge outlined in 
Marcus’s advertisement, and was inspired by Eisenhower’s Goals for Americans, that had 
featured a section written by Catherine Bauer Wurster.26 The Goals for Dallas initiative involved 
self-reflection, analyzing existing circumstances, and undertaking community consultation in 
order to implement a program of civic goal setting. The program was privately administered and 
non-partisan. A planning committee formed in 1966 was chaired by Jonsonn, directed by Bryghte 
D. Godbold, and included twenty-five community leaders. Following Eisenhower’s model, a 1966 
conference, held in Salado Texas, invited citizens to present papers on one of twelve themes, 
Among the attendees was I.M. Pei, who would go on to design several significant architectural 
outputs associated with the program.27  
 
The conference included 87 participants, and efforts were made to include a diverse range of 
citizens and perspectives, although the thresholds were often tokenistic. A subsequent 
conference was held in 1967, and while the program ended in1973, a second cycle was four 
years later.28 More than 100,000 citizens were involved in the first phase of the project, which 
roughly coincided with Jonsson’s mayoral term.29 The committee itself did not generate the goals 
and had no mandate to implement them, but rather assisted in overseeing the program, raising 
funds and assessing their success.30  
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Across three cycles, 205 goals were set in 17 diverse fields ranging from culture and government 
through to energy, environment, and education.31 While many goals were aspirational—
establishing civic values—others involved specific policies and institutions, some of which were 
likely to generate associated architectural works. Among the objectives for continuing education, 
was one to establish a new central library for downtown. This resulted in the construction of the 
Erik Jonsson Central Library, designed by Fisher and Spillman Architects, which opened in 1982. 
Spillman, then President of the AIA Dallas Chapter, had authored the initial “Design of the City 
paper, presented at the Salado Conference.32 
 
The central goal of the “Design of the City” section was “a city of beauty and functional fitness 
that enhances the quality of life for all its people.”33 It also named a series of specific goals that 
ranged from establishing a Department of City Planning, though to designing a “Central Business 
District as a multi-purpose area for commercial, governmental, educational, cultural, recreational 
and residential use.” 34 Similarly, the nine goals outlined for housing predominantly focused on 
policies and strategies for improving the access and quality of affordable housing, including 
gentrification strategies for sustainable neighborhoods (in terms of both energy use, as well as 
being socially sustainable), rather than identifying specific projects or construction goals. Many 
of these anticipated the tone of architecture policies and design quality programs, such as those 
later developed in Australia by Government Architects, and the Design Council in the UK. 
 
While the program had minimal representation from the architectural profession, some of its key 
acknowledged “outputs” were architectural. Goals for Dallas is credited with yielding a network 
of public buildings and infrastructure, that included the Dallas County Community College District, 
the Dallas Convention Centre and the new Museum of Art. The latter, along with the Library and 
I.M. Pei’s Concert Hall (1989), were identified as outcomes for goals to expand the recreational 
and entertainment areas in the CBD.35 The Art Museum, also responded to goals for expanding 
cultural facilities.36  Concrete links between the program and its products however, are difficult 
to find outside of the archives, and are largely substantiated via the organization’s 1982 
publication Goals for Dallas: The Possible Dreams, or are often cited anecdotally.37 Its role was, 
it seems strongest, in advocatory, or “consciousness raising” as Pat Spillman would later state.38 
Among the most commonly cited projects associated with the program was the Dallas Fort Worth 
Airport, although it is not listed as a direct goal or outcome.  Spillman argued:  

There was a flurry of activity in doing things and getting things done.…Now, you can’t say that 
Goals for Dallas is responsible for DFW Airport. That would be a stretch. But in creating, at 
least for a little while, a certain consciousness, it probably helped to move that enterprise 
into reality.39 

 
The link between Goals for Dallas and the Dallas City Hall, is similarly one of established anecdote 
rather than being evidentiary. No goal pertained specifically to the commissioning of the building, 
rather it was imbedded within a number related to governance and civic improvement, and those 
pertaining to “the aesthetic dimension as a powerful and contributory force to community life.”40 
This latter goal also credited Philip Johnson’s Thanksgiving Square as an outcome. Interestingly, 
I.M. Pei was awarded the City Hall commission following his selection to design the JFK Library 
and Museum in Boston.41 At the time of its completion, Jonsson was quoted in an issue of 
Progressive Architecture, stating: 

People in Dallas were being talked about in every other quarter of the world as living in a city 
of hate… We wanted architecture of outstanding quality…the strength, the inner simplicity 
that almost inevitably goes with beauty and the straightforward look that to me sums up 
what Texans were and how they felt and how they stood up against their problems.42  

 
Like many of the other architectural projects associated with the program, City Hall was seemingly 
a product of the initiative’s preoccupation for the creation of civic buildings and facilities that 
were often symbolic of the broader goals.  
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CCoonncclluussiioonn  

In conclusion, the association between the Goals for Dallas program and the assassination was 
rarely explicitly articulated in its documents, although frequently connected by the press 
Interestingly, none of the goals explicitly dealt with the Kennedy assassination or its site, but 
rather addressed the issue indirectly through strategies of improvement through beautification, 
and moral reform—with the two ideals often linked. As such, the intent was as others have noted, 
reminiscent of the aspirations of the City Beautiful movement.   
 
A 1975 report evaluating the success of the program, stated Jonsson’s motivation for introducing 
it was the desire to “ensure that the future of the city would be shaped by decisions of its citizens 
rather than by chance.”43 The measures taken in Dallas to address and ameliorate the impact of 
the Kennedy assassination are in many ways akin to what might now be called post-traumatic 
urbanism. As other American cities like Richmond Virginia—which once served as the capital of 
the American confederacy—grapple with ways to reconcile the city of the present with the 
problematic histories imbedded in or associated with its architecture and urban planning, this 
case study become of renewed interest. The measures taken by Dallas, following the 
assassination of President Kennedy, while of varying degrees of successes, are an example of 
how the redemptive power of architecture and urban design has been explored. 
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In 1970s Iranian public architecture, there are numerous examples of civic 
architecture that were designed, each in its own way, to reengage with the past 
and thus performed a heritage function in the nation’s rapidly developing context. 
We will focus on the politics of heritage and architecture in Iran as indicated by the 
architectural production of the period, and investigate the question of what shapes 
perceptions of the past– how are they conveyed through forms of patrimony and 
what is the relationship between the two? We will argue that architecture in the case 
of Iran, as elsewhere, has played a significant role in national modernisation. It has, 
furthermore, incorporated and perpetuated various forms of nostalgia, citations of 
past forms, through which design engages with, and affects, the public’s engagement 
with the past, justifying claims to authenticity and tradition, and performing a 
civilizational as well as civilising function.

This paper focuses on one project--the design by the Beaux Arts-trained architect 
Houshang Seyhoun for the reconstructed mausoleum of Ferdowsi, the Iranian national 
poet, and its associated tea house and performance space, and adjacent restaurant. 
This project will be discussed in the context of other projects that were designed or 
conceived before the Islamic Revolution (1979) but retained a post-Revolution life. 
Even the Ferdowsi project was substantially transformed after the Revolution, serving 
multiple uses before the tea house was transformed into a museum. Commissioned 
by the Pahlavi government, the development of these projects was suspended during 
the revolution and ensuing Iran-Iraq war, before being revived in the late 1980s 
and constructed in much the same form as the original designs, suggesting a form 
of continuity of “design expectations” across this turbulent period. This paper will 
discuss these projects in the context of an evolving national imagination, one that was 
constantly reconstructed and re-imagined – an engagement with the past effected 
through both a re-evaluation of local traditions and through an interpretation of global 
connections. In Seyhoun’s project, the past is literally and figuratively excavated, in 
common with the other Pahlavi cultural projects.

EXCAVATING THE PAST: THE 
FERDOWSI MONUMENT BY 
HOUSHANG SEYHOUN
Ali Mozaffari | Deakin University
Nigel Westbrook | University of Western Australia
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FFiigguurree  11.. Houshang Seyhoun, Ferdowsi mausoleum, Tūs, Golestan Iran, 1968 (Wikipedia commons). 

 
In 1970s Iranian public architecture, there are numerous examples of civic architecture that were 
designed, each in its own way to reengage with the past and to thus perform a heritage function 
in the nation's rapidly developing context. That is to say, heritage was produced through the very 
act of design, reinterpreting and incorporating elements of the past in novel forms. We will focus 
on the politics of heritage and architecture in Iran, as indicated by the architectural production of 
the period, and investigate the question of what shapes perceptions of the past – how are they 
conveyed through forms of patrimony and what is the relationship between the two? We will argue 
that architecture in the case of Iran, as elsewhere, has played a significant role in national 
modernisation. It has, furthermore, incorporated and perpetuated various forms of nostalgia, 
citations of past forms, through which design engages with, and affects, the public's engagement 
with the past, justifying claims to authenticity and tradition, and performing a civilizational as well 
as civilising function. 
 
This reengagement through design with the past served both internal objectives – fostering the 
public’s knowledge of and regard for their patrimony1 – and external ones, promoting 
international interest in and respect for the country, and developing the tourist industry that had 
been fuelled by the expansion of air travel. The paper will focus upon one seminal project, the 
Ferdowsi mausoleum and gardens, in the city of Tūs, reconstructed in 1964-68 by Houshang 
Seyhoun. Like most of these cultural projects, the Ferdowsi project underwent a second, post-
revolution transformation. At risk of destruction in the early years, it is now a vehicle for the state's 
promotion of national heritage and tourism. 
 
The Ferdowsi tomb and museum belongs to a group of Pahlavi cultural projects that exhibit a 
concern for the projection of a national identity. These include the Pasargadae Archaeological 
site museum by Hossein Amanat (Fig. 2), the Centre for the Appreciation of Music (CAoM) by 
Nader Ardalan (Fig. 3), the Negarestan Cultural Centre, by Manūchehr Iranpour (1976-78), and 
the better-known Tehran Museum of Contemporary Art (TMoCA) by Kamran Diba. All projects were 
the product of a collaboration between local architects and Western, or Western-trained 
consultants, in line with the Pahlavi government's policies for importation of expertise.2 Rather 
than falling victim to the Islamic Revolution's excesses, as did a number of key monuments, these 
projects were completed or transformed by the Islamic Republic in the 1980s, with the exception 
of the CAoM, which was built in debased form with a different programme.3 At TMoCA, the 
Western modern art collection was withdrawn from public gaze, and the galleries were redeployed 
to display "culturally-appropriate art." With the exception of the latter, these projects are barely 
known in the West. However, they provide evidence for a partial cultural continuity across the 
disruptive years of revolution and war (1980-88). While the architects of these projects were all 
forced into exile by the onslaught of the Islamic Revolution, their projects and their spatial 
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expressions were apparently, for the most part, congruent with the post-revolutionary 
architectural taste.  
 
The architectural expression of the projects engages with traditional Iranian architecture in 
various ways – from subtle (Diba) to overt (Ardalan) – raising an interesting question about the 
potential for traditional forms to be used in the service of ideology on both sides of the Revolution. 
While the formal gestures, such as symmetries and typological compositions, recall traditional 
architecture, the underlying designs are, however, essentially modern and characteristically 
nostalgic, recombining fragments of the past into a semblance of unity.4 Here we follow Boym's 
definition of nostalgia: 

In my view, two kinds of nostalgia characterize one's relationship to the past, to the imagined 
community, to home, to ones own self-perception: restorative and reflective.5 

 
In hindsight, the motivations for the revolution were, at least in part, and on the Islamist side, 
fuelled by restorative nostalgia, a desire to return to the ostensible unity of traditional society. 
However we would argue that the deployment of nostalgia in these projects is, instead, reflective 
– a conscious attempt to imbue the space with what has been described in relation to heritage 
tourist sites as an existential authenticity6: 

Reflective nostalgia is more concerned with historical and individual time–with the 
irrevocability of the past and human finitude. Re-flection suggests new flexibility, not the 
reestablishment of stasis.7 

 
Reflective nostalgia places emphasis, therefore, upon valuing the fragments of the past that have 
come down to us, as fragments. In these projects, there appears to be the emphasis upon an 
experience of place that ties them to an imagined past, while at the same time housing modern 
programmes, and contributing to development. Their spatial sequences and experiential effects, 
such as descent below ground, and a striking use of light and shadow, are theatrical; they are 
mimetic of traditional forms and spaces, a retrospective gaze into past traditions, and were surely 
intended to resonate with the personal experiences and memories of visitors.8 Here, it could be 
argued that nostalgia evoked by such mimesis works to bridge the gap between the present and 
the past. The design thus functions as a creative cultural instrument.9  

 

 
FFiigguurree  22..  Pasargadae Archaeological site museum, sloping wall of unfinished building. Photograph by authors 2004. 
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FFiigguurree  33.. Nader Ardalan, project for the Centre for the Appreciation of Music, 1975-78, Honar-e Mimar journal, no. 45-

46 (1978). 

 
Finally, the ‘executive architect’ of the Queen's special bureau, Manūchehr Iranpour,10 designed 
a cultural centre for the performance of music in the grounds of Reza Shah's old palace complex 
in central Tehran. It was presumably intended to house performances of traditional music and 
theatre, in line with the Queen's interest in collecting and preserving Qajar art. Like Ardalan's 
concert hall, this complex is housed underground. Ramps and staircases descend to a sunken 
complex, centred upon the abstracted flower-like Karbandi-ribbed11 form of the central atrium, 
light descending from a central lantern and myriad smaller lanterns. The structure of the building, 
although recollective of traditional Iranian architecture, is also the product of sophisticated 
Western engineering. This building was completed after the revolution, largely along the lines of 
Iranpour's design, by the ICHTO12 architect Beyrouz Ahmadi, between 1995 and 1998, but as a 
Quran museum, with its open-air performance space transformed into a space which appears to 
have been intended for recitation of the Quran. It remains closed off from public participation, 
perhaps because of its adjacency to the residence of Ayatollah Khamanei. 
 
All of these projects appear to have responded to a desire by the government to connect its 
modernizing project both to the achievements of past pre-Islamic and Islamic periods, but also to 
strands of living or remembered traditions. They do not pertain to universalizing Western, 
'scientific' approaches to heritage, policed by bodies such as UNESCO and codified through 
agreements.13 Instead, they appear, in part, to have emerged through bodies such as the Queen's 
Bureau, which contained both modernizing and traditionalist elements, and a nostalgic embrace 
of the material and intangible culture of traditional Iranian society, as reflected in the 1970s Iran 
congresses of architecture.14 
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In these projects, the subterranean designs arguably acted as a metaphor for forming an 
imaginative bridge with the past. The precedent for these projects was probably the rebuilding of 
the Ferdowsi mausoleum in Tūs by Houshang Seyhoun, a clear example of the use of architecture 
and landscape in the imagining of a national birthright, a heritage. While Reza Shah’s project for 
the Ferdowsi mausoleum has been examined in detail,15 no writer has addressed the 
transformation of the site by Seyhoun, and the singular architectural character of his 
interventions. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  44,, A. Godard and others, Ferdowsi mausoleum, Tūs, Mashhad Iran, in 1930s. Photographer unknown. 

 
Under the previous ruler, Reza Shah (r. 1925-41), engagement with national patrimony through 
modern projects had began with the commissioning of new structures which monumentalized the 
tombs of poets. Grigor has documented the long and difficult process to create a tomb monument 
for the great national poet Ferdowsi in Tūs (Fig. 4). Not the least problem was the lack of a 
verifiable body, or confirmed burial site! 16 Nonetheless, a competition was held for the design of 
the monument, one of a number of efforts which pertained to what Marashi has connected to 
Nora’s concept of lieux de mémoire – sites which act as pathways to the past, suggesting 
immutability, stability and continuity.17 
 
Reza Shah's national heritage policy was largely maintained by his son and successor, 
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi. While the modernist architect Mohsen Foroughi designed a new tomb 
for the 13th century poet Saadi in Shiraz (1950-52), Houshang Seyhoun produced a series of 
strikingly original tomb monuments, including commemorative structures for the 12th century 
scholar and poet Omar Khayyam (Fig. 5)and the Qajar court painter Kamal al-Molk in Nişapūr 
(1963), and the earlier memorial for the 11th century scholar Ibn Sina (Avicenna) in Hamedan 
(1954). His design for the Ibn Sina complex explicitly cites the 11th century, and possibly 
Zoroastrian, Gonbad-e Qabus tower tomb in Golestan province. Seyhoun (1920-2014), a Baha'i, 
had studied architecture at the Fine Arts school of Tehran University, under French architects 
Andre Godard and Maxime Siroux. He went on to study for his Docteur d'Art in Paris between 
1946 and 1949, completing the construction of his design for the tomb of Avicenna (Abu-ali Sina) 
in 1949 as his graduating project. He soon starting teaching at the University of Tehran, where 
he was later Dean from 1962-68.  
 
The mausoleum for Omar Khayyam, completed in 1963, with its strangely contemporary-looking 
intermeshing of ribs which frame coloured mosaic panels (Fig. 5), was surely one of the 
inspirations for the younger Amanat’s design for the Shahyad monument (Fig. 6), a project on 
which Seyhoun was collaborating architect. In the Omar Khayyam tomb and monument project, 
Seyhoun was evidently intent upon creating an original synthesis that draws upon and evokes the 
past without overt mimicry. Tradition is evoked, but not mimicked, by the traditional ceramic 
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patterns inserted into the diamond-shaped lozenges forming the support structure --the ribs rising 
up and being resolved in a star-shaped dome (Fig. 5).  

 

  
FFiigguurree  55.. Houshang Seyhoun, Omar Khayyam mausoleum, Nişapūr Iran, 1963, site view and faceted wall. 

  

 
FFiigguurree  66.. Ribbing of Shahyad (Now Azadi) monument, Tehran. 

 
However Seyhoun advanced his most original interpretation of Iranian patrimony in his project for 
the renovation and expansion of the Ferdowsi tomb and gardens at Tūs (1964-68) (Figs 1, 7 - 8). 
Seyhoun's project literally rebuilt the previous tomb that had been designed by the French Beaux 
Arts-trained architect André Godard, assisted by the Iranian architect Abd al-Husayn Teymurtash  
in 1934. This project, faithfully restored by Seyhoun, was replete with references to Achaemenid 
architecture, reflecting the Pahlavi establishment's intention to cultivate a modern national 
imagination based upon the pre-Islamic past (Fig. 1).18 The 10-11th century Persian poet Ferdowsi 
was the author of the Shahnameh or Book of Kings, which, in a semi-mythological style, preserved 
the folk stories of the pre-Islamic Persian kings.19 The 1930s tomb project was, Grigor has argued, 
an attempt to contribute to the formation of a national identity through heritage, real or invented: 

As the first public monument to signal the arrival of modernity, its form, construction process 
and fabricated rituals represent the complexities of cultural heritage.20 
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FFiigguurree  77. Houshang Seyhoun, Renovation and expansion of the Ferdowsi mausoleum, Tūs, near Mashhad Iran. Frontal 

view and plan. Image by authors. 
 

 
FFiigguurree  88.. Ferdowsi mausoleum, Tūs. Section. Image by authors. 
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The later project of Seyhoun was commissioned to rectify settlement problems and water 
damage, necessitating the tomb's reconstruction on a new foundation, its stones being carefully 
dismantled and then reassembled over a new basement structure. But the project also grew out 
of the second Pahlavi ruler’s cultural policies of national symbolism, promotion of Iranian culture 
and civilization and the development of heritage tourism.21  
 
While retaining the external form, Seyhoun greatly expanded the internal space of the tomb from 
a small, dark room into a large, 30m x 30m, subterranean hall, accessible by the public via 
flanking stone staircases, within which bas reliefs depicted scenes from the Shahnameh. If the 
original 1934 project was the monumentalization of a burial site, its reconstruction by Seyhoun 
amounted to a project of cultural tourism, through which the public was invited to imaginatively 
engage with what was, arguably, the invention of a non-place. The tomb, whether of Ferdowsi or 
of some other pile of bones, created a theatre of birthright.22 And on its external steps it was 
literally used as a theatre, for performance of traditional music and the Shahnameh. The 
reconstruction also included restoration and substantial expansion of the landscaped garden, 
reflection pond, and inclusion of tourist facilities, notably a restaurant, library, and a tea house 
which was also planned to be used for performances of the Shahnameh, thus also a venue for 
performative tourism. Grigor's rather dismissive description of these buildings as “[in] imitation 
[of] the minimalist and poured-concrete architecture of none other than Le Corbusier” is wide of 
the mark, and begs the question of the intention behind these evocative structures.  

 

 
FFiigguurree  99..  View of façade. 

 
While there is undoubtedly an influence of Le Corbusier, as in the Omar Khayyam pavilions, it is 
not the elegant abstraction of his earlier modernism, but rather the brutalist and sculptural 
manner of late works, like Ronchamp, La Tourette and the structures at Firminy, agonistic works 
which possess a similar primitive quality and affectivity, employing abstracted symbolism. 
Seyhoun, who had travelled extensively in France, would have been familiar with these projects. 
These ancillary buildings designed by Seyhoun exemplify a particular attitude to the past – the 
attempt through mimesis to evoke in the mind of the visitor an emotional connection, a form of 
nostalgia (Fig. 9).  
 
While the restaurant (Fig. 10) is identifiably Corbusian in its composition of asymmetrical windows 
which slice into the concrete shell, Seyhoun has crowned it with an octagonal off-form concrete 
lantern, which, in an abstracted form, as in Diba's museum, evokes the qualities of traditional 
architecture. 
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FFiigguurree  1100..  Houshang Seyhoun, Ferdowsi site restaurant. 

 
It is perhaps significant that the Shahnameh tea-house pavilion features on the cover of the 
second issue in 1968 of the new architectural periodical, Honar-e Memari: Art and Architecture 
(Fig. 11). But then, as now, there was no attempt to critically review the concept of the project. 
Nor did Seyhoun ever subsequently explain his design for the project, which remains enigmatic. 
Why, then, did such an obviously powerful and evocative architectural expression fail to evoke a 
comparable critical response? (Figs 12 and 13) There is a raw power to the pavilion – its facade 
is constructed of raw, off-form concrete, with deeply-inset window openings allowing fragmentary 
views of the surrounding gardens, while diagonal skylight forms give a serrated, ruin-like profile 
to the building, which resonates with both the mountainous backdrop and the invented 
archaeology of the tomb. Significantly, as a student, Seyhoun had visited and met both Le 
Corbusier during his brutalist phase, and the master of modernist concrete, Auguste Perret, who 
was, at the time, engaged in the reconstruction of the town of Le Havre in Normandy in reinforced 
concrete. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  1111..  Cover of Honar-e Memari journal, No. 2, 1968. 
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FFiigguurree  1122.. (Above) Plan, Ferdowsi tea-house. Image by authors. 

FFiigguurree  1133. (Below) Section, Ferdowsi tea-house. Image by authors. 
 

On the interior, the multiple sculptural skylights (Fig. 14) channel sunlight in narrow and divergent 
shafts, which scatter over the concrete surfaces, and create pools of light on the floor. In the 
absence of published plans and sections, we have reconstructed what the original building would 
have looked like from available drawings and photographs. 

 
In contrast, the central space, framed by four pairs of columns, a configuration identical to 
Seyhoun's basement structure for the tomb, was much darker (Fig. 15). Here the performances 
would have taken place, while the guests would sit around the skylit periphery. In the 
performances, the combination of the theatricality of Seyhoun's powerful architectural forms and 
the sounds and costumes of the performances would have performed their magic. This is hard to 
imagine in the building's current state, with its clutter of display walls and cabinets. 

 
To our knowledge, there are no recordings of such events, but they are suggested by a 
Shahnameh performance at UCLA's Royce Hall in 2015.23 Through such imaginations, the 
legendary past and the present were brought together in a theatrical staging, as seen in the sound 
and light shows at the 2500 years celebration of Iranian kingship at Persepolis in 1971, and at 
the Shiraz Festival.24 
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FFiigguurree  1144.. Skylight detail. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  1155.. View of central bay of tea house: the probable location of Shahnameh performances – now used as a 

museum for archaeological artifacts. 
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But like all the Pahlavi public projects, the Ferdowsi complex was transformed by the 1979 
Revolution – the restaurant and tea house were closed for a period, Khomeini banning the 
performance of traditional music and dance on the spurious grounds of being un-Islamic. Indeed 
the Ferdowsi tomb itself, like the Shahyad arch and the Pasargadae site, was for a time at risk of 
demolition because of its Pahlavi and pagan associations.25 Ferdowsi's Shahnameh was, itself, 
condemned as a “font of superstition”.26 However, during the more development-oriented 
Rafsanjani presidency (1989-97), the site was reopened and put to use. While the restaurant 
resumed its function and its original layout remains substantially intact, the tea house and 
Shahnameh building would, in 1982, be converted into a local museum; in 1988 it was again 
transformed to house an anthropology and archaeology collection, while in 1990 it was converted 
to house a collection devoted to the milennium of the Shahnameh, in association with UNESCO.27 
In 2003, in consultation with the Iranian Cultural Heritage and Tourism Organization,28 it was 
decided to restore the appearance of the original tea house building as far as possible, and to 
utilise it for a display associated with the Shahnameh. Whether this confused history was a 
consequence of unclear cultural policies, lack of funding, or even an attitude of distrust of the 
monumentalization of a poet who had preserved the stories of the pre-Islamic period, the 
eventual outcome was the restoration of the building, even if the project architect, Behrouz 
Ahmadi, incorporated white display walls with green, and by implication ‘Islamic,’ tiles which 
contradict, and appear to indicate a misunderstanding of the spatial order of the original design, 
confining its space in separate 'rooms', while the building was given an incongruously 
symmetrical, traditional-looking entrance. The regime seems to have wanted to impose its stamp 
upon an alien design. 
 
Because of the various vicissitudes of the building, it is difficult to reconstruct how it may have 
originally appeared, and how it may have been experienced. If Godard's original tomb building 
drew directly upon Achaemenid precedents in its building form and decorative motifs, Seyhoun 
allowed the architecture of his structures to create an affective atmosphere. While the 
subterranean “interpretation” hall appears to have been intended to engage visitors in the 
narrative of the Shahnameh, it is in the ancillary buildings that Seyhoun made an entirely original 
contribution – they are evocative, while eschewing familiar forms, reflecting his statements 
against the emulation of traditional architecture expressed in the 1970 and 1974 Iran 
architectural congresses.29  

 

 
FFiigguurree  1166.. Tea house interior detail. 
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Within the tea house, as far as one can retrospectively recreate it from a physical, temporal and 
cultural distance, Seyhoun created an emotive canopy of continually transforming light sources, 
evoking sensations variously of the cave, the forest, and even of burial. While non-
representational, it is deeply romantic and visceral. Following Heynen, one could interpret it as 
mimetic, not as a faithful or literal citation, but rather in its production of certain affinities or 
correspondences.30 This affective architecture, in retrospect, appears to have formed a model for 
the historicizing tendency in Iranian public architecture in the 1970s, notably Diba’s drawing upon 
traditional spatial structures and motifs at Shushtar No’w and Bu Ali Sina University, and 
Amanat’s novel syncresis of pre-Islamic and Islamic forms at Pasargadae and in the Shahyad 
monument. As secular monuments, these Pahlavi projects played upon a familiar social practice 
of commemoration and reverence, but now in the service of a national imagination, weaving 
strands of identity into a complex whole. 
 
Grigor has argued that these monuments were conceived by a ‘small group of [the] elite […] as a 
modern site of civic pilgrimage, as important [as], if not more [than], Shi'a holy shrines.’31 Her 
problematic differentiation between elite and popular culture notwithstanding, there is a grain of 
truth here.32 Indeed, Shahbazi notes in relation to the Ferdowsi mausoleum that it "has assumed 
the sanctity of a national shrine",33 even if not a substitute for the tombs of Shia saints. Such 
memory sites are secular or at most, ambivalent monuments, unlike the shrines traditionally 
erected to house saints’ tombs in Iran, but both could be said to participate in the culture of 
everyday Iranian life, which also includes religious aspects. The Ferdowsi tomb project was 
evidence of a cultural project to displace—rather than to ‘replace’—the stronghold of Shiite 
religiosity, to make room for a form of nationalist secularism in support of a nation-building 
agenda that had parallels to the earlier secularization of the Turkish Republic under Ataturk.34  
 
Such projects are, in varying ways, ‘enchanted landscapes’.35 Through the use of archetypal 
forms, their designers grounded contemporary utopian cultural aspirations in an idealized past. 
Through affect, these designs facilitate individuals’ imaginative engagement with the past. And 
yet, the significance of the Iranian projects described here, and of their precedents, is that they 
refer to the past not for its own sake, but as a bridge to both development and to a different 
future. 
 

 
FFiigguurree  1177.. Burial of the traditional singer Mohammad Reza Shajarian next to Ferdowsi tea house (BBC Persian service). 
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Since we commenced this paper, the site has been the setting for a remarkable event--the 
commemoration and burial next to the Tea house of the famous Iranian anti-regime traditional 
singer, Mohammed Reza Shajarian, while his music was broadcast from the steps of the Ferdowsi 
tomb, as it had been before the revolution (Fig. 17).36 Press images show thousands of mourners 
marching, while Sepah guards stand by nervously and impotently. Here heritage was used as a 
vehicle for political expression, the reclaiming of a birthright from the Revolutionary Guards.  
 
In conclusion, what could be described as a ‘structure of feeling’, pertaining to a search for 
authenticity, and contained within a social and economic context of rapid change and 
development, applies to the project for the Ferdowsi pavilion by Seyhoun, a project that, 
employing nostalgia, draws upon real or imagined memories, evoking a longing for a past, but 
also building upon that past in imagining a future. From this perspective, the engagement with 
traditions, pertaining to the national myth of the Shahnameh of Ferdowsi, is a means of 
transposing and recontextualizing them to the scale of national monuments. Through this 
transposition, a reconnection between the past and present was attempted through personal and 
artistic abstraction, and lived tradition was sublimated into evocative figures through a mimetic 
process.37 In these novel forms, we can observe such a mediation between modernity and 
tradition, the outcome of which was the affirmative production of a specifically Perso-Islamic 
architectural heritage. 
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Within the reign of Reza Shah Pahlavi (r. 1925-41) in Iran, mausoleum making 
experienced a rupture from the past. While the Qajars (r. 1796-1925) patronized 
Shi’i mausoleums as their kingship signposts, Reza Shah recast his monarchy with a 
rigid program of secularization and modernization. In the early years of his kingship, 
he actively engaged in fabricating a tomb for a non-religious figure. However, he also 
refashioned the most prominent Shi’i mausoleum- Ali al-Reza shrine in Mashhad 
— although in a different way. In line with his urban policies for Iranian cities, this 
project included a ring- road that encircled the mausoleum, caused large-scale 
destruction of the centuries-old structures, and thus distanced this building from its 
surroundings. Interestingly, Muhammad-Reza Shah (r. 1941-79) followed his father’s 
policies and created a large emptiness around and within another Shi’i funerary site- 
the thirteenth century Ahmad mausoleum in Shiraz. He also revisited the shrine of 
Mashhad and enlarged the empty space in its vicinity. After the Pahlavis’ downfall 
in 1979, Imami mausoleums became the centre of attention. These buildings were 
highlighted similarly through clearing the neighbouring urban fabric. However, 
this time the surrounding fabric of Shi’i mausoleums was pulled down to give way 
for building new ancillary structures. This is visible in Shiraz wherein the Ahmad 
mausoleum already surrounded by urban open spaces was selected for further 
changes. Four decades of making and unmaking resulted in an unstable scene with 
an uncertainty of what happens next for this mausoleum. Within this context, this 
paper argues that contemporary architectural commissions in the Shiite site of Shiraz 
arise from Reza Shah’s attitude towards the Imami mausoleum of Mashhad. To this 
end, this paper conducts a historical study and explores how the mausoleum of Ali 
al-Reza acted as a model for changes in that of Ahmad.

THE ARCHITECTURAL AND 
URBAN LEGACIES OF REZAH 
SHAH: TOWARDS AMASSED SHI’I 
MAUSOLEUMS IN CURRENT SHIRAZ
Azin Saeedi | University of Queensland
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The thirteenth century mausoleum of Ahmad is a prominent and highly visited Shiʿi pilgrimage 
centre in the city of Shiraz in Iran. Today, there is a controversy over the way this structure is being 
developed, renewed, and extended in the city’s historical core. Large areas of the urban fabric 
are being demolished under the name of developing the Ahmad mausoleum. The manner in which 
this structure is growing in the city has created a scene of both perpetual change and an 
unpredictable future for this mausoleum. Regarding the consequences of these constant 
changes, there has been research to date about social and spatial fragmentation.1 However, 
there has been little attention to the unusual manner in which this particular mausoleum 
transformed physically. The Ahmad mausoleum enlarged quickly and has dominated the city of 
Shiraz since 1950s, and this has made it hard to document the changes clearly. Moreover, the 
large-scale and the hasty developments since 1979 have been documented inconsistently. This 
paper aims to examine the physical changes to the Ahmad mausoleum since 1950s and discuss 
this structure as part of a bigger story to indicate how the Pahlavi kings catalysed changes to this 
Imami mausoleum.2 Much research on the Pahlavis is dedicated to the ways in which they 
secularized Iran through urban policies and passage of Laws.3 However, there is a gap on how 
they regarded Imami mausoleums and how they became involved, in different ways, in the 
tradition of royal patronage.4 This paper will explore how Reza Shah had an influence on the 
attitudes underlying the development of the Ahmad mausoleum in Shiraz. It begins by discussing 
the way patronage was re-enacted under Reza Shah and how his urban policies revolved around 
the religious nature of Mashhad. The paper also compares different perspectives on these 
physical changes. Then the Ahmad mausoleum transformation is examined in the context of the 
urban fabric of Shiraz by relying on historians’ accounts (from twelfth to twentieth centuries), the 
sketches and descriptions of Moroccan, Iranian, and European travelers, along with the available 
archive of photographs and maps of Shiraz. This part examines how the changes in Mashhad 
spurred imitations in Shiraz. Through collating the information from Iranian newspapers, the 
archives of a French architect and a Swiss aerial photographer, this paper therefore argues that 
there is a link between the changes in Shiraz’s and Mashhad’s mausoleums. Finally, post-
revolutionary urban changes are analyzed within the Ahmad mausoleum, and in its proximity, to 
argue that the Pahlavis’ patronage provided a scene for unending changes in contemporary 
Shiraz. 

TThhee  WWhhoolleessaallee  DDeessttrruuccttiioonn  --  TThhee  NNeeww  FFaaccee  ooff  PPaattrroonnaaggee  

Reza Shah superseded a monarchy that publicized their piety through lavish support of Imami 
mausoleums. This can be exemplified by Fath-Ali Shah Qajar’s (r. 1797-1834) initiative to 
decorate the dome of Fatima mausoleum in Qom with golden bricks. Similarly, Naser-al-Din Shah 
Qajar (r. 1848-96) gilded the dome of the Abd-Al-Azim mausoleum in Rayy in 1835.5 Cases of 
royal patronage in the form of gilded domes and Ayvans6, and silver- or gold-plated transennas 
(zarih) abound. Moreover, extending the mausoleums with madrasas (theological schools), 
courtyards and mosques was prevalent in Qajar Iran, as the royal members competed for proving 
their benevolence. It was in this atmosphere that Reza Shah ignored these religious structures, 
prioritized building a secular mausoleum for the poet Ferdowsi (940-1019 CE) in 1926 and 
publicized this action intensively.7 This represented an unexpected start and rendered the nature 
of his kingship differently.  
 
The anomaly did not end there. In 1933, the Street Widening Act was enacted and superimposed 
new urban layouts and street patterns on traditional city cores characterized with winding and 
narrow alleys.8 Wide streets emerged after an expansive demolition was conducted in the core of 
the cities, and therefore, prompted huge transformations in the historical buildings or in their 
proximities. Although applied haphazardly to most of the cities, it is very interesting that this urban 
policy was explicitly framed around the mausoleum of al-Reza in Mashhad.9 The 30-metre-wide 
Hazrat falakeh (roundabout or square)10 was built in 1930-31 within a radius of 180 metres from 
the centre of the Ali al-Reza mausoleum’s dome. Furthermore, two wide intersecting avenues 
(Tabaresi in the north and Tehran in the south) radiated from the falakeh and cut through the 
compact alleys of Mashhad. Not only were the shops and houses pulled down, but also the 
buildings in possession of the mausoleum, as well as the Paeen-pa madrasa, were razed to the 
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ground. Moreover, the adjoining 800-year-old cemetery of Qatlgah was inconsiderately 
flattened.11 The main justification behind these changes was that the poor condition of the 
buildings in the neighborhood was aesthetically inappropriate to the status of the city and 
mausoleum.12 Another issue raised was the ease of circulation of modern traffic through the 
dense maze of ancient streets.13 While it was true that the dilapidated buildings in the 
mausoleum’s vicinity needed to improve, and that the urban structure was not welcoming to cars, 
this solution neglected the relation between buildings. 
 
On the significance of the mausoleum and its surrounding buildings, Ella Sykes (1863-1939), the 
British traveller and writer who visited Mashhad in 1990s, wrote in Persia and its People: “The 
magnificent group of buildings constituting the Mosque and the Shrine may be looked upon as 
the spiritual force of Mashhad–the very heart and soul of the city.”14  

 

   
FFiigguurree  33.. (L). Qatlgah cemetery before the demolition. Photograph from Sykes, Persia. 

FFiigguurree  44. (C) Map of Khorassan by the end of Qajar15; (R) Map reproduced from observations by Julius de Govrequer 
Dolmage, KCLS, Col Persian Army, Director of the Royal Arsenal at Mashhad. Available at 

https://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/details/r/C3819071. Mashhad after the urban changes (Planhol 1968, 
439 and Scharlau 1961, 185) 

 

	

FFiigguurree  55.. (L) The mausoleum of Ali al-Reza in the urban fabric of 1858. Photograph from the official portal of Astan-e 
Quds-e Razavi. Photo.razavi.ir; (R) Hazrat falakeh, Tehran and Tabaresi Avenues were constructed after the destruction 

of shops, historical residential buildings, Paeen-pa School, Fazeliye School, Qatlgah and Eidgah cemeteries in 1930-
31. Photograph taken 1971 by Michel Écochard (French architect 1905-1985). Archnet.org Accessed July 25, 2020. 

 
The new arrangement in Mashhad evoked alternative evaluative perspectives. In his paper, 
Scharlau refers to Stratil-Sauer16 who visited Mashhad in 1932 and reported the golden dome of 
the mausoleum of al-Reza with its towering mosque and surrounding houses dominated the city 
as a landmark.17 However, this perspective is limited to the visual aspect, and excludes the way 
the space is experienced. There is an entwined relationship between the communal structures in 
Iranian cities such as mosques, seminaries, mausoleums, caravanserais, and bazaars.18 The 
physical arrangement of these buildings encourages collective activities. Therefore, the 
destruction of this interconnected network changes the activities too. Regarding the root cause 
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of these changes, there are different theories around Reza Shah’s intention for refashioning this 
mausoleum, because patronizing a religious building did not comply with his secularizing plans. 
One theory is that through the physical changes, the king was trying to control the integrated 
power of the bazaar merchants and religious authorities in the city centre.19 Scharlau argues that 
the changes in Mashhad cloaked financial opportunities, as the king aimed to attract more 
pilgrims to the city to retrieve the capital spent in pilgrimage centres of Iraq.20 If one considers 
that Reza Shah personally wrote a Statute for the administration of the al-Reza mausoleum only 
eight months after ascending the throne and enacted a bureaucratic system of control over this 
institution with his direct supervision, they will realize the financial purposes.21 Regardless of the 
motivations, comparing the photos in Figure 5 tells us that the mausoleum of al-Reza was 
encircled, cut off and isolated from its environment.  

TToowwaarrddss  eessttaabblliisshhiinngg  tthhee  vvaaccuuuumm  

The Imami mausoleum of Ahmad-ibn Musa (famous as the Shah-e Cheragh)22 was a revered local 
mausoleum in Shiraz before the twentieth century. Compared to the al-Reza mausoleum, which 
attracted monarchical attention and architectural commissions since the ninth century and 
transformed gradually, the Ahmad mausoleum remained nearly intact until the 1950s.23 The way 
the bazaars, mosques and mausoleums occupied the city centre of Shiraz looked very similar to 
the thirteenth century, as Figure 6 shows. During Muhammad-Reza Shah’s kingship and between 
1947-53, the Ahmadi street and Ahmadi square cut through the dense fabric of Shiraz and 
leveled bazār-e Murqh and bazār-e Chahar-Rah (Afsar 1974, 81).24 Conforming to Reza Shah’s 
urban policies, this change largely undermined the historical Atabeg (r. 1148-1285 CE) structures 
of Shiraz.25 The New Mosque (1217 CE) and the Ahmad mausoleum (1225-60 CE), which were 
connected by the bazār-e Chahar-Rah, were disconnected after the square26 and replaced the 
Atabeg bazaar. The second phase of changes commenced around 1974 when another Imami 
mausoleum in this area, the thirteenth century Muhammad mausoleum, was used to extend the 
Shah-e Cheragh eastwards. The large area between the mausoleums of Ahmad and Muhammad 
was demolished to build a shared courtyard and create a large funerary complex. The victims of 
these actions were the residential buildings and the bazār-e Sar-e Hawz-e Agha27 located between 
these mausoleums since the twelfth century. Demolishing the surroundings, Muhammad-Reza 
Shah highlighted the Imami mausoleum of Ahmad in the middle of large empty spaces similar to 
the al-Reza mausoleum. 
 
 

 
 

 

FFiigguurree  66..  (L) The urban fabric of Shiraz during the Atabegs28; (C) Shiraz before 190029; (R) The Imami mausoleums of 
Ahmad (on the left side of the photo) and Muhammad (on the right side) before the completion of Ahmadi square. 

isna.ir/news/93120603307/ Accessed August 5, 2020. *Color codes remain the consistent throughout the paper. 

 
Almost at the same time that the second phase of changes in Shiraz was taking place, the 
mausoleum of al-Reza in Mashhad underwent a development project. On 11 September 1975, 
the Ettelaat newspaper published an article with the following headline: “With the destruction of 
shops, residential dwellings, inns, and malls in Mashhad: A twenty-one-hectare square was built 
around the shrine”. 
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This article informed people of the new physical changes around the mausoleum of al-Reza 
approved by Muhammad-Reza Shah. Throughout his reign, he showed strong enthusiasm in 
developing the al-Reza and Ahmad mausoleums. This clearly indicates the manner in which he 
endorsed his father’s urban and architectural legacies. If Reza Shah’s changes only distanced 
the mausoleum from the city through a ring, his son’s plans, on such grandiose scale, isolated 
the mausoleum in a vast open space.30 Like Reza Shah, his son aimed at increasing revenue 
from the mausoleums.31 The new project32 featured two concentric circles (the centre being the 
golden dome of the mausoleum) sitting on the former ring-road. Within less than five months, 
1400 shops, seven malls, 15 timcas,33 25 sarays,34 98 inns, and 126 residential dwellings were 
razed to make the construction of the outer circle (R. 320 M) possible.35 In the following years, 
the buildings in the inner circle (R. 180 M) were demolished to give way for a green space and 
also to accomplish the ‘Geometric Correction Scheme’.36 The former ring-road was an amorphous 
circle that apparently required rectification. Beginning in 1930, the mausoleum of al-Reza 
transformed within a period of five decades in a particular way that followed large-scale 
demolition. This transformation prompted a similar attitude in the Ahmad mausoleum in Shiraz 
which was unprecedented to this local structure. This mausoleum reflected a characteristic very 
similar to the al-Reza one: a large hollow that surrounded the Imami mausoleum, and thus 
distancing it from the densely built up neighbourhood.  

 

   
FFiigguurree  77.. (L to R) The mausoleum of Ahmad and Muhammad in Shiraz in the following years (dates are approximate): 

1953, 1958, 1970s (Iran National Cartographic Centre). 
 

 
FFiigguurree  88.. Aerial view from the Ahmad mausoleum and the New Mosque in 1953 (Karandish and Zare’, Mah-e). 
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FFiigguurree  99: (L) Ettelaat newspaper, September 11, 1975, 49. 
FFiigguurree  1100:: (R. Above) Aerial photograph of Hazrat falakeh in 1975. https://t.me/kanunma.  

FFiigguurree  1111:: (R. Below) Aerial photograph of Hazrat falakeh in 1975. The outer circle turned to a green belt. 
https://t.me/kanunma.  

  

    
FFiigguurree  1122.. Aerial photograph in 1976. The destruction in the inner circle left enough space for a green space. 

https://t.me/kanunma   
FFiigguurree  1133.. The mausoleum of al-Reza in 1977 after the correction Scheme was completed. Photo by George Gerster. 

https://georggerster.com/en/aerial-photography-worldwide   

TThhee  eenndd  ooff  iissoollaattiioonn??    

By 1979, the regime changed to an Islamic government and the Imami mausoleums started to 
serve as the manifestation of the government’s ideology. After the revolution in Iran, religion 
became politicized and the clerics penetrated all institutions.37 Within this context, the Imami 
mausoleums were put on an Islamification agenda to emphasize the shift in the political system.38 
At this time, the Imami mausoleums of Mashhad and Shiraz were characterized by the empty 
space between the domed structure and the surrounding buildings. When the Pahlavis fell, the 
Ahmad mausoleum was left with the large open spaces of the Ahmadi square and the shared 
courtyard. Nonetheless, this urban image did not last for a long time. Early after the revolution, 
the empty space that Ahmadi square offered enlarged and took the shape of a triangular 
falakeh/public space (starting around 1981). However, same as the Ahmadi square, the Ahmadi 
falakeh was demolished. On 30 May 2012, an aerial photograph of Shiraz still showed the 
falakeh, while the next taken on 26 June 2012 pictured the space between the Ahmad 
mausoleum and the New Mosque without the falakeh. This space was levelled to provide the 
opportunity for new changes in the vicinity of the mausoleum. Photographs taken in 2014 
demonstrate large complexes — a new courtyard and a covered praying hall39 — sitting right in the 
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place where the Ahmadi square was once located. This time, the mausoleum extended westwards 
as far as the archway of the New Mosque. The insistence on enlarging this Imami mausoleum 
through making and unmaking proved endless, so much so that the avenues were pushed back 
and public spaces were taken over.40 Instead of demolition to allow enough space that highlighted 
the mausoleum in a vacuum, after 1979 the urban fabric was pierced in random spots to provide 
sufficient land for construction. The available empty spaces were similarly used for building. 
Therefore, this was not an end of isolation for this mausoleum but a new way of distancing this 
building from its surrounding — although not through a vast openness.  
 

 

	 	 	 	

FFiigguurree  1144. (L to R) The map of Shiraz when the bazaars connected the mausoleums and mosques; the Ahmadi square 
and street; the shared courtyard; the unimplemented plan for enlarging the Ahmad mausoleum before 1979 (Afsar, 

Tarikh-e and Izadi 2008, 142). 
 

 

   
FFiigguurree  1155. The destruction of Ahmadi square around 1981 (Iran National Cartographic Centre). 

FFiigguurree  1166. The falakeh replaced the Ahmadi square (Iran Surveying Organization, 1996, in Izadi, “Study,” 140). 
FFiigguurree  1177. The incremental growth of the emptiness around the falakeh (Sh. Ansari, “Evaluation of the Impacts of 
Urban Renewal Projects in Deteriorate Areas with focusing on Social Sustainability” (PhD diss., Tarbiat Modares 

University, 2017), 111. 
 

 

   
FFiigguurree  1188.. (L to R) The last aerial photograph that included the Ahmadi falakeh (marked in yellow) on 30/5/2012; the 
first photograph that did not show the falakeh taken on 26/6/2012; the photograph of 31/12/2017 shows the empty 

spaces occupied by ancillary buildings (Google Earth). 
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FFiigguurree  1199.. The large-scale destruction in proximity of the Ahmad mausoleum for the current developing plans. 

www.irna.ir/news/83010785/ Accessed August 6, 2020. 

CCoonncclluussiioonn  

Despite marking the beginning of his kingship with the fabrication of a non-religious mausoleum 
and being heavily associated with secularization, Reza Shah Pahlavi laid the groundwork for 
current changes in the Imami mausoleum of Ahmad in Shiraz. In basing the urban 
transformations of Mashhad on the al-Reza mausoleum in 1930, he changed the physicality of 
this structure irreversibly and created a model for developing the Imami mausoleums. This model 
highlighted the mausoleum by creating an emptiness in its surrounding and distancing the holy 
building from the city. This manner of patronage serving a financial and civic agenda spurred 
imitations in the Ahmad mausoleum in the 1950s and 1970s, and even progressed in Mashhad 
under Muhammad-Reza Shah’s rule. In the second half of the twentieth century, the prominence 
of the Shiʿi funerary sites in Mashhad and Shiraz was represented through an extension of the 
empty spaces. The vacuum around these mausoleums changed the way they occupied the 
landscape irreversibly. By 1979, the distanced and isolated mausoleums were the reminiscence 
of what Reza Shah originally initiated in 1930. The new government adopted an Islamification 
approach on top of the other motivations. The empty space that the Pahlavi kings left, paved the 
way for further destruction and building new ancillary structures for the Ahmad mausoleum in 
contemporary Iran. Today, the growth of this structure in the urban context has made it 
incomparable with its original size and rendered it as an amassed mausoleum. These constant 
changes makes it difficult to remember how this building looked in past years and causes the 
beholder to question what happens next and how it will grow in the upcoming years. 
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Despite their shared colonial origins, trans-Tasman comparisons of landscape 
architecture practice between Australia and Aotearoa New Zealand are rare. An 
oft-cited critical point of difference is the respective presence (New Zealand) and 
absence (Australia) of a treaty with indigenous nations of the land at the time of 
foundation, a scenario that we argue establishes distinct conceptualisations of urban 
park design during the 1990s and early 2000s. Whereas New Zealand designers are 
required by the Resource Management Act to respond to the obligations of the Treaty 
of Waitangi, the absence of decolonising legislation limits landscape architects in 
Australia, where government policy can easily override design aspirations for diverse 
conceptions of urban parks.

With the benefit of hindsight, this paper explores the implications of this difference 
on urban park design in the 19th-century cities of Melbourne (1835) and Wellington 
(1839), notably Birrarung Marr and Waitangi Park. Comparable in size, context and 
age, the parks offer a critical lens to understand how each city’s foundation, along with 
evolving political, economic and ecological pressures, influence landscape practice 
from the 1990s onwards. At Birrarung Marr, we suggest the continued privileging 
of Melbourne’s colonial landscape aesthetic – and the transformative economic 
policy of the Victorian Government in the 1990s – strongly influence the spatial, 
ecological and programmatic attributes of this urban park. While similarly influenced 
by economic reform, Waitamgi Park marks a divergent approach, blending cultural 
symbolism, active programming and performative ecology enabled through New 
Zealand’s decolonising policy framework. Nevertheless, in the absence of legislative 
change in Australia, we speculate that emerging climate scenarios have potential for 
impacting future counterfactual design outcomes in Melbourne, acknowledging the 
ongoing evolution of the city’s multi-layered cultural and ecological systems.

MILLENNIAL URBAN PARK DESIGN 
IN MELBOURNE AND WELLINGTON: 
HOW DIVERGENT COLONIAL 
FOUNDATIONS WITHIN THE 
TRANS-TASMAN BUBBLE IMPACT 
LANDSCAPE PRACTICE
Brent Greene | RMIT University
Fiona Johnson | RMIT University
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FFoouunnddaattiioonnaall  DDiiffffeerreennccee::  CCoonntteemmppoorraarryy  PPoolliiccyy  IImmpplliiccaattiioonnss  ffoorr  LLaannddssccaappee  AArrcchhiitteeccttuurree  BBoorrnn  ooff  
tthhee  SSeettttlleerr--CCoolloonniiaall  CCiittyy    

The Australasian settler-colonial cities of Melbourne and Wellington intersect with dynamic 
ecologies shaped by the patterns and practices of indigenous communities. Both countries share 
near-simultaneous contact between European explorers. However, within five years, two 
divergent colonial histories are established, shaping race relations between indigenous and 
settler people specific to each national geopolitical context. For example, New Zealand writes the 
1840 Treaty of Waitangi between Māori chiefs and the Crown; Australia declares terra nullius in 
1835, a legal principle that overlooks Aboriginal peoples’ sovereign right to ownership of land and 
customary laws. As Pacific Historian Kerry Howe suggests, this critical distinction is pivotal to the 
shaping the policy and legislative framings from the time of foundation and into the turn of the 
twentieth century, which we argue have instrumentally shaped two millennial urban parks in 
Melbourne and Wellington – Birrarung Marr and Waitangi Park.1 
 
In both countries, cities are contested spaces located at the point of first contact between colonial 
settlers and indigenous communities.2 They are understood as sites of indigenous dispossession 
and landscapes through which history has sought to “naturalise and legitimise settler 
sovereignty.”3 This tension poses particular challenges for designers operating in Australia and 
New Zealand, where the modern imperial project was dependent on the control, occupation, 
planning and development of urban centres to reinforce colonial economic and political ideals.4 
The following examines how the pre-colonial landscape and colonial speculations for the city 
collided to produce differing conditions for the production of new urban parks in the twentieth 
century.  

CCoolloonniissiinngg  SSiitteess  ooff  IInnddiiggeennoouuss  SSiiggnniiffiiccaannccee::  EEuurrooppeeaann  IInnfflluueenncceess  oonn  BBiirrrraarruunngg  aanndd  TTee  WWhhaannggaannuuii--
aa--TTaarraa    

Before European colonisation the Birrarung / Yarra River catchment, the area commonly known 
as Melbourne was permanently occupied by the Kulin nation, an alliance of Aboriginal 
communities that include the Wurundjeri, Boonerwrung, Taungurung, Wathaurung and Dja Dja 
Wrung language groups. The Kulin settled Birrarung as the landscape included essential features 
for supporting civilisation, including access to freshwater and rich diversity of plant and animal 
life.5 Notable fauna included: birds such as Pallid Cuckoos (Cacomantis pallidus), Black-and-white 
Fantails (Rhipidura leucophrys) and Brown Falcons (Falco berigora); mammals, for instance, 
Short-beaked Echidnas (Tachyglossus aculeatus), Bush-tailed and Ring-tailed possums 
(Trichosurus vulpecula and Psuedocheirus peregrinus), Eastern Quolls (Dasyurus viverrinus) and 
Eastern Grey Kangaroos (Macropus giganteus); and a thinly timbered savannah dotted with 
Eucalypts, Acacias and Casuarinas trees and a community of grasses and shrubs.6 These 
attributes, together with the region’s fertile volcanic soils, were equally influential on speculative 
pastoralist John Batman’s decision to establish a permanent European colony in 1835, as he 
famously proclaimed the landscape as “a place for a village”.7  
 
Melbourne's development was driven by private pastoralists, such as the Port Phillip Association 
(led by Batman), who ventured north from Tasmania in search of new grazing landscapes.8  
Significantly, Batman attempted to enact a treaty with local Wurundjeri people to purchase (from 
its perspective) 600,000 acres of land.9 However, the venture unravelled when governing bodies 
in New South Wales, and the Colonial Office in London, concluded the treaty had no legal basis, 
conflicting with the legal doctrine of terra nullius – or land belonging to no one – that was enacted 
by the Crown in 1835, ignoring Aboriginal people’s sovereign rights and ownership of land.10  
 
The abandonment of the treaty led to swift and widespread ecological modifications of the 
Birrarung region which the colonial government considered necessary to make the city liveable 
and support the growth of new industry. The Yarra River was straightened and deepened, streams 
were redirected underground and numerous wetlands within Yarra estuary (the one exception 
being South Melbourne Swamp) were reclaimed to build docks and factories.11 These 
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improvement works, alongside events such as the 1851 gold rush, later influenced Melbourne’s 
exponential growth. By 1854 the town was home to 236,798 residents that drove the 
development of major civic institutions and infrastructure, including a public university, a library 
and formal public parks and gardens situated in the colonial Hoddle Grid.12  
 
Akin to Melbourne, the colonial city of Wellington intersects with the Māori landscape Te 
Whanganui-a-Tara (“the great harbour of Tara”), a large natural harbour located within the greater 
region of Te Upoko o te Ika a Maui.13 The 76 square kilometre sheltered inlet covers a seismic 
landscape marked by two ridgelines, characterised by limited flat territory historically disputed by 
both Māori and European settlements.14 Prior to the arrival of Europeans, Te Whanganui-a-Tara’s 
hills and foreshores were composed of dense lowland broadleaf-podocarp forests, with an 
understory of tree-ferns.15 However, colonising Europeans rapidly modified the landscape 
meaning very little of this endemic ecology remains legible in Wellington today.  
 
Unlike the continuous occupation of the Birrarung area by the Kulin Nations, Te Whanganui-a-
Tara was territorially dynamic before the arrival of the New Zealand Company.16 The boundaries 
of these lands, while disputed, were in part set through the sale of Te-Whanganui-a-Tara to the 
New Zealand Company by Te Atiāwa chiefs.17 Several Māori village settlements or pā were located 
along the harbour, including Te Aro pā (Taranaki and Ngati Ruanui), which was located close to 
the Waitangi Stream and Lagoon system, which today overlaps with Waitangi Park (formerly 
known as Chaffers Park).18 
 
Whereas Melbourne’s colonial settlement was driven by tenacious pastoralists already in situ, the 
New Zealand Land Company (1839) was formed to arrange a systematic settlement of New 
Zealand from the offices in London as the “Britain of the South”. The Company’s settlement plans 
aspired to the maintenance of English social hierarchy alongside an incentivised opportunity for 
an aspirational labour class, including provision for formalised civic institutions, squares and 
public parks.19 As Captain William Hobson hastily proclaimed New Zealand a sovereign British 
colony through the Treaty of Waitangi, the New Zealand Company’s boats had already arrived to 
survey Te Whanganui-a-Tara as Port Nicholson.20   
 
The systematic colonisation of Wellington established a conflict with the Crown’s obligations of 
the Treaty of Waitangi. The Company’s settlement stipulated that in addition to existing village 
occupations, a tenth of the total plan – known as the ‘tenths’ – were to be reserved for Māori as 
part of the New Zealand Company’s sales lottery in London. 21 However, the company’s strategy 
resulted in a market bubble, producing a speculative mania for land which negatively affected 
race relations in the growing city. 22 For example, the Crown’s obligations to Māori, that was 
enshrined in the treaty, opposed the commercial dealings of the New Zealand Company as 
speculation fuelled demand for the limited flat territory. The contradictions established a pattern 
of conflict that displaced Māori communities from the city’s flat lands. Similarly, it drove a process 
of industrialisation and reclamation along a new urban waterfront which alienated the city from 
the sea throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.  
 
By way of background, we have outlined the foundational legislative differences between the 
colonial societies of Melbourne and Wellington, notably the presence (New Zealand) and absence 
(Australia) of a treaty with indigenous nations of the land at the time of European settlement. As 
explored in the following section, we suggest that the divergent approaches in Australasian 
treaties continues to influence the agency of landscape architects in conceiving of urban parks 
in the 1990s such as Birrarung Marr and Waitangi Park, reflected in response to the legislative 
agendas of two neo-liberal governments.  

TTrraannssffoorrmmaattiivvee  EEccoonnoommiicc  PPoolliiccyy  ooff  tthhee  VViiccttoorriiaann  GGoovveerrnnmmeenntt  aanndd  iittss  IImmppaacctt  oonn  11999900ss  LLaannddssccaappee  
PPrraaccttiiccee  iinn  MMeellbboouurrnnee    

Birrarung Marr is a Twentieth Century park located on the southern end of Melbourne’s colonial 
Hoddle Street Grid adjacent to the Yarra River. While centrally located, it is detached from the city 
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in multiple ways, as illustrated in Figure 1. From its northern edge, the site is disconnected due 
to the rail lines and its eastern edge is obstructed by a four-lane road. Similarly, Federation Square 
limits views and access from the west, and the Yarra River separates the site from the southern 
portion of the city. This disconnection can be traced back to the site’s role in the colonial era when 
landscape originally formed part of a wetland system that dictated Melbourne’s settlement 
patterns. Whereas residential and commercial expansion was focused on higher ground with 
stable geology to the north, infrastructure such as rail lines and factories were situated on the 
lower, less buildable wetlands that were perceived by new settlers as less valuable. These 
attributes informed the oddly shaped site which would become Birrarung Marr following the 
election of a new Victorian Government in 1992, who planned to develop the site into a Twenty 
First Century events space. 
 

 
FFiigguurree  11. Birrarung Marr context diagram by authors. 

 
The design of Birrarung Marr was deeply impacted by the economic and political context in which 
it emerged. The decision to develop the site into a park was closely tied to the incoming neo-
liberal government that took power in the early 1990s. At the time of its conceptualisation, 
Melbourne underwent a considerable economic transition that influenced the design of major 
civic projects. For instance, the favourable economic conditions of the early 1980s were followed 
by significant declines as Victoria entered a recession between 1989 and 1992.23 In 1992, an 
election year, the community looked towards a new government to reverse the unfavourable 
conditions which saw Kennett’s Liberal government elected with a swing of six per cent.24  
 
The change in government drove the widespread introduction of neo-liberal strategies in Victoria. 
Capital was redirected into new projects and policies such as Agenda 21: Major Civic Projects for 
Melbourne (1993), a program intended to create jobs, establish Melbourne as a desirable 
business destination and diversify tourist attractions in the city.25 Agenda 21 changed Melbourne 
considerably, delivering multiple projects that operated as civic institutions and tourist 
attractions, including the Melbourne Museum, Federation Square and Crown Casino. The 
commitment to development reshaped the state’s economic fortunes by generating 13,340 full-
time jobs despite the onset of the Asian financial crisis.26  
 
Kennett’s neo-liberal agenda repositioned the goals of civic projects in Melbourne highlighted by 
their need to contribute economically as well as civically.27 The reforms also impacted the 
landscape discipline’s standing in the City of Melbourne; opposed to being the designer of civic 
spaces, landscape architects were focused on large scale projects and events programming. Ron 
Jones, a design consultant for Birrarung Marr, notes that “there was a significant change in the 
scale of projects that came through” due to “increasing budgets” leading to the foundation of the 
Birrarung Marr project. 28 New parks were not exempt from Kennett’s agenda. Jones explains that 
monetary intent established “a different type of design brief” where landscape became a 
“platform to stage-manage events” instead of civic infrastructure.29 Significantly, the 
government’s reforms were powerful in shaping the design of Birrarung Marr towards the end of 
the 1990s.  
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Ron Jones and Helena Phia, working as consultants for the City of Melbourne, explored the 
location’s urban character to inform the major design concepts which responded to the site’s 
central position, its redundant rail infrastructure and history as a wetland.30 The concept design 
emerged as a geometric landscape characterised by axial paths, architectonic topography and a 
densely planted urban forest. Linear paths run through the centre of the park connecting the 
elevated terraces and referencing the old rail lines. A large water body (which never materialised) 
reframed the lost wetland system. Lastly, the densely-planted terraces were conceived to perform 
ecologically while accommodating the brief’s main ambition, the staging of events. Jones explains 
how events would be held on the “lower gravel area” while the elevated terraces “would have a 
canopy of trees, structural soil and be a space where you could put up marquees.”31  
 
Nevertheless, an issue arose when the Victorian Government, who financed the park with the City 
of Melbourne, misinterpreted the role of the forest in a sign off meeting with Rob Adams, the 
council’s Director of City Design. The decision to foreground planting design over the park’s events 
capabilities in the concept drawings drove significant design changes.32 The forest's inclusion 
proved to be a point of contention that became apparent when Adams presented the drawings to 
Planning Minister Rob MacLellan for approval. Adams explains that he was given “five minutes” 
to present the park concept and MacLellan’s only comment was that the scheme appeared “too 
cluttered.”33 Coincidentally, Adams’s team removed the trees and he presented a second 
iteration to MacLellan for approval.34 
 
MacLellan’s directive to declutter the drawings impacted the park’s forest and minimised the 
landscape’s ability to host diverse programmes. In the forest’s place are large forms composed 
of grass and compacted granite sands, materials selected to favour the economic potential of the 
park. While MacLellan's influence is not unexpected considering that the state government was 
a principal stakeholder, the exchange between two levels of government suggests that the 
consultants required a direct line of communication with MacLellan to argue for the forest’s 
inclusion. The communication process, shown in Figure 2, demonstrates how the consultants’ 
vision was misinterpreted by Adams who questioned the role of the trees in the park. Adams, who 
is represented in orange, notes that it “comes down to the environment that we were working in, 
which was not only a design environment but a political environment”, an observation that 
highlights the tensions between landscape practice and neo-liberal economics within the 
municipality, and its influence on the design of Birrarung Marr in the 1990s.35  

 

 
FFiigguurree  22.. Birrarung Marr’s approval process. Diagram by authors. 

 
Despite this scenario, there is evidence that alternative programs and increased environmental 
performance are presently being explored in Birrarung Marr. Recent design developments, which 
are influenced by new municipal policy, suggest that the established appreciations of the park by 
both levels of government is evolving. The millennium drought, climate change and a stronger 
commitment to design experimentation by the council have produced novel policy frameworks, 
such as the Urban Forest Strategy and the Climate Change Adaptation Strategy, alongside new 
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planting designs such as Woody Meadow.36 These policies and design insertions are driving the 
most significant changes to Birrarung Marr since the 2000s.  
 
The Woody Meadow is a pilot project that challenges established approaches to planting design 
and Melbourne’s dominant colonial garden aesthetic. The intervention responds to the 
municipality’s newest policies, such as those identified above, while displaying an increased 
awareness for experimentation by the City of Melbourne. The meadow, a collaborative design, 
focuses on the performative capabilities of Australian plants and achieves multiple outcomes 
including an evocative floral display, increased heat tolerance and minimised water and 
maintenance requirements.37 The team, led by Professor James Hitchmough, conducted 
extensive research into heat tolerant native plants that led to the selection of 21 species including 
Acacia acinacea and Eucalyptus caesia.38 The designers considered how flora would respond to 
the brief’s maintenance criteria, considered experimental for the Melbourne context, including 
coppicing techniques that would influence responses such as “re-sprouting” and the 
development of “multiple basal stems” that would extend the municipality’s colonial garden 
aesthetic.39  
 
The Woody Meadow demonstrates a willingness to experiment with evolved planting design in the 
particular context of the City of Melbourne. Dissimilar to the city’s heritage landscapes, which are 
strongly influenced by Ninteenth Century European design styles, the meadow’s aesthetic is 
mostly self-directed and requires little maintenance. As Figure 3 shows, the meadow has defined 
its composition which has emerged following its initial planting. Native shrubs and creepers are 
shown expanding into an undefined mass that is dictated by the plants’ growth patterns. This 
aesthetic condition is notably distinct to the intensely manicured lawns and garden beds of 
adjacent colonial landscapes such as Kings Domain and the Fitzroy Gardens. Arguably, the 
insertion can be considered a balanced attempt at upholding the city’s dedication to design 
excellence while negotiating emerging pressures such as extreme heat.  

 

 
FFiigguurree  33.. The Wooded Meadow. Photograph by authors. 

 
Nevertheless, the political implications of establishing a new garden aesthetic in Birrarung Marr 
is likely to test Melbournian’s established values of the designed landscape.  The meadow 
diverges from what City of Melbourne Urban Forest and Ecology team leader David Callow 
describes as the “Melbourne aesthetic”, an expectation of heritage design and maintenance that 
is demanded by particular sections of the Melbourne community.40 Jon Rayner, who collaborated 
on the Woody Meadow, echoes Callow’s concerns, suggesting that the public may react negatively 
to the design when the plants are cut back, stating that an expected challenge will be “gauging 
the public’s response to the … meadow after coppicing” and “educating the cultured eye to the 
expression of Australian landscape processes” in a prominent landscape such as Birrarung 
Marr.41  
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DDeeccoolloonniissiinngg  tthhee  WWaatteerrffrroonntt  aatt  WWaaiittaannggii  PPaarrkk    

A by-product of colonial processes is the five-hectare waterfront site of Waitangi Park. Prior to 
colonisation, this landscape was the location of the mouth of the Waitangi Stream and wetland, 
an equally significant cultural and ecological space to tangata whenua Māori.42 However, the 
lagoon largely disappeared as a result of the 1855 earthquake and the stream was later piped 
during the construction of Wellington’s stormwater system in 1859.43 In the city’s modern history, 
the site performed as a morgue, a tram repair yard, a bus depot, the ‘Wellington Destructor’ 
incinerator and the Chaffers Te Aro graving dock. 
 
Wellington experienced extraordinary changes at the end of the twentieth century. Nationally, 
economic restructuring coincided with the cultural and political articulation of biculturalism. Local 
conditions continued to focus community and governance interest on the land use of the seaward 
edge of the central business district, with changes to port infrastructure producing new 
development opportunities along the waterfront. Alongside land speculation there remained an 
urgent need for public open space in central Wellington. This produced a unique scenario whereby 
the expansion of open space in the city merged with a national political transformation and 
community charged with a heightened civic awareness.  
 
In 2002, Wellington Waterfront Limited and the Wellington City Council held an international open 
design competition for a new urban park at the former Chaffers Te Aro dock site. The competition 
brief was to meet the aspirations of the newly introduced Wellington Waterfront Framework 
(WWF). Framed against the Treaty obligations of the Resource Management Act, the WWF is the 
first waterfront planning scheme to be explicitly bicultural in how it positions culture, heritage and 
history, linked through the shared value of the harbour to both tangata whenua and tangata tiriti. 
Responding to the shared significance of the site, the winning scheme by landscape architects 
Wraight+Associates alongside Athfield Architects (Wraight+Athfield) proposed a sophisticated 
hydrological and ecological stream system alongside programmed and passive recreational 
spaces. 
 
In terms of policy conditions, the new park at the Chaffers site reflects a process of design 
production enabled by the broader agenda of decolonisation in New Zealand. While previous 
schemes were scuttled by popular dissent, this project was successful in moving from 
concept design to design documentation and construction by gaining support with key 
stakeholders. Critically, the design was supported in the consultation phase and through the 
resource consent process by Māori stakeholders and the Wellington Tenths Trust, an outcome 
that allowed the designers to realise their vision. To reinforce the shifting cultural and political 
attitudes in Wellington, Chaffers Park was renamed Waitangi Park, reflecting Māori values and 
the importance of the Waitangi lagoon as a shared bicultural space.44  
 
The masterplan for Waitangi Park comprises a large flat lawn, enclosed by constructed wetlands 
and an active edge zone. The lawn is flexibly utilised for music festivals, a weekly farmer’s market, 
informal sports and for general passive recreation. However, this prosaic space is interrupted by 
circulation paths which operate as punctuations in the gently sloping topography of the boundary 
zone. As the pathways slice through the mounded edge they generate a series of gently unfolding 
terraces. These circulation tracks offer threshold access perpendicular to the formal linear spine 
of the wetland promenade.  
 
The paths are symbolically identified in the design as the ‘shadows of waka’, impressing the idea 
of Māori boats being dragged through the lagoon and up the dunes. Drawing on the significance 
of the beach as a waka landing point and its proximity to Te Aro pā, the designers utilise 
topographic gestures to integrate cultural interpretation through patterns of spatial circulation 
and use. As lead designer Meagan Wraight explains, the pathways are “then re-used as they were 
used” rather than superficially applying surface decoration to denote meaning.45 This intent is 
supported through the installation of public art, titled Te Waka Pou, by artist Ra Vincent, a 
pou/waka landing marker that reinforces the relationship to Te Aro pā and the Waitangi Stream. 
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Landscape Architects Wraight+Associates have a defined practice agenda for designing cultural 
landscapes which intermingle ecology with social practices – a decolonizing design approach 
reflective of the New Zealand experience. This design methodology, according to Wraight, is 
revelatory: 

We are particularly interested in how that cultural landscape has evolved, and being able to 
reveal that story and it comes from also from having a belief in that idea engaging a wide 
population of people, a wider audience, that if you tap this idea of collective memory that 
different people will engage into different aspects of how that site has evolved over time.46 

 
The designed outcome is reflective of Wraight+Associates’ cultural practice agenda in two ways 
– through ecological performance and program. Both tactics were supported by and aligned with 
the agenda of the Tenths Trust, as the key Māori stakeholder group in Wellington. For the Tenths 
Trust, the political significance of renaming Chaffers Park to Waitangi Park was key, not only as a 
reclaimed toponym but as a reflection of the lifting of the drained stream to the surface as a 
decolonizing act.  
 
The declamation of the Waitangi stream is the largest political and spatial move within the design. 
Incorporating the pre-colonial and industrial elements of the site, the former graving dock 
operates as the performative and formal structure of the wetland. Rather than being a dry space, 
the structure recovers Waitangi Stream by retaining water on site, improving overall water quality 
and reducing public health risks from discharged stormwater into the harbour.47 Significantly, this 
engineered response is aligned to Māori landscape management values, as cues to ecological 
care.  
 
The graving dock, illustrated in Figure 4, is divided between a broad gravel flat on one side and a 
series of wetland terraces on the other, evoking the tidal contrast of a stream meeting the sea. 
This area is composed of seven plant communities from Wellington’s wild coasts, carefully 
researched and collected by the design team.48 While this insertion could be viewed as a western 
approach to urban stream restoration, it is in fact a decolonising gesture. As Bryant reflects, “in 
Aotearoa New Zealand the constructed ecologies have the potential to reveal the hidden 
narratives of whakapapa because they recognise the cultural and spiritual importance of the 
stream and its ecology”.49 As such, the curation of indigenous plant communities as functioning 
ecology is environmentally and culturally meaningful.  

 

 
FFiigguurree  44.. The former graving dock reimagined as a constructed indigenous ecology. Waitangi Park Graving Dock, 2014. 

Photograph by authors. 
 
Māori practices are embedded within the park’s spatial elements. An example includes the design 
of a powhiri mound – a raised ceremonial area leading through a processional space – to allow 
for Māori welcoming rituals. This feature incorporates large rocks selected from Taranaki 
(maunga/sacred mountain of the Te Atiawa iwi) which are axially aligned with distant mountains 
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in Taranaki and Te Aro pā. Notably, the Māori elements have remained largely untouched by 
Wellington’s dynamic and political urban street art culture. When unplanned modifications are 
observed, such as graffiti, they are generally accepted as part of the park’s temporal and living 
condition.50 Importantly, it is through these lived experiences and contemporary uses that 
Waitangi Park enacts decolonisation in the everyday civic landscape. 

DDeeccoolloonniissiinngg  tthhee  CCiittyy::  FFuuttuurree  DDiirreeccttiioonnss  iinn  aa  CChhaannggiinngg  CClliimmaattee  

For Australasian landscape architects, Waitangi Park is exemplary in responding to the ambitions 
of decolonisation policy, particularly the legislative redress of the Treaty of Waitangi, through 
design. This process is evident through the marriage of symbolic elements, cultural practices and 
spatial gestures, in addition to the shared ecological agendas of the designers and Māori 
stakeholders. Critically, the New Zealand approach differs from Australia, which is defined by an 
absence of a decolonising framework for designers to position themselves in. For Australia, 
legislative change through constitutional recognition remains uncertain, particularly given the 
recent political instability at the federal level where debates continue to rage over the shape of 
Constitutional Recognitions of First Nations. 
 
Overall, Australia is largely in a state of inertia in terms of reconciliatory policy frameworks, 
particularly in its major cities. While the notion of a treaty has largely evaporated from national 
political discourse, state and territory governments are working through models. The most notable 
example includes the Victorian State Government’s development of a treaty which began in 
2016.51 Subsequently, in 2018 this government committed its parliament to treaty negotiations 
through the “Advancing the Treaty Process with Aboriginal Victorians Act”52; and in 2019, 
established the First Peoples’ Assembly of Victoria, an independent and elected body to negotiate 
a treaty framework.53 Together with the appointment of Ken Wyatt as Australia’s first federal 
Minister for Indigenous Affairs in 2019, we can be cautiously optimistic that this state model will 
be more productive to a process of redress for traditional owners.54 
 
In the absence of legislative change in Australia, we speculate that the emerging climate crisis 
will become a powerful agent in evolving cultural attitudes towards the City of Melbourne’s 
colonial landscapes. The success of the Woody Meadow project, along with the council’s proactive 
Urban Forest and updated Climate Change Mitigation frameworks, suggests that an adaptive 
approach might rapidly necessitate the decolonising of landscape architecture in the city. In this 
way, experimental planting designs, novel landscape infrastructure and maintenance approaches 
are likely the first step towards counterfactual design approaches.55   

CCoonncclluussiioonn    

We have argued that New Zealand and Australia’s race relations during the 1800s, notably the 
processes of enacting or abandoning treaties with indigenous nations at the time of European 
colonisation, influence the eco-cultural attributes of Waitangi Park and Birrarung Marr in the late 
1990s and early 2000s. Critically, each nation’s colonial legacy established diverse political and 
cultural structures in Wellington and Melbourne that influence how governments, landscape 
architects and the wider community conceptualise urban parks. In Australia, the absence of a 
treaty gives the Victorian government significant powers over the planning and design of 
Melbourne as they are not legally bound to collaborate with Kulin representatives in a design 
process. In the 1990s, this situation allowed the Kennett government’s neo-liberal policy to 
dominate the concept design phase of Birrarung Marr. As argued, the Planning Minister shifted 
the consultants’ vision for the park from a civic and ecological function to an events landscape 
when he requested the removal of the park’s forest. This directive offers a clear example of the 
impact of government policy on overriding design aspirations when officials are not held 
accountable to legislated obligations. Waitangi Park’s design process, its living materials, 
topography and engineered hydrological systems outline a different narrative. The scheme is 
clearly framed against the local council’s obligations to the Waitangi Tribunal, through the RMA 
and the Environment Court process. Wraight+Athfield applied a declamation strategy to integrate 
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the waterfront edge with city and sea, alongside programmatic interventions to support lived 
cultural practices, tactics supported by and aligned with the agenda of the Tenths Trust, the key 
Māori stakeholder group in Wellington. In this way, the landscape architects defined a practice 
agenda for designing cultural landscapes, intertwining the romantic landscape with urbanist 
strategies of ecology and social practice as devices to evoke the imaginary.  
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Kalimantan is known for its tropical rain forests with a rich variety of woods, and 
land keeps decreasing over the years, as a consequence of the expansion of mining 
sites and plantations. Ulin (Eusideroxylon zwageri), one of the species grown in these 
forests, is an endemic Kalimantan wood that is famous for having Class-I quality 
that is water-resistant, making it suitable to use in wetlands. Ulin, which embodies 
strong local belief and economic value, has been a part of the Kalimantan people’s 
daily life for ages. Tested through a long experience of local technology and culture, 
the community uses it for numerous purposes, such as household appliances, road 
and bridge structures, and various building elements to the point that it become a 
city-forming material. This robust usage contributes to distinctive characteristics of 
the city. Physically, the traits and limitations of ulin as a material shape the local 
architectural typology and the city’s urban morphology. In a more intangible way, 
ulin also creates unique experiences, e.g. roads built out of ulin make crackling 
sounds when motorized vehicles pass by. These characteristics formed by ulin place 
the material as an important feature of Kalimantan’s cultural landscape. However, 
despite its significance, ulin is now becoming extremely scarce— not only because it 
is hard to grow, but also due to deforestation.

This research aims to study the role of ulin in the constellation of Kalimantan’s 
community, social system, and physical landscape; how it affects local cultures of 
dwelling, building, and even more creating unique ambience of the city. It will also 
seek to discover if ulin, as unique feature of the cultural landscape, will be a tool for 
the community to connect themselves to the historic past of their tribe and ancient 
local wisdom in order to raise awareness of the importance of cultural and ecological 
preservation.

ULIN AS A DISTINCTIVE CHARACTER 
OF KALIMANTAN’S CULTURAL 
LANDSCAPE: USING CULTURAL 
LANDSCAPE AS MEANS OF 
CULTURAL AND ECOLOGICAL 
PRESERVATION
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  

Kalimantan, apart from being famous for its forests which produce a variety of wood, is also 
known as the island of a thousand rivers. This illustrates Kalimantan's relatively wet 
environmental conditions because it is crossed by large rivers, has large swamps and peatlands. 
This unique condition requires wood that is resistant to wet conditions and which can be used for 
various daily purposes. Several types of hardwood produced by Kalimantan forests include ulin 
(Eusideroxylon zwageri Teijsm & Binn), wood that has structural strength (strong class) and is 
ranked number one in resistance to water and weathering (durable class).1 
 
Ulin's specialty encourages wide use both within and outside Kalimantan. Massive exploitation 
occurs to meet the market demand for ulin, although various management regulations and 
logging bans have been implemented. While the supply of ulin in nature is decreasing, forest fires 
that occur every year are also damaging. Ulin (Kalimantan: telihan or belian) is very difficult to 
cultivate outside Kalimantan and its slow growth only worsens these natural conditions. IUCN 
includes ulin in the list of vulnerable species.2 However, used ironwood is in demand and has a 
fairly high selling price in the market (various sources). Ulin has high economic and socio-cultural 
value.3 
 
The people of Kalimantan have been using ulin for a long time for various needs, such as forts in 
past settlements, infrastructure, buildings (foundations, poles, walls and roofs, frames), bridges 
and pontoon in the interior, electricity and telephone poles, river bank sheet piles, garden fences 
and pepper plant piles (turus)4, musical instruments and accessories5, jewellery and ornaments, 
ancestral statues and balai-balai (pedestals for offering tools) and tempelak / sandung / klerekng 
(carved coffins)6,7. Some of the use is still ongoing today, although it is increasingly difficult to 
obtain ulin and people have to use old wood that has been buried in the ground. 
 
A Malay pantun in West Kalimantan conveyed that "Adat (tradition) lives with customs, knows 
how to protect the sea and straits, knows how to protect the dense jungle, knows how to protect 
traditional land, knows how to protect ants and caterpillars, knows how to protect the togok and 
splints".8 The quote contains advice to protect the environment (sea, river, forest, and communal 
land): if they want to build houses don't destroy the land, if they make a garden don't destroy the 
settlements and livelihoods, and don't destroy the mountains. Hetti Rahmawati (2015)9 found: 

The belief that exists in the Benuaq community sees forests and rivers as "neighbors" where 
ancestral spirits live so that a harmonious relationship between humans and forests and 
rivers is important. There was a forest guardian god who gave them the forest, so it was bad 
if someone hurt the forest. On the other hand, forests will provide good if humans protect 
forests, especially certain species... 

The above statement expresses the long and close relationship between humans as individuals 
and as social beings and the natural environment around them. A reflection of the relevance of 
local wisdom and the dynamics of the Benuaq Dayak community's ecological behavior in 
managing the forest environment.10 This shows that the social system of the community can carry 
out the duties for forest preservation. The interaction procedure between human activities and 
natural habitats which includes ecology, interaction, belief practices, concepts and unique 
traditions as cultural landscapes; which reflects the way of everyday life, the way people create 
places, and the order or rhythm of life over time.11 
 
This paper examines the use of ulin in everyday life of the people of Kalimantan. On the other 
hand, discovering how this culture can contribute to maintaining and protecting the existence of 
ulin in natural forests. 

RReesseeaarrcchh  MMeetthhooddss  aanndd  MMaatteerriiaallss  

The research method is interpretive and qualitative. Qualitative research prioritizes the meaning 
expressed around people's perceptions of the culture of using and preserving ulin by the people 
of Kalimantan. Document study complements the use of online observations and interviews in 
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this qualitative research project. The research was conducted from December 2019 to August 
2020. Interviewees came from various professions including academics and researchers, 
government officials, cultural actors, housewives, local communities in Kutai Kartanegara 
Regency.12 Those involved consisted of the Benuaq, Kutai, and Malay ethnic Dayak. The location 
of the informants' residence was in Muara Muntai, Samarinda and Tenggarong. The data and 
information required include primary data and secondary data. Primary data has been obtained 
through the interviewing of sources. Secondary data takes the form of documents related to Ulin 
and the culture of the Kalimantan people who use ulin. 

FFiinnddiinnggss  aanndd  DDiissccuussssiioonn  

Campolo (2016)13 states that cultural landscapes describe the evolution of people and 
settlements over time, under physical influences containing opportunities from their natural 
environment and social, economic and cultural forces that are both external and internal. The 
culture of local communities is formed by adaptation to the surrounding environment through the 
struggle to face disasters and the challenges of change that come from nature, as well as taking 
and receiving the benefits and conveniences that nature provides. Society, through 
understanding and collaboration with nature over a long period of time, forms a distinctive 
character that fosters local identity and wisdom.14 
 
Local wisdom to indigenous people is often conveyed in the form of oral advice as stated in 
mantras, rhymes, poetry, folk songs or folk tales (saga, myth, etc.). The oral tradition is a metaphor 
to explain the environment and the universe, to understand the world, and to express the cultural 
patterns and structures in it.15 Another form of delivery is through prohibitions tradition and daily 
behavior in society.16, 17 
 
Fahrianoor et al (2013)18 found that the local wisdom of the Dayak Loksado, Dayak Upau, and 
Dayak Warukin tribes has the same pattern of interaction and is based on the same 
understanding in managing forests and humans. The universe is considered to be the 
manifestation of Datu Adam (Adam/male) and Datu Tihawa (Eve/female). The beliefs of the 
Dayak people reflect that local wisdom of the Dayak tribe is not only at the level of customs 
(folkways), but also ideas and values related to natural resource management. This is proof that 
the efforts to save and preserve the environment that have been carried out by the community 
for a long time are based on the values of local wisdom which are internalized for an ecological 
awareness. 
 
a. Philosophy of Life 
The characteristics of the tropical forests of Borneo in the past, have rich and dense vegetation 
which are crossed by rivers. The value of forests and rivers is based on their function in 
maintaining the quality of life of the community for survival, the availability of environmental 
resources, and their function as places of spiritual activity and social glue. Forests are an integral 
part of their life’s cycle so they are not considered a commodity and valued as an economic 
benefit.19 The existence of the Dayak Benuaq culture is very close to the rhythm of forest and 
river life and is closely related to ulin wood. 
 
Ulin is taken from the forest as needed on a limited scale.20 Each type carries a different task.21 
Respect for ulin is respect for ancestors. Sacred trees because the spirits of the ancestors live 
and cannot be traded outside the traditional village. If you are going to cut down a tree, a 
"Mekanyahu" ceremony will be performed asking for permission from forest guards, including 
ironwood tree dwellers. Ironwood trees are only felled by leaving the roots so that the trees will 
quickly repair themselves and grow back.22 The prevailing customary regulations do not allow 
cutting down certain trees because of their ecological value for humans over the ages. This 
illustrates the behavior of conservation and sustainability based on strong local thinking. The 
character of ulin, which remains durable in various conditions, encourages the people of Borneo 
— especially the Dayak tribe — to use the old ulin they find in the ground.23 
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b. Agriculture 
Sartini (2004)24 found that in the Dayak Kenyah community, East Kalimantan has a “tana ulen” 
tradition in which forest areas are controlled and belong to indigenous peoples. Land 
management is regulated and protected by customary rules. The indigenous peoples of Undau 
Mau, West Kalimantan developed local wisdom in the pattern of residential spatial planning, by 
classifying forests and their uses. The field system is carried out in the form of rotation that 
determines the fallow period and recognizes taboos so that the use of agricultural technology is 
limited to that which is environmentally friendly. 
 
The behavior of non-primary forest land use is carried out jointly / communally according to 
customary rules. Simpukq (plantation in forest) providing fruit trees, coconut, candlenut, coffee 
and rubber with a variety of medicinal trees, natural toxins and fruit trees are evidence of the 
organic life of local Benuaq communities.25 Harvesting is carried out in moderation and leaving 
the rest of the harvest as a return to nature in the Long Tuyoq tribe.26 Wild boar hunting and 
rattan gathering are activities that increase income for the family, but commercial harvesting from 
the forest to sell outside the community is not practiced because the economic principle in society 
is to fulfill domestic needs and not the market. This is an illustration of the application of a 
sustainable agroforestry system. The social behavior of the community that is energy efficient, 
respects every process that occurs, is effective and environmentally friendly. This is evident in 
Lamin houses and fields that are managed jointly by extended families and communities, and is 
a symbol of community collective behavior. 
 
The Dayak tribe applies a shifting cultivation system in the area of planting fields, where various 
varieties of rice are planted without irrigation, which follow the plot of a cropping cycle according 
to their time. In this system, rice planting and harvesting is carried out jointly by all village 
communities. The fields are prepared by burning and cleaning things that will interfere with rice 
growth. The men are tasked with making holes using the tips of wooden sticks and the women 
follow the rhythm behind the men while inserting rice seeds and closing the holes using a sweep 
of the soles of their feet.27 Gogorancah rice (a type of rice commonly grown in fields) is grown 
without using pesticides or chemical fertilizers but can produce good harvests. Some of the land 
is interspersed with cassava or consumption vegetables. And it appears that some plots of land 
were left unplanted after several years of being planted with rice. This is done so that the 
temporarily dormant land will be ready to be replanted again after the soil surface nutrients are 
maintained. 
 
The use of umaq forest reserves is based on local knowledge that soil fertility is different, 
microclimate is different and the planting cycle is used to separate forest regeneration into five 
planting phases, namely: young layer (Kurat Uraq), old layer (Kurat Tuha), juvenile secondary 
forest (Kurat Batang Muda), advanced secondary forest (Kurat Batang Tuha) and primary forest 
(Bengkar). Until finally the fields are cycled back into the primary forest after 100-200 years.28 
The introduction of plant species of ecological value helps communities in their land use cycle. 
 
c. Building 
The Dayak tribe knows their place of residence as Rumah Panjang (long house/ lamin/ betang) 
which is entirely made of several species of ulin.29, 30 The settlement pattern of longhouses is 
closely related to food sources provided by the surrounding environment, such as land for 
farming, rivers with lots of fish, and forests that are inhabited by game animals.31 
 
Rumah Panjang is the center of the dynamics of the resident’s life. Rumah Panjang is an 
expression of the legacy of the ancestor’s life, which completely and concretely describes the 
village officials, social organization and the community system. Rumah Panjang was formed 
based on the need for space to accommodate the activities carried out by the Dayak community.32 
Lamin was built and inhabited together by all tribes for several generations (Gelollw, 2020) so 
that a larger community was formed. Communities are very difficult to separate, mainly because 
of blood factors, customs, beliefs, livelihoods, and other psychological factors. In the past, 
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togetherness was important because people faced wars against other tribes. The long house 
starts from a single house which then adds a new room beside the old room. Buildings are 
modules that are established attached.33 If there are additional family members, if needed, a new 
module will be added at the end of the building. The wood used does not have to be new but can 
be taken from unused buildings or wood excavated from the ground.34 
 
Other buildings owned by the people of Kalimantan are huts (shelters) which are scattered along 
their route through the forest. These lodges are located at certain distances such as one day's 
journey. These huts can be used by anyone crossing the route. Along the Mahakam Ulu river, 
many huts were damaged by passerby who came from outside (not the people of Borneo).35, 36  
 
d. Cities and Infrastructure 
In the past, ulin trunks were used as a kuta (fort) around the long house of the Dayak Ngaju tribe 
to prevent attacks from other tribes and plagues. Kuta is found in West Kalimantan, Central 
Kalimantan and South Kalimantan. The fort is partly intact and the wood is in good condition even 
though it is more than 1700 years old (Kuta Mapot) and buried in the ground for a long time.37 
 
In Kalimantan, many settlements and villages are located on the banks of rivers and swamps 
which are flooded every year. The village was built on ironwood pillars, on which built housing and 
public housing facilities. Some of these settlements developed into cities such as Samarinda, 
Muara Kaman, Kota Bangun, Muara Muntai and so on. Samarinda developed into the capital of 
East Kalimantan. Muara Kaman was the center of the Kutai Kartanegara Kingdom in the past 
and is now one of the transit port cities on the Mahakam River. Muara Kaman develops towards 
the plateau, so that some buildings use short poles on dry land. Kota Bangun sits on a swamp on 
the riverbank, and buildings and infrastructure are built on iron pillars (Fig. 1). Kota Bangun has 
served as a transit and resting city for visitors in this area from the past to the present. 

 

 
 

	
FFiigguurree  11..  (Above) The village above Lake Melintang in East Kalimantan, a wooden town built on ulin pillars; (Below) The 

ulin bridge connects the two sides of the Makam river which is accessible to motorized vehicles (cars and small 
trucks). Source: KSPN Survey, 2016. 

 
The distinctive panorama that can be seen in the riverside cities is the houses on stilts lined up 
along the river banks. At the front, right by the river, there are raft houses that function as shops, 
buying and selling transactions or refueling points.38,39 These buildings initially fully used ulin40 
but due to the limitations of ulin at present, the community segregates the use of materials 
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according to their needs, such as areas prone to wetness and flooding using ulin wood and dry 
areas using Bangkirai (Shorea laevis) or other species.41, 42  
 
Cities that were built entirely using ulin bring out their unique identity in the urban landscape and 
creates a distinctive nuance for these cities (Fig. 2 Left). The natural color of the wood dominates 
the area. Community activities are carried out on roads and courtyards made of ulin boards. When 
the motorized vehicle passes, it makes a distinctive crackling and crunching sound. 
Unfortunately, as the quality of the ulin material (the younger the trees are cut) decreases, this 
increases the maintenance and replacement time for ulin boards (Fig. 2 Right). This condition is 
exacerbated by the attitude of motorized vehicle users who pass without reducing speed. People 
who are tired of looking for solutions to cope with the crackling noise often end up coating ulin 
streets with concrete mortar. 

 

	 	
FFiigguurree  22.. The main road in Muara Muntai City. Left: road conditions in 2013. Right: Road conditions in 2018. Source: 

Arief R. Sandan, 2013; https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Jalan_di_Muara_Muntai_-_Ezagren_(3).JPG. 

 
The solution that uses a concrete layering method on the ulin road leaves a problem with the 
strength of the ulin structure at the bottom. Motorists passing on the concrete road sometimes 
do not realize the strength of the ulin structure, causing fractures to some of the ironwood 
structures at the end of Kota Bangun road, so that the road is broken and tilted and impassable. 
The use of ulin as a material is mentioned in the saga of Putri Junjung Buih43 where in order for 
the bridge to be strong and not to break, you have to use telihan (ulin). Until now, ulin is still the 
main material used to build bridges, snapping / wooden roads in settlements or cities, ports and 
jetty throughout Kalimantan. The main problem with the needs of building and structural 
materials is the availability of quality materials. Currently, the availability of material has shrunk 
and is difficult to obtain. Several areas in Kalimantan, especially those that have turned into 
plantations and mining, have to look for ulin in other areas that still have forests. 
 
e. Traditions and Traditional Ceremonies 
The Dayak tribe makes ulin an important part of traditional ceremonies and their daily life and 
social system. The conversion of forest functions and the narrowing of access to forest 
maintenance for them resulted in a reduced supply of ironwood needed for cultural rituals. This 
will result in the loss of symbols of the existence of religious rituals because ironwood handicrafts 
and equipment (statues, wooden clothes, weapons and shields) are used as part of religious 
ceremonies, customs and worship (Fig. 3). The preservation of Kalimantan culture is assisted 
through the Erau festival which is held every two years by the Kutai Kartanegara Sultanate. Erau 
has the meaning of being busy, going back and forth, having fun, having a festival. 

 
The daily life of the Kalimantan people cannot be separated from ulin (Figs 4 and 5). Many 
appliances, both household and communal scales, are made of ulin, including Kelupi, a sugar 
cane press which is made of whole ulin and is operated by 5-7 adults. Non-machine looms are 
still used to weave cloth in the Benuaq Dayak tribe in Tanjung Isuy. Gantang is a measuring tool 
for rice (grain) measuring approximately the same as five kilograms. Gantang embodies a 
philosophy whereby the giving of bushels should not be given from hand to hand but must be 
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placed on the floor before being accepted by the recipient. As a measuring tool for exchanging 
goods, the manufacture of bushels must also have the permission of the kingdom. The stirring 
spoon made of ulin consists of several sizes including sengkidau which resembles a small paddle 
used to stir rice in a large cauldron, kelaci that are smaller than sengkidau and have a wooden 
holder at the end.44 

 

    
FFiigguurree  33..  Carved coffins made of Ulin. (L to R): Lungun Dayak in Batoq Ten'fang, Mahulu. Sandung in Central 

Kalimantan. Clerk / paste of the Dayak Benuaq tribe in Muaralawa, East Kalimantan. Source: 
https://eksposkaltim.com/berita-4427-lungun-yang-tersembunyi-di-balik-pesona-batu-dinding.html; 

https://bobo.grid.id/read/08673875/sandung-tempat-tulang-leluhur-suku-dayak?page=all; 
https://id.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Berkas:Sandung_101013-7585_mp.JPG; 

https://www.netralnews.com/sisilain/read/111264/inilah-kuburan-batu-misterius-paling-angker-di-suku-dayak    

 

    
FFiigguurree  44..  Dayak community equipment (L to R): Kelupi, a sugar cane press. Benuaq Dayak Weaving Equipment in 
Tanjung Isuy. Gantang, a rice pounder (1 Gantang = ± 5 kg) from Kotawaringin. Sengkidau stirring rice in a large 

skillet. Source: Pesona Indonesia, 2019; KSPN Survey, 2016; 
https://ayokekotawaringinlama.blogspot.com/2019/07/gantang.html; https://www.bukalapak.com /u/aanqadrie. 

 

    
FFiigguurree  55.. Ulin carving (L to R): ulin bracelet. Stone rings from ironwood fossils. Fence & lisplank profiles. Mandau’s 

scabbard from ulin. Source: Lazada.co.id; m.inkuiri.com; Enchantment Profile of Borneo; 
http://karyasastrasenisunda.blogspot.com/2016/03/golok bedog.html. 

 
Kalimantan culture also recognizes music culture which has more than fifteen types of 
percussion, string and wind instruments. Some of them are made of Ulin (Fig. 6) both as a whole 
and as accessories, including Sapeq, Sobang Ketubokng, ear guitar.45 Sapeq is a traditional 
stringed instrument of the Kayaan Mendalam Sub-tribe in West Kalimantan46 and several other 
tribes with various names and versions. Sapeq can be made from several types of plants and 
wood, including belian/Ulin (Eusideroxylon zwageri). This musical instrument is usually played as 
an accompaniment to regional songs, dances, to the chanting of oral literature in traditional 
Dayak ceremonies.47  
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FFiigguurree  66.. (L) Sapeq, a Dayak Kahaan musical instrument; (C, R) Balikan/Kurating of the Dayak Iban/Banuaq musical 

instruments. Source: Budaya-indonesia.org. 

DDiissccuussssiioonn  

Ulin is involved in every aspect of the life of the people of Borneo. This shows the socio-cultural 
attachment of the Kalimantan people to ironwood and makes ulin an important wood. Every 
aspect of culture requires ulin, starting from living quarters, daily life, processing agricultural 
products, weaving, trade and weapons to death equipment (statues and coffins). The need for 
and respect for ulin generates values and beliefs of local communities that drive their ecological 
behavior towards the meaning and value of forests and rivers for them in the present, past and 
future. Emotions and behavior reflect personal values and interest in the environment and 
encourages environmentally conscious attitudes and behaviors. 
 
The form of community responsibility and concern for the environment is implemented in land 
use systems and cycles as well as farming methods, namely the differentiation of treatment on 
land and the five stages of Urat is a land use system model that cares about biodiversity, 
conservation and sustainability of forest resources and its surroundings. The community's active 
preservation of natural forests is manifested in the manner of using ulin, but it has not yet been 
in the form of active planting or reforestation. 
 
The life of mutual assistance among the inhabitants of the mansion is far from individualistic and 
private property. Ownership is based on customary and extended family decisions, so that the 
exploitative competitive nature is taboo. Meanwhile, the sustainable value of forest management 
and the spirit of cooperation to help and care for others are its characteristics. Rumah Panjang 
(Long House) as the center of society can be seen in the education system that is conveyed 
through the culture of telling stories in the daily life of the community from one generation to the 
next. The messages (ecological, heroic, warrior attitude and life wisdom) that are conveyed aim 
to arouse awareness, form perceptions, attitudes and behaviors. Through storytelling art that 
touches concern, reveals attitudes, values and environmental ethics, the people of Kalimantan 
are trying to survive the various external factors (illegal logging, land concessions, capitalism 
through mining and plantations) that have eroded this tradition. 
 
The pattern of agriculture or shifting cultivation followed by land burning (the fastest way to clear 
bush land and return the elements to the soil) by indigenous people is believed by outsiders to 
be damaging farming procedures. This procedure is seen as threatening the existence of forests, 
causing widespread forest fires and polluting the air. However, the basic principle applied by 
indigenous people is that people only clear as much land as needed to produce food for their 
community. Indigenous people never take excessively for reasons of profit. This is very different 
from the capitalist concept of clearing forests for mining and plantation purposes, where the 
amount of ecological losses is much higher. 
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CCoonncclluussiioonn  

The principle of natural balance between the power and grace of nature for humans is important 
for people in Kalimantan. Adaptation to the surrounding environment through the struggle to face 
disasters and the challenges of change that comes from nature as well as taking and receiving 
the benefits and facilities provided by nature forms the culture of the community. The principle of 
indigenous people in maintaining and restoring natural conditions is an important practice, as 
reflected in their daily behavior. Indigenous people have their own principles which are sometimes 
not in accordance with the principles adapted by traditions outside the people of Kalimantan. 
 
Local wisdom is directly related to the dynamics of the ecological behavior of the Kalimantan 
people in managing the forest environment. Understanding and collaborating with nature over a 
long period of time have formed a cultural landscape that preserves forests, and which will 
ultimately help to preserve ulin in nature. 
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Cemeteries – the oldest repositories of architecture and society – have until recently 
‘quietly’ been undergoing a technological as well as cultural revolution that is creating 
new opportunities for interacting not just with memorialisation but history and our 
built environment as well.

Not since the garden cemetery prefigured the garden city movement or even the 
invention of industrialised cremation itself (both in the 19th century) has ‘death’ 
figured into such radical discourse. Today however, there is a burgeoning international 
industry of services and products for the acts of memorialisation. QR codes for 
data storage are now a common enough option on cemetery tombstones in some 
countries. Likewise, Japan has not just verticalized the cemetery model but turned 
it into an interactively mechanised down-town urban building too. Digital cemeteries 
now compliment physical ones, and Olson Kundig Architects’ current Recompose 
project proposal for metropolitan Seattle (USA) is one such example that is squarely 
aimed at using technology to disrupt the commercial funerary industry.

Closer to home, two recent spotlights have potentials as catalysts in accelerating this 
movement. Firstly, there is the commercialised sale and development over part of 
the historical East Perth Cemeteries site in Perth. Second is the public open space 
proposal to replace Melbourne’s Queen Victoria Market carpark, over what in many 
ways is still the historical Old Melbourne General Cemetery site. Both sites contain 
the remains of personal and collective stories tied to the history of their respective 
city’s and both have mere fragments left of their memorial architecture.

What emerging cemetery design practice is now showing is that these two worlds, 
the digital historical archive and the physical one (a condition of urban archeaelogy), 
are no longer standing apart from one another. Instead, they have the potential to 
radically benefit the culture of memorialisation as one and the same thing.

INTERPRETIVE URBAN 
CEMETERIES: URBAN CEMETERIES 
REINTERPRETED 
Domenic Trimboli | University of Melbourne
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Cemeteries - the oldest repositories of architecture and society – have until recently, ‘quietly’ 
been undergoing a technological as well as cultural revolution that is creating new opportunities 
for interacting not just with memorialisation but history and our built environment as well. The 
word ‘quietly’ is used here because until this year of 2020, when our digital media accounts had 
become almost entirely occupied with articles pertaining to the likes of mass burials resulting 
from Coronavirus deaths, the Black Lives Matter Movement and the prevalence of online funerals 
resulting from social gathering restrictions, not many would have given much thought to the ways 
in which technology has been and still is undoubtedly changing our relationship to ‘death’. 
However, the fact of the matter is that not since the garden cemetery prefigured the garden city 
movement or even the invention of industrialised cremation itself (both in the 19th century) that 
the architecture of the cemetery has figured into such a radical public discourse about death and 
its legacies. Today, there is a burgeoning international industry of services and products from 
startup companies dedicated to the act of memorialisation. Moreover, Japan has not just 
verticalized the cemetery model but also turned it into an interactively mechanised down-town 
urban building too. Digital cemeteries now compliment physical ones, and Olson Kundig 
Architects’ current Recompose project proposal for metropolitan Seattle (USA) is one such 
example that is squarely aimed at using technology to disrupt the commercial funerary industry. 
As positioned by ethnographer, Dr Matthias Frihammar and anthropologist, Professor Helaine 
Silverman: “Indeed, death – which was medicalized and marginalized during the last century – is 
once again part of the public discourse, including around heritage…Heritages of death are 
vernacular as well as official, sanctioned as well as alternative.”1 In a sense, the cemetery is a 
city in microcosm of what is emerging in the world of cultural heritage and interpretation at large. 
So, as the rituals of death shift further away from the physical tangibility of traditional burial, 
particularly in the English-speaking world, digital technologies associated with memorialisation 
will inevitably continue to become more prominent.  
 
Visiting a cemetery it obviously would not be unusual to find either yourself or another seeking 
comfort in being able to speak beside the grave of a loved one. Irrespective of any spiritual 
disposition, the notion of being able to “talk with the dead” is arguably about as ancient as 
humanity itself. Nor has the historical evolution of scientific knowledge and technology greatly 
diminished that sentiment of being able to directly engage with our past. Even when the 
phonograph was first publicly presented in 1877 in the US, atleast one major newspaper 
underscored the headlining of this momentous occasion with the words: 

Another electrical invention, still more wonderful than the telephone – the tones of the 
human voice to be represented years after death.2 

 
If you pause to think about the sorts of uses that could have been envisaged for the phonograph 
let alone those that Edison himself identified (such as the recordings of business meetings and 
letters3), it is somewhat peculiar to retrospectively find that it was the theme of memorialisation 
that made media headlines. Remember too, that painted ancestoral portraits had not yet met 
their demise from photography at this stage either.4 Even more curiously however, by the mid-
20th century, the pseudoscientific idea that background noises in electronic recordings of sounds 
and voices where potential sources of spirit voices beyond the grave, known as “electronic voice 
phenomena” became further popularised. It is equally out of this context that various electronic 
devices pertaining to this interest in the paranormal would become immortalised in the cult 
Ghostbusters films of the 1980s. 
 
Of particular note from the 1970s though, was an early ‘high-tech’ commercial attempt by a US 
engineer to create an interactive tombstone via the near US$40,000, solar-powered, pre-
recorded sound (and later video) from the dead delivering – ‘Talking Tombstone’.5 The exorbitant 
cost might have been one of the key factors hindering its mass favour but like the phonograph, 
its’ intentions certainly didn’t end there. Today, the application of QR (Quick Response) codes or 
Bluetooth enabled proximity devices to funerary monuments has become an infinitely more 
proficient and cost effective technological pursuit for the sort of concept that the ‘Talking 
Tombstone’ idea was striving for. In some ways our lives could well be seen as potentially 
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immortal digitally augmented translations of architect, Julia Morgan’s poetic book shaped 
funerary urns designed for the Chapel of the Chimes (c.1928). The social media application, 
Facebook, for example is itself now also a quasi virtual graveyard, with the evolution of what the 
company calls ‘legacy accounts’ (social media accounts that remain active in memory of a 
deceased). Predominantly however, this new generation of digital commemoration is being driven 
by a myriad of startup companies now offering easily accessible interfaces for any sort of digital 
memorialisation – video’s, photographs, voice recordings, social media profiles, weblinks to an 
online cemetery provider (such as World Wide Cemetery), holographic artificial intelligence and 
much more.  

 

 
FFiigguurree  11.. © Chapel of the Chimes, Oakland (USA) 

 
Likewise, cemetery management itself has traditionaly been somewhat akin to historical archiving 
in the sense that keeping and maintaining records has been not only tedious but highly vulnerable 
to compounding data losses and resourcing pressures that accumulate over centuries (not just 
decades) of their existence. Arguably, similar pressures exist for heritage buildings of course; 
however, it is only in relatively rare instances that these face the same level of daily public access 
issues and scrutiny that cemeteries do. More durable, all-encompassing solutions have therefore 
long alluded caretakers – until now. Aided in part by a state authority grant, an Australian based 
software company known as Chronicle was (in a matter of months) able to survey, compile and 
store the entire grave details of Victoria’s mid-19th century, Beechworth Cemetery.6 Moreover, 
researchers from Edinburgh and Yale University have also been studying ways of efficiently 
assessing and monitoring the physical deterioration of cemetery monuments. Their study, 
published in 2020 and based on the historic Grove Street Cemetery site (Est. 1796) that abuts 
the Yale University campus, combined 3D model production of memorials with the mapping of 
their weathering as it stands as well as ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV) measurements7 (a non-
destructive technique of determining the strength of homogenous materials such as concrete 
and rock in-situ via the generation and measurement of electronic pulses across a known 
distance). Invariably this builds up a highly detailed picture of the state of the cemetery condition 
as it stands as well as better inform its management plan for caretakers going forward. If 
successful, it is thus plausable that these sorts of initiatives will inform more mainstream 
solutions across cemeteries generally as well as other urban artifacts. In the shorter term 
however, cemetery organisations publically appear to be turning to technological developments 
to regain a renewed sense of social value and economic sustainability amongst a contemporary 
society that has generally shifted further away from plot-based burials and monumental 
commemoration. 
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Whether it be a greater movement towards a more secular society, increased global mobility, the 
fact that most funerary rituals in Australia now involve cremation ceremonies (currently at a rate 
of about 70%8), basic economics (such as rising funeral costs), disruption of existing institutions 
including funerary directors or a combination of all these and more, cemeteries are fast 
recognising that they need to adapt to offering a greater sense of cultural diversity and relevance. 
Curiously enough, numerous cemeteries worldwide and within Australia are already recognizable 
as legitimate tourist destinations unto themselves – ‘star rated’ on the same consumer review 
websites as hotels and restaurants.  

 

 
FFiigguurree  22.. Partial review of Paris’ Pere Lachaise Cemetery (Est. 1804) via the online tourism website Tripadvisor 

(November 2020, https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Attraction_Review-g187147-d188698-Reviews-
Pere_Lachaise_Cemetery-Paris_Ile_de_France.html) 

 
Sydney’s Waverley Cemetery (Est. 1877) and Melbourne General (Est. 1852) are obvious 
references, however the centrally located East Perth Cemeteries Precinct (1829-1899), itself 
closed for well over a century to new burials, is one such example of this technological 
augmentation of what is commonly reffered to as ‘dark tourism’ (tourism of places traditionally 
associated with death). As with many historical cemeteries, guided tours are offered throughout 
the year. More recently however, under the auspices of the annual, local alternative 
entertainment event known as the Fringe World Festival visitors are also invited to attend the 
cemetery at night where they each receive audio-visual interpretive headsets alongside a guide 
map to some of the original monuments still left standing. Akin to what might be found in many 
cultural museums, the headsets are used to directly communicate the challenges endured by 
many of the early settlers and the biographies of some of the many significant colonial figures 
buried there. At times, the National Trust (WA) has also used the cemetery to host standalone 
music and sound art performances. While these initiatives, if considered individually, are not 
entirely unique they have successfully run over several years and so it might be said that this 
‘curatorial’ manner of inactive-cemetery stewardship is something unique in and of itself within 
an Australian context - where we have traditionally remained more ambivalent about the role of 
cemeteries and death in our urban fabric.  
 
Though the embellishments have long disappeared, directly across from the current East Perth 
Cemeteries boundary is an area where several other settler denominations were originally buried. 
And so, the latter part of its history has become better known as a humble, school surface carpark 
that formed part of a land sale in 2017 by the Government of Western Australia to private 
developers. Responsibility for relocating the existing bodies subsequently fell on the developer as 
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part of the sale conditions9 and the construction of a multistorey, mixed-use development has 
since been initiated. Universally, as developmental pressures on inactive inner-city cemeteries 
continue to grow, what happens next should raise significant questions regarding how we want 
to treat such sites in the future – do we, for example, have a responsibility to interpret their 
cultural histories for future generations? If so, how? And to what extent might people be 
comfortable with this, if at all? It is also worth considering at this point that the fact of the matter 
is that much of the fabric of cities are invariably built upon and around histories of ‘death’. By way 
of conceptually illustrating this point, part of architects’ Alison Killing and Ania Molenda’s 
exhibition at the 2014 Venice Architecture Biennale, titled “Death in Venice”, mapped sites of 
London that have existing or historical ties to death. Inviting visitors to interact with digital 
screens, the places included in the research and mapping for this exhibition were the likes of 
cemeteries, crematoriums, palliative care facilities and hospitals.10 In Killing’s own words:  

One of the biggest surprises about this was how much space in cities is given over to death. 
Cemeteries that often function as parks and green spaces, for example. Or mortuaries 
located in light industrial estates.11 

 
What makes Australia’s context unique is that it is further enriched by thousands of years of pre-
colonial history with its own links to Indigenous notions of Country and ritual that traditionally 
places exceptional respect for the spiritualism of places pertaining to the dead.  

 

 
FFiigguurree  33.. “Death in Venice” Exhibition, Venice Biennale 2014. Photograph by Ania Molenda. 

 
Let us not neglect that prior to colonial settlement, Australia’s city cemeteries and capital cities 
already had their own cultural identities. So, while site histories are being explicitly and rightfuly 
acknowledged (particularly via the insightful work of the Colonial Frontier Massacres in Australia, 
1788-1930 mapping project by The University of Newcastle), there are still gaps to be reconciled. 
For instance, Kings Domain Resting Place (Est. 1985) bordering the south-east corner of 
Melbourne’s CBD and where the skeletal remains of 38 repatriated Victorian Aboriginals are 
located and acknowledged12 is quite different to the northern CBD edge, where human remains 
of Aboriginals and colonial settlers are still located at the former Old Melbourne Cemetery (1837-
1854).13 The latter has long been obscured by the Queen Victoria Markets precinct and has (albeit 
not for the first time in its history) recently been the subject of an architectural competition and 
development proposal for a new inner-city civic square.14 Most tourists (and even many local-
residents for that matter) to the highly popular markets simply wouldn’t be aware of the post-
colonial, let alone any pre-colonial significance of this site and to their credit, there is nothing to 
physically suggest anything particularly ‘out of the ordinary’ either. So, if we are to truly embrace 
the ramifications of designing architecture with respect to Indigenous notions of Country and 
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history then this prevailing social contradiction in Australia - that Country somehow only exists 
outside of city boundaries – must surely change.    
 
The agency that the sorts of technological developments in the realm of cemeteries potentially 
afford in terms of capturing alternative histories and voices attached to a site can and should 
form part of this cultural change that better acknowledges the legacies of a place. Somewhat 
ironically during some of the early phases of community wide social distancing restrictions put in 
place during the coronavirus pandemic, some cemeteries even saw increased leisurely patronage 
as their garden settings and inner-city locations proved to be remarkably proficient at ensuring a 
public place of respite, solitude and distancing for patrons itself.15 On the one hand this 
represents something of an ironic throwback to the popularity of early garden cemeteries of the 
19th century in US such as Mount Auburn (Est. 1831) as places of leisure. Equally, it also 
demonstrates plausibility for the general public to again see cemeteries as more than places of 
grief or curiosity. However, this is not to be naïve to the potential problems posed with 
technologically augmenting this experience. As Australian social researcher and writer, Hugh 
Mackay once observed, “You don’t need to be an ‘opponent’ of technology to be a techno-
sceptic.”16 Information technology is afterall something that is in the first instance unnatural to 
us as a communicative form.17 Likewise, as social sciences academic, Andrew Hoskins (University 
of Glasgow) points out -  

…search is premised on a model of the pursuit of total memory, where the ease and the 
compulsion of connectivity, the recording of everything and the entanglement of the network 
ego obfuscates the precariousness of future access.18 

 
Hoskins is possibly being deliberately ambiguous about exactly what the word ‘search’ means 
here but he is also uniquely coupling the perpetual archival challenge of deciding what to keep 
with the added impact of the inevitable redundancy of technology as a practical and 
representational issue in itself.19 Furthermore and very importantly for that matter, we can not 
automatically conflate the potentials of technological developments with a renewed sense of 
intimacy with loved ones no longer with us. In some ways, the opposite can be true. As Margaret 
Gibson (Griffith University) posits in her paper, “Death and mourning in a technologically mediated 
culture”:  

[With technological mediation] there is always an effect of distance. The viewer knows they 
are experiencing proximity at a distance. And depending on the politics or ethics of a 
representation, this proximity at a distance can also produce modes of emotional connection 
or disconnection from the image and narrative.20 

 
The University of Melbourne’s DeathTech Research Centre also addresses ethical questions 
associated with algorithmic curating of information and how this also needs to be factored into 
discussion.21 There are no simple answers to these fast-moving developments and in the author, 
Richard Seymour’s words that so accurately capture the current zeitgeist, “[we] are writing more 
than ever before, on our phones, tablets, laptops and desktop computers. And we are not so 
much writing, as being written.”22 Civil legal battles have taken place between families over what 
sort of physical commemoration (such as a plaque inscription) might be associated with a 
deceased individual23 and so, particularly in the absence of any sort of digital mediator, it might 
be only a matter of time before this extends further into disputes on the account of virtual 
information being held too.  
 
For architecture, and particularly since Boullée introduced the world to his highly evocative 
conceptual proposals for the likes of Newton’s Cenotaph, the discipline is as guilty (if not more 
so) as any other artistic one of tainting death with default connotations of ‘darkness’, solitude, 
sadness and absence. However, as stated from the outset via Frihammar and Silverman, “death 
– which was medicalized and marginalized during the last century”24 should no longer be thought 
of as an architecture of the urban fringes born from venerable institutions. At a micro level for 
example, the big-box store, Costco started offering its US customers in-store and online sales of 
discount funerary supplies such as caskets and urns several years ago. On a macro level, the 
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Recompose project currently being planned by Olson Kundig Architects in collaboration with 
company founder, Katrina Spade for Seattle (USA) is one such example that is squarely aimed at 
using technology to both disrupt the funerary industry and offer ‘consumers’ a more ecological 
option of environmental design for inner-metropolitan based funerary ritual. As per Olson 
Kundig’s description,  

…the Recompose process, which is centered around a natural organic reduction vessel that 
transforms human remains into organic, nutrient-rich soil. The core of the 
Recompose|Seattle space is a modular system containing approximately 75 of these 
vessels, stacked and arranged to demarcate space for rituals and other types of public 
gatherings. Radiating from this ceremonial disposition area are spaces for shrouding (the 
storage and preparation of bodies), administrative back-of-house areas, and an interpretive 
public lobby which describes the Recompose process.25 

 

 
FFiigguurree  44.. Recompose Facility Seattle visualisation by Olson Kundig Architects. 

 
The end product (after about a month in one of the vessels) is approximately one square metre 
of entirely organic material that can be donated to a land regeneration initiative or taken away for 
private use for loved ones wishing ititiate the growth of their own new plant.26 While the 
coronavirus pandemic has forced a downsizing of initial ambitions27 the architectural implications 
of the project forecasts something that might invariably see the cemetery become more common 
as a highly mechanised (even ‘down-town’) building solution than something (literally and 
figuratively) grounded in landscape design.  
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FFiigguurree  55.. The Ruriden, Kōkoku-ji Buddhist Temple, Exterior & Interior. Photographs by Richard Atrero de Guzman. 

 
In Japan, by way of example, cultural customs have traditionally contributed to the country having 
one of the highest cremation rates in the world and great reverence for cemeteries and their 
historical ties to the family unit. However, there are several relatively recent building examples 
that manage to capture an entirely different way of considering funerary architecture and 
memorialisation within areas of high urban density and endemic pressures – particularly 
associated with land availability and costs but also in regards to ongoing maintanence issues 
amidst an ageing demographic. The Ruriden, Kōkoku-ji Buddhist Temple columbarium has 
become one of the more commonly quoted examples of this amongst media. This is because, 
tucked inside a relatively modest octagonal footprint of approximately 33 square metres and a 
contemporary-vernacular exterior on the grounds of an old cemetery complex, are 2,046 funerary 
funerary niches; each with their own Buddah statuette that forms part of a dazzling LED lighting 
display for private visitors and tourists alike. Likewise, in the same district of the city but well away 
from the traditional cemetery and thrust into the commercial precinct across from one of the 
busiest train stations in the country is Shinjuku Ruriko – in Byakurenge-do (White Lotus Hall 
2014).  
 

 
FFiigguurree  66.. Shinjuku Ruriko – in Byakurenge-do. Photographed by Yushio Shiratori. 
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Designed by Amorphe Takeyama and Associates, White Lotus Hall presents a sleek digital 
interface coupled with a contemporary interpretation of the calm architectural austerity of a 
Buddhist temple that contrasts its surroundings (hence the metaphor of the ‘lotus flower’). 
Entirely hidden away however are the mechanicals of something more akin to a large industrial 
sized vending machine – co-designed as well as maintained by a division of the Toyota Motor 
Company28 and automated to robotically access urns of the deceased from a large storage crypt 
(a collective repository of sorts) and to the gaze of their viewer at any time via the mere swipe of 
a key-card. This engineering system, known in Japan as an ‘Automatic Conveyor-Belt 
Columbarium’ (jidō hansōshiki nōkotsudō)29 allows for what is again a relatively small building 
footprint (528m²) to house somewhere in the vicinity of 7,00030 funerary niches across a six-floor 
building height equivalent. Though this is far from the only verticalised cemetery architecture in 
Japan or the world, to even consider that a cemetery could potentially be an autonomous, 
decentralized, even ‘curatorial’ building is equally enlightening and challenging enough. The fact 
that it could be something so tangible and interactive to us as living human beings is something 
quite unexpected however. As architect and researcher, Paul Alt points out, somewhere along the 
way humanity largely abandoned a reverence or desire for creating architectural spaces of sacred 
healing.31 For White Lotus Hall however, the spaces are warm and light filled and the remainder 
of its 1,000m² site is one of the few unimpeded, urban social spaces open to the street in the 
vicinity. It is such projects therefore, that start to offer a glimpse of how we might begin thinking 
about how we reconceptualise the fundamental architecture of cemeteries, and their burgeoning 
potentials, in order for them to survive the pressures of urbanism and still retain their critical role 
of allowing the city to provide a safe space for healing and remembering our loved ones.32 
 
The timing of this conference paper relative to the global coronavirus pandemic simultaneously 
taking place is not something that can be easily ignored. Via digital media, we’ve despaired as we 
learnt that the death rates across much of the world were unfortunately accelerating beyond 
belief and existing mortuaries in some countries were even becoming overwhelmed. In the UK for 
instance, we also saw temporary morgues being established at previously unimaginable locations 
including both Birmingham and Southampton Airports. Likewise, repurposing ice-rinks was seen 
in parts of Europe and even proposed as a worst-case scenario in Canberra.33 And from the US, 
even some New Yorkers were surprised to discover the obscure Hart Island Potters Field once it 
become an infamous site of world news media broadcasts pertaining to mass burials (not to 
discount the incredible work that The Hart Island Project has been doing since 2011 to raise 
awareness and reconnect families to lost loved ones there). Moreover, the Black Lives Matter 
movement spread to Australia to address deaths in custody and again, much like the rest of the 
world, this coincided with restrictions being placed on the number of people that could attend 
funeral services. So quite suddenly, the likes of live service broadcasts seemed to take on a 
broader level of appreciation and cultural questioning. With these events, death, cultural memory, 
collective healing, digital media and technology have only become more connected and albeit, 
more complex. Looking at historical precedent however, whether it be the likes of the phonograph, 
‘talking tombstones’ or whatever the latest developments in digital storage may be, the collision 
of technologically and monumentaly based memorialisation has been developing for longer than 
we might have initially given it credit. So, what if, we mark 2020 as the point of impact – what if 
we’ve just witnessed a new turning point for our oldest form of architecture?  
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The flooding of New Orleans’ 9th ward during Hurricane Katrina in 2005 was one 
of the most vivid instances in the recent public imagination where the effects of 
nature on cities and private land became tragically clear. However, settlements along 
the Mississippi River in Louisiana had been dealing with the river, and feeling its 
effects on land tenure, for a long time. The historical contradiction between land 
tenure and natural systems can be clearly seen in two popular maps that show the 
Mississippi River in very different ways: Adrien-Marie Persac’s Norman’s Chart of the 
Lower Mississippi River from 1858, which features land parcels along the river at 
that time; and Harold N. Fisk’s Ancient Courses, Mississippi River Meander Belt, Cape 
Girardeau, Mo.-Donaldsonville, La. from 1944. A comparison of the two shows that 
parcels present in the former were significantly affected by changes in the course of 
the river represented in the latter in the 100 years that followed. This has changed 
even more so since 1944.

This paper concerns the effect of natural systems – specifically natural river and 
drainage systems – on land tenure. Starting by comparing and contrasting the Norman 
Chart to Ancient Courses, and then both to the current geographical information on 
the Pointe Coupee Parish, this dynamic relationship between land tenure and natural 
systems but also historical sovereignty and governance becomes visible. A case study 
site called “False River” in the Pointe Coupee Parish in Louisiana will be used to 
explore this contradiction, where I will compare historic administrative, political, and 
cultural & linguistic systems deeply imbricated with the Mississippi and its landscape 
systems. Yet, as I will show, its flux has caused problems for the fixity of those systems, 
since they chose to anchor static systems to a dynamic entity.

A LANDSCAPE OF FLUCTUATING 
BOUNDARIES: A CASE STUDY IN THE 
INFLUENCE OF GEOMORPHOLOGY 
ON URBAN MORPHOLOGY
Julian Raxworthy | University of Canberra
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn    

Two years after Hurricane Katrina, in 2007 I visited New Orleans and saw the devastation wrought 
by it, due to the dissipation of barrier islands in the Gulf of Mexico by historical changes to 
sedimentation systems along the Mississippi River.1 By the time I visited the area it had 
developed a contradictory nature that was almost beautiful: an archaeology of house slabs on 
land being reclaimed by nature (Figure 1). This image typified a key contradiction for landscape 
architecture between two different forces – or two different “stories” – that shape the human 
landscape and form the basis of this essay: the conflict between landscape systems and land 
tenure.  
 
Two alluring maps describe each of these ‘stories’ but are actually mutually exclusive: Norman's 
Chart of the lower Mississippi River from 1858,2 and Ancient Courses, Mississippi River Meander 
Belt, Cape Girardeau, Mo.-Donaldsonville, La. from 1944.3 They are exclusive because the latter 
– a map proposing a range of different historical courses the Mississippi River has taken – would 
seems to render the former – a map showing property boundaries along the Mississippi River – 
if not bunk, then, at least, describing sites that would seemingly constitute a poor real estate 
investment in the long term.  
 
A case study site called “False River” in the Pointe Coupee Parish in Louisiana – that I found on 
Persac’s Norman’s Chart – will be used to explore this contradiction, where I will compare 
administrative, political, and cultural & linguistic systems deeply imbricated with the Mississippi 
and its landscape systems. Yet, as I will show, its flux has caused problems for the fixity of those 
systems, since they chose to anchor static systems to a dynamic entity. In so doing I will ultimately 
argue that this contradiction is pertinent, but avoided, in the discourse of urban morphology, 
particularly in light of potential climate change impacts. It is pertinent because, as Bill Rankin 
argues “boundaries lead a dual life: they are described as “imaginary lines,” often with no physical 
presence except on a map, but they have very “real” effects on people, nature, and territory.”4 

 

 
FFiigguurree  11    Fifteen years after Katrina, some flooded lots persist unoccupied, reclaimed by nature. (Kent Porter / Press 

Democrat) 

AA  TTaallee  ooff  TTwwoo  MMaappss  

The Ancient Courses, Mississippi River Meander Belt map (Figure 2) was produced by Louisiana 
State University Geology professor Harold Fisk and his team for the Mississippi River Commission 
in 1944 as part of a “Geological Investigation of the Alluvial Valley of the Lower Mississippi 
River”.5 Fisk’s maps used a “combination of colour and pattern to show the channel position 
during four exact dates (1944, 1880, 1820, and 1765) and 16 earlier times, as interpreted by 
relative dating using cross-cutting relationships of river channel segments reconstructed from 
aerial photographs”.6 In these maps, Tori Bush argues that, “if a map is a projection of the world, 
Fisk acknowledged the totality of the river in time and space and the absurdity of man’s attempt 
to control it”.7  
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FFiigguurree  22.. (L) Ancient Courses, Mississippi River Meander Belt, Cape Girardeau, Mo.-Donaldsonville, La. Sheet 14 

(Harold N. Fisk, 1944). 
FFiigguurree  33.. (R) Norman's Chart of the lower Mississippi River (Marie Adrien Persac, 1958). 

 
If Fisk’s map was about describing the course of the Mississippi in terms of time, Persac’s was 
describing it in terms of commerce. A French immigrant, Adrien Marie Persac worked as an artist, 
producing the Gill Map of Baton Rouge in 1855, and the Norman’s Chart in 1858. In doing so, 
Sally Kittredge Reeves claims he “joined a long line of artists, civil engineers, architects and 
draftsmen who had found work within [New Orleans] unusual property recordation 
system…[which] originat[ed] in pre-Revolutionary French procedural edicts and ordinances, the 
New Orleans system for ensuring third-party notice, clarifying property lines, and preserving 
contractual evidence”.8 
 
A local New Orleans paper at the time called Norman’s Chart “a perfect picture of the windings 
of the Father of Waters”, suggesting that “Mr A. Persac… descended the river in a skiff, landing 
at every mile, and drawing every plantation line and taking down every name and landmark on 
both banks”,9 his labours reminiscent, in scale and time, of those of Fisk who would come 100 
years later. Bacott however argues this comprehensiveness would be impossible, since “on False 
River in Pointe Coupee Parish alone, more than a hundred names and properties are delineated, 
so he could scarcely have surveyed and visited them all”.10  

FFaallssee  bbyy  NNaammee,,  FFaallssee  bbyy  NNaattuurree  

This name “False River” immediately drew my eye to the Norman’s Chart, becoming my choice of 
case study not just because of maps, but also words. Its name gave me a sense of the action of 
the Mississippi as a changeable entity, as well as alluding to some level of frustration with its 
mercurial paths, such that it could be “false”. 
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False River is located 45km (28 miles) north of Baton Rouge, the state capital of Louisiana, in 
the Pointe Coupee Parish, its name coming from the French “Pointe Coupée”, meaning “cut 
point”, the point where False River was cut off – in 1722 according to the Norman’s Chart, though 
this date is contested.11 False River is a relatively characteristic oxbow lake “a horseshoe-shaped 
lake once part of, and now lying alongside, a meandering river with a narrow ‘neck’ between 
meander loops [produced when] the river breaks through this narrow stretch of land, the old 
meander becom[ing] a temporary lake”.12 While in its present condition False River does not 
connect to the Mississippi River, the shape of the oxbow and its previous extent are still present 
topographically, its previous channel is still a flood way, its influence clearly present in the roads 
on either side of it that run parallel to the channel, implying or extending the shape of the oxbow 
from its two openings further west, eastward to the Mississippi that is generally running toward 
the south.  
 
I will divide my exploration of False River into two scales which demonstrate how fluvial processes 
can have a multiplicity of impacts on territoriality and land tenure. I will look at large scale impacts 
that intersect with territorial descriptions by government in maps and naming, moving down to 
how the river, and look at how the effects of those territorial systems are felt at the scale of 
localized property ownership patterns. 

AA  NNaammee  wwiitthhoouutt  aa  PPllaaccee  

Paul Carter argued in The Road to Botany Bay that “the historical space of white settlers emerged 
through the medium of language… [and specifically] the language of naming… [where] naming 
words were forms of punctuation, transforming space into an object of knowledge”.13 Cartography 
and naming are processes that bring territories under political control, and though these systems 
are now anchored to global positioning systems and other accurate datum, historically they were 
tied to geographical features, with rivers forming natural boundaries, as was the case in the 
Mississippi River. Mark Twain himself noted how dangerous it could be to allocate political 
boundaries to the Mississippi River – which he called the “Body of the Nation, and on which he 
was a steamboat captain – since it “plays havoc with boundary lines and jurisdictions [so that, 
for example] a man is living in the State of Mississippi today, a cut off occurs tonight, and 
tomorrow the man finds himself and his land over on the other side of the river, within the 
boundaries and subject to the laws of the State of Louisiana”.14 This is compounded if one looks 
before the United States to how Colonial power played out in this part of Lousiana between the 
17th–19th centuries (Figure 4), which shows how dynamic the relationship between geography, 
sovereignty and language was in this period, where the Mississippi River was their boundary. Two 
title surveys from the first Spanish period in 18th century, on the west bank of the Mississippi 
River and on either side of False River, demonstrate this flux. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  44.. Colonial powers, and language, on either side of the Mississippi River at Pointe Coupee. 
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FFiigguurree  55  Two title surveys from the 18th century when the Spanish possessed Louisiana demonstrate flux in language 
and governance.  

 
One of the surveys has its southern boundary on False River and is dated 1789, on what is called 
– then and now – the island, or on this document l’Isle a la Fausse Riviere.  The survey is written 
in French, perhaps because it was for a local French person, Madame Vincent though Benjamin 
Farrar, who is also listed as the surveyor, was of American descent. Since Spain maintained 
existing governance systems and dignitaries during its period in Louisiana, the single instance in 
the deed where the fact that the area was Spanish territory is indicated is in the appellation “Don 
Carlos” Tradeau, the Arpenteur General. Since it is a French survey, it is not surprising that False 
River is called, Fausse Riviere, though Reynolds notes that it was called Ancien course de Fleuve 
(roughly translated as “Old River Race”) by D’Anville, 50 years earlier in 1732.15 
 
Despite also being dated 1789, the same year as the first survey, the other survey is in Spanish. 
Also issued by Don Carlos Tradeau, this drawing is annotated in a way that clearly identifies itself 
as pertaining to Spanish territory in its inscription: Liussiana (sic), in the Distrito de Punta Cortado 
(“cut point”, the root of Pointe Coupée). Similarly, False River is annotated as Rio Falso, on this 
drawing. Another language is on this survey, albeit in a name, which is the English name of the 
procurer of the survey: Conway. The fact that the first deed was in French, and the second in 
Spanish suggests that the language of the community could be used, but if the people involved 
were not French, then perhaps the surveyor deferred to the official language of government. 
Despite their linguistic differences, both properties would inevitably be affected by the Mississippi 
River on their front doorsteps. 
 
The Mississippi River provided a political boundary for imperial powers that were far away, and 
language came with it. That language informed the naming of places and odd linguistic 
adjacencies. However, while the Mississippi River might have been simply an edge on maps at 
the scale of empire, on the scale of peoples’ lives, that edge was much more dynamic. Between 
these two scales and the movement of political territory artefacts remain of these political 
changes in the organisation of the landscape, too.  
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LLiinnee  WWiitthhoouutt  aann  EEddggee  

A “good boundary”, say Cole and Wilson, features two things: it should be permanent; and it 
should be unambiguously recognizable and locatable.16 The Mississippi River – and False River 
as its previous course – fails to satisfy all these criteria, yet, as an edge, it was used as both a 
cartological and legal boundary, still visible today. Colonial surveys often used “monuments” that 
were natural for orientation, though colonial surveyors were responsible for “ordering an 
‘irregular’ landscape”.17 Fisk’s and Persac’s drawings, respectively, show this contradiction 
between a human orientation of lots aimed at maximizing infrastructural access to the river, and 
a natural system where the same river they seek to engage with is constantly changing due to 
fluvial systems of erosion and deposition. 
 
The characteristic lot configuration that originally attracted me to Persac’s Norman’s Chart is 
referred to in Louisiana as “French long lots”, although it is also simply called “long lots” or “strip 
farms”, a system “come[ing] from the semi-feudal seigneurial system used by the French to 
administer their agricultural land in the colonies of North and South America”.18 This 
configuration arrived in Pointe Coupée with the arrival of Acadian families, expelled by the English 
from Quebec between 1664-1770, in the area“to which four arpen were conceded on the river, 
of 40 arpens depth”.19 The seigneurial system, however, operated differently in La Louisiane, so 
that, “unlike that of the Middle European age, the French-Canadian seigneury is not an institution 
political but a system of settlement and distribution of virgin land”.20 This system creates a 
staccato rhythm along the riverbank, where “the meanders created vast wedge-shaped properties 
either broadening or narrowing depending on whether they extended from the outer or inner 
bends”.21 This lot pattern therefore arises parametrically from the shape of the river bank, to 
which the system is obviously tied, so the model of land tenure is inherently tied to the fluvial 
geomorphology of the river.  
 

 
FFiigguurree  66..  Map by Hilgard O'Reilly Sternberg showing bands of "Ridge and Swale". 

 
Anu Mathur and Dilip de Cunha provide a nice description of the way that the Mississippi River 
shapes the land in their book Mississippi Floods, which could describe the production of False 
River over time: “the lower Mississippi Valley… spreads itself easily… depositing the loads of 
sediment that it has eroded from the vastness of its basin, banks and beds… creating 
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embankments that slope gradually into back-swamps of finer silt and clay.”22 This system of 
banks and back-swamps can be seen in another landscape pattern at play that crosses the lines 
of the dominant land tenure pattern of the long lot, visible in contemporary aerial photographs 
that show arcs of green cutting across these boundaries. The 1956 dissertation of Hilgard 0’Reilly 
Sternberg – one of Fisk’s proteges – concerned “the [geomorphological] processes responsible 
for the landforms in the False River area”,23 and in it he calls these strips “Ridge and Swale 
topography”, though members of the community call them “sloughs” or “slews” when they find 
them on their property. The Ridge and Swale pattern comprises “sub-parallel strips of higher 
land… [that] in the field appear as low, gentle ridges, alternating with broad swales… between 
five and ten feet deep”.24 Sternberg says that “like growth rings in trees, the consecutive deposits 
[which make the Ridges and Swales] also indicate in which direction the loop developed more 
vigorously… [making] the history of the meander loop is strikingly clear…[in the series] of sub-
parallel and closely spaced lines which mark successive positions of the channel”, which Fisk 
called “accretion scars” but Sternberg prefers to call “growth arcs”.25   

GGlliittcchhyy  GGrriidd  

The Township-Range-Section system is part of the national Public Land Survey System (PLSS) 
that rose originally from the Land Ordinance of 1785, and the iterations of amendment that 
followed it, where the system established comprising grid inside grid: Townships, of 10 
geographical square miles, inside of which would be Sections, 1 mile in length, all aligned to 
Range lines orientated north-south that expanded either side of a Prime Meridian. 26  Robbilard 
and Wilson note, “placing this new proportional system atop the old European measurement 
systems was particularly challenging in Louisiana, where the older grants were typically long and 
narrow tracts of land that included access to the state’s vital waterways.”27 
 
At the larger scale, the PLSS system marches across the landscape of the US uniformly, but the 
grid develops a major glitch when it meets the Mississippi River. At this point the grid seems to 
shift north-east, with the same overall orientation. Despite both sides of the Mississippi being in 
Louisiana now – the same state – the varied history of both sides affected how the PLSS was 
implemented. This was largely a question of units of measurement, with the west side, due to its 
French lineage, utilizing arpents, and the east, using chains, due to its English, which may explain 
the difference. Because of this “when Louisiana was admitted as a state [into the United States] 
in 1812… Napoleonic codes were adopted”.28  One of these differences, laid out in the, Act of 
March 3, 1811 (Louisiana) allowed the principal surveyors “[in areas] adjacent to any river, lake, 
creek, bayou or watercourse, to vary the mode… by such lines as the nature of the country will 
render practicable and most convenient”.29  

 

 
FFiigguurree  77..  The PLSS grid gets glitchy when it meets the Mississippi (False River it the arc in the centre). 
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DDiiss--LLOOTT--ccaatteedd  

Obviously the history of the Mississippi, and therefore also False River and Point Coupee, is tied 
to flood engineering, even early on in its history when “Spain controlled Louisiana [after 1762, 
they] granted land to Acadians on the condition that they build household levees, thereby 
essentially completing the levee line to Pointe Coupee”.30 Over numerous floods throughout its 
history, levees were added adjacent to the river until, the Great Mississippi Flood of 1927, major 
levee engineering was completed along the Mississippi in the 1970’s as part of the works 
associated with the Morganza Spillway, which opened in 1973. Previously, and indeed on the 
inside of the levee, the river’s edge was actually always a space of flux, where different water 
levels determined where the actual edge was. In this context, land title, the “natural monument” 
the surveyors used, was always a line contingent on the state of the hydrological system at that 
moment, and this is something that the Section lines show in how they correspond to the title 
boundaries that are shown in Persac’s time, and indeed are visible now in lots that have been cut 
by levees over time.  

 

  

FFiigguurree  88..  Sections matching those in the Norman's Chart persist. 

 
This can be clearly seen in a place Norman’s Chart identifies as a town with a post office on the 
east bank of the Mississippi River, called “Waterloo”, at the junction of False River and the 
Mississippi. Immediately above it are a number of French lots and larger parcels that are 
perpendicular to the river identified as being owned (from south to north) by E. Barra, Dr Peyton, 
F. Laglaise, and Estate F. Lebeau. The Section lines correspond to these original but current lots 
do not, with some realignment in the contemporary configuration. The Land Ordinance was only 
really instituted at scale in Louisiana after the civil war ended in 1865, which may explain why 
the contemporary Sections so closely resemble the parcel layout on Persac’s Norman Chart, since 
it was published in the period immediately preceding the war, in 1857. 
 
Nonetheless, the original configuration can still be seen, because of the relationship between lots 
on either side of the levee, which align with each other, where they meet the original line of the 
Mississippi. All of these parcels have been interrupted by the levee, three of the four are still 
indicated as owned by the same, indicating that the space of the level was compulsorily acquired 
from them, and that this process divided their lots in half, leaving them with a lot that floated in 
the floodplain of the Mississippi. The remaining lot has been subdivided to create smaller housing 
lots, from the portion remaining outside the levee.  
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FFiigguurree  99. Contemporary parcels match the configuration of those on Normans chart, but they have lost their front 

boundary to the levee. 

  
Locals take this encroachment in their stride and build it into their understanding of their tenure. 
Correspondingly, in real estate convention in the area, the depth of properties is not specified as 
precisely as the width is, which is called “Road-Foot”, since, as locals say “the river takes what it 
will”. 

CCoonncclluussiioonn  

Urban morphology tends to be fixated on what happens to the shape of the city on the basis of 
development that starts at the level of the land parcel, and then gets articulated formally, its 
changes occurring over time a record or speculation. However, implicit in urban morphology is 
the surface underlying the boundaries that cut it up: the ground. This ground is not static, but can 
appear so in the scales of human lifetimes, unless that ground is still in the midst of change, as 
the Mississippi is. In looking at the Mississippi, we see that the assumption of a static landscape 
was built into a range of systems including the political, the cartographic and also the cultural, in 
naming. Yet the river ‘problematized’ all of these and subsequent governmental and land tenure 
systems had to change to suit. This is a useful lesson for designers who thoughtlessly occupy 
sites, assuming that the boundary is a constraint, when landscape systems will ultimately be the 
arbiters of the extent of our land ownership. 
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This paper looks at the relationship between the 1963 White Revolution as a socio- 
economic reform and a transformation of the architectural pedagogy in Iran from Beaux- 
Arts to the United States-Italian system. The White Revolution or the Revolution of the Shah 
and the People included a series of socio-economic reforms under the Point 4 plan, which 
was supported by the United States to prevent the influence of communism in Iran and 
the Middle East during the Cold War. The changing of the socio-economic structure from 
a feudal to modern structure was a major internal struggle that the Revolution dealt with 
to provide a ground for the development and industrialization of the country. The Faculty 
of Fine Arts of the University of Tehran was one that had a feudal structure, which met 
radical changes to transform into a new system of architectural education, which was a 
combination of United States and Italian pedagogy. Moreover, the emergence of a new 
architecture school, National University, as an alternative pedagogy against the Faculty 
of Fine Arts, completed the Revolution of Architectural pedagogy in the 1960s. The paper 
will describe this story by elaborating the nexus between the Revolution and architectural 
pedagogy to show how socio-political change could affect the structure, content, and 
process in architectural studios.

FROM FRENCH ATELIER TO ITALIAN 
STUDIO: THE IMPACT OF ITALIAN  
PEDAGOGY AND ARCHAEOLOGY 
ON ARCHITECTURAL PEDAGOGY 
REVOLUTION IN IRAN
Ali Javid | University of Western Australia
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TThhee  WWhhiittee  RReevvoolluuttiioonn::  TThhee  WWeesstteerrnn  PPaatthh  ooff  MMooddeerrnniizzaattiioonn  iinn  tthhee  CCoolldd  WWaarr  EErraa  

Shortly after the end of World War II, by November 1945, the Soviet military forces, with the 
support of the Tudeh party, the main communist party in Iran,1  invaded the North-western Iranian 
province of Azerbaijan and proclaimed the autonomous Democratic Republic of Azerbaijan. The 
main reason for the occupation, according to Stalin’s speech in March 1946, was the Soviets' 
access to the oil resources in Iran's Northern provinces.2 Although this invasion eventually 
collapsed in December 1946 with the arrival of the Iranian army and United States’ support,  the 
coincidence of this issue with other global crises after the end of World War II such as the global 
energy crisis, was one of the factors that influenced the beginning of the Cold War in 1947. This 
struggle led the United State and its president, Harry S. Truman, to offer a new policy for the Third 
World to increase its allies and control the influence of the Soviet in the countries.3  The Point 
Four Plan consisted of military and economic support policies, which were run as the title of 
modernization and development plan in the undeveloped countries around the world and 
especially in the Middle East in order to control and access the oil resources of the Persian Gulf, 
as well as to prevent possible Soviet-sponsored revolutions, coups, and nationalist movements.4 
Moreover, based on the fear of expansion of the international national revolutions and 
movements such as had occurred in Egypt and Cuba, and that an association and influence of 
Tudeh Party in the Iranian oil issue might lead to a Soviet takeover in Iran, the USA president, 
David Dwight Eisenhower, authorized a joint operation by the CIA and Britain's MI6 that ousted 
the prime minister, Muhammad Mosaddeq, on 19 August 1953 (Fig. 1).5 The coup of 1953, and 
the Shah's return to Iran, paved the way to execute the White Revolution, which supported by the 
Point Four plan as a form of socio-economic reform that not only consolidated the internal power 
of Shah by suppressing political groups such as the Tudeh Party and National Front, but also 
expanded Iran's political ties as an ally of the United States and the developing country with other 
countries, mostly Western Countries.  

	

FFiigguurree  11. (L to R) Down with Mosaddegh, Greeting to the Shah (King), Mosaddegh’s House after the 1953 coup. 

 
The White Revolution was intended to be a bloodless revolution from above, aimed at fulfilling 
the expectations of an increasingly politically-aware general public, as well as an ambitious and 
growing professional socio-economic group and, as such, anticipating and preventing what many 
considered to be the danger of a bloody revolution from below (Fig. 2).6 Whether it was a mistake 
or not, the Shah did massive efforts to transform Iranian society from a feudalism structure to 
something resembling a semi-industrial power similar to many other Third World countries 
pursuing modernization. Of course, this seemed a social and economic change followed a 
secularization (Westernization) of the society, structural changes in the economy, particularly the 
landlord-peasant relationship, and social reform in education, literacy, women's emancipation,7 
but it would bring a fundamental change in the political relations inside the country, and 
practically strengthened the power of Pahlavi monarchy. The main feudal society in Iran included 
not only the aristocracy but also tribal leaders, the bazaars8 and ulema9, which were 
characterized as the feudal reactionary enemy of the shah. It was estimated that the feudal 
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society that was something less than one-half of 1 percent of the total population owned up to 
60 percent of the land under cultivation, and majority shares in factories, and high social and 
economic status in the society.10 Indeed, the Shah harnessed the White Revolution as a vehicle 
for unifying the country by ostensibly giving peasants a stake in the economic welfare of the state, 
while at the same time of course being grateful to their sovereign for having released them from 
their servitude to ruthless and exploitative landlords.11   

 

	
FFiigguurree  22.. The speech of shah among farmers and workers to hold the referendum of the White Revolution on February 

1963 

TThhee  PPrriinncciippllee  1122::  TThhee  AAddmmiinniissttrraattiivvee  aanndd  PPeeddaaggooggiiccaall  RReevvoolluuttiioonn  

The 1953 Coup, and the advent of modernizing reform, accelerated the development of the 
middle class, but one different in character from the old bourgeoisie. Although few of the earlier 
middle class had a Western education, those that did were trained, both inside and outside Iran, 
in an education mainly based on the French model. The essential qualification for admittance to 
the new professional positions in modern agents such as university, bank, industry of 
construction, tourism, hospitals, courts, etc. required a Western or similar kind of education. 
Therefore, many students who were sent abroad for their university education formed, on their 
return, the core of the new professional middle class. As the population of Iranian students 
abroad who were mostly from the upper-middle class in the early 1960s was over 15,000, and, 
the population of domestic Iranian students who were from the middle-lower class in six Iranian 
universities was about 17,00012, they comprised a number of the real Iranian reformers and even 
revolutionaries for radical changes in the feudal structure of administrative and education. In fact, 
this geographic and population expansion of Iranian students was the result of the Shah's political 
development and cultural relations with these countries in the late of 1950 and early 1960s. 
During his travels, he signed a cultural agreement with other countries to increase cultural 
exchanges and associations between the countries, which played an important role in providing 
scholarships to Iranian students. Consequently, there were many politicians, economists, 
planners, bankers, architects, journalists and writers who studied in a dramatic expansion of 
geographic network from the United State, West Germany, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and 
Italy. 
 
One of the main goals of the White Revolution was a revolution in the traditional and feudal 
structure of education and administration to provide the ground for the development and growth 
of modern organizations as well as the employment and transfer of modern knowledge by new 
western-educated students. Accordingly, the Ramsar Educational Revolution conference13 was 
held for the first time in August 1968 under the direct supervision of Mohammad Reza Shah 
Pahlavi, its purpose being to review the expansion of the quantity of education with fundamental 
changes in the quality of administrative and educational organizations14. The twelve principles of 
the conference were planned according to the economic and social needs of the country on its 
way to Great Civilization. According to this planning, the provision of human resources with 
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modern knowledge and expertise in various fields of industry, culture, etc., must be nurtured with 
Iranian roots and values: 

• Creating more facilities for studying in the country 
• Linking the higher education sector with all economic and social sectors according to the 

development needs of the country 
• Improving the quality of education and creating an evaluation system 
• Continuous training of faculty members of universities and higher education 

organizations 
• The need to combine education and research at the university level 
• The specialized orientation of universities based on the facilities of each university 
• Increasing the value of multidisciplinary education and interdisciplinary education and 

the establishment of educational departments in universities 
• Expanding the education based on the cultural heritage of the country and relying on 

Persian language education 
 
In fact, the modernization of the university and educational institutions in the White Revolution 
was necessary for the Shah in several ways: (i) relying on increasing oil revenues, the Shah 
intended to transform the country's economy from a traditional and feudal to an industrial 
structure; however, from the point of view of the United States, they should somehow prevent a 
communist or peasant revolution,15 the country needed skilled and efficient human resources; 
and (ii) the Shah intended to modernize the social and cultural structure of the country through 
economic and educational development. He sought to elevate the bureaucratic elite to replace 
the old landed aristocracy. It could also have the support of the new middle class, including 
intellectuals, government and private employees, independent specialists, and military 
personnel.  

TThhee  AAtteelliieerr::  TThhee  FFeeuuddaall  EEnnttiittyy  ooff  PPeeddaaggooggyy  

In 1934, the University of Tehran was designed by a group of French and the West trained 
architects such as Andre Godard, Maxime Siroux, Roland Dubrulle, Nikolai Makrov, and Mohsen 
Foroughi.16 The first influential ENSBA17 graduate in Iran was the French André Godard (1881-
1965), who had completed his studies on architecture, archaeology, and history of French and 
Middle Eastern Art, and he worked in Iraq, Egypt and Afghanistan. In 1929, when Reza Shah 
interrupted the archaeological monopoly of France and in return granted the management of the 
department and the Museum of Antiquity to the French, Godard was sent to Iran18 and, with his 
colleagues Maxime Siroux and Ronald Dubrulle, participated in some archaeological excavations. 
While in those years, 1930s-1940s, except for the children of the aristocratic class or related to 
the government such as Mohsen Foroughi and Heydar Ghiai, it was not common for ordinary 
people to study architecture in the West. In September 1940, with the approval of the Ministry of 
Arts and Crafts, with a slogan “Instead of going to The West, we bring The West to Iran”, the School 
of Fine Arts of Tehran was shaped with the presidency of André Godard and a collaboration of his 
Beaux-Arts colleagues such as Maxime Siroux, Roland Dubrulle and Mohsen Foroughi19 (Fig. 3).  

 

 
FFiigguurree  33.. Deans of the Faculty of Fine Arts from beginning to end of the Beaux-Arts era. (L to R) Andre Godard (1940-

1953), Mohsen Foroughi (1953-1962), Houshang Seyhoun (1962-1968) 
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Both the educational structure and the architecture program of the Tehran School of Fine Arts 
were inspired by those of the ENSBA20. The pedagogical cycle of the Beaux-Arts from the entrance 
examination, Concours d’admission, to the first, second, third and fourth cycle to get a Diploma 
and graduation, were exactly applied for the school of Fine Arts. Moreover, the structure of the 
curriculum, its courses and content was very similar to that which was taught in the École des 
Beaux-Arts.  

TThhee  AAtteelliieerr  SSyysstteemm    

The implementation of this curriculum, like the Beaux-Arts, was based on the atelier system (Fig. 
4). There were four ateliers, and each of them was allocated to a Beaux-Arts graduate, established 
and from an aristocratic family: Foroughi’s Atelier, Seyhoun’s Atelier, Ghiai’s Atelier, and 
Aftandelians’s Atelier. The hierarchical organization, the competitive atmosphere, strict rules, 
historical-classical content, rational design process and the judgment of projects were totally the 
same as the atelier system in Paris, even to the extent of defining the subject of projects and 
esquisse competitions; the faculty of Fine Arts consulted with the committee in Paris or used a 
Planche, a book of collection projects of Beaux-Arts, as the main source.21 The new pedagogy 
brought new content so that what was taught – its principles, foundations and methods – did not 
have any relation with traditional Iranian architecture. The initial student exercises were to draw 
the proportions of the facades, plans and the details of the columns and other elements of Greek 
and Roman architecture and getting to know different types of Iconic, Doric and Corinthian 
architecture. In addition, in the next cycles, the subjects of projects, esquisses, décor, etc were 
unrelated to traditional architecture, and due to lack of books, often were selected from the 
Planche book of Beaux-Arts, or the foreign journals such as Domus and L'Architecture 
d'Aujourd'hui. However, an exception to this foreign focus was the first year curriculum, driven by 
the efforts of Houshang Seyhoun: students had to survey the traditional buildings around Iran, 
producing their plans, sections and elevations to archive these buildings, and being familiar with 
the proportions and aspects of the traditional architecture (Fig. 5). The students' travel which 
often occurred in the Seyhoun’s atelier was the most important effort to establish a connection 
between the new pedagogy and the traditional and vernacular architecture of the cities and 
villages in Iran, and it became an integral part of modern education in Iran.  

 

 
FFiigguurree  44.. The Architecture curriculum of Fine Arts, and student’s projects from Seyhoun’s atelier 
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FFiigguurree  55.. First-Year Student’s projects to survey some traditional buildings around Iran 

 
In the next years, second, third and fourth cycles, in each atelier, with the master’s opinion, 
students designed various projects with different subjects. The range of subjects included from 
designing a decor to a residential complex or an urban area, but the design process was a 
common point between them. Usually, at the end of each academic year, the exhibition of 
student’s projects was held in the main hall of Fine Arts, and sometimes, the Shah, Mohamad 
Reza Shah, and Queen, Farah, Pahlavi were invited to visit the works so that they could be 
informed about the process and progress of the modern education in the main faculty of Iranian 
architecture, and be proud of the talents of Iranians in architecture and fine arts in the presence 
of foreign representatives of foreign countries.22  

TThhee  CCuullttuurraall  EExxcchhaannggee::  UUSSSSRR  vv..  UUSSAA  

Besides these annual exhibitions, some artistic and architectural activities were held in the form 
of exhibitions, discussions and conferences for the Fine Arts’ students between two Cold War 
rivals: The Cultural Society of Iran and USSR (VOKS), and the Iran-America Society. On the one 
hand, VOKS held some exhibitions of Fine Arts students' work, including architecture, painting, 
and sculptures with the aim of increasing the intellectual and cultural exchanges between the 
countries,23 and this cultural relation was not only to in the form of  the Fine Arts exhibitions, but 
also the artistic meetings and discourses; archaeology studies, establishing a library, translating 
books, publishing journals such as Payam Novin Journal, radio broadcasts, movie theatre, and  
Russian language classes were other effective Soviet’s efforts to distribute revolutionary 
discourse among students and professors of Fine Arts (Fig. 6). Also, many members of the Tudeh 
Party, the main Communist Party in Iran, were officially members of the VOKS and among them 
there were prominent persons from the faculties of Fine Arts such as the architect Noureddin 
Kianouri who was secretary-general of the Tudeh Party. 
 
On the other hand, the Iran-America Society, in responding to the competition with VOKS, 
resumed and increased its extensive activities in the 1940s. The society was the most important 
cultural centre of America in Iran, and during its career until the 1979 Revolution, held various 
programs such as weekly lectures, showing American movies, publishing a monthly bilingual, 
Farsi-English, journal, performing Iranian or American music, and inviting prominent Iranian and 
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American guests to speak. In 1958, a student centre was opened by the society in front of the 
University of Tehran, which was welcomed by students and scholars in later years. In the field of 
art and architecture, the society collaborated with Fine Arts to hold some cultural activities (Fig. 
6). The most significant of them was the invitation of Richard Neutra, the famous modern 
American architect, to speak in Iran. In 1962, with the invitation of Houshang Seyhoun, and 
cooperation of the society, Neutra came to Fine Arts and gave a lecture about Modern 
Architecture, presenting Mies van der Rohe, Le Corbusier and his own projects (Fig. 7). This 
lecture, in the absence of architectural journals and books in the library, gave students a unique 
experience to look at the analysis and interpretation of the modern projects and an excellent 
opportunity to ask their questions from one of the most prominent modern architects to 
understand better concepts and tools of modern architecture. Moreover, in 1967, the first series 
of architectural seminars was run for one day a week for a month in the society.  

 

 
FFiigguurree  66.. (L) Payam Novin, an official journal of VOKS in Iran; (R) A poster of Artistic events which was held by the Iran-

America Society. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  77.. Richard Neutra in the Faculty of Fine Art in University of Tehran, 1962 
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The Beaux-Arts system in the Faculty of Fine Arts lasted until 1968, and following the May 1968 
student protests and its reflection in Iran, the system was replaced by the Italian-American 
system, but the beginning of the final period of the Beaux-arts monopoly should be considered 
with the birth of a new school of architecture in Iran: The National Faculty of Architecture.   

TThhee  FFaaccuullttyy  ooff  AArrcchhiitteeccttuurree  aatt  NNaattiioonnaall  UUnniivveerrssiittyy::  AA  RReeffoorrmmiisstt  FFaaccuullttyy  ooff  AArrcchhiitteeccttuurree  

After the coup of August 19, 1953, the Shah, who was proud of himself and his country in 
defeating the communist conspiracy to seize power in Iran, travelled to three important countries 
at the forefront of the fight against communism: the United States, the United Kingdom, and West 
Germany. During his travels, from 5 December 1954 to 12 March 1955, he visited the US 
president, Dwight D. Eisenhower, Queen Elizabeth and Prime Minister Winston Churchill of The 
United Kingdom, and the West Germany President, Theodor Heuss. His most important goal 
during the peak of the Cold War was to show Iran's alliance with Western countries in the fight 
against communism. During the travel, he spoke in different official or unofficial meetings, from 
those with presidents to friendly meeting with Iranian students at various universities, and he 
described the 1953 coup as a great victory for the Iranian nation against communism, and 
emphasized the need for the country to accelerate the development and modernization of the 
country's institutions such as universities, as a means to prevent the re-penetration of 
communism. During one of his meetings with Iranian students in Minneapolis in the United 
States, the representative of Iranian students, Ali Sheikhol Islam, gave a speech and suggested 
the establishment of the first non-governmental university in line with the Shah's concerns for the 
modernization of universities. He suggested the American Universities such as Harvard, Yale, New 
York, and Columbia and some West Europe universities as exemplary models for change.24 
Following this meeting and with the consent of the Shah, Sheikhol Islam visited some non-
governmental universities in the United States, the United Kingdom, West Germany, Italy, France 
and Netherlands to conduct research about their structure, direction and the content of their 
education. He returned to Iran in April 1960, and established the first non-governmental 
university in Iran, the National University.25 
 
The National University initially started with two faculties – Banking and Economics, and the 
Faculty of Architecture. The educational structure in the Faculty of Architecture was based on the 
annual and course-based system of American universities, but this was not the only structural 
difference between the Faculty of architecture in National University and the Faculty of Fine Arts 
in the University of Tehran. The National University initiated reforms in the power structure in the 
closed, monopolistic and feudal system of the governmental university, which was strongly 
opposed by the University of Tehran. The Faculty of Fine Arts was not only a state university for 
the purpose of receiving funding from the government, but its professors also had a great deal of 
influence in the government. Most architects of the faculty, such as Mohsen Foroughi, Houshang 
Seyhoun, and Heydar Ghiai were from the aristocratic, feudal and influential families in the 
government and Pahlavi monarchy, and consequently, they had authority in the field of the 
profession along with their control over the educational space. In most of the major government 
architectural projects, from parliament, ministries to railways and monuments, the names of 
these architects were repeated more than others. Moreover, in the university, these architects 
had a monopoly in the professorship, and if a young architect wanted to obtain a teaching course, 
he had to have enough relationships and influence as well as to have graduated from the Beaux-
Arts school. While the number of graduates of other foreign universities, who returned to Iran, 
was increasing day by day, the advent of the National University and its Faculty of Architecture 
was seen as a revolutionary act against the monopoly of the Faculty of Fine Arts. The Faculty of 
Architecture was not only supposed to have a different structure and organization than the Fine 
Arts, but also wanted to initiate reforms in the architectural pedagogy of Iran. 
 
The educational structure was based on the annual system, and the structure and content of 
architectural education were divided into five years. According to this system, if the student 
received a passing grade at the end of each academic year, he or she could go to a higher year. 
Each year was divided into two semesters, from September to February and from February to 
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May, and each semester had its courses. After the student completed all the courses, he or she 
had to submit a project called the diploma or dissertation, in order to graduate from the faculty 
with a master's degree in architecture. The duration of study in the Faculty of Architecture, 
including the dissertation, was six years.26 The new educational system not only dismantled the 
professorship and monopoly of few persons on the university, but also provided a large number 
of opportunities for young teachers who graduated and retuned from various countries especially 
from Italy and universities of Rome, Florence and Venice, such Masoud Jahan Ara, Behrouz 
Habibi, Fataneh Naraghi, Hosein Ali Olia, Reza Kassaie, and Mohamad Ali Tehrani.27 Moreover, 
the architecture curriculum was created based on some Italian architecture schools such as 
Venice and Rome. This clearly shows that despite the American educational system, the presence 
of the vast majority of Italian graduates and the curriculum which inspired from the Italian 
architecture curriculum, the pedagogy which includes teaching style, content, and the 
pedagogical process was influenced by Italian architectural pedagogy (Fig. 8).  

 

 
FFiigguurree  88.. The Architecture Curriculum of the Faculty of Architecture in National University (1964) 

 
Although the design process in the Italian studios at the National University was not much 
different from the Fine Arts' ateliers, the content of the projects was very different. It was 
influenced by Italian schools, focusing on urban development issues, designing new urban 
infrastructure, sociology in urban design, urban and international tourism, and at the same time 
focusing on preserving and restoring the historic centres of cities (Fig. 9). 
 
Nevertheless, the important question in this context is why Italian schools and their pedagogy? In 
December 1958, in response to a visit by the Italian President to Iran, Giovanni Gronchi, the Shah 
travelled to Italy and signed important cultural and economic agreements in Rome. The purpose 
of the cultural agreement was to develop cultural relationships between Iran and Italy, and one 
of the important points of the agreement to establish the Cultural Society of Italy and Iran in Rome 
and Tehran. This society played an important role in the granting of scholarships by the Italian 
government to Iranian students.28 Although according to the first cultural agreement in 1953, the 
granting of scholarships and student exchanges had been begun between the two countries, with 
the conclusion of the second agreement in 1958, there was a significant increase in the dispatch 
of Iranian students to Italian universities, especially in architecture schools as the number of 
Iranian students at Italian universities reached 400 in 1968, mostly at the universities of Rome, 
Florence, Venice, Milan, Bologna, Padua and Turin.29 In addition to increasing the attendance of 
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Iranian students in Italian architecture schools, another important issue led to the entry of the 
Italian architectural pedagogy in Iran: Archaeology. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  99.. Some student projects of The Faculty of Architecture in the National University. 

AArrcchhaaeeoollooggyy,,  aa  CCuullttuurraall  TTooooll  ffoorr  CChhaannggiinngg  AArrcchhiitteeccttuurraall  PPeeddaaggooggyy::  FFrroomm  AAnnddrree  GGooddaarrdd  ttoo  GGiiuusseeppppee  
TTuuccccii  

The Shah, in his meeting with the President of Italy, Giovanni Gronchi, at the official reception at 
the Quirinal Palace on December 27, 1958, emphasized two important motivations for the 
development of economic and political cooperation between Iran and Italy: the ancient civilization 
and the current stage of development in the two countries. In addition, these two issues showed 
the common fundamental problem that the two countries faced in most of their cities: modern 
development in historic cities. This issue became more acute, especially for Iran with the 
implementation of the White Revolution Development Plan. On the one hand, there was the need 
for construction and development of cities, while dealing with historical centres, and on the other 
hand the need to explore more historical sites, especially those pertaining to the great Iranian 
Civilization before Islam, which was aligned with the slogan of the Shah in the White Revolution 
to revive the Great Civilization, The desire of the Shah to  develop the industry of tourism opened 
up new opportunity for the Italian archaeologists to come to Iran under the aegis of an institution 
called IsMEO (International Association for Mediterranean and Oriental Studies), under the 
leadership of Giuseppe Tucci (Fig. 10). The institution engaged in two major archaeological 
activities in Iran, one being ancient excavations in several important areas of Iran, such as Sistan, 
(the discovery of the burnt city) and some restorations of the glory of the ancient buildings of 
Isfahan and Persepolis, but its activities were not restricted to the field of archaeology, rather 
their activities provided a favourable ground for them to enter architectural pedagogy, at first in 
the architectural department in  National University, and then Fine Arts in the University of Tehran.  
 
IsMEO was founded in 1933 by Royal Decree no. 142 as a moral institution, directly depending 
on Mussolini under the promotion of Giuseppe Tucci, a young scholar who was already well-known 
as an Italian scholar of oriental cultures, specialising in Tibet and history of Buddhism.30 Its first 
President was Professor Giovanni Gentile, a famous Hegelian philosopher who, as the Minister of 
Culture in the Fascist government, exerted enormous influence in the field of cultural politics. 
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With Gentile’s strong support, Tucci, as a supporter of Italian Fascism and Benito Mussolini, was 
appointed the executive Vice-president of IsMEO.  The creation of IsMEO was clearly seen by the 
leadership of the Italian state at that time as the answer to the political need for developing 
cultural relations with the entire Asiatic world.31 Based on this policy, Tucci used idealized 
portrayals of Asian traditions to support Italian ideological campaigns, and he organised several 
pioneering archaeological digs throughout Asia, such as in Nepal, Tibet, Pakistan, Afghanistan, 
and Iran.32 Moreover, from 1954, the IsMEO organized various Oriental art exhibitions, opening 
the treasuries of many ancient Eastern cultures to the Italian and Western world (Chinese art, 
1954; Iranian art, 1956; Gandhara art, 1958; Afghanistan, 1961).  

 

  
FFiigguurree  1100.. (L) IsMEO‘s sign; (R) Giuseppe Tucci, first left, at Persepolis (Iran) in 1964. 

 
Extensive activities of the institute and Tucci in Iran led to establishing the "jumelage" agreement 
between the Faculty of Architecture of the National University of Tehran, and the Faculty of 
Architecture of the University of Florence in Tehran On December 10 1967. In conjunction with 
this agreement, the courses of the School for the restoration of monuments were officially 
commenced in the architectural curriculum. The course was established at the Faculty of Tehran 
by IsMEO, in conjunction with the Faculty of Architecture of Florence.33 In addition, on this 
occasion, Prof. Tucci was awarded the Laurea honoris causa of the National University of Tehran. 
On the Italian side, the ceremony was attended by the Italian ambassador in Tehran, H.E. Pignatti 
Morano di Custoza, by Professor Gori, President of the Faculty of Architecture of the University of 
Florence, and Professors Sanpaolesi and Gamberini, of the same Faculty.34 Moreover, this 
collaboration led Tucci to hold two important Italian architecture exhibitions in National and Fine 
Arts University in Tehran. “Italian Architecture in the Sixties”35 and “Italian architecture 1965-
70”36 were held in Iran between 1965 and 1972 with the participation of the University of Rome 
and Florence and a large number of Italian architects such as Ludovico Quaroni, Carlo Aymonino, 
Marco Dezzi Bardeschi, Paolo Portoghesi, (Figs 11 and 12). In fact, these exhibitions were not 
limited to Iranian universities, but during the Cold War, according to Tucci, “Iran was the gateway 
for Italian architecture exhibitions to the Middle East and Central Asia” (Italian Architecture 1965-
70, 1972).37 The relationship between architecture and the city, urban development and 
preservation of historic centres, utopia and future cities, the new language of architecture, interior 
and industrial design, which were reflected in architectural practice and pedagogy in Italy, were 
the main topics discussed in these exhibitions. 
 
As a result, from the introduction of the Beaux-Arts system by the French archaeologist André 
Godard to the introduction of Italian pedagogy by the Italian archaeologist Giuseppe Tucci, the 
role of archaeology was a powerful cultural tool for influencing the economy, education and even 
politics in countries with ancient civilizations such as Iran. 
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  FFiigguurree  1111.. The booklets of exhibitions: (L) Italian Architecture 1965-1970; and (R) Italian architecture in ‘60s. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  1122.. The Queen, Farah Pahvali, in the exhibition of Italian architecture 1965-1970, in the Faculty of Fine Arts, 

University of Tehran.  

CCoonncclluussiioonn  

During the Cold War, when the world encountered many revolutions, counter-revolutions, and civil 
movements, architecture was a propaganda tool for infiltrating Third World and undeveloped 
countries, not only for the Soviet Union and the United States but also for Western European 
countries such as Italy and France to find new economic markets. Modern and new educational 
institutions such as universities were suitable agents to serve as a gateway of influence for the 
First and Second World. As a result, cultural relations and exchange between undeveloped and 
developed countries hugely were increased to reach economic and political aims.  For example, 
in ancient undeveloped countries such as Iran, Turkey, Egypt, and India, archaeology was a 
cultural-political apparatus for Western countries to gain influence for furthering their economic-
political aims. The White Revolution, as a socio-economic reform with the United States’ support 
under the Point Four Plan, changed the geography of Iran's political and cultural relations. The 
result of this political turn was the development of cultural and economic relations and exchanges 
with the West. Architectural education also benefited from this change, when before the White 
Revolution, it was dominated by a range of the Beaux-Arts graduates and French archaeologists 
such as André Godard, but after the White Revolution, and with the opening of the National 
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University, faced a wide and global network of graduates of various universities, especially Italian 
architecture schools. The new pedagogy was brought to Iran with a group of Italian graduates and 
archaeologists such as Giuseppe Tucci; in addition to breaking the feudal structure of the Beaux-
Arts’ ateliers, it introduced new contents which related to the issues of development of the city 
and the modernization of society which were in line with the goals of the White Revolution. 
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This paper explores the potential for architectural history to engage more widely and 
more deeply with the scholarship of teaching and learning (SoTL). Through a review of 
published SoTL from architectural history and related disciplines, as well as interviews 
with architectural history educators in Australia and New Zealand, the aim is to identify 
barriers and enablers to SoTL. These educators, each with recent SoTL outputs of 
their own, represent a nascent subculture within the discipline. Their perspective 
articulates the valuable contribution of SoTL towards the discipline’s wider debates 
on its relevance. This insight thus provides a basis upon which to build an approach 
to SoTL tailored to the discipline’s cultural norms and contextual demands. Whilst 
architectural history educators have certainly engaged in discussions regarding what 
gets taught and how it gets delivered, such discourse is rarely elevated to the level 
of critical scholarship. SoTL is the mechanism by which educators can evaluate and 
disseminate their own pedagogical innovations, thus yielding evidence to inform 
further development across the discipline. Additional opportunities presented by 
SoTL include deeper engagement with the field’s ongoing political projects, such 
as decolonising the curriculum,1 as well as ongoing developments across higher 
education related to changing student demographics, needs and expectations.2 
Indeed, the SAHANZ community occupies a prime position for elevating the rigour 
of SoTL activity and providing a platform for engaging in discourse surrounding 
pedagogical innovation. We might take inspiration from colleagues in art history and 
the humanities, who recently reflected on the role of SoTL in response to fears and 
misconceptions within their fields.3 Their reflections further emphasise the essential 
role that SoTL plays in altering the trajectory of any field towards one that values 
scholarship-informed teaching as an integral activity.

ADVANCING THE SCHOLARSHIP 
OF TEACHING AND LEARNING IN 
ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
James Thompson | University of Melbourne
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The field of architectural history has long hosted discussions about teaching and learning-related 
matters. As far back as 1949, Bannister noted the “formidable implications for teachers of 
architectural history” to perform the discipline’s primary functions in professional curricula, which 
in his mind presented “a unique opportunity, but also a grueling assignment.”4 And yet, 
generations later, scholarly discussion focused on learning and teaching matters has yet to 
achieve the sustained level of rigor evident in other fields. Efforts to effectively gauge the quality 
of teaching and learning tend to largely remain at the level of individual reflection or the 
occasional comment in the staff lounge or between conference presentations. Additionally, the 
ways that students engage with architectural history has received relatively far less critical 
attention within the community as compared to longstanding debates about which projects, 
cultures and perspectives to include.5 This is understandable in that such curatorial concerns are 
inherently linked to the primary scholarly activities of architectural historians; debating the 
selection criteria for curricular content, in other words, transcends the realm of education to 
discourse in museology, historiography, heritage studies and wherever else cultural 
representation is confronted. As Hein and van Dooren discovered in a recent review of learning 
and teaching literature in the field, “[t]he focus of this debate is primarily on the methods of 
architectural and urban historians, and does not address student experiences and teaching 
practices.”6  
 
This is not to say that architectural history teachers are not concerned with pedagogical matters 
or challenging conventional teaching methods. The topic of how to teach architectural history, 
and debates surrounding learning outcomes, also traces back decades. Morgenthaler, for 
instance, opined: 

Despite all of the benefits, history is not exploited to its full potential in current architectural 
education. The blame for this shortcoming should be put on the purely narrative approach 
and the emphasis on objective facts and events used by many historians…The drawback of 
traditional history education is that it does not teach us what to do with the facts and events.7 

 
He pushes this critique further: 

The traditional system of teaching—the professor delivering lectures—is no longer totally 
adequate to these changed circumstances because the truth of historical facts 
communicated in this manner is based on the authority of the teacher.8 

More recently, this topic of how to teach history in ways that can better engage students has 
received considerable attention in disciplinary venues. Two recent studies, each funded through 
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation grants, sought to elucidate the current academic context by 
gathering voices of architectural history educators. In 2017, the Global Architectural History 
Teaching Collaborative commissioned an international survey.9 The results indicate that, while 
conventional approaches to history survey subjects remain quite common, alternative 
approaches are indeed emerging —including innovations in selecting and organising curricular 
content, as well as more active/immersive learning strategies. More recently, the Society of 
Architectural Historians has been conducting a study called “The SAH Data Project: Analyzing 
Architectural History in Higher Education” through extensive questionnaires, surveys and 
interviews.10 The mere existence of such funded research projects points to the growing desire 
to better understand architectural history education and its current challenges. Still, the fact 
remains that “systematic analysis of the impact that specific formats have on teaching has not 
been done.”11 In the meantime, relying upon intuitive approaches to evaluate and develop 
teaching constrains architectural history’s ability to make any evidence-based claims regarding 
its pedagogical practices.  
 
A number of factors align to make the present moment a particularly apt time to examine SoTL’s 
potential within architectural history. These include the fact that, under the COVID-19 pandemic 
conditions, ostensibly all architectural history instructors have now engaged with online modes of 
teaching—a shared experience upon which to reflect and develop best practices. Meanwhile, the 
recent foray into SoTL by the associated field of art history can offer valuable and translatable 
guidance.12 Finally, SoTL offers a means of engaging more productively with the field’s long-
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standing unease around teaching. As Lewis put it, “[t]here is a fair degree of anxiety in 
architecture schools at present about the teaching of history: we seem to be unsure about what 
to teach and how to teach it.”13 Some of this sense is evidently driven by forces external to 
architecture, including changing student expectations and cultural norms wrought by 
technological development. At the same time, an older source of apprehension remains: 
architectural history’s position within professional schools, including the lack of clarity 
surrounding the role of history in accreditation requirements and the lack of consensus for how 
knowledge and skills developed in history subjects ought to inform professional practice. This 
paper will refrain from delving into the debates surrounding architectural history’s place within 
the wider discipline, for “discussions of the role of history in architectural education transform 
themselves rapidly into controversies about architecture itself.”14  
 
That teaching architectural history in the twenty-first century carries with it certain challenges, 
central of which is how to make the subject more engaging and relevant to today’s students, has 
become a widespread claim. At a recent conference of architectural history educators, a session 
of participants noted: 

There is a gap (technological and/or generational etc.) between how students learn and the 
places from where they draw their information – and how today’s instructors teach. Most 
professors in architectural history are still using PowerPoint – the same methods established 
over a century ago. Today’s students, whether it is liked or not, learn in vastly different ways 
with different ways, means and technologies.15 

This challenge of how to align approaches of teaching architectural history to the expectations 
and lives of contemporary student cohorts suggests the need for creative pedagogical 
strategies.16 In other words, it is less a curatorial matter than a pedagogical matter. As Elgawad 
writes: 

A major challenge of permeating creative teaching into history courses comes from 
transforming established traditions of how to teach history and what exercises to employ in 
the process into ones to resonate with youth whose diversity has reached unprecedented 
levels and for whom technological gadgets are almost second nature. Also infusing history 
classes with creative and critical thinking that encompasses and responds to pressing social 
concerns reinforces the meaning of history classes and makes history relevant to students’ 
lives.17 

Employing student questionnaires in their recent pilot study, Hein and van Dooren found that 
“Students clearly appreciate engaged teachers and more engaging and participatory pedagogical 
approaches” to architectural history, and that “a variety of teaching approaches [is] the best 
pedagogy and that students are eager to engage with critical thinking.”18 The authors also state: 
“The most important challenge in teaching architectural history consists of expanding beyond the 
pure transmission of historical knowledge to teaching students the analytical and methodological 
elements of historical research.”19 This final point suggests a more radical transformation to 
teaching architectural history than improving student engagement; it implies upending the 
traditional, hierarchical relationship between teacher and student in favour of a co-creation model 
based on student agency and empowerment.20 In architectural history, this might include 
considering “how to stimulate a new dynamic and give students the possibility to define the 
content of the course.”21  
 
Whatever the pedagogical innovation, the discourse and studies discussed indicate the pressing 
need for architectural history to develop their own version of SoTL in order to achieve the level of 
rigour that such exploratory and evaluative work demands. This includes grounding in relevant 
educational literature, designing analytical mechanisms for critical self-reflection and ethical 
conduct, as well as following processes of peer-review and public dissemination. Indeed, these 
represent the three pillars that define SoTL across sectors.22 It is worth asking, however, whether 
or not the lack of evidence surrounding architectural history’s teaching methods constitutes a 
problem. As Bass argues in his seminal essay, the everyday ‘problems’ that teachers encounter 
in the classroom are indeed “worth pursuing as an ongoing intellectual focus.”23 As he claims,  
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Changing the status of the problem in teaching from terminal remediation to ongoing 
investigation is precisely what the movement for a scholarship of teaching is all about. How 
might we make the problematization of teaching a matter of regular communal discourse? 
How might we think of teaching practice, and the evidence of student learning, as problems 
to be investigated, analyzed, represented, and debated?24  

SoTL is therefore the mechanism for determining which questions to ask ourselves and then 
helping select and test the most effective strategies to begin addressing them. Furthermore, it 
can critically engage with developments across higher education related to changing student 
demographics, needs and expectations.25 As such, SoTL can function as a form of “subversive 
activity” through “the creation of a kind of alternative academic community that stands in 
opposition to many of the dis-integrative, disempowering forces at work in higher education.”26 In 
this sense, SoTL “invites critical questions about education’s purposes, practices, and underlying 
assumptions, and in so doing reanimates core values.”27 In addition to these benefits, 
architectural history’s variety of SoTL could also link to the field’s ongoing political projects, such 
as decolonising the curriculum.28 Finally, engaging in SoTL can help strengthen disciplinary and 
departmental communities by providing collaborative or interactive opportunities to celebrate the 
joys, and reflect on the challenges, of teaching in today’s context.29  
 
We might also look to recent exchanges within art history30 and the humanities31 regarding the 
benefits and challenges of SoTL. As in architectural history, these disciplines identified a 
widespread desire to engage in pedagogical innovation—but also noted the lack of rigour in such 
work thus far. They also challenge two widely-perceived hurdles to engaging in SoTL: “a lack of 
familiarity with how to conduct this type of research and the fear that this work will not be 
recognized by hiring or tenure and promotion committees.”32 Likewise, a survey within art history 
confirmed that “although teaching constitutes a major responsibility and ranks as a significant 
concern among academic art historians, scant research has been done to interrogate the 
discipline’s pedagogical systems or instructional practices.”33 A key lesson is that such 
scholarship must be undertaken and written from a perspective that aligns with each discipline’s 
own culture, the majority of whom may be hereto forth unfamiliar with SoTL.  
 
It is worth briefly discussing the development of SoTL to better grasp its value for architectural 
history. Most academics in schools of architecture will be familiar with Ernst Boyer as the co-
author of the pivotal report, Building Community, which surveyed students, alumni and academics 
to identify key challenges and opportunities of US architecture programs.34 Boyer typically is 
credited with spearheading the call for SoTL across higher education. In Scholarship 
Reconsidered, as part of his argument for shifting priorities around promotion/tenure and the 
relative value placed on scholarly outputs, Boyer advocates for alternative modes, like SoTL, as 
legitimate forms of scholarship: 

We believe the time has come to move beyond the tired old ‘teaching versus research’ 
debate and give the familiar and honourable term ‘scholarship’ a broader, more capacious 
meaning, one that brings legitimacy to the full scope of academic work. Surely, scholarship 
means engaging in original research. But the work of the scholar also means stepping back 
from one’s investigation, looking for connections, building bridges between theory and 
practice, and communicating one’s knowledge effectively to students.35 

 
Despite the undeniable impact of this publication, Boyer’s project remains unfinished so long as 
the “scholarship of discovery” is uncritically privileged as the most legitimate and preferred form 
of scholarship.36 Particularly to disciplines like architectural history, Boyer’s critique remains 
pertinent today, amidst the backdrop of ever-growing departmental dependency on sessional 
teaching staff. Within such a context arise challenges related to academic development. On this 
topic, Bass writes: 

What if we imagined an entirely different developmental model (or at least one 
complementary to that of traditional scholarship)? What if you introduced faculty to the 
scholarship of teaching and learning initially as a foundational professional practice to 
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improve their own teaching, but secondarily to cultivate a faculty motivated to join 
collaborative efforts around teaching and learning problems that were key local issues?37 

He goes on: 
How might that change the ways that faculty think about the scholarship of teaching and 
learning as an intellectual and professional activity? How might institutions support this 
work, needing under this model to provide support and recognition for contributions to 
collaborative efforts to improve the local conditions of successful student learning? Faculty 
work on local issues might lead to publishing, although in a form that is as collaborative as 
it individual…There is an aggregated value to the collection of projects and insights.38  

The results of the interviews discussed below reveal that this concern for institutional support 
and recognition can play a major role in whether or not individual architecture history educators 
elect to engage in SoTL.  
 
As established, despite architectural history’s SoTL culture being far from widespread, there are 
signals that momentum in this area is starting to build. To better understand the current state of 
the field, including the perceived motivations and aspirations by its members actively producing 
SoTL, the author recently conducted semi-structured interviews with architectural history scholars 
to discuss the topic. As a data collection method, interviewing elicits narrative-based responses, 
thus capturing complexities, contradictions and contextual factors that, for instance, surveys 
cannot. Moreover, in this case, the aim was to gain insight from a subset of community members 
as opposed to gauging perceptions across the entire SAHANZ community. Those selected to 
participate published within the past several years on teaching and learning topics related to 
architectural history, as identified through online repositories such as SAHANZ conference paper 
listings, institutional websites, etc. By additionally limiting the focus to academics at institutions 
in Australia and New Zealand, the scope of potential participants was reduced to roughly ten. 
Ultimately, four participants agreed to interviews. Held remotely in July and August 2020, each 
conversation lasted between 30 and 50 minutes. Discussed topics included the academic’s 
identity with respect to the field of architectural history, their experience with SoTL, their views 
towards conventional architectural history pedagogy, and their predictions for the future of 
architectural history in terms of content delivery and the student experience. Interviews were 
transcribed and reviewed to identify passages that expressed shared/divergent themes and 
positions across the four participants. Interviewing proved to be an effective means of situating, 
at least partially, each participant’s perspectives towards conducting teaching and learning 
scholarship within their own life histories and academic careers.  
 
All four participants expressed a certain mindset that can described as a “critical curiosity” 
towards the teaching of architectural history. This compels them to tinker with their own approach 
to teaching, to consider unconventional ways for students to engage with architectural history. 
However, this drive towards pedagogical innovation was not for the sake of innovation. As one 
participant put it: “For me…it’s never been about trying to be innovative or advanced, even if it 
appears that way. It’s just simply been a pragmatic response to delivering education with the 
constraints that I’ve been faced with.” Likewise, referring to recent shifts in student numbers and 
expectations, another described their engagement with SoTL as being “born out of necessity.”  
 
Three of the four participants noted institutional support as the initial impetus behind their direct 
engagement with SoTL. This support came in the form of required teacher training workshops 
that offered opportunities for critical self-reflection. Indeed, tertiary academia across Australia 
and New Zealand enjoys a rich culture of participation in global scholarship of teaching and 
learning. A key reason that the region punches above its weight in this area is due to the “variety 
of well-established provisions, programmes and activities in place that are explicitly intended to 
encourage and support staff engagement in SoTL,” including the existence of “enabling” central 
teaching development services.39 Over time, participants began to refer to their approach towards 
SoTL engagement as “intuitive”, “organic” or “less explicit.” Meanwhile, collaborators (often from 
other disciplines and/or institutions) as well as their institutional learning and teaching groups 
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provide continued grounding and scholarly points of reference. Otherwise, their interest in SoTL 
is not reflected within their own departments or the discipline more widely:  

There’s not a lot of talk about pedagogy and particularly history pedagogy in schools of 
architecture. It’s just kind of one of those things that seems to be just taught. And that’s fine 
if it’s all working. But I’m quite interested in looking at other ways of doing stuff. 

Likewise, another noted the typical distinction between research and teaching as an impediment: 
That’s what we do—we teach—but we don’t necessarily talk about it very much. You know, 
you put your teaching over here in one compartment and then you speak about your research 
in another way. And so I think trying to bring them together, I think it’s really valuable. I think 
that’s where innovation is going to happen, where the younger generation of scholars who 
are doing new things in terms of…teaching can really…be able to actually lead in that way. 

Three of the four participants remain active in SoTL, seeking further opportunities. Whilst the 
fourth participant’s engagement with SoTL continues to inform their pedagogical approach, it now 
occupies what could be called a dormant facet of their research profile. For the three SoTL-active 
educators, SoTL projects are tangentially related to their primary research areas and present 
opportunities to grapple with contemporary challenges facing the discipline. One participant 
described how treating their SoTL work as genuine research, and not just as part of their ongoing 
efforts as a teacher, was a way of acknowledging the investment required to undertake such work 
and contribute to a scholarly body of evidence.  
 
“The bid for relevance,” as one participant described it, was articulated by all four participants as 
the key challenge they face as educators. As, “[w]e have to navigate a way of making what we’re 
teaching seem relevant to the students.” Another described the situation thus: 

I think one of the key things at the moment with architectural history is making it relevant to 
students. The old kind of canonical way of teaching year-by-year—starting with Stonehenge 
and moving forward to Zaha Hadid or something like that—I don’t think students understand 
the relevance of that. They’re not interested in the content for content’s sake. They want to 
know how that content can be instrumental in what they are interested in doing, which is a 
whole variety of things…As soon as you do something where they can see the relevance, or 
that there is a final outcome that’s an actual, tangible something-or-other, they’re just much 
more enthusiastic. And I can understand that. Because there’s an awful lot of content that 
they’re expected to learn…And what students are looking for is much more about 
understanding how their present day situation can be informed by history. 

This concern regarding relevance is largely what inspired the participants to engage in SoTL, to 
test and evaluate strategies for making architectural history relevant.  
 
This discussion of relevance raised another common, though less explicit, theme across all four 
participants: each evoked a sense of empathy towards today’s student. To rigorously engage with 
the question of architectural history’s relevance, they started by testing ways of making history 
and theory relevant to students’ daily lives and the motivation with which many students enter 
university, to effect meaningful, positive change in the built environment. Through this process, 
each of these educators discovered that student engagement improves under a more complex 
(or at least more varied) pedagogical model than one that relies solely on a didactic format of 
delivering lectures in a dark, windowless room. When it came to engaging students more actively 
in architectural history, all four participants described their attempts at implementing experiential 
learning activities, such as visits to local heritage sites under threat or neglect. By connecting 
concepts to tangible places and local politics, this became a valuable approach to making history 
both more engaging, and thus more relevant, to students. Such an approach also provides an 
alternative avenue for students who find engaging in architectural history through reading a less 
than appealing pursuit. As one participant put it: 

When students first arrive, they come from the public perspective. That’s who they arrive as, 
that’s their persona…And a lot of architectural history and theory is really convoluted in the 
way it’s written. It’s hard to read. It’s self-referential. You have to have a whole background 
to understand what is trying to be said. And so I think that’s a real barrier to students. 
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If empathising with students is indeed a pre-condition for SoTL, this represents both a challenge 
and an opportunity for the discipline to develop an authentically student-centred mindset. In other 
words, once the “deficit model,” historically pervasive across higher education, has been rejected 
in a teacher’s mind, SoTL becomes a way of manifesting this counteraction, through a mode of 
praxis that builds from the perspectives of students. After all, “Students are never who we may 
wish them to be, so we have to learn to honor and work with who they are.”40  
 
Despite the clear interest in discussing teaching matters informally, such as at SAHANZ 
conferences, one participant noted that academics may be disincentivized from initially engaging 
in SoTL due to the cultural gap between architectural history and the field of education. The 
expectation, whether perceived or real, is that SoTL requires employing theories and language 
foreign to the architectural history community. This presents a situation where they may believe 
the work will not be accepted by SoTL journals (due to lacking grounding in particular educational 
theories) nor valued by architectural history journals (due to falling outside the bounds of 
historical research). Breaking this impasse, therefore, may require that the version and venues 
for SoTL within architectural history develops a basis and a language tailored to the discipline and 
its cultural norms. Although the approach ultimately taken can obviously borrow from other 
disciplines, including education, the point is that such work needs to be valued from within 
architectural history rather than its merit judged against external criteria. What will guide 
architectural history’s learning and teaching scholarship is precisely what was identified through 
the interviews with SAHANZ educators: the challenges they face in the classroom, in this case the 
bid for relevance and innovative ways of engaging students.  
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This paper investigates the writing of architectural history in Australia and New Zealand 
promoted by SAHANZ over the last fifteen years. In 2004, the Society celebrated its 
twentieth anniversary. To mark the occasion, Julia Gatley was commissioned to write 
“SAHANZ: The First 20 Years, 1984-2004,” an historical account of the formation 
of the Society, its conferences and journal Fabrications. Also, from 2004 are two 
papers presented at “LIMITS”: the 21st Annual Conference (Melbourne), which were 
reprinted as the last two papers included in the coedited anthology Shifting Views: 
Selected Essays on the Architectural History of Australia and New Zealand. The two 
endeavours were in a way the result of a growing concern regarding the potential loss 
of the Society’s early legacy, and prompted the collection/digitisation of minutes, 
records, and printed conference proceedings and issues of Fabrications.

If the first twenty years of the Society are those of the establishment and development 
of concerns and priorities, the following fifteen have entailed a certain expansion. On 
the one hand, expansion of the audience, with SAHANZ themes and researchers 
featuring in international events and publications of partner scholarly institutions. 
On the other, expansion of themes, with an increase in the attention paid to the 
broader Australasian, Pacific, and Asia-Pacific regions. The research undertaken by 
members of the Society since 2004 not only evidences an explicit transnational focus 
on Australasia and the Pacific region, but also positions Australia and New Zealand in 
the recent discussions on global architectural histories.

SAHANZ: THE LAST 15 YEARS, 2004-
2019
Macarena de la Vega de León | University of Melbourne
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In 2004, SAHANZ celebrated its twentieth anniversary. To mark the occasion, Julia Gatley was 
commissioned by John Macarthur, president at the time, to write “SAHANZ: The First 20 Years, 
1984-2004,” an historical account of the formation of the Society, its conferences and journal 
Fabrications. Also, from 2004 are two papers presented at “LIMITS”, held in Melbourne, which 
were reprinted as the last two papers included in the coedited anthology Shifting Views: Selected 
Essays on the Architectural History of Australia and New Zealand (2008), a publication 
commemorating the twenty-fifth anniversary.1 Since then, the research undertaken by members 
of the Society not only evidences an explicit transnational focus on Australasia and the Asia-
Pacific region, but also positions Australia and New Zealand in the recent discussions on the 
global in architecture. The aim of this paper is to take stock of the state of architectural history in 
the region in the last fifteen years and reflect on the institutional role of the Society in the 
advancement of the discipline. 

HHiissttoorryy  iinn  PPrraaccttiiccee  

At the turn of twenty-first century, there was a growing concern regarding the potential loss of the 
Society’s early legacy.2 Minutes, records, and printed conference proceedings which were 
scattered, in the hands of different members, needed to be tracked down and collected. This 
effort consequently sparked the urge towards its digitation and safe keeping. The SAHANZ 
website launched also during the presidency of Macarthur in 2002 and designed by Mitra 
Gusheh, appeared as a platform to complement the initial documentary archive, and to make the 
majority of collected information and materials accessible.  
 
The Society’s website was initially populated with data from the empirical research undertaken 
by Gatley. She recalls:   

It was basically me contacting a whole lot of people who had been involved as presidents, 
secretaries, and treasurers asking them for their records. And then at the end we lodged 
them back into an archive, so they would be findable. I did not hang onto all their material. 
When you look at the SAHANZ website now, there are lists of who the office bearers have 
been, lists of all the conferences. When I started the work, there was none of that. There 
were none of those lists. Putting together the earlier part of those lists was all part of my role 
and then the people who run the website have just kept the lists up to date since that time, 
so the information has not been lost. But finding all the old proceedings, and things like that, 
holding it all together was part of what I did.3 
 

The editors of Fabrications at the time, Hannah Lewi and Julie Willis, considered that in her essay 
“the shifting concerns of the Society over the last two decades are contextualised in relation to a 
wider international debate on the relationship between historiography and theory, and the nature 
of architectural research.”4 As Gatley stated, the paper also “reflects on the role of the Society in 
generating a body of knowledge, in raising standards of scholarship, in raising the profile of the 
research undertaken by members and in facilitating networks and collegiality among members 
and other interested parties.”5 Already at that time, there was a certain aspiration that the history 
of the Society may be of interest to a wider audience beyond the boundaries of Australia and New 
Zealand. 
 
The work done by Andrew Leach, who at the time was editor of Fabrications, Antony Moulis and 
Nicole Sully to compile the anthology Shifting Views also had a certain archaeologic character. 
They started in 2006, “ground zero was Nicole’s office” and they “had to collect everything, more 
or less from scratch,” with the financial support of the University of Queensland and of the 
SAHANZ committee led by Lewi.6 In her foreword, Lewi presented the volume as yet another piece 
of the archive of architectural knowledge and again hints at its global character by asserting that 
the geographical focus on Australia and New Zealand, “does not mean that their value is confined 
to an understanding of the immediate region.”7 
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The book, as well as the writers of the papers selected by the editors, “point towards some 
answers to the question of why it matters to write architectural history in this part of the world.”8 
The editors wrote in the introduction: 

Whether concerned with the interaction between a community of architectural historians and 
a profession that finds their work useful; or between generations of historians who disagree 
on the points at which historical analysis should begin and on the questions it should pose; 
these essays – and the conferences from which they are drawn – share a self-consciousness 
that sets them apart from the histories written by their disciplinary forerunners and those 
who believe that history begins and ends with laying down the facts as they are known.9  

 
Both endeavours were more of a gathering than critical nature. To make their selection, the 
editors of Shifting Views collected the entirety of conference proceeding up to 2004, which has 
proven invaluable to the completeness of what Gatley’s referred to as The SAHANZ Collection. 
Reviewers of Shifting Views wondered whether this was the most appropriate use of the funds, 
rather than a more critical investigation of the themes and issues explored in SAHANZ 
conferences related to non-British migration, gender, the body, representation, etc.10 They also 
pointed at the fact that it would be a starting point, “the first in a series of more substantial 
publications sponsored by SAHANZ,” when it remains today the first and only one.11 Since then, 
past conference proceedings have been digitised with the support of Willis and the University of 
Melbourne; their upload to the website still an ongoing task.12  
 
Between 2011 and 2012, “after learning some rudimentary html,” Robin Skinner updated the 
design of the website while Stuart King was president, and managed and maintained it.13 At the 
Society’s AGM of 2014, Moulis announced that it has been approved that Fabrications would 
move from publishing two issues a year to three, with the third issue each year to be guest edited 
and Pieris being the first guest-editor.14 The Editorial Board had been considering the third issue, 
and the potential difficulty to secure enough content for it, since Willis led the transition from the 
University of Queensland Press to Taylor & Francis.15 The agreement followed the example of 
Architectural Theory Review and secured an online back catalogue of Fabrications.16 Until 2012, 
editors used to do everything, “from arranging the papers to be refereed to doing the full graphic 
layout,” including taking it to the publisher and distributing it, which was “unsustainable.”17 Willis 
recalls: “There was some controversy about putting our work behind a paywall,” but the work 
“became available for people to search for and then gained more prominence internationally as 
a result.”18 Fabrications is today one of the 104 academic journals on the Built Environment 
catalogue of Taylor and Francis Online, which combined with the variety of themes resulting from 
the guest-edited issues has increased its impact and expanded its audience. 
 
In 2018, the committee presided by Naomi Stead launched the current WordPress-based site, 
maintained by a newly created office bearer in charge of the online presence of the Society and 
the communication with members, and, subsequently, the redesign of the Society’s visual 
identity. 19 All in all, if we consider the first twenty years of the Society as those of the 
establishment and development of concerns and priorities, the following fifteen entail a certain 
expansion; expansion of the audience, with SAHANZ themes and researchers featuring in 
international events and publications, and expansion of themes, with an increase in the attention 
paid to the broader Australasian, Pacific, and Asia-Pacific regions.  

NNeettwwoorrkkss  aanndd  FFlloowwss  

The twenty-fifth anniversary of SAHANZ was marked by the session chaired by Deidre Brown and 
Leach, ‘A Regional Practice,’ at the 61st Annual Meeting of the Society of Architectural Historians 
(SAH) in Cincinnati, Ohio, in April 2008. Key papers that have shaped subsequent research were 
presented: Leonie Matthews addressed the relegation of Western Australia to the periphery of 
Australia shedding light on the writings of Duncan and Oline Richards, and Paul Walker and 
Skinner contributed the New Zealand perspective.  
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In “Indigenous Culture and Architecture in the South Pacific Region: 25 Years of SAHANZ 
Research,” Paul Memmott and James Davidson studied and compared, quantitatively and 
qualitatively, the indigenous literature published by SAHANZ through conferences and 
Fabrications. Their study brought to the fore the differences in ideological positions between New 
Zealand and Australia scholars: “While New Zealand historians and theorists work with a 
framework of biculturality, Australian authors work with identity and place… Both approaches 
attract multiple modes of criticality, implicating issues of cultural history and relationship to the 
politics of nationalism and reconciliation, as well as to methods of historical analysis.”20 More 
importantly, they advocated for the publication of “indigenous architecture related research on a 
more frequent basis in Fabrications” in order to promote the adoption of a cross-cultural and 
postcolonial perspective on architectural history discourse.21 Looking back, Memmott argues that 
the SAHANZ community is now more “receptive,” with thematic sessions at the annual 
conferences and guest-edited issues of the journal.22 In fact, the 2009 conference held in 
Auckland, ‘Cultural Crossroads,’ devoted a whole stream to Indigenous, Maori and Pacific 
environments, which “felt quite risky at the time” but turned out to be a success; an experience 
repeated at the 2019 conference in Sydney.23 As was the case with Gatley, Memmott recalls 
having been asked to undertake this research to commemorate, in this case, the twenty-fifth 
anniversary.  
 
In “A Bigger Picture,” Willis and Philip Goad proposed a “set of conditions [reconciling Indigenous 
architecture, the colonial condition, accepting city and landscape, acknowledging 
internationalism and avoiding aesthetic conclusion] under which any new history … should be 
constructed.”24 This was the framework of what at the time was expected to be a Concise History 
of Australian Architecture supposedly forthcoming as was The Encyclopedia of Australian 
Architecture (2012).25 Willis refers to a new survey still to be written, as a “daunting undertaking,” 
subject to peer-critique, while The Encyclopedia turned out to be a “massive undertaking” which 
took about five years and “brought together researchers from around the country.”26   
 
Willis and Goad’s paper “A Bigger Picture,” is one of the starting points of “An Issues Paper” 
presented at the 2014 SAHANZ annual conference in Auckland.27 The team of authors, at the 
time working together at Deakin University, highlighted the uncritical presentation of the 
historiographical prevalence of the social and cultural links to Britain and the Empire, disregarding 
the role played by the migration from non-British societies and their networks. They propose 
migration as a theme intrinsic to writing the architectural history of ‘an island home’ such as 
Australia, which has been subsequently explored at the annual conferences and through thematic 
issues of Fabrications.28 To regard Australia as a “place of on-going architectural translation,” 
and to explore the dynamism of migration and mobility of architects are methodological tools that 
“have the potential to engender a more heterogenous and representative view of Australian 
architecture, providing a foundation upon which to build an alternate narrative in the history of 
Australian architecture.”29 
 
The theme of the issue of Fabrications ‘In and Across the Pacific,’ edited by Gatley and Leach, 
was initially explored in a SAHANZ-supported session at the 68th Annual Meeting of SAH, held in 
April 2015 in Chicago, Illinois. According to Leach, this was one of the early occasions of “SAH 
making space for SAHANZ sessions.”30 They believed that the Pacific Basin, a region that naturally 
preoccupies the community of scholars served by SAHANZ, “presents historians of architecture – 
defined in the most generous terms – with an incalculable number of subjects of study in its own 
right, even as it serves as a setting that shapes the kind of scholarship and the kinds of problems 
towards which scholars who are one way or another defined by the Pacific are drawn.”31 
Interestingly, having chaired both the 2008 and 2015 sessions at SAH, Leach detected a shift in 
the interest generated among its international audience. He argues that, in 2008, “the American 
audience had not yet clicked to the idea of global architectural histories,” showing little interest 
in what was happening beyond Europe and the Americas. “Whereas in 2015, when it was dealing 
with the Pacific and relationships between geographies and across an oceanic geography, then 
there was a lot more interest and many more people in the room.”32  
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Rather than anecdotal, this is a clear example of the expansion of the audience for SAHANZ 
promoted research. In July 2011, at the annual conference in Brisbane, Skinner announced that 
SAH had included SAHANZ as members of its newly developed Partner Program. His report read: 

This initiative is designed to advance knowledge and understanding of the disciplines of 
architecture, design, landscape and urbanism among scholars and professionals, through 
the sharing of information and mutual participation with organisations which have similar 
disciplinary aims. This will provide opportunities to increase presence at one another’s 
conferences and meetings; communicate activities; and offer certain privileges of 
membership. It is understood that both societies will reciprocate these arrangements 
whenever possible.33 

 
The partnership was marked with an issue of Fabrications that addressed relations between the 
United States and Australia, New Zealand and the South Pacific.34 Then, in 2014, Moulis 
announced the agreement with the European Architectural History Network (EAHN) which he 
believed would “help in building networks and assist in positioning the works of SAHANZ members 
at the forefront of architectural history research internationally.”35 

AAbboouutt  AAssiiaa    

Asia is one of the many examples of the expansion of themes, which had been promoted by the 
Centre for Asian and Middle Eastern Architecture (CAMEA) at the University of Adelaide since its 
inception in 1997. The year 2008 was also key in the process of interrogating Asia from this 
region with the organisation of the symposium ‘Social Theory and Historiography in the writing of 
Asian Architecture.’36 It was followed by a special issue of Fabrications ‘About Asia’ guest-edited 
by Anoma Pieris in 2010. The symposium, held at the Institute of Postcolonial Studies in 
Melbourne, aimed to “survey the fields of architecture and urbanism following a generation of 
scholarship that benefited from social theory and inter-disciplinary research.”37 Apart from the 
presentation of the latest research, the meeting served as a first step towards “the prospective 
formation of an Asian Society of Architectural Historians,” following and collaborating with similar 
societies, “but defined as a regional collaboration rather than one specific to geography,” a “broad 
trans-geographical effort.”38 Pieris recalls that “one of the reasons [behind the need for such a 
society] was that we did not have a forum to discuss our material in depth… In some ways, we are 
all working in the same space, not physically in terms of geopolitical region, but in terms of social 
and political issues [contingent to understanding any production of the built environment in not 
post-industrial countries].”39  
 
The interest in Asian studies increased to become one of the main issues at the 2013 conference, 
‘Open,’ held in the Gold Coast and convened by Alex Brown and Andrew Leach. After having been 
involved in the organisation of conferences in Wellington (2000, ‘Formulation Fabrication,’ “quite 
a 90s title”), Darwin (2001, ‘In the Making), Brisbane (2002, and briefly in the 2011 one), Napier 
(2005, ‘Celebration’), conferences which followed formulae established in the late 1990s,40 
Leach was “keen to try new things out,” combining the conference with an exhibition program and 
“swooping out the idea of formal keynote lectures for something more flexible and dynamic, also 
more cost effective.”41 One of these dynamic innovations was the plenary session with ten 
delegates, Moulis, Christine McCarthy, Ari Seligmann, Marco Biraghi, Willis, Lee Stickells, Gatley, 
Nigel Westbrook, Martino Stierli and Amy Clarke, who contributed their view of the state of 
architectural history. This format allowed them to “be more reflective on the field that they could 
have ever been within the context of a paper.”42 Leach recollects that: “the stitching together into 
a position paper for the journal Architectural Histories [EAHN] was a neat way of capturing that 
discussion but also of positioning that discussion in front of a different disciplinary audience.”43 
Another of these plenary sessions focussed on Asia and “proved an important platform for 
disseminating this interest.”44 
 
In 2016, Pieris and Duanfang Lu reported on the Society of Architectural Historians of Asia’s (SAH-
Asia, later changed to Society of Architectural and Urban Historians of Asia, SAUH-Asia), inaugural 
workshop, ‘Spaces in transition: globalisation, transnationalism and urban change in the Asia-
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Pacific,’ which was hosted on 4–5 July 2016 at the University of Melbourne. 45 The workshop was 
followed by a postgraduate student plenary, ‘Rethinking Modern Asia-Pacific Architectures,’ held 
on 6 July, before the 33rd annual conference of SAHANZ, ‘Gold.’ They presented SAH-Asia as a 
“transnational network conceived for our Asia-Pacific neighbourhood” which “responds to the 
increasingly robust interdisciplinary discourse on Asia and anticipates a growing membership of 
architectural and urban scholars who focus on the geopolitical region identified as Asia.”46 
Regarding the event, they wrote: 

Its overarching objective was to offer new, innovative insights into architecture and urbanism 
in the Asia-Pacific region, using “global modernisms” as a conceptual entry-point; to engage 
with multiple historical processes such as decolonisation, indigenisation, urbanisation, and 
globalisation within this broader aim; and to encourage critical reflection on the histories, 
pedagogies and practices of architecture in the Asia-Pacific. The proposed lines of critical 
inquiry were anchored in themes of urbanisation, governance, society, and heritage and 
explored how interdisciplinary spatial theories and methodologies interrogated regional 
change.47  

 
Pieris and Lu reflected on the eight years passed since the 2008 pilot symposium and the 
development from establishing some historiographical territory to examining methodologies.48 
This resulted in Asia becoming “a lens to engage in a broader conversation about ‘Asia as a 
Method.’”49 At the 2016 forum, a panel organised by CAMEA expanded the focus to include other 
Asian regions. This conversation continued the year after when the second annual workshop of 
SAUH-Asia was organised by CAMEA-based scholars and marked the twentieth anniversary of the 
centre founded by Samer Akkach, Stanislaus Fung and Peter Scriver at the University of Adelaide. 
To challenge conceptual preconceptions associated with Asia as a region such as site, place, and 
identity, they proposed to “activate and rigorously apply the discipline of Architecture itself as a 
distinctive theoretical framework and lens of inquiry.”50 Both SAUH-Asia and CAMEA continue 
collaborating with SAHANZ and sharing their research through its scholarly avenues. Their work 
advocates for a deeper trans-disciplinary engagement of Australia and Australian-based scholars 
with a broader Asian region. 

RReeddeeffiinniinngg//MMaakkiinngg  RReeggiioonn    

This paper has presented the expansion of audiences, networks and themes experienced by the 
Society since it celebrated its first twenty years. Before concluding, it is worth mentioning, though 
only briefly, that at the aforementioned AGM of 2014, another important initiative was approved 
by membership: to convene an annual one-day PhD symposium on architectural history, “to 
support the next generation of architectural history scholars in our geographic region and 
encourage a network of contact between RHD students, through which future collaborations 
might arise.”51 The initiative has not yet become an annual event, but three successful PhD 
symposiums have been organised to date: Brisbane (2015),52 Adelaide (2017),53 and Melbourne 
(2020).54    
 
To conclude, SAHANZ is recognised for advancing knowledge in the discipline, not only within its 
region(s) of influence, but also globally. This paper evidences a certain fluidity in the use of the 
notion of region, whether it comprises Australia and New Zealand, the broader Pacific region, 
Australasia or the even broader Asia-Pacific region, in the research promoted by the Society. 
Together with the high standards of its journal Fabrications and annual meetings, this has 
resulted in a wider international attention that has steadily increased over the last fifteen years. 
For example, Sibel Bozdoğan refers to Fabrications in her classes and has publicly acknowledged 
its significance at the 4th international EAHN in 2016 and the conference ‘A World of Architectural 
History’ held at the Bartlett in 2018. She shares: “As I said in the Bartlett conference, I think 
Australian, New Zealand and Southeast Asian scholars have a sense of regional community with 
a complex, hybrid ‘identity’ that is irreducible to national, ethnic or religious identities.”55 Yet, at 
the aforementioned 2013 conference in the Gold Coast, Willis expressed her worry that the 
increasingly global focus was leading to absences in knowledge about Australian and New 
Zealand history. 56 In addition, in 2016, Pieris and King added that:  
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Although much work has been done largely within historiographical boundaries inscribed by 
nationalist and regionalist frameworks, the webs of connection that operate within and 
between Australia and New Zealand, the Asia-Pacific and globally continue to present 
opportunities for further research in understanding architecture in Australasia and its agency 
beyond the Antipodes.57 

 
Acknowledging that there is still work to be done, the writing of architectural history in Australia 
and New Zealand since 2004 is undoubtedly worthy of close reading, deep and thorough, beyond 
the scope of this paper, because this solid body of knowledge has the capacity to blur national 
identities and establish transnational connections. SAHANZ as an institution, and Fabrications 
and the annual conferences as its vehicles not only inform its present condition but will also shape 
the future of the discipline. 
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After three decades of tight political restriction on access to foreign ideas, China 
witnessed a flood of translated theoretical texts during the 1980s. This paper will 
focus on the translation of the seminal Foreign Theoretical Books Series initiated by 
Wang Tan (1916-2001), which included a wide range of topics spanning a relatively 
long period (the 1910s to the 1980s). Together with other translations in the journals, 
it fundamentally affected the way most architects and architectural students 
understood Western architectural theories during the 1980s.

A study of the circumstances in which the series was initiated, the books and versions 
which were selected for translation, and how the books were translated into Chinese 
will shed important light on the transfer of Western architectural theories to China 
and the formation of new architectural knowledge in the 1980s. This paper highlights 
the misunderstandings and limitations which attended this process. It nevertheless 
argues that, despite these drawbacks, the theories translated into Chinese helped to 
change the paradigm of Chinese architectural discourse, facilitating the replacement 
of revolutionary architectural terminology with new, modern architectural terminology. 
The paper will contribute to a better understanding of the challenges and difficulties 
in importing Western architectural ideas into China in cross-cultural circumstances.

THE TRANSLATION OF 
ARCHITECTURAL THEORIES IN 
1980s CHINA
Ying Wang | Tongji University
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  

Unlike its Western counterpart, architecture as a modern discipline in China has a history of little 
more than a century: perhaps 120 years at most. This relatively short span of time made it difficult 
for a nuanced appreciation of Western theories to develop. After three decades in which access 
to foreign ideas was tightly restricted, the 1980s witnessed a flood of numerous translated 
theoretical discourses, of which the most notable were Postmodernism, Phenomenology, 
Semiotics, Aesthetics, and Deconstructionism.  
 
This paper focuses on the translation of the seminal Foreign Theoretical Books Series, initiated 
by Wang Tan (1916-2001).1 (Fig. 1) The series selected a wide range of topics spanning a 
relatively long period of time (the 1910s to the 1980s). Thus, theories from several different 
periods were explained at the same time. Together with other journal translations in the 1980s 
and early 1990s, the series fundamentally influenced the way in which Chinese architects and 
architectural students understood Western architectural theories. Therefore, it received a number 
of positive comments, and was praised for its seminal role, though with little in-depth analysis. 
Even some recent studies have neglected to provide a critical appraisal of the series. Wu Jing’s 
doctoral thesis on the teaching and research of Western architectural history and theory in 
twentieth-century China briefly discussed the Foreign Theoretical Books Series, pointing out that 
it was dedicated to “presenting the ins and outs of Western contemporary architectural thought,” 
from a “broad,” “interdisciplinary” and “multifaceted” perspective.2 Zhu Xuan’s master’s thesis 
included a discussion of Wang’s introduction to Western architectural theories, in which he 
observed that “Wang Tan examined modern Western architectural theories from both synchronic 
and diachronic perspectives. 3 Undoubtedly, Wang’s efforts and contributions to Chinese 
architectural scholarship in a particular era are historically significant, but when viewed in a larger 
historical context, his limitations and those of the series in general need to be confronted and 
appraised.  

 

 
FFiigguurree  11.. The covers of books in the series 

 
By looking at the circumstances in which the series was launched, considering the books selected 
for translation, and comparing the differences between the original texts and their translations, 
the paper illustrates the constraints on the translation process in the 1980s. It nevertheless 
argues that, despite these constraints, the translated texts changed the paradigm of Chinese 
architectural discourse, facilitating the replacement of revolutionary terminology with new, 
modern terminology. At the same time, it recognizes that half-understood translations and 
fragmented theories, adopted without sufficient consideration for their context in the broader 
perspective of academic history, as well as the mode of introduction of theories, affected the 
overall understanding of various theories, their contexts, and relevance. This resulted in a 
preference for knowledge of facts over theoretical and logical thinking, a state of affairs which 
only changed with the introduction of tectonics in the late 1990s. 
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AAbbsseennccee  ooff  AArrcchhiitteeccttuurraall  TThheeoorryy  aanndd  tthhee  AAnnxxiieettyy  ooff  DDeessiiggnn  MMeetthhooddss    

Due partly to the isolation imposed by the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976), revolutionary 
terminology continued to hold sway in Chinese academic writing throughout the 1970s, before 
gradually dying away in the 1980s. Abstract controversies which had typified the writings of the 
1950s, such as the debate over “content” and “form,” were still dominant. But in 1979 Deng 
Xiaoping’s China was encouraged to “modernize” on all fronts. This “modernization” naturally 
included the building industry, which had been suffering from a lack of resources for education. 
This situation was reflected by Wang’s expression of his intention — “to overcome the disability of 
reading English literature and the lack of original academic books, and to highlight some books 
that deserve to be read carefully.”4 In this process, a large number of Western theories were 
presented to Chinese architects, who were thirsty for new knowledge and theory, so the 
orientation of theories was definitely needed, as Wang pointed out,  

In recent years, international cultural communication has been given more attention than in 
the past. Young architects, as well as teachers and students of architecture, have been 
confronted with the various foreign theories—semiotics, “three theories” (information theory, 
cybernetics, and systems theory), symbolism in architecture, Postmodernism, etc. On the 
one hand, I am delighted because they have no prejudice but freedom in thoughts. On the 
other hand, however, I worry that our architects are too willing to follow others’ opinions and 
change their ideas accordingly, wasting their energy during the most vigorous period of their 
lives in irrelevant excitements. ... Despite the differences in time and space from our 
country's current situation, there is still something to be learned from these theories.5  

 
This was the reality of the early 1980s, and explains Wang’s main purpose in organizing 
translations from Western texts. Besides, the search for design methods was also an urgent task 
for him, which he expressed in “The Methodology of Modern Architectural Design.”6 He selected 
the books in order to solve the problem of the lack of architectural theories, design methods, 
overall understanding and judgment. 
 

 
FFiigguurree  22.. The front and back of the journal The Architects. 

 
The earliest translations appeared in the journal The Architects ( , 1979-, Fig. 2), which 
promoted the introduction of Western architecture, architects and architectural theories in a 
comprehensive way. It contained sections entitled “Garden for Young and Middle-aged Architects”, 
“Introduction to Foreign Architecture”, and “Translations”. There were two main types of articles: 
translations (both full translations and abridged translations) and introductions. Most of these 
introductions selected and retold some parts from multiple books, and were rarely characterized 
by strict academic rigour.  
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Starting with the second issue in January 1980, translations of theoretical works were published 
in serial form. The first few books included Yoshinobu Ashihara’s Exterior Design in Architecture 
(1975), Bruno Zevi's Architecture as Space (1957) and The Modern Language of Architecture 
(1978). These were soon followed by Charles Jencks’s The Language of Post-Modern Architecture 
and Christian Norberg-Schulz’s Existence, Space and Architecture (1984). These books showed 
a strong interest in “space.” After initially appearing in the journal, most of these books were later 
published in the Architect Series. Its publications included Exterior Design in Architecture, 
Architecture as Space, The Modern Language of Architecture, The Language of Post-Modern 
Architecture, Existence, Space and Architecture, and The Image of the City. These books will be 
discussed together with the Foreign Theoretical Books Series in this paper.  

 
  AAuutthhoorr((ss))  BBooookk  DDaattee    
1 Geoffrey Scott The Architecture of Humanism 1914  

2 Nikolaus Pevsner Pioneers of Modern Design: From 
William Morris to Walter Gropius 1936  

3 Eliel Saarinen Search for Form: A Fundamental 
Approach to Art 1948 Not in the 

original list  
4 Steen Eiler Rasmussen Experiencing Architecture 1959  
5 Peter Collins Changing Ideas in Modern Architecture 1965  

6 Robert Venturi Complexity and Contradiction in 
Architecture 1966  

7 Geoffrey Broadbent Design in Architecture: Architecture and 
the Human Sciences 1973  

8 Roger Scruton The Aesthetics of Architecture 1979  

9 
Geoffrey Broadbent, 
Richard Bunt, and 
Charles Jencks 

Signs, Symbols and Architecture 1980  

10 Manfredo Tafuri Theories and Histories of Architecture 1980  

11 Amos Rapoport The Meaning of Built Environment: A 
Nonverbal Communication Approach 1982 Not in the 

original list 
TTaabbllee  11:: The Foreign Theoretical Books Series published during 1987-1992. 

 
  AAuutthhoorr((ss))  BBooookk  DDaattee    
1 Frank Lloyd Wright The Future of Architecture 1953  
2 Walter Gropius Scope of Total Architecture 1956  

3 Kevin Lynch The Image of the City 1960 
Published in 
the Architect 
Series 

4 Jane Jacobs The Death and Life of Great American 
Cities 1963  

5 Christian Norberg-Schulz Intentions in Architecture 1963  
6 Edward T. Hall The Hidden Dimension 1969  
7 Robert Sommer Personal Space 1969  

8 Christian Norberg-Schulz Existence, Space and Architecture 1971 
Published in 
the Architect 
Series 

9 Oscar Newmann The Defensible Space 1972  

10 Amos Rapoport 
Human Aspects of urban Form: Towards 
a Man-Environment Approach to Urban 
Form and Design 

1977  

11 Christopher Alexander A Pattern Language 1977  

12 Colin Rowe and Fred 
Koetter Collage City 1978  

TTaabbllee  22:: Other books proposed by Wang Tan in the list of 21 books. 
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SSeelleeccttiioonn  aanndd  TTrraannssllaattiioonn  ooff  tthhee  SSeerriieess::  LLiimmiittaattiioonnss  aanndd  MMiissuunnddeerrssttaannddiinnggss    

In the mid-1980s, Wang began to organize the translation of the series. He had a wide range of 
reading interests and his nearly year-long experience with Frank Lloyd Wright had made him 
familiar with the context of architectural literature in English. He proposed 21 books for translation 
initially. In the event, only 11 books were finally translated and published, between 1987 and 
1992.7 (Table 1 and 2) Some of books that were not published were due to copyright issues, 
such as The Death and Life of Great American Cities and Intentions in Architecture, and some 
were published in the Architect Series, such as The Image of the City and Existence, Space and 
Architecture. The 21 books had a certain diversity of architectural theories plus the translations 
published in The Architects and the Architect Series. The contents covered history, theory, and 
design methodology, and focused on the themes of space, environment, experience, aesthetics, 
semiotics, meanings, architectural language, phenomenology, city, and 
Modernism/Postmodernism. Even if the contents of these books looked diverse, Wang’s choices 
were united by his focus on a single aspect. According to an interview with Lai Delin, who was a 
doctorate student of Wang in the 1980s, Wang had a fundamental aim in mind:  

Professor Wang was interested in theory, and especially the relationship between theory and 
design. His interest in introducing China to texts such as Eiler Rasmussen’s Experiencing 
Architecture, Christopher Alexander’s A Pattern Language, and Christian Norberg-Schulz’s 
Genius Loci: Towards a Phenomenology of Architecture was aroused by his dissatisfaction 
with the design methods associated with the Beaux-Arts and Bauhaus movements. He was 
trying to learn and introduce the newest design methods.8  

 
Wang expressed some anxiety about learning from Western theories in his article:  

Nowadays, architects both praise and criticize Postmodernism with different opinions. When 
commenting on a particular architectural style, one often focuses on some aspects and 
neglects others according to one's habitual perception. In my opinion, it is pointless to care 
about whether Postmodernism has become a school that is strong enough to fight 
Modernism, or how long it will last. The architectural art changes with the development of 
society, with an increasing frequency and variety. Postmodernism will inevitably be replaced 
by a new idea in the future. It is crucial that we learn valuable lessons from various schools 
so that the idea for creating will be more active, the path of creating will be broader, and 
architectural works will be more diverse.9  

 
This passage expressed several points: first, his attitude towards the then-fashionable theory of 
Postmodernism; second, the emphasis on ways to learn from the West; third, the goal of enriching 
architectural design; and fourth, the pursuit of diversity. The last point aroused his interest in 
many architectural theories. On the other hand, as Lai noted, “Professor Wang was very open to 
pluralism, but this also made him somewhat uncritical”.10  
 
Wang’s concern about design methods dominated his selection of books. His interest in 
humanism and human sciences in the postmodern era was a second reason, which can be seen 
in his introductions to seven of the books published in World Architecture in 1985 and 1986. 
Commenting on Geoffrey Scott’s The Architecture of Humanism, he wrote, “The Times has 
reviewed it as the most important contribution to architectural aesthetics since the work of John 
Ruskin. ...We are now entering the so-called ‘postmodern’ phase, a circumstance more suited to 
Scott's view.”11 He pointed out that Geoffrey Broadbent’s Design in Architecture: Architecture 
and the Human Sciences discussed “the humanities, the methodology of technics, information 
theory, control theory, systems theory, computer-aided design, Gestalt psychology, and so on.”12 
He emphasized not only the humanities but also the integration of new science, technology, and 
design. Many disciplines in China in the 1980s had this tendency. As Wu Jing said, the series was 
broad and interdisciplinary. This is also a common assessment of the series by subsequent 
researchers of Wang. Certainly, had all 21 books eventually been published, the scope of 
coverage would be broader. However, the fundamental problem is not the publications' coverage 
but the lack of an attempt to contextualize the historical and structural relationship of these 
theories against their broader historical background.  
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To be fair, Wang did attempt to provide some contexts for the theories in his writings. For example, 
in the article series entitled “Trends in Modern Western Architectural Theories” (based on the 
syllabus of his course “Introduction to Modern Architecture”), he noted that the current 
architectural writings “came from architectural historians, architects or newspaper columnists. 
Each of the three kinds of writing has its own characteristics.”13 He tried to point out how Jencks’s 
The Language of Post-Modern Architecture was perceived in different positions. He also stated in 
his article, “Newspaper columnists tend to follow the trend and use what they know to make a 
comment they wish to make. Sometimes they do make the point. Take critics like Tom Wolfe. He 
called himself an amateur and wrote about whatever he wanted. This is a special case. But some 
knew and loved architecture, so possessed real insights into architecture, such as Huxtable.”14 
However, the Chinese translations of Wolfe’s book From Bauhaus to Our House (1981) and Ada 
Louise Huxtable's articles 15  were welcomed by Chinese architects as valuable pieces of 
professional writing.  
 
In the second paper of the series, Wang included a section on Postmodernism, in which discussed 
the response to Postmodernism in the Soviet Union with reference to Catherine Cooke’s “Soviet 
Reaction to Post-Modernism” (in Architectural Design, 1982), as well as the dialogue of Bruno 
Zevi and Paolo Portoghesi.16 He attempted to provide multiple understandings and contexts of 
Postmodernism. In the third paper, when discussing architectural language and semiology, he 
offered two opposing perspectives of scholars on the issue of architecture as language and sign.17 
However, this effort still could not compensate for the misunderstandings caused by the lack of 
the consciousness of academic history of architecture.  
 
There is an example of this issue in the translation of The Complexity and Contradiction in 
Architecture, a book from Wang’s series. It was translated from the second edition, initially with 
350 illustrations, while the Chinese version had only 101. A large number of pictures of ancient 
architecture were omitted. Of the 77 plans of buildings in the original book, only 17 planes were 
used, an even lower percentage. This also happened to other translated books during the period. 
As to the reduction of illustrations in the Chinese version, the translator Zhou Puyi explained in 
the afterword of his translation published in the journal:  

As for the pictures, because the author preferred the unique style of the classical art of 
sixteenth-century Italy and Ancient Greece, the weird Baroque in seventeenth-century Europe, 
and the delicate Rococo in eighteenth-century Europe, most of the illustrations in the original 
book are of these buildings, which are “neither beautiful nor great.” I have decided to print 
only a selection of these pictures. Only those that are representative and essential for his 
argument have been kept, and the rest deleted. The illustrations chosen in the translation 
are less than one-third of the original.18  

 
The translator’s opinion that a large number of the historical pictures were useless shows that he 
did not fully understand the original book and did not know the characteristics and contributions 
of Venturi's scholarship, whose book was above all based on a rich knowledge of architectural 
history. The translator also did not grasp the historical function of this influential book. This is the 
result of the lack of a historical context for the scholarship in his knowledge. In addition, 
misunderstandings of sentences, inaccurate translations of words, and omitted sentences were 
all present in the Chinese version. Indeed, such faults were quite common in translations 
generally from this period. 

FFoorrmmaattiioonn  ooff  NNeeww  AArrcchhiitteeccttuurraall  DDiissccoouurrssee  

Revolutionary terminology died hard, and could still occasionally be found in texts written in the 
1980s. For instance, in “A Discussion on the Basic Problems of Architectural Theory”:  
 

The three characters of architecture, i.e., classness, scientificity (including technology), and 
creativity of architecture, are taken as the underlying problems of architectural theory. 
Classness is the ideological basis of creating, and scientificity is the material basis of 
creating, so the three are not divided and isolated but organically connected.19  
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The language of this passage has a distinct flavor of the 1950s. The ideological terms (classness, 
ideological basis, material basis, and organic connection) are not argued, but simply asserted as 
axiomatic. This particular passage, it should be noted, is not representative of its period, as 
ideologically-charge language went rapidly out of fashion in the early 1980s. Nevertheless, there 
was a brief transitional period, in which the new, imported Western theories were discussed and 
explained using the revolutionary terminology of the 1950s. For instance, Zhou commented in his 
afterword:  

The Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture is Venturi’s insight as an architect into the 
dogmatic tendencies in the theoretical issues of architecture, the popular form of 
architecture, and debate on form and content at the time. ...The book’s value also lies in its 
spirit of reflection and inquiry. It not only shows us the inadequacies of modernist theory and 
the limitations of the norms it established, and the need to innovate in order to move forward, 
but more importantly, it leads us to think practically and to break through the rules and 
regulations that constrain our creativity.20  

 
Zhou used ideological terms here: “dogmatic tendencies”, “debate on form and content”, and 
“breaking through the rules and regulations that constrain our creativity”, all of which are 
characteristic terms of the revolutionary period. But when confronted with the postmodern issues 
that the book focused on, Zhou inevitably used some new terms that he learned from the book 
for the discussion, which went beyond the formulae of revolutionary terminology. The coexistence 
of these two terminologies was very common during this transitional period. For example, Wang 
Shenyou reflected on modern architecture in “A Brief Commentary on the Trends of Western 
Architecture”. He read widely and deeply with an understanding of the limits of modernist history, 
such as Pevsner and Gideon’s works, as well as an understanding of Pruitt-Igoe that went beyond 
Jenks’s book. He observed of a particular social problem that it was due to residential segregation 
rather than to modern architecture per se. But he explained this in terms of class analysis: “It 
should be seen as a social problem, not a technical problem of architecture. The authorities of 
the ruling class were the directors of this tragedy. It had nothing to do with modern architecture 
and the architect who designed it.”21 “Some Western architects cherish the democratic rights of 
the masses, gained through struggle, and actively support them with their actions.”22  
 
On the other hand, the language for discussing new things needed to be gradually accumulated, 
and translating was a kind of way to add new Chinese expressions in architecture. Zhou had a 
statement explaining this situation: 

Indeed, it is not easy to understand this book. It is even more difficult to translate it into 
smooth and easily understandable Chinese with a limited number of existing architectural 
terms. ... There are also a lot of new architectural terms in the book that have never been 
seen before. ... Some come from literature, painting, poetry, and music, some from 
mathematics, physics, and other scientific and technical disciplines, but they have all been 
translated into architectural terms in their original meaning by consulting professional 
dictionaries.23  

 
Obviously, after decades in which revolutionary terminology had held the field, Chinese 
architectural discourse was impoverished. In this case, the introduced and translated Western 
theoretical writings brought new knowledge and concepts of the discipline. Translators resorted 
to dictionaries and the language used in other disciplines to find appropriate expressions for the 
new terms, and in the process they established the foundation of modern architectural discourse. 
The linguistic difficulties of translation pushed forward the gradual enrichment of the terms of 
architectural discourse in 1980s China. 

CCoonncclluussiioonn    

Given the limited resources available in the 1980s, Wang Tan did his best to introduce 
architectural theories while providing contexts and comparative perspectives for the readers. His 
efforts, and those of a few other scholars, played a decisive role in opening up the theoretical 
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horizon of Chinese architects at that time and made the 1980s and 1990s a transitional moment 
in the discipline of architecture in China. Yet there were not many such scholars in the 1980s, so 
the impact of the multi-dimensional and comparative understanding Wang tried to promote was 
not high. Moreover, Chinese architectural scholars and architects generally did not realize the 
importance of academic history, and did not have a nuanced understanding of Western 
architectural theories in the historical and scholarly contexts. This was the most critical limitation 
of that era.  
 
Therefore, Wang failed to provide a historical, in-depth relationship and a structural 
comprehension of the theories. The result was that architectural theories were introduced not in 
their totality, but only in scattered extracts, often in simplified and abridged translations. 
Furthermore, the imported theories were only partially understood, while Chinese architects were 
accustomed to learning and accepting theories in this way. This was the condition of architectural 
knowledge in the 1980s and 1990s. It persisted until the introduction of tectonics in the late 
1990s, when Chinese scholars and architects, mostly born in the 1950s and 1960s, began to 
study Western theories more comprehensively. 

 
On the other hand, with the emergence, understanding, and translation of new concepts, the 
borrowing of vocabulary from other disciplines, the enrichment of Chinese terms of architecture, 
and the diminishing use of ideological terminology, Chinese architectural discourse was gradually 
transformed, in this exploratory manner, into a new modern discourse. 
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“A bicycle shed is a building; Lincoln Cathedral is a piece of architecture. Nearly 
everything that encloses space on a scale sufficient for a human being to move in 
is a building; the term architecture applies only to buildings designed with a view to 
aesthetic appeal.”

Nikolaus Pevsner

The above quote encapsulates quite aptly the arguments of this paper: the narrative 
of inferiority and the dissent of the everyday. In the global south countries, even 
though informal settlements are the primary means of answering the demand for 
affordable housing, the dominant response is to eradicate, relocate or replace them. 
In all these discourses, these habitats are not considered as housing. They are 
seen as a form whose materiality and aesthetic has to be transcended; the houses 
of the majority of the population is not worthy of being called architecture. While 
informal settlements are generally considered as a manifestation of the neoliberal 
era, however, the informal way of planning is not a recent phenomenon. The self-
organised process of planning had been the primary mode of producing housing 
from antiquity, yet they never found a place in the canon of architectural history. 
Most western architectural history had been written through the practice of excluding 
the ‘architecture without architects’. And when there was an attempt to include the 
lost voices, it was created through the narrative of the ‘primitive’, the ‘ordinary’, the 
‘non-design’ and the ‘temporary’. In this paper, we question the epistemic injustice 
embedded in the writing of architectural history. What were the criteria of inclusion? 
And what was excluded? We question the construction of history. We argue for a 
theoretical space for including the silenced, erased architecture of the ‘everyday’ and 
the dominant mode of urban production in the global south countries.

THE DENIAL OF THE ORDINARY
Ishita Chatterjee | University of Melbourne
Tanzil Shafique | University of Melbourne
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn    

How many of us are lucky to live in ‘architecture’? How many of us live in what would be only 
called a ‘shelter’, that has failed to transcend into the extraordinary? Billions of people, in reality, 
live in such places. Take informal settlements as an example. It is estimated that 55.9% of Sub-
Saharan Africa’s urban population resides in informal settlements. Likewise, the figures are 
31.3% for South Asia, and 21.1% for Latin America.1 These settlements are the primary means 
of answering the demand for affordable housing in the global South cities. The dominant 
response in many cases so far has been to eradicate, relocate or replace them; each reaction 
considered them as inferior. We use informal settlement here in a broader sense of a mode of 
architectural production beyond architects or designers and not as a euphemism for ‘slums.’2  
 
While informal settlements are generally considered as a manifestation of the neoliberal era, the 
informal way of planning and building is anything but recent. Known by various names – 
vernacular, tribal, folk or traditional – this socio-cultural production of housing had been the 
primary mode of designing and building from antiquity, yet it never found a place in the canon of 
architectural history.  Most western architectural history had been written through the practice of 
excluding the ‘architecture without architects’. In much of architectural discourse, such habitats 
are not considered as architecture with a capital A; the houses of the majority of the population 
is relegated to mere buildings or a shelter. They are seen as a form whose materiality and 
aesthetic has to be transcended. In this paper, we trace this particular form of ‘othering’, a 
subjugation of the ‘building’ under the dogma of ‘architecture’. We see this is a form of epistemic 
injustice, an erasure of the everyday and a denial of the ordinary. This paper is not of history, but 
rather about what history does by including/excluding. We speculate on the repercussions of such 
denials and open up new fields of inquiry for the future of architectural history.     
  
In this paper, we frame vernacular and informal settlements as two intertwining manifestations 
of the ordinary. These two strands are seldom mentioned in the same breath, although many 
have noted the underlying similarity between the two. Acknowledging their difference based on 
socio-political and economic context, we argue that these settlements have much more in 
common than the aesthetic; they share a structural suppression. Both are seen as an opposition 
to modernist planning ideals. The dominant narrative about vernacular architecture has been that 
they are primitive, ordinary and everyday. Similarly, discourse on informal settlements 
conceptualises these contexts as unplanned, non-designed, basic and temporary. In all these 
arguments, these settlements are seen as the other of the formally built architecture. 
 
We use the conceptual framework of ‘othering’ to explore the processes of exclusion and call 
attention to the categories that were used to leave out these settlements. Through our research, 
we hope to reveal the colonial tendencies in the framing of the different terms associated with 
the settlements – primitive, ordinary, everyday, non-design and unplanned. Language is itself a 
manifestation of power and can polarise certain ways of thinking. Hence, the use of language 
cannot be separated from the position of power and biases perpetuated by practices of 
knowledge production. By unpacking the language used to discuss these settlements, we want 
to question the construction of architectural history. What were the criteria of inclusion?  And 
what was excluded? While Western architectural-historical canon has largely excluded these 
settlements, we question even the partial moments where they do appear. Why is the vernacular 
and the informal often exoticised? We highlight the epistemic injustice embedded in the writing 
of architectural history and argue for a theoretical space for including the othered vernacular and 
informal architecture in their own terms.  
 
The conceptual frame sits within the larger methodology of employing critical analysis3 for the 
paper. By locating the language around the ‘vernacular’ and ‘informal’, or its absence in 
architectural historical discourse, we firstly trace their different modes of othering. Particular 
major texts that form the canon are given special attention in this process to understand the 
context in which such practices have occurred. We are aware that in many western institutes, 
some of these texts are not taught anymore. While digressing from the canon is an important step 
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in decentring knowledge production, we argue that it is not enough. In order to reimagine 
academia, these texts have to be re-read, problematised and called out for their colonial 
tendencies. The methodology that we adopt – the chronological unpacking of the writing of history 
– shows us how each era was built upon the colonial practices of the earlier. Secondly, to identify 
the repercussions of the various forms of othering, we employ speculative analysis that “frames 
methodology itself as a process of asking inventive, that is, more provocative questions”.4 This 
paper is an act of problematising the history of architectural history so that the conditions for a 
more just future become possible. Historicising is a political act, and what gets excluded from the 
writing of history gets erased from the architectural imaginations of future generations.  

TThhee  ‘‘OOtthheerr’’  

The ‘other’ and the process of ‘othering’ is an epistemological concept that refers to how certain 
groups and contexts are differentiated, excluded and reduced to a category relegated as different 
to the dominant.5 While the concept of the ‘other’ and notion of ‘otherness’ has been employed 
by various fields ranging from sociology, philosophy, anthropology, gender studies, feminist and 
race studies, and there are differences in the construction of the arguments, yet, in all these 
disciplines, the other is located outside of what is perceived as influential and powerful. In a way, 
‘othering’ is a process of marginalisation by drawing boundaries to determine what can be 
included and excluded.   
 
Discourses of othering often are constructed through the use of concepts like superior and 
inferior, inside and outside. The other exists and is defined relative to the identity that it has been 
differentiated from.6 Hence power relations are an integral part of the creation of the other. 
Othering involves the use of stereotypes. In some cases, it is achieved through the representation 
of the other as exotic, mysterious as in the case of the oriental. However, in most instances, it is 
done by dehumanising, discriminating and stigmatising, for example, religion, ethnicity, race, 
gender, sexual orientation.7 Othering creates boundaries and social meanings that get reinforced 
over time by the continued use of the categories. When othering gets institutionalised, then the 
prejudicial practices amplify, which leads to an inequitable and unjust society. 
 
We use the work of Jean-François Staszak8 and Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak9 to frame our 
arguments about the other and othering. Staszak identified two strands of otherness perpetuated 
by Western thinking. First, the binary logic that creates dichotomous concepts, for example, 
legal/illegal, formal/informal, urban/rural, developed/underdeveloped and many others. The 
second otherness was produced through colonisation. The West transported its value system to 
the colonies, which was further reinforced through universal claims of knowledge and power. He 
argues that discourses that universalise concepts lead to a hierarchical organisation of societies. 
An example of that would be the concepts of progress, development or the civilised, where the 
Global North becomes the benchmark for the Global South.   
 
In a similar vein, Spivak highlights two different forms of otherness in her groundbreaking article 
“Can the subaltern speak?”-- one perpetrated by the West and the other perpetuated by the elite. 
She argues that the epistemic injustice of colonisation that established the superiority of West 
continues to be propagated by the elite from both the global South and North. Questioning the 
production of knowledge, she points to universities, organisations and discourses that silence the 
subaltern. She urges us to think about the power dynamics of representing, speaking for and 
theorising the other. Taking the cue from Spivak and Staszak, we examine broadly the canons of 
architectural history to identify the practices of othering.  

WWhheerree  iiss  tthhee  OOrrddiinnaarryy??    

We start our discussion with the Ten Books on Architecture, dating back to the first century B.C. 
Vitruvius’ gift to the field of architecture was his three principles - utilitas, firmitas, and venustas 
which translates to commodity, firmness and delight. In many ways, the focus on sturdiness and 
aesthetics is his legacy. The negation of the ordinary is evident from the content page as well as 
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his use of language. Out of the 321 pages of this thick book, only three and a half pages are 
dedicated to the humble abode. Here, Vitruvius starts by comparing the early human being with 
wild beasts who lived in caves and woods and whose proximity to nature was equated with 
savagery.10 Describing the early forms of dwelling as shelter, and huts, he qualifies them as a 
house only when the foundations, brick and stone walls with timber roofs appear.  
 
Order is the other dominant idea that was communicated throughout the book. Jeremy Till points 
out that Vitruvius’ association of architecture to imperial power has had a big impact on how we 
perceive architecture.11 While these are outdated ideas, the pervasiveness of this thought 
continues to influence architectural discourse. It laid the foundation for the qualities of 
permanence, beauty, and order to be considered essential for any built form to qualify as 
architecture. Architecture became the practice of imposing order by eradicating and modifying 
those that are considered as unruly or appearing messy.  
 
From Vitruvius, we move onto the Renaissance period, the time of Leone Battista Alberti and 
Andrea Palladio and their extraordinary architecture of churches and villas. The fundamental 
principles of this period were symmetry, proportion and functionalism. The perfect forms and the 
grand buildings of this period which were documented and spread through the printing press 
became the vocabulary of architecture. In Alberti’s focus on beauty and functionalism, one can 
identify the concept of purity that can be traced back to Plato.  
 
The disconnect with the everyday and the ordinary was evident in the Renaissance writings. 
Christy Anderson points out that, Alberti’s book titled De Re Aedificatoria translates to “on 
architectural things” implying his power over deciding what counts as architecture.12 It was 
written by and for the elite of that period; penned in Latin, the language understood only by the 
privileged. Anderson also highlights the use of the words ‘early modern’ and Alberti’s theorisation 
of architecture as a process that starts by conceptualising the design of the building before 
constructing it. The term ‘early modern’ insinuates that anything before this was pre-modern and 
designing and preparing plans as a precursor to building meant those built without these steps 
can be reduced to the category of non-architecture. 
  
The idea that an architect has the moral responsibility of controlling the different areas of the city 
in order to design it can be traced back to Alberti’s comparison of the process of designing the 
house to the city, coupled with the emphasis on the harmony of parts to the whole. This line of 
thinking led to the notion that the architect is a god-like figure whose job is to save the city through 
the act of designing and planning. At the same time, the quest for visual purity gradually 
translated to the architecture of cleanliness; by removing the disorderly, irregular and the non-
conforming. What followed was the conflation of visual order with social order and the disastrous 
consequences of modernity.  
 
Sir Banister Fletcher’s A History of Architecture, originally written in 1895, is another key 
architectural text. The first book was a documentation of the European architectural styles; 
however, the fourth edition of the book included a section titled ‘The Non-Historical Styles’, that 
covered Arabic, Chinese, Japanese, Indian and Central American architecture. While the 
eurocentrism in architectural history is very apparent, it is also the dichotomous reading of 
historical architecture vs non-historical that we want to highlight as an act of othering. Samer 
Richani points to the ‘Tree of architecture’ illustration on the front cover of this very popular book 
that, “depicts the sturdy upright trunk bearing the names of European styles. [Whereas] the ‘non-
historical styles’ are supported by the Western trunk, with no room to grow past what appears to 
be the 7th century.”13 For Richani, this diagram is a reminder of West’s hegemony over 
architectural history.   
 
In the earlier paragraphs, we have highlighted the othering tendencies that have been part of 
architectural historicity, whose eventual consequence was modernism. The principles of 
modernist architecture of ‘ordering’, creating an ‘architectural harmony’ through a hierarchical 
structuring of space, can all be traced back to the key texts in architectural history. Zygmunt 
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Bauman describes modernity as a practice of designing away difference, where the modern state 
legitimises specific visions, built forms and eliminates the ambivalent in the name of coherence.14 
In a sense, the key concept of ‘ordering’ was the erasure of the ‘other’. In the words of Bauman:  

The struggle for order is not a fight of one definition against another, of one way of 
articulating reality against a competitive proposal. It is a fight of determination against 
ambiguity, of semantic precision against ambivalence, of transparency against obscurity, 
clarity against fuzziness. The other of order is not another order: chaos is its only alternative. 
The other of order is the miasma of the indeterminate and unpredictable. The other is the 
uncertainty, that source and archetype of all fear.15 

 
Le Corbusier’s significant role in the architecture of cleanliness is well documented and amply 
debated. Hence we will skip Corbusier’s early ideology and jump to his later works. While 
Corbusier’s interest in the ordinary and the vernacular was noticeable in his writings from the 
second half of his life, it was eclipsed by his call for standardisation and mechanisation of living 
in the early period. Similarly, one could sense the patronising and colonial way of framing his 
arguments about the ordinary in his writings. In his book, Precisions, he writes, “I found these 
blacks basically good: good hearted. …. The limits they had learned to impose on their needs, 
their capacity for dreaming, their candidness resulted in their houses being always admirably 
sited, ….. their rooms largely adequate.”16 In the same book, he goes on to say that, “it is an 
excellent thing to keep an element of the savage alive in us.” And we will end by quoting one of 
Corbusier’s most telling declarations, “to create architecture is to put into order.” This order he 
refers to is only a very specific ordering, a version that follows a certain path, and excludes any 
other form of order. The ordinary, the vernacular and informal, automatically is relegated in such 
a frame. The manifestation of such narratives in design is apparent in Corbusier’s vision for 
Algiers in Plan Obus, where the existing old city fabric is erased to place his utopian architectural 
forms, pure and glistening in the Mediterannean sun, eclipsing the ordinary city below. 
 
Next, we unpack Edmund Bacon’s classic book Design of Cities to talk about the modernist 
period. Bacon very clearly states the role of this book in his preface, “[it] is rich with ideas that 
apply to other cities in all parts of the world where there is a desire for a finer physical expression 
of man’s [sic] inner aspirations.”17 Here, he not only affirms the superiority of American 
architecture but also stresses the inferiority of other cultures and contexts which do not desire 
the aesthetically pleasing and ordered architecture. Critiquing Bacon’s book, Till points to the 
titles of the sections that capture the essence of the book - the narrative of order in the city.18 His 
titles refer to Vitruvius and Corbusier, and one can see how history becomes the tools by which a 
certain narrative is propagated, with the canon appearing to provide legitimacy to the social acts 
of exclusion. Till then focuses on two illustrations in the book, one by Piranesi and the other by 
Bacon. Piranesi’s Veduta di Roma paintings show the ordinary and everyday life along with the 
broken built form and ruins of the city. In contrast, Bacon’s illustration is an edited, cleaned up 
version, devoid of people, materiality as well as context.  
 
The trend of legitimisation of the extraordinary and aesthetic purity as architecture was perhaps 
best articulated by Nikolaus Pevsner in his famous quote, 

A bicycle shed is a building; Lincoln Cathedral is a piece of architecture. Nearly everything 
that encloses space on a scale sufficient for a human being to move in is a building; the term 
architecture applies only to buildings designed with a view to aesthetic appeal.19 

The language becomes an instrument of power that creates a separating line for a building to be 
worthy of being considered as architecture. He invokes visibility and aesthetics as his decisive 
factor. The cathedral is visible, has an imposing presence whereas the bicycle shed is anonymous 
and quotidian. Pevsner’s part in othering was pivotal because of his contribution to the discourse; 
the long list of buildings he chronicled in his architectural guides and the various journals he 
published and edited. His sentiment expresses the power of the profession and its gatekeepers. 
It affirms history’s role in validating the extraordinary and disconnection from the ordinary and 
the everyday. In other words, what is historicised shapes the narrative of what is good architecture 
and what is not even architecture? 
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TThhee  VVeerrnnaaccuullaarr  aanndd  tthhee  IInnffoorrmmaall    

To bring some specificity to the discussion and articulate the ordinary better, we pay particular 
attention to the terms ‘vernacular’ and ‘informal’. Vernacular comes from the Latin word 
vernaculus, meaning native, domestic, indigenous, originally referring to the slaves.20 While the 
use of the term has evolved over the years and its negative connotation has disappeared, its 
establishment as the other of mainstream architecture remains. In the case of the term informal, 
it is framed as the other of formal. Both informal settlements and vernacular settlements are 
described and theorised in contrast to the dominant form of architecture.  
 
Focusing on the vernacular, one can see that the term has been associated with words like 
primitive, tribal and traditional. The concept of ‘traditional’ implies that the society and people in 
question are not yet modern. They are primitive since they haven’t been civilised and they haven’t 
progressed to the West’s value system. Staszak emphasises that the coloniser considers itself 
superior to the colonised since it assesses it as a burden upon itself to civilise the uncivil; hence 
any knowledge produced by them will reinforce this colonial stereotype. He also draws our 
attention to the continuation of the primitive ideology for the sake of tourism. The vernacular is 
exoticised and romanticised as a pristine, untouched space. Edward Said in his book Orientalism 
had written about the patronising way the west viewed the east.21 
 
Upton had argued that the dichotomies are a means to other the non-professionals from the 
professionals.22 In every dichotomy, the professionally designed assumes a level of sophistication 
and extra-ordinariness from its routinised and anonymous counterpart. It is a tactic to claim and 
legitimise the architectural space by creating the lesser other. Hence vernacular architecture is 
the architecture of the other, conceptualised to validate the exclusive domain of the architecture 
with a capital A, designed by professionals.23 Vernacular is a catch-all term that homogenises 
everything that is not the professional into one category. Colin Ward writes about the architects 
who were othered from the profession when they practised the other form of architecture, giving 
examples of Hassan Fathy and Charles Correa.24  Similarly, he describes Rudofsky’s experience. 
While his exhibition titled Architecture without Architects was a big success, he was never able to 
teach the non-pedigreed architecture in North American universities. It remained as the exotic 
other beyond annals of mainstream historicisation.   
 
While vernacular has a connotation of the past, informal settlements are often seen as a recent 
phenomenon that is caused by, or at least coincides with, the rise of the neoliberal economy.25 
However, Sassen reminds us that ‘informality has long existed’.26 AlSayyad suggests that it is 
indeed formality itself which is the ‘new’ mode; informality being neither a new analytical concept 
nor a new urban process.27 Manifestations of informal settlements can be traced back to 
instances in Greek city-states, where vacant or derelict temple or public property was seized. 
Rome had its ‘tuguria’ — informal lean-to structures as well as illegal neighbourhoods built by 
people. Braudel reports thousands of homeless living around shacks around the Paris city wall 
for centuries.28 Goff, in Shantytown USA: Forgotten landscapes of the working poor,29 records the 
history of informal towns, full-fledged self-built urban neighbourhoods across the United States, 
including a 20-block stretch of Manhattan. These shantytowns (also termed Hoovervilles) in New 
York were reported to be much preferable than the private tenement houses in terms of slum 
conditions. In his wide-ranging study of pre-modern Arab-Islamic and Mediterannaean cities30, 
Hakim notes how informality has been the dominant mode of urban production throughout 
history. This is reiterated by Turner in his seminal work Housing by People31 and by Ward in 
Cotters and Squatters: The Hidden History of Housing.32 
 
In essence, the distinction with the vernacular is erased in such a framing. There have long been 
calls to see informal settlements as a form of urban vernacular.33 If such is the case, then both 
the informal and vernacular are only manifestations of the underlying ordinariness, the narrative 
of inferiority being the point of commonality between the two. The stigmatisation of the informal 
as ‘slums’ has been widely noted. Perhaps few books capture such a normative narrative better 
than Davis’s Planet of Slums, an apocalyptic vision of a Dickensian urban future in which the 
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world is over-run by ‘slums’.34 Drawing inspiration from Victorian-era England and the works by 
Engles, Davis paints a dualistic vision where urban informality is squarely equated with slums, a 
looming crisis. His reductive and dualistic reading has even been called ‘urban orientalism’.35  

WWhhaatt’’ss  nneexxtt??    

What then is the implication of persistent denial of the ordinary? History’s task is nothing short of 
inventing new futures, as Kundera reminds us, “the past is full of life, eager to irritate us, provoke 
and insult us, tempt us to destroy or repaint it. The only reason people want to be masters of the 
future is to change the past.” At this concluding point, we can only speculate on the role of this 
selective historicisation on how the present is constructed through a narrative.36 The culture of 
starchitects that we see now perhaps is the manifestation of a long-standing historical narrative 
that fetishises extraordinary architecture. The value-system implied with the historicity that we 
have sampled in the paper creates a set of desires that wishes to dispense with the ordinary. In 
the global South, demolition of old quarters and eviction of slums are common, and they are 
perpetuated by state and capital that promises to recreate the city in the image of ‘modern 
architecture’. Cities often spend millions on building their own ‘Bilbao Guggenheim’ instead of 
upgrading the ordinary. The denial of the ordinary is not only in the annals of architectural history; 
it is complicit in producing a reality in which the ordinary is neglected.  
 
We can only end with questions regarding the future of history if it allows the hidden, the forgotten, 
the impermanent, the ordinary a seat at the table of architectural history. What does a 
democratised history of architecture look like? What happens to the narrative of ‘good’ 
architecture beyond the dogma of the gatekeepers? What does it entail for architectural 
historians who practice their craft in unceded indigenous land, whose architecture has also been 
othered? If the history of architectural history has been that of othering, perhaps an alternative 
future begins with acknowledging the ordinary. 
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Royal Park, Parkville, an area of windswept and open parkland just north of central 
Melbourne, has a long and complex history that has been well documented in 
historical studies and cultural heritage reports. Set aside early in the colony after La 
Trobe and his council petitioned for an area of 2560 acres to be reserved for “public 
advantage and recreation” and named in honour of the distant English monarch, it 
was quickly whittled down to 700 acres after gold was discovered. Land was needed 
for housing, experimental agriculture, a zoo, psychiatric asylum and hospitals in the 
rapidly expanding colony and this empty patch of land in close proximity to the town 
centre seemed suitable for ready appropriation. Later, during both world wars, it 
was used for a military camp that was subsequently taken over for low-cost housing, 
which became a notorious slum, before it was reclaimed as an area for sport and 
open space.

Settler Australia has a long history of seeing empty land as a terra nullius, available 
for the pickings. But this particular patch of country has a deeper history as a Kulin 
Nation inter-tribal gathering site for ceremony, healing, law, trade and marriage.

Over the past three decades Royal Park has received renewed attention by post-
colonial historians, artists, activists and landscape architecture through discourse, 
performative arts practices and design, which have explored its unique ecology 
and broader cultural history. But the parkland’s enduring cultural significance for 
Indigenous people has had little attention. The authors draw on contemporary 
ethnographic research with, and Indigenist research by, Aboriginal people who work 
and use Royal Park for healing and cultural practices to this day. They argue that 
history is ever-present in Aboriginal culture and Royal Park remains what it always 
has been: a gathering place for culture, health, wellbeing and healing.
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THE ENDURING IMPORTANCE OF A 
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  

This paper emerges from yarns1 about the significance of Royal Park for Aboriginal people in 
Melbourne between collaborators on two research projects over many years. One of the authors 
is an academic in architectural design; three are Indigenous Elders with Victorian Aboriginal 
heritage; the other five are health professionals, all of whom have Indigenous heritage. The 
writing, therefore, has been framed by a method that sits between Western and Indigenist 
scholarship.  The term ‘Indigenism,’ drawing associations with other critical, liberation 
epistemologies, has been coined to describe an alternative discourse that critiques the 
dominance of Western epistemologies by centralising Indigenous ways of knowing, doing and 
being. 2  Royal Park is a place that many of the authors have retreated to for sustenance, 
regeneration and healing during work breaks. It has been a place for the contest of Saturday 
sport. It has been a place of gathering for Kulin nations to prepare for a significant annual cultural 
event. And for one of the authors, it was even a home for a time. All authors have read, edited 
and refined this paper. The first and second authors have been responsible for the overview of 
the settler histories of Royal Park, transcription of yarns, preparing the first draft and editing. All 
other authors are identified throughout the text in acknowledgement of the specificity and details 
of their knowledge and experience. 
 
The paper  begins with an overview of settler colonial histories of Royal Park. It turns next to an 
ethnographic Aboriginal account of the place. A reflection on Indigenous epistemologies of time 
and place is offered as a framing to understand Royal Park’s enduring significance. The essay 
concludes with speculations about what this means for histories of place, heritage and 
contemporary practices for health and wellbeing in Royal Park. 

SSeettttlleerr  CCoolloonniissaattiioonn,,  AAbboorriiggiinnaall  DDiissppllaacceemmeenntt  aanndd  tthhee  CCrreeaattiioonn  ooff  RRooyyaall  PPaarrkk  

Melbourne’s urban pattern followed that of many colonial cities: an organised grid of streets laid 
out around a fresh water supply and a variety of open spaces within the centre and at its edges 
for immediate and future civic need, including smaller parcels for town commons; linear reserves 
for future rail and roadway developments; and larger reserves for recreation. Royal Park was one 
of those larger parklands – 2560 acres in all – set aside by Governor La Trobe and his council for 
“public advantage and recreation” in 1854.3  La Trobe had a particular interest in the Aboriginal 
people, who had been observed there from the early 1840s camping, lighting fires, holding 
corroborees.  When gold was discovered 150 miles away the population hopelessly outgrew the 
township and a quick decision was made to erode Royal Park – first to 700 acres and 
subsequently to just over 400 acres – to provide allotments for housing and other institutions for 
the emerging colony.  
 
Royal Park’s wildness and vast scale, unusually close to the city centre, made it an ideal site 
where experimentation could unfold and undesirable elements could be sequestered away from 
view. A flurry of agricultural, scientific and social experiments proceeded, reshaping and building 
upon the parklands over the second half of the 19th century to accommodate an experimental 
farm (1858); an Acclimatisation Society (1861); zoological gardens (1862); an ethnographic 
spectacle, a “Native Camp” (1888)4; school for orphaned children (1875); home for the homeless 
and destitute (1882); home for the Aged and Infirm (1902), Asylum for the Insane (1907). When 
the second world war approached Royal Park was re-organised once again to accommodate a US 
military camp (1941-1945) and then post-war emergency and transitional housing which quickly 
became a slum (1946-1956).  
 
The significance of Royal Park to settler culture has been affirmed with a listing on the Victorian 
Heritage Register (H2337). The heritage study on which the registration is based cites Royal 
Park’s importance to the course of Victoria's cultural history, its rare remnant stands of 
Indigenous vegetation and its significant vistas which afford “a dramatic and sensory appreciation 
of the city skyline and surrounding landscape.”5 But the Victorian Planning scheme states that, 
apart from a single scar tree at the Royal Zoological Gardens, Royal Park has no significant 
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Aboriginal heritage places recorded on heritage registers, even though heritage reports provide 
evidence from settler records of occupation.6 Drawing on early colonial diaries and paintings, a 
number of theorists have developed arguments that the 2000 or so acres were no happy 
accident.7  The clearing had been made through careful and specific cultural practices by Wurrung 
people over millennia. The dubious naming, “Royal Park”, misattributes the estate to a distant 
monarch, with no tangible connection to this Country.  
 
There are a few reasons why this heritage is neglected. Settler diaries and oral accounts of Royal 
Park point to a collective use by visiting tribes rather than an exclusive and defended domain of 
the Wurundjeri; heritage value has been notoriously difficult to sustain in areas where there has 
been “significant ground disturbance”;8 and an entry on the Aboriginal Heritage Register under 
the Aboriginal Heritage Act (2006) requires submission of some tangible evidence of occupation 
by a Native Title holder, Traditional Owner or Registered Aboriginal Party. Amendments to the Act 
(2016) allow for intangible heritages to be included in the Register but this is to allow for the 
protection of stories and other knowledge rather than tangible places, and the burden of proof is 
high. Finally, oral accounts from Indigenous people are partial, largely contemporary and 
scattered. The deterritorialising effects of displacement in Victoria have been profound. As Libby 
Porter and Janice Barry have argued, Aboriginal heritage laws “operationalize the discourse that 
Indigenous values cannot survive modernity.”9 As a consequence, Royal Park’s Aboriginal history 
has been subjugated by the well-documented colonial histories.  

AAbboorriiggiinnaall  OOccccuuppaattiioonnss::  MMeemmoorriieess  aanndd  SSttoorriieess 

Although on Wurundjeri land, the few oral histories we have gathered support the contention that 
Royal Park was important for the whole Kulin nation but neither sacred nor secret for a single 
mob. Sue-Anne Hunter recounts that her Uncle Colin told her Royal Park was a place where many 
tribal groups would feel safe to pass through and camp for brief periods. Unlike sites along the 
Yarra River and Merri Creek, which were fiercely defended on account of their provision of fresh 
water, food and/or secret Cultural business, Royal Park was a place where other mobs from the 
Kulin nation were welcomed by Wurundjeri to gather and remain for a time. Al Vance concurs, 
recalling his mother telling him it was a Kulin nation meeting place for ceremony, healing, law, 
trade and marriage. 
 
Despite the disruption and fragmentation of memories across the community, oral histories 
confirm a historic and enduring connection to Royal Park for Indigenous people in Victoria. Some 
memories are prosaic, others profound. Indigenous place-attachment is an evolving 
phenomenon, as Kelly Greenop and Paul Memmot have shown.10  Eight of the nine authors who 
have collaborated on this paper come from a range of Aboriginal groups, including the Traditional 
Owners of the lands on which Royal Park is situated, the Wurundjeri people of the Kulin nation, 
other tribal groups from Victoria, New South Wales and Queensland. Each recounts their own 
personal stories and experiences of Royal Park.  None are complete on their own, but together 
they form a “synthetic assemblage” that reveals the place to be important for health and 
wellbeing.11  
 
Aunty Margaret Gardiner is not exactly sure where the specific sites of pre-colonial Aboriginal 
cultural significance are at Royal Park but is absolutely certain they are there. She remembers 
Aunty Winnie, who had grown up at Coranderrk and was the founding Chair of the Wurundjeri 
Tribe Land Compensation & Cultural Heritage Council Inc, negotiating in the late 1980s for a 
place to be set up at Royal Park for Aboriginal people. Aunty Winnie passed away in 1988 and 
the few others who carried specific knowledge of the site have failing health or are no longer with 
us. Moira Rayner laments the fact that another key knowledge holder passed in recent years:  

The person we need to speak to is no longer with us. He passed away before we had the 
opportunity to talk to him.  

But there are more recent stories of attachment to the place that are remembered by co-authors. 
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Royal Park offered safe haven to visiting Aboriginal people after the Second World War. The US 
military base, Camp Pell, was repurposed as transitional housing after the war for immigrants and 
returned serviceman. Uncle Gary Murray’s family of six (parents Stewart and Nora [née Nicholls] 
and siblings Diane, Stephen, and Brian) were provided accommodation after their home on The 
Island in Balranald was flooded. Uncle Gary’s father had served in the Australian Imperial Force 
for six years:  

We lived on The Island in Balranald …. The big flood - I think it was ‘54 or ‘55 - wiped us out. 
They (Mum and Dad) had to row two boats out of the island into Balranald town and then 
mum caught a cab with the kids from Balranald to Carlton where her mother was staying. …. 
In the end we got transitional housing at Camp Pell – us four kids and mum and dad. We 
stayed at Camp Pell for nearly six months, I think, while housing commission homes were 
being built out at Glenroy. I remember those tin huts. They were bloody hot in summer and 
cold in winter. It was the first real house that we ever lived in - on the island we camped in 
tents - and it was like a mansion to us. I would have been five or six, I suppose.  

 
While news reports of Camp Pell at the time describe it as a notorious slum and slaying ground 
of US soldier and mass murderer Eddie Leonski,12 Uncle Gary was unaware of it as a child. He 
says: “I’ve got no bad memories of the place.” He recalls spending time with three or four other 
Aboriginal families there, including the Lovetts, Beryl Booth and Aunty Georgina William’s families:  

I remember sitting around on the porch on summer nights and playing on the steps or in 
front of the tin huts. I have that memory of summer watching the sun go down. Your spiritual 
existence starts when you are born and where you live. Mine started in Balranald and it 
continued into Camp Pell.   

 
Camp Pell was largely demolished to “clean up” the area in preparation for the 1956 Olympic 
Games but both the buildings and the site remained important. Uncle Gary reveals that the huts 
had a subsequent life as the Tanderra Holiday Homes in Queenscliff on a site donated to the 
Aboriginal Advancement League where he spent many a holiday. He has an old recorded interview 
in his collection between his sister and the late Alick Jackamos that he shared: 

… by coincidence Pat Bryant got a couple of these (old converted army) huts and we all went 
there – Bindi Jack, myself, Doug Nicholls, Eric Onus and you name it, small Aboriginal 
community helped to pull them down and put them on a big flat top trailer and took them to 
down to Queenscliff. So Stewart and myself, Bindi and others were very involved in the 
erection of the holiday homes at Queenscliff13 

Uncle Gary concludes: …. So my links there to Camp Pell are strong and good.  
 
In 1984, Royal Park’s Urban Camp was established on the site of Camp Pell. Hunter recalls a 
relatively recent gathering there of Kulin nations to prepare for Tanderrum14: 

There was a lot of coming together of the Kulin Nations at that time… Tanderrum was held 
at Fed Square but Royal Park is where we did all the preparation. It was really good because 
it housed everybody, and everybody was able to practice what we were doing. 

 
Aunty Margaret recalls the late 1980s and 1990s being an important time for calls for recognition 
and reclamation of sites of significance by Wurundjeri which was intensified by the parallel 
process of privatisation and investment in high profile capital works projects initiated by the state 
Liberal government. One of those, with which Aunty Winnie was closely involved, was a garden for 
Aboriginal families to use in Royal Park. Between the time it was first raised as an idea to the 
inception, it had changed radically: 

Back when Jeff Kennett was Premier and Ron Walker was Lord Mayor of the City of 
Melbourne there was talk of reducing the size of it (Royal Park) and selling off bits for 
commercial use. In particular, the area that was central to our history. It didn’t occur because 
each time there was talk of it … interested groups always protested and got in the ear of the 
City of Melbourne. They got in touch with Wurundjeri for our input into various studies and 
would come up with grand plans from time to time.  
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One of the plans was from the Royal Children’s (Hospital) in regard to having a specific area 
where patients and families could go. That was a good idea. Somewhere where Aboriginal 
people can just go and sit, where everyone feels comfortable, where they don’t feel they are 
being looked at and judged, somewhere where they are not under any kind of pressure.  A 
place that allows people to congregate or simply to commune with the peace of the place. I 
was quite excited about that. Wurundjeri were backing it one hundred percent. And then it 
all changed and became something for everyone. The idea was taken off us and used for 
another purpose. And we became silent. 

 
Plans were first mooted to build a new Royal Children’s hospital on the adjacent parklands in 
2005. In 2016, after decades of consultation and a merry-go-round of plans, a playground 
themed around the Wurundjeri seasons was completed. it seemed from Aunty Margaret’s 
perspective that their Indigenous park concept had morphed into a new park and playground on 
the old hospital site to appease locals and other stakeholders. But her overriding feelings about 
it are of disappointment and betrayal. City of Melbourne Design Studio ostensibly consulted with 
Wurundjeri, who gave consent for the use of their seven seasons to inspire the design of what is 
now known as the “Nature Play” playground.15 It was heralded as a triumph of great design and 
a revitalisation of the parkland for the greater good. But Aunty Margaret felt Wurundjeri were 
forgotten in the process: 

It’s ok for those locals who want to walk their dogs or do tai chi or take their kids to the 
playground. Now I’m not against that, but they pinched our idea and made it for everybody 
and it doesn’t offer anything to our people. We’re an afterthought.  
I got sick of all the to-ing and fro-ing and literal thinking. It’s too disappointing.  What’s the 
point of talking to us? It’s just box ticking. 

 
Meanwhile, the Aboriginal health workers who work on Royal Park’s fringes describe a varied 
relationship between the park and health: a sense of the enduring presence of ancestral spirits 
in the landscape who sustain them in their work; a place that facilitates health for patients; and 
a safe place where they can meet amongst themselves. For some the sense of a spiritual 
presence is strong. Hunter says:  

I’ve walked through there a bit and it’s just got this presence – you know something was 
there…. does that make sense? What is it about that site that no one’s ever spoken about? 
Or is unspoken?   

Rayner says: 
Most definitely the trees are alive, there. There are creatures that live in there. I don’t actually 
see them but I feel them. Everything is alive there. You think you are walking past a dead log 
but there’s absolutely nothing dead about that log there is something beautiful about the 
energy that is there.…I don’t know how to describe it to be honest. 

Sharon Mongta says: 
I worked at the Children’s (RCH) for ten years. When I had a complex case or needed a break 
from the hospital, often I’d go for a walk down the back … there is something about that 
place where I felt strongly drawn to it; a connectedness and belonging. It was quite a powerful 
feeling. This was going on for years for me. That was my place of peace when I was 
overwhelmed and stressed, that was where I went to get myself back together and then I 
could go back and keep doing what I do…. There was something about that place and I never 
knew what it was… A place of cultural significance. Yeah spiritually maybe that’s what the 
place was telling me, through that feeling…I’ve had a pretty powerful connection with that 
place; a feeling.  

 
The only other places Mongta can immediately recall affecting her in such a way, apart from her 
own Country which spans from the far eastern parts of Victoria up the coast of NSW to La Perouse, 
are sites of well recognised Aboriginal cultural significance: Gariwerd (The Grampians) and 
Barmah.  
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Aboriginal practitioners in the Royal Children’s Hospital recount times when they have retreated 
there for meetings, conversations with families and even therapeutic care for Aboriginal young 
people. Selena White describes her experiences:  

There are these rocks where I used to see some of our families or carers or aunts and uncles 
or grandparents and that’s where I used to have the deep and meaningful conversations. 
With parents that were having conflict on the ward we’d say come on, you’re coming with us 
and we’d have a conversation with them in a respectful way so they’d feel at ease. So they’d 
feel comfortable.  

Rayner shares:  
There was one clinician who used that place with our Koori kids and that was a beautiful 
grounding moment and a wonderful way to do clinical practice. I know it was not only healing 
for those kids but also for that clinician because they connected in a totally different way and 
in a non-clinical environment. Those sessions helped the kids connect with who they were 
as spiritual beings.   

  
Despite the dislocation of the colonial era, many Indigenous people continue to believe that 
Stories persist in the land whether people remember them or not. As Aunty Esther Kirby explains: 

Stories will never be lost. You go back on country and them old fellas will come back and 
more or less give you a ‘thing’ of it.  Let you know what’s important to you.  

Vance concurs:  
We built our Stories by describing what is there.  The land, waterways, living systems of 
plants and animals form a complex ecology that gave rise to our 
creation Stories.  These Stories are still there and given a chance will come back into being 
physically. 

SSppeeccuullaattiioonnss::  HHiissttoorryy’’ss  EEnndduurriinngg  PPrreesseennccee  

History takes as a given the Western epistemologies of time in which past, present and future are 
distinct. Its stories may have enduring consequences but they are always are about events that 
have ended. Its methods of scholarly discovery follow particular rules of investigation and 
verification.  Indigenous epistemologies, by contrast, are described through the concept of the 
Dreaming. As Tanganekald woman from South Australia and Professor of Law Irene Watson, has 
explained, the Dreaming is “an ever-present place of before, now, and the future, a place that we 
are constantly returned.” 16  Enthnographer Deborah Bird Rose elaborates: the Dreaming is 
dynamic and non-linear, a historical inversion in which the past is jumping ahead and life is lived 
in orientation towards origins. 17  In Aboriginal cultures the Dreaming is performed cyclically 
through ceremony, dance and song in a way that doesn’t just recount a story from deep time, but 
rather brings the creation into being anew. New place stories are much the same. While 
contemporary place-attachment has been explored by architectural historians, this paper focuses 
on the use of stories in cultural heritage more specifically. Being on Country is a reorientation to 
a place of before that profoundly and directly impacts their health and wellbeing.  
 
Architectural history translates most directly into practice through heritage reports that determine 
whether and how buildings and sites are protected. Royal Park has been the focus of a few that 
have been used to successfully protect it against careless development. But laws do not always 
serve Aboriginal rights to place. Native Title Act 1993, Traditional Owner Settlement Act 2010 and 
the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 have all been ostensibly attempts to offer some form of land 
justice to Aboriginal people. But as Patrick Wolfe has argued, even these laws are a perpetuation 
of the settler-colonial “logic of elimination”, reducing land to a commodity and pitting families 
against each other.18 As Aunty Margaret points out: 

There is no recognition of pre-settlement Aboriginal use (of Royal Park) in the Planning 
statute. That’s the fact. Just one little scar tree. I think it’s disgraceful. Our history is not 
recognised at all. 
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Despite almost three decades of legal attempts to undo colonial dispossession, planning 
legislation remains blind to its persistent subjugation of Aboriginal presence. 

CCoonncclluussiioonn::  RReeccoovveerriinngg  tthhee  EEnndduurriinngg  IImmppoorrttaannccee  ooff  RRooyyaall  PPaarrkk  ffoorr  CCuullttuurree,,  HHeeaalltthh  aanndd  HHeeaalliinngg  

Aboriginal clinicians at the Royal Children’s hospital would like to see the Wurundjeri vision that 
Aunty Margaret described become a reality. They have speculated about what it might be like to 
have access to Royal Park for care: an Aboriginal Knowledge Place for all the hospitals in the 
Parkville precinct that could be a spoke in the bigger wheel of Aboriginal Knowledge Places 
around the state with a central Treaty House in Melbourne.19 They hope that an Indigenous 
garden in the outdoor area adjacent to Wadja Aboriginal Family Place would be the first step: a 
safe space for Aboriginal families to gather. The garden would have medicinal plants, spaces for 
smoking and water ceremonies, and places for storytelling, deep listening, and healing practices. 
This would be the starting place for Aboriginal health trails that could be developed in Royal Park 
for all Indigenous people.  
 
There has been significant work done by architectural historians to broaden notions of heritage 
to include memory and narrative, with nuanced arguments about how these notions shape 
identity and authentic experiences of place. If Royal Park’s heritage can be recast to take in the 
ineffable, experiential descriptions of Aboriginal people’s ongoing encounter with the Spirit world, 
then the nearby hospitals might stand a better chance of offering Indigenous people culturally 
appropriate experiences of health.   
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Due to its historical and cultural uniqueness before the nineteenth century, East Asia 
has long been seen as an integrated whole. But because of the different trajectories 
of its encounter with modernity and different paths of modernisation in the twentieth 
century, it is often considered to belong to two distinct worlds. This paper tries to 
return to the symbolic beginning of the historical division, focusing on the translation 
of the basic concept of “architecture” (jianzhu) and summarises how this term 
developed through a complex process of language exchange. It tells the biographical 
story of the acceptance of the concept in China, from a new word to the name of a 
discipline and eventually a widely recognized concept, and reflects on some common 
characteristics of integrated East Asia in the face of the western culture, or modernity.

LOCALIZING A CONCEPT: 
THE HISTORY OF THE TERM 
“ARCHITECTURE” (JIANZHU) IN 
CHINA
Kai Wang | Tongji University
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn    

If we review the history of architecture (as a modern discipline) in China or East Asia generally, it 
is clear that including its terminology and subject matter, it was transplanted from the West. 
Tracing this historical process of transplantation will help us to define the cultural uniqueness in 
the past and the future of architectural knowledge production in China generally. In this sense, 
the story of the word “architecture”, or more precisely its Chinese translation “jianzhu”, a concept 
that cannot be more fundamental in the discipline, provided a compelling case.  
	
Since the mid-19th century, when the external shocks and challenges in the late Qing Dynasty 
triggered the crisis of Confucianism, the elites began to study "artifacts" such as fortifications and 
artillery, machinery, manufacturing, sciences and engineering, trying to save Confucianism from 
within.  Then after the failure of the “Westernization movement”, the imperial examination system 
was abolished.  After the establishment of the Republic of China, a new system of culture and 
education was established.  Engineering and technology became vital pillars of the "Saving the 
nation by industrialization" project.  Overseas students in engineering and architecture returned 
from abroad, and discussion of architecture and engineering acquired further social space and 
received general recognition.  At the same time, the emergence of magazines and newspapers in 
the closing years of Qing Dynasty provided a platform for the development of architectural 
discourse.  During the early years of the twentieth century, the public media gradually transformed 
itself into a platform through the participation of Chinese scholars, mapping the shift in 
mainstream social thinking, including the popularisation of architectural concepts.  After 1911, 
the foundation of different professional journals in engineering and architecture led to the rapid 
popularisation and promotion of professionalism. 
 
This paper tries to re-establish the setting of the historical moment when the new concept 
emerged at the end of the nineteenth century, and pursues a kind of understanding of such 
question: the uniqueness of East Asian culture as an integrated whole in the face of western 
architecture, as well as its complicated internal communications. 

TThhee  RRee--iimmppoorrttaattiioonn  ooff  JJaappaanniizzeedd  CChhiinneessee::  ““JJiiaannzzhhuu””  aass  aa  NNeeww  WWoorrdd  

According to the Chinese scholar Wang Lumin (1955 -), “In ancient China, there was no concept 
of architecture as such, but only concepts such as palaces, temples, altars, houses, gardens, 
cities, etc.”1 When and how did the word “jianzhu” emerge in the Chinese language? Most 
Chinese historians accept that the Chinese term “jianzhu” emerged as a translation for the 
Western term “architecture” at the beginning of the twentieth century, and “The Appointed 
University Charter” ( ), promulgated in 1902, marked the first official occurrence of 
the term “jianzhu” in Chinese. Although that may be true, “jianzhu” entered general speech in 
China decades earlier.  
 
The earliest exposition of this question comes from an article by Lu Bingjie (1935 -) “An Etymology 
Research of Architecture” (1991)2, which examines how the concept “architecture” moved from 
Dutch, to Japanese, to Chinese. According to Lu, part of Japan’s efforts to learn from the West 
involved the translation of Dutch scholarly texts into Japanese. In the Dutch-Japanese Dictionary 
(1830), the Dutch words “bouwen” and “metzelen” were translated as “ ” “ ” 
and “ ”.  In other words, the two independent verbs “zhu” and “jian” were combined into a 
new compound verb “zhujian”, meaning “to build”. When the Japanese began studying British 
and French scholarship in the nineteenth century, they started to compile English-Japanese 
dictionaries based on Dutch-English dictionaries. Since the English word "architecture" in Dutch 
is "bouwkunde", people think that the Dutch word was related to the Dutch word "bouwen", and 
as "bouwen" has been translated into "zhujian", "bouwkunde" was translated by reversing the 
word order of the term “zhujian” to form the new term “jianzhu”, which became the Japanese 
translation of "architecture".  
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Until 1866 in an English-Chinese dictionary, "architecture" was translated in Chinese as "works 
of artisan, building a palace," in which word "jianzhu" has not yet appeared.3 At the beginning of 
the twentieth century, after being defeated by Japan in the Sino-Japanese War of 1894-95, the 
Qing government finally began to realise that it was necessary to learn from Japan's experience 
of modernisation. When the first modern institute of higher education, “the Imperial University of 
Peking” ( ) was planned, everything was modelled after its Japanese counterparts. The 
names of the disciplines taken without change from their equivalents in Japanese universities, 
including civil engineering, mechanical engineering and, of course, architecture. 
 
Another two scholars also made significant contributions. In an article “Architecture and 
Construction, Building and Fortifying: the Definition of the Architectural Concept in the Early Meiji 
Period of Japan” (2003)4 the Japanese scholar Nakatani Norihito (1965 -) quoted the study of 
Japanese linguist Matsui Toshihiko, pointing out more precisely that the term "jianzhu" in 
Japanese was, in fact, an outcome of so-called “Japanized-Chinese”, a process whereby Chinese 
words are selected to make new Japanese words. As Xu Subin’s (1960 -) article5 (2005) showed, 
by using computer-aided retrieval of the Siku Quanshu (the Complete Collection of the Four 
Treasures), she proved that "jian" and "zhu" were used separately in the literature at least as early 
as the Song Dynasty.  
 
In sum, the combination “jianzhu” was neither a well-established Japanese or Chinese idiom. 
According to Nakatani, the term "jianzhu" in Japanese was derived from the combination of "jian" 
and "zhu" as a verb in ancient Chinese books, and was "Japanized" by the Japanese in the early 
eighteenth century and then re-imported back to China in the nineteenth century.  

AA  CCaatteeggoorryy  ooff  KKnnoowwlleeddggee  CCllaassssiiffiiccaattiioonn::  ""JJiiaannzzhhuu""  aass  aa  NNeeww  DDiisscciipplliinnee  

Nonetheless, the appearance of the term “jianzhu” in The Appointed University Charter (1902) 
and in the revised version The Approved University Charter ( 1904), although the 
department was not actually set up until the 1920s, marked a significant moment in the history 
of Chinese thought, for it symbolized the fact that “architecture” as a category of knowledge 
classification was officially recognized for the first time in China. 
	
Before the idea of modern academic disciplines from the West was introduced in the late Qing 
dynasty, China had a specific system of university branches classifications. Unlike the discipline 
in the modern Western sense that based on common objects and areas of research, the ancient 
Chinese classified knowledge by research subjects, producing knowledge around different 
scholars and schools. In this case, since architecture had always been deemed as a craft rather 
than a scholarly product, architecture never appear as an independent knowledge category but 
was usually regarded merely as a useful tool for preserving ritual and social order. 
 
The modern categorization of academic disciplines, including the disciplines of social science and 
natural science, was introduced by the foreign missionaries, who founded numerous church 
schools in China. The pioneer in this respect was the celebrated Robert Morrison (1782–1834), 
who founded the Morrison School in 1839, where the new concept of modern western sub-
discipline system began to become familiar to Chinese people. Then, a variety of new schools 
were founded after Morrison’s model, including the Peking School of Combined Learning (

) in 1862, Fujian Shipping School ( ) in 1867, Tianjin Martial Arts School (
) in 1885, Canton Navy and Army Schools ( ) in 1887, especially Christian 

College in China ( ) in 1874 and Chinese and Western school ( ) in 1895, a lots 
of new discipline were introduced, hence the system was then adopted into practice.6 
 
After the reform movement of 1898 was terminated, and the Boxer Rebellion in 1900 brought 
domestic troubles and foreign invasions, the Qing government finally enacted thoroughgoing 
political, economic and military reforms, under a so-called “new deal" ( ). The abolition 
of the imperial examination system, the establishment of the Imperial University of Peking and 
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the encouragement of studying abroad formed essential and seminal parts of these reforms. In 
1901 Zhang Zhidong ( , 1837–1909) and his colleagues, after studying the university 
systems of Britain, France and Germany, proposed a new system of categorizing the various 
university disciplines. Based on the "six-discipline-system" modelled from Japan, the new plan 
divided the university into "seven branches”: Confucianism, history, sociology, political science, 
military science, agriculture and engineering. Although the last six branches were categories of 
Western learning, a nod to traditional Chinese thought was made by giving priority to 
Confucianism.  Zhang had foreshadowed this emphasis in his work "On Learning" ( ), which 
argued for the principle of "Chinese essence and Western utility" ( ).7 
 
When the Qing government officially decided to reform the traditional educational system in 1902, 
the education minister Zhang Baixi ( , 1847-1907) was appointed to design charters from 
the Imperial University downwards, through the levels of high school, middle school, primary 
school and elementary school (Table 1). In the charters, Zhang proposed a very different seven 
division scheme.  Drawing on the Japanese university system, he categorized the various 
university disciplines as follows: politics, literature, agriculture, science, technology, commerce 
and medicine. For the first time in China’s history, “architecture” was classified as a subject under 
the discipline of “technology”. 

 
TTyyppee//lleevveell  ddiisscciipplliinnee  ccoouurrsseess  
High School Politics/Social 

Science 
Ethics; Confucianism; Foreign philosophy; Rhetoric; 
Maths; Chinese and Foreign Historiography; 
Chinese and Foreign Geography;  Foreign 
Languages; Physics;  Logic; Law; Economics
Gymnastics 

Arts / 
Technology 

Ethics; Chinese and Foreign historiography; Foreign 
Literature; Maths; Physics; Chemistry; Zoology and 
Botany; Geology and Mineralogy; Drawing; 
Gymnastics 

Pre-college Politics/Social 
Science 

Ethics; Confucianism; Zhuzi; Rhetoric; Maths; 
Chinese and Foreign historiography; Chinese and 
Foreign Geography;  Foreign Languages; Physics;  
Logic; Law; Economics Gymnastics 

Arts / 
Technology 

Ethics; Chinese and foreign historiography; Foreign 
Literature; Maths; Physics; Chemistry; Zoology and 
Botany; Geology and Mineralogy; Drawing; 
Gymnastics 

College Politics/Social 
Science 

Politics; Laws 

Literature Confucianism; Historiography; Philosophy; Zhuzi; 
Anecdotes; Rhetorics; Foreign Languages 

Sciences Astronomy; Geology; Advanced Computing; 
Chemistry; Physics; Zoology and Botany 

Agriculture Agronomy; Chemistry; Forestry; Veterinary Medicine 
Technology Civil Engineering; Machine Engineering; Ship 

Building Science; Weaponry; Electrical Engineering; 
Architecture; Applied Chemistry; Mining & 
Metallurgy 

Commerce Bookkeeping; industry manufacturing; commercial 
language; commercial law; commercial history; 
commercial geography 

Medicine Medicine; Pharmacy 
TTaabbllee  11.. Zhang Baixi’s plan as proposed in the "Imperial University Charter" and "High School Charter". 
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In 1903, Zhang Baixi, Rong Qing and Zhang Zhidong were ordered to revise the charters into a 
so-called “Approved University Charter” which was promulgated and implemented throughout 
China. This charter was also known as the "Gui Mao School System" ( ). As China’s first 
modern educational system in history that was officially promulgated and commonly used 
throughout China, it laid the foundation of modern Chinese new educational system, as well as 
the modern academic discipline system. The "Approved University Charter" provided a more 
detailed description of civil engineering and architecture than its predecessor. The specific 
provisions of the architecture subject were:  

Core subject: mathematics, applied mechanics, thermal technology, geology, application of 
building materials, building construction, architectural design and application of mechanical 
drawing, surveying practice, drawing, design and drawing, hydraulic engineering, hygienic 
engineering, construction, field exercise, metallurgy system. Subsidized courses: 
architectural history, scenery and decoration, freehand drawing, aesthetics, decoration, and 
seismology. Third years before graduation, a graduate project and thesis. Since the most 
important courses for Architecture are design and drawing, so they need more hours.8 
 

In 1913, Cai Yuanpei ( , 1868–1940), the head of the Republic of China’s Ministry of 
Education, issued the "Order of the University" and "University Regulations".  These regulations 
removed the subject of Confucianism, and divided university disciplines into seven branches: arts, 
science, law, business, medicine, agriculture and engineering. This plan followed Zhang Zhidong’s 
"eight divisions" of literature, science, business, medicine, science, engineering and agriculture, 
but the specific content of each branch had developed considerably since his time. The branch 
of engineering contained twelve separate subjects, some of which had only a tenuous connection 
with the concept of engineering as commonly understood in the West: civil engineering, 
mechanical engineering, marine science, shipbuilding, military science, electrical engineering, 
architecture, applied chemistry, pharmacology, mining, and metallurgy. The provisions of the 
subject “architecture” also became more detailed:  

Mathematics, mechanics, applied mechanics, hydraulics mechanics, geology and mapping 
exercises, engine controller, metallurgical methods, surveying and practice, building 
materials, Chinese construction methods, architectural design, architectural history, building 
construction, reinforced concrete techniques, scenery design, decoration, aesthetics, 
construction methods, hygienic engineering, building regulations, industrial economics, 
freehand drawing, decorative painting, planning and drawing, drawing practice and field 
practice.9   

 
In short, with China’s transition from traditional Confucian academic categories to modern 
disciplines in the late Qing Dynasty, civil engineering and architecture gradually gained the status 
of independent discipline knowledge categories, and became essential components of the 
general organisation of knowledge for the next twenty years and beyond. 

TThhee  AAcccceeppttaannccee  ooff  tthhee  TTeerrmm  ““JJiiaannzzhhuu””  iinn  tthhee  PPuubblliicc  MMeeddiiaa  ((11990000--11993377))  

Another transitional moment in the late Qing dynasty was the emergence of the public media. 
Public magazines and newspapers, initially founded by missionaries in the early nineteenth 
century, began to develop rapidly in the second half of the century, both in terms of professional 
journalism and scope of dissemination. The emergence of magazines and newspapers 
substantially changed the way information was spread in China.  
 
According to word-frequency analyses of these newspapers,10 the term "jianzhu” began to appear 
regularly in 1905, and reached its peak in the early 1930s, on the eve of the Japanese invasion 
of China in 1937 disrupted publishing patterns. During these four decades, it is safe to conclude 
that “jianzhu” became a term widely known and a concept widely accepted by the public. (Fig. 1) 
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FFiigguurree  11.. The statistics of frequency of using the word “jianzhu” in the modern newspapers, in comparison with similar 

words “gongcheng” (engineering) and “yingzao” (construction). 

 
During these four decades, the number of discussions on architecture changed dramatically, as 
well as the way “jianzhu” was discussed and understood, related topics and discourses being 
expanding and deepening profoundly.11 The following three paragraphs are instructive: 

... The glass giant room, native people called it the Crystal Palace, twenty-five miles to the 
south of London, easily accessible by car. Situated on high land, it looks like a hill from afar.  
The building is a great hall, occupying vast and meandering long, it is so high that windows 
are surrounded and covered by misty fog and clouds...... inside the hall there are lifted 
pavilions, gardens and pools, flowers and grass, all kinds of animals, birds and insects...... 
besides, on display are all kinds of performances, hitting with a rope, eating knife and spitting 
fire, dancing on the ladder, so fantastic, so lustrous and dazzling, thrilling the audience.......12 

-- Wang Tao: "Traveling Notes" (Vol. 2: glass giant room), 1890 

 
In the beginning, people lived in nests and caves, then came huts and houses.  Most recently, 
buildings of timber and bricks are changing into steel and iron. The houses in America are 
so high and are always in danger of catching fire. So recently buildings no longer rely on 
timber structure, but all buildings are built with copper and iron, not only to prevent fires but 
also to become stronger and, at the same time, cheaper. This is also one of the major 
improvements in architecture.13 

-- Lin Lezhi, Fan Yi: "Progress of Architecture", International Bulletin (Shanghai), 1905 

 
..... We have an answer to the very complicated question, our idea of architecture as art. We 
think that fashion is not important. Successful architectural works, first, cannot be apart 
from the need or usage; second, we must not leave the context of times unattended; third, 
we cannot leave the principles of art behind; fourth, we cannot leave the spirit of a culture.... 
Under these four principles, we should strive to create a new style, as our contribution to the 
culture of our times.14 

-- Lu Qian, Wu Jingqi: our opinion, Chinese Architects, 26, 1936 
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These three quotations are spread over a period of four decades, and are quoted in the important 
public mass media. That is a very short moment in history, but it is clear that in this short period 
a profound change had taken place. 
 
In the first section of the citation (1890), we see a very literal description of a famous example of 
Western architecture, namely London’s Crystal Palace.  The building may be regarded as a kind 
of unusual spectacle, but the phraseology used in its description is typical of traditional literati 
writing. The building was seen as a background rather than an object. In the second paragraph 
(1905), the building is now discussed as an object that needs to be taken seriously. In this 
paragraph, we can discern an underlying concept of historical progress. More importantly, 
architecture has begun to be understood as a technological means. In fact, with the development 
of public media in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, we can recognise the gradual 
popularisation process of architecture as a technology concept. In the third paragraph of Citation 
(1936), architecture is no longer regarded merely as a technical problem, but is explicitly 
discussed as a style problem that contains multiple meanings of use, art, zeitgeist and culture. 
Apparently, in addition to the technical problems, the architecture also increases the rich 
connotation of art and culture.  

EEppiilloogguuee::  TThhee  MMaakkiinngg  ooff  aa  CCoonncceepptt  

The emergence of "jianzhu" as a concept in modern public discourse was a somewhat incidental 
(as a word) yet very significant historical event (as a discipline and concept). In the concluding 
paragraphs, I would like to go beyond narrating the history and ask the following question. What 
was the social and historical circumstance that enabled this historic development? 
 
One answer, of course, lies in the profound transformation of Chinese society. In short, the 
emergence of "jianzhu" as both a novel term and a novel concept reflected a wider social and 
cultural transformation. With the joint efforts of the emerging public media and 
engineering/architecture professionals, from a new word to discipline, it eventually appears in 
the public discourse. It is on this basis and starting point that the whole twentieth century 
development of modern Chinese architecture has been started.  
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5 Xu Subin, “Zhongguo jianzhu guilei de wenhua yanjiu: gudai dui ‘jianzhu’ de renshi” [A Study on the 
Cultural Categorization of Architecture: The Understanding of Architecture in Ancient China], 
Chengshi huanjing sheji [UED], no. 1 (2005): 80-84. 
6 See Zuo Yuhe, Cong si bu dao qi ke: xueshu fenke yu jindai Zhongguo zhishi xitong zhi chuangjian 
[From Four Parts to Seven Branches: Academic Divisions and the foundation of Modern Chinese 
Knowledge System] (Shanghai: Shanghai shudian chubanshe, 2004). 
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7 Ibid. 
8 See Shu Xincheng. Zhongguo jindai jianyu shiliao [Historical Compilation of Modern Chinese 
Education] (Beijing: Renmin jiaoyu chubanshe,1980): 615-616. 
9 See Shu, Zhongguo jindai jianyu shiliao, 647. 
10 In order to get an impression of the variation of architecture discussions, the author tried to do 
some statistics on the number of articles as well as frequency of keywords. Since there is no way to 
do a thorough full text search, the author decided to use the Index of Nationwide Periodicals 
(http://www.cnbksy.com) by the Shanghai library as approximate database to generate the current 
diagram. 
11 According to the statistics by the author, the topics prevailed in these decades varied around 
certain themes: before 1900s: Fengshui, hygiene, novel/spectacle; 1900s: technology, materials, 
progress, projects; 1910s: housing industry, urban planning, constructions, technology; 1920s: 
architects; architecture as art, architectural history, Chinese architecture; 1930s: architecture (as 
discipline), nationalism, science, art, modern. 
12 The original texts: ……

……
……

…… 
13 The original texts: 

 
14 The original texts:  ……

……
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Australians are challenged with housing affordability problems and the growth of 
ageing populations. To accompany this, there have been a rise in studies beginning 
to investigate multigenerational living and the economic benefits associated with 
the practise. It is argued that multigenerational living could contribute to resolving 
housing affordability problems while supporting Australians who require care or 
those with caring responsibilities. I propose that migrants’ utilisation of their houses 
to cater for multigenerational living could potentially hold solutions to housing- 
related issues confronting - or will confront - Australian society as a whole, not just the 
migrant communities. However, for this be achieved, radical changes to the spatial 
organisation of mainstream Australian houses becomes imperative. It requires 
changes to assumptions about household structures, domestic privacy, and personal 
space requirements of the occupants; and therefore to cater beyond the needs of 
Anglo nuclear families with few children. Families practising multigenerational living–
particularly those who have distinct cultural requirements– face a the lack of housing 
diversity, especially that the foundation of the Australian suburbs was to deliver one-
family detached houses. This potentially leads to conflicts, stress, and dissatisfaction 
with their living arrangement.

This paper takes multigenerational Lebanese Australian families as a case study. 
Lebanese Australians practise multigenerational living not just for its economic 
benefit, but as a cultural and social need associated with their settlement in 
Australia. Investigating Australian Lebanese families sheds a light on the suitability of 
Australian housing layouts in catering for the needs of multigenerational households. 
It presents an empirical analysis of data collected through in-depth interviews with 
17 Lebanese households across Sydney and Brisbane. The paper documents and 
analyses various types, motivations of multigenerational living, and implications on 
the residential experience of multigenerational Lebanese households. My study of 
home adaptations to cater for the needs of multigenerational Lebanese families will 
partially fill the gap in understanding the relationship between multigenerational 
living and the dwellings’ spatial layouts. It accentuates the need for further future 
investigation of multigenerational living practices among the various migrant and 
ethnic communities in Australian society.

THE FUTURE OF MAINSTREAM 
AUSTRALIAN HOUSING: INSIGHTS 
INTO MULTIGENERATIONAL 
LIVING OF AUSTRALIA’S LEBANESE 
COMMUNITY
Maram Shaweesh | University of Queensland
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More research–and debates–emerged during the last two decades on migration as a global 
phenomenon across different research disciplines such as anthropology, sociology, geography, 
planning and human behaviour.1 Much of the research was dedicated to understanding changes 
to cities, and the built environment, in response to the influx of migrants from culturally diverse 
backgrounds.2 Mirjana Lozanovska explained that architecture–as a field of research–serves as 
an implicit background to these debates, as architectural artefacts foster the intersection 
between migrants’ identities and their localities.3 The setting of migrants houses have particularly 
become central to understanding the migrants’ experiences of settling in new 
countries/societies 4  However, with minimal regard to the migrant house in architectural 
discourse,5 Cathy Key asserted that “[t]he inclusion of Indigenous and migrant architectures into 
Australian mainstream architectural histories is long overdue and challenges existing 
narratives”.6  
 
The importance of studying the migrant house/home stems from home environments serving as 
a reflection of historical and geographical factors, as well as aspects of social differentiation 
associated with the process of migration.7 Paolo Boccagni asserts that migrant houses mirror 
social inequalities experienced by its occupants, reflecting on both material and relational 
arrangements of migrants’ domestic environments.8 Drawing on Boccagni’s research, I propose 
that migrants’ utilisation of their houses could potentially hold solutions to problems of social 
inequalities confronting–or yet to confront–Australian society as a whole, not just the migrant 
communities. By examining Lebanese migrants’ utilisation to cater for multigenerational living in 
their Australian houses/homes, the following discussion partially fills the gap in research on the 
migrant house, and speculates on future changes to mainstream Australian housing in response 
to current financial conditions challenging Australians.  
 
Multigenerational living is tightly linked to the historical, social, and financial conditions 
surrounding the Lebanese settlement in Australia.9  Unfortunately, it is hard to estimate the 
percentage of non-nuclear families in Lebanon since the last census was conducted in 1932. 
However, a shift in Lebanon from traditional family structures into a nuclear one has been 
recorded by Lebanese researchers. Nancy Jabbra’s study in 1972-1973 estimated that 75 
percent of Lebanese households were nuclear families,10 with a slight increase recorded by 
Hassan Hammoud in 1997 estimating that 78 percent of the Lebanese households were nuclear 
families.11  Therefore, I emphasise that the practise may not necessarily mimic living arrangement 
in Lebanon, but it reflects familial relationships and responsibility in the Australian context. I 
propose that adaptation of the Australian house to cater for the needs of Lebanese 
multigenerational households might hold potential solutions to contemporary problems 
confronting many Australians today, those who are struggling with housing price spirals, declining 
affordability and ownership, and a shortage of low-cost housing stock.12    
 
Drawing back to the migrant house, neither the financial and housing accessibility struggles, nor 
the practice of multigenerational living, are recent experiences to Australia’s post-WWII migrant 
communities.13 Migrants adopting multigenerational living (whether due to financial reasons or 
as a continued traditional practise) are confronted with a housing stock that does not cater for 
their needs.14 Especially given that the foundation of the Australian suburbs was to deliver one-
family detached houses. 15  Hazel Easthope and colleagues’ study on multigenerational 
households in Brisbane and Sydney provides insights into the implication of unsuitable dwelling 
designs on families practising multigenerational living.16 Design-related issues recorded by the 
study include a lack of privacy or interference (the most common concern among the study 
respondents), negative effects of multigenerational living on the relationship between the family 
members, disagreements over sharing chores, lack of space, lack of flexibility, and noise.17 The 
study recommends improving dwelling designs to cater for these living arrangements by 
considering separation of living spaces, zoning of bedroom areas, and providing multiple dwelling 
entrances to facilitate privacy, personal control, and opportunities for individual socialising by the 
different generations.18 
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However, multigenerational living arrangements remain largely neglected in housing research 
during the last three decades, which is partially caused by multigenerational living being 
unrecognised as a distinct household type by the Australian Bureau of Statistics. 19  Hazel 
Easthope and Edgar Liu proposed a definition of multigenerational households to include 
“Households where two or more generations of related adults live in the same dwelling, with the 
oldest of the youngest generation aged 18 years or older”.20 However, I believe that generalising 
a set definition of multigenerational living in Australia’s multicultural context might exclude the 
different types of cross-cultural multigenerational living that are traditional practice for many 
cultures.21 
 
Australians are being offered a housing stock that reflect assumptions about the model Australian 
way of life, which revolves around the nuclear family. 22  In the 1990s, young adults widely 
assumed they will have families and live with their families in their homes. 23  However, an 
outcome from the studies discussed above is the current and future changes to these 
assumptions with potential increase in multigenerational living. This raises the question of 
whether this will reflect on future changes to the housing stock that is being delivered to 
Australians. My study calls to broaden what constitutes “A model Australian way of life” to include 
non-nuclear families. The analysis below of home adaptations to cater for the needs of 
multigenerational Lebanese families will partially fill the gap in understanding the relationship 
between multigenerational living and the dwellings’ spatial layouts. It accentuates the need for 
further future investigation of multigenerational living practices among the various ethnic 
communities in Australian society.  
 
The analysis presented in this paper is based on empirical data collected through digitally-
recorded in-depth interviews with 20 respondents from 15 different Australian Lebanese 
household across Sydney and Brisbane metropolitan areas. The interviews took place between 
2016 and 2019, mainly in the respondents’ current residences,24 (see Appendix 1 for detailed 
information about the respondents). The paper investigates the types, motivations and 
implications of multigenerational living among Australia’s Lebanese families. It unveils the role of 
a dwelling’s layout of internal and external spaces in shaping the families’ experiences with 
multigenerational living. 

MMuullttiiggeenneerraattiioonnaall  LLeebbaanneessee  FFaammiilliieess  iinn  AAuussttrraalliiaa::  TTyyppeess,,  MMoottiivvaattiioonnss  aanndd  IImmpplliiccaattiioonnss  

There are two reasons that make Lebanese families a rich source of information on the difficulties 
and opportunities associated with multigenerational living arrangements. The first is the social, 
historical and political context surrounding their settlement in Australia. Lebanese Australians 
migrated to Australia in three migration waves. First, a small number of Lebanese migrants settled 
in Australia, prior to the outbreak of WWII. The second was induced by the Arab-Israeli war and it 
lasted from 1947 to 1975. After 1975, the Lebanese Civil war induced a third (and largest) wave 
of Lebanese migration to Australia.25 However, Lebanese migrants who were part of the third 
Lebanese migration wave had a tough start in Australia, as they faced financial and social 
difficulties associated with their refugee status including lower home ownership and employment 
rates, lack of community networks, and a sense of being marginalised by mainstream society.26 
In fact, some of the study respondents believe multigenerational living might be the only option 
to accommodate young Australians in the future. Ali27 (S11; a 33-years-old respondent, see 
Appendix 1) stated, “We feel like our children are not going to move later on in life, because it's 
already so hard financially”. Thereafter, the Lebanese families’ experiences provide insights on 
multigenerational living in the context of experiencing social inequalities.  
 
The second stems from multigenerational living also being part of their Lebanese culture. Village-
based chain migration was a prominent characteristic of Lebanese migration to Australia,28 which 
made the extended family a main source of emotional and financial support for those Lebanese 
families. 29  As a result, sustaining the needs of extended families in mainstream dwellings 
emerged as a particular concern for third wave Lebanese migrants.30  
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In consideration of the cultural specificities of the Lebanese community, I propose different types 
of multigenerational living to be considered in the analysis beyond those proposed by other 
researchers as explained above. These types of multigenerational living are not only detected 
among the interviewed families, but also in general observation developed through my personal 
contact with Lebanese Australian families as well as the respondents’ perception of their own 
community. This research recorded four main types of multigenerational living among Australia’s 
Lebanese families: single adults living at their parents’ homes, multi-family households, multiple 
related families occupying adjacent dwellings, and the continued use of the parents’ house by 
the subsequent generations (Bayt Al-Ayleh;بیت العیلة  ). 
 
Type 1: Single Adults Living at their Parents’ Homes 
The first type of multigenerational living includes adults (regardless of their age) living in their 
parents’ home, usually until they marry. Although this type has become common among young 
adults in Australia for financial reasons, 31  the Lebanese practice differs from the general 
population in two significant way. First, Lebanese families perceive it as the norm, not as a 
consequence of ‘not being able to move out’, particularly for women.32 Second, it is not only 
related to young adults; children (regardless of their age or financial independency) are not 
expected to move out before marriage unless they are relocating to study or work in another city 
or country. When asked questions such as “Do you expect your children to move out before 
marriage if they are financially independent?” or “Would you consider moving out of your parents’ 
house before marriage?”, all respondents responded as if I was asking a question with an obvious 
‘no’ answer (considering I am from a Middle Eastern background myself). The respondents agreed 
that adults move out of their parents’ homes before marriage because of necessity rather than it 
being the norm in their community. Examples to responses to these questions were: 

Maram: Do you think your daughters [aged 16 and 21] will stay with you until they get 
married? 
Firyal (B01): Yes of course, without a doubt. My eldest daughter is now studying in the Gold 
Coast. We had a huge issue with that when she initially wanted to stay at a student’s 
accommodation. We then allowed her to stay with her aunt. We are a very strict family and I 
am raising them the way I have been raised. (Interview with Firyal [B01]) 
Maram: Thinking about your children getting older, and how it impacts your living 
arrangement, do you think they might leave the house when they are adults (regardless [of] 
their marital status)? 
Rania (S07): I don’t think they will leave until they get married, unless there are certain 
circumstances like me and the father wanted a smaller place, or they study somewhere else. 
It will be hard for them to move out that young anyway; rent is so expensive unless they got 
a job. (Interview with Rania [S07]) 

 
This indicates that despite the economic benefit for adults staying at their parents’ home, the 
reason behind the continuity of this type of multigenerational living emerges from the cultural 
expectations rather than the financial gain. This leads families to choose houses that are more 
likely to cater for children’s needs as they grow or adapt their houses in response to changing 
needs such as: 

1. Constructing additional bedrooms to allow each adult child to have their own personal 
spaces. 

2. Constructing additional structures to compensate for the inadequacy of internal spaces 
in meeting their children’s growing needs, such as granny flats used as study areas. 

3. Converting the use of some internal spaces to emerging needs of the children. For 
example, transforming an internal area to a music room or an atelier. 

4. Allocating a separate social space within the dwelling to maintain the privacy of their 
children’s social activities. 

 
However, respondents reported some conflicts arising from this arrangement. These usually 
occur when adults do not agree with their parents upon practices related to their everyday 
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activities. These conflicts were revealed during group discussions when multiple generations were 
present during the interview. One example of these conflicts was brought up during a group 
interview with three respondents from Household 10: Fatina (a 46-year-old mother), Ameen (her 
29-year-old son) and Amal (her 28-year-old daughter). When asked about their experience with 
living with their parents, Ameen pointed out his mother’s sensitivity if he (or one of his siblings) 
decides to eat out or order food. They discussed: 

Ameen: If I want to order some food home, I often do that after 11 pm to make sure my mum 
has fallen asleep. Otherwise, she will be very upset. She cooks for us multiple meals daily, 
which we really appreciate, and they are very tasty, but we still enjoy ordering some food, 
McDonalds for example; she can’t cook that.  
Fatina: Can you believe that? Sometime[s] I wake up to drink some water [and] I find him 
and his siblings eating some junk food. Do you think this is okay? I cook for them every day; 
sometimes I might even cook four dishes in one day, only to wake up and find them eating 
some junk! 
Ameen: [approached me with his phone to show me photos of some of his mother’s dishes] 
Look at what she cooks for us; no one makes better food than her. Eating out has nothing to 
do with my mum’s cooking skills; it is an entertainment thing. 
Fatina: You know my Australian neighbour [referring to her Anglo neighbour]; I asked him the 
other day what he had for lunch; he said a tuna sandwich. I told him this is not food, this is 
snack. You eat a sandwich after lunch, before dinner, between breakfast and lunch but it is 
not lunch. Yet my children complain; they should be grateful [Ameen and Amal assured their 
mum they are very grateful at this point]. 

  
Type 2: Multi-family Households 
The second type of multigenerational living is multi-family households. Most commonly, this type 
includes parents, their children, their children’s spouses and their grandchildren sharing a 
dwelling. This does not necessarily mean that children stay in their parents’ homes after their 
marriage; it also includes parents moving into their children’s homes as they age. The 
respondents also reported a less common type involving adults staying with their siblings’ 
families; this is more likely to take place in the case of newly migrated adults relocating to 
Australia. They share dwellings with their siblings’ families until their financial situation improves 
and they can move out.33 Although married children and their families (spouses and children) are 
related to the rest of the householders, they form a nuclear family with separate and different 
needs. This transforms the dwelling into a multi-family dwelling. Families adopting this type of 
multigenerational living need to share most of the dwelling’s internal spaces including social 
areas, outdoor spaces, kitchens, and occasionally toilets. 
 
The respondents acknowledged multiple advantages to adopting a multi-family living 
arrangement. Adult children (or their parents, depending on who owns the property) save rent, 
which comprises a major expense for most families. Unlike the first type, financial needs are the 
strongest motivation for families to adopt this type of multigenerational living. Additionally, living 
in an extended family situation allows the occupants to share chores and caring responsibilities 
such as childminding. This also reduces the families’ expenses as childcare centres are not 
affordable for some families. 
 
However, respondents who are currently living in multi-family situations (S02, S03 and B03) and 
those who previously experienced it (respondents S05, S05, B01 and B02; see Appendix 1 for 
detailed information about the respondents) described this type as their least preferable 
compared with the other types. They adopt this living arrangement out of necessity rather than 
preference, and experience discomfort because the dwellings’ layouts are unsuitable to cater for 
multi-family households. 
 
The respondents’ main source of discomfort is the lack of privacy in the dwelling. Married couples 
feel that they cannot achieve their desired level of privacy from other family members with whom 
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they share the dwelling, such as when they spend time outside and when people visit them. 
Disputes between the couple are also hard to contain without intervention from the rest of the 
family. Additionally, when families share social spaces, they need to coordinate their social 
activities (such as hosting friends) with the rest of the family, possibly leading to disputes among 
the householders when the coordination does not work out. Noise is another major complaint 
among the respondents, particularly those with children. They explained that sharing the dwelling 
means that they have no control over the householders’ daily routine. Respondents also 
complained about the lack of amenities in multi-family dwellings. Having to share bathrooms and 
kitchens means that the householders need to coordinate their daily activities with the rest of the 
dwellers.  
 
In summary, the discomfort of respondents living in multi-family dwellings arises from the inability 
of the dwellings’ layouts to cater for this type of multigenerational living. The spatial layout of the 
dwellings does not meet the needs of the families in relation to privacy and personal space. They 
also lack adequacy in relation to the number of available amenities to meet the needs of larger 
households, causing conflict in the daily activities of the occupants. Respondents linked this 
experience to constantly feeling ‘crowded’ in their dwelling. 
 
Type 3: Multiple Related Families Occupying Adjacent Dwellings 
The third type of multigenerational living is when multiple related families (such as parents and 
their children’s families) live in adjacent dwellings, where they share one or more facilities (such 
as outdoor spaces and storage areas). For example, many Lebanese families construct granny 
flats at the back of their dwellings to accommodate their elderly parents or their children’s 
families. Another example is siblings purchasing land and constructing multiple townhouses next 
to each other (often a more affordable option than adjacent detached housing). While each 
dwelling might have its own amenities, the daily routines of these families usually overlap where 
the different generations share the daily chores on the property, including food preparation, 
garden maintenance, childminding, and care of elderly family members. 
 
The respondents reported this type as an ideal alternative to type 2, a multi-family setting. Being 
in close proximity to other family members allows them to maintain the economic and social 
advantages of living in multi-family dwellings, yet helps them to avoid the negative implications 
of that living arrangement. Families have better control of their daily routine when they do not 
have to share internal spaces with the extended family, allowing them to achieve better privacy 
and personal space in the domestic space. This type allowed the respondents to host guests 
without clashing with the other occupants’ daily routines, reduces interruption of the daily routine 
caused by noise in the internal spaces. 
 

 
FFiigguurree  11.. Site plan of the Cherif family complex in Granville, Sydney: A–E, residences; F, parking area; G, office; H, 

shared storage; I, respondents’ backyard. 
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The scale of this type ranges dramatically in the Lebanese communities of Australia. It can be as 
small as occupying two adjacent residences or as big as constructing/occupying complexes, such 
as the case of the Cherif family participating in my study (Household 3). The layout of the family’s 
complex–which accommodates 19 occupants–consists of multiple structures: five residences, 
an office, a storage room, a parking area, and multiple outdoor spaces (see Fig. 1). Two family 
members participated in this study: Basem and his wife Manar, who live in residence D with their 
three daughters. Basem’s parents, brother, sister, and niece live in residence C. Basem’s brother, 
sister-in-law, and their five children live in residence B. Residences A and E are rented out to an 
elderly extended family member. Basem described their living arrangement as “Creating their 
own Daia’a [ ةضیع  ; or village] in Australia”. 

 
The Cherif family moved to Australia in 1981 and the current complex’s layout is a result of the 
series of changes in response to accommodating their multigenerational living needs (see Fig. 2). 
Those needs included creating additional personal space for growing children, and 
accommodating their families’ after marriage and after having children.   

 

 
FFiigguurree  22.. Figure-ground diagram produced based on Basem’s narrative as well as images obtained from Google Earth 

historical tool. The illustration features the Cherif family’s complex development over time. 

 
Type 4: Continued Use of the Parents’ House by Subsequent Generations: The Concept of Bayt 
Al-Ayleh ( العیلةبیت  ; or the family’s house) 
According to the study respondents, the concept of Bayt Al-Ayleh (بیت العیلة) refers to the ongoing 
relationship between children and their parents’ house after moving out (after marriage). For 
example, many children continue to drop by for a meal or a coffee without prior arrangement, 
store their personal belongings in the dwelling, stay the night at the house, and use the house as 
a place to meet their family. I considered this a type of multigenerational living because the 
dwelling continues to be used by multiple generations for extended periods regularly. The 
respondents agreed that the notion of Bayt Al-Ayleh (بیت العیلة) is prominently linked to a dwelling 
being the main place of gathering; they described it as ‘everybody’s house’ or ‘my home, 
regardless [of] where I actually live’, and as a place that fosters treasured memories with the 
family, especially cousins of their age. This explains the importance of social spaces for Lebanese 
families. Young adults with young or no children who consider their parents’ (and grandparents’) 
homes Bayt Al-Ayleh (بیت العیلة) believe that their own dwellings will eventually become Bayt Al-
Ayleh too for their children and grandchildren in the future. 
 
The respondents perceived this practice as an important way of maintaining the familial 
relationships, which influences the respondents’ residential preferences, particularly when they 
consider purchasing a property. Consequently, the house’s size requirements may not change 
significantly after the adult children move out.  
 
However, this continued use of the dwelling by non-permanent occupants can cause some 
discomfort to the permanent occupants or disputes between siblings about what their rights are 
in their parents’ house after moving out. The disputes emerge as a consequence of having no set 
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rules to identify who has the authority to manage the domestic spaces in the case of Bayt Al-Ayla 
 :For example, this experience was reported by Amani (S03) as follows .[بیت العیلة]

My sister moved out but she didn’t remove all her belongings… We still have her study table, 
her husband’s work tools, and bits and pieces everywhere … We even got the gate changes 
[sic], and my siblings asked ‘Why did you change the gate?’ My mum told them the old gate 
doesn’t lock and we need to lock the house properly. They said, ‘Well you can’t lock us out 
of the house’. 

 
Disputes also occur when the daily chores are increased for individuals living Bayt Al-Ayleh ( بیت
 .because of the increased use of the dwelling by non-permanent occupants of the dwelling (العیلة
They reported that sharing the dwelling with the parents-in-law is acceptable except for the 
increased amount of domestic duties due to expecting their siblings-in-law on a daily basis. These 
include cooking larger quantities and an increased amount of cleaning to be done when 
“Everybody leaves home at night”. 
 
The continued use of dwellings by children or grandchildren means that multigenerational living 
is practised among Lebanese families beyond the permanent occupants of the dwelling. Hosting 
family gatherings is one major activity that Bayt Al-Ayleh is expected to accommodate. 

CCoonncclluussiioonn  

The study provided multiple perspectives on the experience of multigenerational living as both a 
cultural practise, and a decision induced by the social and financial situations of those adopting 
it. At this stage, I question if the perception of catering to nuclear families will remain dominant 
in the housing stock being delivered to the Australian market or if the recent attention to 
multigenerational living will reflect on a diversity of needs being catered for? The study findings 
accentuate the need for further future investigation of multigenerational living practices among 
the various migrant and ethnic communities in Australian society.  
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AAppppeennddiixx  11::  TThhee  pprraaccttiiccee  ooff  mmuullttiiggeenneerraattiioonnaall  lliivviinngg  aammoonngg  ppaarrttiicciippaattiinngg  hhoouusseehhoollddss  

HHoouusseehhoolldd  
Suburb  

RReessppoonnddeennttss  
((ppsseeuuddoonnyymm))    
Gender/Age/Place of 
birth 

NNuummbbeerr  ooff  
hhoouusseehhoollddeerrss  

MMuullttiiggeenneerraattiioonnaall  lliivviinngg  

CCuurrrreenntt  eexxppeerriieennccee  
(Types of multigenerational 
living)  

PPrreevviioouuss  
eexxppeerriieennccee  
(Type 1, 2, 
3 and 4) Type 

1 
Type 
2 

Type 
3 

Type 
4 

SSyyddnneeyy--bbaasseedd  hhoouusseehhoollddss  

11 
Yagoona 

SS0011  ((DDeeeennaa)) 
Female/56/Lebanon 

6 √ √  √  
SS0022  ((MMaahhaa)) 
Female/33/Australia 

SS0033  ((AAmmaannii)) 
Female/20/Australia 

22 
Yagoona 

SS0022**  ((MMaahhaa))  
Female/33/Australia 
* Maha is a previous 
occupant of Household 1) 

3     √ 
(1 and 2) 

33  
Granville  

SS0055  ((BBaasseemm))  
Male/35/Lebanon 

5 
(Living in the dwelling) 
19 
(Living in the complex) 

  √  √ 
(all types) 

SS0066  ((MMaannaarr))  
Female/32/Australia   √  √ 

(1 and 4) 

44  
Chester Hill  

SS0077  ((RRaanniiaa))  
Female/39/Australia 5     √ 

(1) 

55  
Guildford  

SS0088  ((SSaammiihhaa))  
Female/50/Lebanon  

4 
(Living in the dwelling) 
9 
(Living in the complex) 

√  √ √ √ 
(all types) 

66  
Chester Hill 

SS0099  ((JJeessssiiccaa))  
Female/39/Australia 6     √ 

(2) 

77  
Guildford  

SS1100  ((NNaaddiinnee))  
Female/24/Australia 5   √ √ √ 

(1) 

88  
Punchbowl  

SS1111  ((AAllii))  
Male/35/Australia  

3 
    √ 

(1 and 4) 
SS1122  ((RRiihhaamm))  
Female/29/Australia      √ 

(1 and 4) 

99  
Bankstown  

SS1133  ((AAlliiaa))  
Female/30/Australia  5   √  √ 

(1) 

1100  
Bankstown  

SS1144  ((FFaattiinnaa))  
Female/46/Lebanon  

5 √  √ √  
SS1155  ((AAmmeeeenn))  
Male/29/Australia  

SS1166  ((AAmmaall))  
Female/28/Australia  

BBrriissbbaannee--bbaasseedd  hhoouusseehhoollddss 

1111  
Rochedale 
South  

BB0011  ((FFiirryyaall))  
Female/39/Lebanon  4 √   √ √ 

(2) 

1122  
Slacks Creek  

BB0022  ((AAmmeeeerraa))  
Female/ 25/ Syria 4     √ 

(all types) 
1133  
Woodridge  

BB0033  ((NNeehhaadd))  
Female/36/Syria  8 √ √ √   

1144  
Indooroopilly  

BB0055  ((ZZaayynnaabb))  
Female/37/Lebanon  5      
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Building an interconnected relatedness to Country is an opportunity to rethink 
Australian Indigenous architecture beyond Western perceptions of built or unbuilt. 
Indigenous ontologies are relational whereby a Country is seen as a living body, and 
thus everything is intricately entangled with respect, reciprocity, spirituality, and 
relatedness. The “Learning on Country” project (a collaborative program between 
South Australian Ngarrindjeri Aboriginal peoples and students of Masters of 
Sustainable Design at the University of South Australia) has shown that Ngarrindjeri 
ontology (or epistemology) is embedded in Ngarrindjeri Ruwe (Country) where land, 
waters, peoples, and all living things are interconnected. Moreover, Aboriginal 
architecture thus can be seen as neither an inert built object nor an unbuilt process, 
but is rather a significant relationality of living Country.

Considering the perceptions above, the paper identifies five fundamental discourses 
of Australian Indigenous architecture: Aboriginal architecture, architectural 
anthropology, human-environment relationships, concepts of place, and culturally 
appropriate design, and these are investigated through the lens of Ngarrindjeri 
relational ontology. While articulating an Indigenous architectural knowledge, the 
above discourses indicate a product-process dilemma of whether Indigenous peoples 
had a building culture or not, and the developing of multidisciplinary methodologies 
to gain an understanding of Indigenous self-constructed shelters, camps, villages, 
and places. However, mainstream architectural knowledges fundamentally provide 
an understanding of Western ontologies, epistemologies, and methodologies, 
which may impact Indigenous relational ways of being, knowing, and doing. Hence, 
the paper suggests building a respectful relatedness to Indigenous Country, 
communities, peoples, and all entities, as relational ways of addressing, interpreting, 
and documenting Indigenous architectural knowledges beyond built or unbuilt 
standpoints.

RECONCILING AUSTRALIAN 
ABORIGINAL ARCHITECTURE: A 
BUILT-UNBUILT DILEMMA OF THE 
ANTHROPOCENE 
Lipon Saha | University of South Australia
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Sadasivam Karuppannan | University of South Australia
Stephen Atkinson | University of South Australia
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  

Engaging with Ngarrindjeri peoples and the beginning of an understanding of “Country” is an 
opportunity to recognize Australian Indigenous architecture as relational knowledges and to  move 
beyond thinking of architecture as perceptions of built material or unbuilt process.1 In Aboriginal 
English, “Country” means beyond a geographical land or region, but rather a living body (Land) 
whereby everything is interconnected.2 In 2013, a Yuntuwarrun: “Learning on Country” project 
was undertaken collaboratively within Ngarrindjeri peoples and students of the Masters of 
Sustainable Design at the University of South Australia (UniSA).3 Yuntuwarrun is a Ngarrindjeri 
term which means “coming together to learn” and thus aims to establish a respectful relationship 
with Ngarrindjeri Country (Land) and peoples and provides a primary understanding of a 
reciprocal relationality to Country.4 The project is continuing through an ongoing PhD research in 
UniSA in collaboration with Raukkan Ngarrindjeri Community Council Inc., and with a proposed 
title of “Unfolding invisible architecture: A case study of Raukkan Ngarrindjeri community, South 
Australia”. Ngarrindjeri peoples have been living around the lower Murray River, Coorong, and 
Lakes area of South Australia for thousands of years. As custodians, they occupied, enjoyed, and 
managed the natural resources of Ngarrindjeri Country and lived in many different  clans 
(Lakliyerar). The Raukkan community was developed as a Mission by the “Friends of the 
Aborigines” in 1858 and while space, place, and other built-environments have changed, the 
community continues to largely resemble Western concepts of architectural form, space, and 
order.5 While at present Ngarrindjeri peoples live in various locations in South Australia, the 
Raukkan Community is more than a dwelling place and land-based notion of home, but rather it 
is a heartland and important meeting place for Ngarrindjeri Lakliyerar.  
 
The central ideas of this paper developed while involved in the “Learning on Country” program 
and are based on Ngarrindjeri relational ontologies, epistemologies, and methodologies. The 
learning suggests that Australian Indigenous architecture is neither built-unbuilt, nor an 
ecologically and culturally constructed artifact, but rather an interconnected relationality to 
Country. Hence, the paper argues that Western ways of understanding, acquiring, and 
implementing Indigenous architectural knowledges largely as material, concept, or processes and 
may impact Indigenous relatedness to Country. Nevertheless, to understand, document and 
interpret Indigenous architecture, it is necessary to adopt relational ways of being, knowing, and 
doing in gaining Indigenous knowledges. Thus, the paper focuses on Ngarrindjeri Ruwi 
(Ngarrindjeri Country) in order to develop a relational paradigm of Indigenous architecture. Ruwi 
is the center of Ngarrindjeri relational knowledges and is embedded in the Ngarrindjeri Ruwar 
(Ruwar is translated as the body, spirit, lands, and waters, and that all living things are 
interconnected).6 In the Indigenous paradigm, knowledge is relational and not an individual entity, 
but rather, it is shared with all interconnected entities and cannot be documented individually.7 
 
Moreover, based on an interconnected relationality, this paper develops an inquiry-based position 
on Indigenous ways of being and knowing for reconciling Australian Indigenous architecture and 
identifies the following dilemmas: 

- whether Indigenous peoples had building culture or not; 
- should Indigenous architecture be investigated either as material or process; 
- could anthropological, biological, ecological, psychological, sociological, or other fields 

provide appropriate theories, tools, and techniques for architectural research. 
 
Considering the built-unbuilt perceptions above, the paper has identified five discourses: 
Aboriginal architecture, Architectural anthropology, Human-environment relationships, Concepts 
of place, and Culturally appropriate design, and are analysed through the lens of Ngarrindjeri 
interconnected relational onto-epistemology. The above discourses are found to be largely 
addressed as reconciliation of Australian Indigenous architecture – but is mainly  developed  
based on Western ontologies and built upon the external, internal, and the socially constructed 
realities of architectural objects or phenomena. Importantly,  the paper also proposes an 
alternative to the ongoing dogmatic ideas of built-unbuilt architecture, articulates Indigenous 
architecture as relational knowledges, and shared with all interconnected entities of Country. 
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TThhee  BBuuiilltt  aanndd  UUnnbbuuiilltt  DDiilleemmmmaa  

Investigating and analysing various entities of human and natural built environments and their 
causal relations are fundamental ways of acquiring, documenting, and producing architectural 
knowledges. Moreover,  Western ways of architecture are likely to be interested in diverse realities 
of human built environments and highlights its functional, cultural, ecological, spiritual, and 
symbolic meanings and relationships. For example, architectural research is essentially involved 
in the  development of methodologies to study three-dimensional built objects, spaces, places, 
and associated sociological and ecological processes. Consequently, it becomes necessary to 
merge with various disciplines such as: anthropology, ecology, ethnology, geography, psychology, 
and sociology while adopting theories and techniques relating to architectural objects and 
processes. Multidisciplinary approaches such as “architectural anthropology”, “architectural 
psychology”, “environmental psychology”, “environment-behaviour”, “human-environment 
studies”, and “people-environment relations” studies have developed largely to unfold and 
produce Indigenous architectural knowledges.8 As architecture merged with anthropology, this 
evolved new field architectural anthropology, and primarily claimed that “architectural space 
must be understood as a concrete space, not an abstract one”.9 This field also accepts 
architectural space as  concrete object as well as social and ecological processes. Hence, the 
contribution of architectural anthropology in Indigenous architecture similarly highlighted 
material-process from a built-unbuilt perspective. 
 
Indigenous architectural reconciliation began around 1970s, with the documentation of 
traditional shelters, cultural artefacts, and settings of an Indigenous place by professionals who 
were not trained in architecture.10 This reconciliation spirit also inspired non-Indigenous 
architects to unfold and develop an Indigenous architecture. This was difficult as they did not 
have methodologies suitable for architectural studies, however training in appropriate theories, 
tools and techniques were developed later.11 Initial studies of Indigenous architecture considered 
self-constructed shelters as less informative for architectural analysis.12 Alternatively, studies of 
Indigenous geographical place and its physical, cognitive (sacred) and cultural environmental 
behaviours were also emerging and subsequently developing a built-unbuilt dilemma.13 
 
Some  indigenous scholars have also  argued that colonialism conceived Aboriginal Country as 
inert geographical land, and this became potential for scientists and researchers to identify 
valuable natural resources. In similar ways indigeneity became an important research subject for 
ethnographers, anthropologists, archaeologists, educators, and psychologists.14 Nevertheless, in 
order to decolonize Western ways of research in Indigenous contexts as research subject, object, 
and processes, Indigenous scholars have developed research paradigms based on Indigenous 
relational ontology, epistemology, methodology, and axiology.15 These developing paradigms 
suggested that interconnected relationships among various entities of Indigenous Country (Land) 
must be “recognized, honoured, emphasized, and privileged” for any research in Indigenous 
contexts.16 Hence, the paper emphasizes the  importance of being aligned with Indigenous 
interconnected relational ontologies, epistemologies and methodologies, while continuing to  
recognize architectural knowledges. 

RReellaattiioonnaalliittyy::  NNggaarrrriinnddjjeerrii  IInntteerrccoonnnneecctteedd  OOnnttoo--eeppiisstteemmoollooggyy 

Given the above discussion, further development must begin with establishing respectful and 
reciprocal relationships to all entities of Country, privileging Indigenous voices, highlighting caring 
for Country, and the adoption of Indigenous ways of being, knowing, and doing.17 Moreover, 
Indigenous knowledges are relational and shared with all creations rather than just to be 
documented and gained as subject or object only for human purpose.18 The paper also highlights 
an Ngarrindjeri relational ontology and epistemology as the basis for ways of thinking about the 
natural world in addressing Indigenous architectural knowledges. 
 
In order to also decolonize Western ways of producing Indigenous knowledges, Indigenous 
research paradigms have been largely developed using four interconnecting entities as ontology 
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(study of the nature of reality), epistemology (nature of thinking), methodology (how knowledge is 
gained), and axiology (ethics of knowledge), but their centre is relationality.19 Indigenous scholar 
Shawn Wilson indicates that, in Indigenous ontologies, an object may have one reality (known 
truth), but also have sets of relationships between knower (investigator) and entity (object).20 He 
also indicates that, in  constructivist ontologies, an individual entity may have multiple external, 
internal, and socially constructed realities, but in Indigenous ontologies relationships between 
the knower and reality are more important than the entity and the reality itself.21 Wilson further 
states, “the reality is not an object but a process of relationships, and an Indigenous ontology is 
actually the equivalent of an Indigenous epistemology”.22 Thus, relationships  are more important 
than the reality of an object that we observe or perceive externally. Again, in Western relational 
ontologies, relation between entities are ontologically more significant than the entities 
themselves.23 However, Western philosophers are always puzzled about identifying various 
relations between entities, and thus give more attention to investigate diverse causal relations, 
and provide equal attention to the realities. 24 On the other hand, Indigenous researchers highlight 
the processes of interconnected and axiological relations between entities and in accordance 
with this, interconnected relationality is more important than the individual investigator, reality, 
entity, and a causal relation.25 
 
Indigenous Land (Country) is not inert, but rather living, where all entities are intricately entangled 
with each other and these relationships cannot be defined by a definite cause or boundary.26 
Thus,  Ngarrindjeri peoples largely believe in non-anthropocentric relationships to all 
interconnected human and non-human entities of the Land. While there are many other 
examples, Ngarrindjeri relationality expresses a deep interconnectivity to all life forms such as 
land, waters, animals, and human participants, and also defines the existence and wellbeing.27 
However, they are concerned about the continuing natural resource extractions may destroy 
Ngarrindjeri relationships to Country as illustrated in the Yarluwar-Ruwe (Sea Country) Plan: 

The land and waters is a living body. 
We the Ngarrindjeri people are a part of its existence. 
The land and waters must be healthy for the Ngarrindjeri people to be healthy. 
We are hurting for our Country. 
The Land is dying, the River is dying, the Kurangk (Coorong) is dying 
and the Murray Mouth is closing. 
What does the future hold for us?28 

 
For example, and as indicated in the above Ngarrindjeri interactions with the natural world, 
weaving is more than a process of producing Ngarrindjeri artefacts, but rather a part of their 
interconnected living Land. As Ngarrindjeri Elder and  weaver Auntie Ellen Trevorrow states: 

Stitch by stitch, 
Circle by circle, 
Weaving is like the creation of life, 
All things are connected.29 

 
However, the weavers are worried because wetlands are drying out where the rushes for weaving 
are growing.30 Hence, Ngarrindjeri peoples invite all Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal peoples to 
listen and work together to monitor the whole interconnectedness of the Country and protect it 
from the continuing injuries by the human-world.31 In this way, Ngarrindjeri peoples are raising 
their voices against the present conceptualization of the non-human world, and that humans of 
the current Anthropocene must take care of Land as a vital interconnecting part of both the  
human and  non-human world. 
 
The following five discourses have contributed extensively to the production of  Australian 
Indigenous architectural knowledges and are briefly discussed through the lens of Ngarrindjeri 
relationalities or interconnected onto-epistemologies. 
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Aboriginal Architecture 
The development of an Aboriginal architecture has given a professional orientation to Australian 
Indigenous architecture. For example, architect and anthropologist Paul Memmott along with the 
researchers of Aboriginal Environments Research Centre (AERC) at the University of Queensland 
developed it as an  “ethno-architecture” approach. This was largely defined by Memmott as 
“created and built by Indigenous people, adjusted as required to suit their own changing needs, 
and supportive of their own social organization, belief and lifestyle, all done by themselves using 
their own technologies, labour and skills, and the redrawing of the traditions of pre-contact (or 
classical) Indigenous architecture”.32 Consequently, he documented 200 typologies of camps, 
shelters, and villages of various Indigenous language groups and these were published in the 
book Gunyah, Goondie and Wurley: The Aboriginal Architecture of Australia.33 However,  he clearly 
defined those typologies as  Aboriginal architecture “by, for, and about Indigenous peoples, places 
and concepts” and which  have been rejected as it is largely utilized by non-Indigenous 
architecture industries.34 Nevertheless, this paper suggests that in developing an  Ngarrindjeri 
onto-epistemology, Aboriginal architectural knowledges can be articulated, documented, and 
shared relationally as an interconnected part of ‘living Country’, rather than just seen as a 
humancentric subject/object from etic perspectives of an observer and emic, or deep 
anthropological perspectives of Indigenous peoples. 
 
Architectural Anthropology 
Before architecture had its own tools to study cultural materials and the processes of Australian 
Indigenous settlements, theories and techniques of anthropology have been popular and the 
paradigm of architectural anthropology emerged.35 In this developing field of architectural 
anthropology, Indigenous Australian cultures had been largely ignored internationally and 
subsequently researchers of the AERC developed an “Australian form of architectural 
anthropology”.36 This employed various theories of ethnology, ethology, anthropology, psychology 
and social sciences, and utilized ethnographic techniques in order to investigate the social, 
behavioural, and ritual people-environmental relations of an Indigenous place.37 AERC also 
introduced cognitive anthropology and ethnosciences to investigate Indigeneity and the cultural 
settings of remote Aboriginal places and later applied some of  these principles in the 
development of culturally appropriate Indigenous housing.38 
 
The key objectives of an  architectural anthropology is to systematically investigate and document 
culturally specific architectural artefacts, while providing an understanding of the fundamental 
realities and relations of style, function and typology of socio-culture.39 Therefore, it may be 
argued that architectural anthropological research developed from Western constructivist 
ontologies as it focuses more on socially constructed attributes and knowledges. While many of 
the various aspects of these earlier understandings and discussion were thoughtful and 
continued to develop diverse and interesting ideas, the ongoing PhD research in collaboration 
with the Raukkan community aims to unfold an onto-epistemological interconnectedness of 
Ngarrindjeri peoples and Country. For example, in the pre-consultation processes of the PhD 
research, it had been suggested to focus mainly on various interconnected relations between 
entities of the Raukkan Community rather than investigating and articulating Ngarrindjeri 
architecture as cultural and ecological objects or processes. 

  
Human-Environment Relationships 
Indigenous peoples spent more time within natural settings, but less in permanent shelter has 
been an assumption because of their  nomadic ways of living style. Amos Rapoport published the 
paper, Australian aborigines and the definition of place in 1972, and claimed that Indigenous 
Australian peoples might live in a self-constructed permanent building only for weather protection. 
However, he ignored built environments as a way to manifest the cultural and symbolic meanings 
of architecture.40 He consequently argued that Indigenous Australian peoples were “able to 
establish a sense of place which was independent of any buildings which they might have 
constructed”.41 Therefore, he provided the following breakthrough statement: 
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Australian Aborigines build relatively little - the visible built environment appears 
insignificant. Yet they have a most complex culture and an extremely rich and complex 
cognitive environment. They live in an ‘invisible landscape in the head’ which is overlaid, 
as it were, over the natural visible landscape, overlapping, coinciding and being congruent 
with it at certain visible features. In this way the apparent barren and empty natural 
landscape is transformed cognitively, becoming endowed with extraordinary meaning, 
given great temporal depth and being humanised. None of this is visible to the outside 
(European) observer for whom there is nothing there.42 
 

Rapoport also rejected the idea that an architectural anthropology is limited to an architectural 
analysis of culturally imbued built forms. Alternatively, he proposed to highlight Indigenous 
peoples’ cognitive relations with their surrounding natural environments.43 
 
While Rapoport largely ignored the social, physical, and symbolic properties of built-environments 
of an Aboriginal place, Paul Memmott and AERC researchers developed a “transactional people-
environment model” by integrating both physical and cognitive environmental properties of 
place.44 From Western relational ontologies, it can be assumed that in human-environmental 
relations, environment is split into two separate entities of human built and natural built, and 
importantly this considers human’s all causal (cognitive and physical) relationships . However, in 
Ngarrindjeri relational onto-epistemology, environments and humans are intercommoned parts 
of living Country, and illustrated in the Yarluwar-Ruwe (Sea Country) Plan as: 

Our Lands, Our Waters, Our People, All Living Things are connected. We implore people to 
respect our Ruwe (Country) as it was created in the Kaldowinyeri (the Creation). We long 
 for sparkling, clean waters, healthy land and people and all living things. We long for the 
Yarluwar-Ruwe (Sea Country) of our ancestors. Our vision is all people Caring, Sharing, 
 Knowing and Respecting the lands, the waters and all living things.45 

 
Concepts of Place 
Though Indigenous self-constructed shelters were ignored earlier, concepts of place such as place 
attachment, place meaning, and place identity have contributed strongly to architectural analysis. 
For example, Amos Rapoport claimed Indigenous place as sacred and  established cognitively 
through coinciding mythical and physical structures of natural landscapes.46 Memmott developed 
a model of place by integrating physical, sociocultural, and emotional properties at the end of 
1970s which principally focused on various causative relations between people and 
environment.47 These initial studies by Rapoport, Memmott, AERC, and others, articulated 
Indigenous place as cultural-ecological material and process, and further utilized this in  
architectural interventions of remote Indigenous places. Indigenous concepts of Country have 
also been recently recognized and valued as significant concepts of place, and are translated into 
the creation of contemporary Indigenous urban places.48 Thus, place concepts are  fundamentally 
determined as affective bindings to a physical place and can be widely utilized as an essence of 
architectural design concept and the creation of contemporary human place.49 Though 
Indigenous spiritual, emotional, and physical bonding to Country is relationally intertwined with 
all interconnected entities, Indigenous place concepts, however may not be conceptually or 
materially transferable. For example, Raukkan is largely valued as a traditional Ngarrindjeri 
meeting place where all Ngarrindjeri human and non-human entities from the past and present 
have lived successfully for thousands of years.  
 
Culturally Appropriate Design 
Three paradigms of “cultural design, environmental health, and housing as processes” have 
contributed to design and delivered  culturally appropriate housings for Australian Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander peoples.50 The “cultural design” paradigm also uses an  anthropological 
approach to collect cultural behavioural data from Indigenous dwelling places and translate it into 
the housing design context.51 The “environmental health design” paradigm has aimed to increase 
domiciliary health and sanitation quality and is  widely known as “Fixing Housing for Better Health 
(FHBH)”, but is criticized because Indigenous ways of health and sanitation were ignored in design 
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processes.52 The third paradigm, “housing as a process model” is divided into the stages of 
“project development”, the  “establishment of community relationships”, a  “determination of 
design issues”, and aims to minimize the gaps among design process, user, and product.53 
Regardless of success or failure, the above design paradigms have been developed to satisfy 
Indigenous cultural needs, wants and relationships, thus can be seen as “user-centred” and 
“product-oriented”.54 

BBeeyyoonndd  BBuuiilltt  aanndd  UUnnbbuuiilltt  

Without an understanding of an Indigenous relationality, as well as becoming an interconnected 
part of an Indigenous Country, it would be difficult to move away from thinking of architecture as 
built object and unbuilt process discussed in most of the above discourses. For example, visiting 
Ngarrindjeri Country can provide an effective ability for UniSA students to study and understand  
something of the  diverse realities and causal relationships of architectural built environments at 
Raukkan Aboriginal community. When the students first visited Raukkan Community, the colonial 
buildings and contemporary dwellings were largely visible, but discussion with Elders (custodians 
of knowledges) has helped to  unfold Ngarrindjeri architecture as relational knowledges. A key 
aspect of this project was to engage the students in Ngarrindjeri relational ways of being, knowing, 
and doing, and as Ngarrindjeri Elder, Uncle Clyde Rigney noted, “we don’t want the University to 
do things for us but work with us”.55 In collaboration with the community Elders, the learning of 
Ngarrindjeri relationality has  continued through discovering – how the Raukkan community is 
historically, spiritually, and functionally connected to the Coorong and ‘Lake Alexandrina’.56 Thus, 
The “Learning on Country” project has contributed towards the development of a  unique relational 
approach to unfold Ngarrindjeri invisible architecture.57 
 
Ngarrindjeri Land is a unique Country of water-land harmony and provides a unique reciprocal, 
respectful, and spiritual bonding among all entities. However, Ngarrindjeri spiritual connections 
to Land are continuously being impacted by human construction culture throughout post-
colonization period, even after the reconciliation started. For example, Ngarrindjeri peoples were 
not able to protect the sacred Land Kumarangk from the  construction of a connecting bridge 
between Kumarangk and Goolwa, South Australia.58 Kumarangk is not just an Island, it is sacred, 
and spiritually belongs to the Ngarrindjeri Miminar (Ngarrindjeri women). The Ngarrindjeri word 
Kumarangk means the place for pregnancy, and birth.59 In order to protect Ngarrindjeri Country, 
culture, and spirituality, The Kungun Ngarrindjeri Yunnan (Listen to Ngarrindjeri Speaking) is a 
consultation and negotiation agreement between Alexandrina Council and South Australia,  signed 
in 2002.60 This agreement highlighted Ngarrindjeri laws, cultures, traditions, and spiritual 
connections to Country and ensured that all relationalities must be respected, acknowledged, 
and monitored with further human development on any part of Ngarrindjeri Land.61 In order to 
protect Ngarrindjeri Country,  the contemporary governing body of “Ngarrindjeri Regional 
Authority” (NRA) was formed in 2007.62 In the same year, the Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe (Sea 
Country) Plan was published, which illustrates the  traditional philosophy of interconnectedness 
associated with the Ruwe/Ruwar (The land and waters is a living body……).63 In 2014, 
Ngarrindjeri peoples further developed a Yannarumi (Speaking as Country), which clearly 
expresses the Ngarrindjeri onto-epistemology that underlies in the deep interconnectedness of 
Ruwe/Ruwar and defines how Ngarrindjeri Nation can ensure the health and wellbeing of all 
Ngarrindjeri entities.64 The PhD research on Ngarrindjeri architecture, in collaboration with the 
Raukkan Community Council Inc. reflects the importance of the  Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi, and aims 
to embrace Ngarrindjeri concerns, vision, and the goals to protect Ngarrindjeri Ruwe. The PhD 
research is continuing to work through the processes of Ngarrindjeri relational ways of being, 
knowing and doing. The research is also developing an approach of how Indigenous architectural 
knowledges can be acquired relationally and shared with all creations (including the Earth)  for 
wellbeing of both peoples and Country. 
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CCoonncclluussiioonn  

As Indigenous peoples have been living successfully on Country for thousands of years, the 
building of relationality to Country is a significant understanding of Indigenous knowledges, and 
an important way to minimize the ongoing damage of the non-human world within the current 
Anthropocene. However, an understanding of Indigenous architectural knowledges is a 
challenging notion because it has been uncertain that Indigenous peoples developed building 
cultures and continued to live as part of a living Country. Considering this challenge, the “Learning 
on Country” project and the present PhD provides a unique research opportunity in collaboration 
with Ngarrindjeri communities to unfold a relational paradigm of Ngarrindjeri architecture. The 
discussions of five reconciling discourses through the lens of Ngarrindjeri interconnected onto-
epistemology also provide new directions of thinking an Indigenous architecture beyond a 
product, process, or both. Therefore, Indigenous relational ways of knowing, being and doing offer 
significant possibilities for the development of a unique paradigmatic understanding of relational 
architecture.  
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Across Australia, the administrators of missions and government settlements 
employed spatial strategies to segregate and reform Indigenous children and create 
a labour supply for the landholding settlers. Dormitories for boys and girls, which 
separated children from their kin and society, were common to both missions and 
state-run settlements. The use of this building type was complicit in programs designed 
to erase language and cultural knowledge. This paper examines the changing uses 
and historical significance of two dormitories in Cherbourg, Queensland. Built in 
1928, the Cherbourg boy’s dormitory became a museum in 2012. It is now valued 
by the Aboriginal community as a symbol of injustice and as a place to narrate and 
share communal and individual stories. The two- story girls’ dormitory was built in 
1925 but destroyed by fire in 1997. The paper compares the two dormitories and 
describes the process of reconstructing a digital version of the girls’ dormitory from 
an archival drawing, photographs and the existing architecture. Interactive use of the 
models with Aboriginal Elders, including a digital walk-through, elicited evidence of 
changing architectural details across time but also provoked personal memories of 
childhood experiences in the building. The architecture of both dormitories attest to 
state regimes of surveillance, control and discipline but they also operate as sites of 
memory. Architectural accounts of this under-studied building type are significant to 
historiographies of the State’s treatment of Aboriginal people in the twentieth century.

ARCHITECTURE AS INDIGENOUS 
HERITAGE: EXTANT AND VIRTUAL 
DORMITORIES IN CHERBOURG
Timothy O’Rourke | University of Queensland
Wei Win Loy | University of Queensland
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  

It’s no wonder I became one of the naughtiest kids in the dormitory. Not the only naughty 
one, because we all suffered the trauma of separation and we were not old enough to know 
why. 

- Ruth Hegarty1  
 
Separate dormitories for Aboriginal girls and boys were a persistent building type in both missions 
and government settlements across Australia in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The 
dormitory system was founded on a mixed agenda of paternalism and calculated philanthropy. It 
offered to ameliorate the destitute in the fringe-dwelling Aboriginal society, a widespread legacy 
of the advancing colonial frontier. But the dormitory system also sought to remake Aboriginal 
society into one more aligned with the settlers’ interests. To do so, both mission and state 
administrators created a custodial environment that segregated children from their kin, and 
distanced the inmates from their social and cultural upbringing. The missionaries emphasised 
conversion and moral improvement, which was described as a “Christianising and civilising” 
project.2 For state-run settlements, the regulated assimilation of young Indigenous children given 
a rudimentary education would provide a more dependable supply of labour for the settler 
society.3  
 
This paper examines the architectural history of two dormitories built to house Aboriginal children 
in the Queensland Government settlement of Cherbourg. This building type has been largely 
neglected in architectural historiographies,4 despite their impact on Indigenous society.5 As an 
institution, the dormitory can be compared with the Indian residential schools in both the US and 
Canada, which also traumatised generations of First Nations people.6 In this review of the type at 
Cherbourg, the two authors explored the history of the boys’ and girls’ dormitories in different 
projects and with different methods. The paper compares the material and digital representations 
of the two buildings, which offer new uses of their dissonant heritage in the twenty-first century. 

CCuussttooddiiaall  IInnssttiittuuttiioonnss  iinn  tthhee  NNiinneetteeeenntthh  CCeennttuurryy  

The Black Native Institution in Parramatta was the first precedent for the institutional separation 
of Aboriginal children from their kin and society. Governor Macquarie, on advice from William 
Shelley of the London Missionary Society, established the Institute in 1814 to educate and 
improve Aboriginal children.7 There was a philanthropic premise for housing destitute children 
and those orphaned by violence or smallpox although the rationale of both Shelley and the 
Governor was also to “civilize” the inmates and remove them from Indigenous cultural influence. 
As would become the norm in the dormitory system, the children in the Black Native Institution 
were denied regular contact with their families. 
 
Missionaries were active around the colonies in the nineteenth century although their success 
and the duration of missions were mixed.8 A combination of Christian morality and European 
racial attitudes left little empathy for Aboriginal culture or sociality. For both the missionaries and 
state, the remaking of Aboriginal people into colonial citizens should start with the children, and 
ideally separation from their parents—the more permanent the separation, the more effective the 
change. 
 
In the nineteenth century, the philanthropic and moral attitudes toward indigent children 
developed into legislation. Child poverty and aberrant behaviours made conspicuous by 
urbanisation led to the reform school movement in Britain, North America and the Australian 
colonies.  

No reformers were more confident of the advantage and success of their program than the 
philanthropists who founded child-saving institutions. For proponents, the movement to 
incarcerate the orphan, the abandoned child, the youngster living in dire poverty, the juvenile 
vagrant, and the delinquent promised enormous benefits while entailing few risks. Like their 
colleagues sponsoring insane asylums and penitentiaries and almshouses, they shared an 
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intense faith in the rehabilitative powers of the carefully designed environment and were 
certain that properly structured institutions would not only comfort the homeless but reform 
the delinquent.9  

 
The carefully designed institutional environment was used in a consistent approach to the cultural 
conversion of Indigenous people in both Australia and North America. In Queensland, the colonial 
government’s Industrial and Reformatories Schools Act 1865 was aimed at the population more 
generally but the legislation was also instrumental in the justification of the Indigenous dormitory 
system. This Act defined the “neglected” children under 17 years of age who could be sent to the 
institutions for reform and training. Beggars, wanderers, and those residing with adults of ill 
repute as wells as “any child born of an aboriginal or half-caste mother” were liable to be sent to 
a reformatory or industrial school.10 State-sponsored dormitory systems would help to reform 
Aboriginal girls into domestic servants and Aboriginal boys into agricultural labourers. 

MMiissssiioonnss  aanndd  GGoovveerrnnmmeenntt  SSeettttlleemmeennttss  

Although a small number of settlers supported reserves for Aborigines, the missionaries were the 
active campaigners for Indigenous welfare in the colony of New South Wales. In 1838, German 
evangelists established the first mission in the new settlement of Moreton Bay, in the same year 
that free settlers entered the district.11 Zion Hill Mission lasted 10 years and aided the settlement 
of Moreton Bay, but it failed to attract sufficient Turrbal people to sustain the endeavour. 
Aboriginal children performed well in the mission school and the missionaries believed that “they 
would have been successful if they could have separated the children from their parents.”12 
  
With limited success in Southeast Queensland, missionaries turned their attention to the north 
of the Colony in the 1880s.13 On Cape York Peninsula, the Moravians and Lutherans established 
more enduring missions at Cape Bedford (1886) and Bloomfield (1887), Mapoon (1891) and 
Aurukun in 1904. The German missionaries adapted the Moravian dormitory system that was 
deployed in a relatively consistent pattern across the remote settlements.14 Future government 
settlements in Queensland would follow the lead of the missions in implementing the dormitory 
system. Early in the twentieth century, the State developed its own reserves at Cherbourg (initially 
Barambah), Woorabinda and Palm Island. Over time, it also assumed control of a number of the 
missions. The Protection Act of 1897 provided the legislative framework for the establishment of 
the settlements and the control of Aborigines and Torres Strait Islander people.15  

AAbboorriiggiinnaallss  PPrrootteeccttiioonn  aanndd  RReessttrriiccttiioonn  ooff  tthhee  SSaallee  ooff  OOppiiuumm  AAcctt  11889977  

By the end of the nineteenth century, the excesses of racial violence—often perpetrated by the 
Native Police force—and the exploitation of Aboriginal people on the frontier could no longer be 
ignored by the colonial government. Promoted as a philanthropic solution to the violence and 
exploitation, the Aboriginals Protection and Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act 1897 served a 
number of administrative purposes. The hierarchy of protectors to administer lives of Aboriginal 
people within their nominated districts. 

It established a legal distinction between ‘full-blood’ and ‘half-cast’ Aborigines, and 
prohibited the employment of Aboriginal labour except by permit, in order to monitor all 
interactions between Aborigines and others. It created, in other words, a separate legal 
identity for most Aborigines as wards of the state.16 

The Act promoted a system of reserves as a means of segregating the majority of Indigenous 
people from white settlements and pastoral properties.17  
 
For Indigenous society, the most destructive section of the Act allowed the chief protector to 
remove and relocate Indigenous people to the government reserves and missions. The removals 
and the segregated dormitory system were highly disruptive to the traditional social structure of 
kinship and this network of relationships that underpinned Aboriginal governance and land 
tenure.18 Government administrators maintained this intention to disrupt and diminish 
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Indigenous culture well into the twentieth century. Chief protector from 1914 to 1939, John 
Bleakly held firm views on the removal of children: “I think that any child whom the Protector 
considered should be separated from Aboriginal conditions should be taken away as soon as 
possible so as to leave as little remembrance as possible of the camp in the child’s mind.”19 

PPllaannnniinngg  SSeeggrreeggaattiioonn  aanndd  SSppaattiiaall  DDoommaaiinnss  

The missions and government reserves were planned to surveil and regulate the inmate’s lives 
and two distinct spatial domains were consistently part of the settlement design. The early 
missions established settlement patterns based on the spatial segregation of a central 
administrative zone from peripheral areas of Aboriginal dwelling. The administrative core of the 
settlement was centred around the mission or superintendent’s house, school, dormitories and 
church.20 Outside of this precinct, orderly streets of cottages replaced Aboriginal camps that 
typically developed in clan-based clusters in the early stages of settlement. In his history of the 
Victorian Ramahyuck Mission, established in the 1860s, Bain Attwood identified the Moravian 
approach to cultural inculcation: 

Fundamental to their reconstruction of Aborigines was a plan to produce a carefully defined 
and ordered social space. In this Hagenauer wanted to create a didactic landscape, an 
instrument to transmit Christianity and ‘civilisation’, mould the conduct of the Aborigines and 
express a conception of what he wanted the Aborigines to become.”21 

 
In his study of the mission settlement of Doomagee in the Gulf of Carpentaria, David Trigger 
identified the two spatially distinct domains of the mission and “village”.  

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, there were two distinctive arenas of social life at 
Doomadgee, which, to use local Aboriginal parlance, may be characterised as the ‘Blackfella’ 
and ‘Whitefella’ domains. These were arenas of material, intellectual and social activity 
which indexed to a high degree the social distance between Aborigines and Whites.22  

 
Late in the twentieth century, Trigger’s ethnography of Doomagee documents the legacy of this 
enduring spatial divide. But although reform and assimilation agendas utilised spatial strategies 
that were destructive to Indigenous culture, new forms of Indigenous identity emerged in the 
missions and state settlements. Despite this adaptation and resistance, dormitories inflicted 
significant trauma on Indigenous families throughout the twentieth century.23 

BBaarraammbbaahh  AAbboorriiggiinnaall  RReesseerrvvee    

In February 1901, the Queensland Government gazetted an Aboriginal reserve on Barambah 
Creek near the town of Murgon, about 170 km north-northwest of Brisbane. Salvation Army 
missionary William Thompson had lobbied for a site in the district that would help him to save the 
local Wakka Wakka people from vice and temptation and enlist an army of Christian Soldiers.24 
He was appointed the first superintendent of the Barambah Aboriginal Reserve but his mission 
of salvation was short-lived. The Queensland Government assumed control of the Reserve in 
March 1905, appointing its own superintendent, who exercised complete authority over the 
minutiae of the lives of the Aboriginal inmates. The name of the settlement was changed to 
Cherbourg in 1932, adopting the Parish name in which it was located.  
 
The Barambah Reserve gathered in Wakka Wakka people from the district, but from its inception 
the reserve became, in the words of one Chief Protector, a “dumping ground” for Aboriginal people 
from all over the State.25 The rate of removals depended on the attitudes of the Chief Protectors 
who transported 1587 Aboriginal people to Barambah between 1905 and 1939.26 Three years 
after the reserve was gazetted under the Protection Act, the Barambah settlement was declared 
an Industrial School under the Industrial and Reformatory Schools Act 1865. Both Acts worked 
to authorise the dormitory system, which expanded in the 1930s to house the high number of 
women and children transported to the reserve. 
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FFiigguurree  11.. Mothers and girls in front of the first Girls’ Dormitory in Barambah in 1910. Source: State Library of 

Queensland. 

 
By the 1930s, 25 percent of all inmates were housed in one of the four dormitories on the 
settlement: dormitories for girls, boys and mothers with babies and single men’s quarters.27 
Historian Thom Blake chronicled the deprivation, starvation and high mortality rates at Barambah 
during its first 40 years. Regular epidemics in the settlement were exacerbated by the crowding 
in both the cottages and dormitories. The health of the Aboriginal people was also affected by the 
poor quality and insufficient staples dispensed weekly at the ration shed. 
 
With its proximity to Brisbane, the community received greater government attention than the 
other more remote settlements.28 Cherbourg served as a labour depot for the agricultural sector 
but it also developed its own industries that included an active sawmill used to supply timber for 
the local buildings. In 1986, the State’s administration of Cherbourg ended, and the reserve 
became a Deed of Grant in Trust governed by a municipal council of elected community members. 
Before the handover the State stripped the settlement of its productive assets and infrastructure. 

TThhee  GGiirrllss’’  DDoorrmmiittoorryy  

By 1909, a rudimentary timber building with a bough shelter used as a kitchen served as the first 
dormitory for girls at Barambah (Fig. 1). As with subsequent dormitories, the system and building 
were planned to isolate the girls from the social and cultural influences of the Aboriginal camps.29 
With the influx of families into Barambah, the dormitory was soon overcrowded. The new two-
storey girls’ dormitory was open in 1925 by the Home Secretary James Stopford (Fig. 2).30  
 
Given its size and location, “the dormitory signified that the training and protection of young 
females was one of the most important activities of the settlement.”31 The timber-framed and 
clad building was set on low stumps with the internal ground floor kitchen on a concrete slab. 
North and south elevations had long verandahs on each level with stairs on the verandah 
connecting the two levels. The first floor was divided into two segregated sleeping areas, each 
with its own stair for segregated age groups. The ground floor contained the dining room, kitchen 
and pantry, stores, dressing rooms, office and sewing room. Two thirds of all the children in the 
settlement were inmates of the dormitory system by the early 1930s.32 They either had family in 
the community, or parents sent away on work permits.  
 
Life in the dormitory was highly structured and rule-bound, which included demeaning inspections 
of bodies and uniforms.33 The floors of the sleeping quarters were scrubbed and polished with 
wax each day, and twice a day for the kitchen and dining areas.34 Punishment was corporal and 
severe for trivial misdemeanors. A small two-cell gaol was located at the rear of the dormitory and 
used to punish girls—only imprisoned overnight—and women who could be incarcerated for a 
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longer duration. There was also the threat of removal to the distant government settlements of 
Palm Island or Woorabinda, and this punishment was used on children whose families remained 
in Cherbourg. 35 

 

 
FFiigguurree  22.. The Stopford Home for Aboriginal Girls in the 1930s. Source: University of Queensland Anthropology Museum 

 
Within the fenced administrative domain, the dormitories segregated the inmates from social 
world of kin in the Aboriginal village and camps. Visits to families were only permitted during the 
day on weekends. At around the age of 14, girls were sent out to work as domestic servants, 
staying in the dormitory on return to the settlement. For the girls, marriage was a means of escape 
from the dormitory system.36 Interaction with the boys in the community was highly regulated and, 
in the late 1930s, a six-foot barbed wire fence was constructed along the picket fence. In the 
1950s, chain-wire mesh was used to enclose the verandahs after the fence proved to be an 
insufficient deterrent (Fig. 3).  
 

 
FFiigguurree  33.. The girls’ dormitory in the 1930s. The open verandahs were enclosed with chain-wire mesh after the six-foot 

barbed wired fence failed to keep out unwanted visitors. The gaol is the small building at the rear of the dormitory. 
Drawn by Loy Wei Win. 

 
With a softening of State policy in 1965, a Cherbourg Community Council was elected to advise 
the superintendent. The symbolic and constitutional changes resulting from the 1967 
Referendum signaled the demise of the State’s draconian control and regulation of Indigenous 
lives. With the policy shift from assimilation to self-determination in 1972, Cherbourg inmates 
were given control of their own bank accounts in that year. The Girls’ Dormitory was eventually 
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closed in 1980. The building was then converted into a temporary accommodation for the local 
community until it was destroyed in a fire in 1997.37 

TThhee  BBooyyss’’  DDoorrmmiittoorryy  

The single-storey Boys’ Dormitory was completed in 1928, replacing a more rudimentary shed-
like structure built in 1910. Set on ironbark stumps on a gently sloping site, the dormitory building, 
with its hip roof of corrugated iron, was built in a consistent style of robust timber architecture 
that characterised the buildings of the administrative domain. Adjacent to the superintendent’s 
office (1925), the boys’ dormitory along with the more modest mothers’ quarters (1927) and the 
girls’ dormitory established a consistent civic front to the main street of the settlement. White 
picket fences distinguished the individual territories of these buildings as part of an official 
domain. 
 
Deep verandahs on each elevation protected single skin walls made from hardwood studs and 
hardwood horizontal V-J lining. Four rooms, used by the supervisors, were located on the corners 
of the building and were clad in weatherboards. A detached kitchen was connected via a covered 
walkway to the back verandah (Fig. 4). A separate ablutions block was located to the rear of the 
kitchen.   
 
The dormitory operated until 1982. In the same year, the Cherbourg Community Council wrote to 
the director to the Department of Aboriginal and Islanders Advancement with a request to convert 
the old boys’ dormitory “of good architectural design and very sound building” into a museum.38 
This would have to wait, as it reopened as the Beemar Yumba Children’s Hostel in 1984, 
operating until 2005.39  

 

 
FFiigguurree  44.. The rear of the Boys’ Dormitory showing the detached kitchen building, in the 1930s. Source: University of 

Queensland Anthropology Museum. 

TThhee  RRaattiioonn  SShheedd  MMuusseeuumm    

The Ration Shed Museum developed out of the activism and historical research of two Cherbourg 
sisters who had both been domestic servants.40 Joined by other Elders, the sisters were 
successful in obtaining grants to relocate and renovate the 1927-built ration shed. Placed 
adjacent to the superintendent’s office and boys’ dormitory, the three buildings formed the core 
of the Cherbourg historical precinct. Since 2009, the Ration Shed Committee has successfully 
developed the precinct and its collections through a combination of grants, volunteers and 
revenue from venue hire. Jo Besley has described the memory work of the Museum and its 
significance to the sense of identity in the community. 
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Many Cherbourg people see the Ration Shed Museum as a chance for them to “set the 
record straight” and have their view of the past heard. At the Ration Shed, they are 
constructing memory and in doing so, are reclaiming their past, but also shaping Cherbourg 
identity in the present and into the future.41 

 
The Museum documented the history of the dormitory system through reunions, documentary 
films, digital media and the adaptive reuse of the Boys’ Dormitory building.42 One room of the 
dormitory recreates the boy’s Spartan living conditions, while, in a documentary film, 30 “Domo 
Boys” describe conditions in the dormitory and how it affected on their lives. This mix of oral 
histories and artefacts narrated in the institutional setting makes use of the memories to portray 
a disturbing community history. Besley analysed the reuse of buildings associated with racism, 
abuse and trauma in the community: “In claiming a space for Cherbourg memory, the museum 
seeks to counter historical and contemporary discourses that construct the community as tragic, 
intrinsically dysfunctional, a place ‘without history’.”43 
 
As well as its active program of exhibitions, documentary film-making and community events, the 
Museum has collected architecture for its precinct. Located to the north of the Boys’ Dormitory, 
the Domestic Science Building (built in 1941) was added to the precinct and the narrative of the 
domain. It retains its original 1950s kitchens used to train girls in simulations of their future work 
environments. Such architectural artifacts present an affecting reminder of the servitude 
expected of the dormitory girls at age 14. In 2012, the Cherbourg Aboriginal Shire Council 
acquired the old CWA hall, which was relocated to the precinct and repurposed as a studio and 
gallery space for the Yidding Artist group. Given this group’s success, a 1930s house slated for 
demolition was moved onto the precinct to be refurbished as a pottery in 2018.44  

TThhee  DDiiggiittaall  DDoorrmmiittoorryy    

The authors of this paper investigated the architectural history of the Ration Shed Museum 
precinct between 2017 and 2019 in two capacities. The first author provided heritage 
consultancy and design documentation on renovations to the Ration Shed and Boys’ Dormitory. 
As a part of a student research project, the second author reconstructed the girls’ dormitory and 
administrative domain in digital and VR models, documenting changes to the administrative 
domain from the 1935 to 2018.  
 

 
FFiigguurree  55.. The one available architectural drawing that documents the Girls’ Dormitory in 1942. Queensland State 

Archives ID: ITM583024. 
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An archival architectural drawing of the girls’ dormitory provided the impetus and foundation for 
a digital model (Fig. 5). Dated 1942, the single sheet of dimensioned plans, long elevations and 
cross-section was significant, but the only drawing of the building to be located in the Queensland 
State Archives. The relatively large number of photographs of the dormitory provided significant 
information on the building fabric, as well as the location and dates of ancillary buildings and 
fencing. The archival documents and photographs, including aerial photographs, allowed for a 
reconstruction of significant changes to the dormitory and grounds, including the security fencing 
added over time. The topography was developed from in situ laser scanning of the current 
precinct and satellite data for the site of the girls’ dormitory.45 

 
FFiigguurree  66.. The major buildings of the administrative domain in the 1940s. Drawn by Loy Wei Win. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  77.. The 1:20 scale model of the Girls’ Dormitory used as an aide memoire in interviews with former inmates of 

the building. (Source: Loy Wei Win) 

 
The consistent construction and design approaches to the administrative buildings, all built within 
four years, were particularly useful in developing the digital model. Drawings for the 
refurbishment of the Boys’ Dormitory required detailed examination and documentation of the 
timber framed structure, its cladding, lining and joinery. For the digital dormitory, this evidence 
informed a reading of the photographic sources. It confirmed dimensions of construction 
elements and reduced the uncertainty for unseen structures such as the roof or subfloor.  
 
Images of the digital model were shown to Cherbourg Elders who added information on details, 
commenting on finishes and colours in addition to recounting personal memories. Elders were 
also shown a 1:20 scale sectional model of the dormitory that stimulated more commentary on 
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the building and oral histories (Fig. 7). Toward the end of this project, a prominent Auntie was 
given a walk-through of the digital model and her narrative filmed to develop an interactive video 
of the dormitory. In 2019, the digital model was developed for use on virtual reality equipment 
although this had not been trialed in the community at the time of writing.46  
 
The production of an accurate and detailed digital representation of the girls’ dormitory was 
therefore based on a process of close observation of the archival images of the building, which 
could be read against the extant fabric of the Boys’ Dormitory (Fig. 8). Close inspection and 
accurate analogue measurement of this single-skin timber building informed this process. The 
digital model also demonstrated considerable potential as a research technique to elicit data 
about the architecture and its use. The sequence of digital models of the domain, registering the 
new structures and demolitions, offers useful historical evidence for conservation planning and 
future development of the museum precinct. 

AArrcchhiitteeccttuurraall  MMeemmoorriieess  

There are very few remaining examples of dormitories or administrative building in Indigenous 
communities across Australia. As symbols of the protectionist era, is not hard to see why they 
were demolished or left to decay. In Cherbourg, the “Whitefella domain”, with its redundant but 
well-made buildings, was chosen as the museum precinct by Elders who had experienced 
discrimination and trauma within those buildings. The proliferation of oral histories and literature 
about the individual and shared experiences in the dormitories has shed light on the trauma and 
racism in Cherbourg but also distinctive forms of cultural resistance and collective identity in the 
community, more evident because of the Ration Shed Museum and its architectural setting.  
 
The loss of the girls’ dormitory to fire in the late 1990s removed a significant component of the 
administrative domain, and the most architecturally striking building. The digital reconstruction 
of this building and the broader historical precinct adds to the narratives in the Ration Shed 
Museum and the interpretation of the settlement. This type of digital architectural reconstruction 
and analysis is useful to the historiography of Cherbourg and the Ration Shed Museum memory 
project. The digital and VR models extend the reach of the Museum beyond its architectural 
setting although these representations were contingent on the analogue data and gain 
significance when experienced in the old domain. The dormitories, through both types of 
representation, deserve recognition beyond the community and South East Queensland for their 
part in our recent national history of incarcerating Indigenous people.   
 

 
FFiigguurree  88.. An image of the dormitory verandah from the digital model and an archive image used to inform the 

reconstruction. Drawn by Loy Wei Win; Image: AIATSIS. 
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Historical architectural canons are etched, illustrated and housed in leather-bound 
embossed volumes: their form and content fixed as they stand proud on library 
shelves. The knowledge and stories of Aboriginal peoples’ are shared and inscribed 
differently: spoken, drawn, sung or danced into being, transcending vast eons 
and times. Given that Aboriginal knowledges are shared differently, how well have 
architecture’s imperial foundations prepared us for contemporary practice?

This paper proposes the idea that including the knowledge of Australia’s First Peoples 
and re-framing our points of reference from the core canons of architecture could 
inform new ways to practice architecture. My recent PhD thesis, “Aboriginal Stories 
of Victoria Park: Navigation, consultation and engagement: Design engagement 
on colonised and contested urban land,” compared oral knowledge with written 
understandings of design consultation processes for Aboriginal design projects in 
urban and contested locations.

This paper shares some of those findings along with some historical and contemporary 
contexts relevant to consultation and engagement for Aboriginal design projects. 
Finally, it challenges architectural educators and practitioners to re-centre and re-
frame their educational and architectural practices as living, contemporary and 
dynamic examples of Maori educator Linda Tuhiwai Smith’s “small spaces on shifting 
ground.”

RE-VISIONING AND RE-FRAMING 
ARCHITECTURAL KNOWLEDGE: 
FROM IMPERIAL FOUNDATIONS TO 
SHIFTING GROUND
Anne Burgess | University of Sydney
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Historical architectural canons are etched, illustrated and housed in leather-bound embossed 
volumes: their form and content fixed to the times of their creation as they inhabit  our library 
shelves and educational establishments. The knowledge of Australia’s First Peoples are inscribed 
differently: painted, etched, drawn, spoken, sung and danced into being, transcending vast eons 
and times. Is it possible that knowledge held, taught and shared differently could transform 
contemporary architectural practice?  
 
In Homi Bhabha’s view, “the revision of the history of critical theory rests … on cultural difference, 
not cultural diversity”. Diversity is another word for difference, but while diversity can be broad 
and encompassing, difference sits at the interface—relative to its comparative “other”. This paper 
sits at the interface of difference as it draws on the author’s PhD research: Aboriginal Stories of 
Victoria Park: Navigation, consultation and engagement: Design engagement on colonised and 
contested urban land”. The Aboriginal Stories of Victoria Park research compared the oral 
knowledge of Aboriginal peoples and non-aboriginal peoples with written knowledge on design 
consultation for Aboriginal design projects with a focus on contested urban land in the Sydney 
area.1 It applied the ideas of Maori educator Linda Tuhiwai Smith to decolonise research 
methodologies from an outsider position with the aim to reframe our knowledge of architectural 
practice for Aboriginal peoples in urban locations.2 This paper takes a next step by asking if 
architectural education, history and practice can take up the call of Linda Tuhiwai-Smith’s 
decolonising methodologies to re-frame architecture beyond its imperial foundations?3 

HHiissttoorriiccaall  BBaacckkggrroouunndd  

On 26 January, 1788, the First Fleet landed near the waterway called Warrane, now called Port 
Jackson.4 This was the land of the Gadigal people, a smaller clan of the coastal Dharug language 
group. At that time, the Dharug peoples’ population is estimated to be around 1500 people within 
a ten kilometre radius, with fifty or sixty members of the Gadigal clan in Sydney’s CBD.5 However 
by 1791, a devastating smallpox epidemic and famine had killed 50-90 percent of the Dharug 
language group and only three Gadigal people are known to have survived.6 
 
The Dharug and other Aboriginal language and clan groups identify with specific areas of land—
their Country.7 They have their own Dreamings, clan boundaries, sacred sites, rituals, traditions 
and responsibilities for managing and caring for Country.8 While Aboriginal peoples’ clan 
“boundaries” are associated with terrain, territorial and topographical features, non-Aboriginal 
people more typically identify land through signposting and Cartesian mapping.9 This is just one 
example of difference in the ways cultures have their own traditions, norms, and processes. 

DDiiffffeerreennccee,,  DDiivveerrssiittyy  aanndd  DDeessiiggnn  CCoonnssuullttaattiioonn  

Different cultures have different ways of knowing and being (epistemological and ontological 
difference), of understanding creation (cosmological difference), of authorising knowledge and 
authority and different business methods.10 Aboriginal peoples’ business practices in the 
Northern Territory were once compared by economist Richard Seymour.11 Seymour found that 
while social enterprises and NGOs were more likely to focus on social or cultural values, business 
and commercial entrepreneurships were more likely to focus on economic values (Fig. 1).12  
 
Different business approaches have different priorities, timelines and consultation practices. 
Interviewee Gary Ella described a time when he coordinated engagement with the Multitjulu 
community during the Sydney Olympics preparations.13 When it was time for their planned 
meeting, sadly someone had passed away. According to local cultural practices, “sorry business” 
took priority over those of the Olympics Committee meeting, which had to wait three more days. 
Ella explained: 

That work building a relationship was so important and they [SOCOG] just thought it was a 
business deal, but it wasn’t a business deal. There were all those type of issues that we 
needed to deal with and sometimes it was just saying to SOCOG just pull your head in, we’ll 
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get through this, we’ll get this done, just pull your head in for five minutes. ‘Cause there were 
times where they were just trying to rush things through because they’re on deadlines...14 

 

 
FFiigguurree  11. Conceptualizing entrepreneurship, business and NGO activities. Source: Richard G. Seymour, Handbook of 

Research Methods on Social Entrepreneurship, p.4. Courtesy Richard G. Seymour, 2016 
 
Design traditions also have their own techniques, skills, jargon and discourses and these can 
affect design success or failure.15 For example the 1970s design for transitional housing by 
architect L. Howroyd for the Wongatha Wonganarra group in Laverton, Western Australia.16 A 
goanna image was placed on a building against the resident’s wishes, and although they told 
Howroyd the goanna was sacred, he disregarded their concerns as “unwarranted.”17 
Unsurprisingly, the building was deserted soon after completion. The architect was professionally 
arrogant, but he also failed to credit the importance of localised cultural knowledge.  
 

 

FFiigguurree  22. Diagram showing diversity of traditional structure types from Arnhem Land, Northern Territory. 2007. Source: 
Tim O’Rourke. Courtesy of Tim O’Rourke and Paul Memmott. 
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Cultural difference can also affect our education. In 1962 award-winning Melbourne architect 
and educator Robin Boyd (1919-1971) taught Australian school children that Aboriginal people 
had built nothing: 

The story of building in Australia opens when the first white settlers began building the first 
walls … The Aborigines might have been like the original natives of most other regions of the 
globe. …They might have built cabins of rocks piled on the ground or huts of sticks wedged 
up in the branches of trees, as others did. They might have built on top of poles out in the 
water, as some of their New Guinea neighbours did. But they built nothing.18  

 
Boyd’s claim was incorrect. Diverse building forms were used throughout Australia, including 
cabins of rocks and buildings on top of poles (Fig. 2).19 These building techniques were 
documented, yet Australian students were taught otherwise. Boyd’s words are an example of the 
limits and prejudices of his educational background and highlight the difference between his 
norms and the traditional understandings of Aboriginal people. They also show that our 
architectural education was once flawed. As artist Djon Mundine once said: “Who is the person 
writing and interpreting … can the colonizer express and define the colonized?”20 

NNaavviiggaattiinngg  tthhee  CCuullttuurraall  IInntteerrffaaccee  

Design consultation can be particularly complex in cross-cultural situations, and especially so in 
areas affected by the enduring effects of colonisation.21 If architects are not taught the potential 
risks and necessary skills, how can they avoid repeating historic mistakes and provide successful 
designs for their Aboriginal clients? As interviewee Gary Ella said “If you think you’re going to walk 
in and know how to deal with it—you’re in for trouble.”22 So what constitutes successful design 
and what knowledge do designer’s need to achieve that? The Victoria Park interviewees 
suggested that successful design consultation is more likely when there is client engagement and 
ownership, where the project recognises and celebrates community wishes, when all are happy 
with the outcome and when it has proved the test of time. 23  
 
Cultural protocols vary across different cultural groups and this can affect the success, or 
otherwise, of design consultation, as seen in the Laverton example.24 The City of Sydney once 
defined cultural protocols as “…the customs, lores and codes of behaviour of a particular cultural 
group.”25 Cultural protocols are an important part of all cultures and exist to ensure people 
behave and interact in a culturally acceptable manner.26  
 
Cultural awareness or competency training can improve cultural capacity, awareness and 
knowledge.27 Cultural awareness training needs to be adaptable to dynamic, changeable and 
localised situations and is best seen as a “continuum” or ongoing process.28 As each community 
you work with is different, you also need to gain localised cultural knowledge. One can gain 
localised knowledge on-site by doing background research, and by talking to people who are from 
or who know the area well.29  
 
Trust-based relationships are standard in any negotiation, but essential where there have been 
historically unequal power relations, as happens in colonised situations where trust is repeatedly 
broken.30 For one Australian example, the “Board for the Protection of Aborigines” took children 
from their families based on their Aboriginal heritage.31 For such reasons, Aboriginal people are 
much less likely to trust people they don’t know and this can affect design engagement. Paul 
Pholeros explained: 

When we start any project (an architectural project or Housing for Health project) people will 
relate to your image and what you represent—they may be scared of you, distrust you or see 
only your reputation or history. They will not relate to you personally and we all must work 
hard to build a new relationship as part of the design process.32  

 
This means that designers working with Aboriginal clients need to place a higher emphasis on 
building strong, trust-based relationships and to be clear they have no harmful intentions. Certain 
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personal attributes and behaviours can help develop trust and respect and improve the prospects 
of developing long-term relationships. These personal qualities include respect, sensitivity, ethical 
behaviours, empathy, honesty, trustworthiness and reliability of intentions (Fig. 3).33  

 

 
FFiigguurree  33. Personal attributes that support cross-cultural consultation. Source: Anne Burgess, 2018. Anne Maree Player 

Burgess, “Aboriginal Stories of Victoria Park,” 2018. 183. 

DDiiffffeerreenntt  WWaayyss  ooff  CCoommmmuunniiccaattiinngg  

The “elephant in the room” of cross-cultural practice is communication—different cultures have 
different ways of understanding and communicating.34 Linguists have identified indirect speech 
patterns as a “norm” amongst Australian Aboriginal peoples.35 Linguist Diana Eades states that 
if a person uses a direct communication approach towards someone who uses indirect speech, 
it can create tension.36 People who use indirect speech sometimes express disagreement by not 
answering a question or by putting forward their own case without responding to the question or 
comment and might avoid saying “you are wrong” unless provoked.37 Von Sturmer believes that 
questions for serious discussion with persons who use indirect speech patterns would never be 
presented in a way that required a direct refusal or disagreement. Different communication 
techniques mean designers may have to alter their own expectations, attitudes, behaviours and 
approaches.38 They will need sensitivity to the local context to know when to speak, when not to 
speak and even what not to say.39 If first languages are different, translators or liaison consultants 
can help, but there are still many other potential hurdles.40  
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NNeeggoottiiaattiinngg  VVooiicceess  oonn  CCoonntteesstteedd  LLaanndd  

Different cultures have different ways of authorising power, position and authority. Aboriginal 
peoples’ ways of authorising who can speak for a particular place is related to Country, Elders 
and individual, familial and cultural obligations.41 The highest authority to consult regarding 
issues that affect a clan on Aboriginal lands are the clan Elder/s. This is different to western ways 
of giving authority. For example, in the architectural profession, authority is given according to 
different levels of academic or professional attainment. People who have the right to speak for 
Country are usually bloodline connected and/or authorised by someone from that Country, while 
people who are not authorised to speak for Country are typically Aboriginal people who are either 
not “from here,” those who have no bloodline connection to the area, or non-aboriginal people.42 
An interviewee explained: 

Now, how other people, Aboriginal people from different mob, whether they’re Bundjalung, 
Wiradjuri, whatever, how they see their role within this urbanised contemporary context is 
different to how I see their role. Their role is not to sit there on committees and talk about 
Country because this isn’t their Country. They’ve got no blood line connection. People can sit 
here for thirty or forty years as a resident, as a contemporary resident. So, they don’t have a 
right to speak for Country and that’s why your bloodline gives you that right to speak for 
Country. I can’t go over the mountains and speak for that Country even though my children 
through their father, their grandmother, is Wiradjuri, I don’t have a right to go over there and 
speak.43 

 
When there is no available bloodline-connected spokesperson, sometimes others are 
conditionally authorised to speak for Country, for example, respected and acknowledged Elders 
or locally authorised representative Aboriginal organisations.44 Sometimes outsiders are 
authorised to speak for a place on the basis of perceived skill set—for example, an historian with 
specialised local knowledge.45 Some conditions for authorising outsiders include the 
development of a trust-based relationship, willingness to share the knowledge, and to 
acknowledge the source of the knowledge, not to plagiarise or be the “captain” of knowledge, 
and to provide “benefit back to the community.”46  

BBaarrrriieerrss  ttoo  SSuucccceessssffuull  DDeessiiggnn  CCoonnssuullttaattiioonn  

While Australia is no longer a colonial frontier, remnants from the past continue to haunt the 
nation, and so, design practice. Invasion, colonisation and settlement have contributed 
substantially to the fracturing of Aboriginal peoples’ local knowledge. Contestation is common in 
colonised locations where cultural connections have been broken or knowledge lost, and 
consequently, Aboriginal lands in urban areas are often contested.47 Even the NSW Aboriginal 
Land Council’s (LALC), the government authorised first port of call for consultation in NSW, could 
be contested if their employees do not come from the area.48 Interviewee Vic Simms explained: 
“I know what the protocols of local lands council are—most things have got to be done by the local 
community and who they propose. But a lot of the people the Metropolitan Lands Council 
recommend don’t come from Sydney, so this where your dilemma is.”49  
 
In such circumstances, knowing who to consult according to Aboriginal peoples’ ways of 
authorising can be difficult for outsiders.50 If you don’t know the correct Elder, Traditional Owner 
or governing body—the incorrect people may be approached and you could receive misleading 
advice or pressure to take sides.51 Interviewee Reuben Berg explained: “A lot of times there are 
people who claim to be representing a group, but no one else agrees that they are representing 
that group. If you just hear ‘That’s the person to contact,’ and that’s the only person you talk to—
that’s all you’re going to know—and that’s a big risk.”52 In contested locations, the research 
suggested negotiations are best handled by the local Aboriginal authorities. Designers can 
facilitate this, but should avoid intervening in community negotiations. Sometimes, different 
groups are best approached separately and discreetly.53  
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However, there are many other barriers to successful design consultation.54 Designers will have 
to negotiate attitude barriers, cross-cultural barriers and socio-cultural barriers, disagreements, 
power plays and competing agendas, insufficient time, funding problems, inflexibility, connecting 
with the wrong people, misunderstandings, ignorance and plain arrogance (Figs. 4 and 5).55 A 
genuine understanding of the opportunities and barriers that difference can raise is pivotal for 
delivering equitable, productive and successful design outcomes.  

 
 
 
 

  
FFiigguurree  44. Barriers of attitude, cross-cultural communication and social-cultural context to effective design consultation 

for Aboriginal design projects. Source: Anne Maree Player Burgess, “Aboriginal Stories of Victoria Park”, 184. 
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FFiigguurree  55.. Summary of barriers of successful design consultation. Source: Anne Maree Player Burgess, “Aboriginal 

Stories of Victoria Park”, 259. 

NNaavviiggaattiinngg  tthhee  DDeessiiggnn  CCoonnssuullttaattiioonn  PPrroocceessss  

Given the enormous number of potential barriers, how can outsiders know where to start? While 
it is important to avoid haphazard generalisation, fortunately, there are some generalisable 
principles (Fig. 6). The first is the fundamental right to inclusion and participation—with full 
participation—before design decisions are made. This is linked to the human rights principle of 
“prior informed consent” where Indigenous peoples themselves specify who speaks for their land 
and it is pivotal for building trust and respect.56 Sometimes that is outside the designer’s control, 
for example if they are engaged after the project started, but appropriate consultation practices 
could still potentially be introduced as early as possible.  
 
The design consultation process may be a brief initial meeting, a series of meetings or forums, or 
a minor element of complex contractual arrangements.57 In each case, you could ask “has the 
designer consulted?” Even if the answer is “yes,” to what extent was the consultation meaningful 
or productive? Were people engaged? Did they have ownership or were they alienated or 
disempowered by the process? Historical evidence has shown that unengaged design is less likely 
to be successful, as we saw in Laverton and other examples documented elsewhere.58  
 
The start of consultation is crucial for getting people on board. To achieve this, there might need 
to be broad consultation or one where there is some sort of event.59 Design consultation needs 
to be an ongoing, dynamic and participatory process—it can’t be satisfied by a one-off meeting or 
a tick mark on a checklist. It is important to build meaningful, mutual and reciprocal engagement 
throughout, and this is crucial for long-term success.60 Building meaningful relationships take 
time, so extra time needs to be incorporated into the design program.61 Giving feedback is also 
essential for maintaining engagement and keeping people informed and needs to be provided 
throughout the design—even beyond design completion.  
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FFiigguurree  66. Summary elements of a model for the design consultation process for urban Aboriginal design projects. 

2018. Anne Maree Player Burgess, “Aboriginal Stories of Victoria Park: Negotiation, consultation and engagement. 
Navigating design consultation on colonised and contested urban land” PhD diss. University of Sydney, 2018, 253. 

IInn  CClloossiinngg……  

Given that Aboriginal knowledge is shared differently, how well have the imperial foundations of 
architecture prepared us for contemporary architectural practice? Talking and listening to 
Aboriginal people through the Victoria Park research confirmed that most written guidelines are 
on track, and it enhanced the knowledge on why guidelines informed by Australian Aboriginal 
peoples are useful. It also clarified that architects need specialised skills for providing their 
professional services to Aboriginal peoples, but also that architects need to be informed and 
culturally aware when working with Australia’s First Peoples.  
 
Contemporary school education in Australia now includes more Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander education than in the time of Robin Boyd, so today’s architects are potentially more 
enlightened, but surprisingly our tertiary design curriculums still do not provide Aboriginal cultural 
education as a standard across the board. If architects are to be skilled for contemporary practice 
with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples—that needs to change. I close this paper by 
asking architectural practitioners, educators and historians: can architectural ways of knowing, 
historicising, educating and practicing be re-framed to include Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
islander peoples’ ways of knowing as a living, contemporary and dynamic example of Linda 
Tuhiwai Smith’s “small spaces on shifting ground?”62 
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The detached suburban house has, perhaps rightly, been the locus of much Australian 
architectural history. Yet what narratives have been lost to architectural history when the 
house, a site entwined with the Anglo-middle class nuclear family, dominates? In this paper 
we recast discussion of Australian housing to consider an alternative narrative: medium 
density apartments in post-war Melbourne. As both commentator and practitioner, 
housing was central to Robin Boyd’s career. The detached house was Boyd’s primary 
concern, yet he left a significant body of writing on medium-density apartments that has, 
to this time, largely been unexplored. Writing within the confines of Victoria’s extended 
COVID-19 lockdown Boyd’s journalism presented one of the few primary sources available 
to Melbourne based scholars investigating post-war medium density housing.

Boyd was initially enthusiastic about modern apartment living in post-war Melbourne 
but his enthusiasm quickly soured in the face of the privately developed typology that 
emerged in the post-war years. These walk-up flats, now dubbed “six-packs” were primarily 
dwellings for young adults and migrants; and the wider discourse surrounding them pays 
significant attention to migrancy. Utilising Boyd’s journalism and his landmark texts we 
trace the development of reactions to the walk-ups and show them to be unfavourably 
considered in the wider population for their divergence from the then prevalent notion of 
the ‘Australian Way of Life’ and by critics such as Boyd for their deleterious effect on open 
space in suburbia.
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  

The detached suburban house has, perhaps rightly, been the locus of much Australian 
architectural history. Yet what narratives have been lost to architectural history when the house, 
a site entwined with the Anglo-middle class nuclear family dominates? In this paper we recast 
discussion of Australian housing to consider an alternative narrative: medium density apartments 
in post-war Melbourne. As both commentator and practitioner, housing was central to Robin 
Boyd’s career. The detached house was Boyd’s primary concern, yet he left a significant body of 
writing on medium-density apartments that has to this time largely been unexplored. Writing 
within the confines of Victoria’s extended COVID-19 lockdown Boyd’s journalism presented one 
of the few primary sources available to Melbourne based scholars investigating post-war medium 
density housing. Utilising Boyd’s journalism for The Age, The Herald, Architecture in Australia, his 
contributions to Look Here! Considering the Australian Environment, Living and Partly Living, and 
his landmark texts Victorian Modern, Australia’s Home, The Walls Around Us, and The Australian 
Ugliness we explore the development and reception of the post-war flat in Melbourne.1  
 
In 1947 Boyd established a narrative of the modern flat in Melbourne in Victorian Modern that is 
still largely unchallenged. Boyd was initially enthusiastic about modern apartment living in post-
war Melbourne but his enthusiasm quickly soured in the face of the privately developed typology 
that emerged in the post-war years. These walk-up flats, now dubbed “six-packs” were primarily 
dwellings for young adults and migrants; and the wider discourse surrounding them pays 
significant attention to migrancy. We trace the development of reactions to the walk-ups and show 
them to be unfavourably considered in the wider population for their divergence from the then 
prevalent notion of the ‘Australian Way of Life’ and by critics such as Boyd for their deleterious 
effect on open space in suburbia.   

MMeetthhooddoollooggyy  

Our original intention for this paper was to examine in detail some examples of “six-pack” flats – 
the modest two- and three-storey walk-up blocks of flats which became prevalent in the renewal 
of Melbourne’s old suburbs in the 1950s and 1960s. We were interested in these insofar as they 
involved the redevelopment of existing lots, they were often developed and/or designed by ‘New 
Australians’, and they accommodated not merely young couples there temporarily while saving 
for their suburban dreams, but also migrants and those who did not conform to coupledom with 
children – bachelors and bachelorettes.2 While the existence of this housing type is widely 
acknowledged, its part in Australia’s architectural history in our view has been neglected. 
 
As COVID-19 hit we had to revise our project firstly to preclude archival and on-site work, and then 
to use only material we had ready access to from our own homes – on-line archives of digitised 
newspaper articles and a few contemporaneous books. Both the books and the newspapers 
brought us to Robin Boyd, because Boyd wrote hundreds of newspaper articles during his life, 
and many more books than any of his contemporaries. Boyd proved a useful organising principle 
for architectural historians attempting to differentiate the huge amount of newspaper 
commentary surrounding medium density housing in the post-war period in Melbourne as he was 
“one of Australia’s most influential voices within the architectural profession, and within popular 
culture he may be rightfully regarded as Australia’s first and probably only public intellectual on 
matters related to architecture”3 . We reviewed Boyd’s commentary for The Age both in his regular 
column as director of the Small Homes Service between 1947 and 1953, and as commentator 
and occasional opinion writer up to his untimely death in 1971. A limited selection of Boyd’s 
regular column “Building and Design” that he wrote between 1954-1956 for The Herald were 
reviewed. Unfortunately, the limits of digitisation of the The Herald prevented us from reviewing 
articles from 1955 onwards.  
 
We note that our intention is not primarily to add to the extensive Boyd scholarship, recently 
expanded in connection with the 2019 centenary of his birth. Rather, the primary object of this 
work is the discourse on medium density housing in Melbourne as it developed from 1950 to 
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1970, and as Boyd was the most prolific and opinionated writer on the architectural scene in 
Melbourne – indeed, in Australia – during this period we are going to use his views as a lens to 
examine this issue. Boyd’s writings reveal that six-pack flats, despite their popularity, were caught 
between harsh criticism from two opposing sides. Boyd, other architects and aesthetes criticised 
the six-packs labelling them mean, cramped, ‘featurist’ and deleterious on streetscapes. On the 
other hand, many in the wider Australian population considered the six-packs, and flats in general, 
an assault on moral values and the prevalent notion of the ‘Australian Way of Life’.  Underlying 
both criticisms was a self-assurance that the six-pack, and perhaps by extension migrant building 
practices, were undesirable in Australian suburbia. Beyond the condemnation of the six-pack we 
found that Boyd’s journalism highlighted: the relationship between migrants and the six-pack; the 
speculative development of walk-up flats; and that he underscored the importance of urban 
design for the success of medium-density housing. 

HHiissttoorriiooggrraapphhyy::  OOvveerreenndd,,  GGrroouunnddss……..aanndd  RRoommbbeerrgg  

When considering the historiography of modern apartments in Melbourne, Boyd’s influence on 
the field both as a commentator and practitioner is immediately apparent. The narrative he 
established in his precocious first book, Victorian Modern, of the importance of Best Overend’s 
‘Cairo’ and Roy Grounds’s pre-war flats remains largely unchallenged by most later scholarship 
on modern apartments.4 In Victorian Modern, in the main text Boyd praises Cairo and Grounds’s 
Clendon; yet other flats by Romberg & Shaw (Newburn, 1940), Romberg alone (Glenunga Flats, 
1941) and by Kagan & Blumin are touched on only in the photographic section of the book. There, 
Kagan & Blumin’s Punt Corner (1941) is damned with faint praise: “Almost every property of 
modernism is here: the horizontal strip window, the vertical gash window, the grid screen, the 
porthole, the bull-nosed balcony, the corner window. Almost every one of these could be explained 
functionally: each vertical window, for example, genuinely lights a tall stair wall. But collectively 
these items are rather too numerous to be true.”5 And the design of Romberg’s Glenunga 
apparently suffers from “conflict of the somewhat unco-operative elements.” Clendon, by 
comparison, is only praised: “it was the first of a half-a-dozen similar projects he [Grounds] built 
before he joined the R.A.A.F. in ’42. They are a charming family scattered about the luxuriant 
streets of Toorak, honest and ingenuous and yet beating their pretentious neighbours, even 
without trying, at their own slick game.”6 Clendon, however, was to influence other projects in 
inner suburban Melbourne which were not as successful: Grounds, Boyd tells us, “had to suffer 
caricature by numerous clumsy imitators.”7 
 
Several important themes and undercurrents are established in Boyd’s brief comments on flats 
in Victorian Modern: the significance of a select group of modernist precursors in the subsequent 
design and construction of flats; the poor design quality of most flats within the typology; the 
diffidence about the contribution of migrant architects. 
 
Flats, however, are not extensively treated by Boyd in Victorian Modern. It is, rather, the house 
which is his quarry in that text: “…as long as one family: one building remains the only acceptable 
ratio to Australians, this field [the house] is more significant that [sic] any number of magnificent 
offices, theatres, flats and factories.”8 Even more so, this is the case in Boyd’s second book, 
Australia’s Home. Written half as a history of Australian domestic architectures and half as a 
survey – itself somewhat historical in tone – of the influences that impact on house design 
(notably technological innovations in construction, services and appliances, in connection with 
which it appears to have been informed by Giedion’s Mechanization Takes Command of 1948) 
Australia’s Home only briefly touches on housing types other than the individual house. Terrace 
houses – a very significant dwelling type in Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide for much of the 
nineteenth century – are addressed in only five paragraphs in 80 or so pages of the historical 
survey; flats are barely mentioned in that part of the book at all. In the second, thematic, section 
it is noted that multi-storey flats grew quickly in Sydney’s King’s Cross and Elizabeth Bay from 
1910. From there they first spread to other suburbs in Sydney’s east and north shore – but at a 
diminished scale; “squat blocks of liver-coloured bricks and corner windows looking onto treeless 
streets” – and thence in 1936-1940 to Melbourne where their scale was further reduced.9 
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Despite his overall focus on the house, the importance of Overend’s Cairo and Grounds’s Clendon 
is revisited by Boyd in Australia’s Home (1952)10 and The Walls Around Us (1962).11 
Contemporary scholars better acknowledge the flats by Romberg and Shaw, and Kagan and 
Blumin.12 Goad’s Melbourne Architecture describes many examples of groups of flats in 
Melbourne’s inner suburbs, starting in 1925. In Goad’s introduction to “The Moderne City 1930-
1945” he places particular – and equal – importance on Overend, Grounds and Romberg.13 
Overend, Grounds and Romberg are also a triumvirate of Melbourne modern architects treated 
by Charles Pickett and Caroline Butler-Bowden in their essay on flats and apartments in The 
Encyclopedia of Australian Architecture.14 
 
Post 1947 apartment buildings by the Gromboyd partners, such as Stanhill 1945-51, Hill St house 
and flats 1953 and Domain Park 1960—62 (by Boyd himself); and isolated other examples such 
as JW Rivett’s ‘Caringal’, 1948-51, and Yuncken Freeman’s Fairlie St flats, 1961 are now 
considered part of the story of the modern apartment in post-war Melbourne.15 Yet the privately 
developed apartment building boom in which thousands of walk-up flats, six-packs, proliferated 
across Melbourne in the post-war period, has not attracted much detailed analysis by 
architectural historians. As such, any attention we pay to the limits of scholarship is due to the 
paucity rather than quality of the information. The most serious consideration of the subject is 
Miles Lewis’s Suburban Backlash in which Lewis concurs with Boyd’s later assessment of the 
walk-up flats writing that they are “cheap and nasty, and parasitic upon the space, light and 
amenity of their neighbours.”16 Lewis and Boyd see the walk-up flats outside their established 
architectural history narrative as an undifferentiated group of buildings that blight Melbourne’s 
landscape. As yet, the typology has not been analysed in fine detail to determine if there is any 
variety or quality amongst these buildings. Caroline Butler-Bowden and Charles Pickett, and 
Harriet Edquist, do acknowledge the numbers and impact of the six-packs on Melbourne’s 
suburbs: yet, mostly because their writings’ foci are elsewhere, they do not examine the detail 
and diversity of the six-pack typology.17   
 
Australian historians have better served the six-pack’s history and Seamus O’Hanlon’s work 
clearly locates the cultural and social significance of the type. In “A Little Bit of Europe in Australia: 
Jews, Immigrants, Flats and Urban and Cultural Change in Melbourne, c.1935–1975” O’Hanlon 
showed that Jewish migrants played a significant role in the design, construction and 
development of own-your-own flats in Melbourne, as well as being clients and inhabitants of the 
type.18 Yet the very first shared ownership apartments in Melbourne were designed and 
constructed by entrepreneurial local architect, Bernard Evans, and his influences for this were 
most certainly British. We surmise that a rich and fascinating architectural history awaits 
revelation.     

BBaadd  FFllaattss//FFllaattss  aarree  BBaadd  

‘Clumsy’, ‘inept’, ‘squat’: such are Boyd’s descriptions of the average small blocks of flats built in 
Sydney and Melbourne in the 1930s, 40s, 50s and 1960s. These negative characterisations that 
we have already encountered are joined by others in his publications: in Victorian Modern, Boyd 
writes that the blocks of flats which ‘popped up’ all over Melbourne’s inner suburbs in the late 
30s and early 40s “…included the best and some of the most atrocious of all buildings in the 
period.” A 1953 article by Boyd in The Age describes flats – and most suburban houses – as 
“ugly”.19 In The Age in 1964, Boyd is reported as commenting on the “crass vulgarity” of some 
Melbourne suburbs full of flats.20 In his biography of Boyd, Geoffrey Serle notes a passage that 
Boyd added to Australia’s Home in 1968, in which he commented that as many flats were then 
being built as houses, but that these were “…‘the most dispiriting kind of dwelling that has ever 
been devised by man – the small, three-storey walk-up block of flats in its concrete car-park non-
garden.’”21 These criticisms of flats are, for the most part, indistinguishable from Boyd’s aesthetic 
based criticism of most buildings at this time.   

No matter how inconsistent or passionate, Boyd’s criticisms about the architectural quality of the 
average block of flats were never criticisms of the social consequences of flat-dwelling. The view 
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that flats were responsible for social pathologies was very common at the time Boyd was writing.22 
In the 1940s and 1950s as suburbia spread and the Commonwealth Government promoted the 
vaguely defined ‘Australian way of life’23, there was significant hostility to flat building in 
Melbourne and much of Australia. Since colonisation Australia had primarily been a country of 
single detached dwellings. Miles Lewis writing in 1999 noted that “Even now there remains a 
degree of suspicion about a form of accommodation historically occupied by fast livers, welfare 
recipients and European refugees.”24  
 
Boyd’s discussion of flats in Australia’s Home in the context of a chapter with the title “Enjoyment” 
suggests the moral suspicion with which flats were regarded in Australia in the mid-twentieth 
century: “While aesthetes were deploring the ugly eruptions on Sydney’s east side, sections of 
the community were bitterly opposed to the principle of flat-building for its implied assault on the 
family circle.” While the advocates for flats and multi-storey apartments anticipated that they 
would house only the elderly and childless couples, Boyd notes that “The opposition objected 
hotly that most childless couples were indirectly the outcome of flats; the minute bedrooms and 
the absence of gardens made the very thought of children uncomfortable.” However, the 
argument that flats impeded the conception of children was not born out by the facts. Boyd says 
of Sydney, which he states at the time had over a half of Australia’s total inventory of apartments: 
“Between 1932 and 1939 Sydney’s birthrate of 17.51 per 1,000 mean population was exactly 
the average for the whole of Australia.” Nor did he give any quarter to the suspicion that flats 
encouraged moral turpitude: “And despite the unsavoury reputation of crowded King’s Cross and 
the general belief in other states that Sydney was Australia’s den of cosmopolitan loose-living, 
the city had a lower percentage of ex-nuptial births than had Melbourne, Hobart or Brisbane.”25 
The only area in which Boyd concurred with the prevailing moral opinion was that flats were 
entirely inappropriate dwellings for children, and he clearly asserts this in his journalism.26  
 
Boyd’s discussion of flats in Australia’s Home acknowledged the urban planning dimension: 
“Multi-storey accommodation was necessary to bring the spreading single storey cities back to 
workable horizontal dimensions….”. He would go on to repeat this argument in the articles he 
wrote for The Age. In his regular “Small Homes Service” column for the newspaper Boyd carefully 
positioned himself as a knowledgeable expert on the side of home owners and their finances, 
unafraid to speak directly to government on the housing problems Melbourne faced. The Small 
Homes Service never saw apartments as their direct remit: Boyd wrote his column for The Age for 
a year before he mentions the typology. Yet from that moment on Boyd writes often on flats as an 
important component of the residential housing market, particularly as a means to solving 
Melbourne’s significant post-war housing shortage, slum housing and suburban sprawl.27 In 1948 
he singles out the Ascot Estate, by Best Overend for the Housing Commission of Victoria’s 
Architects’ Panel, as singularly worthy of praise. He writes that “The success of Ascot is not in the 
units, however, which are of fairly standard commission treatment, but in the broad, generous 
conception of the whole estate. Sensible, unpretentious design is shown in the placing of each 
building. Blocks of flats face the sun.” Boyd notes that the blocks are set in a park in which 
hundreds of trees have been planted. What is clear from Boyd’s writings on the Ascot Estate is 
that he saw the design of flats as intimately related to their landscape: the provision of open 
space took precedent over the typology’s design. Significantly, this is a position from which he 
would not waver over the coming decades.  
 
Throughout the 1950s Boyd remained an ardent promoter of flats writing many articles calling 
for greater numbers to be constructed. It was only in the 1960s apartment boom that flats began 
to attract Boyd’s disdain. This boom followed the Victorian Government’s legislative changes 
designed to promote individual apartment ownership. The Transfer of Land (Stratum Estates) Act 
(1960), Sale of Land Act (1962) and finally the Strata Title Act (1967) successively eased 
impediments to individuals owning a sole apartment. In tandem with affordable land in local 
government areas without by-laws restricting flat development, the legislative changes led to 
thousands of apartment blocks being constructed, many with limited open space and sunlight. 
These apartments were primarily lived in by childless couples and migrants, and these are the 
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buildings and individuals our initial research envisaged introducing to architectural historical 
discussion.28  

‘‘NNeeww  AAuussttrraalliiaannss’’  

The Australian government’s post-war promotion of an ‘Australian way of life’ with ownership of 
the suburban house as a core tenet had assimilation of recent migrants as one of its intents.29  
In the last, brief chapter of Australia’s Home, “Prospects”, Boyd notes that after WWII, immigration 
policy would lead to the country having ‘20% central European blood by the end of the decade.’30 
For Boyd this raised several, related questions. He writes on several occasions of the suitability 
of flats for ‘New Australians’ as both preferable to the inadequate, overcrowded temporary 
migrant hostels and as uniquely suited to Europeans and what he presumes to be their previously 
urbane lifestyles.31  
 
Somewhat romantically, he wrote “They remembered the best aspects of the apartment blocks 
of their home towns: a high room, a view of a park, the purr of the city beyond the trees luring 
them to a gay life only a minute away.” More critically, he also noted that some migrants favoured 
houses with “the most aggressively Australian characteristics.”32 This observation is also made 
by Boyd in an article in The Age in 1951, tellingly titled “A New Australian House” where Boyd 
wonders “What are they looking for these men from various central European countries? They 
have left town where homes are as different from ours as olive oil from tomato sauce…. In nearly 
every single case they finally select the most conservative plans, the most typically Australian 
suburban designs that they can discover. It is probably understandable that many New 
Australians are now falling over backwards to adopt Australian character, but our immigration 
must one day influence our home-building habits.”33  
 
In The Australian Ugliness, Boyd’s observations about the design preferences of migrants for 
Australian houses leads to criticism of migrant architects: “…successful migrants who built 
expensive houses in the richest suburbs commissioned replicas of the neighbouring modernized 
Georgian mansions, and their New Australian architects expertly complied.” Before this, Boyd had 
described the contributions of European migrants to Australian culture in the most banal, 
caricatured terms, but ones probably not unusual even for well-educated and receptive 
Australians of the period: “…this transfusion was enormously beneficial to the patient in many 
fields, such as coffee-making, music, ski-ing, and the stocking of delicatessen shops. But, contrary 
to some prophets, it did not assist in broadening or sharpening the taste as manifest in the 
suburban street….”.34 These statements seem to substantiate Mirjana Lozanovska’s claim in 
Migrant Housing. Architecture, Dwelling, Migration that “Foods, music and festivities of migrants 
are celebrated in multicultural societies…. But migrant houses have been disavowed.”35 
 
Recently Philip Goad has written that in his four books from Victorian Modern to The Walls Around 
Us “Boyd reserves his mention of migrants to those qualified as architects, and even then their 
output is described by flats, notably in Victorian Modern by Frederick Romberg, Anatol Kagan and 
Blumin; in Australia’s Home, only Harry Seidler and Frederick Romberg gain mention, and in The 
Australian Ugliness, Seidler is joined by Ernest Milston but no others. Boyd appears blinkered to 
the richness of the residential modernism produced by his émigré colleagues, despite their long-
held embrace since the early 1940s by popular journals such as Australian Home Beautiful and 
Australian Women’s Weekly.”36 Goad is not altogether correct in saying that Boyd’s only 
discussion of migrants is of the few qualified architects among their ranks. But his point that in 
Boyd’s writing émigré architects are in effect restricted to the flat typology is important. And we 
would add that mostly their achievements even in this field are made secondary to those of local 
architects, particularly Best Overend and Roy Grounds. In the 1964 article in The Age in which 
Boyd speaks of the “crass vulgarity” of Melbourne’s flats he veers into barely disguised racism: 
“Canberra did not suffer from the ‘crass vulgarity’ of some Melbourne suburbs full of flats built in 
the ‘broken biscuit’ style, Melbourne architect, Mr. Robin Boyd, said yesterday. These flats were 
a ‘goulash conglomeration’ of bits of concrete, grille work and other materials, he added.”37 The 
“goulash conglomeration” is a phrase no doubt referring to the “featurism” that Boyd lampooned 
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to such effect in The Australian Ugliness or the design elements “rather too numerous to be true” 
of Kagan and Blumin’s Punt Corner; but “goulash” also sounds disdainful of the many ‘New 
Australians’ from central Europe associated with building and inhabiting flats in Melbourne. 
Boyd’s ambivalence about the architectural achievements of migrants is of course all the more 
notable for his partnership and friendship with Frederick Romberg from 1952 until his death in 
1971. 
 
Yet, it would be unfair to ascribe to Boyd the thorough-going racism common in post-war Australia. 
In The Australian Ugliness, he scorns the white Australia policy, and several times alludes to 
Australia’s place in Asia:38 Without delineating any specifics, Boyd points to an Asian future for 
Australia: Australia’s past is aligned with England, her twentieth century present with America, 
her twenty-first with Asia.39 Where, we might ask, does this leave the Europe of most of Australia’s 
post-war migrants? 
 
Over a decade later in Living and Partly Living, Boyd acknowledged that European migrants had 
shaped the form of the post-war inner city in Australia: from the renovation of inner city terraces, 
to the building of walk-up flats. He writes “It is true that the New Australian opened the eyes of 
many younger Australian-born Australians who followed them out of suburbia into the old terrace 
rows and the walk-up yellowies.” In some way then, by 1970 migrants had assisted in “broadening 
or sharpening” the national taste in dwellings. Boyd moves on and comments provocatively that 
“many inner areas in all capital cities remain today as exclusively New Australian as if the Federal 
Government had a policy and plan to create ghettoes. On the contrary, of course, the Government 
policy has always been for total integration of migrants into the existing community.”40 He 
proceeds from this observation to argue against town planning regulations that produce these 
urban, architectural and sociological outcomes, and makes a case for medium density housing 
solutions he believes to be preferable.  

MMeeddiiuumm  DDeennssiittyy  AAlltteerrnnaattiivveess  ttoo  FFllaattss  

Ever passionate about new developments in architecture Boyd actively promoted medium density 
alternatives to the speculative walk-ups. Indeed, he had actively been exploring medium-density 
living alternatives from the 1950s and had written positively that “young couples are living in 
sheds, stables and various other generous outhouse survivals of a richer age of Victorian building” 
in 1950, and about the remodelling of a group of three Jolimont terraces in 1954.41 In the last 
years of Boyd’s life there were a number of large scale medium density housing developments 
which he enthusiastically promoted in his final publications.42 All were concerned with improving 
the relationship of dwellings with their landscape, adequate provision of open space, and 
promoting collective living, just as Boyd had championed in his 1948 discussion of the HCV’s 
Ascot Estate. Notably all these projects involved the co-operation of statutory bodies and large 
consolidated sites; in other words, sites and networks most migrants could not access. The inner-
city schemes he advanced were the University of Melbourne’s Co-operative housing development, 
Carlton (Earle, Shaw & Partners, 1969-71) and the then soon to be constructed City Edge, South 
Melbourne by Daryl Jackson & Evan Walker. Both developments had a range of dwelling sizes 
and carefully considered open space. In Living and Partly Living Boyd also mentions in passing 
Harry Seidler’s courtyard house development for university staff at the Australian National 
University, 1964. This housing is surely of the type that Boyd seeks to promote, and it is perhaps 
telling that yet again he minimises discussion of a migrant architect. Boyd saves his most effusive 
praise for his co-author of Living and Partly Living, Ian MacKay, particularly Ian MacKay and 
Partners’ medium density schemes. Boyd writes of MacKay’s Swingers Hill that “It is the boldest 
plan yet conceived in Australia to create a co-ordinated medium-density neighbourhood.” While 
he acknowledges that the houses themselves do not constitute “a revolutionary assault on 
conventional house planning” he argues they accommodate a higher density than conventional 
suburbia and that their co-ordinated common park areas and design promise “to tie the whole 
thing together as an individual, identifiable whole which a resident might think of broadly as 
‘home’.” This was precisely the encompassing design for urban and suburban life Boyd had been 
advocating for decades.  
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CCoonncclluussiioonn  

Robin Boyd’s writings on flats, apartments and the new kinds of medium-density housing that he 
enthusiastically endorses in Living and Partly Living offer a rich vein of material for scholars to 
consider as we think of alternatives to the single family house and the Anglo-Australian family. 
Boyd’s historical writings only considered flats tangentially, but he nevertheless established a 
historical pedigree for the type in Australia that architectural historians still substantially observe. 
His writings clearly articulated the difficult position that six-pack flats, their migrant developers 
and inhabitants experienced in the post-war period in Melbourne. Migrants were caught between 
anti-apartment sentiment in Australia strengthened by government policies; and the scorn of 
aesthetes like Boyd decrying six-packs without distinguishing between the best and meanest of 
the type.  Boyd did acknowledge the regulatory impediments to flat building, yet this didn’t prevent 
him from directing his condemnation at migrants, rather than government institutions, when 
criticizing six-packs as goulash conglomerates. To Boyd’s credit, late in his life he was one of the 
first cultural commentators to acknowledge the influential role European migrants had in shaping 
the form of the post-war inner city in Australia. Rather than amplifying his earlier snide criticism 
of six-packs, the more substantial question is: why is it that fifty years after Boyd wrote of the 
importance of the six-pack in shaping the form of Melbourne’s post-war inner city, do we still await 
the typology’s scrutiny and elucidation within the discipline of architectural history? 
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A 2001 report on protecting heritage in Melbourne highlighted community concerns 
about the role of property developers in determining the future form and design 
of urban areas. It was perceived that investors and property developers have 
disproportionate influence on the decisions of local and state government. In the 
ensuing twenty years little has changed. Through the case of Collingwood in inner 
Melbourne, this paper explores some future possible scenarios in which urban and 
architectural histories might adapt their tools and frameworks in order to find new 
ways of responding to the pressures of redevelopment in urban heritage precincts.

Between 2015 and 2017 residential building approvals tripled in the City of Yarra. 
In the suburb of Collingwood alone, the population is forecast to double in the next 
twenty years, giving it the highest population density in Melbourne. Established in 
1855, with its close proximity to the CBD, Collingwood is a former industrial area with 
a high concentration of heritage listed buildings and identified historical precincts. 
Many of these buildings have been successfully adapted for current commercial and 
residential uses, while retaining some semblance of urban and industrial ‘character’.

Building on a thorough inventory of existing heritage studies of the area, and a 
mapping of the evolution of historical precincts, the paper explores the legacy of 
decision-making in regard to the current and projected high-density development in 
the Collingwood area. By briefly examining three cases – the Yorkshire Brewery, the 
Foy & Gibson precinct, and St Crispin House – the paper highlights the architectural, 
economic and heritage challenges connected with creating new uses for existing 
places in an inner urban landscape. In particular, we ask what impact historians 
and heritage consultants have had, or could have, on the reshaping of Collingwood’s 
industrial landscape and the future writing of its adaptive histories?

ADAPTIVE HISTORIES: THE ROLE 
OF ARCHITECTURAL HISTORIANS 
IN URBAN REDEVELOPMENT 
OUTCOMES
Jennifer Mitchelhill | University of Melbourne 
Hannah Lewi | University of Melbourne
Cameron Logan | University of Sydney
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  

Historians of architecture in the antipodes going right back to Hardy Wilson have staked more on 
their activities than simply the careful documentation and analysis of the best works of the past.1 
They – and we – have also persistently attempted to change what is designed and constructed, 
“improve” the architectural quality of our cities and most prominently, preserve or otherwise 
protect significant works of architecture. This is done primarily through the classroom but also 
through public advocacy, criticism and activism. For example, as Alexandra Lange has discussed, 
there is strong tradition of architectural writing in the United States from the perspective of the 
activist-critic – think Sorkin, Jacobs, Huxtable.2 And closer to home, in August 2020 The Age 
newspaper carried a picture of SAHANZ stalwart Philip Goad alongside a group of local advocates 
arguing for the retention of a 1949 Robin Boyd-designed house in the Melbourne suburb of 
Balwyn. The presence of publicly-recognised architectural historians is thought to add weight to 
such preservation campaigns.3  
 
While such advocacy remains paramount, the current set of institutional priorities around 
research and engagement is arguably also bringing other modes of engagement for historians to 
the fore that demand new skills and ask us to establish different kinds of relationships beyond 
the academy and outside the boundaries of our disciplinary apparatus. The value of our work is 
increasingly being measured on our ability to ‘engage’, to garner ‘impact’ and arguably to forego 
the critical distance of ‘the ivory tower’ in the name of pragmatism. Here we take on the theorist 
and sociologist of culture, Tony Bennett’s definitions of pragmatism to mean “concerned with 
practical consequences or values … or with matters pertaining to the affairs of the state or 
community”. Where Bennett made a bid for pragmatism in terms of the discipline of cultural 
studies, we might fruitfully replace that with architecture and urban history, with the aim of being 
at time able to foster a “closer association with the policy concerns of government and industry 
as a means of developing a more prosaic concept of practice, one that will sustain actual and 
productive connections with the field of the practicable.”4 
 
This paper focuses on the beginnings of an attempt at such pragmatic engagement, an incipient 
research project on the adaptive reuse of buildings in conservation areas or heritage precincts. 
Historically, adaptive reuse has largely been the domain of practicing architects – who are only 
sometimes also researchers and scholars – as well as of heritage consultants and the planning 
system. The role of the historian, to the extent that they were relevant at all – was usually to 
defend the integrity of the original work, what architect and lawyer Paul Byard once described as 
the “public worth of architectural expression”,5 in its existing ‘authentic’ form. While the outcomes 
of adaptive reuse projects have occasionally in the past, and increasingly in the present, elicited 
critical praise (for example the AIA awards), the hybrid results of adaptive reuse have only very 
rarely in themselves been the subject of careful historical attention. And typically, when 
adaptation has been studied over the life-history of a building, it is only when places are 
recognised as of international value.6  
 
To highlight the nature of the problem for architectural history and architectural practice engaging 
in the field of heritage and development, we have undertaken work on a pilot focused on 
Collingwood in inner Melbourne. While among the city’s earliest and most intensively 
industrialised suburbs, and home to a group of industrial buildings and precincts spanning the 
whole period from the 1870s to WWII, the area has not attracted significant scholarly attention 
from architectural historians.7 There have been one or two references to a couple of exuberant 
commercial buildings on Collingwood’s main commercial thoroughfares. Its boom era town hall 
by the prolific George R. Johnson, has also been recognised. While Foy & Gibson and a couple of 
other prominent complexes of industrial buildings have also been cited in wider surveys of 
industrial architecture.8 The purpose of this paper is not to argue for the unacknowledged value 
of Collingwood’s industrial fabric, but rather to focus on redevelopment processes, the regulatory 
environments and habits of planning and heritage assessment that have been overlayed in 
complex and often contradictory ways to shape the architectural projects.  
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The wider research project for which this Collingwood study acts as a pilot is concerned with four 
distinct regimes of value and the trade-offs and complementarities between those regimes. The 
contention is that it is only possible to truly evaluate the success of adaptive reuse projects when 
we understand the interaction of these different regimes of value.  These regimes are:  1) design 
quality; 2) historic or heritage significance; 3) environmental benefit; and 4) economic viability. 
Hence the wider project team also contains expertise in life-cycle assessment and property.  The 
Collingwood pilot, however, is examining the ways that planning and heritage systems have 
shaped adaptive reuse projects, and this paper serves as an opening reflection on how historians 
can have more productive engagements with such processes. 

CCoolllliinnggwwoooodd  CCoonntteexxtt  

The recent history of Collingwood is, in one sense, a textbook case of inner urban gentrification. 
Manufacturing workers made up 47.5% of Collingwood’s workforce in 1971. By 2001 this was 
less than 10%.9 When industrial plants closed or moved to the outer suburbs in the 1970s, 
nineteenth century breweries, distilleries and pubs along with interwar factories and warehouses 
were mostly left to decay. By the beginning of the new century more than one third of workers in 
inner Melbourne worked in property and business services, finance or insurance.10 This shift in 
demographics fuelled demand for both housing and work spaces and transformed the nature of 
the retail offerings in the area. The change also created conditions in which new opportunities 
arose to convert abandoned industrial buildings to offices and residences. In many cases finding 
new uses for these buildings has ensured their survival and revival. Recently, micro-breweries 
and cafes have undertaken innovative adaptations of existing buildings and new buildings have 
been squeezed into pockets of space to service the influx of office workers and residents. This 
set of activities has underpinned Collingwood’s rebirth as an employment centre and as a place 
with a burgeoning population and seemingly insatiable demand for new housing and other real 
estate ‘potentials’.  
 
Naturally, this has intensified redevelopment and planning pressures. For example, the Yorkshire 
Brewery which was once the tallest building in Collingwood and listed as significant due to its 
visibility as a landmark, is now obscured by three residential towers of up to seventeen stories 
high. What appears to be an oversight of planning (or a consequential mistake in the eyes of local 
historians and planning advocates) has set a precedent for more high-rise buildings in the area. 
The existing stock of 19th and 20th century buildings are threatened by the rate and intensity of 
development and are thereby in a state of rapid transformation from the fairly ordinary to the 
increasingly rare. 
 
Two key assumptions underpin the following analysis of adaptive reuse projects in Collingwood. 
First, the process is quite mature and so irrespective of the short-term economic vagaries of 
property markets and whether the process is positive or negative in social terms, the 
redevelopment dynamic in the area seems set to continue. There is, however, an opportunity to 
learn a lot from it, and, in concert with government and practice partners, to play a role in shaping 
outcomes in similar, future redevelopment areas. Second this pilot research project begins with 
the assumption that it is desirable to conserve and adapt much of the existing physical fabric of 
the area. You do not have to take the seemingly hard-line stance, as some critics and practitioners 
recently have, that we should “never demolish another building”11 to see the value in adapting 
and reusing as much as possible of Collingwood’s industrial legacy. Apart from anything else there 
is a mounting body of evidence that avoiding demolition in favour of wholesale new builds can 
significantly reduce carbon emissions in the construction sector.12 However, adapting heritage 
buildings to new uses in an inner urban landscape can be fraught with political and architectural 
challenges. Balancing the needs of population, commercial growth and commercial viability with 
preserving and enhancing the historic fabric of an area is destined to be a delicate process.  
 
Some of the issues that face adaptive reuse projects are highlighted through three cases in and 
around Collingwood: the Yorkshire Brewery; the Foy & Gibson complex and St Crispin House (Fig. 
1). The next section outlines the planning pressures and compromises that shaped these projects 
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through a brief description of the host buildings, the heritage and planning frameworks at play 
over time, and the various forms that redevelopment have taken. Each project illustrates a variant 
of redevelopment treatment from ‘incorporation’ of the original host by adding to its height and 
density in the case of the Yorkshire Brewery; to ‘scooping’ or hollowing out of the original shell in 
the Foy & Gibson complex; and finally skin-deep facadism at St Crispin House.13 In conclusion, 
we return to some questions around how urban and architectural historians might sharpen their 
tools and frameworks to be able to respond nimbly and critically to the pressures of both heritage 
retention and redevelopment. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  11.. Cases of Adaptive Reuse in Collingwood included in the pilot study are classified into how the building has 
been adapted for reuse (images: David Green, 2020). (The three cases discussed in this paper are marked on the 

map: Yorkshire Brewery (1), Foy and Gibson complex (2) and St Crispin House (3)) 

TThhee  YYoorrkksshhiirree  BBrreewweerryy::  AAddddiittiivvee  RReeddeevveellooppmmeenntt    

The Yorkshire Brewery was established in 1858 by John Wood on a two-acre site on Waterloo 
Street, adjacent to Wood’s Yorkshire Hotel on Wellington St. Originally a timber building, the brick 
brewery complex was designed by Wood’s son, engineer and architect James Wood in 1875 and 
constructed in 1876. The ornate polychrome brick work and mansard style roof of the six-story 
brew tower is a reflection of the optimism of Melbourne’s buoyant economy in the late nineteenth 
century. A large cellar was built at the rear of the tower along with stables for 26 horses, a 
cooperage and a 170-foot chimney stack. The brew tower was a landmark for the people of 
Collingwood being visible from surrounding suburbs. 
 
The brewery was purchased by Carlton and United Breweries (CUB) in 1909. The Yorkshire Hotel 
on Wellington Street was demolished in 1914 and replaced with warehouses, then when the 
Yorkshire brewery became a malt house in 1954, twelve concrete silos were erected on the site. 
In 1990 the Yorkshire Brewery site was classified by the National Trust and registered by the 
Historic Buildings Council as of state-wide significance. It was listed on the Victorian Heritage 
Register in 1999. After CUB sold the brewery in the 1990s, the site remained abandoned for 
many years and there followed a number of unsuccessful development proposals for the site.14  
 
In 2012 a controversial proposal to develop the then rundown complex into townhouses and 338 
apartments accommodated in three new towers of 17, 14 and 10 stories respectively, was put 
to the City of Yarra by SMA Projects, Hayball Architects and contractor, Icon. Investigation into the 
planning permit application process highlights the degree to which heritage and planning 
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frameworks assume a certain amount of horse trading between the multiple players representing 
different interests.  

 

 
FFiigguurree  22.. (L to R) MMBW Detail Plan 1209 – 1899, 

http://search.slv.vic.gov.au/permalink/f/1o9hq1f/SLVVOYAGER1164687; Aerial view looking south. Yorkshire Brew 
Tower was visible from the surrounding suburbs. 

https://coyl.swft.ent.sirsidynix.net.au/client/en_AU/search/asset/232651/0; Brew Tower and Silos before 
demolition, 2012. Collingwood Historical Society; Google Earth, Yorkshire Brewery before development in 2015 

 
The height and density of the towers around the state heritage listed brew tower was the most 
divisive aspect of the proposal, with The Heritage Council (Vic) issuing a permit for the 
transformation of the site and the local Yarra Council rejecting the development application on 
the grounds that its scale and height would dominate surrounding streetscapes, that it was out 
of character of the neighbouring precinct, and that it represented an overdevelopment of the site. 
However, the proposed site density was largely accepted by Heritage Victoria based on the 
premise that it would enable the developer to fund the site’s restoration – a common scenario 
where some amount of compromise and trade-offs are seen as not necessarily desirable but 
pragmatic. The Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal (VCAT) set Yarra Council's decision 
aside in favour of issuing a planning permit in 2013.15  
 
The development is comprised of three towers of 10, 14 and 17 stories and a 5 and 4 story 
building within the shell of the former office building and coopery. Glass and steel materials 
delineate the original brick buildings from the new additions. Although innovative attempts have 
been made to highlight the history of the complex through interpretation and signage on site, the 
restored historical brew tower is no longer visible from outside of the complex itself.  

 

 
FFiigguurree  33.. (L to R) Yorkshire Brewery, Development plans, south elevation, SMA Projects, Hayball Architects, 2012; Restored 

Brew Tower; Entry laneway from Robert Street; Internal courtyard of new Brewery complex (David Green, 2020) 

 
Restoration and preservation enabled through the spoils of redevelopment, such as in the case 
of the Yorkshire Brewery, can have ramifications that impact the future of an entire heritage 
precinct, with ensuing legislative approvals and built consequences (reached through consensus 
or not), subsequently adopted as enduring precedents for further developments. For example, 
the planning application for a multi-story development on Rupert Street, Collingwood is supported 
by a heritage report that cites the Yorkshire Brewery as a “successful precedent”.16 As one might 
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expect, this is not a view shared by local historical societies.17 Also currently under construction 
are a number of high-density office towers, up to 14 stories high, at the near-by intersection of 
Langridge and Wellington Streets, which, although not satisfying council’s own planning scheme, 
have presumably been approved on the basis of the Yorkshire Brewery  precedent.18  
 
Two key questions arise in relation to this process. The first is, how should we weigh the relative 
merits of funding the restoration and adaptive reuse of historic buildings against the visibility of 
historic places in surrounding areas? In other words, is heritage value enhanced or diminished 
by the pragmatic compromise solution in the Yorkshire Brewery project? And second, has the 
eagerness of heritage authorities to find a way to facilitate new investment in state listed 
properties undermined wider planning objectives, which themselves may do just as much to 
ensure the sense of environmental continuity and place identity as the ongoing existence of the 
historical industrial complex. 

FFooyy  &&  GGiibbssoonn  CCoommpplleexx::  SSccoooopp  aanndd  FFiillll  

Collingwood’s largest and most intact heritage precinct is the Former Foy & Gibson factory and 
warehouse complex. Established by Irish immigrant Mark Foy, the empire began as a drapery 
store in Smith Street in 1870. By 1880 the store had expanded to encompass six shops. In 1883 
Foy’s son Francis formed a partnership with William Gibson to create what was to become the 
Foy & Gibson retail and manufacturing empire. Foy soon left the partnership to set up Foy’s 
Department stores in Sydney. In 1887 prominent Melbourne architect William Pitt (1855-1918) 
was engaged to design factories and warehouses for the manufacture of goods to supply the Foy 
and Gibson department stores around Australia. By the 1920s, an entire block bounded by Smith, 
Wellington, Peel and Stanley Streets—originally occupied by houses, small factories and hotels—
was transformed into an industrial landscape. Over 2000 employees worked in the woollen mills 
and clothing factories to produce hosiery, bedding, metal goods and cabinetry, making Foy and 
Gibson the largest employer in Victoria. With its use of steam and electric power the complex was 
considered technologically advanced. Such a scale of manufacture in one area was 
unprecedented in Melbourne at the time.19  

 

 
FFiigguurree  44.. University of Melbourne Archives, Foy & Gibson Collection 

 
The Foy & Gibson red brick buildings of between one to six stories remain externally intact. The 
dominant strategy of redevelopment has been one of subtraction of some elements of the 
interiors of buildings, largely with complete retention of the exterior shells not just the facades 
and little new fabric evident from the perimeter streets. Adaptive reuse has happened 
incrementally since the 1980s, with elements of the original precinct being appropriated for a 
mix of medium density residential, education facilities, offices and light industry. For example 150 
Oxford Street constructed in 1904-08 with over 2500 square metres spread over four floors has 
been very recently re-adapted after earlier 1980s interventions by Gray, Puksand, Purcell 
Heritage Architects for Lasalle College International with demarcation of all new architectural 
interventions through treatment of fabric and heritage interpretation and reuse of materials; 76 
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Oxford Street was converted to 16 residential units in the late 1990s with substantial retention 
of interior elements; 103 Oxford Street was converted to 34 apartments and offices in the late 
1990s with individual fitouts; and 111 Cambridge Street, originally used for wool carding and 
sorting, was redesigned internally by Six Degrees Architects in 2016 for the Swisse company head 
office. One site in the complex at 170 Oxford Street has a new development that rises 
conspicuously above the original shell suggesting a lack of either guidelines or intent to avoid 
visible additions in this significant precinct, and thereby establishing another potential precedent 
in allowing further redevelopments of a higher rise and density – in particular with the four 
buildings in the complex that are not currently listed on the Victorian Heritage Register.20  
Although all Foy & Gibson Buildings are recognised by the City of Yarra and come under a Heritage 
Overlay (HO318), this does not always protect a building from demolition or significant change 
whereas being listed on the Victorian Heritage Register (VHR) provides legal protection under the 
Heritage Act 2017 with penalties for damaging VHR places and objects without a permit. The Foy 
& Gibson precinct highlights the importance of the need for constant re-assessment of heritage 
listings and guidelines that is informed by both historical and design-led research and that is also 
able to be responsive and to unpack and take into consideration the value or otherwise of recent 
redevelopments and alterations. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  55.. (L to R) Foy & Gibson buildings: 99 Oxford St, 170 Oxford St, Wellington St (rear of 120 Cambridge St) 

SStt  CCrriissppiinn  HHoouussee::  SSkkiinn  DDeeeepp  FFaaççaaddiissmm  

As with any culturally significant place, the fundamental task for adaptive reuse projects is 
determining and communicating what is significant about the existing places and then assessing 
what needs to be done to meaningfully protect what is significant. Advocates and heritage 
professionals have often been very critical of facade conservation projects, or façadism, for not 
taking this task of protecting cultural significance seriously. To retain only the façade elevates the 
public face of a building over the other elements of its shell, interior spaces, materials and fittings. 
This arguably diminishes the importance of those elements and their contribution to the meaning 
and value of a building.21 Yet in many situations advocates for protection have seen some value 
in facade projects for their evocation of the history and human scale of a streetscape and their 
role in enlivening the public realm and maintaining forms of formal and material diversity in areas 
that have otherwise been redeveloped. 22 
 
St Crispin House on Johnson Street, Abbotsford was constructed in 1923 as a two-story red brick 
warehouse that housed the Grimson Shoe Machinery Company and other shoe related operators. 
As shoe manufacturing was a significant industry in the Abbotsford and Collingwood area up until 
the 1980s, the building’s past function and thus interior space could be argued to be intrinsic to 
its heritage value. The Victorian Heritage Register describes the façade of St Crispin House as 
divided into three bays by rusticated brick pilasters with horizontal brick bands and capitals. It 
has cement rendered dressings, rounded string courses and a large entablature and parapet with 
a gabled signage panel.23 However, as only the classical façade has been retained in the recent 
development, raising questions as to its importance over other styles and buildings in the area.  
 
Although St Crispin House is situated on an identified development and transport corridor, it took 
five years of applications and two appeals to the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal (VCAT) 
for a development to be approved. A plan for a 19-storey apartment tower was submitted to the 
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City of Yarra in 2012. This initial application was rejected by both the City of Yarra and VCAT on 
the grounds that it was out of character for the area and that it would set a precedent for intensive 
development. Three years later developer Pace purchased the site and lodged a new application 
to build a 12 storey, 148 apartment tower designed by Hayball Architects. This was rejected by 
the Council, but approved by VCAT on appeal on the premise that it now fit with the current state 
and local government policies aimed at increasing housing supply in urban areas. It was also 
noted that the area had become “a hub of taller development.” 24  It is likely that the precedent 
set by the 17 storey Yorkshire Brewery tower played a role in the approval outcome. In 2018 the 
original building was demolished except for the façade, behind which the new tower was 
constructed. 
 

 
FFiigguurree  66.. (L to R) St Crispin House before development; West Elevation of planned 12 story tower, Hayball Pty Ltd, 

2015; Final development, 2020. 

HHeerriittaaggee  FFrraammeewwoorrkkss  iinn  CCoolllliinnggwwoooodd    

As in many parts of Australia the City of Yarra and other Victorian municipalities administers a 
planning system that includes a set of statutory planning controls and a supporting set of strategic 
documents and policy objectives. The statutory framework is prescribed by state legislation but 
the content is largely the work of the local council. The Planning Scheme is a statutory document 
that sets out the planning rules for the use and development of land in each local government 
area. Zones, overlays, particular and general provisions are enforceable planning controls that 
are contained in every planning scheme.  
 
Councils are responsible for devising and revising Heritage Overlays, as per the case with the City 
of Yarra’s Heritage Overlay. Overlays imply that approval must be sought to demolish but they do 
not provide further protection for buildings in or adjacent to identified heritage precincts.25 
Collingwood, like many other comparable inner-urban areas is made up of a complex patchwork 
of overlays that have been added and amended over time, and although clearly affected by 
neighbour- hood precedents, projects are assessed on an individual rather than a relational or 
urban precinct basis.26 As depicted in Figure 7, the dark pink bordered areas on the map show 
heritage overlays, while the pink area is zoned Mixed Use. As evident, the east side of Collingwood 
is predominantly made up of post-war factories which remain unlisted or recognised for their 
historical significance and have few buildings under a heritage overlay. The Yarra Draft Heritage 
Strategy (2019), 27 which follows a framework devised by Heritage Victoria in the early 2000s for 
application by local councils, identified the need to undertake further gap studies focussing on 
this post-war heritage.28 However bureaucratic wheels turn slowly, and currently these one and 
two level buildings remain vulnerable to demolition due to the ongoing demand for residential 
and office space.29 Heritage and local history professionals alongside the public can only make 
individual submissions in response to the proposals for council consideration. 
 
There is no doubt that there does appear to be genuine intent to document and protect heritage 
in and around Collingwood. Indeed, over the last 40 years the City of Yarra has conducted 41 key 
heritage studies, reviews and amendments —see the table below Key Heritage Studies, Reviews 
and Amendments 1970-2020, City of Yarra. In addition, there have been 24 studies conducted 
between 1978 and 2016 on 12 buildings/sites by 7 different heritage consultants. 
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FFiigguurree  77.. Heritage Overlays in Collingwood. 

 
However, not all of the recommendations are actioned and some recent amendments appear to 
be playing catch up in reaction to new development. For example, a heritage study commissioned 
in 2009, which identified a further 20 heritage precincts for potential inclusion, highlights 
problems with the timely identification of heritage and guidelines to protect it. Three were 
subsequently incorporated, and in 2013 the 17 remaining precincts were investigated to see if 
the recommendations were still relevant, the result being Amendment C173 adopted in 2015 (6 
years after the issues were first identified).30 The City of Yarra have worked continuously with 
heritage and local history professionals in attempting to amend some of these oversights and 
revisions, but the process of getting changes or corrections through the planning scheme can 
take years, during which time the state government may update the state regulatory framework 
which will then require council to make further amendments, and further frustrate efforts to 
protect heritage.31 
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FFiigguurree  88.. Key Heritage Studies, Reviews and Amendments 1970-2020 in the City of Yarra. 

CCoonncclluussiioonnss  

The above cases highlight a number of issues that arise when planning for the adaptive reuse of 
heritage. Heritage policies are complex, and guidelines can be unclear to all involved.32 In Victoria 
as in other parts of Australia, the strongest form of protection is state heritage listing. Yet many 
buildings are also locally listed by council as part of the planning system. At this level of 
designation there are a range of different forms of protection afforded to buildings depending on 
whether they are merely contributory buildings in a heritage precinct or individually significant 
and listed as an individual item in the heritage overlay.33 Buildings may also be listed as 
significant by the National Trust or be recognised by other local advocacy organisations or have 
some recognition by the institute of architects as an award winning work of architecture. All of 
these things may count for something in a redevelopment process even though only some have 
clear statutory implications. As in the case of the Yorkshire Brewery, listing on the State Heritage 
Register (SHR), the strongest mechanism for heritage protection, does not automatically make a 
building or site immune to the impacts of new development. Indeed, in that case the Heritage 
Council was more sympathetic to the redevelopment of the site than the City of Yarra.  
 
No matter how many times governments reform the planning and heritage systems with the aim 
of clarifying responsibilities and procedures and regardless of efforts by industry to streamline 
the process or advocates to strengthen the system of protections, there will always be significant 
ambiguity involved. The legal framework and policy guidelines can only do so much. What should 
be protected and how and what constitutes appropriate new development, good planning and 
design will and should remain contested.  As such the process will continue to depend upon 
arguments made for and against the quality of particular approaches to the adaptation of 
architecturally significant buildings and culturally significant places in general.  
 
It is here that research projects conducted by architecture historians, such as the project the 
authors are working on, aims to have some impact upon the pragmatics of redevelopment in 
heritage precincts of local value. By working with practitioners such as Tonkin Zulaikha Greer and 
Lovell Chen who have long operated in this terrain, alongside consultants and builders such as 
Arup and Kane Constructions, with consent authorities such as the Heritage Council (Vic.) and 
the City of Yarra, and with advocates such as The National Trust (NSW) and government advisory 
bodies such as Government Architect (NSW), we hope to rehearse and refine arguments about 
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the value of existing buildings. We intend to do this not by simply asserting the autonomous value 
of history, historical originality and authenticity, but rather to link conventional historical evidence 
and forms of value – architectural innovation and the value of skilled labour for example – to 
other regimes of value embodied in existing buildings, including the economic and the 
environmental.  
 
The pragmatic ambition alluded to at the beginning of this paper will be realised by architecture 
historians not through some grand reform of the system and the policy environment, but through 
an iterative, adaptive and persuasive engagement with key actors, and the development of a 
shared set of arguments about pragmatic and timely ways of assessing and articulating the value 
of architecturally significant buildings. To have ‘impact’ as historians and educators we need to 
become more adept and engaged with navigating the messy layers of both policy and physical 
interventions within such sites.  For it is this constant process of negotiation, compromise and 
pragmatism which will also be the stuff of future adaptive histories.34 And ultimately as Huxtable’s 
1965 essay “Lively Original Versus Dead Copy” suggested: “Preservation is the job of finding ways 
to keep those original buildings that provide the city’s character and continuity and of 
incorporating them into the living mainstream. This is not easy. It is simpler to move a few 
historical castoffs into quarantine, putting the curious little ‘enclave’, or cultural red herring, off 
limits to the speculative developer while he gets destructive carte blanche in the rest of the city.”35 
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With heritage policy stressing cultural significance extending in many cases beyond 
the material reality of an existing building towards intangible heritage, this paper 
seeks to put forward an alternative approach to those that emphasise a stable 
understanding of existing buildings as material artefact. The propositions described 
in this paper aim to promote new conceptual tolerances for creating architecture 
from existing buildings via a design research modality.

This paper sets out a speculative, design-oriented approach and methodology to 
mediating the relationship between intangible heritage qualities possessed by existing 
buildings and their agency towards the creation of new form for adaptive reuse. It 
describes the creation of mnemonic and metaphoric devices to mobilise and tease 
out these qualities via acts of oblique questioning and imaginative interpretation.

The specific case employed to mobilise this inquiry is the Union House building at the 
University of Adelaide, designed in 1969-1975 by Dickson & Platten. The re-reading 
and focus on a single building provides a consistent base as a starting point, allowing 
a clear mapping of a suite of design strategies, akin to a “theme and variations” 
approach found in musical composition.

The consistent premise is for a building realised in-situ through a new 2500m2 volume 
and selective demolition of the existing Union House. Re-readings of the existing 
building are conducted in search for distinctive points of departure emanating from 
the host building. Through various techniques, the generated propositions aim for 
“conceptual fidelity” to the host while articulating an expanded field of architectural 
qualities sourced in its existing condition.

BUILDING UPON: A 
DESIGNER’S APPROACH TO 
ADAPTIVE REUSE
Meherzad B. Shroff | University of Adelaide 
Julian Worrall | University of Tasmania
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn 

The term adaptive reuse has gained momentum in the last fifty years, emerging as an alternative 
process to demolition of built fabric. Adaptive reuse is a process of alteration, mediating between 
preservation, renovation and demolition.1 
 
It is worth noting that what is now termed adaptive reuse is not a new process and the re-
purposing of buildings has been happening for thousands of years. In contemporary settings, 
adaptive reuse is generally regarded as a positive process, promoting sustainability by preserving 
the embodied energy held materials, curtailing urban sprawl, and allowing cities to densify, 
offering benefits in economic, social and environmental terms. 
 
From a cultural and aesthetic perspective, the reuse of historic buildings allows for the associated 
intangible fabric of time, history, and experience to be maintained and enhanced within a 
contemporary sensibility. Adaptive reuse enables the story of architecture to continue, told 
through new architectural intentions via new from. 
 
Within this cultural perspective, a number of questions of theoretical and practical concern are 
confronted: 

• How can architects interpret heritage buildings to elicit poetic representations of time, 
space, and event within the process of adaptive reuse?  

• How can intangible heritage be mobilized within a design-oriented process to expose new 
potentials for the creation of new architectural form within heritage practice? 

• How can a designer engage deeply with an existing building allowing them to dwell, 
remember, preserve and expose alternative and latent histories for the design of 
architecture?  

 
This paper seeks to demonstrate how the ordinary everyday histories and memories of a heritage 
place can be reconstructed, recollected and remembered from a state of ‘amnesia’ by architects 
who wish to design new architectural form which engages history as a generator, beyond 
conventional hermetic material-focused heritage practices of adaptive reuse. 
 
The aim of this paper is to demonstrate a critical adaptive reuse practice. To achieve this task, a 
speculative design research project (drawn from the author’s current PhD research), takes a 
single building and develops a series of alternative propositions for its adaptive reuse. This single 
test site provides a consistent base as a starting point, allowing for a clear mapping of a suite of 
design strategies, akin to a "theme and variations" approach found in musical composition. 
 
Re-readings of the existing building are conducted in search for distinctive points of departure 
emanating from the host building. Here the new architecture serves as a ‘conceptual condenser,’ 
with the consistent premise of creating a built extension with addition of 2500m2 of new volume. 
An architecture and design school has been chosen as the speculative design brief to reanimate 
the existing building out of a state of obsolescence.  

GGrroouunndd   

The building that forms the base or ground of this inquiry is the Union House Building complex at 
the University of Adelaide (Fig. 1). 
 
The Union House complex was the physical base for the student union and formed the social hub 
of the campus. The building was designed in close collaboration with the university client 
representative Ralph Middenway and was designed to accommodate the needs of a growing 
student population. The building included a variety of programs common to such facilities during 
that era.2 
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FFiigguurree  11.. View to Union House from across the University footbridge over the River Torrens. 

 
In 2002 this group of buildings was added to the State Heritage Register of South Australia. The 
listing was justified for the building’s demonstration aesthetic architectural qualities under 
Criteria E3 (tectonic qualities), and its cultural significance to student life, under Criteria G4 
(historic qualities). 
 
Union House Building was a two-stage redevelopment (1969-1975) designed by notable Adelaide 
architecture firm, Dickson and Platten. The lead designer on this building was Robert Dickson 
(1926-2014), in collaboration with Newell Platten (1928-present). The positive critical reception 
by historians have positioned it as one of the most significant buildings in the firm's oeuvre. Goad 
and Lewi’s Australian Modern judged it to be “a prime example of Australian regional 
rationalism.”5 (Fig. 2). 

 

 
FFiigguurree  22.. Union House as seen from the Library Steps designed by Dickson and Platten. 

 
The Union House building is part of an older precinct of structures, which includes The Lady 
Symon Building and War Memorial Cloisters (1926-1927), and The George Murray Building 
(1936-1938). These earlier buildings were designed by the Adelaide architecture firm Woods 
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Bagot and Laybourne-Smith Irwin, who were the university architects. These earlier buildings were 
designed in a Neo-Georgian revival style with Tuscan overtones. This set of buildings, particularly 
the Cloisters, have become a celebrated and widely publicised symbol of the university, along with 
the Barr Smith Library and Bonython Hall, also designed by the same architects. 
 
Recently the Hughes Plaza at the university was redeveloped into a ‘student learning hub’. This 
new multipurpose space shifted the social heart of the campus away from the Union House 
complex. With the dissolution of the student union, changing ideas around educational spaces 
and twenty years of maintenance neglect has seen this group of buildings fall into obsolescence.  

MMeetthhoodd 

The design process for each design iteration consists of three main phases: (1) collection; (2) 
interpretation; and (3) translation (Fig. 3). 
 
The collection phase begins with the question of how do we bring history into practice, or how can 
history become the generator (paraphrasing Le Corbusier’s epigrammatic call for the plan to be 
the generator of architecture)? The approach taken here to this premise is one of asking oblique 
questions, a process of asking questions to seeking conjectures towards existing buildings to 
generate creative departure points. The questions seek to act as a catalyst for opening up fixed 
perspectives on architectural heritage and preservation (thus generating new tolerances), and 
aid in close readings and understandings of an existing building, contributing to the development 
a design response. 
 
The questions are categorised to develop approaches towards architecture which can be 
classified as materialist6, historiographical7 or phenomenological.8 These oblique questions work 
in close relation to various categories of data collection, classified as follows: (1) material artefact; 
(2) recorded archive; (3) the designer’s subjectivity or self. This first phase results in a collection 
of a mass of raw data. This can include stories, archival photography, reports, diagrams, drawings, 
timelines, maps, and memories, to name a few.  
 
The second phase, interpretation, curates or maps information gathered during the collection 
stage. Here actions include the ordering of fragments of information, looking for patterns and 
considering how this data might be used. The information is gathered and sorted and filtered 
seeking creative departure points. The interpretation phase results in a mnemonic artefact, a 
form that results from the use of a series of artistic and design tools. These new artefacts contain 
core principles or ‘essences’ which act as a bridge to visualizing intangible heritage and act as 
potential hypothesis in response to the oblique questioning.  
 
In the third phase, translation, the created mnemonic artefacts are mobilized towards the 
creation of new architectural form with the introduction of a design brief. Informed by the 
designer’s intuition, this stage consists of a series of architectural procedures, utilising analogue 
and digital workflows to overcome translation roadblocks towards the production of an 
architectural proposition. 
 
It is essential that a clear conceptual line is sustained throughout the interpretation and 
translation phases. This is necessary to maintain fidelity to the qualities of history and memory 
being carried along within the process of design and combat reduction and combat literalism 
within the design process.  

DDeessiiggnn  RReesseeaarrcchh 

The overall PhD design inquiry advances nine design iterations. For reasons of space in this paper, 
only three are expanded upon here. One design from each of the oblique questioning data 
collection categories has been covered. 
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FFiigguurree  33.. Process Diagram. 
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DDeessiiggnn  44::  OOrraall  HHiissttoorriieess.. 

Oblique Question:  
• Where does the building exist outside itself? 

  
Collecting Stories 
This design began with a deep dive into archival material surrounding Union House. This task led 
to a review of the student-produced university newspaper, On Dit. After reviewing all the magazine 
issues between 1960 to 1980, one name recurred across multiple issues of the periodical. This 
was Ralph Middenway, the principal representative of the university who worked closely with 
Robert Dickson during the design process of Union House.9 
 
A meeting was arranged with Middenway at his home in Hobart, Tasmania. During the meeting 
he recounted his time as the university union warden and many anecdotal stories of the colourful 
characters he worked with. He painted an animated picture of Union House, a picture which now 
feels lost in time, preserved only in oral histories (Fig. 4). 

 

 
FFiigguurree  44.. Ralph Middenway 

 
These stories prompted the designer to consider the function of a building, and how the past 
users of a place could reclaim and possess agency in the process of adaptive reuse when the 
functional logic of the plan is the first aspect to be discarded.  
 
Designing with the memory of the past users here allowed the original design ethos to be carried 
forward, honoring the plan and original intentions of the architects who designed this building 
according to modernist principles, such as ‘the plan as generator’. The oral histories of the 
previous users of Union House become the point of departure for this design and one hypothesis 
in response to the question: “Where does the building exist outside itself?” 
 
Finding Form 
Utilizing various techniques of anthropomorphism and conceptual art, a series of mnemonic 
artefacts were created taking the form of tectonic sculptures (Fig. 5). Many sculptures employ 
objet trouvé (found objects) and a type of performative functionalism – taking the form of 
abstracted tools used by the previous users. Elements of the past users are embodied into 
sculptures through the use of icons and symbols. 
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FFiigguurree  55.. Tectonic Sculptures 

 
The techniques of casting narrative or history used by John Hedjuk, and in particular his Victims 
project, inspired a way to interpret these oral histories into architecture.10 With the focus here on 
using everyday ordinary histories for the design of new form, the reference to the Victims project 
is used as a guide to a kind of method of interpretation, rather than engage in a reflection on 
grand historical trauma or the role of architectural agency in addressing such themes. 
 
Assembling Architecture  
Moving into the translation phase, after some thought the tectonic sculptures were placed in their 
original location they occupied within the building – a type of conceptual homecoming (Fig. 6). 
Aiming to design an extension rather than interstitial interventions for this iteration, these tectonic 
sculptures were deconstructed, aligned to the west side of the existing building and were placed 
within a new volume.  
 
Seeking continuity with an unrealized extension designed by Dickson in 1990, this new volume 
was created with the same pitch of roof and with matching the setbacks to the buildings on the 
site, an endeavor which Dickson focused on achieving as well in the original design of the building. 
These displaced sculptural elements arranged in this volume were recast as elements of 
architecture. Through a process which the author calls palimpsest iterative digital modelling, the 
design reached completion.11 
 
Form as Conceptual Monument 
The new form in this design research acts as a conceptual monument to the previous uses of a 
building now in a state of obsolescence. The everyday users of the building are visualized as 
sculptures and then deconstructed to form an extension. The original design of Union House was 
dictated by the functional aspects of its plan, designed inside out. The past users who inhabited 
Dickson’s plan are here transcribed into a new plan of a building extension. 
 
This iteration exhibits a conceptual fidelity to the past, testing the limits of creative interpretation 
within the process of adaptive reuse. This design seeks to demonstrate a method of overcoming 
the entropy of function within the process of adaptive reuse and visualizes it into architectural 
form with a social dimension of cultural significance connected to a heritage building (Fig. 7). 
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FFiigguurree  66.. Tectonic sculptures placed in the location that they occupied originally within the building. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  77.. Conceptual monument building to the previous uses of a building. 

DDeessiiggnn  77::  PPaasstt  FFoorrmmss 

Oblique Questions:  
• What was here before this building? 
• How would you restore the idea of place? 

 
Resurrection Methods 
Restoring a building previously demolished is one technique utilised by architects in activating 
previous states of place. Architects bring back past forms through varying degrees of 
restoration.12 These approaches display and unfurl an historical image of time and act as a time 
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machine on site. The practice of restoration can be divided into a materially focussed orientation 
and a conceptually focussed orientation13. Miles Glendinning summarizes Viollet-le-Duc’s 
position towards the latter: 

A ‘monument’ might exist not as an object or as material substance but as an abstract ideal 
at one remove from historic ‘reality’, whose modern ‘recreation’ (or, rather, creation for the 
first time, in its new form) might, in its greater purity, answer the demands of the nation more 
effectively than ‘authentic’ old substance.14  

The question posed here is how can a conceptually focussed practice of restoration create new 
architectural form drawing both on a building’s ideals and its historical realities. 
 
Virtual Space 
Before any restoration can occur, the previous state of place must be recollected. After some 
archival detective work15 eventually all the relevant drawings and archival photography were 
sourced and used to reconstruct every spatial configuration of the site in 3D space. These digital 
models act as a simulation of a lost reality. After the collection of information and the 
reconstruction of previous build stages in virtual space, the interpretation stage of this iteration 
could begin. (Fig. 8) 

  

 
FFiigguurree  88.. 3D Modelled Stages of Development. 
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Shadows of Time 
The idea of restoration can be further unpacked as the restating of something removed. Here 
architecture was removed, in this case via the process of demolition – the destruction and 
removal of built fabric.  A property and effect of demolition is that it removes built fabric from 
revelation in light. This interpretation of the process of demolition and its behavior towards light 
and shadow was inspired by Louis Kahn and Le Corbusier’s well-known pronouncements on light 
and architecture16. 
 
Interpretation of these concepts of light led to the production of renders depicting shadow and 
light, to see how the previous states on the site were articulated by sunlight, bringing the 
demolished fabric back into light. What was fascinating about this idea was how shadows capture 
presences and absence and how they constitute traces of tectonic form in time. This led to the 
idea to generate and resurrect new forms stemming from the shadows of demolished buildings. 
 
Finding Form 
Developing this idea further, an attempt was made to render shadows at the moment of 
demolition and to capture their umbra – the fully shaded inner region of a shadow cast by an 
opaque object. The aim was to produce frozen transitional surrogates of the temporal shadows of 
built elements undergoing demolition, which occur and linger for just a few moments before 
elements collapse to the ground. 
 
The restored fabric was disassembled and exploded in 3D space to achieve this concept. This 
created a dynamic field of scattered elements casting complex figure-ground shadow umbras. 
With these more complex shadow renders, form was extracted that exhibited an architectural 
logic. What emerges was a series of mnemonic artefacts the author named “Shadow Forms” (Fig. 
9). 

 

 
FFiigguurree  99.. Shadow umbras from a representation of demolished built fabric. 

 
These traced out forms begin to demonstrate a condensation of formal and volumetric qualities 
being restored. These 2D figure-grounds, were then projected in 3D and architectural form was 
produced in the translation stage. 
 
This process of searching for the right forms in light (or in this case shadow) took inspiration from 
a process performed by Dickson throughout his career. On tracing paper, he would draw over his 
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elevations in soft pencil to see the shadows the built elements would cast and modify his 
elevations accordingly. In the process of sifting and looking for architecture, the designer’s 
approach here aims to re-interpret this process performed by Dickson.  
 
Restoring Ideas 
Looking for the ideals connected to place we find the ideal of ‘harmony’ and ‘continuity’ appearing 
in the work of the pervious architects on site. Although Walter Bagot17 was an advocate for 
harmony within place, ultimately his work represents a form of European colonialism. The 
architecture of Bagot was then referred by Dickson, who sought the harmony and continuity with 
how Bagot interpreted place.  
 
Considering his practice and writings of architecture, Bagot was driven by how his buildings could 
address the canon - the beauty and logic of classical form and how it resolved the climatic and 
functional aspects of a project. In contrast, Dickson was driven by function, and plan was his 
generator. His relationship with history was materially focused.  
 
This iteration seeks to build on these two foundations, by once again looking back at itself. In this 
case the harmony and continuity are conceptual via generative architectural practices. This 
iteration seeks continuity by drawing from the ‘amnesia’ of place. The aim of this design was not 
to restore the lost form as verbatim on site, but to rethink and interpret how new form could 
emerge from a pool of demolished every day ordinary university buildings, aiming to seek a 
conceptual fidelity to past places. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  1100.. Conceptual harmony and continuity via generative architectural practices. 

DDeessiiggnn  99::  SSppaattiiaall  PPrraaccttiiccee 

Oblique Questions: 
• Who was the original architect?  
• What was original architect’s spatial practice?  
• What was the aspiration for the building held by the original architect? 

 
Recasting 
How would you channel an architect’s spatial practice for the creation of new form? Such oblique 
questions are the starting point for this iteration (this design is still in progress). Answers to these 
questions are obscured further if the original architect has passed away. One way forward is to 
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adopt a ‘method acting’ approach towards the previous architect’s spatial practice. Actors engage 
in this psychological process which involves a long period of rigorous preparation, involving 
immersion into the character’s habits, personality, and influences. Architects could also engage 
in this process moving towards a method acting approach to design. The aim and outcome of this 
type of process would seek to create seek an architecture which is uncanny in process and output. 
 
This iteration seeks to interrogate how the process of method acting could be applied within 
architecture and preservation in order to embody the original architect, building a new addition to 
their original building.  
 
Preparation 
The architect to be embodied in this iteration is Robert Dickson. His spatial practice was chosen 
over the other previous architects who had worked on the site because of the reasons of 
information collection and the author’s access to primary and secondary sources.18 Preparation 
towards embodying Dickson involved three methods. 

1. Interviews to learn working methods were conducted with people who knew Dickson 
professionally and personally. The idea here was that sometimes others know people 
better than themselves. These interviews were conducted with a line of questioning which 
aimed to learn about Dickson’s personality and design practice.19 (Fig. 11). 

2. The books and journals mentioned in his autobiographical monograph were borrowed 
and read. This overwhelming task was done to absorb the architectural design imagery 
over the course of his career. (Fig. 12). 

3. Travel was another avenue for preparation.20 The designer retraced Dickson’s youthful 
journey across Italy. Here he visited as many of the places mentioned in his own 
monograph as possible. This trip also included a meeting with the daughter of Bruno 
Morassutti, Dickson’s former employer in Milan. This process was done to absorb the 
architectural design imagery and phenomenological presence of Italy. (Fig. 13). 

 

 
FFiigguurree  1111.. Meeting Newell Platten at his book launch. 
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FFiigguurree  1122.. Borrowing every issue of Architecture Review. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  1133.. Meeting Bruno Morassutti’s daughter in Milan. 

  
Action! 
All these fragments of information build up a web of tools and tactics (acting props) which can be 
applied during the design process (performance). With all the research about Dickson at hand it 
is now time to channel it into the design of new form. This performance is about to begin…  

CCoonncclluussiioonn 

This work presented here is the property of an individual designer, who seeks a process to engage 
everyday ordinary histories in practice.  
 
Reviewing the aims of the research described in this paper, one possible critique could be that 
the work might be regarded as ‘hermetic’ due to its design research modality. Reverse engineering 
the design research in this paper towards yields three possible responses to this critique. 
 
We are aware that design can appear to be a closed process, personal in nature and ad-hoc. 
However, considering the work as hermetic would be a misreading. On the contrary, we would 
argue that much of adaptive reuse in contemporary practice is hermetic in relation to intangible 
heritage. This paper, by contrast, intends to render explicit the designer's method, exposing 
implicit and intuitive methods of design. 
 
Another way to view the contribution of the work is not through its process but through its design 
output. Here the output of the process is what matters rather than the process itself. Of course, 
this leads to the conundrum of what is considered a good output versus one that is bad, and who 
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gets to decide. The contribution from this perspective possibly can only be answered in time or in 
retrospect through dialogue and critique.  
 
If we set aside the designer's method and the value of the design output as avenues for a 
contribution, we find the work also proposes a mode of reading and observing the existing built 
environment.  
 
Umberto Eco developed the concept of the ‘open work’ in his writing about interpretation of art. 
Applied here to architecture, existing buildings are ‘closed’ entities when they function, but as a 
building approaches obsolescence and then undergoes adaptive reuse, the building transfers to 
an open work of sorts, requiring a new ending.  

Every performance exploits the composition, but it does not exhaust it. Every performance 
makes the work an actuality, but is itself only complementary to all other performances of 
the work.21  

 
Conceptual tools like ‘oblique questioning’ aim to open new ways of seeing existing buildings and 
their original authorial intentions.  
 
The contribution of this work sits somewhere in between these three different responses to the 
question of the hermetic, seeking to advance a form of ‘critical adaptive reuse’. In sum, this 
inquiry presents a critique towards adaptive reuse and the limitations of its current methods for 
dealing with intangible heritage. 
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Embedded in the sandstone of Sydney’s Lands Building is a brass plug. A plaque 
above it reads: “The top of this plug is 27 feet 3⁄4 inches above mean high tide, and 
28 feet 113⁄4 inches above mean sea level.” Laden with symbolism and statuary, the 
building’s façade depicts colonial-era explorers and bureaucrats who were significant 
to the development of New South Wales. Amongst this ornamentation, the brass plug 
– a height datum – seems a relatively innocuous addition. It is, however, indicative of 
the fundamental role played by the building itself in the burgeoning colonial project.

This paper will consider the Lands Building, designed by the Colonial Architect James 
Barnet, as a paradigmatic example of the ways in which architecture, science and 
infrastructure became intertwined within the operations of the New South Wales 
Public Works Department in the nineteenth century. The height datum plug, although 
a later addition, is one of a number of instruments inserted directly into the fabric of 
the building. These included a domed observatory and a survey baseline embedded 
into a ground floor corridor.

In its reading of the Lands Building, this paper will argue for an alternative 
construction of architectural history; one that refuses disciplinary boundaries in 
favour of acknowledging the specific historic, technical and governmental contexts in 
which architecture is always situated, and that it in turn affects. Despite its imposing 
Classicism, the Lands Building cannot be understood outside of the colonial project 
more broadly, in which the “soft infrastructures” of surveying and map-making, of 
which the building was itself an instrument, were fundamental to the colony and its 
future.

THE LANDS BUILDING, SYDNEY: 
ARCHITECTURE AS INSTRUMENT IN 
THE COLONIAL PROJECT
Nathan Etherington | University of Sydney
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn::  AArrcchhiitteeccttuurree  aanndd  IInnssttrruummeennttss  

Crowning the imposing four storey sandstone façade of the New South Wales Lands Building is a 
dome designed to accommodate an observatory. (Fig. 1) An unusual inclusion for a building 
housing a large colonial bureaucracy, the integration of this scientific instrument in the building’s 
most prominent frontage appears symbolically ambiguous, raising questions of authorship, 
agency and purpose. Who was responsible for its inclusion? What was it used for? 

 

	
FFiigguurree  11. 'Lands Office', Kerry and Co, Sydney, Australia, c. 1884-1917, Museum of Applied Arts & Sciences, accessed 

28 August 2020. 

 
The observatory is not the only instrument integrated into the fabric of the Lands Building. A brass 
datum plug with a plaque reading “The top of this plug is 27 feet ¾ inches above mean high tide, 
and 28 feet 11¾ inches above mean sea level,” is embedded in sandstone adjacent to the public 
entrance (Fig. 2) and a survey baseline for calibrating equipment is marked out in a ground floor 
corridor. The presence of instruments, datum and standards allude to the complex role the 
building and the department played in the modernisation of the New South Wales colony and are 
indicative of a moment in which science, governance and the expansion of capital coincided in 
the evolution of the colonial project. 
 
This paper will argue that an understanding of the design, operation and modification of the Lands 
Building presents an opportunity to develop a framework for architectural history that complicates 
notions of design authorship within an analysis of cross-disciplinary relationships and the role of 
public works in the organisation and transformation of the landscape.1 The relationships at play 
in the Lands Building occurred between agencies, for example between the Colonial Architect, 
the Surveyor General and the Government Astronomer, and between the government and the 
public, who included surveyors, squatters, landowners and aspiring farmers. It will be further 
argued that the period of the building’s construction and occupation coincided with a pivotal 
moment in the transformation of New South Wales from a penal colony to a capitalist state. 
Integral to this transformation were the “soft infrastructures” of surveying and map making, 
facilitated by architecture and executed by the bureaucracy.  
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FFiigguurree  22.. Datum plug and plaque embedded in the Bridge Street façade. Photograph by the author. 

 
This historiographic approach does not seek to remove authorship from the production of 
architecture but rather to situate architecture within a complex field of relationships that, as 
mentioned, are multi-disciplinary but also multi-scalar. The scales at work in the Lands Building 
range from the microscopic calibration of standards to the civic, the territorial and the 
astronomical, making it a paradigmatic subject for such a study. Each of these scales will be 
addressed in terms of the broader issues implied in the progress of the colony. 

AAnn  IInnssttrruummeenntt  WWrraappppeedd  iinn  aa  CCiivviicc  SSkkiinn  

Designed by the Colonial Architects Office headed by James Barnet, the Lands Building is situated 
on Bridge Street in the centre of Sydney, adjacent to Macquarie Park. Macquarie Park, 
significantly, contains one of the earliest standards of measurement in the colony, an obelisk 
designed by Francis Greenway in 1818 from which “all the public roads leading to interior of the 
colony” are measured. Scattered along Bridge Street are a number of other sandstone 
government buildings including the Chief Secretary’s Office, also by Barnet. The Lands Building 
occupies an entire city block and was constructed in two stages. The Bridge Street frontage was 
built between 1876 and 1881, containing offices and the domed observatory. The second stage 
was completed between 1888 and 1891 adding more offices, a fire protected storage strong-
room, a plan room for map drafting, a gallery and a clock tower. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  33.. 'Spring Street and Lands Office', Kerry and Co, Sydney, Australia, c. 1884-1917, Museum of Applied Arts and 

Sciences. 
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The building’s exterior has received substantial attention from architectural historians for its 
urban form and civic role.2 Wendy Thorpe observes that, in the design of the Lands and Chief 
Secretary’s buildings, Barnet was “intending to produce a cohesive and monumental streetscape 
that dignified and accentuated the pre-eminent “government” precinct in the city.”3 The Lands 
Building is unusually sophisticated in addressing the scales of the site, its civic context and the 
establishment of an urban precinct (Fig. 3), however the building’s symbolic representation of the 
expansion of the New South Wales territory, also inscribed in the façade, has often been 
overlooked.  
 
Arrayed on each of the building’s four facades are forty-eight niches intended by Barnet to be 
occupied by sculptures of persons involved in the settlement and exploration of the country. The 
list of candidates to be represented preoccupied Barnet well into his retirement. In a letter dated 
1898 he noted that only seventeen of the niches had been filled and suggested that Flinders, 
one of his first choices should be added. (Fig. 4) 

 

 
FFiigguurree  44.. Occupied and empty niches. Photograph by the author, 2020. 

 
This says more, perhaps, about the architect’s imperative for completion than it does about the 
colony’s perception of its history and future, a sentiment captured in an 1890 letter to Barnet 
from Philip G. King, a close friend of Henry Parkes: 

I do not think I can quite agree with you in appropriating, once and for all, the whole of 
the forty eight niches referred to. There may be men to follow who for eminent services 
in the great question of ‘the land’, may deserve places far more than some whose names 
are on your list.4 

 
For King and presumably others in government, the organisation of the land and the evolution of 
the colony was an ongoing concern, a view clearly expressed by King: 

I cannot however see why the niches should be reserved for explorers only. The Land Office 
has been the means by which the executive has carried out the whole of the laws and 
regulations by which the Crown Lands have been converted into private holding whether 
freehold or leasehold. The office heads since Sir Thomas Mitchell’s time might well be 
represented down to and including ‘Adams’. 
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King suggested that Barnet himself might also be included, an honour that appeared certain to 
eventuate when a sculptor was approved to execute a statue of the architect in 1891. The order 
was cancelled, however, and Barnet’s statue was substituted for one of John Robertson, the 
architect of the 1861 Lands Acts legislation.5 It perhaps fitting that Robertson should replace 
Barnet as, through legislative agitation, he more than any other, was responsible for the incredible 
growth of the Lands Department in the second half of the nineteenth century, the very reason 
behind the need for a new building, frequently noted at the time as being the largest public 
building in the city.6 This episode is a striking illustration of a colonial government simultaneously 
projecting its historic legitimacy and aspirations for future development. Leaving niches unfilled 
may have offended Barnet’s classical tendencies but the ongoing conquest of territory and 
progress of the colony were of greater consequence than the totalising impulse of architecture. 

TThhee  EExxppaannssiioonn  ooff  tthhee  TTeerrrriittoorryy::  FFrreeee  SSeelleeccttiioonn  aanndd  LLaaiisssseezz--FFaaiirree  CCaappiittaalliissmm  

In drawing Barnet’s attention to the Lands Department’s true mission, the leasing and transfer of 
Crown Land to private ownership, King reveals an additional dimension of the evolving colonial 
project: the territorial conquest by capital. This, combined with the generation of government 
revenue, directly through land sales and indirectly through the “improvement” of land, was the 
intention of the 1861 Lands Acts. 
 
The two Acts, the Crown Lands Alienation Act and the Crown Lands Occupation Act, were 
significant in shaping the colony for a number of reasons. Following the establishment of 
responsible government in 1856, the Land Acts were the first land laws governing the use of 
Crown Land to be legislated by the New South Wales Parliament.7 As argued by Don Baker and 
Bill Gammage, the land laws were instrumental in the process of dismantling the monopolistic 
power of the squatters in districts beyond the Limits of Location set by Governor Darling in 1826 
and instituting a more laissez-fair, if not democratic system of land alienation.8 It is not within the 
scope of this paper to address the complexities of the Land Acts and their fallout; however, two 
critical and connected elements were key to the growth of the Lands Department and the 
subsequent construction of the building: the principle of free selection and revenue from the sale 
of Crown Land. 
 
The importance and consequences of the principle of free selection were not lost on subsequent 
governments. At the feet of John Robertson’s Lands Building statue is a scroll bearing the 
inscription: “FREE SELECTION BEFORE SURVEY, LAND ACT 1861”. (Fig. 5) 

 

	
FFiigguurree  55.. Detail of John Robertson statue by the author, 2020. 
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Selection before survey, in essence, allowed for anyone to select between 40 and 320 acres of 
land for purchase (under conditions specified in the act) prior to an official survey being 
conducted to establish the boundaries. The purpose of free selection was clear: to alienate as 
much land as quickly as possible.9 Robertson, a freehold landowner (not a squatter) had a vested 
interest in the sale of crown land. By introducing a floor on the price of land sales, set in the Act 
at £1 per acre, his own land would increase in value and it was indeed the freeholders that led 
the charge for land reform. For the middle and working class men that supported them, newly 
imbued with the power to vote, it was the development of a “liberal capitalist society” for the 
former and equal access to property for the latter that drove the desire to end the squatters’ 
monopoly.10  
 
The effect of free selection in the 1861 Acts on the workload of the Department of Lands was 
exponential. The number employed by the Surveyor General’s Department, tasked with surveying 
land following selection, increased more than five-fold between 1861 and 1881. (Fig. 6)  

 

 
FFiigguurree  66.. Diagram shewing the number of persons (including Licensed Surveyors) employed in the Surveyor Generals 

Department from 1861 to 1881, The Department of Lands Annual Report 1881. 

 
The efficiency of disposing of Crown Land through free selection generated inefficiencies in 
bureaucracy and planning, an issue that continued to cause angst among surveyors in decades 
to come. The chaotic distribution of land selected was bemoaned by E. Herborn in The Surveyor 
journal as late as 1889: 

For 28 years New South Wales has been suffering from the disadvantages, and has been 
encumbered with the difficulties, which have been imposed by the adoption of the pernicious 
principle of selection before survey.11 
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Aside from blatant corruption associated with loopholes in the Act, Herborn noted that “The 
country is dotted over here and there with solitary selections, greatly increasing the cost of 
administering other departments of the state besides the Lands Department.”12 Education, 
policing, postal service and road construction were all affected by the unchecked decentralisation 
and diffusion of land occupation. But orderly development was not Robertson’s priority. Alongside 
the ideological and political motivations for free selection was the need for a reliable stream of 
government revenue. As Gammage observes, “An act meant simply to put small men on the land 
would have read more like the 1862 Homestead Act in the United States…The most immediate 
effects of the New South Wales acts were to open to exploitation a major source of government 
revenue…”13 The revenue drawn from the sale of Crown Land was initially underwhelming, but by 
the 1870s it had become the single most lucrative source of funds for a government caught up 
in a spending frenzy on education, railways and other public works.14 As the primary conduit for 
this revenue, the Lands Department was also a beneficiary and, in essence, supplied their own 
funds for the new building to accommodate their growing bureaucracy. 

RRaattiioonnaalliissiinngg  tthhee  TTeerrrriittoorryy::  SSuurrvveeyyiinngg  aanndd  AAssttrroonnoommyy  

The combination of accelerating selection and increasing land values over the second half of the 
nineteenth century created technical difficulties as well as work for the Surveyor General. The 
challenge of maintaining order over the progress of free selection was a problem for the 
department regardless of whether it concerned the government. In 1865 then Deputy Surveyor 
General, Philip Francis Adams tabled a letter in parliament outlining the challenge of producing 
accurate maps of the colony in the absence of a large scale survey of the territory. A drawback 
with selection before survey was that selectors rarely had sufficient information available to 
choose high quality land, largely due to poor quality existing maps. Adams opined that “little 
satisfaction can be expected from the present system, under which reliable maps can only be 
obtained after the whole of the land has been alienated, or at least measured; in fact, reversing 
the order in which they should come before the public, who are more interested in learning what 
land there may be still for sale than what has been sold.”15 To rectify these problems, Adam’s 
recommendation was for the department to embark on a full trigonometric survey of the colony 
which would create a highly accurate framework to which existing general, parish and plot surveys 
would be aligned.  
 
Although couched in practical language for the politicians, the trigonometric survey would be as 
much a scientific endeavour in the rationalisation of the colonial territory as an exercise in 
bureaucratic efficiency. The argument for scientific advancement was made by the Government 
Astronomer George R Smalley in a report tabled the same year. In asking how the Sydney 
Observatory could be made most useful, Smalley stated that “I cannot in my scientific capacity, 
serve the interests of the Colony better than by the measurement of an arc of the meridian, to 
serve as a sound basis for the future operations of the surveyor, in carrying out a new and 
complete triangulation of New South Wales.”16 In 1868 Adams assumed the role of Surveyor 
General with full authority to implement the trigonometrical survey.17 
 
The most technically complex aspect of the trigonometrical (trig) survey was the accurate 
measurement of a baseline from which the survey would extend. Smalley selected a site at Lake 
George in 1867 which shortly became flooded and in 1870 Adams personally selected a site on 
higher ground and commenced the measurement of a 5½ mile baseline.18 The baseline 
measurement was established using two methods: the length was determined using specially 
constructed ten foot pine bars which, when laid end to end would have the alignment checked 
using a double microscope of Smalley’s design. (Fig. 7)19 The extremities were then established 
astronomically against a base point at the Sydney Observatory20 with a temporary canvas 
observatory erected at each end. 
 
Proceeding from the baseline, the trig survey triangulated stations across the territory categorised 
as first, second or third order. The first order stations were the most important, constituting the 
primary skeleton of the survey.21 Many of the first order stations also had latitude and longitude 
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coordinates recorded. The trig survey was a monumental undertaking that extended over 
decades. By 1914 approximately a quarter of the state had been surveyed (Figure 8 shows the 
extent in 1923).22 
 

 
FFiigguurree  77. Detail of trigonometrical survey baseline measuring apparatus, Lands Department Annual Report 1881. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  88. A Sketch Map Shewing Progress of Triangulation in New South Wales 1923, NSW Department of Lands. 
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The trig survey required a significant level of cooperation between the Sydney Observatory and 
the Lands Department in the 1870s, a period coinciding with the design and construction of the 
Lands Building. In a report to parliament in 1876, the Government Astronomer H. C. Russell, 
Smalley’s successor, notes that “The Surveyor General is now actively carrying on the 
trigonometrical survey of the Colony, and has asked me to take the oversight of the calculations. 
To do this would require a considerable portion of my time, and my duties to the Observatory 
occupy all my working hours.”23 The relationship between the Survey Department and the 
Observatory extended beyond the trig survey, however and over the course of the 1870s may 
even have become competitive. Aside from the requirement to have professional astronomy 
knowledge (the official position of Field Astronomer was created in 1886), Adams and a number 
of other members of the Survey Department were keen amateur astronomers.24 In 1874 Russell 
organised a major expedition to observe the transit of Venus from four stations across the colony 
with Adams leading a team located at Woodford in the Blue Mountains.25 (Fig. 9) The transit of 
Venus was an important event in the development of science in New South Wales and was 
deemed significant enough for Russell to gain leave to travel to England to present the results. It 
is worth noting that on this trip he also took time to “select instruments and instrument-makers 
for the Surveyor General and to obtain information generally about trigonometrical surveying, 
testing of instruments &c.”26 

 

 
FFiigguurree  99.. Observatory at Woodford, Blue Mountains, to observe the transit of Venus 1874, Museum of Applied Arts and 

Science. 

 
The addition of the observatory to the Lands Building is therefore indicative of a number of 
contemporaneous concerns — political, scientific and economic — in the New South Wales 
bureaucracy. While there is as yet no concrete evidence as to the precise reason for its inclusion 
in the design, there are a number of plausible explanations. It has been suggested that the 1882 
transit of Venus prompted its construction27 but given the proximity to the Sydney Observatory 
this seems unlikely. It may have been used for training surveyors involved in the trigonometric 
survey, a hypothesis bolstered by the implementation of the Field Astronomer position in the 80s. 
It is certainly also possible that Barnet was the driving force, having completed the design of an 
additional observatory dome at the Sydney Observatory in the early 1870s. Adams’ growing 
bureaucratic power as Surveyor General may have given him enough influence to have it included 
as both an instrument and symbol of the scientific prowess of the Lands Department. In any case 
the observatory certainly represents an ambition for a modern, scientifically and technically driven 
bureaucracy and projection of colonial capability. 
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DDaattuumm  aanndd  BBaasseelliinnee::  SSuurrvveeyyiinngg  SSttaannddaarrddss,,  PPrreecciissiioonn  aanndd  VVaalluuee  

The desire for map-making precision at the scale of the colony was soon followed by a need for 
precise standards at the scale of the city and lot. The Lands Department installed a height datum 
plug in the sandstone of the northern façade in 1882, shortly after the new building was 
completed. (Fig. 10) 

 

  
FFiigguurree  1100. Photograph of the Lands Building entrance probably in 1891 by Joseph Bischoff. The plug and plaque can 

be seen in the lower right-hand part of the façade. New South Wales State Archives. 

 
For nearly a decade the inscription above the plug indicated that it was “27ft. above mean high 
tide, and 28 ft. 9 ½ inches above mean sea level.” In 1891, D. M. Maitland the surveyor in charge 
of the Detail Survey of Sydney was tasked with checking the accuracy of the inscription as a 
number of large-scale works depended on reliable data: 

For drainage purposes, and a great number of engineering works, it is also important, nay, 
absolutely necessary, that the tide levels should be determined with as great accuracy as 
possible, and for reference purposes carefully connected with some fixed datum or bench 
mark.28 

The inscription was duly altered in 1891 to read, 27ft. 3 ½ in. above mean high tide, and 28 ft. 
11 ½ in. above mean sea level.29 The need for a uniform datum was an issue that also occupied 
the Institute of Surveyors as various government departments were utilising their own bench 
marks. In 1896 a conference was held that determined to adopt the Lands Building plug as the 
bench mark for New South Wales.30 
 
Of more concern, and the subject of considerable debate amongst Institute members was the 
need for an accurate survey baseline. The increasing value of property, and in particular urban 
land had raised the stakes for survey accuracy in the 1880s and 90s. The possibility of litigation 
over incorrectly located boundaries had become a stark possibility. Up until the 1870s the 
standard tool for surveying was the Gunters Chain which was subject to wear and could supply 
significantly variable measurements from tool to tool. Surveyors could check their chains against 
markings set up on Bridge Street in front of the old Lands and Survey Office but the accuracy of 
this “standard” was questionable.31 The introduction of the steel tape, rendered the Gunters 
Chain obsolete and with the increase in precision and reliability of measurement came calls from 
licensed surveyors for a common standard against which their equipment could be calibrated. 
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Following the demolition of the Survey Office, standards of 66 and 100 feet were established in 
the grounds of the Observatory which were vastly superior in accuracy but inconvenient to access 
and still lacked a high level of precision. Beginning around 1890, a growing chorus of surveyors 
implored the Lands Department to lay down a baseline in the new building that would be 
accessible and accurate enough to constitute a standard.32 Following an Intercolonial Survey 
conference in 1892, the Lands Department committed to constructing the baseline which was 
installed in the eastern corridor of the newly completed wing of the building between 1893 and 
94.33 (Fig. 11) 

 

 
FFiigguurree  1111.. Survey Baseline installed in the Lands Building, photograph by Noni Boyd, 2015. 

CCoonncclluussiioonn::  CCoonnttiinnggeennccyy  aanndd  SSccaallaarr  FFlluuiiddiittyy  iinn  AArrcchhiitteeccttuurraall  HHiissttoorryy  

The Lands Building appears to the casual observer as a solid and perhaps somewhat staid 
example of classical revival architecture. A closer examination, however, reveals it to be a 
contingent and contested technical device of governance: empty statue niches implying an 
unfinished and ongoing conquest of territory, an observatory signifying the scientific 
rationalisation of that territory and a height datum and baseline standard that allowed for the 
division of the territory into quantifiable commodities. The Lands Building is not a totalising 
architectural work, but an instrument for scalar compression. This interpretation rejects the 
hegemony of “the city” in recent architectural history and theory. What is described here is a 
building that addresses the urban and the territorial simultaneously. It synthesises scientific 
precision and the expansion of capital. While the Lands Building provides a paradigmatic example 
of architectural scalar compression, this historiographic framework is widely applicable. It 
suggests an understanding of disciplinary boundaries as fluid and contingent, where the work of 
architecture is positioned as part of complex assembly of artefacts from the scale of state and 
urban infrastructure to the instrument or tool. That the Lands Building was adapted to become a 
device for measurement is in itself a compelling reason to question the overriding importance of 
architectural authorship in the building’s contribution to discourses of colonial power and 
development. 
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Coinciding with the coronation of King George V, the 1911 Festival of Empire at the Crystal 
Palace in Sydenham aimed to increase mutual understanding and goodwill across Britain’s 
empire. For many it would have provided their first insight into the extent of the realm. The 
dominions were represented by stand-alone pavilions that were modelled as two-thirds 
scale versions of their respective parliament buildings. These timber and plaster simulacra 
presented imposing exteriors that enclosed large interior exhibition spaces. An electric 
railway journeyed around the pavilions passing static dioramas showing scenes of colonial 
life, while in the afternoons a Pageant of Empire presented successive events in English 
and imperial history.

This paper focusses on the representation of New Zealand on this imperial stage. The 
part of the pageant that presented colonial milestones included what appears to be the 
first public re-enactment of the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi of 1840 and a finale 
where the peoples of empire paid homage to Britannia. Despite good intentions, things 
did not run smoothly. New Zealand’s exhibits were late arriving and its display provoked 
criticism. A Te Arawa performance group from New Zealand’s central North Island, led 
by Makereti, Maggie Papakura, journeyed to Britain to take part in the show. After British 
officials declared their village on the Crystal Palace grounds to be a fire risk, they walked 
off. Nevertheless, of all the London events associated with New Zealand at that time, these 
performers appear to have attracted the greatest interest.

Examination of the festival reveals a complicated attitude towards the empire and inter- 
colonial relations, which ran counter to the event’s aim. To a large extent this was set aside 
when peoples of the empire joined as one in the First World War. Nevertheless, despite this 
unity of purpose, traces of this ambivalence would persist.

ANTIPODES TO SYDENHAM: 
SHOWCASING NEW ZEALAND AT 
THE FESTIVAL OF EMPIRE
Robin Skinner | Te Herenga Waka - Victoria University Wellington
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In 1909 it was announced that there would be a Festival of Empire the following year at the Crystal 
Palace in Sydenham, South London. The aim of the event was to reinforce London’s place as the 
centre of empire and to increase understanding of life in the British dominions.1 Since the Great 
Exhibition of 1851 British colonies had submitted items to international expositions. In addition, 
there were shows that specifically focussed upon displaying the empire such as the 1886 Colonial 
and Indian Exhibition at Kensington and the more recent Franco-British Exhibition at the White 
City in Shepherd’s Bush of 1908.  
 
The death of King Edward VII prompted postponement of the 1910 event which was replaced the 
following year by a more ambitious Festival of Empire that would coincide with the coronation of 
George V and Queen Mary, and the Imperial Conference. The festival, which would be the largest 
event staged at the palace, ran for 24 weeks from 12 May to 28 October 1911. A Council of the 
Festival chaired by the Earl of Plymouth was formed late in 1909 to plan the event with Frank 
Lascelles engaged to create the festival’s pageant.2 Historical pageants were popular at this time 
and Lascelles had recently prepared similar spectacles for Oxford, Canada and South Africa. In 
June representatives of the Dominions were informed that they could have individual stand-alone 
pavilions. Three months later it was announced that these pavilions would be based upon two-
thirds scale models of the dominions’ parliament buildings, while Britain’s display would be 
housed in Joseph Paxton’s Crystal Palace. In addition there would be an Indian pavilion that at 
one stage was to be based upon the Taj Mahal, a miniature railway transporting visitors around 
the site, themed concerts, a country life exhibition and an empire sports meeting.3 Areas of the 
palace grounds would be allocated to joy rides. Canada had been made a dominion in 1867 and 
through the first decade of the twentieth century other colonies achieved a similar standing. At 
its creation in 1901 the Commonwealth of Australia became the second dominion, with 
Newfoundland and New Zealand gaining similar status in 1907. With the amalgamation of the 
Cape Colony, Natal, the Transvaal and the Orange River Colony, the Union of South Africa became 
the fifth dominion in 1910. This paper, which is part of a larger study that investigates the imperial 
representation at the festival, focusses on the representation of New Zealand in this constructed 
cultural landscape. 

TThhee  PPaavviilliioonnss  

While the Canadian representatives were prompt in their support for the scheme, there was some 
reluctance by other governments. New Zealand was already committed to exhibiting in 1911 at 
the Exposition Internationale du Nord de la France at Roubaix, near Lille, and it was exhibiting at 
the Japan-British Exhibition at White City in 1910.4 The dominion had already agreed to fund a 
dreadnought for the Royal Navy that would be launched in mid-1911.5 In New Zealand it was 
reported that Lord Plymouth offered to fund the pavilion himself if New Zealand would commit 
£1500 to provide the exhibits.6 It has not been ascertained if this offer was taken up, although 
this appears likely. The New Zealand government took a pavilion and supplied exhibits.7  
 
The New Zealand pavilion was located on the site of one of the disused ‘Cascades’—the water 
features from 1856 that ran parallel to the main promenade leading from the palace (Fig. 1). On 
the other side of this promenade sat the Australian pavilion which was based upon the 
Commonwealth parliament in Melbourne. As with the other pavilions, the New Zealand building 
was constructed with timber framing and clad in plastered board. These legislative simulacra had 
two-storeyed elevations with single-storeyed interiors, which provided voluminous exhibition 
spaces illuminated by skylights. New Zealand’s parliament buildings had been created through 
an irregular accretion of parts in a loosely neo-gothic style that dated back to the late 1850s. Four 
years before the festival, this complex of largely wooden buildings had been ravaged by fire to the 
extent that all that remained was the more recent masonry portion that had been opened in 1901. 
This extension was designed by the private architect, Thomas Turnbull, with significant revisions 
by the Government Architect, John Campbell.8 A contemporary account indicates that the exterior 
may largely have been Turnbull’s work with the interior revised by Campbell.9 Its principal 
elevations provided the basis for the rectangular pavilion at Sydenham that measured 48m in 
length, 45m in breadth and 7.5m in height.10 In this idealised form, the pavilion presented a 
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notably inauthentic representation of the supposedly authentic New Zealand parliament. Apart 
from the Canadian pavilion that reputedly cost £70,000, few of the other dominions’ pavilions 
attracted much comment. Commentary in The Builder observed that the Australian and New 
Zealand pavilions were of a “flimsy character” which was illustrated with sectional drawings of 
the buildings’ timber framing, parapets and gabled roofs.11 Several pavilions including New 
Zealand’s remained unfinished on opening day.12  
 
Although not included in the initial drawings of the festival site, a scale model of the clock tower 
of the British Houses of Parliament was erected in a central position between the pavilions, which 
reinforced the symbolism of the constructed landscape. This aspect of the festival will be 
discussed in future work. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  11.. New Zealand Pavilion. In Campbell Gray, The Official Photographic View 

Book Festival of Empire, Pageant of London 1911, 1911. Private collection 

TThhee  NNeeww  ZZeeaallaanndd  PPaavviilliioonn  EExxhhiibbiittss  

The red painted interior walls of the pavilion were decorated with sheaves of grain under draped 
awnings of gold and white. The exhibits, which were late to arrive,13 were displayed in four 
sections which showed tourist attractions, sporting activities and Māori carving; produce and 
manufactured items including wool and woollen fabrics, kauri gum, greenstone, jams, grain, 
cheese, wines and cordials; timbers, minerals, hemp and manufactured rope; and, the big 
industries—frozen meat and dairy produce.14 The New Zealand government was awarded 28 
grand prizes with private exhibitors gaining, for a wide variety of produce and manufacture, four 
grand prizes, a diploma of honour, 35 medals and an honourable mention.15  
 
For some pavilions, the festival organisers employed painters to create thirty “historic tableaux” 
that depicted key events in the respective colonies’ developments.16 New Zealand scenes 
included a victorious taua, a Māori war party returning from battle, the signing of the Treaty of 
Waitangi, the proclamation of the Dominion in 1907 and a view of Wellington Harbour. An 
illustration of the treaty signing in the festival’s official publication, Souvenir of the Pageant and 
paintings by the British genre painter, Arthur McCormick included in Reginald Horsleys’ Romance 
of Empire: New Zealand (1908) indicate how some of these views may have appeared.17 Amongst 
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other subjects, McCormick illustrated another version of the treaty signing and a taua sporting 
heads of the vanquished on raised spears. A New Zealand press correspondent doubted whether 
these scenes would gain a favourable response from New Zealand visitors.18 Prior to the festival 
opening visiting Māori of the Te Arawa iwi, who were to perform on the palace grounds, took 
exception to the portrayal of the taua brandishing their trophies. Possibly in an effort to dissociate 
the staff of the New Zealand High Commission from this episode, it was reported in the dominion 
that the expatriate, and relic of the New Zealand wars, Horatio Robley had advised on this 
image.19 Presumably, the offensive panel was modified or removed.  

 

 
FFiigguurree  22.. Bender and Lewis, Postcard showing the Australian and New Zealand pavilions with an “All-

Red Route” diorama skirting the foreground. Private collection. 

OOtthheerr  AAttttrraaccttiioonnss  

Named after the telegraph and shipping networks that connected the global empire, an electric 
railway called the “All-Red Route” conveyed visitors around the pavilions for a six-penny fare along 
a continuous track.20 It passed dioramas showing sites around the empire with manikins and 
painted canvas backgrounds (Fig. 2). This effectively re-tracked the 1901 imperial tour of the King 
and Queen when they were the Duke and Duchess of Cornwall. Published images reinforced the 
diversity of the scenes portrayed along the route. Commentary principally focussed on technical 
achievement and the impression gained from the composition as a whole, rather than on the 
individual scenes. New Zealand views experienced through its seventeen second segment 
included loading grain and wool at the port of Lyttelton, loading frozen meat at a dock, a view of 
Wellington, geysers of the Rotorua thermal area with real steam rising from the simulated ground 
surface, and a facsimile of a Māori pa.21  
 
This static pā scene was developed with advice from T.E. Donne of the High Commission. He was 
made a member of the Festival Executive and as the former Superintendent (and later General 
Manager) of the newly created Department of Tourist and Health Resorts, he had been the New 
Zealand Commissioner at the 1904 St Louis Exhibition where he had seen expository villages of 
indigenous peoples. Subsequently he was the Vice President and Exhibition Commissioner of the 
1906–07 International Exhibition in Christchurch where he was also one of several pākehā 
members of the Māori Committee that oversaw the creation of that exhibition’s pā, Āraiteuru, with 
its Māori residents.22  
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Frank Lascelles’ Pageant of Empire was staged in Sir Aston Webb’s large purpose-built 
amphitheatre that seated 10,000.23 Lascelles was to have produced a Pageant of London for the 
earlier 1910 event; however, the subject content was expanded to show the history of England 
and the British Empire for the 1911 festival. Some 15,000 volunteers were reported to have 
contributed to the four separate parts that were staged on different days. The first three sections 
presented a largely English history from the time when so-called “primitive” people lived on the 
British Isles, while the final part showed the expansion of empire from Sir Humphrey Gilbert 
landing on the shores of Newfoundland through to the Delhi Durbar of 1877.24 New Zealand was 
represented in this segment by a re-enactment of the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi in 1840, 
which was developed with advice from a committee of learned New Zealanders in London that 
was chaired by Donne.25 This appears to have been the first public re-enactment of this occasion, 
which indicates the importance they placed on the event in the development of New Zealand. 
Donne wrote an account of the dominion’s history in the Souvenir of the Pageant where he 
optimistically described how the treaty’s guarantee of rights to Māori had made them “the solitary 
example of a dark race surviving contact with a white….”26 In the show’s imperial finale, 
performers paid homage to Britannia with those from the overseas Dominions “welcomed by the 
Mother Country, bringing with them gifts peculiar to the lands from which they come.”27  
 
Performers in the New Zealand scene were reported to have come from “pastoral and political 
families” with some descended from the original pākehā participants of the treaty signing—
notably descendents of Governor Hobson, James Busby and the Williams family.28 Hone Heke’s 
part was played by Pani Chamberlin, who was then studying in Britain.29 The final scene of Part 
IV was the imperial finale where performers paid homage to Britannia.30 W.T. Stead explained in 
a children’s book that this was not so much a display of unified submission, as it was an 
appreciation of the legislative freedom granted to the empire’s participants.31  
 
In July there was a concert with musicians or compositions originating from New Zealand.32 An 
inter-colonial sports tournament was held that is now seen as the forerunner of the Empire (later 
the Commonwealth) Games. Attracting much attention in the dominions, this was won by Canada.  

TThhee  TTee  AArraawwaa  CCoonncceerrtt  PPaarrttyy    

After successful performances in Australia and with support of a syndicate formed there, 
Makereti, or Maggie Papakura, took her concert party to perform at Sydenham.33 She had already 
formed what would be a lifelong friendship with Donne when he worked for the tourist 
department.34 Although ethnological displays with living exhibits had been a feature of exhibitions 
in the nineteenth and early twentieth century, this was not to be the case with the festival of 
1911. Here the British government prohibited exhibits of so-called “natives,” which prompted the 
New Zealand High Commissioner, William Hall-Jones, to ask that the Colonial Office allow 
Makereti’s party to perform.35 Rather than seeing Māori as an example of a former “primitive” 
past, the dominion’s officials appear to have seen the troupe as evidence of New Zealand’s 
enlightened attitude towards race and superior race relations. This accorded with the positioning 
of the dominions in a “civilised” present in line with their representations at the festival.36 As the 
only party of indigenous people to perform at the festival, the troupe attracted much attention 
upon arrival.37 
 
The weekend the festival opened the illustrated weekly, The Graphic, contained full page views 
of Māori by Frank Dadd. One image entitled “Maoris at the Festival of Empire” showed a fierce 
group on men performing a haka, while the other entitled “The Happy Land where Kissing in 
Unknown: the Maori Form of Salutation” showed two women greeting one another with a hongi, 
the meeting of noses.38 The first image was based upon a description provided by Horatio Robley, 
who was mentioned earlier as an advisor on the taua tableau. The commentary explained how 
the warlike people of the past were being replaced by “a company of Colonials of Maori descent, 
occupying a position between the old order and the new.”39 It then mentioned the haka performed 
at Queen Victoria’s funeral and at the 1902 coronation of Edward VII, followed by description of 
the hongi.  
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FFiigguurree  33.. “New Zealand’s Primitive Inhabitants Greet Their King.” Illustrated London News, 20 May 1911. Private 

collection. 

 
Te Arawa created their village on an allocated site on “a cramped and steep hillside” near the 
Australian pavilion.40 This had a palisade with a carved gate, a pataka, several whare and a large 
wharenui that incorporated prized carvings of Makereti’s house, Tuhoromatakaka, which had 
been recently completed by Ngāti Tarāwhai master carver, Tene Waitere.41 As raupō (bullrush) 
was unavailable for cladding, Te Arawa used locally available straw.42 A theatre was erected, 
where songs, poi and haka would be performed.43 This settlement was additional to the static 
diorama of the Māori village that was already located along the “All-Red Route.” It is also possible 
that, prior to its 1911 relocation to Stuttgart, the small 6m x 3.7m house owned by Donne named 
Te Wharepuni-a-Māui was also displayed (whole or in parts) at the festival as he was awarded a 
silver medal for Māori carvings.44  
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At the official opening of the festival, the Te Arawa party assembled along with thousands of other 
performers in the Crystal Palace grounds. As King George and Queen Mary approached, the party 
broke into song and haka prompting the King to request that their carriage halt.45 Makereti was 
then reported to declare in Māori, “Bring hither the canoe which bears our King; hail to the great 
White Chief of many battles,” explaining afterwards that to Māori the canoe is a symbol of 
power.46 This event was frequently mentioned and was recorded in a full page image by Amédée 
Forestier in the Illustrated London News (Fig. 3).47 During their 1901 empire tour, the King and 
Queen had travelled to Rotorua where they were welcomed and entertained by Te Arawa and 
guided through the thermal area by Makereti and Te Paea Hinerangi (Guide Sophia). Presumably 
the royal couple recognised Makereti as their guide from that earlier occasion.48 
 
Journalist and author, Philip Gibbs, discussed the festival as an Empire in miniature and the 
outward symbol of the Imperial idea.49 He stated that this instance when the King stopped for the 
performance by Te Arawa transported the opening from the realm of make-believe to the real 
world, where the purpose of the festival was manifest. In language characteristic of the time, he 
stated:  

But suddenly there rang out a strange, barbaric uproar, with wild yells and exultant cries. It 
came from a group of Maoris—the real Brown people of the Southern Seas. At the sight of 
the King, the great White Chief of many races, black and brown, they were intoxicated by joy. 
They hailed him in their soft liquid speech, hailed him with shrill cries, and did homage to 
him in a worshipful chant.  

This was no longer a game of make-believe, but the reality of life, and at that moment one 
understood the meaning of this exhibition, which is the symbol of Empire and the meeting-
place of many peoples whose loyalty upholds the Crown.50  

 
However, all did not go well. Shortly before the festival opening, the Home Office deemed the 
Māori buildings’ straw thatching to be a fire risk. A New Zealand correspondent reported that “a 
subordinate official” in that office, who was “ignorant of the spirit of the Maori, approached them 
rather roughly, and proceeded to the extent of pulling down several of their whares.”51 This 
effectively re-enacted the colonial attitude to their settlements that Māori had long endured. This 
mind-set had triggered a tax of raupō whares in the 1840s, the subsequent removal of houses 
on the basis of issues of health and safety, and the destruction of villages in time of war. Now in 
his mid-60s, the senior member of the troupe, Mita Taupopoki, would almost certainly have been 
aware of this collective experience. He beseeched the performers that as their village was tapu, 
this destruction was a grievous violation.52 In response, they quit the site, and their part in the 
staging of the Waitangi scene in the Pageant of Empire.53 Frank Lascelles, then, had to engage a 
party of London extras for the reenactment, and “paint them up to look like Maoris.”54 
 
With no suitable alternative location available in the palace grounds, the entrepreneur Imre Kiralfy 
then invited them to join his rival ‘Coronation Exhibition’ in the White City where—two weeks after 
they had greeted the King and Queen at Sydenham—they opened.55 Unlike the situation at the 
Festival of Empire, here there were numerous displays of first nations’ peoples.56  
 
The Māori party were accommodated in existing buildings at the White City where they were able 
to erect their traditional village nearby.57 Their presence and performances attracted great 
interest, although the performance schedule was wearying.58 When the Coronation Exhibition 
closed, and in need of funds, Te Arawa returned to Sydenham where they completed a three-week 
season at the theatre in Paxton’s Crystal Palace.59 Based upon advertising and newspaper 
coverage, it can be concluded that the group drew a good deal of interest, although their tour had 
not been a financial success.60 They later performed in other townships. 
 
Although representatives of all dominions attended the festival’s opening function, the New 
Zealand Prime Minster, Sir Joseph Ward, was the only colonial premier present. He and his wife 
were then invited to afternoon tea with the King and Queen, which was a singular honour for New 
Zealand that day.  
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CCoonncclluussiioonn  

Documenting these episodes relating to the representation of New Zealand at a time that can be 
considered the apex of the Age of Empire reveals that the festival’s aspirations were complicated 
and not without some ambivalence. While the event was aimed to celebrate the elevated status 
of the dominions by showing their advance and production, contributions were variable with the 
organisers maintaining a paternalistic relationship toward the colonies, their leaders and their 
peoples. While the New Zealand officials considered that the Māori troupe provided evidence of 
the dominion’s advanced attitude towards race and of a treaty that supposedly guaranteed rights, 
status and autonomy, the British officials perceived their village with its straw constructions to be 
a threat to the exhibition’s material substance.  
 
The festival was expensive, and with lower-than-expected attendance, there was major financial 
loss.61 This was partly due to competition from the more accessible Coronation Exhibition at the 
White City. With respect to New Zealand’s contribution, it may have been that—despite the 
festival’s worthy aspiration—an exhibit without the anticipated Māori contingent and their 
sensational performances, was perceived to be a little lack-lustre. The dominion’s progress 
appears to have attracted little interest, while the performances by Māori engaged attendees.  
 
The bonds of Empire, however, would remain strong when later that decade people from across 
the globe joined together in war. Despite being united with this common purpose—nevertheless—
traces of the ambivalence that was apparent at Sydenham would continue to persist between the 
Empire’s governments, troops and civilians.  
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What if the ‘new’ could be considered significant in the context of additions and 
extensions to Heritage buildings? Typically, in the context of Heritage and Preservation, 
the old is seen as more culturally relevant, significant and valuable than the new 
or the contemporary. If an evolutionary mandate was implied and expected in a, 
buildings’ original program and morphology, such as a ‘Growing House’, for instance, 
then the new could expand and evolve the architectural ‘object’, as well as its place 
in a wider historical context. This paper explores six significant case study projects to 
explore whether, through the production of the new, we may uncover an untold history 
that adds a level of significance through the process of change and adaption.

Robin Boyd, in a letter discussing his design for the Fishbowl wrote, “I look mainly for 
an idea – that is, one main idea per building – instead of the more usual assortment 
of little ideas which are shaken up together to make a building...”1 In contrast is the 
work of Ernest Fooks who planned specifically in his projects for the future, through 
program, stylistic and morphological flexibility to allow adaptation and growth. His 
oeuvre, heavily influenced by precedent, history, context, and lineage, resembled 
a disparate collection of ideas rather than a singular approach. His buildings tell 
multiple stories informed by the world as a network of relations and correspondences.

It is through this covert prospect of the ‘new’ that these buildings could evolve, adapt, 
and reform, overlaying a new level of significance and richness to their history and 
providing the ‘next’ in approaches to Heritage Preservation as well as ‘Speculations 
on History’s Futures’.

THE GROWING HOUSE AND THE 
PARADOX OF PRESERVATION
Philip Goad | University of Melbourne
Alan Pert | University of Melbourne
Paul Walker | University of Melbourne
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  

Walk around any suburban street and you will see houses that have sprouted new growths over 
the decades: small houses with an unsympathetic box dropped on their roof; narrow houses that 
grow fat with rear extensions; ubiquitous loft extensions with their new dormers; verandas that 
enclose bedrooms. Extensions get added both horizontally and vertically, rooms get knocked 
through, divided, joined up again and used for countless other purposes. We are as such 
accustomed to the idea of extending our homes when the need arises, but why aren't there more 
houses specifically designed to accommodate change?  
 
The paradox of this problem is that there is now strong evidence of a collection of significant case 
study houses throughout the twentieth century, that were designed to ‘grow’. Research for this 
paper begins with the archives of Viennese émigré architect Dr Ernest Fooks (Ernst Fuchs pre-
1945) (1906-1985), and his 1932 competition submission for Das wachsende Haus (The 
Growing House). The influence of ‘the growing house’ in relation to alterations and additions to 
his own house at 32 Howitt Road, Caulfield North in Melbourne (1964-6) is considered but so 
also are the origins of Das wachsende Haus, which emerged as a broader European response to 
housing challenges in the immediate aftermath of World War I. Fourteen years later, in 1932, 
German architect Martin Wagner asked: 

What is a ‘growing house’? This question encompasses not only an idea of space, but also a 
value and purpose. The house of the future should not only grow spatially, i.e. by means of 
extensions, but also move from the level of the simple to the level of the perfect in the 
furnishing of the individual rooms. It should also change its purpose and be able to 
reconstruct it in the easiest possible way and be capable of a different conception of time. 
As I have already said, the new settlement should free us from the rigidity and limitations of 
today's urban habitat and make us adaptable and thus more resistant to all the effects of 
the crisis.2 

 
Foreshadowing a more comprehensive study, the legacy of the ideas explored by Fooks and 
Wagner can be traced through six case study projects bookmarked in the Fooks archives: Richard 
Neutra’s, Bailey House, California (1948), Kiyonori Kikutake’s Sky House, Tokyo (1958), the 
PREVI competition, Lima (1969), Herman Hertzberger’s Diagoon Housing, Delft (1967-1970), 
Merchant Builders’ Pavilion House, Melbourne (1969) and Cocks & Carmichael’s Growth House, 
Melbourne (1970).The paper concludes by revisiting the restoration of Fooks’ own house as way 
of incubating new life within it, while at the same time, the work of one of New Zealand’s best-
known architects, Ian Athfield is explored. Athfield’s own house and office (1965-), said to be his 
“most important building”, is recognised for its heritage significance and as “an enduring 
experiment in communal city living”,3 which continues to evolve organically. It has been noted 
that, while being heritage protected, Athfield, “never had a fixed end-point in mind for the house”,4 
he intended that it would grow.  

CCoonntteexxtt::  TThhee  EErrnneesstt  FFooookkss  HHoouussee  

In August 2020, real estate agents Gary Peer & Associates relisted the Ernest Fooks House at 32 
Howitt Road, Caulfield North for sale. The relisting was the result of nearly seven years of 
protracted negotiations between the ‘new’ owners and Heritage Victoria. The house had been 
occupied by Ernest Fooks’ wife Noemi up until her death in 2013 (Fooks passed away in 1985) 
at which point it was sold to a local family who had been caring for Noemi over a ten-year period. 
Following the sale of the property, Alan Pert began leasing the home while carrying out extensive 
research into Fooks’ Vienna and Melbourne careers, his built-work, writings, publications and 
paintings.  
 
Two permits allowing for ground floor alterations and additions to the rear of the block were 
granted during this seven-year protracted period but the preferred option of ‘growing’ upwards to 
avoid impacting upon the heritage garden was refused by Heritage Victoria following initial 
support for such a proposal. Rather than compromise the unique characteristics of the ground 
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floor layout, landscape relationships and interior sensibility by extending the existing floor level, 
the owners decided to put the property back on the market. The estate will as such remain 
unaltered and unoccupied for the time being, its growth and its evolving future, ‘put on ice’. 
 
When the house was heritage listed in 2009, there was little evidence of Fooks’ interest in the 
‘growing house’ concept.5 It could be argued that the ‘growing house’ as a projective idea was, in 
fact, frozen in time through the listing process with no recognition of its role and influence. The 
passing of the original inhabitants, Ernest and Noemi Fooks, with their distinctive lifestyle had 
stripped the house of its ‘curators’. In addition, the loss of the contents of the house – loose  
furniture, artworks and artefacts – which were intrinsic in the detail design of the house, left 
behind a modernist shell awaiting a kind of second coming. Pert’s temporary occupation of the 
house began as a twelve-month lease but ended up becoming a six-year research residency and 
associated archival project. This included a public exhibition, “The House Talks Back” staged in 
2016 in partnership with students and staff from the Melbourne School of Design.6 The exhibition 
was the first time that Fooks’ 1932 competition entry, which appeared in Wachsende Häuser by 
L.W. Rochowanski was publicly exhibited.7 In an accompanying exhibition catalogue, Philip Goad 
described the relationship between Fooks’ ‘growing house’ and his later architecture: 

This is the same theme that Fooks would take forward in his own architecture: externally, 
an abstract, reduced architecture but inside, Fooks would work hard to produce highly 
wrought, often rich interiors, invariably adorned with furniture also designed by Fooks. Stage 
II of the Fooks team’s ‘Growing House’ was the addition of a bedroom and bathroom block 
at right angles to the rectangle of the Kernhaus. Another L-shape was thus formed, this time 
not internally but externally. The result was another embrace of space, this time, the outdoor 
room of the garden. The connecting element for the two blocks – located at the internal 
corner of the L – was the tiled porch/vestibule/air-lock. It acted like a necessary pivot in the 
composition, in much the same way that Frank Lloyd Wright’s L-shaped Usonian houses of 
the late 1930s would also hinge to define distinct living and sleeping blocks that embraced 
a shared private landscape.8  

 
While the concept of purchasing a heritage house (designed for a couple with no children and 
nearing retirement) with the intention of extending (to suit the needs of a large family) might 
appear counter intuitive, this decision by the new owners in 2014, should be considered in the 
context of a long-term relationship that had developed between them and Noemi Fooks. The 
owners had spent many years caring for Noemi in the house. They had openly discussed the 
purchase of the house and Noemi had stated on numerous occasions that, there was “room to 
expand” at Howitt Road.9 Noemi also talked about Ernest’s fascination with the idea of the 
elasticity of a house. She mentioned their own house, which had been used to host lectures, 
weddings, gallery openings, and Jewish festivals.10 In conceiving an extension to the Fooks house, 
extensive reference was made by Pert in the heritage impact statements to Das wachsende Haus 
(The Growing House).11  
 
In 1932, Das Wachsende Haus was an idea realized as a kind of ‘model settlement’ at that year’s 
Vienna Spring Fair and it became a well-defined term in Vienna thereafter. Fooks had brought the 
original competition publication with him to Australia and it included eighteen designs selected 
as the best from a competition held amongst Austrian architects to determine a liveable and 
affordable minimum house that might grow with time as a family’s needs and income grew. The 
‘Growing House’ competition considered that the house:  

was built with the least amount of effort and gradually expended upon, depending on 
necessity and resources, this becoming the archetype of the growing house. And even if it 
ever was so modest, it remained together with the land, on which it stood, the foundation for 
the development of the family: the parental home…..from the smallest beginnings, a closed 
and uniform whole should become reality, through two expansions. The house should grow 
deliberately. The architecture community has successfully shown, in what different fashions 
this goal can be achieved.12 
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Represented in the ‘model settlement’ were many well-known Austrian architects like Josef 
Hoffmann, Oswald Haerdtl, Erich Boltenstern, Leopold Bauer and Siegmund Katz. There was also 
new talent: the third prize-winners were a team of young architects, W. Fabjan, W. Stepf, A. Tröster 
and E. Fuchs (Ernest Fooks). Each competition entry had to show that it might be able to grow in 
three stages: first stage, the Kernhaus (literally translates as core or nucleus); second stage, I 
Ausbau (enlarge); and third stage, II Ausbau. The Kernhaus of the Fooks team entry was a simple 
rectangle, approximately 4 x 9 metres, that comprised essentially two spatial units: an open, 
combined living-dining space (4 x 6 metres) and a service block (4 x 3 metres) that included a U-
shaped kitchen, a stair down to a basement, and a toilet that opened onto a tiled 
porch/vestibule/air-lock that gave access to either the kitchen or living space. 
 
Proud of his 1932 design for Das Wachsende Haus, Fooks published an article on it in Australian 
Home Beautiful in 194013 and in 1945, his competition entry with fellow émigré C.J. Lipsett in 
The Sun Post-War Homes Competition was described as “Design in Five Stages for Growing 
Family”.14 There, the Kernhaus (core) was replaced by Fooks with the capitalised term, 
NUCLEUS.15 By 1964, when Fooks designed his own house at 32 Howitt Road, there continued 
to be echoes of the conceptual humanism of the ‘Growing House’ of three decades before. 
Present was the additive compositional strategy of multiple L-shaped forms that grow off the core 
of Fooks’ central living/dining space. A tiled vestibule was again the connecting hinge and the 
garden was designed as a series of ‘furnished’ outdoor rooms that gave each interior a direct 
connection with a series of different ‘natures’.  
 
From a detailed examination of the drawings archives of Fooks’ domestic architecture held at 
the State Library of Victoria, it is clear that this principle of growth was embedded in numerous 
of his post-war house plans. Fooks appeared to be anticipating the changing circumstances of 
the inhabitants or alternatively that the property might change hands over time. 43 Howitt Road, 
from 1964 (now demolished) is a good example where Fooks  explored single storey and two 
storey options for the clients and this is a design, which is very similar to his own house at 32 
Howitt Road. Fooks believed that as people grow and their lives change, so should their houses. 
In 1932, he concluded – melodramatically – an article on Das Wachsende Haus:  

Because we must never forget, that far more important than money and economy, far more 
important as art and technology is man, the people and their life. A people that does not 
build, does not live, it dies.16                    

DDaass  wwaacchhsseennddee  HHaauuss  ((TThhee  GGrroowwiinngg  HHoouussee))  aanndd  iittss  OOrriiggiinnss  iinn  EEuurrooppee  

Fooks’ appreciation of the ‘growing house’ concept was part of a larger interest shared by 
progressive European architects after World War I. During the 1920s and 1930s several  
European countries affected by the war began to construct inexpensive socially-directed housing 
estates. Almost all these countries witnessed an architectural revolution based on social and 
political movements. One interesting proposal to emerge from this intense interest in the housing 
problem was the so called, “growing house”, an idea promoted by some of the most important 
modern movement architects. In 1920, as Bettina Schlorhaufer has recounted, political 
economist, sociologist and philosopher Otto Neurath founded the Austrian Settlement and 
Allotment Garden Association in Vienna and for this body, architect Margarethe Schütte-Lihotzky 
designed a series of small Kernhäuser (core houses) that could be extended as required by their 
owners without the involvement of architects.17 Many of these houses grew ‘naturally’, some 
completely enveloped by their extensions.  
 
In Germany, other architects like Bruno Taut explored similar ideas in Magdeburg between 1921-
4 but it was Berlin city architect and chief planner Martin Wagner who developed the idea more 
fully. In 1932, he published Das wachsende Haus, a book that presented a new concept of an 
‘intelligent house’ that was ergonomic, ecological, economical and flexible.18 24 architects’ 
proposals were published and these had been constructed at full-scale in the Berlin fairgrounds, 
as part of an exhibition held from May 7 to August 7, 1932 entitled: Sonne, Luft und Haus für 
Alle. Wagner’s selection was made from entries in a competition held between November and 
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December 1931 and initiated by Han Poelzig and in which more than 1000 architects 
participated. Prominent architects were represented, including Hans Poelzig, Otto Bartning, 
Walter Gropius, Hugo Häring, Ludwig Hilberseimer, Erich Mendelsohn, Hans Scharoun, Bruno 
Taut, Martin Wagner and garden architect Leberecht Migge amongst a host of others. The idea of 
the ‘growing house’ concept was to give the inhabitants plots upon which they could shape their 
house and garden according to their individual needs. Importantly, as Jadwige Urbanik notes, the 
houses were designed to be extendible and also capable of being mass produced. Unlike the self-
built and self-help additions of the early 1920s Austrian examples advocated by Neurath, this 
was not a DIY proposal: 

The growing house was meant to be a technologically advanced product, with gas heating, 
excellent thermal insulation and electric lighting. The house was meant to increase not only 
in size, but also in quality and to be possible to relocate if the family needed so. The houses… 
were planned to be mass produced in the future, with the assistance of private companies.19     

 
In the same year, in Vienna’s city fairgrounds and in parallel to the completion of the Vienna 
Werkbund Siedlung in the suburb of Lainz, twenty different versions of Das wachsende Haus were 
constructed as a demonstration village as part of the annual Viennese Building Fair. As with the 
Berlin event, these ‘growing houses’ were initiated and funded through the auspices of building 
associations rather than through the architectural community or its professional association.20 
These Austrian and German experiments of the 1920s and 1932 were not the end of architectural 
thinking on the extendible family house. As numerous competitions for small houses were held 
around the world in 1945 as World War II was ending, the idea of a house that might ‘grow’ 
resurfaced – again as a project of recovery. It was also an idea that kept recurring over the next 
thirty years across a wide range of architects and differing architecture cultures and differing 
social and economic settings. As such, its persistence as an idea suggests an ongoing 
preoccupation with the organic potential of domestic architecture.  
 
Six well-known projects exemplify this interest. Richard Neutra’s Case Study House #20 (Pacific 
Palisades, CA, 1947-8) was designed for a growing family. Two bedrooms only houses were the 
rule for young families after the war: keeping the size and budget low was mandatory. However, 
the abundance of land surrounding the house allowed for future additions. From the outset, it 
was acknowledged that the family would most likely outgrow the 2-bedroom home and eventually 
expand it as they earned more money.  Throughout the home’s early life, Neutra designed 
successive additions, working with limited square footage and a low budget and designing flexible 
living areas that could expand into the large lot. Even the car porch could be eventually closed 
and roofed to obtain an extra room. Similarly, in post-war Japan, questions of growth became 
formal preoccupations for some architects, especially as the increasingly disparate rates of 
change in cities required new paradigms for architectural and infrastructural design. Metabolic 
change (later termed Metabolism) was one such paradigm. Kiyonori Kikutake’s Sky House (Tokyo, 
1958) served as a prototype for a ‘capsule’ device that might grow. Consisting of one open square 
room, floating above the ground on piers, possible expansion from the main cell was suggested 
via what Kikutake called “move nets”, which could be plugged in beneath the floor and enable 
the provision of bathrooms, storage space and additional bedrooms as required for the family as 
it grew or contracted.  
 
Such a project had broader urban implications and this notion of wider, mass application also 
informed the influential PREVI (Proyecto Experimental de Vivienda) experimental housing 
competition for Lima held in 1968. Led by British architect, Peter Land, the competition was a 
pioneering attempt to reconcile the conflicting forces of informal growth and top-down planning. 
The brief called for low-rise, expandable housing, grouped together in neighbourhoods (unidades 
vecinales), each house to comprise a few rooms but be capable of expansion to accommodate 
eight to ten inhabitants, if required. These requirements for adaptability were neatly realised in 
James Stirling’s courtyard houses. Arranged in clusters of four, the houses shared common party 
walls and services. The clusters were grouped into larger clusters of 20-21 houses, creating a 
neighbourhood of some 400 houses. Stirling’s design provided a simple basis for growth: four 
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columns provided a permeable enclosure to the courtyard. Prefabricated concrete sandwich wall 
panels facilitated speedy and economical construction. Load bearing party and perimeter walls 
allowed the units to grow vertically. Flexibility is evidenced by the fact that one of them was 
transformed into a four-storey school. Adaptability was facilitated by lightweight reinforced 
concrete beams with hollow pot infill for roof/floor units, light enough to allow residents to effect 
desired modifications themselves. 
 
This notion of a generic but adaptable carcass house similarly informed Herman Hertzberger’s 
Diagoon experimental housing in Delft (1967-70). Eight prototypes were built but in principle they 
were incomplete, the occupants able to decide how to divide the space and live in it, where they 
sleep and eat. If the composition of the family changed, the house could be adjusted, and to a 
certain extent enlarged. It was an incomplete framework, the skeleton a half-product completed 
according to the occupants’ needs and a strategy to depart from persistent stereotypes which 
continue to dominate housing today. At a more prosaic but in many respects more realistic 
application of similar ideas, project house builders in Australia developed ‘growing house’ designs 
that could be inserted into typical suburban settings. In Melbourne, the company Merchant 
Builders launched in 1965 a ‘growing house’ in the form of their Pavilion house. Conceived for 
people who could not afford a family-sized house when they bought their first home, the Pavilion 
came in three units: the first, a small house; the second, a family wing; and the third, an extended 
living space or self-contained unit. The units could be attached in any configuration, depending 
on the shape of the land. It was infinitely versatile. Also, in Melbourne, Cocks and Carmichael’s 
‘Growth House’ (1970) for Civic Constructions was a modular design which could be expanded 
as finances permitted. Given the evidence of such a strong design tradition within 20th century 
architecture, it could be argued that these works constitute a specific form of built (and future) 
heritage in their own right.  

PPrreesseerrvviinngg  aa  GGrroowwiinngg  HHoouussee  ((AAnn  EEvvoolluuttiioonnaarryy  AArrcchhiitteeccttuurree))  

The basic principles of preservation (to maintain something in its original or existing state) sets 
up a paradoxical position when the object or artefact to be protected has in-fact been designed 
for growth (the process of increasing in size). In other words, “the basic principles of flexibility 
start with its opposite – namely that inflexibility should be designed out”. While the definition of 
flexible housing includes the possibility of choosing different housing layouts as well as the ability 
to adjust one’s house over time, the ‘growing house’ is specifically about expansion (and possibly 
contraction). The ‘growing house’ is as such less about an interior flexibility and more about a 
phased approach to one’s life and the life of the building. Architecture can create conceptual as 
well as physical boxes around us, leading us to assume that everything in life should neatly fit the 
containers we construct for them. The ‘growing house’, might cause us to question that 
assumption. 
 
One should not underestimate the relative importance that ‘the growing house’ plays in Fooks’ 
buildings, including his own house. The Fooks House as a ‘growing house’ expresses the idea that 
nothing ever entirely fits the boundaries drawn around them, and that life is a series of overlaps 
and intersections from which new life might grow. The ‘growing house’ as such suggests that the 
house starts with one story and evolves to accommodate a different story. The Fooks house as 
such becomes an evolutionary project anticipating a future beyond the life of Ernest and Noemi 
Fooks. What began life as a house designed for a couple moving towards retirement might evolve 
and expand to accommodate a completely new set of circumstances. Like Neutra’s Bailey House 
or Kikutake’s Sky House, the Fooks house was designed to be ‘elastic’. Not only was it designed 
to accommodate the myriad of public functions and events that Ernest and Noemi curated in the 
‘nucleus’ of their home but it was also anticipating a future beyond their lifetime.  
 
Ian Athfield’s own house in Wellington, New Zealand was heritage listed in 2018 and cited as, “a 
relatively rare example of a communal housing ‘experiment’ which continues to evolve in a 
dynamic and organic way.”21 It was an ensemble of buildings designed with an evolutionary 
mandate. Athfield, implied and expected that the building’s original program and morphology, 
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could expand and evolve over time, which places the project in a wider historical context. Athfield 
first designed the house for an exposed site on a hill above Wellington harbour in 1965, and it 
continued to grow till his death in 2015. Athfield had worked briefly for the Christchurch practice 
of Warren & Mahoney in 1961-6222 when the firm was moving away in its domestic architecture 
from modernist orthodoxy towards a manner in which the house was articulated into separate 
volumes – living, kitchen, bedrooms – each with its own pitched gable roof. Athfield took the 
additive logic which this implied and turned it from an abstract aesthetic into a lived reality. The 
Athfield house first started as a modest two storey building. Over nearly 50 years, extensions and 
additions rarely ceased. The house moved down its hilly ridge towards buildings owned by Athfield 
on the street at the bottom of its site and moved up the hill to swallow two of its banal suburban 
neighbours. Built mostly of roughly plastered concrete block, looking more like town that a house, 
its aesthetic departed from that of his neighbours and of most New Zealand architecture of its 
period. With Roger Walker’s contemporaneous Wellington houses, it was in part motivated by the 
diminutive spaces of 19th Century settler vernacular. As well, like many other architects of the 
period, Athfield fell in love with north African and southern European villages, in his case probably 
through attending a lecture by Aldo van Eyck during his 1963 visit to New Zealand.23 The lessons 
Athfield took from these villages were not only about form, but also about process: a great deal 
of the building work on his house was done by Athfield himself. His unfinished, self-build ethos 
was an aspect of the antagonism he bore towards the planning rules and the stifling social 
conformity of the suburban world in which his house squarely sat.24 The house also grew 
programmatically, to accommodate not only the architect’s immediate family but also elderly 
parents, friends, and – in contravention of code – Athfield’s architectural practice of up to 30 
partners and employees. 
 
What if the Fooks house, conceived as a ‘growing house’, was treated as an evolutionary project 
reflective of a modern era that has evolved from and has continuously altered the past to deal 
with the present. What if the project was about the coexistence of the past and the future, where 
heritage and preservation acknowledged and embraced the concept of ‘growth’ as a way of 
pulling our disciplines forward? By allowing the house to ‘grow’, more knowledge might be 
uncovered or revealed about Fooks, about the house and about his architecture that was 
previously invisible. Just as the temporary occupation of the house revealed new knowledge and 
new lines of enquiry, one might consider the ‘growing house’ as a “laboratory for other 
investigations”. Heritage, understood through archival research might suggest, “that preservation 
itself is a forward-thinking celebration of life, that it is a way of looking at something that seems 
to be fading or gone and incubating new life within it”.25 Could, in fact, the act of realising the 
‘growing house’ be conceived as a work of ‘total’ preservation? 
 
Mark Wigley in his introduction to Preservation is Overtaking Us suggests that, “preservation is a 
progressive art form”, when talking about the legacy of Paul S. Byard, who from 1998 to 2008, 
was the director of the Historic Preservation Program at Columbia University in New York.26 Wigley 
further suggested that, “for Paul, taking care of a building might mean knocking a wall down and 
revealing something that wasn’t seen before. Preservation is understood as an always radical 
act”.27 Such ideas related to heritage are not new. There has always been an understanding of 
the fluid nature of what constitutes time within heritage discourse. As Paul Eggert notes: 

The historic building, any historic building, will always have been in a process involving, in 
varying degrees, conscious alteration, accidental change and natural decay… The building 
does not and cannot have a stable constitution….. Thus, adapting Adorno, we can say that 
the building as work does not stay identical with itself….28     

 
In contrast to Athfield who made it clear before his death, that he “never had a fixed end-point in 
mind”, Fooks never published or wrote about his own house as a ‘growing house’. Thus we cannot 
verify that this was the original design intent but the ‘growing house’ research project provides a 
body of evidence that ‘growth’ was a consistent preoccupation throughout his career. In 1949, 
for example, in a lecture titled ‘The Home of Our Age’, Fooks prophetically stated that “our homes 
of yesterday do not meet the requirements of today’s life, of our social life, our private life, our 
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family life”.29 Preserved ‘as is’, the Fooks house may be concealing, rather than revealing Fooks’ 
true intentions. If it were allowed to ‘grow’, might the ‘new’ overlay a new level of significance that 
adds richness to the history and could one consider the new and the old trading places in the 
future? Could one make the risky proposition and speculate that in history’s future the new is 
seen as more culturally relevant than the old?  
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The cartographer and Miniaturist – Matrakci Nasuh and other historians were 
accompanying Suleiman the Magnificent and his army by recording details of the 
conquered landscapes and his campaigns. On August 23rd, 1514, in the battle of 
Chaldiran, Safavids experienced a strategic lost to the Ottomans on Persian lands. 
This lost diminished the glory of Safavids, and consequently a considerable loss of 
territories on Caucasus and Azerbaijan, including former Safavid capital, Tabriz in 
1585. The fall of Tabriz became a turning point for the northwestern regions of late 
medieval Persia to witness two different reigns between two empires. Conditions were 
stable until the ruling years of Shah Abbas the Great (r.1588 – 1629). However, Shah 
Abbas adherence peace treaties with Ottomans, the wars among two sides ignited 
in later years of his ruling years. The Safavid army conquered lost territories between 
1603 and 1618, including Tabriz. This time the history was written by the hands of 
Safavid historians who were the conquerors of the war. The observation of power 
transition also documented by independent travellers such as Chardin – traveller and 
painter – who visited Tabriz in 1673, enabling an additional reference to be included 
within the narration of the city.

Within this context, the proposed paper focuses on the contrasting differentiation in 
the historical narratives from diverse references, as mentioned above about Tabriz 
and Azerbaijan. It suggests a new narration emerging from the reconciliation of 
various records and illustrations of the time and space. The contradicting depiction 
of Nasuh’s Tabriz miniature with descriptions of Ibrahim Rahimizadeh Chavush from 
Ghazan dome, oversimplification of Ark Alishah and its contradiction in Chardin’s 
graver are among the two examples which will be discussed in this paper. Therefore, 
the contrasts of different narrations will be highlighted in order to draw a clear theme 
for this discussion.

ONE HISTORY AND TWO 
NARRATIONS: CONTRASTING 
SAFAVID AND OTTOMAN HISTORIES 
OF TABRIZ AND AZERBAIJAN 
REGION
Ali Rad Yousefnia | University of Queensland
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  

The relationship between ideology and territory played an essential role in the history of 
Persianate Iran. Religious ideology was among the main factors that shaped Iranian society. By 
the arrival of Islam, the previously Zorastrian character of the Achaemenid and Sassanid Empires 
was replaced by governmental structures in allegiance with the new religion. While the Seljuq and 
Ilkhanid Empires were among the best examples, the Ilkhanids used the term 'Iran' for the first 
time after the Arab invasions of Persia in 651 CE.1 In their usage of the term 'Iran', they recreated 
“… [a] self-awareness among the political and cultural elite of the geographical entity with distinct 
territorial and political implications.”2 Following the Ilkhanids were the Timurids (1370  507 CE) 
who in turn splintered into smaller and local dynasties by the late fifteenth century. Therefore, 
ideology, identity and the sense of belonging redefined and changed, albeit under different 
religions and beliefs which were imposed by the governmental structures within the society. This 
standardisation of religion witnessed a new form by the time of Safavids. The zeal for Shia Islam 
and linking the religious ideology with relevant territories became one of the main agendas for 
the Safavid Empire during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Safavid state was the time 
and space in the history of Iran, in which political and religious territories were juxtaposed with 
each other. In other words, the borders of the empire included almost all the holy cities for the 
Shia sect of Islam in some periods and other religious groups such as Christians, Jews and 
Zoroastrians became as small and fragile minorities. More importantly, within Iranian territory, 
followers of the Sunni sect of Islam, which was the main religion during the previous Empires such 
as Seljuqs and Ilkhanids faced disastrous reaction from the Safavid army and conquerors. The 
conquest of Isfahan in 1503 by Shah Ismail involved the killing of five thousand Sunnis which 
refused to turn to Shia Islam.3 In the same year and in another incident, four thousand members 
of Kaziruni Sufi sect were massacred in Fars region.4 These radical acts created a potential 
contrast and conflict of interest between Sunni rulers of the Ottoman Empire, which considered 
themselves as the pivot of 'true Islam' and the saviour of Sunni Muslims. 
 
Despite a harsh and radical reaction to their opponents, the Safavid state was prosperous in 
reuniting the eastern and western portions of the Iranian lands. This reunification included the 
western lands of Iran including Azerbaijan and Georgia, ruled by the Aq-Qoyunlu dynasty. It also 
included territories of Khorasan and Herat, ruled by descendants of the Timurid Empire on 
eastern parts of Persia. Indeed, it was under the Safavid rulers that vivid and salient boundaries 
of Persianate Iran emerged. Even today, it is possible to see the effects of this "Territorialisation 
of faith"5 by the Safavid state, identified by scholars such as Matthee as the most significant 
political accomplishment of the Safavid Empire. The Safavid reign embodied essential elements 
of imperialism and universalism. The mechanism created by Safavid state unified people and 
elites of the country together.6 The sense of a collective elite identity out of fragmentation and 
diversity is one of the most critical aspects of this era. These elements could qualify the Safavid 
state as an 'empire' even if they were unable to rally with the powerful empires in the region such 
as the Ottoman Empire and Mughal Empire, in terms of land, wealth and, population. 

RReesseeaarrcchh  GGaapp 

The unbalanced level of power and territorial control were among the main reasons that Safavid 
rulers started the unconventional methods of penetrating to the lands of their rivals and 
neighbours,  almost similar to the model of proxy wars which is an indirect intervention in the 
territories of the enemy. By the time of Shah Ismail, urban riots and unrests ignited in inner 
Anatolia by using religious motivations patronised by Safavid rulers. It was the time that Suleiman 
the magnificent (r.1520–1566) started his journey from Istanbul in order to suppress these riots. 
Considered himself as the true leader of the Islamic world, he wished to conquer the Persian 
territories which had initially belonged to the Sunni Muslims beforehand the Shia Safavids. He 
not only employed his military power and army for his campaign but was also accompanied by 
historians, miniaturists and cartographers including Matrakci Nasuh (1480–1564). In the battle 
of Chaldiran, Safavids lost strategic regions in Persia to the Ottomans. This loss not only 
separated Persian territories but also diminished the glory of Safavids by the occupation of the 
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capital city Tabriz. The Ottoman historiography created a substantial impact on the narrative of 
the landscape, and not only by cartography but also by employing the Ottoman imagination about 
these landscapes. The battle of Chaldiran had a central role in the confrontation of this military 
campaign. The Ottoman army marched into the Iranian territories but was unable to sustain their 
presence.7 However, following writings and miniatures by Nasuh and others, this campaign had 
considerable resonance in the history of both Empires. It was the first time that an Ottoman sultan 
had marched within the Persianate landscape and proved his presence by documenting the cities 
and the built environment in the 'Bilad-i Acem'8. In effect, these miniatures served as ‘extra-
diegetic’ elements and became the ideological agencies for Sultan's campaign. This act not only 
captured the landscape of Persia in this transitory period of the Ottoman presence in Persian 
cities but also provided a ‘wandering viewpoint’ for the reader in future times. It also had a 
significant effect on the memory of the space and marginalised any other narration coming 
afterwards, disabled them to capture any attention. One of these examples is 'Tarih'i Osman 
Pasha'9, which narrates the capture of Tabriz in 1585. This military report gives valuable 
information about the city of Tabriz described by the military officer Ibrahim Rahimizadeh 
Chavush. Within this context, the proposed paper aims to focus on the contrasting differentiation 
in the historical narratives searching to envisage new narrations emerging from the reconciliation 
of these seemingly contradictory illustrations of time and space. 

MMeetthhooddoollooggyy  

 

 
FFiigguurree  11.. Safavid Empire, neighbours and their territory. Source: https://www.themaparchive.com/safavid-empire-c-

1630.html 

	
The research will employ a ‘Qualitative Case Study Methodology’ specific to historical research in 
the humanities. A qualitative exploration of the argument will follow with the findings of the case 
study for cementing the discussions. Therefore, the article will engage with distinct aspects of 
research which include archival materials, analysis of relevant literature and examination of the 
visual materials. In effect, the ‘Qualitative Case Study Methodology’ will allow for a comprehensive 
examination of the visual and literary materials.10 As referring to Guldi, when the historian focuses 
on a particular landscape, the opportunity acquired by the ‘spatial turn’ to question the “the 
impact of visual and architectural environments on social experience”11 which allows the 
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changing modes of embodied interactions in space and flexibility of borders. It also enables the 
historian to “such diverse conversations next to each other, synthesising body politics and 
political boundaries into a new history of modern.”12 The study scrutinised the available archival 
materials within the online libraries. It also relies on visual and literary materials which digitalised 
within various platforms in order to employ the relevant primary sources. 

CCoonnttrraaddiiccttiioonnss  aanndd  NNeeww  NNaarrrraattiivveess  

The genesis of this paper stemmed from different narratives related to the same landscape and 
events during the 17th century. The locus of these narratives heavily concentrated on Tabriz and 
the Azerbaijan region. These narratives are categorised as follows:  

• First group refers to Ottoman historians, travellers and military officers who visited or 
reached Azerbaijan. Matrakci, Abubakr Ibn Abdollah, Ibrahim Rahimizadeh Chavush, 
Evliya Chelebi were among these names. Their written and visual materials and maps 
postulated their observations. 

• Second group refers to the Safavid accounts by individuals such as Iskandar beg 
Turkaman Munshi (Tarikh alam araaye Abbasi), Hasan Beg Rumlu (Ahsan al-Tavarikh) 
and Hafez Hossein Karbalayi (Rozat al-Jenan). 

• Third group refers to European travellers who wrote and illustrated visual materials about 
Tabriz and its surroundings. Travellers such as Romano, Tavernier, and Chardin, are 
among this group. 

 
One of the main arguments related to these sources is the relationship between authorship and 
power. In the Ottoman and Safavid sources, almost all authors were politically patronised and 
biased, serving as ideological apparatuses for their patrons such as the Shah, Sultan or Pasha. 
Besides accompanying the military campaigns, these people named as katib13 for the court. 
Therefore, it can be said that the contrasts and differentiation of these narrations emerged from 
the position of these people through the structure of power. While covering all contradictions will 
be beyond the scope of this discussion, the paper employs three main observations within the 
visual and literary sources and sheds light on these selected observations. 

MMaattrraakkccii  NNaassuuhh''ss  MMiinniiaattuurree  aanndd  CCoonnttrraaddiiccttiinngg  LLiitteerraattuurree  
  

 
FFiigguurree  22.. Matrakci Nasuh Miniature of Tabriz. Source: 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Matrak%C3%A7%C4%B1_Nasuh_Map_of_Tabriz.JPG.  
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Illustration of a continuous city wall for Tabriz around its urban fabric is one of the initial 
contradictions related to Tabriz miniature by Nasuh. In his travelogue, Domenico Romano14 , who 
visited Tabriz during the same period mentioned, claimed the city did not have a particular wall 
for defensive purposes. This contradiction raises the question about the reliability of this source 
and also opens a discussion about the imaginative approach of Nasuh to reality vis a vis his act 
through the power relations. 
 
Following the discussion, further contradictory information can be found in a seldom studied 
Ottoman source, Tarih-i Osman Pasha. The book includes three sections written by three different 
authors during the Ottoman-Safavid Wars in the late sixteen century. It describes the Ottoman 
conquest of the Caucasus and Azerbaijan regions commanded by Ozdemiroglu Osman Pasha 
(1526–1585). Indeed, these attacks were the main assaults and raids that allowed the Ottomans 
to invade Azerbaijan and Caucasus and take control of these lands. The last section of the book 
is a detailed report written by Ibrahim Rahimizadeh Chavush about the Ottoman invasion of 
Azerbaijan, and the city of Tabriz.15 Rahimzadeh Chavush recorded all movements of the Ottoman 
campaign from Erzurum to Tabriz and mentioned several locations in details such as Khoy and 
the mausoleum of Shams Tabrizi. His meticulous observations validate his narrations and 
account from the city and built environment. In later parts, he highlights the destruction of Marand 
and tries to legitimise the slaughter and massacre of Tabrizi people by the Ottoman army because 
of their resistance. Despite a biased political position, the author had an objective position in 
narrating architectural artefacts of the city and did not undermine them in his description. This is 
almost missing in Nasuh's miniature, which is illustrated disproportionately in terms of size and 
scale. Rahimizadeh Chavush gave detailed information about the size and brickwork of Shamb 
Ghazan dome and stated: 

It was such a lofty and high dome that the dome of aflak (sky) could not reach to its median. 
It is not possible to talk and write about the grandeur of the building. However, Haghia Sofia 
is the most magnificent building on earth, some parts and characteristics of this building 
worth to mention one hundred times (more than that). One of these characteristics is the 
eighty thousand bricks which have the name of tohid (god) on it. They are all bond 
harmoniously in the middle of the building.16 

 

  
FFiigguurree  33.. The dome which titled as the Alishah mosque in the article titled "Balilan Asl, Lida. "THE PHYSICAL 

STRUCTURE OF TABRIZ IN SHAH TAHMASP SAFAVID'S ERA BASED ON MATRAKCI MINIATURE." O.D.T.U Mimarlik 
Fakültesi Dergisi 36, no. 2 (2019): 165-193." However, as mentioned in the text, the location and characteristics of 

the building match with the Shamb Ghazan dome. 
FFiigguurree  44.. Similar representation of the ivan as seen in later illustrations without considering any references or scale to 
the size of Ali Shah mosque. This building categorised as an unknown religious building in the article mentioned above. 

 
Rahimizadeh Chavush's account casts more doubt on Nasuh's miniature. It also amplifies the fact 
that the miniature served more as an ideological tool to prove the Ottoman conquer of Tabriz 
rather than its reliability as a visual document about what the city was. The miniature 
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immortalised the capture of Tabriz by Suleiman the magnificent, even though the conquer never 
lasted more than a couple of months. Indeed, this fact shows the strong impact of artistic work 
on the Ottoman historiography and in its successful service as an element providing the presence 
of the Ottomans in the Persianate landscape. However, several scholars such as Yurdaydin and 
Balilan relied on this miniature as 'the only evidence' from sixteen century Tabriz in order to 
resurrect the urban fabric of the city and reimagine sixteen century Tabriz, notwithstanding its 
defects within its representations. The simplistic form of representations in Nasuh's miniature 
created the misunderstanding that in her article, Balilan mistakenly named a mosque with 
precisely same characteristics that Rahimizadeh Chavush described and apparently is the dome 
of Ghazan instead of Ali Shah mosque. Neither the structure nor the location of this case is 
matching with city fabric and the neighbouring buildings. Therefore, the paper states that the 
earlier analysis of the Nasuh's miniature wrongly ascribed this particular architectural artefact 
which shows the narrow analysis employed by previous scholars in looking at it. 

TThhee  UUnnkknnoowwnn  BBaattttllee  ooff  SSuuffiiyyaann  

Among all kings of the Safavid state, Shah Abbas carried Iran to its imperial heights by achieving 
territorial greatness for his reign. His forward-looking policies brought economic prosperity and 
international prominence to Iran. Military strength was optimised, and enemy forces were driven 
out from Iranian territories.17 Azerbaijan and Caucasus were under the Ottoman rulers until the 
reign of Shah Abbas the Great. On November 6th, 1605, the battle of Sufiyan took place in Sufiyan 
plain. Despite the lower numbers of the Safavid army, the Ottomans faced one of their decisive 
debacles at the hands of the Safavids. "Many of the Ottoman commanders – governors of great 
cities and provinces of the empire – were either killed or taken prisoner."18 The relationship of 
the Sufiyan battle with changing the face of the Ottoman Empire on the territory never found its 
path into an historical narrative of the landscape. There is a general underestimation about the 
battle of Sufiyan in history books written by either side, and it neglected by later historians as 
well. Again it shows how Suleiman's campaign was successful in terms of leaving a legacy behind 
itself. Following the discussion, several sources on the Safavid historian such as rozat al-athar 
and Tarikh Aalam araye Abbasi mention the Ottoman destruction of Tabriz between 1578 and 
1590. Iskandar Beg Turkaman Munshi noted that the Ottoman army damaged the central and 
governmental maidan known as Saheb Abad drastically. Consequently, the Ottoman army 
constructed a stronghold for the Ottoman Pashas and their soldiers at the city centre by damaging 
governmental buildings and Saheb Abad maidan.19 

RReeiitteerraattiioonnss  ooff  tthhee  HHiissttoorryy  

References of the literary documents and travelogues create the argument whether if those 
descriptions are coming from first-hand observations or reiteration of other sources about the city 
and built environment. Vague referencing is one of the concerns about the work of Evliya Celebi. 
Kupeli asserts that Celebi (1611–1682) relied on the prior information for his travelogue from 
another source titled 'Nuzhat al-Qulub' written by Hamdullah Mustawfi about the history of Tabriz. 
Therefore, it is almost impossible to distinguish the author's personal observations from the 
second-hand references used for his text. The other important name who visited Tabriz between 
1673 and 1677 is Chardin. Chardin also described the characteristics of the built environment 
in Tabriz, and more importantly, he drew a panoramic view of the city. The illustration showed 
remnants of a defensive wall. However, Chardin himself claimed that Tabriz did not have a 
defensive wall during his visit. 
 
It is essential to mention that the nature of Tabriz is the main reason for having all these 
speculations about its urban fabric. Earthquakes which took place during the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries destroyed considerable parts of the city. The first destructive earthquake 
took place in 1640. The second one hit the city in 1650. Some accounts and travelogues such 
as Tavernier mentioned no more than two stores buildings existed and all large scale structures 
and buildings became as ruins.20 
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FFiigguurree  55.. Panoramic view of Tabriz illustrated by Chardin in 1673. Source: 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/44/11_Chardin_Tabriz_1673.png. 

CCoonncclluussiioonn  

In conclusion, this paper states that some of the well-established and well-known sources within 
the history of Tabriz and Azerbaijan such as manuscripts and miniatures by Nasuh seemingly 
simplified this complex encounter into the series of expeditions that was about the conquest of 
the city. It also seems to transmit the idea that the city was an intact landscape when it was 
conquered. However, Tabriz was already under the onslaught of destruction from prior centuries 
through the many earthquakes, and natural disasters that happened and the expedition, in fact, 
destroyed large parts of the city. Finally, Nasuh's miniature and the subsequent Ottoman 
historiography also pushes the prize of conquest in the eyes of history into the realm of the 
Ottomans versus the realm of the Safavids. This is even though subsequent expeditions between 
the Ottomans and the Safavids were not always decisive in favour of Ottomans as proven by the 
battle of Sufiyan. This manner of viewing cartographic literature alongside developing narratives 
of the Persian landscape is one of the main contributions of this paper, and it is part of a broader 
research methodology being followed. 
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Infectious diseases have dramatically affected social behaviour in the past, as is 
happening now, during the current coronavirus pandemic. But infectious diseases 
have also altered architecture and urban design on the way to modernism. Tuberculosis 
acted as a major health threat in the late 19th and early 20th century. Although Robert 
Koch discovered the Mycobacterium tuberculosis in 1882, the disease continued to 
kill many thousands of often young people particularly in crowded cities until finally, in 
1944, the discovery of the antibiotic streptomycin made medical treatment possible.

In the absence of medication, another ‘tool’ was employed to improve the health of 
tuberculosis patients: architecture. First it was the sanatorium, later the modernist 
dwelling that was designed to be hygienic both in functional and in symbolic terms; 
and, on a larger scale, modernist urban design – the dispersed modernist slab-city. In 
his 2007 book Light, Air and Openness, Paul Overy has mapped out the contributing 
factors of this movement which happened in part as an intense collaboration between 
architects and medical experts: in her 2003 dissertation entitled Neues Bauen 
and Hygiene, Christina Flötotto has demonstrated the close collaboration between 
physician Friedrich Wolf and architect Richard Döcker in Stuttgart.

Will architecture possibly change through the current pandemic, and how? In order 
to be able to speculate about this question, this paper investigates how modernist 
architects took cues to turn houses into domestic clinics, appearing as sanatorium 
buildings for everyone in the heyday of this movement, in the 1920s. The paper 
studies relevant works of two architects: on the one hand Richard Döcker, who 
through his publication Terrassentyp (‘terrace-type building’) argued explicitly for the 
link between the sanatorium and the house, and on the other hand Le Corbusier 
who argued more broadly, however implements sanatorium-like elements even more 
strongly, particularly by introducing architectural gardens as part of the house.

THE HOUSE AS DOMESTIC CLINIC
Christoph Schnoor | Unitec Institute of Technology
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TThhee  PPaannddeemmiicc  ––  TTuubbeerrccuulloossiiss  TThheenn  aanndd  NNooww  CCOOVVIIDD--1199  

With repeated lockdowns and uncertainty about our lives today, we cannot but wonder how much 
this new virus will continue to affect the way we live in our cities and our houses. For this reason, 
it seems timely to reflect on a similar (but different) historical situation in which the response to 
bacteria – the tubercle bacillus – influenced architecture and urban design for decades. 
Tuberculosis as a disease needed architectural solutions because medical solutions were not 
ready. Can this be seen as a parallel to the current coronavirus situation? 
 
In his comprehensive book Light, Air and Openness of 2007, Paul Overy has outlined how the 
appearance of modernist architecture was highly influenced by responses to tuberculosis.1 A few 
years earlier, Christina Flötotto had already demonstrated the very close connection between 
medicine and architecture during the early 20th century. In her unpublished doctoral thesis of 
2003, entitled “Neues Bauen and Hygiene”, she investigates the relationship between physician 
Friedrich Wolf and architect Richard Döcker in Stuttgart as a case study.2 Margaret Campbell has 
equally brought medicine and modernism together in her 2005 article “What Tuberculosis did for 
Modernism”.3 And more recently, Tania Anne Woloshyn published Soaking up the Rays, a book 
in which she followed visual culture in relation to heliotherapy.4 Their work highlights the various 
ways in which medicine inspired architectural moves as much as architecture inspired medical 
advice in the heyday of modernism. 

SSuunnlliigghhtt  aanndd  AAiirr::  TToowwaarrddss  TThhee  HHoouussee  aass  DDoommeessttiicc  CClliinniicc    

While Robert Koch had described the tubercle bacillus (Mycobacterium tuberculosis) in 1882, it 
took sixty more years – until 1943 – for Selman Waksman to discover streptomycin.5 Until then, 
there was no medical cure for tuberculosis. Therefore, sanatorium buildings were deemed 
necessary as active part of tuberculosis treatment. They were developed outside the cities – in 
places with fresh air and sunshine, and so the Swiss Alps feature prominently in the development 
of sanatorium architecture from early on. As is well studied, this happened against the 
background of a wide-ranging life-reform movement, which included the Wandervogel, clothing 
reform and a general scepticism towards culture, as for example the history of the Monte Verità 
shows.6 But perhaps without the specific, even peculiar history of Davos in the Swiss Alps, the 
connection between medicine and modernism would not have become so prominent.  
 
Sanatoria were not just buildings in which patients could restore their health through extensive 
sun-bathing in the fresh air, while tucked into bed under warming blankets. These buildings also 
became models in terms of architectural aesthetics. As hospital buildings, they had to be clean 
and modern, equipped with central heating and electric light and with surfaces that were easily 
wiped. In addition, and increasingly during the 1920s and ‘30s, they were also built as white 
buildings, horizontally organised with flat roofs, rational and repetitive with their individual 
sunrooms, each room getting as much sun as possible through full-height windows. A balcony or 
terrace accompanied each room, as we can see for example in Duiker’s and Bijvoet’s Zonnestraal 
(1926–28) or Aalto’s Sanatorium in Paimio (1929–33). 
 
With the success of the sanatorium movement, it became clear after the First World War that 
these institutions on their own would not be able to cure all the patients – there were simply too 
many cases and the treatment was too expensive. It made sense to transfer the achievements of 
the sanatorium into the single dwelling, into the house or housing block. Both architects and 
medical experts demanded that the modernist house become a “domestic clinic”. As Flötotto 
points out, it is no coincidence that architectural interest shifted from the sanatorium to the house 
as domestic clinic around the end of the First World War: “Not only was it impossible to treat all 
tuberculosis sufferers in sanatoria, but also the realisation that the return of the successfully 
treated patient into his unhygienic, daily environment would remove all the successes of the 
therapy, drew attention to the residential house.”7 And it is in the residential house of the 1920s 
where we find all these modernist achievements displayed. The house begins to act as a domestic 
clinic while it also looks like a domestic clinic. Practicality and symbolism go hand-in-hand. This 
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is perhaps the more noteworthy because modernist architects tended to deny the symbolic 
component of their work. 

TThhee  SSaannaattoorriiuumm  aass  HHyyggiieenniicc  aanndd  AAeesstthheettiicc  MMooddeell  

From the later part of the 19th century, from circa 1870 onwards, the architecture of hospital 
buildings had increasingly focussed on the provision of fresh air. The pavilion style became the 
fashion of the day for hospital and asylum buildings, with low-rise buildings in park settings.8 But 
the architectural language of these buildings was predominantly historicist, covered with hipped 
roofs. This did not change until into the 20th century.  
 
One of the first sanatoria in Switzerland opened in Leysin (in the Canton of Vaud) in 1894. Here, 
Dr Auguste Rollier introduced light therapy, heliothérapie in 1904 for mainly non-pulmonary forms 
of tuberculosis.9 This was a method by which – the often very young – patients were exposed to 
sunlight as much as possible. Once they had sufficiently recovered from the worst symptoms they 
were directed to doing sports – skiing or gymnastics – in the sunlight, sparsely dressed to expose 
the skin to the sun. Until 1940, Rollier ran 18 clinics with up to 1500 patients following this 
method. 10  While these developments were ground-breaking in medical terms, they did not 
necessarily instigate big changes in the architecture used for these cures. Rollier’s sanatorium in 
Leysin was still characterised by traditionalist Swiss timber balconies, all the while already being 
constructed with a flat roof.  
 
Any suggestion that early hygiene considerations automatically led to the modernist appearance 
of sanatoria or other hospital buildings, therefore does not necessarily work. The Dresden Hygiene 
exhibition of 1911 seems to even point into the opposite direction. This exhibition, entirely 
devoted to questions of hygiene, showed buildings that had nothing to do with our understanding 
of modernism. Local architects Lossow and Kühne had designed the buildings of the exhibition 
area in a neoclassical architecture, in the 1890s. The architecture of the 1911 exhibition, while 
housing material on hygiene in all its aspects, was itself far from aesthetically engaging with the 
subject of hygiene and cleanliness.11 
 
In Davos in Switzerland however, a building was erected in 1907–08 which marked a decisive 
turn in the way architecture was to be designed in the 20th century. The Queen Alexandra 
Sanatorium by Pfleghard and Haefeli can be described as proto-modernist in appearance and 
may have figured as a model for later architecture. This building showed a flat roof and full wall-
size openings rather than punched windows. In various ways it appears to anticipate the white 
international modernism of the mid- to late 1920s. This is perhaps all the more astonishing 
because the architecture of Pfleghard and Haefeli was otherwise relatively conservative. Otto 
Pfleghard (1869–1958) and Max Haefeli (1869–1941) led their practice in Zurich from 1898 to 
1925, and with typologies of their designs ranging from industrial over commercial to residential, 
their architectural language occupies positions between reduced neo-baroque and -classicism, 
and a version of Heimatschutz, Swiss regionalist architecture.12  
 
So this sanatorium stands out even more. The crucial architectural elements are the flat roof and 
the south-facing windows which occupy the full width and height of each individual sanatorium 
room. Balconies in front of each room allow the patient to lie in the sun and fresh air. The walls 
appear white. And the whole appearance of the building is one of rational cleanliness. It was one 
of the earliest large-scale reinforced-concrete buildings in Europe.13 Perhaps it is relevant that 
the engineer in charge was Robert Maillart (and French firm Hennebique the contractor).14 Swiss-
born engineer Maillart (1872–1940) was one of the leading designer-engineers of early 
modernism, one who revolutionised the use of reinforced concrete with his aesthetic 
understanding. One wonders whether it was his influence which allowed Pfleghard and Haefeli to 
break with architectural conventions in their sanatorium.  
 
An interesting coincidence to be noted is the fact that Davos, the famous village in the Canton of 
Grison in the Swiss Alps, situated at about 1560m above sea level, had for reasons of dealing 
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with snow loads already become a centre of flat roofs since the middle of the 19th century, as art 
historian Erwin Poeschel described in an essay in 1928.15  
 
Therefore, this one sanatorium building, perhaps by sheer coincidence, brought together a 
number of elements that would become crucial for the aesthetic direction of modernist 
architecture. And it highlights two aspects that, in their combination, would equally be decisive 
for modernist architecture: here was a building that functioned hygienically – because this was 
its main purpose. But it was, at the same time, able to transport the idea of a hygienically clean 
modernism, through its new aesthetic components. And this is important for modernist 
architecture since so often architects in the 1920s and -30s denied the symbolic element of their 
architecture while rhetorically focussing on the functional aspects. But the functional cleanness 
goes hand-in-hand with the symbolic cleanness in so many buildings of this period.  
 
How, if at all, did the transition work from sanatorium to modernist ‘domestic clinics’? 

HHeeaalltthh  aanndd  HHyyggiieennee::  LLee  CCoorrbbuussiieerr  DDeevveellooppss  tthhee  IIddeeaa  ooff  aa  RRooooff  GGaarrddeenn  

In the 1920s, Le Corbusier’s radically modernist architecture displays roof gardens, sunrooms, 
full-height windows, clean interiors and the like in seemingly endless repetition. But are these 
architectural devices linked to the idea of the sanatorium?  
 
Le Corbusier – then still Charles-Edouard Jeanneret – was interested in hygiene as a topic from 
1910 onwards. Particularly through his visit of the Allgemeine Städtebau-Ausstellung in Berlin in 
June 1910, he became aware of the role that hygiene considerations played for architects and 
urban planners.16 During the same period, even before he went on his Voyage d’Orient in 1911, 
he was further fascinated with the notion of the garden as a built addition to the house, or one 
could say: as an integral architectural element of the house.17 His journey to the East reinforced 
this interest, with the result that the Maison Blanche, the house he designed for his parents in La 
Chaux-de-Fonds in 1912, demonstrated such a close connection between garden and house. 
Nevertheless, the garden was still situated next to the house. 
 
Jeanneret continued to develop this idea over the following years, as his notebooks of the years 
1914 and 1915 show.18 Thus in 1915 while in Paris, he draws a seven-storey apartment block, 
and on its roof, he adds his own building complex: a residential building in form of an almost 
enclosed orthogonal ring, with a garden in its middle. Jeanneret writes, as note to self: “Rent the 
roof of your house out to me for 50 years. Let me do with it what I want. I would build there a 
house … with gardens, trees, pergola […] It is the garden-city on the roofs.”19 The garden moves 
into the architecture. What this sketch may demonstrate is that while arguments for health and 
hygiene in general are part of Le Corbusier’s argumentation for garden-cities from early on – one 
can see this for example in his 1912 publication on the arts and crafts movement in Germany20 
– he makes no specific mention of the sanatorium. And this is perhaps surprising, given that Le 
Corbusier grew up in Switzerland, not too far from the many early sanatoria. One wonders why Le 
Corbusier hardly ever stressed this very link himself, particularly if we consider the impact the 
tuberculosis cure seems to have had on German architects like Richard Döcker, as we will see 
further below. 
 
So, for example in Vers une architecture, Le Corbusier only mentions the sanatorium and 
tuberculosis once each – at the very beginning and the end of his book. He writes: “We are 
unhappy living in unworthy houses because they ruin our health and our morale. […] The house 
eats away at us in our immobility, like consumption. We will soon need too many sanatoria.”21 He 
continues with his famous catch-phrase of the happy and virile engineer here. And at the end of 
the book, he states: “The machine we live in is an old crate of a plane riddled with tuberculosis.”22 
These are mentions in passing and not setting up the tuberculosis cure as a central point of his 
argument.  
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In 1922, Le Corbusier drew his famous block of Immeubles-villas, stacked villas with their 
individual double-height gardens: a private dwelling in the city, on the fifth floor, equipped with its 
own health-providing garden.23 The Immeuble-villas, a stacked version of what he would show as 
the Pavillon de l’Esprit Nouveau in Paris in 1925, cleverly crafted a ‘garden of stone’, a spacious 
terrace, next to a double-height living room. Because light needed to be supplied to rooms behind 
this garden, Le Corbusier added a light well which reinforced the notion of this being a particular 
spot of refuge. In his description, Le Corbusier adds: “On the roof of the Immeuble-villas there will 
be a 1000m-track where one can run in the open air. Solariums will allow beneficent sunbaths 
that begin in summer.”24 
 
In more general terms, with his cinq points de l’architecture of 1925 (Five Points of architecture), 
Le Corbusier set up a building programme that, while partly motivated by structural developments 
(see his Maison Dom-Ino with free plan and free façade), for the other part was motivated by the 
aim of healthier living. In his first volume of the Oeuvre Complète, he argues: “The house is in the 
air, far from the ground; the garden passes underneath the house, the garden is also on the 
house, on the roof.”25  
 
Thus, we see Le Corbusier displaying a general interest in the garden in the air, free and open 
space attached to multi-storey buildings, which while perhaps looking like a domestic clinic, are 
not apparently (or just not openly?) motivated by the sanatorium. 

CClloossee  LLiinnkkss  BBeettwweeeenn  AArrcchhiitteeccttuurree  aanndd  MMeeddiicciinnee::  RRiicchhaarrdd  DDööcckkeerr  aanndd  FFrriieeddrriicchh  WWoollff  

So Le Corbusier takes up a multitude of influences in designing the modernist house to healthy, 
hygienic standards but leaves the question partially open how much he was inspired by the Swiss 
sanatorium buildings like the Queen Alexandra Sanatorium. The second case study however 
shows an exemplary close connection between architecture and medicine. The relationship 
between Richard Döcker and Friedrich Wolf demonstrates that not only were architects designing 
according to the newest medical findings, but physicians were influenced in their own thinking by 
modernist architecture.  

WWaaiibblliinnggeenn  HHoossppiittaall  

Architect Richard Döcker (1894–1968) lived and worked in Stuttgart. He contributed significantly 
to the development of modernist architecture. As Dietrich Worbs has shown, even Döcker’s very 
first houses in the early 1920s which, from the outside, may appear conventional or traditional, 
are already conceived with stepped terraces (a feature that is characteristic for Döcker’s design), 
opening themselves up to the sunlight.26 For the 1927 Weissenhof exhibition, Döcker designed 
two houses (nos. 21 and 22), but more importantly, he was the overall architect-in-charge on the 
building site.  
 
One year earlier, in 1926, Döcker had won the competition for a new hospital in Waiblingen, a 
small town near Stuttgart. He was able to realise the building, unaltered, in 1928. This hospital 
building was radically new in its layout. The patients’ wing was built in the form of stepped terraces 
over three stories, with full-height windows that could be fully opened to allow to move the 
patients’ beds out onto the terrace.27 Döcker followed the idea of the mountain sanatorium but 
in order to give patients even more sunlight, he extended the building into its form with stepped 
terraces.  
 
A first direct link between medical experts and architecture is demonstrated by Dr David Sarason. 
Sarason, a physician, had shown great interest in architecture, so much so that he developed a 
forerunner of Döcker’s Waiblingen model.28 In his publication Das Freilufthaus (The Open Air 
House) of 1913, Sarason promoted his 1902 invention of three-to five-storey apartment blocks 
or hospitals with stepped terraces that were, through an overhang, half terraces, half balconies.29 
His argument was that current hospital architecture was taking care of most medical and hygienic 
requirements already but not providing the necessary space for Freiluftkuren – open air cures.30 
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While this was radically new at the time, the architectural language of these buildings, designed 
by architect Gustav Bähr, was still conventional: they were conceived as masonry buildings with 
pitched roofs and with ‘punched’ windows rather than modernist wall-size openings. Sarason’s 
biggest achievement remains the “terrace balcony”,31 which was developed further in many 
places.32 
 
Thus, at Waiblingen, Döcker was able to combine the clean horizontality and openness of 
Pfleghard & Haefeli’s 1908 Queen Alexandra Sanatorium in Davos with Sarason’s principle of a 
stepped half-terrace, half-balcony design. In his own publication Terrassentyp of 1929, Döcker 
developed Sarason’s ideas further and promoted the stepped terrace as a general system for 
building with the sun. One aspect that strengthens the link between medicine and the modernist 
house is the fact that Döcker, different from Pfleghard & Haefeli, also designed houses in this 
sanatorium-like way – one of which was for another physician, Friedrich Wolf. 

DDööcckkeerr’’ss  HHoouussee  ffoorr  FFrriieeddrriicchh  WWoollff  

Friedrich Wolf (1888–1953) was a “doctor, life reformer, poet, politician”.33 He published many 
books and pamphlets, promoting healthy lifestyles. His main work, Die Natur als Arzt und Helfer 
(“Nature as physician and helper”), appeared in 1928. Being a left-wing activist, of Jewish 
heritage, and a communist, he became a welcome foe for the Nazis in the 1930s. Despite this, 
the book kept being printed long after 1933.34 Wolf’s publication demonstrates the link back 
from the medical experts to architecture: in it, Wolf promotes modernist architecture as an 
element of an overall healthy lifestyle. He argued “that tuberculosis and rickets be ‘combated at 
the root’ with ‘healthy, airy, light and roomy living quarters!’”35 
 
It appears that Friedrich Wolf attempted to move into one of Döcker’s houses at the Weissenhof, 
as he was fascinated by them.36 These houses no. 21 and 22 on the Weissenhof were directly 
advertising their healthy architectural components through large windows and wide open terrace 
for gymnastic activities. On the roof terrace of house 22 there were wall bars for gymnastic 
exercises, protective curtains and a shower with cold and warm water. The bathroom was 
generously sized so that it could function as a room for gymnastics at the same time.37 
 
What made Wolf aware of Döcker? This is unclear, but perhaps the fact that the Waiblingen 
hospital was under construction would have added to his interest. However, his application was 
not successful so that Wolf commissioned Döcker to design a house for him, in Zeppelinstrasse 
in Stuttgart, a few kilometres away from the Weissenhof. This house was built in 1928.38 It was 
a cubic house of three stories, with a large terrace on the first and a smaller terrace on the second 
floor and a flat roof. It appears less avant-garde than Döcker’s houses at the Weissenhof, since 
it was built with surprisingly conventional (punched-hole) windows instead of full-height glass 
openings. (This may well have been an economic restraint of the client). But this did not deter 
Wolf from using the terraces of his house for almost ritualistic morning showers with cold water, 
as contemporary illustrations show.39 The architecture of this new house became part of his 
promotion of a healthier lifestyle. 

AAtttteemmppttss  aatt  aann  IInntteerrpprreettaattiioonn  

This paper has attempted to show that early 20th century sanatorium buildings provided many of 
the cues that, in turn, architects took up in designing modernist houses (particularly exemplified 
by the experimental houses at the Weissenhof in 1927). But while this is so, it seems equally 
important to show how an architect as Le Corbusier arrived at the same kind of architecture but 
coming from a slightly different direction: inspired by a combination perhaps of structural 
thinking, enthusiasm for Mediterranean living and the role of the garden for the house, he ends 
up designing houses that are closely related to the houses of a Richard Döcker and others, 
without referencing the sanatorium. 
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There were more avenues to the image of the house as a domestic clinic than the seductive link 
with the Queen Alexandra Sanatorium wants to make us think. But there is equally ample 
evidence on how much hygiene, medicine, health and modern architecture were intertwined, 
particularly during the first two decades of the 20th century.  
 
Tuberculosis treatment changed radically from the 1940s onwards with the introduction of the 
antibiotic streptomycin. Did this also change architecture once again? One could argue so. 
Because Döcker’s Waiblingen hospital, as much sense as it made for the cure of tuberculosis or 
the healing of surgery wounds through fresh air and sunlight, was already torn down in 1959.  
 
It appears that “in view of medical progress”, Döcker’s radical and sensible arrangement with 
stepped terraces was no longer economically viable.40 What sounds like an irony of history might 
also provide us with an argument for the interpretation of today’s situation. If such an innovative 
hospital building seemed to be no longer required only 30 years after it had been completed, this 
may point at the reduced need of any substantial changes to our building fabric as soon as a 
vaccine has been introduced against COVID-19. Or does it? 
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This paper explores the tectonic implications of the frame in selected works of Le 
Corbusier and Mies. The intention and main scholarly contribution of the paper is to 
explore the diachronism informing these two architects’ progression towards what I 
would like to call “frameless” architecture. If the ethos of frameless architecture can 
be traced in the French architect’s manifesto, Towards a New Architecture (1925), 
Mies’s trajectory began with his experimentation with various materials, including 
glass, concrete, and brick, during his German tenure, and ended in his American 
tenure with work similar to what Le Corbusier had started doing in 1925. Plotting 
a diagonal axis connecting the early architecture of Mies to the sculpted tectonics 
of Le Corbusier’s late work, on the one hand, and the Mies of steel and curtain 
wall architecture to the Le Corbusier of the Dom-ino frame, on the other, this paper 
intends to recode the early historiographies of modernism in architecture, which more 
often than not were based on the conviction that the Zeitgeist informs architecture 
homogeneously. My anachronistic reading of the historicity of Mies and Le Corbusier 
unpacks their ideological position against the discursive continuum of Humanism in 
architecture, in spite of their theoretical inclination towards a frameless architecture.

MIES CONTRA CORB: WHATEVER 
HAPPENED TO THE FRAME?
Gevork Hartoonian | University of Canberra
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Mario Carpo has correctly observed that most architects tend to resist accepting technological 
change.1 However, turning his focus to digital techniques, he dismisses the idea that the 
transformation from mechanical to digital reproducibility in architecture is informed by the 
dialectics of the technical and ideological. My criticism involves a Marxian doxa that each major 
turn in technical development ensures the formation of a related subjectivity to be internalized 
across the everyday life of capitalism. For instance, the ethos of modernism in architecture was 
deeply rooted in the replacement of the masonry construction system with that of the frame, 
aided by the availability of materials such as steel, glass, and concrete. The aesthetic, spatial, 
and formal fruits of this transformation are discussed by Sigfried Geidion in Building in France, 
Building in Iron, Building in Ferroconcrete (1928). Giedion was one of the influential agents of 
early modernism, and, similar to Carpo today, he also failed to identify the Zeitgeist as the ideology 
of an emerging bourgeoisie that would hold on to the Promethean faith in technological progress. 
For Carpo, however, central to the regime of digital reproducibility is the reversal of the 
Renaissance notational system to be copied in the built form. In this reversal, two things happen: 
1) through 3D printing, the gap between design and building is eliminated in favour of an artisanal 
state of making, wherein the architect’s authority is mediated not through drawing, but through 
direct “control” of the process of construction in collaboration with other involved agencies; 2) in 
the expectation of overcoming its current limitation (reproduction of small objects), digital making 
is expected to bridge the gap between design and production. Paradoxically, what this entails is 
expediting the assimilation of architecture into the processes of the production and consumption 
system of late capitalism, and this in spite of the current turn to the fold, which is most often 
conceived and contemplated independent of the frame holding up its surface. The fold, writes 
Bernard Cache, “falls away from the supporting structure and hangs like an oversized piece of 
clothing.”2 The result, “objectile,” provides an image of objectivity exemplified in architecture’s 
“tilt toward the curve,” and in the spectacular undulating surfaces of variable curvature, referred 
to as the Bilbao effect. This unfolding should not be discussed merely in terms of the “technical 
object,”3 but as part of the aesthetic of commodity form permeating the cultural realm. This is 
evident not only from the postmodern simulation of historical tropes, but also the recent rise of 
parametric architecture.  
 
With the above introductory remarks, this paper would like to claim that criticism of contemporary 
architecture should focus on the historicity of the tectonics of skin and frame. Since Le 
Corbusier’s conceptualization of the frame as the Dom-ino object, a distinction was made 
between the use of the frame in architecture and engineering. It also facilitated the re-
territorialization of the ethos of Renaissance Humanism, particularly the turn away from the 
Gothic emphasis on the artistry of the constructed form in favour of surface, the articulation of 
which was expected to secure the authority of the architect against that of the engineer. The 
dichotomy between these two competing figures of the late nineteenth century is suggested in 
Giedion’s aforementioned book, and cautiously elaborated in the opening pages of Le Corbusier’s 
manifesto, Towards a New Architecture, 1925. He wrote, “The Engineer’s aesthetic, and 
Architecture, are two things that march together and follow one from the other: the one being now 
at its full height, the other in an unhappy state of retrogression.”4 Accordingly, the architect’s task 
was to close the gap between these two professions once personified in the work of architekton. 
In addition to the pragmatic dimension of the frame in the work of engineering, and Le Corbusier’s 
conceptualization of the Dom-ino, Modernism also witnessed Mies van der Rohe’s take on the 
frame. This German architect’s early experimentation with various materials culminated in the 
tectonics of column and wall exemplified in the Barcelona Pavilion (1929).  However, evident in 
Mies’ architecture of the American period is a turn to recoding the classical understanding of 
column and its tectonic connection with the entablature, the beam. Having briefly established the 
different approaches of these two giants of modernism to the tectonics of frame, the remainder 
of this paper plots the diachronic temporality informing their architecture. In spite of or because 
of the suggested differences, I would also like to claim that, in an attempt to secure the autonomy 
of architecture, the work of Mies and Le Corbusier tilted toward frame-less architecture. 
Paradoxically, and this in reference to this paper’s opening paragraph, frame-less-ness is the 
hallmark of objectile architecture, aspects of which I will briefly explore in Zaha Hadid’s Heydar 
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Aliyev Cultural Center, Baku. My historiographic contribution here includes a tacit criticism of the 
Corbusian re-territorialization of the ethos of the architecture of Humanism in contradistinction 
to the Miesian strategy of deterritorialization. The difference between them is essential for 
demonstrating the homogeneous time underwriting the early historiographies of the modern 
architecture movement, discussed elsewhere.5 

TThhee  TTeecchhnniiffiiccaattiioonn  ooff  AArrcchhiitteeccttuurree  

Theodor Adorno coined the term “technification” to critique the use of electronic devices in music. 
Similar to other arts, the technical know-how of music changed after the nineteenth century, when 
technique came to be understood and used as part of scientific knowledge, potentially propelling 
the work of art beyond the Classical state of artistic creativity. The technification of the work of 
art, Adorno wrote, “matures along with the inclusion of techniques that had developed outside 
music in the course of the general growth of technology.”6 The awareness that a composer could 
exceed the classical compositional notations and exaggerate the so-to-speak natural sound of an 
instrument, opened a horizon wherein what was originally a non-aesthetic element (the inherent 
sound of an instrument) was now considered an aesthetic phenomenon, first in musical terms, 
and then exceeding the boundaries of the musical to become part of the aesthetic of reception. 
The implied excess is important because its visibility coincided with the aesthetic of commodity 
form permeating the “culture industry,” a term Adorno used to characterize American post-war 
culture. The crisis induced by the introduction of techniques of mechanical reproducibility into the 
work of art also initiated new expressive themes at the expense of suspended traditional 
expectations. This is the case with Richard Strauss’s music, for example, for whom “technification 
goes together with the technique of surprise.”7 Still, the technification of artwork enabled the 
artist to “objectify subjectivity” on a new scale that would overwhelm the public, similar to 
bourgeoise interiors and the nineteenth-century exhibition halls.8 On this, Walter Benjamin wrote: 

World exhibitions glorify the exchange value of the commodity. They create a framework in 
which its use value recedes into the background. They open a phantasmagoria which a 
person enters in order to be distracted. The entertainment industry makes this easier by 
elevating the person to the level of commodity. He surrenders to its manipulations while 
enjoying his alienation from himself and others.9  

 
In his magnum opus fragments, The Arcades Project, Benjamin investigates various aspects of 
the everyday life of nineteenth-century European culture, demonstrating the scope of the 
commodification of things. His project showcased not only technological transformation, but its 
infusion into the cultural realm experienced as “dialectical image,” a historiographic notion 
central to his philosophy of history. In exploring the world of commodities, Benjamin was equally 
interested in the seeds of resistance nested in the ruins left behind by history’s progress. 
Interestingly enough, to plot the extension of commodification, Benjamin recalls Gottfried 
Semper’s remarks on gas lighting: the German architect wrote, “What a splendid invention this 
gas lighting is! In how many different ways has it not enriched the festive occasion of life (not to 
mention its infinite importance for our practical needs)!”10 These dialectical images, dangling 
between practical needs and expression, between construction and its architectonic articulation, 
are central to Semper’s theory of the tectonics of theatricality. Semper was indeed one of the 
pioneers in theorizing architecture beyond the limits inherent in classical theories. Apropos, and 
throughout the long history of modernity, architecture found itself in the emerging expanded field, 
what Benjamin called the “exhibition value” of the work of art. To get to the bottom of this claim, 
I should briefly map the differences between techne, technique, and tectonics.11 
 
Before the advent of mechanical reproducibility, there were no discourses on technology as it is 
understood today. In contrast to the excessiveness injected into digitally reproduced architecture, 
essential to the classical aesthetic was the expected integrity between the Vitruvian triad of 
venstus, utilitas, and firmitas, in conjunction with the rules of gravity and the properties of 
materials. In the classical understanding of architecture, techne did not signify a means but the 
unity of means and end. As the logos of making, techne was critical to the planimetric and 
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sectional organization, and the aesthetic, of architecture until the seventeenth century. Since 
then, techne has been replaced by “technique,” or the manner in which an artist or an artisan 
uses the technical elements of an art or a craft. With the advent of mechanization in the late 
eighteenth century, the ontological rapport between art and science disappeared, and technique 
provided solutions to problems without necessarily evincing any particular concern for the 
disciplinarity of architecture, the culture of building. 
 
Consider this: whereas symbolic and representational variations of classical architecture were 
inseparable from the architectonic potentialities of the masonry construction system, modern 
scientific knowledge, freed from the metaphysics of both Humanism and Christian eschatology, 
further expanded its operative horizon in the twentieth century. It offered solutions that 
transformed most of what was then associated with the term “industries,” and prepared the 
conditions under which technical inventions and products would be used across the world of 
manufacturing, to the point that, after WWII, the cultural realm would be transformed into an 
industry in its own right. If the I-beam, for example, was first cut and used in the construction of 
railways and bridges, it soon became the prime element in construction sites, under the rubric of 
the steel-frame system conceptualized in Le Corbusier’s Dom-ino frame. In addition to changing 
construction techniques, technical products introduced aesthetic norms into architecture that 
had no historical precedent. I am reminded of Le Corbusier’s fascination with the beauty of liners, 
and the comparison he made between the precision of the Parthenon and a 1920s car.12  
 
If this was the case at a time when technical reproducibility “was considered a way for art to 
imagine a free, equal, and progressive society,”13 in the age of digital reproducibility, technique 
has turned out to be the agent of the commodification of culture in general, and architecture in 
particular. Publicizing a photograph of a car taken next to the Villa Stein (1927), Le Corbusier’s 
proclamation that “a house is a machine for living in,” was also a confirmation that his work 
looked more advanced and “contemporary” than the car. Today the situation has changed 
drastically: both architecture and cars are designed and fabricated under the regime of digital 
reproducibility. Both have moved from semi-rectilinear to curvilinear shapes, simulating images 
that direct the spectator’s attention to surface, foregrounding a perceptive image of the 
substance. One major reason for this turn of events, I would argue, is the different distance cars 
and architecture maintained from the regime of mechanical reproducibility. Whereas a car was 
and still is closer, if not directly connected, to the prevailing skills and tools of the production 
process, architecture draws mostly from the pre-modern traditions of the culture of building. Even 
though architecture in modernity had already entered into the production and consumption cycles 
of the rising capitalism, because of this distance, it could still hold onto its disciplinary autonomy. 
If Villa Stein looked by all accounts more advanced than a car, in the era of digital reproducibility, 
both products enjoy a general sense of “design” that is primarily focused on “image building.”14  
 
Having made these dense historical observations, I would now like to posit that in Modernity there 
is a double function to the frame: 1) to renew the premises of construction according to 
technological transformations; and 2) to mediate between the disciplinarity of architecture and 
the aesthetic of commodity form. 

TToowwaarrddss  aa  ffrraammeelleessss  aarrcchhiitteeccttuurree  

In addition to the prevailing general network of technical means and intellectual labour that glues 
architecture more than any other work of art to the present production and consumption 
system,15 the challenge facing criticism and historiography is the recovery, “as far as possible, of 
the original functions and ideologies that, in the course of time, define and delimit the role and 
meaning of architecture.”16 If we accept the advent of Modernity as a singular historical and 
structural event,17 is it not convincing to say that architecture is divided between two long 
historical temporalities? One catalogues various manifestations of the historicity of modern 
movement architecture; the other concerns the Classical, including the baroque, which for a 
number of historians inaugurated mannerism in the style discourse. Central to the codification of 
the Classical tradition and its stylistic variations was the over-domination of artisanal techniques 
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exemplified in the masonry construction system. This tectonic consideration is important because 
it settles the differences between the Modern and the Classical in particular terms18 -- particular 
in the sense that it rejects the distinction between “art and non-artistic or historical pretexts.” The 
material of the work of architecture, to paraphrase Fredric Jameson, “has its own semi-
autonomous history: but that history is itself part of the material.”19 In tectonics, the aesthetic 
experience includes the matter of construction as well. Therefore, in Modernity, architecture’s 
rapport with History is centred, I would posit, on the agency of frame. I would go further, and, 
without elaborating the subject here, claim that the frame is a useful concept for differentiating 
the 1920s’ interest in “the international,” both in politics and architecture, from the globalization 
that has usurped the political regime of modernism. 
 
If in western cultures the Orders define the universal dimension of the Classical, the universal in 
modern architecture draws mostly from three concepts of the frame formulated by Le Corbusier, 
Mies, and Wright.20 Even though modern architecture was mostly seen as a rupture with history, 
from the position of the longue duree there is ample evidence of the abstract presence of pre-
modern architectonic elements not only in Le Corbusier’s Five Points, but also in contemporary 
architecture – the return of surface for one.21 What this means is that, in architecture, frame 
encapsulates the totality of Modernity, and any critical assessment of contemporary architecture 
should stand in dialectical rapport with the historicity of the frame. This is convincing if the history 
of modern architecture is reconsidered in the dialectics of synchronicity and diachronicity rather 
than in linear and homogenous temporality. To this end, I would like to present a diachronic 
mapping of four selected works of Mies and Le Corbusier, demonstrating these two architects’ 
non-simultaneous take on the frame and materiality. 
 
Consider Villa Savoye and the Farnsworth House, one built in 1929 and the other in 1946. Le 
Corbusier’s villa takes full advantage of the Dom-ino frame, to the point of deconstructing the 
planimetric and volumetric organization of pre-modern architecture. At the outset, one should 
recognize that the Dom-ino was more than a frame; it was rather an object, a self-referential one, 
made out of four columns and two horizontal slabs connected together by a stair. In spite or 
because of the postmodernist simulation of historical forms, Le Corbusier’s idea of “free façade,” 
for example, is meaningful only in reference to the other four points discussed in his Five Points 
of Architecture. The tendency to make the frontal façade a representational surface has a long 
history in the architecture of Humanism. However, the Corbusian dictum of the free façade was 
tied into a particular metric relationship between slab, column, and the implied orthogonal 
extension of the edifice, discussed by a number of critics and historians, and most cohesively 
formulated by Peter Eisenman.22  
 
Although the Farnsworth House is also made of two horizontal slabs, the design’s similarity with 
Villa Savoye goes no further. For one thing, Mies’s project has eight steel columns, four on each 
side, and hidden behind the glass facade. As an exposed monolithic element, each column is 
joined to the steel channel by plug welds on the concealed side so that no means of fastening 
are visible. These connections, writes Michael Cadwell, require “a sequence of operations that 
demand a high degree of craft, yet each operation disappears with the next.” In the sequential 
move from mechanical to industrial craft, and then to handcraft, Cadwell continues, there is no 
“glorification of technology … as there is no remnant of the craft."23 This is indeed a significant 
observation as far as it concerns the differences between Mies and Richard Roger and Renzo 
Piano of Centre Georges Pompidou, where technology attains what Frampton has described as 
the “product form.”24 Apropos, the internal volume of the Farnsworth house looks as if hung from 
the frame structure, implying the possibility of extending the volume vertically rather than 
horizontally as is the case with the Dom-ino. Another difference relates to the notion of the free 
facade: in both buildings, the facade is free and plays no role in carrying the load of the building; 
however, in the Savoye the facade provides the opportunity to insert horizontal cuts into the 
surface of the building, whereas in Mies’s project the location of the mullions of the glass facade 
is determined by the distance separating the columns from each other. These tectonic differences 
support the aforementioned notion of frameless architecture I will discuss shortly. 
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My comparative analysis is not complete without picturing Le Corbusier’s Maison Jaoul (1955) 
next to Mies’s Concrete Country House Project (1925). Despite the thirty years separating these 
two works from each other, both disclose a shift from the tectonics of lightness in favour of 
heaviness. Evident in Maison Jaoul is Le Corbusier’s departure from the Purist forms of Villa 
Savoye prone to the tactile sensibilities of load-bearing crude brick walls with unstruck mortar 
joints, exposed concrete beams, and Catalan tiles, which, according to Frampton, were “an affront 
to those architects who had been nurtured on the myth that modern architecture was necessarily 
machinist and planar and above all sustained by an elegant and articulate structural frame.”25 
Here Frampton expresses a Benjaminian passion for unearthing the past, contrasting the 
vernacular culture of building in modern conditions with the straitjacket modernism tailored by 
the technification of architecture. This is a strategy of resistance which, I argue, Mies also 
pursued, with the difference that Mies would try to deconstruct aspects of the Classical culture 
of building such as the tectonics of column and wall and/or the significance of terrace making 
and roofing in consideration to Semper’s theorization of architecture, also central to my 
interpretation of Mies’s work.26 
 
The Concrete Country House was part of Mies’s experimentation with various materials: glass in 
the Glass Tower, brick in the Brick Country House (1923), and concrete in the Concrete Office 
Building (1923). In these projects, Mies was experimenting with the limits of a material and 
materiality without pursuing a particular meaning, how to make openings in a brick wall that 
exceed the aesthetic implied in traditional masonry buildings. Thus, unlike Maison Jaoul, the 
Concrete Country House demonstrates the plastic qualities of concrete as both a structural and 
covering element. In doing so, the project departs from the abode as a historical analogue in 
favour of a radical exploration of materiality of concrete. Walter Benjamin wrote that concrete 
offers "the prospect of new plastic possibilities in architecture."27 Beyond the Concrete Country 
House’s dynamic form, which can be associated with some Constructivist compositions, the 
excessive fenestrations of this house depart from platonic geometries. The continuous ribbon of 
basement windows, on the other hand, separates the building from its site, following the cuts a 
sculptor would make into a bulk of organic material, mud or plaster. The entrance to this house 
displays the act of incision, rather than the “gesture” of invitation. In all these ways, Mies’s 
intention was to deconstruct architectonic elements from their figurative and linguistic 
connotative dimensions except the matter-of-factness. Implementing two different strategies in 
two different historical moments, Mies and Le Corbusier yield their work to the historicity of the 
culture of building, at the expense of using extra “expressive” forms dictated by technology. 
Nothing is more effective than these two architects’ mature work for disclosing their diachronic 
understandings of temporality. At one pole, to benefit from T. J. Clark’s reading of Picasso’s 
painting, “is substance; at another, structure. Heavy opacity; weightless translucence.”28 
 
While the Dom-ino frame was integral to the tectonics of Le Corbusier’s later work, Mies in his 
American tenure repeatedly used a single tectonic frame structure for different purposes, from a 
house to a museum. For these two architects, and for Aldo Rossi as well, history is analogous to 
a “skeleton,” which, according to Peter Eisenman, “serves as a measure of time, and in return, is 
measured by time.”29 Whereas the skeleton is the agency of architecture’s endurance in 
modernity, its naked presence in Mies’s later work paradoxically ensures the continuity of the 
“room,” the fundamental measure of anthropomorphism in architecture. Such is the complex role 
the frame has played in architecture since the inception of Modernity. However, particular to 
Mies’s conception of the frame is the tectonic rapport between the roof, the column, and the 
glass enclosure. If we agree with the proposition that the nineteenth century's obsessive search 
for style was ultimately focused on the formulation of the language of steel and glass architecture, 
then Mies derailed the early modernist interest in intertwining style with Zeitgeist. The fact that 
this development coincided with various claims for the end of Modernity and the beginning of 
postmodernism demands a discussion that should focus on the complex rapport between the 
cultural and the openings initiated by the socio-economic and technological advancements of 
post-war capitalism. 
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Instead, I would like here to make a final observation: what overdetermines the architecture of 
both postmodernism and parametrics is the emergence of surface as an autonomous aesthetic 
entity. Beneath the postmodernist esteem for the simulation of historical forms are design 
strategies abusing Le Corbusier’s conceptualization of the Dom-ino frame. What this means is 
that the idea of free-façade should be differentiated from the Humanist notion of frontality as a 
representational surface, and that the excess informing most of Zaha Hadid’s later projects, for 
example, dispenses with the Miesian tectonics of frame.  
 
Consider Zaha Hadid’s Heydar Aliyev Cultural Centre, Baku. Using the most advanced 
computational system, the building demonstrates an undulating and soft-looking skin supported 
by a concrete structure combined with a space frame system. Furthermore, the surface geometry 
“fosters unconventional structural solutions such as the introduction of curved ‘boot columns’ to 
achieve peel of surface from the ground to the West of the building, and the ‘dovetail’ tapering of 
the cantilever beams that support the building envelope to the East of the site.”30 To ensure the 
design’s powerful plasticity (expressionism), and to cover various transitional zones, the architect 
used different cladding materials such as Glass Fibre Reinforced Concrete (GFRC) and Glass 
Reinforced Polyester (GFRP). The building’s frame structure is compromised by a composite 
construction system wherein the tectonic of skin and bone gives way to a rising and falling 
structural envelope. With this gesture, “the building blurs the conventional differentiation 
between architectural object and urban landscape, building envelope and urban plaza, figure and 
ground, interior and exterior.”31 The project’s delicate tectonic grounding of the earth-work and 
the frame-work (to use Semperian terminology), on the other hand, is a reminder of Jørn Utzon’s 
Opera House, Sydney, with this difference: Utzon’s original shell roof-work had to be edited and 
replaced by a semi-ribbed frame and shell system. This tectonic consideration necessitated a 
construction system that combined structural elements of steel, wood, and concrete. Instead of 
smothering material and structural differences, Utzon highlighted materiality, charging the work 
with sophisticated joint-work and detailing evident in the interior and exterior surfaces of the 
building. Still, and in contradistinction to most parametric work, what stands out in most of 
Utzon’s public buildings is the tectonic articulation of roofing and terrace making. By contrast, 
nothing demonstrates the atectonic quality of Hadid’s Heydar Alyev project better than the 
smooth undulating interior and exterior surfaces. Similar to the overwhelming presence of 
commodity form images, the surface in Hadid’s project is seemingly conceived independent of its 
structure. In the interior of Heydar Alyev, detailing is dispensed with at the expense of a white 
hollow, as if wrapping the spectator’s body. 
 
The definitive stylistic feature of most digitally-reproduced architecture comprises excessive 
smooth surfaces, to the point where the final result looks like an estranged object, hiding the 
complexity of how things are put together.32 Moreover, in digitally reproduced organic shapes (the 
objectile) the lines structuring the surface are seen as part of the skeleton, defying the modernist 
frame construction system. To this end, and to further underline my earlier claim that Le 
Corbusier’s praxis was, among other things, centred on the legitimization of some aspects of the 
architecture of Humanism, I am reminded of Robin Evan’s take on Ronchamp. According to him, 
beneath the plastic-looking body of this building is a high-tech geometrical construction system.33 
According to Carpo, computational products now embody an artificial logic that is counter to that 
of natural, organic intelligence—the mode of thinking of our mind, as expressed by the method of 
modern science (and many today do not like that idea).34  
 
Apropos, if one feature of the technification of architecture is the Heideggerian “unhandiness” of 
the technical object, another relates to the idea of image building permeating the present culture 
of capitalism. In parametric design, image precedes the constellation where the past could leap 
into the present, as Benjamin would say, blasting the continuum of time measured by the 
onslaughts of technological maximization. If the return of surface is the architectonic 
manifestation of the continuity of the culture of Humanism practised since the Corbusien Five 
Points, the Miesian tectonics of roofing heralds the de-territorialization of the culture of building 
that admittedly has ontological rapport with the artistry of artisanal techniques. 
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This paper examines the works of Japanese Architect Fujimori Terunobu (1946–) at 
the intersection of archaeology and architecture. Having worked as an architecture 
historian before the realisation of his first building in 1991 at the age of 44, Fujimori 
has gone on to complete a body of work that has been described as avant-garde and 
unconventional yet also familiar and nostalgic. His work is known for using natural 
materials often finished by hand with traditional techniques giving them a distinctive 
vernacular aesthetic yet hard to define from a specific time or region. Fujimori himself 
acknowledges a wide range of influences, including primitive dwellings dating back to 
the Neolithic Jomon period (14000–300 BC). These reconstructed “ancient” dwellings, 
which may be seen throughout Japan, are central to Fujimori’s works including 
concepts relating to hollow space (cave like space) and his signature green roofs 
with tracing back to the shiba-mune (planted ridge line on the roof). While Fujimori’s 
works may be analysed as modern interpretations of ancient Jomon dwellings, the 
Neolithic forms that exist in Japan are already modern interpretations, as they are 
contemporary reconstructions of archaeological ruins. This paper is a critical analysis 
of how Fujimori’s built work draw from reconstructed histories and argues that new 
readings are created through selective appropriation and reinterpretation of the past. 
The authors discuss how Fujimori’s strategic reconstructions of past architectural 
identities have played a part in shaping current perceptions of history which have in 
turn redefined the vernacular in Japanese Architecture. As Fujimori gains in popularity 
his works have also increased in scale and complexity. More recent works are public 
and commercial in nature including larger scale museums and complexes which 
further questions the process and role of cultural production in new built works as 
contemporary interpretations of architecture history.
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn::  HHiikkuussuuggii--aann  

On 1 October 2017, Fujimori Terunobu’s1 newest work was opened to the public in Chino City, 
Nagano Prefecture. Given the name Hikusugi-an (too-low teahouse), Fujimori called it a “pit 
teahouse” (tateana-shiki chashitsu), a play upon on the Japanese word used for prehistoric “pit 
houses” (tateana-shiki jyūkyo). Located on Fujimori’s family plot next to Takasugi-an (too-high 
teahouse), the building appears as a copper shingled pyramid with a small cut-out that may be 
raised to reveal the entrance (Fig. 1). A trellis attached to the west side of the building has rails 
that allow the roof of the teahouse to open to the sky. Inside is a single 5.4m2 box covered with 
horizontal stripes of plaster that reveal the untreated cedar planks underneath. In actuality, 
Hikusugi-an is not a proper pit house. It uses the slope of the terraced fields to cover the building 
on three sides while leaving the north side open, revealing a chimney and charred cedar plank 
walls.  

 

	
FFiigguurree  11.. Hikusugi-an (21 October 2017). 

 
Fujimori first conceived of Hikusugi-an as a companion to Takasugi-an (Fig. 2).2 Opportunity to 
build it came when Chino city officials asked Fujimori to contribute to the 2017 Jomon Life Festival 
in Yatsugatake, a major undertaking involving a wide range of Jomon-themed events, exhibitions, 
performances, and workshops with over 30,000 attendees.3 Hikusugi-an was commissioned by 
the Chino Cultural Complex and was built between July and September 2017 as a series of public 
workshops at the museum before being transported to its final site (Fig. 3). This was not his first 
collaboration with Chino City, as his Flying Mud Boat and Teahouse C (C-an) were similarly 
organized as public events.4 
 
Of Fujimori’s many works, Hikusugi-an is the most direct reference to the architecture from the 
Jomon period (14000–300 BC), a Neolithic culture who populated much of the Japanese 
archipelago. The Jomon people are regarded as “complex” hunter-gatherers due to their intricate 
pottery, clay figurines, lacquerware, stone artifacts, and accessories. They are unique for living in 
permanent settlements and their dwellings are identified through remains of pits and postholes. 
While no original Jomon pit house exists, research from excavations has allowed architects to 
reconstruct them at some 150 locations since 1949.5 Regardless of their prevalence, there 
continue to be many questions about their above-ground shape and building materials. In fact, it 
is precisely this lack of certainty about the Jomon people, including the shape of their homes, that 
has made “the Jomon” a source of creative inspiration for many in Japan today.6 
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FFiigguurree  22.. Sketch of Hikusugi-an and Takasugi-an. Terunobu Fujimori 2005. Image reproduced from Chino Cultural 

Complex. Photograph by author. 
 

	
FFiigguurree  33.. Hikusugi-an and Takasugi-an. The stand in the foreground was placed there for the 2017 Jomon Art Festival 

and holds a reconstructed Jomon pot. (21 October 2017). Photograph by author. 

 
This paper is divided into three sections. The first examines the broader context in which the 
Jomon has been conceived within the context of Japanese architecture and Fujimori’s personal 
and academic connections to the Jomon. The second looks directly at Fujimori Terunobu, his 
principles for architecture and how his approach draws on aspects of the Jomon. Lastly, this 
article summarizes how Fujimori reinterprets the Jomon amongst other historical references to 
create new and contemporary works that are on the one hand redefining a new Japanese tradition 
and on the other contributing to the discourse of an international vernacular. 

FFuujjiimmoorrii  TTeerruunnoobbuu  aanndd  tthhee  JJoommoonn  PPiitt  HHoouussee    

To write that Fujimori has found inspiration in the Jomon culture would be an understatement. He 
was exposed to archaeology growing up in Chino City, which is famous for Togariishi, a Jomon 
period site where the earliest reconstruction of pit dwellings was made in 1949. Fujimori wrote 
that during high school he participated in excavations led by Fujimori Eiichi (1911–1973), an 
archaeologist renowned for his “Jomon cultivation” hypothesis. In fact, both are graduates from 
Suwa Seiryo High School, where there was an active archaeology group that conducted 
excavations.7 Even the land where Fujimori’s teahouses now stand are only a few meters away 
from a Jomon period site (Takabe site). In the late-1980s, before starting his career in 
architecture, Fujimori even built his own “Jomon pit house” that was used to camp in with his 
family.8 
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Despite a clear fascination with the Jomon, Fujimori says he has no desire to reconstruct a Jomon 
period pit dwelling as it might have stood thousands of years ago.9 His interest is less in academic 
questions about the form of Jomon homes, but is rather pragmatic in how he freely adopts ideas 
inspired by the Jomon in his work. Fujimori thus chooses not to look at the Jomon as an 
architectural historian but as an artist, and in this regard, he may be situated alongside a number 
of artists and architects in the postwar era who have sought out a Japanese cultural essence to 
bring to their work.10 This active appropriation of the Jomon by Fujimori mirrors the approach of 
Japan’s modernist architects, who from the 1930s were re-analyzing and incorporating traditional 
compositional elements from Shinto shrines, teahouses, and sukiya-style buildings. In this act of 
“cultural appropriation,” these architects “were able to project architecture from ancient times to 
the architecture of the present day.”11  

TThhee  JJoommoonn  PPiitt  HHoouussee  iinn  JJaappaanneessee  AArrcchhiitteeccttuurraall  HHiissttoorryy  

As is well known, Fujimori was trained and later worked as an architectural historian at the 
Institute of Industrial Science, University of Tokyo. Notably, this institute has produced a long 
genealogy of scholars who have investigated the origins of Japanese architecture (Fig. 4). For the 
first three generations, each of these historians has investigated the origins of Japanese 
architecture and/or have worked on prehistoric pit house designs. Even though Fujimori’s advisor 
Muramatsu Teijiro (1924–1997) was a specialist in Meiji period Western-influenced architecture 
in Japan, the influence of Fujimori’s predecessors on his understanding of architectural origins is 
apparent.  

 
FFiigguurree  44.. Partial genealogy of architecture history scholars at the Institute of Industrial Science, University of Tokyo as 

introduced by Muramatsu Shin. http://10plus1.jp/monthly/2015/05/issue-02.php (accessed 19 August 2020). 
 

 
FFiigguurree  55.. Illustration of the Tenchi kongen zukuri building (left) and the “tatara” iron furnace structure from the 

eighteenth-century document Tetsuzan-hisho (right). Images reproduced from Masaru Sekino, “Kodai Nihonjin no 
kenchiku-gijutsu” [Building technology of ancient Japanese]. Journal of Architecture and Building Science 1273 

(1988): 17–18. 

 
In the prewar period, the first to speculate that ancient people in Japan lived in pit houses was 
anthropologist Torii Ryuzo (1870–1953), who in 1899 found that the Ainu of the northern Kuril 
Islands continued to live in pit houses.12 As archaeologists were beginning to find pit house 
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remains on the main Honshu Island, Torii argued that they were not from the Ainu but rather from 
earlier Stone Age inhabitants. Alternately, at this same time in the field of architecture history, Ito 
Chuta was looking into the development of shrine architecture and argued that the ancestor of 
the shrine was a structure called Tenchi kongen zukuri (Fig. 5).13 This was an imagined pit 
structure derived from origin myths that was recorded in a document on shrine architecture called 
Torii no maki in 1804. Even though there were no archaeological remains to prove its existence, 
it continued to be reproduced in school textbooks and accepted by architectural historians until 
the early post-war period. 
 
The congruence of archaeology and architectural history began in 1926, when Yawata Ichiro 
(1902–1987), a student of Torii Ryuzo, excavated the Jomon period Ubayama Shell Midden in 
Chiba Prefecture.14 Ito Chuta and Sekino Tadashi (from the same research institute) were invited 
to analyze the remains and they found that none of the pit dwellings resembled the mythical two-
pillared Tenchi kongen zukuri pit structure. Instead, they found circular pits that were supported 
by four or five, or many posts.15  
 
According to Fujimori Terunobu, the contemporary image of the Jomon pit house is credited to 
Sekino Masaru (the eldest son of Sekino Tadashi). In 2013, Fujimori wrote on the pit house 
reconstruction by Sekino at Toro site, Shizuoka Prefecture.16 Even though Toro dates to the Yayoi 
period (300 BC–250 AD), the basic structure of the pit dwelling was envisioned as a continuation 
from the Jomon period and the design at Toro was directly taken from Sekino’s previous research 
at the Jomon period Togariishi site in Chino, Nagano. With only scant remains at these sites, 
Sekino drew from two strands of historical research to fill in the gaps. The first was the eighteenth-
century document Tetsuzan-hisho (1784), which documents the design of the “tatara” iron 
furnace that Sekino found to be structurally similar to the ancient pit dwelling remains (Fig. 5). 
The second was from research on traditional farmhouse roof designs called “gasshō zukuri.”17 
 
Fujimori concludes by stating that Sekino’s Toro pit house “hides a small lie,” as the original 
inhabitants could not make thatch roofs so clean as they did not have iron tools. Sekino 
intentionally decided to do this in order to draw public attention to the building. Explaining this, 
Fujimori cites from an interview with Sekino before his death: 

After the war in Japan, it was decided that the nation would be centered around its citizens, 
not the emperor or the government. To express this through historical buildings, it was 
necessary to look to the homes of ordinary people, not buildings like palaces, shrines, 
temples, or castles. That’s why it was appropriate to have the pit dwelling on the first pages 
of Japanese history books. (Fujimori, 2013: 68) 

Fujimori’s understanding of the Jomon pit house is rooted in Sekino’s research. Yet his knowledge 
of prehistoric Japanese architecture is much broader than this. In 1998, Fujimori was editor of 
the Journal of Architecture and Building Science, where he organized a special issue titled 
“Reconstruction of Ancient Architecture.” The issue contained over a dozen articles highlighting 
recent archaeological discoveries and architectural reconstructions. The issue also included 
interviews with Sekino Masaru and Fujishima Gaijiro about the legacy of the reconstructions they 
made in the 1950s. With Fujimori as moderator, the issue concluded with a roundtable discussion 
among several archaeologists and architecture historians.18 Many of the ideas about Jomon 
architecture raised in this special issue became foundational in Fujimori’s later work, including 
the use of sod-roofs on pit houses and that Jomon people also lived in raised-floor dwellings.19  

JJoommoonn  IInnssppiirreedd  AArrtt  aanndd  AArrcchhiitteeccttuurree  

The shift in architectural history, from readings of mythological texts to analysis of archaeological 
sites, is reflective of the broader search for a Japanese cultural history in the post-war era. The 
Imperial education during the war was underpinned by an ideology of emperor worship that was 
based in the ancient texts Kojiki and Nihon Shoki.20 In the immediate postwar era, Toro and 
Togariishi sites became beacons of hope, as they provided a direct means to engage with Japan’s 
history free from the ideology that led them into war. 
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From the early 1950s, as Togariishi and Toro sites were developed into public parks and 
museums, the Jomon and Yayoi periods were being refigured as the roots of Japanese traditions. 
The artist Okamoto Taro (1911–1996) is recognized as the first to pull Jomon pottery and artifacts 
away from purely historic-academic discourses. In his seminal essay, “On Jomon Ceramics” he 
described Jomon ceramics as the foundations of Japanese art (Fig. 6). Drawing from his 
background in France, where he studied under George Bataille and Marcel Mauss, Okamoto 
engaged with Jomon pottery in the same manner as European surrealists drew inspiration from 
“primitive” African art.21 He placed value on the “crude” and “inharmonious” shapes of this 
pottery and argued that “Jomon ceramics represent the antithesis of the harmony and refined 
elegance associated with Japanese tradition.” 22  Okamoto was specifically targeting postwar 
Japanese art circles that had been seeking to find a unity of tradition that extended back to the 
Yayoi period and, in doing so, he wanted to oppose the “postwar nationalism that looked for 
national unity.”23 
 

 
FFiigguurree  66.. Monumental reconstruction of the “flame pottery” that became famous after being featured by Okamoto Taro 

in his writings on the Jomon. Located at Niigata Prefectural History Museum, Nagaoka City. Photograph by author. 
(9 June 2017).  

 
Also at this time, key figures in Japan’s post-war architecture scene, including Shirai Seiichi (1905 
– 1983) and Tange Kenzo (1913-2005), were debating issues of authenticity and tradition in 
Japanese architecture.24 Known as the “tradition debate” (Nihon dentō ronsō) an essay published 
in 1956 by architectural critic Kawazoe Noboru in Shinkenchiku (where he served as editor) 
formally invited architects to contribute their views to the Jomon/Yayoi dichotomy introduced by 
Okamoto.25 Shirai warned of seeing Jomon as a trend and did not advocate for ‘Jomon-like’ 
buildings but to find its inherent potential without being consumed by outward form.26 Shirai’s 
goal was to recapture the energy and dynamism of the culture, clearly expressed in the vivid 
swirling patterns of Jomon ceramics, in an effort to go back to a purer and uncontaminated era.27 
In contrast, he considered the Yayoi as elitist, as it represented the traditional sophisticated 
aesthetic of the aristocracy.28 Tange also made a shift in his writings and work from this period 
in response to the debate and criticism that his recent works at the time were “yayoisque” rather 
than giving “power to the people.”29 
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In short, the tradition debate had increased architects’ awareness and interest towards the 
Jomon, and Fujimori himself has actively wrote about the topic as a historian and critic.30 The 
Jomon continued to gain popularity as archaeology began to contribute to the construction of a 
new Japanese national identity, one that shifted away from the emperor and towards a new 
history by and for the common people.  

FFuujjiimmoorrii’’ss  DDeessiiggnn  AApppprrooaacchh  

Fujimori explains that he strives to return the act of living to the primitive state before 
civilisation.31 Fujimori’s built works have been described as the “new Jomon” and has confessed 
he cannot get on with “Yayoi style things” as they look too elegant and refined.32 He strives for 
simplicity through the use of unprocessed materials with rough edges and uneven grains that 
show the passage of time. Natural finishes are shaped and sculpted by hand using traditional 
techniques rarely used by contemporary architects today. Nearly 30 years after his first built work, 
Fujimori outlined his design approach in Fujimori’s 12 points of architecture: Distancing Oneself 
from Le Corbusier’s 5 points, discussing his views on themes such as form, materials, and 
nature.33 In conclusion he explains the common thread connecting the diverse themes is the 
desire to go back to an age where there were no distinct styles between countries and regions, 
where “the world shared the same cult, the same religions, and the same architecture.”34 In these 
early universal forms he found inspiration including the use of columns and pillars (e.g. the pillars 
in the Jomon pit dwellings), the use of natural materials such as earth, and the concept of hollow 
space (cave like space), and roofs covered in plants (Fig. 7).35 The following sections discuss how 
Fujimori’s works interpret these ancient forms and practices reconstructed from fragments of 
history to compose a new architectural identity that is at once invariably Japanese but also 
international with global appeal. 
 

	
FFiigguurree  77.. Sketches by Terunobu Fujimori reproduced from “My Architecture” in Terunobu Fujimori Architect, Michael 

Buhrs and Hannes Rossler eds. (Munich: Hatje Cantz Verlag, 2012), 42–47. 

 
The first of Fujimori’s 12 points is to, “never imitate an architectural work, either in Japan or in 
the rest of the world, past or present.” Instead Fujimori selectively references certain elements in 
architectural history, without much concern for accuracy, and reappropriates them in his work.36 
His goal is to produce a new and original architectural language from various rural references 
though he is very aware of where each fragment originates from and avoids copying directly. An 
example is the Japanese technique yakisugi, a traditional method of hand charring timber boards 
to prevent rot that Fujimori has used in several projects including Yakisugi House (Fig. 8). While 
this technique can be seen as a reappropriation of the vernacular, Fujimori emphasizes that he 
only uses it in places where the technique is not commonly seen (it is found only in some regions 
in Japan) and thus intends it to be “at once familiar and oddly out of place.”37 In this sense, 
Fujimori also carries on a belief to not imitate but “reinvest old or overlooked things through 
adaptation to new context or uses.”38 
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FFiigguurree  88.. Yakisugi House. Image reproduced from Terunobu Fujimori Architect, Michael Buhrs and Hannes Rossler eds. 

(Munich: Hatje Cantz Verlag, 2012), 154-157. 

 
Another recurring theme in Fujimori’s works is the concept of hollow space that abstracts 
architecture to a simple container to create a cave like space reminiscent of the Stone Age.39 To 
achieve such abstraction, Fujimori uses the same material for the floor, wall, and ceilings with 
hidden joints to emphasize the reading of the material itself as one whole space rather than an 
assemblage of parts (Fig. 8). The concept of the cave is also universal; Fujimori cites the Lascaux 
Caves in France and Aboriginal Australians who built cavernous houses from tree branches and 
bark as sources of inspiration.40 By referencing an archetype of human dwelling from these early 
ages, a time before any distinct architectural styles existed, Fujimori again frees himself from 
resembling any specific style or architect while maintaining a sense of indigenousness, nostalgia 
and at times the surreal.41 Projects like the Yaki-sugi House and Hikusugi-an embody the idea of 
the cave to create a sense of comfort and familiarity, reminiscent of the first pit dwellings from 
the Jomon period. 
 
At this point it is important to understand the social and intellectual networks Fujimori is 
stimulated by as he is not operating in isolation but engages with artists and friends around him 
who also participate in the building of his works.42  The drive to create original yet familiar 
architectural combinations in his work can be traced back to a group that Fujimori was active in 
called the Street Observation Society (Rojo Kansatsugaku, referred to as ROJO). ROJO comprised 
of a group of friends; avant-garde artist and novelist Genpei Akasegawa, illustrator Shinbo Minami, 
editor Tetsuo Matsuda, essayist Joji Hayashi, cartoonist Hinako Sugiura and Fujimori himself.43 
Founded in 1986, the members would gather to walk the streets of different neighbourhoods in 
Tokyo to find unusual, odd, or bizarre elements in form of objects, decorations, buildings and any 
other quirky instances that were overlooked in everyday life. These included photographs of old 
houses covered completely in ivy, which Fujimori cites as an inspiration for his interest in the 
relationship between plants and architecture (Fig. 9).44 ROJO draws inspiration from Kon Wajiro 
and Yoshida Kenkichi, whose concept of ‘modernology’ (kogengaku), which combines the 
Japanese words for ‘archaeology’ and ‘the present,’ is likened to a modern day archaeologist as 
they sketched and documented the ruins of the 1923 great Kanto earthquake.45 Daniell (2012) 
compares the ROJO to the situationists in post-war Paris whose “dissolute strolls were always 
more of a promising idea than a productive method, whereas the members of ROJO were as 
fastidious as archaeologists.”46  
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FFiigguurree  99.. Examples of photographs taken by ROJO, titled ‘The invasion of plants’ and ‘The Green Palace,’ image 

reproduced from Treehouses Towers and Tea Rooms: The Architecture of Terunobu Fujimori, J.K. Mauro Pierconti ed. 
(Milan: Mondadori Electa S.p.A, 2019), 61. 

 
The third of Fujimori’s 12 points expands on the buildings process involving amateur labourers 
and volunteers to finish his buildings. This collective building approach not only brings people 
together but allows Fujimori to achieve the rough handmade finishes he strives for. The primitive 
building methods goes back to a time where humans made their own buildings with simple tools 
which led to Fujimori describing his method as doing “works in the Jomon style.47 The importance 
to note here is that style is not an aesthetic but a method and process. In 1997, the commission 
of Leek House (Nira hausu) for artist and ROJO member Genpei Akasegawa lead to the formation 
of the Jomon Architecture Group (Jōmon kenchiku-dan), referred to in English as the Jomon 
Company. This was more out of necessity as builders often rejected Fujimori’s requests for 
unconventional, imprecise, and sometimes inefficient ways to build. Though the translation is 
“company,” the core group only consisted of five people who overlapped with the core members 
of ROJO.48 The group dissolved shortly after the death of Akasegawa in 2014.49  
 
In addition to the Jomon Company, Fujimori works with students, clients, and local volunteers 
especially at the end of projects to achieve hand finishes (Fig. 10). He values the natural and 
more random patterns created by unskilled labourers compared to professionals who make 
things look perfect.50  Fujimori also tries to bring out handmade characteristics when using 
industrial materials such as copper, one of his favourite materials. Copper ages well and is easily 
shaped by various manual techniques including crimping, rolling, and bending by hand.51 In 
addition, the social aspect of involving people in the works, including clients who also sometimes 
join the Jomon Company to participate in subsequent projects, play a crucial role in encouraging 
new clients to accept Fujimori’s unconventional methods.52  
 
Though Fujimori has said that he has no special interest in Japanese tradition,53 he is among the 
many contemporary Japanese architects today who seek to re-examine “traditional materials and 
construction methods to imbue their works with new meanings and cultural resonances.”54 One 
of his main motivations is to revive the rough handmade traditions and craft that were lost due 
to industrial advancement which standardized architecture for efficiency. Fujimori is anti-elitist in 
this way and does not adhere to strict rules, as seen in his abstraction and reinterpretation of 
well-known traditional typologies. For example, when he reinterprets the traditional tea house 
typology by consciously choosing to appropriate some elements while omitting others, “I think 
they’re wonderful things (traditional elements including shoji, tatami mats and tokonoma) but 
once I use these elements everyone would understand at once that it’s Japanese. I’m not making 
these works to succeed the Japanese traditions.”55 This represents a conscious break with the 
past in order to create a new language that draws on aspects of the vernacular but is not bound 
to a certain place or region. 
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FFiigguurree  1100. Volunteers comprising of students, local residents and the public working on Hikusugi-an as part of the 
2017 Jomon Life Festival in Yatsugatake in Fujimori’s hometown of Chino, Nagano. Image reproduced from Design 

Studio O. (Accessed October 16 https://www.designstudioo.com/) 

TToowwaarrddss  aa  NNeeww  ((IInntteerrnnaattiioonnaall))  VVeerrnnaaccuullaarr  

Fujimori’s influences are diverse and international: “He drew inspirations from diverse 
international sources, from Shinto engagement with materials, the tea ceremony and the sukiya 
aesthetics of imperfection (wabi-sabi) to global vernacular construction techniques.”56 Fujimori is 
interested in this internationalism which he identifies as occurring in two periods in history: “The 
first time during the Stone Age…using natural materials like soil, stone, word, grass; the second 
time…exploiting industrial materials like iron, glass and cement…I believe that my interest in 
architecture lies in how to recall the former in the present time.” 57  Scholars in vernacular 
architecture are also emphasizing the importance of viewing tradition as a creative process 
through which past knowledge is interpreted to inform contemporary designs in addition to the 
actual buildings themselves.58 Fujimori’s creative process involves a reconstruction different to 
archaeologists as he is not interested in recreating accurate representations of history but uses 
it as a springboard for something new. His preference to draw from the Neolithic period where 
there are few physical remains allows Fujimori to freely reimagine the past in line with Okamoto’s 
idea of seeing tradition as creation.  
 
Fujimori’s design aesthetic combined with a collective building approach utilizing simple tools by 
hand can be said to be evocative of a global vernacular not limited to Japan. He is a cultural 
commentator through his writings and built works which spark curiosity and interest gaining 
popularity with the wider public within Japan and abroad.59 By reframing and rediscovering things 
that were lost or forgotten and then presenting them in a new context, Fujimori is able to connect 
with a broader audience as he is not creating something completely foreign. There are also very 
few critiques of Fujimori’s works in current literature with mainly positive reviews of his work to 
date. Fujimori was already a well-respected architecture historian before he started building and 
is good friends with well-known architects including Toyo Ito, who has praised Fujimori’s style as 
mysterious and original.60 Though his work is well received by both architects and the general 
public, Fujimori says he has no followers who are producing work like him.61 Fujimori is in a unique 
position where his architectural works are extensions of his interests and hobbies rather than a 
business concerned with making profit with staff to pay. His main profession has been a professor 
and historian, and until recently he completes an average of one project a year but these have 
increased in scale to include more large scale commercial projects such as La Colina (2016) and 
Tajima Tile Museum (2016), which have further exposed his architecture to the wider public. 
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The idea of the Jomon welcomes contemporary interpretations like Fujimori’s as Shirai and others 
had encouraged to draw out something that is primordially Japanese. While people may not see 
the Jomon immediately in his works, the wider public are now interested in this reconstructed 
interpretation and engage Fujimori to design buildings related to the Jomon including Hikusugi-
an (built as part of a local Jomon revival festival) and Totan House (Zinc House) in Tokyo which 
houses the owner’s private Jomon collection. Fujimori is aware of the debate and discourse on 
the origins of Japanese cultural identity and is carving up a position for himself in the 
contemporary architecture scene in Japan and increasingly internationally as well. After the 
completion of Takasugi-an, the project went viral in the online architecture realm and Fujimori 
received many invitations for overseas workshops, exhibitions, and projects including the 2006 
Venice Biennale, and tea houses constructed at the V&A Museum in London and RMIT University 
in Australia. Though Fujimori says he is not interested in continuing the Japanese tradition, he is 
contributing to a new reading of Japan-ness in architecture today. 
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Architectural history has always relied on multiple voices and agents closely involved 
in the architectural process to construct a narrative – architects, clients, engineers, 
institutions and political figures. But what happens when you expand the field to 
include more peripheral figures? And more precisely for this paper, what happens 
if your research comes to depend on these peripheral figures for information. This 
paper is a tentative exploration into the possibilities that exist in looking outside what 
might be considered the traditional voices of architectural histories. It looks at the 
potential insights these accounts can offer, revealing networks and details otherwise 
obscured. Not simply passive observers, they were actively involved with, and provide 
a perspective on practice and culture removed from the architects themselves. These 
are people that were intimately involved, or moved within architectural circles for 
decades, and yet at present there is little space for them to be accounted for or 
participate within the broader historiography. This paper follows the paths of some 
people who might be considered as marginal, or outside the discipline, and considers 
what effect providing them with agency and a position has on the construction of 
architectural history.

WHAT TO DO WITH ‘THIRTY 
BLOW-INS’ AT A HOUSEWARMING 
PARTY: PERIPHERAL FIGURES AND 
ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
Andrew Murray | University of Melbourne
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  

Recent scholarship, much of it centered on the role of media in the making architectural history, 
has looked at the reconfiguring of  the ‘peripheral’ figures in architectural historiography, a list 
that Jessica Kelly has suggested includes “journalists, writers, photographers and critics”.1 These 
figures have been excavated as part of a broader effort to highlight “places, practices and people 
that were hidden in most conventional discussions of architecture and design…the complex 
relationships and interactions that occurred in the background of architectural and design 
culture.”2The interest in ‘peripheral’ figures and the complexity of design culture can be viewed 
as an extension of a project which has sought to highlight the contributions of marginalized and 
excluded figures within history most clearly seen in the excavation of female architects and clients 
from historical margins.3 Janina Gosseye describes this project as it developed from the 1990s 
with its imperative to “include different voices and to tell alternative stories” … “to broaden the 
discourse of modern architectural historiography, in an attempt to dismantle modern 
architecture’s master narratives.”4 Together, this focus on marginalized and ‘peripheral’ figures 
and the hidden complexities of architectural culture, might together be viewed as part of a project 
which seeks to view architectural history from a cultural studies perspective. In this manner, 
Elizabeth Darling has recently called for the examination of “wider contexts” in which architecture 
“like any other cultural practice” was embedded.5  
 
This paper looks at one particular architectural site or event – the overseas working holiday –and 
uses it to explore the potential in the inclusion and privileging of accounts from peripheral figures. 
Through research done as part of my PhD thesis, this act has emerged as a clear example of 
where professional and personal networks were developed and overlapped, and a site of 
discourse that would lead to transformations both the profession and a broader social setting.  
 
This paper looks at the act of travel and uses it to explore a methodological approach developed 
within my thesis which led to an interest in the importance of social sites in the formation of an 
architectural culture. The paper draws on recent instances from my research project which led 
me to reevaluate my sources and the way I approach architectural history. It is also partly a 
reflection on oral history methods which are integral to the inclusion of peripheral figures and 
feature heavily in my project.  

SSttaarrttiinngg  tthhee  RReesseeaarrcchh  

My interest in the diversity of networks and relationships that developed within the social spaces 
of architecture initially grew out of a recent aspect of my research project, which looks into the 
working holidays taken by West Australian architects upon graduation from the recently 
established Perth Technical College (PTC) course in the early 1950s. The project attempts to 
chronicle the adventures and itineraries of these students, capturing the routes they took, the 
practices they worked for and projects worked on, and the names of buildings visited or sought 
out along the way. I was also interested in the kind of cultural experience that they would have 
had, arriving in London at a time of enormous change and excitement driven by events like the 
Festival of Britain, the coronation summer of 1953 and a general feeling that “the nation was 
beginning to emerge from the shadow of war.”6 
  
Given the nature of this information, one which straddles both the professional and personal lives, 
putting together these itineraries was a difficult task. This kind of personal information is rarely 
published or even written down. Most accounts simply note that they went overseas with the 
specifics rarely mentioned. There were some key details published in the local institute journal 
The Architect which ran a student column every issue which provided updates from those abroad, 
but while an invaluable source, the information was scant. Typical notes like these reveal some 
information: the Penzance firm was Bazeley and Barbary, the High Voltage laboratory was 
designed by Cecil Handisyde. But beyond this and other similar notes in the journal there were 
few clues to be found in traditional sources. Necessarily then, this kind of research required a 
different approach to data collection, and any reconstruction of the daily life of these travelling 
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students meant access to material of a highly personal nature. The kind of information I desired 
was located in personal archives, family photo albums, old diaries, and the ephemera collected 
while travelling – menus and catalogues from restaurants or exhibitions visited, old bus tickets, 
boarding passes, letters of recommendation from employers.  
 
Typically, a project which leans on family history approaches would rely heavily on oral history 
accounts, but for many of the architects I was interested in are unfortunately no longer with us, 
further complicating the issue. This meant other avenues had to be explored. Alongside journals 
and newspaper reports a key avenue to follow was the family of these architects to see if there 
was an archive available or other ephemera that may help in constructing the picture. In some 
instances, this meant calling in vein and asking unanswerable questions of a family like “where 
did your husband or father work in London”? But through making these calls, and the generosity 
of those that answered it became quickly clear that this was not just an architectural story. 
Through endless discussions and phone calls predominantly to the partners and friends of those 
graduates– often a highlight of a research life spent in lockdown – recorded with hastily scribbled 
down notes, it became clear that the people I was interviewing were not just passive observers 
but were an inseparable aspect of the story. 
 
Indeed the further I probed the parallel lives of their partners and friends, and the increasingly 
tangled knot of connections and networks I discovered, I found that I needed a methodological 
approach which Jessica Kelly describes, “reveals narratives beyond those of individual creativity 
and instead considers the networks and collaborations that make up the complex web of 
architectural culture.”7 Through focusing on a number of perspectives, both inside and ‘outside’ 
the profession, it could allow me to consider the personal and professional relationships together 
and how together they operated within a “fluid cultural network”.8 In this way, following the work 
of Kelly and Robert Proctor, through collecting the stories provided by partners and friends it 
would provide me with the tools to write “‘a different kind of history’ about modern architecture”.9  
 
I realized that what I had built up was a kind of collective biography, which as Krista Cowman has 
described, aims “to use individual lives to explore collective experiences”.10 Through this 
methodological approach, it enabled me to explore the lives of both the architects and their 
broader social circle simultaneously, exposing the wider structures that shaped their travels. 
 
This paper now provides a short narrative sketch drawn from these phone conversations by way 
of illustrating the kind of complex networks and overlapping stories I uncovered, and an example 
of this ‘different’ kind of architectural history I could produce. The story is primarily drawn from 
the recollection of Barbara Hill (nee Miller) and I would like to acknowledge her time and 
generosity in sharing her story with me.  

TThhee  TTrriipp  

In March 1954, Barbara Miller, a recent arts graduate from UWA, and her sister Pamela, a 
kindergarten teacher, set off aboard the SS Orontes from Fremantle port, headed for London. 
They were joining their friends June Eggleston, her cousin Audrey Craike, Anne West and Jennifer 
Flintoff, who had travelled together aboard the SS Otrano to London, arriving just a few months 
before on the 11th of February. A mix of teachers, journalists and recent arts graduates from UWA 
they were following in a long line of young west Australians headed to the UK and Europe for some 
adventure and to explore the world. Barbara had recently begun a relationship with Alexander 
(Lex) Hill, a recent graduate from the architecture school at Perth Technical College having met 
at a number of the architectural ‘do’s which were regarded as some of the leading social events 
in the city for young people. Lex had just won the W.H Robertson Travel Grant and was also 
preparing to make his way to London to meet a group of fellow graduates. The journey to London 
was a four week boat trip and along the way Barbara and Pamela met Sydney architect Bruce 
Rickard and his wife Mary. The four became friends on board, attending events like the fancy 
dress balls together. 
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Bruce and Mary disembarked in Naples,11 while Barbara and Pamela stayed on, arriving in 
London on Easter Tuesday, 1954. The pair met up with their friends, and found themselves 
accommodation and purchased an Austin station wagon – essential for a trip abroad. The earlier 
group had been flatting together near Hampstead but five of them including Barbara, Pamela and 
Jennifer found a house with a number of rooms going at 39 Redcliffe Road, Kensington. The chief 
tenant of Redcliffe Road was the Sydney photographer David Moore, who was also sharing it with 
another Sydney photographer David Potts, and the five women each paid one pound a month for 
their own space within the terrace.12  
 
Once established in London there was a variety of part time work to be picked up. Barbara and 
Jennifer both worked for a time as nannies, then an easy to find and well-paid job, but the 
emphasis was on travelling which they did as often as they could. Barbara, Pamela and her 
friends, now joined by Pamela Mawby, Joanna Ainslie and June Milne, drove across the 
countryside in the Austin and around the continent staying mostly in youth hostels along the 
way.13 Trips were made around Europe, going up to Norway and across to the Edinburgh festival. 
Between trips they soaked up the cosmopolitan and free atmosphere of postwar London, enjoying 
the new coffee shops, late night venues and exotic delights like mulled wine. In July, Barbara 
travelled to Italy where she met up with Lex, who had recently arrived on the continent having 
sailed from Perth to Athens, and in Venice he promptly proposed. Back in London, Lex moved in 
with fellow PTC graduate architect John White who had been working in London for almost a year. 
By the time that Lex arrived in London there was already a well-established line of West Australian 
architects that had spent time in London. When he moved in with John White there were at least 
10 other PTC graduates living and working together in close proximity, many of them living 
together at 48 Hogarth Road, a terrace house in Earls Court which acted as a kind of home base 
for WA architecture graduates abroad. An example of the kind of dense social network that was 
present then comes from this update published in The Architect and makes mention of the house 
in Hogarth Road: 

Whilst not motoring, Jack [John White] shares a flat with Dunk, Leunig and Whitaker in an 
exclusive part of Kensington. The housewarming they put on attracted no less than thirty 
blow-ins, mostly Westralians. That was the night that Toscanini refused to wave his baton in 
the Albert Hall until the Australian party next door cut out singing ‘I’m Jolly Jack the Ripper’.14 

 
The kind of almost dizzying level of overlap between Australians in London at this time becomes 
evident through plotting the interactions and relationships formed. When Lex and Barbara Hill 
were married in Sussex in 1955, David Moore was their wedding photographer and gifted the 
photos to the pair as a present. Also at the wedding was Bruce and Mary Rickard, their friendship 
with the Millers having continued in London as they moved in around the corner from Redcliffe 
Road.15 At around the same time, Bruce Rickard and John White began working together at Wallis 
Gilbert and Partners, an occurrence likely organized through the contact established on the boat 
ride across.  
 
In July 1955 Barbara and Lex Hill, together with John White rode home from London broadly 
following the ‘overland’ journey, ending up in Colombo before sailing home. White rode on his 
BSA and the Hill’s on their Vespa, with their tent, cooking gear and prized copy of Banister Fletcher 
stowed in the saddle bags for the journey. For some of the trip home they were joined by another 
Sydney architect, William (Bill) Burrows, who had also been working together with Lex in London, 
the four meeting up at the Unite d’Habitation in Marseille before continuing eastward. Burrows 
left them part way through the journey, and the trio ended up in Colombo before sailing home to 
Fremantle.  

HHoommee  aaggaaiinn  

The experiences of Hill and her friends demonstrate just how intertwined and enmeshed the 
social and professional networks were in London at this time. The trip to London was a 
phenomenon that cut across a number of social and professional groups, and architects were 
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just a part of this mix. Through discussions with those that undertook the same journey, it became 
clear to me how significant this journey was in the formation of professional and social networks 
that would go on to have major effects on the lives and careers of those who went. But it is also 
important to acknowledge these so-called peripheral figures are not of interest to simply bolster 
a central narrative, to add some ‘meat on the bones’ of the architects’ journey. Through exploring 
these recollections, they began to reveal perhaps an alternative way to understand architectural 
history, one which would allow for a further distancing from the singular or heroic architectural 
narrative and reflect the complexity and richness of the architectural culture in a small community 
like in Perth. 
 
By working through the parallel trajectories of these ‘peripheral figures’, I became aware that 
these were not stories that were just valuable for the details they added to the story or the 
polyvocal lens, adding in the account of women involved at the time. It did much more, it changed 
my perspective and understanding of architectural culture and practice, particularly in 
underscoring the social nature of the profession in Perth. Through the lens of people like Hill, 
architects became but one branch of working professionals, alongside journalists, teachers and 
nurses, together a group of young people looking for adventure and experience sharing in a 
moment of cultural and societal transformation. Their time overseas was a period when key 
personal and professional relationships were formed, relationships that would have long lasting 
consequences, and played a central role in the construction of an architectural culture once back 
home.  
 
To me, separating out or distinguishing between social and professional worlds, particularly in a 
tight knit community typical of a city like Perth, became impossible. Pursuing these individual 
stories, compiling a kind of collective biography, lay bare the complex web of social networks that 
underpin the more privileged and visible professional networks and highlight how valuable and 
necessary these figures are to the construction of an architectural culture, and an architectural 
history. Through talking to people like Barbara Hill, and building up a kind of collective biography 
of the broader cultural and social milieu of this period it became clear that she was a part of the 
broader Perth architectural community – someone who made active contributions to its culture, 
and so the inclusion of her story is vital in order to tell the wider collective experience.  
  
Through a collective study of individuals across professional boundaries it allowed me to build up 
a better, more informed picture of the period in which they worked, and provided a framework 
through which to better understand and situate the practice of architecture and the formation of 
architectural culture, particularly in a setting where information and traces of practice are scarce 
and patchy. Considered together these individual but entwined stories provided key insights into 
the “motivations and experiences”16 of those people living and working together in Perth in the 
mid-1950s. 
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What might be the intersections between historical knowledge (in the form of legislative 
acts and practice) and cultural landscape narratives? Using Hanging Rock, Victoria, 
Australia, as a case study, this paper examines cultural landscape historiographies 
and legislative acts, and recognised creative landscape narratives in the period 
1960s- 2000s. It begins with Joan Lindsay’s novel, Picnic at Hanging Rock (1967). 
This evocative story offers an insightful reading of the physical form of the wider 
landscape intertwined with the identity of the Rock. In the narrative the landscape is 
presented as both foreboding and welcoming, accessible and inaccessible, creating 
a heightened sense of mystery. By considering the activities and impacts of European 
settlers on the landscape, Lindsay reflects on the relationship(s) between people 
and place, highlighting evolving understandings through time. A historical review 
of legislative Acts associated with identifying and conserving cultural landscapes 
follows this exploration. As an example, the National Parks Act 1974 (Vic) outlined 
four conditions to protect a nature reserve: conservation of biodiversity, protection of 
natural phenomena, preservation of cultural values and promotion of these values 
through public enjoyment and research. The former Australian Heritage Commission, 
under the Australian Heritage Commission Act 1975 (Cth), provided guidelines for the 
identification of cultural landscapes, categorising them as Evolving, Associative, and 
Designed Landscapes. These historical Acts focus a lens on national cultural values 
by seeing place as an integral component in creating communal identity. Additionally, 
they also set up guidelines for protecting and conserving natural and constructed 
landscapes. Arguably, the intersections between historical legislation and practice 
and landscape narratives have the potential to play an important role ‘in cultivating 
narratives of identity’1 or in Taylor’s words, provoking a “sense of Australianness”.2

WHAT IF ... HISTORICAL 
KNOWLEDGE OF CULTURAL 
LANDSCAPES AND ITS ASSOCIATED 
NARRATIVES OFFERED AN 
OPPORTUNITY FOR CULTIVATING 
A ‘SENSE OF AUSTRALIANNESS’ IN 
THE 1960s-2000s? A CASE STUDY OF 
HANGING ROCK, VICTORIA 
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  

This paper asks what might be the intersections between a creative narrative in the form of a 
novel that uses landscape as a primary subject, and the legislated aims of ‘protecting’ 
landscapes. It posits that such an exploration may provide a deeper understanding of how 
landscape narratives and associated legislative acts play a role “in cultivating narratives of 
identity”.3 Scholars Bonyhady and Griffiths claim that “Landscape does not just shape language; 
the landscape itself is transformed by words, phrases and ways of telling”.4 They argue that this 
transformation is particular to the Australian landscape, that its landscapes lend themselves to 
the curation and collection of adjectives and experiences, and that this is presented through a 
strong culture of storytelling.5 Cultural landscapes in Australia also exhibit this connection. In his 
exploration of cultural landscapes in painting and writing, Taylor states that “written and artistic 
interpretations of landscape inform the concept that landscapes themselves are historical 
documents”.6 This notion reveals how the Australian psyche has become intertwined with its 
landscape through the prolific presence that it occupies in our cultural catalogue. Hanging Rock 
in Victoria, Australia (Fig. 1) is one example of such a cultural landscape with a strong presence 
in the Australian psyche. This site provides an opportunity for the examination of how a landscape 
can become embedded in identity through references in culturally important documents.  
 
The paper begins by examining the narrative of Joan Lindsay’s Picnic at Hanging Rock and 
explores how Lindsay uses layers of time and a sense mystery to reveal notions about colonial 
settlement in Australia, and how they have contributed to the identity of Australians.7 In the 
narrative, these themes become intertwined with the communities surrounding the Rock. They 
also inform the way in which the characters perceive themselves, the land around them, and 
relationships between people and place. This creative narrative has contributed to the cultural 
value of the landscape at Hanging Rock8 and influenced the content of Victorian heritage 
citations.9  
 
Following this, the paper examines the legislation and guidelines that inform the basis for cultural 
landscape protection in Australia. The term “cultural landscapes” has emerged through the 
maturation of Australian heritage conservation policy.10 The paper explores four of these 
documents, tracking how they influence one another and how landscape is linked to Australian 
identity through policy. The descriptive transformation of cultural landscapes in these frameworks 
reveals how Australian cultural identities are shaped by landscape narratives and community 
perceptions. Intersections between creative narratives and policies reveal key ideas about how 
cultural landscapes have contributed to Australian identity. 
 

 
FFiigguurree  11.. Location of Hanging Rock in Victoria  (map drawn by author).  

Hanging Rock

Hanging Rock

Melbourne

Bendigo
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PPiiccnniicc  aatt  HHaannggiinngg  RRoocckk    

Joan Lindsay wrote Picnic at Hanging Rock in 1967 and narrates the story of a school excursion 
that goes awry. On the 14th of February, 1900, Valentine’s Day, a group of school girls go on an 
excursion to Hanging Rock. Whilst there, three of the girls, Miranda, Marion and Irma, and their 
maths teacher, Miss McCraw (Table 1) all mysteriously disappear. The story follows in the 
aftermath of the disappearances and captures the disrupted lives of the communities around 
Hanging Rock. 
 
 

TTaabbllee  11.. Key characters in J Lindsay’s novel, Picnic at Hanging Rock. 

 
Through distortions of time and a sense of mysteriousness Lindsay captures the essence of 
foreboding in the ancient Rock and explores the rippling impact of the Australian landscape on 
the characters’ lives.11 Importantly, Lindsay captures colonial Australia’s struggles with identity in 
an unfamiliar environment and presents these struggles as intrinsically linked to the landscape.12 
The narrative explores these links through the various characters’ perceptions and interactions 
with the landscape.  
 
Time 
Lindsay presents time throughout the narrative as a layered deep-time. She does this through 
juxtaposing the ancient and new, Hanging Rock versus manicured gardens, and warping the 
timelines of characters to present possibilities of future, present and past actions happening 
concurrently. Lindsay links the landscape to time by framing the Rock through distorted 
temporalities:  

On the steep southern façade the play of golden light and deep violet shade revealed the 
intricate construction of long vertical slabs; some smooth as giant tombstones, others 
grooved and fluted by prehistoric architecture of wind and water, ice and fire. Huge boulders, 
originally spewed red hot from the boiling bowels of the earth, now come to rest, cooled and 
rounded in forest shade.13 

CChhaarraacctteerr  NNaammee  DDeessccrriippttiioonn  

Miranda Senior Boarder. One of the schoolgirls who goes missing.  

Irma Leopold Senior Boarder. One of the schoolgirls who goes missing, she is later 
found at the Rock by Michael Fitzhubert.  

Marion Quade Senior Boarder. One of the schoolgirls who goes missing. 

Miss Greta McCraw Mathematics Mistress. She accompanies the girls on the Picnic and 
disappears. She is Scottish.  

Edith Horton 
“The College Dunce”. A younger boarder who accompanies the 
senior girls on their exploration of the Rock, but returns unharmed, 
albeit scared, after they vanish.  

Mlle Dianne de Poitiers The French and Dancing Mistress, she accompanies the girls on the 
Picnic to the Rock.  

Mrs Appleyard 
The Headmistress of Appleyard College, an English immigrant.  The 
disappearance of the girls unravels the sense of order that she 
maintains in the college.  

Michael Fitzhubert 
An English youth who is visiting relatives and becomes obsessed 
with the mystery of the missing girls. He finds Irma stranded on the 
Rock a week after they disappeared.  
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The age of the Rock is said to be “a million years old”14 which both intrigues and terrifies the 
characters in the novel. The language used to describe the Rock is evocative of geological 
timespans. Rawness is juxtaposed with weathered finishes. Lindsay uses multiple contradicting 
interpretations and reactions to the landscape to reveal layers of time. Sculptural descriptions 
provide an artistic understanding, exposing high art elements in the perceived “architecture” of 
the Rock – the grooved and fluted tombstones are reminiscent of the large stone work in Greek 
temples. This Classical reading alludes to civilisation as understood by Europeans; further, the 
French teacher is reminded of a “Botticelli Angel”15 when looking at Irma, a reference to the 
Renaissance, the rebirth of Classicism. Language here draws upon references across time. The 
contrast is between civilised Classicism and the spewing of boulders from the earth evoking an 
uncontrolled and volatile reaction. Edith typifies this reaction: she is terrified by the age of the 
Rock. Fearing something that she cannot understand, Edith exclaims that the age of the rock is 
“horrible”. Indeed, Lindsay comments in the novel that “At fourteen, millions of years can be 
almost indecent”.16 This suggests that the naïve are unable to comprehend geological or classical 
beauty in the Rock. Instead, this beauty can only be appreciated by those characters in the novel 
who are educated and receptive to the Australian landscape.  
 
The older girls, Miranda, Marion and Irma, destined to mysteriously disappear, characterise those 
who are open and receptive to the Australian landscape. They are intrigued by the age of the 
Rock, wanting to document and understand the way that it was formed. Lindsay describes each 
of them in turn, reflecting on the different ways in which people can find beauty around them: 

Does Marion Quade note the horizontal ledges crisscrossing the verticals of the main pattern 
whose geological formation must be memorised for next Monday’s essay? Is Edith aware of 
the hundreds of frail starlike flowers crushed under her tramping boots, while Irma catches 
the scarlet flash of a parrot’s wing and thinks it a flame amongst the leaves? And Miranda, 
whose feet appear to be choosing their own way through the ferns as she tilts her head 
toward the glittering peaks, does she already feel herself more than a spectator agape at a 
holiday pantomime?17  

 
The language used by Lindsay casts doubt over a traditional understanding of time, as it explores 
landscape that provides an opportunity for the characters to be led by their surroundings. Lindsay 
presents different timelines for each of the characters, warping how they are situated in relation 
to one another, and creating multiple understandings of time. We can see that Marion is focused 
on the future, the use of “next Monday” suggests she is embedded in the structured time that is 
run by the school’s framework of due dates. By juxtaposing the ancient landscape with layers of 
the immediate concerns of linear time defined by school hand-in dates, the age and timeline of 
elements is brought into question. It suggests that the understanding of ancientness could be 
warped and manipulated depending on the circumstances of the characters: they are linked both 
forwards and backwards in time. This is reinforced by each of the girls in turn. Irma’s glimpses of 
flashes of birds, reminiscent of flames, evokes a volatile geological history and foresees the future 
of the Rock. The analogy alludes to past bushfires and foresees the future fire that will burn the 
school to the ground.18 In this moment the characters are fluid, their reflections on the landscape 
and the influence that it has over them removes them from the structured timeline of the 
narrative. The concurrence between notions of time and identity are reflective of 
“Australianness”. Rather than making an explicit comment, Lindsay provides the opportunity for 
the reader to question their own understanding of the age of the land – through experiencing and 
reflecting on the landscape can a settler come to reach a synthesised understanding of the age 
of the landscape and how they then fit into it?  
 
Sense of Mystery 
Throughout the narrative, Lindsay shrouds Hanging Rock with a sense of unfamiliar 
mysteriousness that engulfs the landscape and the characters in the novel. This connects 
different characters with different presentations and expressions foreboding mysteriousness, 
revealing how the Australian landscape might be perceived by people of different backgrounds.  
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Lindsay describes the Rock as “nightmarish”19 when conveying the struggles and fears that the 
European characters have of the Australian bush. This foreboding is conveyed (prior to their own 
direct interactions with the landscape) through the thoughts and actions of the two key English 
characters. Mrs. Appleyard, the headmistress, describes the Rock to the girls as “extremely 
dangerous”.20 Michael sees the Rock as a “tough proposition”.21 Lindsay uses the characters’ 
understandings of the landscape to make it seem an incomprehensible mystery of nature. This 
sense of mystery then takes on dangerous overtones because it is so unfamiliar. The English 
presumptions about the landscape are contrasted with the way in which the disappearing girls 
move through the landscape. Described by Steele as being the more Australian of the characters 
in the narrative,22 they “slid(e) over stones on their bare feet”.23 The surfaces of Rock barely touch 
the girls’ feet, and they themselves leave “absolutely no signs of disturbance more recent than 
the ravages of Nature over some hundreds of thousands of years”.24 This harmonious 
relationship between the girls who are willing to explore the landscape and the Australian bush 
suggests that the younger generation, who are less confined by the rigour of the colonial past, 
can transcend past perceptions of the landscape as “monstrous”25 and instead begin to see 
glimpses of the “splendid”.26 Indeed, those who are more Australian are able to “dissolve barriers 
between culture and nature”.27 
 
Lindsay’s novel, through distortion of time and creation of mysteriousness through the unknown 
grapples with particular aspects of the Australian landscape and reflects on the curation of 
identity in communities. These themes are not unique to the narrative of Picnic at Hanging Rock, 
they also appear in the heritage citations for Hanging Rock. The intersection between these reveal 
how creative narratives through story-telling, are influential in establishing values in cultural 
landscapes and how historiographies, legislative Acts and policies capture more nuanced aspects 
of interpretation and community perspectives.  

CCuullttuurraall  LLaannddssccaappee  LLeeggiissllaattiioonn    

The definition of cultural landscapes in Australia has been developed over time through heritage 
guidelines. The development of “place” within heritage guidelines offered the opportunity for a 
“new nationalism”28 that would be formalised through the protection of specific landscapes and 
buildings that told the narrative of “Australianness” that communities sought to recognise.29  
  
Report of the Committee of Inquiry into the Register of the National Estate 
In 1973, the Committee of Inquiry into the Register of the National Estate (Hope Inquiry) was 
constituted to determine the “things that you keep”.30 Their report outlined growing community 
concern for the natural environment, and acknowledged the unique flora and fauna in the 
Australian landscape.31 The report defined eight categories for heritage conservation and 
protection; six of these comprised natural areas: National Parks; Caves and Geological 
Formations; the Coastline; Inland Waterways and Expanses; the Scenic Areas Otherwise Not 
Covered and Areas of Aboriginal Significance.32 The report also reflected the breadth of values 
that can be seen in the landscape, and highlighted the importance of community input. It 
embraced cultural landscapes, which officially refer to areas altered by humans, but also 
encompasses areas that have key historical events, narratives or images linked to them.33 

This growing sense of national values will certainly be confirmed and increase as the concept 
of the National Estate takes shape in the acquisition, protection and enjoyment of the 
national estate itself. Properly chosen, managed and presented, we suggest that these will 
become a focus not just for the pride of material possession, but something less tangible 
but far more valuable, the sense of pride in being Australian.34  

 
The reference to the pride of being Australian conveys the importance of the landscape in 
anchoring this “new nationalism”.35 It shifts thinking into how places of national significance help 
people to form notions about who they are and how they belong to something bigger.  
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In 1991, Hanging Rock was formally listed on the Register for the National Estate (Table 2). The 
citation for Hanging Rock states that the landscape is important for its aesthetic values, scenery, 
viewing areas and “association with bushranger Dan Morgan [and] the Joan Lindsay novel”.36 
Thus the narrative of Picnic at Hanging Rock influenced the way in which the landscape came to 
be perceived and appreciated, and formally listed as part of Australia’s National Estate.   
 
RReeggiisstteerr  YYeeaarr  

LLiisstteedd  
DDeessccrriippttiioonn  ((KKeeyy  PPoorrttiioonnss))  SSttaatteemmeenntt  ooff  SSiiggnniiffiiccaannccee  ((KKeeyy  

PPoorrttiioonnss))  

Victorian 
Heritage 
Register 

2015 Hanging Rock Reserve is a 67.6 
hectare public recreation reserve, 
7 kilometres north-east of 
Woodend, and 77 km north-west of 
Melbourne. Located in the north-
west of the reserve is Hanging Rock 
itself, an unusual body of volcanic 
rock known as a mamelon, 
characterised by a complex of 
vertical and inclined pinnacles with 
large detached blocks and slabs. 
Geologically, it is noted as the best 
example of its type in Victoria. 
Access to the rock formation is 
through woodland of the lower 
slopes, via an asphalted pathway 
or alternative stairway. The 
summit, individual viewpoints and 
rock formations can be accessed 
from minor paths between rocks.. 
 
This place is part of the traditional 
land of the Kulin Nation and it is 
recognised that there are 
Aboriginal values associated with 
Hanging Rock. 

 Hanging Rock Reserve is of 
aesthetic significance as an 
outstanding, distinctive and 
unusual place of natural beauty. 
The Hanging Rock formation has 
been recognised and enjoyed since 
the 1860s for its natural beauty, for 
its provision of spectacular views of 
the surrounding countryside, and 
as a backdrop to the variety of 
recreational activities conducted at 
its base. Visitors have climbed the 
formation since the 1860s, 
enjoying its unique spatial and 
aesthetic qualities and the 
experience of being within it, and 
exploring the formation and the 
surrounding woodland. The 
importance of its aesthetic 
qualities is demonstrated in the 
popularity of the reserve as a 
Victorian tourist destination over a 
long period. The picturesque 
qualities of the place, which unfold 
from a number of viewpoints, 
impart a sense of mystery and 
evoke a strong emotional response 
from the viewer. From the 1850s 
the unusual and distinctive 
physical features of the Hanging 
Rock formation have stimulated 
innumerable written and artistic 
responses, including sketches, 
paintings, photographs, writing, 
film and music. [Criterion E] 
 
Hanging Rock Reserve is socially 
significant for its continuous use 
and appreciation by the wider 
Victorian community as a popular 
gathering place for recreational 
purposes since the mid-1860s. 
This enduring association with 
tourists was reinforced by the 
production of the book (1967) and 
the film (1975) of Picnic at Hanging 
Rock, which resulted in an increase 
in the popularity of the Hanging 
Rock Reserve as a destination for 
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local, Australian and overseas 
visitors. [Criterion G] 
 

Register of 
the 
National 
Estate 

1991 Hanging Rock is a local landscape 
feature. It rises out of the a forest 
base in a cluster of vertical rock 
pinnacles to a height of 100m, 
contrasting dramatically with 
surrounding flat grasslands. At the 
base of the rock the vegetation 
provides enclosed forest scenery 
with additional interest from the 
resident wildlife which includes 
koala, wallabies and birds. Within 
the rock formation area there are a 
number of internal rock enclosed 
passages.  
 
From the summit lookout 
panoramas are experienced. An 
addition to the aesthetic quality is 
an aura of mystery surrounding the 
rock which is now entrenched in 
public perceptions. This is probably 
due to the rock being used as a 
hideout/lookout by the bush ranger 
Dan Morgan, being used in the 
Joan Lindsay novel Picnic at 
Hanging Rock as a place where 
mysterious and unexplained 
events occurred and the rock 
formations which create a 
formidable and imposing presence 
when experienced from the narrow 
internal passageways.  
 
Significant Indigenous values are 
known to exist in this area. The 
Commission is currently consulting 
with relevant Indigenous 
communities about the amount of 
information to be placed on public 
record. 

Hanging Rock is important for its 
aesthetic quality for the following 
reasons: it is a landmark feature in 
the surrounding countryside due to 
its height and rock formations; it 
provides a variety of scenery of 
intimate forest areas with added 
interest from wildlife, enclosed 
narrow rock passages, and viewing 
platforms from which panoramas 
can be experienced; and it is 
perceived by the public as having 
an aura of mystery due it its 
association with the bushranger 
Dan Morgan, the Joan Lindsay 
novel and the uncommon rock 
formation with narrow but tall 
internal spaces. (Criterion e 1)  
  
 
The Commission has determined 
that this place has Indigenous 
values of national estate 
significance. The Commission is 
currently consulting with relevant 
Indigenous communities about the 
amount of information to be placed 
on public record. 

TTaabbllee  22.. Hanging Rock Citations37 
 
Burra Charter 
Formulated in 1979 the Burra Charter38 developed an Australian specific set of standards based 
on the international ICOMOS Venice Charter39. It also built on the landscape conservation work 
initiated in the Register of the National Estate. The Charter emphasised “the conservation – not 
preservation – of places of cultural significance”.40 It is within the definition of “place” that the 
continuation of the significance of landscape can be mapped. The dynamic nature of the 
definitions in the Burra Charter are recorded in Table 3. This details the progressive nature of 
heritage conservation and reflects the morphology of the Australian identity as it changes over 
time. However, it is not until 1988 that landscape appears as a specific component within the 
Burra Charter definition for “place”. The AICOMOS conference in that year, focused not just on 
landscape, but on cultural landscape, landscapes that provide a “broader notion of places, linking 
disaggregated aspects of the environment”.41 This definition removed the need for quantitative 
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analysis of the landscape and instead focused on community involvement, history and connection 
to the land.42 This development provided a distinctively Australian interpretation of heritage 
conservation and allowed for a national history to be told through the cultural landscapes that 
were conserved. 
 
The Burra Charter is a key reference document for the Victorian Heritage Register (VHR),43 which 
formally protects the landscape at Hanging Rock. Recognised in 2015, the VHR listing for Hanging 
Rock elaborates on the citation on the Register for the National Estate (Table 2). It states that the 
Rock is of social significance not only for those directly around it, but also for its “continuous use 
and appreciation by the wider Victorian community as a popular gathering place for recreational 
purposes since the mid-1860s”.44 This wider appreciation reflects a broader definition and 
understanding of the importance of key landscapes in forming notions around “Australianness” 
particularly within city groups. The citation also looks at the impact that the novel and subsequent 
movies45 have had on bringing the Australian landscape into people’s homes, and in this manner, 
shaping their perceptions on what constitutes an Australian landscape.   

 
YYeeaarr  DDeeffiinniittiioonn  ooff  PPllaaccee  iinn  tthhee  BBuurrrraa  CChhaarrtteerr  
11997799  Place means site, area, building or other work, groups of buildings or other works 

of cultural significance together with pertinent contents and surroundings. This 
includes structures, ruins and archaeological sites and areas.  
 

11998811  Place means site, area building or other work, group of buildings or other works 
together with pertinent contents and surroundings. Place includes structures, 
ruins, archaeological sites and areas.  
 

11998888  Place means site area, llaanndd,,  llaannddssccaappee, building or other work, group of building 
or other works, and may include components, contents, spaces and views.  
Note: the concept of place should be broadly interpreted. The elements described 
in article 1.1 may include memorials, trees, gardens, parks, places of historical 
events, urban areas, towns, industrial places, archaeological sites and ssppiirriittuuaall  
aanndd  rreelliiggiioouuss  ppllaacceess.  
 

22001133  Place means a geographically defined area. It may include elements, objects, 
spaces and views. Place may have tangible and iinnttaannggiibbllee  ddiimmeennssiioonnss..  
Note: Place has a broad scope and includes natural and cultural features. Place 
can be large or small: for example, a memorial, a tree, an individual building or 
group of buildings, the location of an historical events, an urban area or town, a 
cultural landscape, a shipwreck, a site with in situ remains, a stone arrangement, 
a road or travel route, a community meeting place, a site with spiritual or religious 
connections.  
 

TTaabbllee  33. The Definition of Place according to the Burra Charter as it developed.46 

 
Australian Heritage Council and Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 
In 2004, the national government repealed the Australian Heritage Commission Act 1975 (Cth) 
and archived the Register for the National Estate. This was replaced by the Australian Heritage 
Council and Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act).47 The 
legislation that was developed under the Department for Agriculture, Water and Environment 
(DAWE) aimed at protecting key landmarks and landscapes:  

Heritage is all the things that make up Australia’s identity – our spirit and ingenuity, our 
historic buildings, and our unique, living landscapes. Our heritage is a legacy from our past, 
a living, integral part of life today, and the stories and places we pass on to future 
generations.48  
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This statement emphasises the way in which landscapes are recognised for their significance to 
the development of Australian identity through storytelling. Most appropriately, it recognises how 
stories have the ability to pass on landscape archetypes as part of national values. When this is 
viewed in conjunction with the Burra Charter and the Register of the National Estate we can see 
how the progression of national values has widened to a more holistic understanding of 
landscape, which is now integral to the way in which our heritage defines the concept of 
“Australian identity”.49 

IInntteerrsseeccttiioonnss 

The analysis of the landscape in the narrative of Picnic at Hanging Rock and the associated 
heritage citations reveal certain intersections and juxtapositions that reflect the collective 
significance of landscape in arriving at a distinctive “sense of Australianness”.50 
 
Intersection 1: Language 
The language used in both Picnic at Hanging Rock and the heritage citations for Hanging Rock, 
brings forth evocative atmospheres and a sense of mysteriousness which relate the landscape 
to notions of belonging and identity. This is particularly notable in the heritage listings of the Rock, 
where the narrative of the book has had a direct impact on the way the landscape significance is 
described. In the listing for Hanging Rock on the Register of the National Estate “The Rock” is:  

Perceived by the public as having an aura of mystery due it its association with the 
bushranger Dan Morgan, the Joan Lindsay novel and the uncommon rock formation with 
narrow but tall internal spaces.51  

 
Readers are led to see the landscape as directly contributing to the sense of mystery which 
provides for an appealing aspect to retelling the narrative. The heritage citations for Hanging Rock 
formally note the “uncommon rock formation with narrow but tall internal spaces” that create an 
“aura of mystery”.52 In Picnic at Hanging Rock, Lindsay uses descriptors such as “hideous 
caves”53 and “bottomless cleft”54, referring to the geology, to create a curiosity and anxiety about 
the depths of the rock formations, which provide a myriad of places for the girls to have 
disappeared into. Rather than using language that captures an outward facing view or prospect, 
the novel looks inwards, to the endless depths of the Rock, both unknown and unknowable. It is 
possible that this sentiment reflects emerging understandings of the ancient land and its 
indigenous people, that occurred during the 1960s and 1970s.55      
 
In both the Register for the National Estate and the 2015 Victorian Heritage Register listing, the 
sense of mystery is maintained: 

Picturesque qualities of the place, which unfold from several viewpoints, impart a sense of 
mystery and evoke a strong emotional response from the viewer.56 

 
When reflecting on the EPBC Act, which states that heritage protection is part of the stories that 
we tell future generations, we can see how imbuing the landscape with an element of mystery 
provides Lindsay with the basis for a story that people will connect with. This helps communities 
to relate more strongly to the landscape.  
 
The desire for a notable landscape that contributes to peoples’ identity can be seen in the 
dramatic language used in the narrative of Picnic at Hanging Rock and in the heritage citations 
for the Rock. In Picnic at Hanging Rock, personification of the Rock, presented through the 
repeated use of shadows that creep, forms the basis for a distinctive landscape. In the heritage 
citations on both the Victorian Heritage Register and the Register of the National Estate the 
landscape is listed as “dramatic”57  - the Rock is described as “ris[ing] out of a forest base in a 
cluster of vertical rock pinnacles to a height of 100m, contrasting dramatically with the 
surrounding flat grassland”.58 This provides a clear understanding that the Rock is a landmark. 
The notable landscape of the geology of Hanging Rock contrasts with and dominates the 
surrounding land, its “shadows spread”59 literally and figuratively across the people and 
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landscape.  This imagery is further pushed through the sense of a spreading “pattern”60 that 
comes from the Rock “weaving and interweaving the individual threads of their private lives into 
the complex tapestry of the whole”.61 The landscape in Lindsay’s words, not only dominates the 
lives of the communities around the Rock in a visual way, but also influences their actions. The 
“drama” in the heritage citations can then be read with an additional understanding of how 
narratives of the Rock add aesthetic and emotional meaning to the landscape and create a 
deeper response in people and communities. 
 
Intersection 2: Communal Experiential Qualities of the Bush 
Communal experiences of the landscape shape the way in which the various people in the novel 
identify with place through shared values. Stories of community experience of place capture how 
the landscape can transcend the simple “yarn” and become embedded in how people reflect on 
their collective identity.  
 
The narrative of Picnic at Hanging Rock captures themes of fear and admiration of the landscape 
through individual and communal experiences. This is highlighted in the way communities around 
Hanging Rock respond to the disappearance of the girls. The Rock’s influence over the people of 
Woodend (Fig. 2) is shown through scenes of people simply waiting for news or assisting with the 
search around the Rock, willingly travelling within the “Shadow of the Rock”.62 Lindsay reflects 
on the enveloping nature of the landscape at the coming of day’s end: 

Across the golden plain long shadows were crawling out of the forest, over the thin lines of 
post and rail fences, a few scattered sheep, a windmill with motionless silver sails catching 
the last of the sun. On the Rock, darkness stored all day in its fetid holes and caves seeped 
out into the twilight and it was night.63  

  

 
FFiigguurree  22.. Location Plan around Hanging Rock (drawn by Author) 

 
Lindsay palpably conveys the way the landscape of Hanging Rock influences the surrounding 
areas, shaping the way in which human elements such as the windmill and the fences are seen. 
Nature overwhelms humans in the Australian landscape, no matter what people bring to it; 
collectively their works will be altered and shaped by the landscapes around them.  
 
The citation on the Register for the National Estate recognises this, emphasising that the Rock is 
noted for its “strong association with the social and cultural life of large numbers of Victorians”.64 
The Rock transcends being just a singular landscape or aesthetic, and instead takes on other 
values, as shown in Picnic at Hanging Rock. As a place that is “highly valued by a community for 
reasons of religious, spiritual, symbolic, cultural, educational or social associations,”65 Hanging 
Rock shows how the particular in the landscape can be overlooked for a wider more iconic 
understanding of the landscape experience.   
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When contrasted with the myriad of experiences that the landscape offers communities in Picnic 
at Hanging Rock we come to understand the cumulative influence that the Rock has over the 
surrounding community: as the narrative unfolds more people are affected by the Rock. This is 
most notably felt in the gymnasium scene of the novel, where the “communal vision”66 of the 
school girls results in the physical harming of Irma (one of the originally missing girls), who directly 
experienced the power of the Rock: 

The shadow of the rock has grown darker and longer. They sit rooted to the ground and 
cannot move. The dreaded shape is a living monster lumbering towards them across the 
plain, scattering rocks and boulders.67  

 
Place and imagination are inexplicably entwined. An oppressive presence triggers this vision, as 
Irma becomes part of the landscape after being lost at the Rock. In this passage, Lindsay removes 
elements of Irma’s persona. She is viewed by her old classmates through the lens of the shadows 
of the Rock and is thus rendered powerless. This communal vision of Irma suggests that Lindsay 
is observing the difference between an individual’s experience of the Australian landscape and 
the collective interpretation of the landmark. It also reflects an understanding of the power of the 
communal perception and vision of the landscape, and how this can shape the identity of 
communities. For example, traveling to The Rock to see the same view that someone else once 
did, forms notions of pilgrimage and rites of passage, which become foundational experiences on 
which a wider community can build identity.   

CCoonncclluussiioonn    

The paper evidences a key intersection between Australian identity and landscape, through the 
examination of historical cultural landscape narratives in both literature and legislated heritage 
citations. In the example of Hanging Rock, the legislation and collective memory of landscape has 
driven the listing of heritage landscapes in order to protect these valued places that are integral 
to the shaping of societal and cultural identity. Picnic at Hanging Rock captures elements of how 
early Europeans in Australia struggled to settle in an unfamiliar landscape. By layering themes of 
time - juxtaposing ancientness and new, and warped timelines - and sense of mysteriousness 
represented in the hidden and unknown, Lindsay is able to interrogate elements we now 
associate with “Australianness”. Time distortion and the mystery of the unknown help the reader 
to reflect on how the communities and stakeholders around Hanging Rock curate key elements 
of identity. The presence of these themes, outside of the narrative and in the heritage citations 
for Hanging Rock, suggests that the novel has created a wider appreciation of the importance of 
this cultural landscape and directly influences the community’s own narratives of identity. 
Importantly, this paper provides insight into how belonging and identity in Australia have strong 
connections to distinct Australian landscapes. It further demonstrates how perceived identity 
values can be traced through landscape narratives such as Picnic at Hanging Rock, into heritage 
legislation to protect significant Australian landscapes such as Hanging Rock.  
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Architect Norman Day has been integral to shaping Melbourne’s built work since the 
early 1970s through built work, exhibitions, writing, and teaching. The representation 
of architecture through the written word of Norman Day revisits the role of the 
‘Architectural Critic’ through a contemporary lens to assess the implication it made 
on the Australian built environment. Having worked in Robin Boyd’s office, Day was 
also the architectural commentator for The Age—Melbourne’s daily newspaper—
from 1976-2011, where he contributed over 500 articles. During this time, he was 
Australia’s pre-eminent architectural critic also working with ABCTV and the Sydney 
Morning Herald. He was awarded the Bates Smart Award for Architecture in the 
Media in 2004.

This research was conducted as archival work of the written word in a variety of 
publications, mainly newspaper but also in books and magazine articles. The 
analysis of these articles results in a grouped based content analysis referencing 
projects, themes, and chronology. Day’s main projects during this time are positioned 
alongside his public criticism. Several interviews were also undertaken with Norman 
Day.

Not dissimilar to Robin Boyd, it will be argued that Day’s architectural journalism as 
simultaneously making the activity of the architect accessible to the public, while 
communicating to architects globally the philosophies and methodologies at that 
moment in time. However, Day’s critiques, mode of criticisms and engagement with 
media were quite different from Boyd’s.

DAY IN THE AGE: A CRITICAL 
OBSERVATION OF ARCHITECTURE
Dillon Webster | University of Melbourne
Kirsten Day | University of Melbourne 
Peter Raisbeck | University of Melbourne
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn    

Architect Norman Day has been integral to shaping Melbourne’s architecture since the early 
1970s through built work, exhibitions, writing, and teaching. The representation of architecture 
through the written word of Norman Day revisits his role as an architectural critic. However, at 
this stage of the archival project, this is not an effort to produce a hagiography or explore 
theoretical machinations of architectural criticism in Australia. Having worked in Robin Boyd's 
office, Day was also the architectural commentator for the The Age—Melbourne’s daily 
newspaper—from 1976-2011, where he contributed over 500 articles. During this time, he was 
Australia’s pre-eminent architectural critic also working with ABCTV and the Sydney Morning 
Herald. He was awarded the Bates Smart Award for Architecture in the Media in 2004. 
 
This research is situated at the beginning of Day’s contribution as architecture critic for The Age 
newspaper until the end of 1979 to align with the radical architectural exhibition that was held at 
the Powell Street Gallery in Melbourne. Titled, “Four Melbourne Architects”, the public 
experienced architecture in a way that was a first in Melbourne. This exhibition ran for two weeks 
in September 1979, marking a pivotal shift in the profession..  The goal of this research was to 
look at the body of written work from that period and to explore the development of the archival 
process suited to architectural journalism.  
 
The method employed here was to create an index of Day’s writings, collecting all articles 
referencing Norman Day, during the period 1976 to 1979. This work then involved analysing the 
information contained in the articles by categorizing the topics of discussion. Obvious information 
included in articles, such as the subject of criticism, credited architect, and location of the subject 
is extracted from the reading. As not all articles include the same data to extract, educated online 
research filled in the blanks. Working toward a broader and more cohesive index of Day's written 
work, the source of publication, in what section it is located were also included in the index. For 
additional quantitative data to retrospectively review the subjects of Day’s criticism, we strived to 
include the date of the subject’s completion, the geographic location of the subject architect, the 
typology of the subject, as well as an image of the subject. The collection of these related topics 
for each subject developed out of search inquiries that came up to and during the article 
collection process.  
 
This paper seeks to organise this archival material in order to ascertain what further questions 
might emerge from Norman Day’s archive. This work is in its preliminary stages, and it would be 
hasty at this stage to over conceptualise or overlay a singular concept to this archive. Of course, 
this would be all too easy to do. For example, easy narratives could be found in his relationship 
to Robin Boyd and their different public roles as critics. Such a genealogical approach may 
overlook the fact that Day worked through different media and was a part of a different network 
of cultural producers to Boyd. The historiographical approach produced here contrasts with 
prevalent approaches that might develop a hagiography of Day’s work through his writings and 
architectural projects.1 Rather, the initial aim of this project is to position Day within the social 
and cultural milieu of Australian architecture between the late 1970s to the mid-1980s. A central 
question from this continuing archival project is to ask what new formations, and schisms, of 
architectural production, emerged in Melbourne architecture after Boyd’s death in 1971? At this 
stage, preliminary claims about Day’s archive would only obscure this question.  
 
This process has led towards the development of a more cohesive metadata index. The final index 
comprised 120 listings with ten metadata fields. Consequently, the subjects of Day’s articles can 
be grouped over approximately forty-one different years associated with project completion, 
although some are indexed as a range of dates due to the unclear nature of their construction. 
What is important to note is that nearly half of the projects discussed were completed during the 
1977-79 period that this research looks at, and 72% were completed within five years of Norman 
Day’s first article at The Age. These figures demonstrate that the architectural critique brought 
attention largely to recent developments. It is clear that Day had a desire to focus on the current, 
in order to allow for his commentary to be seen as relevant. What it also did is immediately draw 
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attention to what was being designed at a critical moment in Melbourne and Australian 
architecture.  

HHiissttoorriiccaall  BBaacckkggrroouunndd    

The Age and Architecture 
Day's engagement as architectural critic of The Age built on the paper's ongoing engagement with 
the architectural profession. This engagement can be traced to the pivotal shift in the late 1940s 
with Robin Boyd's initiative for the Small Homes Service. Boyd was Director of the Royal Victorian 
Institute of Architects Small Homes Service from 1947–1953, and for many years after 1948, he 
was the editor of this service for The Age. In addition, he authored weekly articles which 
demonstrated an approach to the exploration of Australian architecture, philosophies also 
reflected in his published written works. Boyd’s writing and the introduction of accessible design 
through the Small Homes Service shifted the way The Age dealt with its representation of 
residential architecture. The Age was now directly engaged with the architectural community, and 
features within the home living and real estate sections of the paper encouraged a more direct 
description of local and national designers, including collaborating with the local Victorian 
Chapter of the Royal Australian Institute of Architects for articles such as the ‘RAIA Home of the 
Week’. 
 
Norman Day  
Given the background described above, it may seem not surprising that Day—who had worked in 
Boyd’s office prior and after Boyd’s death in 1971—came to the role of The Age’s architecture 
critic, which Day disavows. However, his name had been mentioned in The Age in his own right 
prior to joining the journalism team. This included commentary on the iconic Fishbowl project, 
Day being Boyd's project architect, in a December 1972 article discussing the permanence of 
plastics.2 After Boyd’s death, a home Day designed in Hawthorn was included in a December 
1974 article described it in detail by the announcement of its auction.3 Other times, Day provided 
his own commentary through Letters to the Editor as seen in January and April of 1975 regarding 
the rebuilding of Darwin and informing readers about the lack of protection attributed to the 
Sydney Opera House, respectively.4 In April of 1977 just prior to the column kicking off he had a 
home showcased as the RAIA House of the Week.5  
 
Norman Day graduated from the University of Melbourne with a Bachelor of Architecture in 1971 
and was registered as an architect in Victoria in 1972. The following year he became an Affiliate 
of the Royal Australian Institute of Architects. While pursuing his Architecture degree, Day worked 
at Romberg and Boyd Pty Ltd under Robin Boyd until Boyd’s death in 1971. He continued working 
with the company as a Director with Frederick Romberg and Berenice Harris until 1972.6 He then 
established his own practice as a partner at Day Davey Pty Ltd Architects. Since 1974, Norman 
Day Pty Ltd, now known as Norman Day + Associates has been practising in Melbourne and in 
Vietnam since 2001.  
 
Day’s first endeavours in architectural criticism and media indicate the fault lines and formative 
alliances evident in Melbourne architecture at the end of the Whitlam years. In the early days of 
his own practice, Day joined the RAIA Editorial committee, for the publication formerly known as 
Architect Magazine. In 1974, editor Paddy Young stepped down as he had recently been elected 
to the role of President of RAIA Victorian Chapter. Day states that he was the only one to volunteer 
for the position and became editor of the magazine at age 28, doing so for approximately a year. 
Notably, at this time monthly editorials and articles critical of the profession were published much 
to the organisations chagrin, and he was let go from the position after allegedly publishing an 
edition with Queen Elizabeth the Second on the cover as satiric commentary for an organisation 
named the ‘Royal’ Victorian Institute of Architects.7 While editor, Day published his own book, 
Modern Houses, Melbourne and in 1977 edited an edition of the National RAIA magazine, 
Architecture Australia. Modern Houses, Melbourne is notable for presenting the work of a younger 
generation of architects trained in the late 1960s and 70s. These architects were largely 
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interested in exploring and revising the orthodox modernism of those architects who had been 
trained prior to the mid-1960s, with an emphasis on the human condition. Upon removal of his 
post at the local chapter, he was also removed as editor from the national platform.  
 
After completing his pro-bono role of Editor with the RAIA, Day met with Sally White, the Arts Editor 
at The Age. At the time, the paper had a fierce reputation for journalism and during their 
conversation, she proposed he write an article to discuss architecture in Melbourne as nothing 
more than a test. 8 It was published the following day, referencing Norman Day as 'Architectural 
Correspondent’. This was the catalyst of his role as architecture critic at The Age. 

AArrcchhiitteeccttuurraall  CCrriittiicciissmm  11997777--11997799  

Arguably, the time between Boyd’s death in 1971 and “Four Melbourne Architects” exhibition in 
1979 indicate a shift in Melbourne’s architectural discourse as ideas related to both Brutalism, 
Late modernism and Postmodernist architecture were debated. During the years of Day's work 
for The Age between 1977 to 1979, most of the articles were published weekly on a Tuesday. At 
other times, the writing was published in a Saturday, or Arts-specific edition, which supposedly 
would have a larger or more targeted audience. Subjects examined in these include The 
Parliament House Design Competition, likely due to the relative importance for the nation. Day 
also featured Max May and his ‘recycled house’, as well as Ermin Smrekar who made an impact 
in Geelong with several unique buildings that went up in the 1970s.  
 
Notably, Day additionally stepped outside of his column and published a book review in The Age 
Books section on The Language of Post-Modern Architecture by Charles Jencks.9 Meanwhile, The 
Sydney Morning Herald published a number of articles on Wednesdays, but the majority of these 
were published in the Saturday edition of that newspaper. The short run of this column in the 
paper can be interpreted as notable and desired to be shared to the largest audience by the 
editorial staff.   
 
1977 
In 1977, Norman Day contributed nine articles as architectural critic to The Age Arts and 
Entertainment section under Sally White as an editor. In these first few articles, Day discusses 13 
projects which are all local to Melbourne, the furthest away from being Edmond & Corrigan's work 
in Keysborough. He covers a range of building types, but all are relatable to public experience. By 
including two sports stadiums and a museum, he references familiar venues for cultural 
entertainment and includes a variety of education typologies and a church which provide a 
relatable sense of familiarity. As the author of Modern Houses, Melbourne, Day continued to 
explore his interest in the residential including several homes in his first year of journalism at The 
Age. By choosing to portray everyday environments in local surroundings, perhaps echoing Boyd, 
Day engaged the public in an approachable way, one which many relate to their daily life and may 
start to consider their own experiences of.  
 
Early columns received multiple letters to the editor, demonstrating a certain amount of attention 
the criticism initially drew. Senior Lecturer David Watson from the University of Melbourne, a 
renowned pedant, wrote with disdain about an incorrect reference to a hexagon rather than an 
octagon – a mistake that while minor, clearly opened the critic up to receive criticism themselves. 
However, the Victoria Chapter RAIA president Richard Young commended The Age for the 
inclusion of architectural criticism and hoped to see the column continue as a tool to inform the 
public of architectural developments.  
 
1978  
As Day found his journalistic stride with the inclusion of his criticism alongside others in the Arts 
and Entertainment section, his column starts to appear weekly. During 1978, 50 articles were 
published with sixty-seven projects discussed after establishing a reputation with the public the 
prior year, to read about the built environment, Day appears more comfortable to explore a variety 
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of typologies, including an architectural comparison of recently constructed public toilets in two 
different parts of Melbourne.  
 
He starts to use the column for what could be referred to as ‘announcements’, which do not 
address a built subject specifically, but rather a person or event that is deemed worthy of 
informing the public about. One aspect of these was in selectively discussing new and noteworthy 
faculty at RMIT, such as Graeme Gunn as the new Dean, and Rodney Wulff and Stephen Calhoun 
joining the Landscape Architecture department. Another example of the ‘announcement’ is in an 
article dedicated to Day’s disdain of the Home Show held at the Exhibition Centre.10 More in an 
activist role, other written pieces which reflect a political opinion regarding redevelopment 
decisions for Collins Street (He was a founding member of the Collins Street Defence 
Movement).11 These articles directed attention to the inner workings of the architecture and 
construction industry in Melbourne and addresses the city as a whole rather than the individual 
pieces of which it is constructed. 
 
1979 
The following year of architectural criticism involved widening the breadth of media that Day was 
contributing to. From May through August, he contributed a similarly framed article on 
architectural criticism for The Sydney Morning Herald. Although only six were published, it 
required him to travel on a bi-weekly basis to gain the journalistic knowledge of place that is 
required to generate a critique for. In addition, he began to make appearances on local television 
and radio shows.  
 
The Age published approximately thirty-two articles by Day with thirty-three subjects examined, 
nearly half as many as the previous year. This decrease in the number of articles can likely be 
attributed to the other work, Day was involved with both in and out of journalism. During the year 
he was Guest Lecturer at Deakin’s school of architecture, the Arts Department at Swinburne 
Technical College, the Visual Arts Department at Monash University, and at Moorabbin TAFE.12  
 
However, the decrease in the number of subjects reflects several changes to Day’s approach of 
his published work. One observation to note is that the articles increasingly focus on a singular 
topic. Rather than comparing and contrasting multiple, he dives deeper into the social and 
historical issues that relate to the chosen topic. This is emphasised by examining the subjects he 
discusses during this period; several are in relation to planning policy, redevelopment of historic 
buildings, and allocations of city funding.  

TTyyppoollooggiieess 

Through the sheer quantity of mentions, alongside the publication of Modern Houses, Melbourne, 
Day appears to maintain an affinity for the residential as his most commonly written about 
building type. While townhouses and multifamily flats are both discussed, the house as a typology 
was the most frequently written about building (nine times). These often drew attention to newly 
built homes in styles that may have been unique and unusual to the general population, and the 
articles did not try and hide this fact, but rather accentuated the differences as positives. 
Architects that Day deemed as deserving of attention also made their way into the list of homes 
mentioned, such as with a home designed by the architect Kevin Makin.  
 
Aside from houses, Day’s articles across these three years perhaps reflect prevailing private and 
public investment. However, the next most frequently discussed typology was not always brought 
up in admiration, Municipal Offices as a specific building type was discussed seven times. Day 
often brought attention to the architecture of public buildings, associating them with foreign 
objects provided a coy retort on what Government money was being used to construct.  
 
Interestingly enough, the next most frequently explored typologies are Day Care Centres and 
Restaurants, with reference to six subjects each. In Day's professional career as an architect, he 
is grouped together with the Four Melbourne Architects, two of those being Greg Burgess, and 
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Edmond & Corrigan, both of whom had designed day care centres around the early stages of his 
journalistic career. His personal affiliations merged with his desire to see architecture being 
pushed into a new realm, and it appears that designing for children afforded the flexibility for this 
to occur. Meanwhile, a restaurant designed by Ermin Smrekar, caught Day’s attention through 
strong form, intense colour, and reinvention of ornamentation of his buildings – the restaurant 
as a specific typology was coincidental, the seemingly revolutionary design of the building was 
more noteworthy than the function.13  

AArrcchhiitteeccttss  aanndd  GGeeooggrraapphhiieess  

As suggested above, Ermin Smrekar had the most projects published in this research, with seven 
subjects discussed attributed to him, in the articles. Closely followed with six mentions were 
Edmond & Corrigan, architects that Day knew personally and desired to highlight the importance 
of their work to Melbourne. Gunn Hayball and Bates Smart McCutcheon were both mentioned 
four times, and Morris & Pirrotta and Roy Grounds brought up three times each. The architects 
that Day critiques almost always reside in the cities that they build in. Thus, it is interesting to 
note the ones he mentions out of their geographical placement. I.M. Pei, based in New York, but 
who Day met in Sydney and discussed the design of Pei’s Collins Street tower, and thus relevant 
to the City of Melbourne and a project relevant to the public.  
 
Within Australia, approximately 88% of Day’s topics were located in Victoria, and of those, 93% 
were located within the geographical boundaries of Melbourne. Writing about local construction 
for the public to consume not only aesthetic opinion but historiographic information on highlights 
that the buildings mentioned were experienced by Day as a true Melburnian would. As Levison 
(2010) notes, the liveliest and most influential architecture criticism has been, largely, local.14 
 
Despite this local focus Day himself was also bringing to a Melbourne audience knowledge of 
architects from outside the city. While architectural events in other parts of the world were 
mentioned in articles, they were often used as tools to compare against the main subject of a 
particular critique. However, in the articles collected for this research, Day does select two 
internationally located subjects to discuss; the National Theatre in London and Aldo Rossi’s 
installation at the 1979 Venice Biennale. Day also discussed Bruce Goff, who came to Melbourne 
to lecture from Oklahoma, United States. Interestingly, this pattern appears to echo Boyd’s own 
role as a cipher between International architectural figures and Australian architectural 
discourse. Whereas Boyd was focused on the evolution of Modernism, Day’s interests, as these 
examples indicate, reflect an interest in how Modernism was being challenged.  

PPuubblliicc  EEnnggaaggeemmeenntt  

Boyd himself said that “satisfying popular comment will come spontaneously and pleasantly when 
ordinary, normally-educated people understand the essentials of architecture as they understand 
drama, literature, cooking, knitting, and football”.15 Whether or not Day picked this up during his 
time working with Boyd is unclear. However, he indeed has a knack for discussing the built 
environment in relation to popular culture. Films and television shows are reoccurring tools that 
Day utilises to make his critiques more approachable, and by using Mickey Mouse or the 
Clockwork Orange as reference points, people were perhaps able to ground an idea in something 
familiar. This also happens through time-appropriate political references, with analogies such as 
“… it’s about as exciting as a page from Malcolm Fraser's joke book.” When popular culture is not 
used, other buildings with historical value are included, or historical, geographical, and typological 
contexts are introduced instead.  
 
As a practicing architect, Day is seen as holding the same credentials as the architects being 
written about. As he continued to write, a following grew which prompted him to lead tours and 
walks for the public to learn about different aspects of the city from the view of an architect. For 
example, in 1980 he led a bus tour along the Nepean Highway to try and “find beauty in old car 
yards” referring to the goal of the trip as finding the antithesis of Boyd’s Australian Ugliness.  
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In his articles, Day made judgement calls and positioned himself to describe the shift from 
Modernist thinking towards Postmodernist and the new faces of the industry. These were not 
meant to be academic proof, but rather an argument of perception just like any of the other 
critique.16 The act of publishing these opinions in the paper through a lens of criticism ultimately 
opens up the writer to the judgement of its readers as well. While some of the responses to the 
editor were in small corrections, such as the difference between a river and creek of the same 
name, others are extremely critical and defensive towards the subjected criticism. 
 
Occasionally, Day would provide a rebuttal to the letters, and in doing so demonstrate a coyness 
and unwavering mentality – a favourite response in which Day manages to do what the public is 
not able to do, but that is to draw attention to why the letter was written in the first place, a sense 
of damaged ego. As a critic, there are bound to be disagreements, yet the sternest of them come 
from fellow architects, which demonstrate a desire to remain out of the public eye, likely due to 
the critical and potentially damaging effect that a widely publicised opinion can have on how they 
are perceived by those searching for architects.  
 
Occasionally, the general public wrote in with opinions from a local community perspective that 
added to the subject of the critique. These demonstrated that an understanding of the built 
environment from the general population was not lacking, but rather just never had the 
opportunity or platform to say anything about architecture. This is clear in responses from July 
1979 and August 1979.  
 
In the period of time that he was writing for The Sydney Morning Herald, there were more letters 
to the editors published about his column, than there were columns themselves. The public 
engagement here could be due to a few things, which we shall speculate on. Some responses 
were blatant defences from architects of the buildings, which similar to Melbourne, come through 
with aghast. An unfamiliar approach, however, is that one letter is in response to one of these 
aforementioned defences and shames them. Responses from the public seem to take Day’s side, 
and many offer the local insight similar to the Melbourne ones. Even a local advertisement for 
leasing offices the American Express tower ran with an indication of Day’s positive review. 
 
The ratio of response-to-columns in a short period of time in Sydney shows a desire for 
engagement from the public. By providing a critical point of view on something that people 
interact with daily, readers are able to express their unique experiences, although it is clear that 
experiencing the built environment takes on commonalities by many.  

CCoonncclluussiioonn    

During the period of time, the research presented is based on, Norman Day Pty Ltd was 
completing several architectural works as well. The same year as starting to write but prior to 
beginning, Day had the Malvern Private Hospital Home featured in The Age.17 The first stage of 
construction of ‘Burford House One’ for clients Geoff & Noela Burford was completed in 1978. 
Located in Kildare St, Hawthorn, Victoria, the reimagined Edwardian home demonstrates curiosity 
and playfulness with volumetric shapes and colour. Assembled unpredictably, the forms of the 
buildings on the suburban site and the space that is created highlights the user experience. In 
1987, several years after the Stage 2 of construction was completed in 1984, it won an RAIA 
Merit Award, demonstrating that it was recognised in a positive light to the Australian architecture 
community at large.18 Additionally, another now well-known work completed in 1980 was the 
Pizzey House in Kew, Victoria.19 These works reflect the mentality he wishes to inform the public 
about, a shift towards the Postmodern in aesthetic and theory. Bold geometric forms and 
rethinking the traditional experience of environments came across in his design practice.  
 
As the majority of Day’s written work occurs in the medium on newsprint, several organisations 
provide digital copies of printed media. The index prepared to organise the work found includes 
a link to a digital copy, which allows for easy access with internet service. Just as one might 
organise archived drawings through a filing system, the index as an organisational tool works to 
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collect and organise metadata related to writing, but the qualitative richness that comes across 
with Day’s voice is lost. This leaves the question of how does architectural writing deserve to be 
archived? We would argue that writing warrants writing, and that displaying or re-publication of 
his text could achieve this. Since the digitisation of newspapers has already taken place, utilising 
clippings in tandem with the extracted information for a reader to simply identify categories and 
patterns seemed viable. However, existing formatting of columns and errors in scanning can 
cause difficulties in both laying out and reading the information. Reformatting the text allows for 
flexibility in layout, and legibility for reading, but removes the nostalgic context of the newspaper 
medium printed in the 1970s. 
 
Norman Day was a central figure in the emergence of an architectural discourse that sought to 
revise and question Australian orthodoxies of modernist architecture. His public writings support 
this conclusion. As a close ally of Edmond & Corrigan, his writings bought to both architects and 
the public's attention the shift from Modernism to Postmodernism. It is hard to imagine Boyd 
championing some of the figures or subjects that Day wrote about such as Aldo Rossi, Bruce Goff, 
and seemingly unknown architects such as Ermin Smrekar, not connected to Melbourne’s 
genealogies of architectural education and tribal classes. Further research would examine how 
Day’s critical practices and work within the profession helped to shape Melbourne's architectural 
discourse in the 1980s. Particularly, in relation to the Half-Time Club, his teaching at RMIT and 
the debates centred on Transition magazine.  
 
Norman Day’s body of archival work indicates that architectural heritage must also be seen to 
encompass published criticism and public debate. Yet, to fully develop a historiographical 
understanding of Day’s body of work, his written work is integral to that, as it is with the architects 
he examines in his own research. In any case, Day's critical practices point to the need to affirm 
the role of the architect as a public critic.  
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Using the architectural historian Mark Jarzombek’s critical historiography as a 
theoretical frame, this paper takes The Barragán Archives—a multi-year project 
by conceptual artist Jill Magid—as an alternative path for thinking about the roles 
of archives, agency and the canon in the making of architectural histories. In his 
Prolegomenon to Critical Historiography (2000) Jarzombek enigmatically contends 
that to fulfill its mission architectural historiography must take up the position of 
uninvited guest in its own house. In the last decade, contemporary artists have 
increasingly delved into the architectural archives to pose their own questions. Have 
these artists become uninvited guests invading the disciplinary bounds of architecture 
with their own “matters of concern,” or does their work open up new perspectives of 
interest to architectural historians? By focusing on Magid’s response to the life and 
work of the famous Mexican architect, Luis Barragán, this paper explores how an 
artistic practice might count as a contribution to architectural historiography. The 
artist sets out to both reveal and intervene. She makes visible the implications of a 
corporation’s ownership of the architect’s professional archive for his artistic legacy. 
Her engagement with the architectural historian in control of the archive brings 
into focus the material divisions, proprietary controls, professional standards and 
conflicting desires involved in the formation of histories and heritage. The climax of 
this extended investigation is The Proposal (2016) in which she recrafts a portion of 
the architect’s own bodily remains into a diamond engagement ring, which is offered 
as a gift to the historian in exchange for the return of the archive to public ownership 
in Mexico. While the artist’s work is yet to achieve this desired effect, her intervention 
has opened up discussion of both the architect’s legacy and the broader issues 
about proprietorial control of cultural heritage. In place of disciplinary enclosure 
and the purity of the canon, The Barragán Archives points towards a historiography 
of hospitality and the dynamic unfolding of artistic legacy. Both constrained by and 
formed through property and intellectual property regimes, artistic legacy is shown to 
be a contested, hybridising and creative concept that displaces rather than replaces 
the canon.

CAN’T ONE BE BOTH? GATHERING 
THE DIVIDED BODIES OF LUIS 
BARRAGAN
Gail Pini | University of Queensland
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  

‘So what, exactly, is the proposal?’ Magid turned to Zanco. ‘If you accept this ring, you will 
return the archive to Mexico,’ she said. ‘I am offering you the body for the body of work.’1 

 
In this paper I consider The Barragán Archives, a multi-year project by the conceptual artist Jill 
Magid, as a psychodrama that performs an unexpected historiographic task, revealing certain 
limits of architectural scholarship to itself. The artist’s unusual proposal to the architectural 
historian, Federica Zanco, was the culmination of their prolonged mis-engagement over the legacy 
of Luis Barragán. The Proposal took place in 2016 when the artist travelled to Switzerland to 
present the historian with a ring. The diamond set into this ring was made from the cremated 
remains of the famous Mexican architect. In offering this extraordinary gift, the artist proposes a 
condition—if the historian, who is also the Director of the Barragan Foundation, accepts the ring, 
she must return the architect’s professional archive to Mexico. My interest in The Barragán 
Archives grew out of a curiosity about what artists were doing in the architectural archives.2 In 
countering disciplinary norms and stirring up sedimented historical and aesthetic clichés, artists’ 
appropriations of architectural history have generated unexpected affects and associations; 
including questioning taxonomies of modernity and shifting our relations with a reified canon. Re-
presented as art, architecture may become disconcerting to its familiars—the architectural 
community that claims prior ownership over architecture’s story and image—but more open to 
new interpretations and responses.  
 
In terms of the conference agenda, my paper positions itself in relation to the imperative to 
counter the canon: it asks what a project of countering-the-canon might comprise. Is it a process 
of defacing, displacing, dismantling or supplementing? Should it aim to be more inclusive; or do 
away with canonisation altogether? How, in particular, do we oppose the Western canon—this 
metaphor for rule, for measurement, for tradition, for carefully-weighed judgement; which elevates 
the universal, the beautiful, the true, the sublime, the spirit of the age? Could we do without our 
canon? How would we dismantle it anyway? For, as the poet Audre Lorde warned in 1979: “the 
master’s tools will never dismantle the master’s house. They may allow us temporarily to beat him 
at his own game, but they will never enable us to bring about genuine change.”3 So while rewriting 
a narrow history of architecture continues to be urgent work, is countering—a warlike gesture of 
meeting head on—still a promising critical tool?  Does it wield the “master’s tools” and prescribe 
asymmetrical, negative modes of encounter? What if, as the philosopher Bruno Latour suggested 
some two decades after Lorde, forms of critique that master and debunk have already ‘run out of 
steam’? 4  And what if a collection of ambivalent things (aesthetic idolatry, national heroes, 
repressed sexuality) were already bundled into a single canonic figure; admittedly a difficult 
whole,5 an already divided figure like Luis Barragán.  
 
This essay brings Magid’s The Barragán Archives (2013-2018),6 which functions here as an 
exemplary critique of the enclosure of an architect’s legacy, into proximity with the “bewilderment” 
of critical historiography as expressed by the architectural historian Mark Jarzombek. 7  The 
purpose is to explore whether, through unexpected engagements and encounters, an 
architectural legacy can itself become a force in countering forms of historical reduction, closure 
and stasis implicit in canonisation. In setting out my argument, I first introduce Jarzombek’s 
critical historiography, then outline the story of the Barragán archives and the artist’s project of 
the same name, followed by a discussion about the historiographic aspects of the artist’s practice.  

WWhhaatt  iiss  CCrriittiiccaall  HHiissttoorriiooggrraapphhyy?? 

In his A Prolegomenon to Critical Historiography (2000) Mark Jarzombek laments a lack of 
scholarly inquiry into the conflicted role of modernist architectural historians.8 Historians had 
become double agents; protagonists in avant-garde events and authors of influential histories of 
architecture. Yet historians themselves are strangely absent, Jarzombek observes, from histories 
of modernity. This is one manifestation of the pervasive effects of what he terms the 
“psychologized Self”. According to Jarzombek, under the influence of psychology—an amorphous 
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anti-discipline that spreads everywhere but lacks a clear disciplinary centre—modern architecture 
privileged the speed of subjective agency over the slowness and objectivity of method. Questions 
of polemics, program and theory 9  replaced precedence, provenance, connoisseurship and 
archives. This led historians to align themselves with those spirits who would create the right 
history. Without being fully aware of the trap, they became dual-split figures—embracing avant-
garde identities by repressing the “scholarly-Self”. To reveal these circuitous operations, 
Jarzombek calls for a “project that is neither the handmaiden of a discipline nor an agent of the 
modernist call for the liberation of Self … [that] could develop into a more far-reaching, galloping 
interdisciplinary diegesis dealing with the fundamentals of epistemological construction.”10  
 
While the lack of historiographic enquiry Jarzombek identified two decades ago has partly been 
addressed,11 Jarzombek points not just to gaps in research but to “unresolvable paradoxes” that 
entrap all historical speculation,12 and to a crisis characterised by the speed of the avant-garde 
against the “proverbial slowness of bourgeois academic history.”13 Both practices, he asserts, 
lack a critique of their respective disciplinary aesthetics—a critically informed objectivity in the 
case of the scholar and a critically informed subjectivity in the case of the avant-garde; both 
“obscure the historiographic problematic that lies at the heart of everything modern.”14 This 
absence of self-critique becomes compounded when one practice (history) is used to unravel the 
other (art). In confronting these paradoxes, Jarzombek concludes that historiography can fulfill its 
mission “only by taking up the uncomfortable position of uninvited guest in its own house.”15 By 
starting from the position of art rather than history, my paper tracks an inverted version of 
Jarzombek’s problem. What happens when an artist makes herself the “uninvited guest” and art 
begins to unravel the “scholarly-Self”?  

TThhee  SSttoorryy  ooff  tthhee  AArrcchhiivveess    

The architect: I am only a symbol for all those who have been touched by Beauty.16  
The historian: I’m a self-doubting person by nature. I’m not a genius. I am a working horse.17 
The artist: I believe the most radical tool of pragmatism is poetry.18 

 
Born in 1902 to a land-owning family, Luis Barragán trained as an engineer and was an 
autodidactic architect. A developer who was often his own client, he mostly designed private 
houses in Mexico City. He also famously designed for horses. A relatively marginal figure on the 
global scene until the 1970s, Barragán was awarded the Pritzker Prize in 1980 “for his 
commitment to architecture as a sublime act of the poetic imagination.”19 A gay man and devout 
Catholic in a conservative society, the celebrated architect necessarily led a divided public and 
private life.20 When he died in 1988 this division was formalised. His will split his patrimony into 
two estates creating two archives: the personal and the professional. In 1993, following the 
suicide of the architect’s business partner, the professional archive was offered for sale by 
Rosario Uranga, the widow who inherited the fatal inheritance. When unable to find a buyer in 
Mexico, she consigned the archive to Max Protetch, a specialist art and architecture dealer in 
New York. Delivered to his office in 1995, Protetch reported there was so much paper he worried 
his floor might collapse. Given the fairly boutique scope of Barragán’s practice, his professional 
archive consists of a surprising amount of material.21  
 
Luckily, a buyer soon emerged: Rolf Fehlbaum, Chairman of Vitra, the Swiss design company. 
Consequently, the heavy burden of a life’s work was again relocated. This time to a concrete 
basement under a Frank Gehry building at the Vitra campus near Basel, where it came under the 
control of the newly established Foundation Barragan. The Director of the Foundation is the 
architectural historian, Federica Zanco. She is also the wife of Rolf Fehlbaum. Having acquired 
copyright to the architect’s work and trademarked his name (without the accent), the Foundation 
Barragan, also purchased the archive and copyrights of the architect’s favourite photographer, 
Armando Salas Portugal. Since acquiring this bundle of rights, the not-for-profit Foundation has 
vigorously asserted a strong form of copyright protection, akin some say to bullying. 22  This 
reported refusal to grant permissions has, at least to some extent, stymied research into the 
architect’s work.23  
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In 2012 when the artist visited Casa Barragán, the architect’s former home and studio, she was 
told “a gothic love story … with a copyright-and-intellectual-property-rights subplot”24 of how after 
the architect’s death in 1988 his professional archive ended up in the jealous possession of a 
historian who stores it in an underground bunker in Switzerland, while only the small personal 
archive in Casa Barragán remains open to scholars. According to the story, the historian had 
visited Casa Barragán with her betrothed and subsequently asked for the gift of the professional 
archive in lieu of an engagement ring.25 After hearing this story and becoming captivated by the 
architect’s work, in 2013 the artist wrote to Zanco and asked for permission to visit the archive 
in preparation for an exhibition in Basel. In retrospect, the historian sees her blunt refusal as the 
catalyst that triggered the unfolding of the art projects, collectively known as The Barragán 
Archives. 

Everything started because I said no the first time Jill asked for access to the archive. How 
do you react to a no? I think it has to do with your relationship to authority. I would just say, 
‘All right, never mind,’ but Jill makes art.26 
 

According to Magid her artistic project commenced not with the refusal but with the question: 
“What does it mean for a corporation to own an artist’s legacy?”27 In the years following the 
refusal, the artist engaged incessantly with the problematic posed by the inaccessible archive: 
producing nine exhibitions and a film, 28  as well being involved in numerous public talks, 
catalogues and a book of essays. The individual artworks are diverse and provocative—some 
directly targeting Vitra and the historian’s own body of work. For example, the artist produced Der 
Trog (2013), a model of the Vitra campus which proposes the construction of a copy of the 
architect’s famous fountain Fuente del Bebedero (1959). She purchased copies of the historian’s 
monograph, Luis Barragán: The Quiet Revolution (2001), inserting frames around the very 
images she was not given permission to display. She copied furniture from the architect’s house29 
and made a neon sign that shifts between Barragán with and without the accent. 30 These 
artworks make visible the implications of intellectual property laws that control artistic legacies. 
But despite her outpouring of art, the professional archive remained closed. Following the 
immanent logic of her practice, the artist decided a more intense poetic affect was needed to 
release the architect’s body of work from confinement—an uncanny exchange, a body for a body.  
 
In 2015, after consultation with the architect’s family and negotiations with the State authorities, 
Magid was allowed to open the architect’s tomb and take a precise measure of his remains—525 
grams of ashes—the minimum required to make an Algordanza memorial diamond. 31  This 
shocking appropriation of the architect’s body did indeed excite public interest in Barragán’s 
legacy, as well as anger and disgust, but not at first. First the artificial diamond, made by a process 
exposing pure carbon to very high heat and pressure, needed time to quietly grow—six months in 
this case. On completion, the diamond was formally presented by the artist to the family, prior to 
being set into an engagement ring in Mexico City. All of these steps involved scrupulous 
documentation and carefully drafted legal agreements. The ring is jointly owned by the artist and 
the family and according to their signed agreement may never be sold. It may only be given, and 
only to one person, and only in exchange for the return of the architect’s body of work. The climax, 
therefore, was when in 2016 the artist travelled to Switzerland to make the proposal to the 
historian: “If you accept this ring, you will return the archive to Mexico. I am offering you the body 
for the body of work.”32 
 
To date, the historian has not accepted the artist’s proposal which remains open. It seems unlikely 
that she will. Since 1995 in a condition of almost solitary confinement, she has dedicated herself 
to cataloguing the architect’s archive. After the artist began to write strange letters to her in 2013 
and her correspondence ended up in exhibitions, the historian and the archive were no longer 
hidden from the public eye. While the historian has remained civil and composed under pressure, 
she does feel she is the subject of an ill-founded critique.33 The archive was bought to prevent it 
from being scattered, the material is being properly conserved, and there is in fact no clear 
proposal for where the archive could be returned to. However, the historian admits that she 
“grossly underestimated the timeline” for the preparation of the catalogue raisonné: “after all 
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these years, I have so little to show. It’s demoralizing to be confronted with such criticism and 
aggressions. Am I doing something wrong? I have asked myself that many times.”34 The scarcity 
of her output is in vivid contrast to the flood of work generated by the artist, who has opened 
Barragán’s legacy to a wider audience and exposed complex ethical questions—not only about 
control of artistic legacies but also about the desecration of tombs. 

TThhee  AArrttiisstt  aass  UUnniinnvviitteedd  GGuueesstt    

Can we count the artist’s harassment of the historian as a contribution to projects envisaged by 
Jarzombek? Behaving much like an uninvited ethnologist visiting the architectural field—careful 
in her relations, faithful to her method, following the logic of her project—Magid examines relations 
between searching subjects and their research objects. She moves unnervingly between the 
differential speeds of the scholar and the avant-garde. She persistently draws attention to 
ubiquitous but hidden structures—always within the rules, often to the point of absurdity. In the 
following paragraphs, I briefly consider some examples of her practice against the type of projects 
suggested by Jarzombek. 
 
A critique of a Historian’s Practice  
The artist frames an historian at work: her passions, her products, her affiliations, her modes of 
operation, her handling of texts, her matters of concern. Under pressure from this unwanted 
public portrait, the historian has in turn challenged the “magical realism” of stories; crafting her 
own historical figure through her comportment, replies and refusals. By inviting the historian to 
collaborate, the artist reveals a glimpse of the historian’s practice – proprietorial control, 
slowness and exclusivity, a narrow view of quality. Standards of care, limited space, archival 
conditions, production of a catalogue raisonné become reasons to justify a failure to share 
research materials. The artist, by contrast, uses a poverty of resources and a surfeit of restrictions 
to shape her engagement with the architect’s legacy; making visible the rigid constraints 
underlying regimes that are also essential to the production of an artistic legacy.35 
 
A Disciplinary Ideological Critique  
The artist’s engagement with the architect’s personal possessions and home highlights the split 
life marking disciplinary histories. Neglect of the personal and the political and the valorisation of 
the professional puts historians in an ambiguous position when ethical problems emerge from 
the study of a person’s life.36 In the case of Barragán, the enclosure of his professional archive 
intensifies scholarly and aesthetic engagement with personal photographs, documents, objects, 
spaces and networks of friends. Through her use of the epistolary method, the artist attends to 
forms of desire that underpin objective research. For example, she plays with questions of who is 
talking to whom, when she copies a letter Barragán wrote to a woman friend, addressing it to the 
historian and signing it from herself. She sends the historian a gift—a marked copy of Climates, a 
book by André Maurois, that Barragán gave to a woman he admired—which leads to a lovely reply, 
which engenders a further artwork37. This delicate attention to possessiveness and seduction 
prompts us to reconsider extraordinary things which have been said about the architect’s home 
by architects and historians. “His house was not merely a house but House itself.”38 “I remember 
having this feeling of really wanting to spend the night there—not just to sleep in the house but to 
sleep with the house.”39 “It was, as the French say, coup de foudre, instant love.”40  
 
Interdisciplinary Diegesis Dealing with the Fundamentals of Epistemological Construction  
The transformation of the architect into a diamond was the artist’s most intense and provocative 
act. A scholarly companion to this artwork—also called The Proposal—includes essays from writers 
of architecture, law, history, anthropology, and art. The book generates exchange about themes 
of possession, gifts, artistic legacy and the conditions of its production and draws attention to 
diverse methods of research. For example, the unpublished dissertation of architectural scholar 
Leonardo Diaz-Borioli, which brings together network analysis, textual analysis and psycho-spatial 
interpretation. Living in a homophobic society, Barragán was perhaps obscure when he referred 
to his architecture as “autobiographical.”41 Careful readings of annotated books in his library, 
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such as Proust’s novels and biography, point towards inaccessible realms of the architect’s 
innermost thoughts and feelings about art and love, but they also provide Diaz-Borioli with clues 
to decoding descriptions of his architecture.42 This type of hybrid research attempts to place the 
psychological up front rather than allowing it to operate as a hidden contamination. 
 
A more negative response to Magid’s project was evident in a panel discussion at the opening of 
artist’s 2017 exhibition in Mexico City.43 Described as “a political and ethical debate on the 
current and future conditions of the transferal of cultural heritage from a model of the nation-
state to one of corporate institutions,” the event vastly overflowed its terms.44 The New Yorker 
journalist, Alice Gregory, who had followed the unfolding saga for several years, wrote of a tense 
event watched by a packed house and streamed to more than 70,000 people. “For almost two 
hours, the audience looked on as epic and often metaphysical questions—of faith, language, 
taste, value, ownership, legacy—were debated with ferocious intensity. The subject of the 
discussion was a diamond.”45 The artist’s transformation of the canonic architect had become a 
national controversy. Gregory reports insults, requests for the investigation of local government, 
demands for the diamond to be pulverised, and an open letter from a “prominent architect” 
asking for the artist’s show to be cancelled. But despite evident hostility and calls for censorship, 
the artist feels the artwork has succeeded in bringing about important discussions.46 

AA  MMuullttiipplliiccaattiioonn  ooff  DDiivviissiioonnss 

This sampling of The Barragán Archives is intended to show its wide-ranging historiographic 
impulse as well as the range of engagements it fosters with an architect’s legacy. But where does 
this leave the canonic figure at the centre of it all? When asked to give a lecture in the early 
1980s, shortly after he won his Pritzker Prize, Luis Barragán wrote back that sadly he was not 
able to come: "I am not well, but I am preparing to die well.”47 It seems Barragán may not have 
planned to leave his legacy so restless.48 To date, the artist has not succeeded in reuniting his 
body of work. She has rather multiplied divisions by dividing his bodily remains: part of which 
remains in his tomb and part of which is now entombed in a diamond. But perhaps some divisions 
are unavoidable. The architectural theorist, Ines Weizman, tells us that the artistic legacy has 
three lives: when it is created; the copyright period after the artist’s death; and after copyright 
expires.49 It is the second life—the current phase of Barragán’s legacy— that is thought to be the 
most critical to long-term flourishing. But not only are legacies already divided, archives also 
multiply. The philosopher Jacques Derrida speaking of archives says the archive is always doubled 
by the event that is archived and the event of archiving.50 And indeed Magid, who careful archives 
all media generated by her art practice, has also created a doubled archive; as well as a kind of 
feedback loop between her artworks and their documentation.  
 
If the artist has failed to restore material unity, can we conclude that she has occupied the 
position of “uninvited guest”? For a time, the artist lived in the architect’s home, became a host, 
gathered his family, scholars and guests in many places. She offered the hospitality needed to 
care for an architect’s legacy—to grow new things out of old. While agency in architectural history 
remains dependent on gaining access to copyright, architecture, archives and audiences; the 
artist’s project demonstrates that conformity with rules can still interrogate the mechanism of its 
own exclusion. In the place of the purity of the canon the artist gives us the dynamic unfolding of 
artistic legacy, emphasising living connections over a posthumous singularity. Her historiographic 
and artistic practices evoke intensity rather than iconicity, promiscuity rather than patrilineality, 
complexity rather than reduction. So perhaps we might say the architect as diamond gives us a 
likeness of his place in the canon, while his remaining ashes point to the fertile metamorphosis 
of his legacy. In this way, artistic legacy becomes revealed as a hybridising creative force that 
occupies a bustling no man’s land between objective and the subjective, between scholar and 
avant-garde, between personal and professional—displacing rather than replacing the canon. 
Meanwhile, the historian’s labour is far from complete and, to paraphrase the artist, we await her 
publication with affection and gratitude.51 
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In the latter decades of the twentieth century, practice-based design enquiry emerged 
as a new mode of research for doctoral study in Architecture. Posed as an alternative 
to traditional research it promoted projective practice as a productive method for 
architectural observation, analysis, speculation and discovery. Implicit in this model 
was a delineation from history and theory and what was perceived as the domination 
of architectural academy by non-practicing academics. In Australia from the mid-
1980s, RMIT University in Melbourne was the most ardent champion of this approach. 
Led by Leon van Schaik and attracting some of Australia’s most acclaimed architects, 
the program aimed to reveal and share tacit knowledge embedded in practitioners’ 
work. Two of the early alumni of this program, Shane Murray and Nigel Bertram, 
moved from RMIT to establish the Monash PhD program, which was developed in 
keeping with the emphasis of the new Architectural Department (of which Murray 
was Founding Professor), that was advocating for an architectural practice that 
operates across scales and is embedded in interdisciplinary and contemporary urban 
concerns. The Monash PhD model broadened its purview beyond the RMIT program 
with its focus on the work of the individual architect, to a hybrid mode within an 
expanded field of urban influence, which was perceived as necessary for an impactful 
design-based practice.

Importantly, many of the small and allied group of academics at RMIT and Monash 
were also practitioners and part of a locally-focused, Melbourne-based architectural 
community whose practice had evolved out of a deep understanding of the 
specificities of the urban condition, character and environment. As an example, 
Nigel Bertram is Practice Professor at Monash as well as co-director, with Marika 
Neustupny and Lucinda McLean, of NMBW Architecture Studio, a practice that 
engages with contemporary urban conditions and the relationship between the public 
realm and everyday life. This fundamental connection to practice formed a particular 
pedagogical position and was instrumental in attracting the first cohort of students.

The early Monash PhDs embraced the hybrid methods and each pursued an 
urban scale enquiry into the relationship and contradictions between urban form 
and order, morphology and material architectural detail, framed in the context of 
larger historical, socio-economic and geographic factors. Driving questions around 
consistencies and inconsistencies of urban form – what are the compositional 
rules, how are these materialised, how are these challenged and how do they shift. 

HISTORY IN ACTION: PRACTICE-
BASED DOCTORAL RESEARCH AT 
MONASH ARCHITECTURE 
Maryam Gusheh | Monash University
Catherine Murphy | Monash University
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over time – and an emphasis on evolution and ongoing invention of the city, are 
represented in the research of these PhDs. What emerges from this initial group is 
a drawn representation, depicted as a pattern language for design, which reveals, 
amplifies and reconfigures repeated material and morphology details in order to find 
a way to act systematically. This situated architectural practice aims to understand 
urbanism – urban character and its nexus to material detail – in order to inform the 
creative method for a local architectural practice.

This paper1 considers how history in action – recorded in personal accounts, archives, 
material and urban form – underpins the design-led, multi-disciplinary research of 
the early Monash PhDs. We show how historical knowledge and representation of 
practice- based techniques and procedures, on the one hand, and the logic of urban 
form, on the other, were emphasized as the necessary basis for a novel, inherently 
contextual and more impactful architectural practice.
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LLaabboorraattoorryy::  AArrcchhiitteeccttuurree  aanndd  tthhee  CCiittyy    

The genesis of the Monash PhD program can be found in Shane Murray and Nigel Bertram’s 
approach to practice-led research that evolved during their academic tenure at RMIT. Together 
they had established the RMIT Urban Architecture Laboratory (UAL) in 2002, a research led 
teaching unit that explored how architectural practice could engage with the diversity of forces 
that shape the metropolitan condition.2 With interdisciplinary intakes of masters’ students from 
architecture and urban design, UAL became a prominent voice in the articulation of applied 
architectural and urban design research within the Australian academy. This was most 
prominently captured in their joint curation of the Micro-Marco City for the 2006 Australian 
Pavilion at the Venice Architecture Biennale.3 Insisting on a conceptual relationship between 
architecture and the evolving urban condition, the exhibition featured architecture projects that 
focused on the specificity and differences found in the urban environment, conceived in a 
historical continuum of inhabitation over time and across a range of scales, densities and 
settlement types as the basis for consideration of future development possibilities. 
 
This work took shape against a background of dynamic practice-based research culture at RMIT4,  
which began in 1987 as a research masters, and transitioned into a doctoral research program 
in 2001, and garnered a powerful alliance between the academy and the profession. This PhD 
program has since gone on to support the research training of some of Australia’s most acclaimed 
architects and educators and serves as a distinctive template for practice-based research 
internationally. Developed by Leon van Schaik, in tandem with an ambitious strategy for 
architectural procurement and commissioned works, the RMIT School of Architecture and Design 
emerged as a powerful advocate for contemporary architectural culture, first in Melbourne and 
progressively internationally.5 In its early formation, the RMIT program sought post-graduate 
candidates by invitation, comprising of architects with a substantive, typically acclaimed, body of 
work. The objective was to value, capture and validate practice-led research through approaching 
and interpreting tacit architectural knowledge in a “research-minded and methodologically 
considered manner.”6 This mode of enquiry about design practice establishes its evidence by 
bringing to the surface the “cognitive capital” embedded in an individual or firm’s design practice, 
enabling it to be broadly disseminated for the benefit of both the candidate / practitioner as well 
as the profession at large. Van Schaik describes the combining of two kinds of knowledges as the 
contribution of the design practice research: the first is how “designers marshal their spatial 
intelligence to construct the mental space within which they practice design”; and the second 
“reveals how public behaviours are invented and used to support design practice”.7 And while 
new to architectural research culture, at least in Australia, the model drew on and had parallels 
within the creative arts whereby the research and transmission of knowledge by exemplars was 
validated.8  Here research derived from practice itself was distinguished from theoretical and 
historical studies of creative practice.9 

LLiitteerraaccyy::  DDiisscciipplliinnaarryy  PPrroocceedduurreess  aanndd  MMoorrpphhoollooggyy  

Among the first to complete the RMIT PhD model in 2004, Murray’s doctoral research embraces 
the model, but cautiously.10 Supervised by architectural historian John Macarthur alongside Leon 
van Schaik, his approach is a hybrid, combining design procedures and processes with historical 
and case study research, and the critiquing and situating of architectural theory. Critical of what 
he perceived as a prevalent retreat from the architectural object, he proposed a compositional 
discourse that focused on the attributes of architectural design. Through painstaking tracing and 
description of his design process, he observes and articulates implicit references in both 
contemporary and historical disciplinary techniques, which when combined with his new, 
discovered techniques, constituted the designs’ inherent specificity. Murray’s purpose is to 
express tacit knowledge implicit in architects working methods, and to use this knowledge to 
critique what he sees as an artificial depiction of architectural intention by contemporary 
architects and theorists. Focusing on the gap between the architects and critics’ words and ideas 
manifest in material development and built form, he at once defends historical literacy as 
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paramount to an inventive practice and rejects theoretical frameworks within which architecture 
is a mere referent.  
 
Completed in 2010, Bertram’s dissertation is more directly representative of the invitational 
strand, working more explicitly outside the conventions of a traditional research.11 The 
dissertation form and structure consciously play with traditional structures. There is no formal 
introduction or conclusion; or as Bertram notes, given the reflective nature of analysis, the 
introductory passages can be also read as conclusions. Referencing and citations are minimal, 
and the discussion is not linear. Thematic chapters, project descriptions and reflections are 
treated as loose leaflets, to be read in a variety of order and relationships – depending on the 
interest of the reader. The form and layout of the document is bespoke and every element, colour, 
scale, image and text relationship are set out to embody his position – one might say that the 
form and content are synonymous. But although Bertram distinguishes the document from the 
conventions of historical research, his creative process rests on a forensic interrogation of urban 
morphology, starting with first-hand observation: “This research started not in the library, but by 
wandering around the city. Walking around the city with our eyes open, we act like urban 
detectives.”12 More than a reflection on an architectural approach, Bertram’s thesis is a 
methodological proposition: to contribute to the city in a fresh way and with meaning requires one 
to study the city attentively and understand its formation through time and relative to forces by 
which it is shaped historically. Put in terms of research procedure, the city here serves as an 
archive, the analysis of which reveals possibilities for design practice. Urban research and 
architectural design are thus synonymous.  
 
Working in the urban-scale locates his practice within the canonical field of practice-led research, 
including the seminal contributions of Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown, and more 
particularly contemporary Japanese practices.13 The term urban detective is borrowed from the 
Japanese historian and architect Terinobu Fujimori‘s “Tokyo Architectural Detective Agency” (with 
Takeyoshi Hori, 1974) and subsequent ROJO Society (1986) research practices where every-day 
urban environments were effectively scoured for particular items of interest, those about to be 
lost or those previously ‘unnoticed’.14 In this work, painstaking visual and drawn documentation, 
interviews with architects and relevant stakeholders, and established detailed archives around 
the newly documented works, broaden the codified account of Japanese architectural history. 
Bertram’s practice, however, is more analytical, with his close urban observation extending 
beyond the particularities of the urban environment to the forces that determine its specificity – 
to why the city is the way it is. His interest is in objects of urban curiosity, architectural and urban 
moments that at first glance defy easy classification or a straightforward logic, and he looks for 
where systems break and overlap – not so much the rules but the exceptions or “how rules have 
been broken”. For Bertram, these moments of urban “customisation” reveal novel lessons for 
how generic systems of urban governance can be appropriated, transfigured and reinvented 
through everyday use and remaking. He regards this tension as the necessary basis of urban 
democracy on the one hand, and localisation of urban form on the other. The terms of the title of 
his PhD (and later book) “Furniture, Structure, Infrastructure” locates the practice as the 
mediation of systematic-metropolitan order and the experiential-social realm.15 His work is 
ultimately a mediation on how to live, learn from and gently reinvigorate the city.  

MMoonnaasshh::  AAccttiioonn  AArrcchhiitteeccttuurree  

In 2008, Murray joined Monash University, as Foundation Professor in Architecture, to establish 
a new architectural school. The opportunity allowed the development of a new PhD framework 
alongside and integrated with ‘Monash Architecture Studio’ (MAS), a practice-led research centre 
focused on sustainable regeneration of Australian cities. Building on Murray’s ARC success in the 
project ‘Ageing of Aquarius’ that articulated architectural models for flexible housing suitable for 
wide application in ageing populations, MAS projects sought to invest architectural practice with 
broad impact and urban relevance.16 This included for example, utilisation of the existing urban 
fabric to increase quality infill housing supply, and adaptive housing typologies for changing social 
demographics. In 2011, Bertram joined Monash architecture as Practice Professor, playing a key 
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role in the development of MAS and associated PhD supervision, while also maintaining his role 
as a practice director at NMBW Architecture Studio. Deliberately distinct to the RMIT model, the 
Monash doctoral program supported new research over the regular course of doctoral 
candidature, and further endorsed diverse research methods inclusive of historical and social 
science methodologies. The early Monash PhD cohort framed their research relative to MAS 
strengths and priorities (along with their personal research interests) and collectively 
demonstrate a hybrid approach to practice-based research, whereby historical knowledges form 
the necessary device for activating architecture at a metropolitan scale. In what follows, a 
discussion of four exemplars from this first cohort elucidates the ways in which historical 
knowledge was activated in practice, discussed through the emerging common themes of 
invention, contextualisation and policy engagement. 

MMoonnaasshh  PPhhDDss::  HHiissttoorriiccaall  RReesseeaarrcchh  aass  DDeessiiggnn  PPrraaccttiiccee  

MAS’ growing reputation for practice-based housing research was integral to attracting early PhD 
candidates, many of whom were drawn to the potential for an impactful architectural practice. A 
graduate architect with a background in practice and government, Lee-Anne Khor had managed 
the VicUrban Habitat 21 housing design competition, for which Shane Murray and Diego Ramirez-
Lovering designed the ‘Adaptable House’, a new typology in suburban fringe housing for a diverse 
population.17 In 2010, she joined MAS as the coordinator of “Designing Affordable and 
Sustainable Housing Project”, a research initiative funded by the Victorian government and soon 
extended her engagement through doctoral research. Beginning with the core assumption that 
urban and suburban fabric is a nuanced index for social and political change, she undertook a 
social-spatial mapping of Melbourne’s rapidly developing suburbs, arguing that such sites of 
transformation, if understood through an integrated matrix, hold lessons for a contextual and 
adaptive approach to sub-urbanisation.18  
 
Khor’s dissertation offers a two-fold analysis comprising of a socio-economic suburban history 
overlaid with corresponding physical registers. Here the evolution of cultural and demographic 
character, across time, is read in parallel with environmental factors such as loss of established 
landscapes and emerging, adhoc development patterns. Her territorial focus is the evolution of 
Melbourne’s residential neighbourhoods developed after World War II and charts suburban 
typological transitions from single dwellings to multiple units and, in more recent years, the lot-
by-lot development of single dwellings into dual occupancies. This careful mapping process is 
offered as an alternative to what she sees as a pre-conceived yet persistent characterisation of 
suburbia according to the post-war suburban ideals – leafy streets and gardens, generous open 
space, a sense of freedom – that are not matched by the contemporary suburban condition. 
Khor’s analysis is thus purposeful: she suggests that contextual change patterns can be 
strategically repeated, amplified or re-combined, to inform an agile post-suburban form reflective 
of its own time. 
 
While Khor’s thesis is an apt representation of an adaptive urbanism championed at MAS, Laura 
Harper’s dissertation speaks to the evolution of hybrid practice-based research methods at 
Monash. An RMIT graduate, Harper had been taught by Murray and Bertram and after graduating, 
was engaged with Bertram in practice at NMBW Architecture Studio, during which time Harper 
commenced her doctoral research under his supervision. Among the dissertations supervised by 
Bertram, Harper’s works shows most familiarity with his working method and builds on his 
methodology. In Harper’s method however, Bertram’s observational engagement with urban and 
planning history takes a more methodical character, embracing historical knowledge more 
explicitly.  
 
Implied by Harper’s dissertation title, the “Urbanism of Material” is the ambition to restore a 
perceived rupture between architectural design (at the scale of material detail), and urban design 
(at the scale of the city).19 More than an exploration of design process, her thesis is a call for a 
new mode of practice. Harper sees contemporary architectural practice as typically blind to its 
urban agency and is in turn critical of top down urban design/planning strategies that reduce the 
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urban design to abstract/immaterial diagrams. Her intention is two-fold: first to reveal the ways 
in which the making of architecture systematically engages in urban processes and thus 
effectively shapes the city from the “bottom up”20; and second to promote this material approach 
to urban design as the basis of a contextual, materially specific and sensory urbanism that 
operates at scale. Her thesis is in essence is about how architects can participate in the making 
and preserving of local urbanisms.  
 
Distinguishing the role of urban design from overt control to one of subtle influence, Harper charts 
the incremental process of urban formation over time, and in particular searches for multiple, 
and at times contradictory, moves and layers that constitute urban character. These she argues 
range from rational and systematic planning rules to reconfiguration and erasure of these rules, 
according to alternative logics, purposes and aspirations. For Harper, these multiple overlays 
constitute the very basis of urban character and specificity. She explores the “unique” and 
“unexpected” quality of urban precincts and finds fresh opportunities that arise from unplanned 
juxtapositions and overlays of alternative logics. In these junctions and seams, opportunities 
emerge for architectural invention or what she refers to as “unexpected inventiveness”.21 The 
task of the architect is thus to search for and understand these conditions and derive 
opportunities to extend and play with inherent urban conventions. She suggests every material 
decision in architecture holds this opportunity.  
 
Damian Madigan’s PhD, in a similar forensic mode, explores new housing models in context of 
protected and slow changing suburban heritage. An academic at the University of South Australia 
and director of Madigan Architecture, Madigan found an affinity with the intersection of 
architecture and planning research at MAS. Drawing on practice-led knowledge gained through 
adaptation of inner Adelaide 19th century villas, he explores the relevance of these insights to the 
precinct scale.    
 
Titled “Alternative Infill: a design study of housing intensification, adaptation and choice in the 
established suburbs of Adelaide”, Madigan’s PhD describes ways in which the predominant, 
historic housing stock of Adelaidean villas and cottages could be adapted in order to better 
accommodate multi-generational housing, shared living arrangements, or divisible housing.22 Key 
to his argument is that the preservation of ‘heritage’ and ‘character’ needs to be understood 
relative to the dynamic needs of a suburb. He proposes a shift in thinking about heritage, from 
“static in the present in order to avoid further loss, to something that is organic, malleable and 
responsive over time”.23 Madigan makes the case for fine grain architectural design as a medium 
for a nuanced historical research, whereby a largely intact heritage fabric is understood beyond 
matters of style and period features. His methodology is abstract and practical. Looking closely 
at systematic patterns of design, site placement, proportion and methods of construction, he 
reveals a legible suburban order that is readily adaptable while remaining robust and coherent. 
Through reading and working with the built fabric, he establishes a retrospective housing pattern 
book and overlays this with possibilities for sympathetic reinvigoration. This is tested in three 
detailed design studies, where each study area is developed as part of a larger housing system. 
Utilising the four roomed house typology as an identifiable and communicable system of 
elements, his designs are projective about what the future Adelaide house and its precincts might 
become. By speculating on the established inner Adelaide suburb as a scaffold, which is 
supported by a variety of infill and adaptive reuse patterns, he proposes how a new Adelaidean 
urban form could emerge. 
 
For Madigan, such projective thinking about the heritage of the city expands the architect’s role 
from the constraints of daily practice with the demands of individual projects, to a field of larger 
concern and impact. He situates his thesis in relation to larger policy intentions for intensification 
of cities that can accommodate more people within existing urban boundaries, including in 
heritage areas: “There is a gap in the strategies. To date, there is no investigation of how existing 
residential areas, particularly those close to the city centre with heritage and character overlays, 
might adapt over time to meet the demands of the identified housing pressures.”24 He argues 
that the history of heritage listed or character–laden neighbourhoods such as Adelaide’s 
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Victorian–era inner suburbs, needs to be understood beyond the surface level aesthetic 
measures of character and nostalgia, to performative aspects such as those of construction and 
occupation. Thus, while the 19th Century urban patterns strongly informs his thesis, his argument 
is that this could also be applied in more recently developed suburban contexts that are similar 
in their make-up, with the capacity to accommodate greater housing diversity and supply and 
respond in a systemic way. 
 
Working at small scale but in a systematic approach to urban densification is also at the heart 
Alysia Bennett’s PhD thesis. Bennett argues that older parts of Australian and international cities 
are in essence an archive of covert strategies for densification, for example with the integration 
of secondary dwellings, dual occupancies and discrete apartments.25 In her detailed study of the 
historic suburb of Battery Point in Hobart, she describes how such tactics have ingeniously 
increased density while respecting the largely intact Georgian streetscape. Critical of 
contemporary and increasingly stringent regulatory controls that prohibit such progressive 
evolution, Bennett’s thesis is in effect a ‘how to’ guidebook for the ‘covert’ negotiation of planning 
constraints. She tests her methods in design studies that develop tactics in light of contemporary 
planning rules and socio-economic realities. As an example, working in middle suburban contexts, 
she re-invigorates the historic granny flat, once common in backyards around Australia as a place 
to house war-widowed mothers, but this time re-interpreted as a highly functional, well designed 
and site-responsive addition that could alleviate demands suburban housing. 

HHiissttoorryy  iinn  AAccttiioonn::  CCoonncclluuddiinngg  RReemmaarrkkss  

Across and between Khor, Harper, Madigan and Bennett’s dissertations, opportunities for 
architectural invention are found through the synthesising of formal parameters with socio-
ecological-socio-economic changes that have impacted on urban structure over time.  
 
The historical mapping of urban morphology, at the scale of building and precinct, from 1:1 to 
1:1000, allows patterns to be observed and analysed in specific details – materials, construction 
systems, buildings’ placement on blocks and relationships between sites and buildings, setback 
distances from fronts and backs, and road, street and lane formations – and reframed as spatial 
systems that provide contemporary opportunities. It is the combining of these techniques – 
design-based and traditional forms of urban and historical research – that gives the architect 
agency to intervene on particular sites with alternative, site-specific development approaches. 
 
This emphasis on local context is necessarily interdisciplinary in its focus. With a seamless 
incorporation of the fields of urban planning and urban history, the PhDs use their architectural 
techniques to not only synthesise material across disciplines, but also to uncover/discover new 
ground that can be acted upon. For example, when working in heritage zones of inner-city areas 
to increase infill housing for diverse households, the architects’ forensic investigations of historic 
materials, constructions and patterns of development enable the development of new designs 
that challenge prohibitive planning restrictions, such as the flexible adaptive re-use of heritage 
buildings. Covert approaches through the addition of dwellings that are hidden behind 
‘acceptable’ facades, are based on the need for any area to continue to evolve to house growing 
populations with diverse needs, while also being respectful of the past, rendering them 
acceptable to communities and planning. 
 
Such critical analysis and understanding of how urban planning systems operate is also pivotal 
to understanding their failure to facilitate quality infill in established, but not yet protected 
suburbs. Vast tracks of these old suburbs are being transformed, piece by piece, with a 
corresponding loss of established vegetation and character, and quality, older buildings. In such 
contexts, the PhDs explore spatial frameworks and systems for how existing urban fabric could 
be flexibly adapted to a range of occupations and building arrangements that respond to and 
work with the specific qualities of place. Bottom-up/top-down and small to large-scale strategies 
are proposed that work in new combinations, facilitating density and amenity improvements over 
a large suburban field. Key to this approach is finding the often contradictory but still intrinsic 
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qualities of suburbia that are revealed through historic and urban research. These qualities are 
then embedded in new spatial combinations and configurations that connect urban fabric across 
residential tracts of suburbia, enabling them to respond to changing environmental and social 
needs, without the current erasure. 
 
This engagement with complexity and change moves beyond the familiar limits of site analysis to 
a broader historical account of urban evolution. What is proposed is a forensic urban research, 
whereby geographic, historical, environmental, societal and economic parameters and shifts are 
mapped against intricate material and spatial decisions – or vice versa.  Either way, patterns in 
brick and mortar, street layouts and infrastructure meet shifts in local politics, economic booms 
and busts. The “curiosity to study a particular aspect of the [material] world”26 forms a necessary 
step in linking site-specific actions to larger urban concerns. This speaks to the essence of the 
early cluster of Monash doctoral research whereby history gains a creative purpose and the city 
itself becomes the archive for analysis, opening up new ways for making and using the urban 
environment. 
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In posing the question of history’s multiple possible futures, there is embedded the 
suspicion that the story told about a past determines what its future will become. As 
Donna Haraway argues, it matters in a material and relational sense what stories tell 
stories. For instance, when the story of terra nullius is told, in the process locating 
First Nation peoples under the category of indigenous fauna, then the future that 
subsequently unfolds in the Australian context is unsurprisingly one of violent 
dispossession and alienation of a First Nation peoples from their land-use practices 
and spiritual beliefs. This constitutes a form of colonial earth- writing or geologics, 
as Kathryn Yusoff explains, wherein dispossession is attended by practices of 
minerological extraction, put simply, mining. Arguing in support of a posthumanist 
thinking and ethos for the architectural humanities, this paper focuses on two 
seemingly disparate events, both of which set in motion a violence that will no doubt 
shift the shape and geologics of future environment- worlds. Story one: On the weekend 
of the 23-24th May 2020, caves in the Juukan Gorge, Hamersley Ranges, Western 
Australia, where evidence of indigenous cultural occupation was found to extend 
back over 46,000 years, were dynamited by the mining company Rio Tinto. Story two: 
Nearly a month later, standing in the Press Club, the Australian Minister of Education 
Dan Tehan, having offered his acknowledgement to the traditional custodians of the 
land – in this instance the Ngunnawai people – proceeded to explain a series of 
proposed moves to “reshape the architecture” of the higher education sector. Notably, 
these included raising the student contribution on a Humanities education by 113%. 
Both of these events are dominated by the associated stories that might be told and 
how they affect future possibilities. Stories like these impact architecture understood 
both as a material practice supported by complex infrastructures and supply chains, 
and as a disciplinary and cultural formation. To counter such violent turns in history, 
is it possible to work with a speculative gesture that imagines peoples, places, things 
and their relations otherwise? In closing, this paper will introduce Isabelle Stengers 
and Didier Debaise’s notion of a speculative gesture, one aim of which is to draw 
forth other possible material environmental relations.

THE STORIES WE TELL: DAMAGED 
ENVIRONMENT-WORLDS AND 
SPECULATIVE GESTURES
Hélène Frichot | University of Melbourne
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This paper commences with the premise that it matters, in a real and material sense, what stories 
are highlighted when it comes to histories of architecture, where architecture is understood both 
as a material practice entangled in complex infrastructures and supply chains, and as a socio-
culturally informed discipline. The stories we choose to tell of the past determine what history’s 
futures will become, which inevitably results in moments of erasure as well as the 
disenfranchisement of more vulnerable subjectivities, human and non-human. This then risks the 
foreclosure of possible environment-worlds, where the formation of subjectivity is understood to 
be inextricable from environmental milieux. I position my approach to the stories I tell in the 
Posthumanities, specifically where this domain intersects with the Environmental Humanities, 
which also means engaging in the proliferating discourse around the so-called Anthropocene 
thesis.1 The paper further offers a contribution to the Architectural Humanities, creating a 
conundrum by proffering the promise of the Posthumanities for the Architectural Humanities. To 
focus my concerns, I tell the story of two recent events, both of which, by round-about routes, lead 
us back to what we think we are doing in architecture, and what happens when we extend the 
speculative gesture of a “what if?” Speculation can lead to the renewal of environmental 
relations, as well as their devastation. The first event describes the mining giant Rio Tinto’s 
thoughtless destruction of cave shelters in the Juukan Gorge, Hamersley Range, Western 
Australia, where archaeological evidence of continuous cultural use going back more than 46,000 
years ties these sites to the traditional custodianship of the Puutu Kunti Kurrama and Pinikura 
peoples. The second event would appear to be more prosaic in drawing attention to a speech 
made by the Australian Minister of Education in the Press Club, some weeks later, where he 
outlined proposed changes to the “architecture of higher education”,2 including a notable impact 
on the Humanities. In both instances modes of extraction can be witnessed to be at work, on the 
one hand, the extraction of material resources, on the other hand, the attempted extraction of 
something like cultural values. 
 
Donna Haraway, famous for her cyborg manifesto and her work on cross-species encounters, and 
more recently known for her insistence that we stay with the troubles of our current 
environmental, social, and political crises, insists that it “matters what stories tell stories”.3 For 
instance, when the story of terra nullius is told on the founding of “happy Australia”, in the process 
locating an ancient peoples under the category of indigenous fauna, then the future that 
subsequently unfolds in this context is unsurprisingly one of violent dispossession and the 
alienation of a First Nation peoples from their land-use practices and spiritual beliefs. Kathryn 
Yusoff goes further and speaks of such stories, or “colonial earth stories”4 according to their 
geologics, associating settler colonialism, which, supported by convict labour was the mode of 
occupation of Australia, with practices of extraction, including the extraction of subjectivities. By 
extraction she means not only the obvious, in the mining of minerals such as iron ore and gold, 
she further means the extraction of labour and even what it means to be classified as human, as 
distinct from inhuman. She explains: “Geology is a relation of power and continues to constitute 
racialized relations of power, in its incarnation in the Anthropocene and in its material 
manifestation in mining, petrochemical sites and corridors, and their toxic legacies—all over a 
world that resolutely cuts exposure along color lines.”5  
 
Processes of extraction, and the neoliberal capitalist modus operandi of extractivism, have been 
raised as urgent issues elsewhere in the humanities too. As Laura Junka-Aikio and Catalina 
Cortes-Severino explain in a recent issues of Cultural Studies, where these terms would normally 
be understood in association with the “mass-scale industrial extraction of non-renewable 
resources,”6 such as iron ore, oils and gold, they must equally be understood as related to how 
intellectual labour, discourses and ideological orientations are extracted and subsequently 
worked upon, even reformed as new ‘products.’ Again, the very formation of human subjects 
amidst their daily material practices and beliefs is at stake, the outcome tending toward, as 
Junka-Aikio and Cortes-Severino put it, “dwindling resources, environmental degradation and 
heightened social and economic inequality.”7 To say nothing of how the intersectional line is cut 
according to race, gender and class. 
 
As rendered evident in continued cycles of media attention, as I write the two events I draw 
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attention to are both live. They present concrete instances in an unfolding world history that we 
are in the midst of experiencing. One event is explicit in its brute material violence, the other is a 
speech act that inaugurates the possibility of a future violence rendered against the Humanities, 
and by association the Posthumanities. Before offering an account of these events and their 
extractivist logic, it becomes necessary to back-track and briefly explain the contested 
relationship between the epistemological fields of the Humanities and the Posthumanities, in 
order to defend the relevance of the Posthumanities for the Architectural Humanities, which is 
where this paper locates itself. Broadly, the Posthumanities is way of thinking beyond the 
perceived limits of the Humanities, a way of challenging its premises and of addressing the 
implications of privileging a specific kind of human subject. If the human subject is located as 
exceptional, as wed to progress, innovation, and advancement, as European, as white and male 
(that is to say, neither racially marked, nor marked by gender), and if we are to understand that 
the Humanities attaches privilege to such a subject and his associated stories, then, it is clear 
that the Humanities as a field of knowledge leaves way too much out. Rosi Braidotti, who draws 
both implicitly and explicitly on the thinking of Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, asserts that the 
human has never been a neutral category, but one always linked to power and privilege.8 Braidotti 
has published not one but two volumes addressing what it is to be posthuman, and what it might 
mean to discover ourselves at a “posthuman conjunction”, by which she offers a couple of 
conflicting definitions.9 The posthuman conjunction is the moment we find ourselves within, right 
here, right now, thrown into a flux of fast paced technological development driven by neoliberal 
capitalism and advancing, most likely irreversible, climate change. It is also, following Braidotti’s 
account, the juncture wherein new ways of knowing might emerge from the conjunction of 
posthumanist and post-anthropocentric approaches.10 The Humanities tradition can be rightly 
critiqued, but in its current formation, even as it appears to be dwindling, it shelters the possibility 
of such new modes of practice as are ventured by the Posthumanities. 
 
Cary Wolfe, who edits a series with Minnesota Press dedicated to the Posthumanities in which 
authors such as Michel Serres, Donna Haraway, and her former student Maria Puig de la Bella 
Casa are represented, suggests that Posthumanism emerges in its current form within the critical 
discourse of the 1990s, but its backstory can be tracked along a number of storylines, which 
subsequently lead to such radically distinct destinations as animal studies and transhumanism. 
Where the former destablises the pre-eminence of the human subject, the latter seeks to advance 
what it means to be a technologically augmented super-human subject. The project of rethinking 
the status of the human subject in relation to power and knowledge is an epistemological 
orientation that can be heard, as Wolfe further points out, in Michel Foucault’s infamous 
pronouncement in The Order of Things, that “man is an invention of a recent date. And one 
perhaps nearing its end,”11 that is to say, the human subject is an invented concept, required for 
a period of time in relation to the kinds of problems addressed in an epistemological field, 
specifically the human sciences. It is of course important to stress here that the material 
existence, the embodied specificity of humans as sentient creatures is not being challenged, 
rather the human located as a subject of interest in a domain of knowledge, as well as that human 
subject who claims privileges with respect to how that domain is arranged and managed, and 
what resources they thereby hold the right to extract without further question: this is what is being 
placed under interrogation. All the same, given what we are facing today, the spectre of extinction 
is one well-worth keeping in mind. 
 
Following much the same track, Foucault’s compatriot Gilles Deleuze argues that once the 
epistemological field shifts, or rather, once what is at stake takes on a different value, then the 
concept of the human subject can be dispensed with, classified as obsolete. Deleuze, for his part, 
proposes another, posthuman landscape of thought, occupied not by a human subject as 
preliminary unity of apprehension who takes charge of territorialising a domain of knowledge. 
Instead Deleuze proposes a reorientation by describing a posthuman landscape witness to 
dynamic arrangements of things, of individuations and hecceities, all undertaking complex 
processes of composition and decomposition as they encounter each other and form more or less 
durable relations.12 Rather than the subject in knowledge, Deleuze, and Guattari too, turn to the 
construction of concepts, percepts and affects, in relation to the problems and disciplinary 
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orientations that call out for them.13 With each concept it is a matter of asking what role it serves 
in relation to the problems it is obliged to address and the field that fosters its emergence. 
Supporting this posthuman orientation, philosophers Isabelle Stengers and Didier Debaise, 
whose work I will return to in closing, explain: “Any thought is, from this viewpoint, absolutely 
located, embedded in the situation from which it emerges and which gives it meaning.”14 Hence 
for me, the necessity of paying close attention to the two events I will now offer an account of, as it 
matters what material sites and situations we focus our attention upon to then venture stories about. 

JJuuuukkaann  GGoorrggee,,  HHaammeerrsslleeyy  RRaannggeess::  OOnn  tthhee  WWeeeekkeenndd  ooff  tthhee  2233--2244tthh  MMaayy  22002200  

As far away as Frankfurt, Germany they can hear the champagne corks popping in Perth, Western 
Australia, as resources prices continue to boom with gold breaking records on reaching $2000 
an ounce. An article in the conservative German newspaper FAZ describes profits rising 35% since 
the beginning of the year, despite the COVID 19 pandemic. Ore that is dug from the ground in 
north Western Australia at AUD$14 per kilo, is sold to a resource hungry China for AUD$110.15 
Meanwhile, in advance of  the weekend of 23-24th  May 2020, in the Hamersley Range, explosives 
are discretely set into the ground around about the Brockman 4 site managed by Rio Tinto. It is 
somehow significant that the detonation of these explosives is considered a fait accompli the 
moment they are wedged into a network of holes drilled into the red dirt. One can only speculate 
upon whether the choice of a weekend for the detonation of the explosives that would destroy 
the cave shelters at Juukan Gorge was in the hope that no one would be paying too much 
attention. In the media fuelled controversy that was to abruptly follow, the echo of the fait 
accompli still sings through what sounds too much like a disingenuous apology. As noted in a 
Guardian article, those responsible did not initially apologise for the material destruction of the 
cave shelters themselves and the irrevocable loss of tangible heritage, but only extended their 
apologies in acknowledgement of the distress suffered in the aftermath by those concerned.16 
We are all concerned, and we are all complicit. As Imre Szeman drily remarks: “After being 
insensate to our connections to and dependence on the non-human world over the course of 
modernity, the environment will now always, necessarily and unavoidably be an aspect of our 
political reckonings and social imaginaries.”17  
 
From way above, taking a non-human satellite’s serene point of view, Juukan Gorge looks like the 
crinkled creases of the palm of an ancient weather-beaten hand, hardened with the toil of 
managing the lithic crust of the world. A journey across the lands of Google Maps is mesmerising, 
scrolling east then west, north-west and then south-east, zooming in, and zooming out, 
cartographic movements adjudicated by a mouse pad. Remotely viewed in satellite mode the 
earth’s lithosphere gives up myriad details, but in map view, there is nothing but an off-white 
expanse, cut across by a pale blue water way, the Minindi Creek. It looks like the kind of creek 
that would give way to a torrential downfall, a flash flood carrying messages southwards, or 
northwards. The closest settlement appears to be Pannawonica, to the north west. Then I realise 
my hunt for Juukan Gorge on Google Maps has led me astray, and the brutal erasure I am seeking 
is toward the south-east. Juukan Gorge, as it turns out, is simply called Brockman 4, in 
anticipation of the extraction site it is now in the midst of becoming. It’s within cooee of Mt Sheila, 
and not far from Tom Price. There is even a drinking hole nearby called the Diamond Tavern. I’m 
looking for roads, or the inevitability of a rail line leading into and out of the vicinity of Juukan 
Gorge for the purposes of carrying tons of ore back to the coastal ports at Cape Lambert and 
Dampier. I’m searching for signs of a dig, which from an amateur’s point of view looks something 
like the terracing of a negative pyramid, a void, a landscape signifier of extraction. 
 
Scrolling across the Hamersley Range, Western Australia, the disembodied eye happens upon 
one pock mark after another, dig sites, geological disturbances. From an urban centre many 
hundreds of kilometres away, let’s say Perth, you would not realise that all this furious activity 
was taking place. Rio Tinto is also a massive infrastructural enterprise, managing 16 mines 
across the region, and four independent port terminals. As Szeman explains “the very existence 
of extraction can be difficult to render visible”18 though the material urban wealth that manifests 
in the city of Perth as a side effect is no doubt plain to see. Szeman continues: “we are doubly 
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distanced from the spaces and material processes of extraction, sheltered from them first by 
physical distance and second by techno-utopian fantasies of a quotidian reality shaped by 
immaterial forces.”19  
 
Of what relevance are these remote land surveys in Google Maps satellite view to architecture? 
The iron ore that is dug out of the ground, at the rate of 100 million tonnes a year, is shipped off 
to destinations such as China, as the journalist of FAZ has explained, where it is turned into steel 
that manifests in infrastructures that organise urban conglomerates. It’s also rediscovered 
transmogrified into your white goods, your car, your neat architectural details, and your structural 
systems, adequate in strength to hold a multi- residential or a skyscraper up. A little like the single 
source coffee beans sold in gentrified neighbourhoods the iron ore is described according blends, 
for instance, the Pilbara blend is known for its “high grade quality and consistency.”20 Soon the 
Chinese will be able to order the raw material by using an app, the Rio Tinto webpage explains. 
Their driverless train, the AutoHaulTM is capable of moving 1 million tonnes of iron ore a day. Rio 
Tinto nevertheless reassures visitors to their webpage that they recognise the “cultural, spiritual 
and physical connections that Traditional Owners have with the land, water, plants and animals 
across the Pilbara region of Western Australia.” Furthermore, they have a “comprehensive 
cultural heritage management framework.” The extent of their support to the community makes 
it difficult to argue with them, they are doing all that is ‘”practicable” and they also want to stress 
that they are sincerely sorry for the hurt caused by the destruction of the 46,000 year old cave 
shelters at Juukan Gorge. The thing is, that extra 8 million tons of ore was just too tempting, as 
rendered all too evident in Rio Tinto’s 6.73 billion profit for the six months ending June 30 2020.21  
 
Architecture, in its material and political embroilments, in acknowledgement of the material 
resources it depends upon, and the widespread network of supply chains in which it is embedded, 
can be connected, one way or another, with all this furious activity, increasingly automated, that 
goes into the digging out of the ground of material resources such as iron ore. Architecture as 
material act, simply put, is inextricably hooked up with acts and sites of extraction. 
 
Working on this paper, troubling myself with this tour at a great distance from above of the vast, 
ancient landscape composing the Hamersley Range, the red dirt began to creep into my dreams, 
and I found myself on the ground part of a colonial expeditionary party. I am implicated, we all 
are. In all likelihood our superannuation funds are invested in these mining interests.22 The 
Hamersley Range, as a quick search divulges, “was named on 12 June 1861 by explorer Francis 
Thomas Gregory after Edward Hamersley, a prominent promoter of his exploration expedition to 
the northwest.”23 Who was Francis Thomas Gregory and what was he looking for? The great inland 
sea? This would have been a happy prize, that is to say, a determination of what the interior might 
yield, had his journey not been delayed, and the loss of so many horses suffered. The report F. T. 
Gregory (the initials to distinguish him from his elder brother, August Charles Gregory, also a well-
known explorer) returns to the Governor is a running account of the land he covers with his party 
from May to October 1861. His prosaic account is a reading of the landscape conceptualised as 
a patchwork of resources and future value to be procured. The expedition, which ventures two 
forays into the interior along squiggly lines commencing from and returning to a base at Nickol 
bay (in the vicinity of present day Karratha), report the promise of agricultural land, adequate 
sources of water, evidence of iron ore, but no evidence of gold or coal: “Of minerals I was unable 
to discover any traces but iron” F. T. Gregory explains. On the coast, beds of pearl oysters promise 
“immediate commercial importance”, the aggregate value of which, he estimates, is between 
£500 to £600. One pearl alone is “valued by competent persons at £25.”24  
 
As F. T. Gregory imperiously passes through the landscape he allocates names to land-forms, to 
rivers, and to mountains, and by naming them he claims a proprietorial relationship as a 
representative of Empire. On the banks of what he names the De Grey, running through the 
Hamersley Range, valuable arable land is located. Wheat and other grain may not do so well here, 
but cotton, he argues, based on his experience in Egypt and his knowledge of this crop, promises 
to do well. This will depend on mobilising indentured labour. As for the aborigines, they should 
not prove “troublesome”, and even seem keen to be under the employ of a European. Relations, 
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he suggests, will go well with them if they are “fairly treated.” He further observes that in stature 
many of them measure two or three inches above 6 feet. Even the labour of the ‘natives’ can be 
extracted from this territorialising exercise. The presumed forbears of the Puutu Kinti Kurrama 
and Pinikura have offered help in the collection of firewood and freshwater in exchange for a few 
pounds of “damaged biscuit”.25 Value can be extracted from their labour, and for a cheap price too. 
 
Although F. T. Gregory mentions the presence of iron ore in passing, the resources wait quietly 
intact for close to another century.26  
 
The traditional custodians in the region of the Hamersley Range are the Puutu Kunti Kurrama and 
Pinikura peoples. They were awarded native title as recently as 2015. Not a few of them 
interviewed during the event of their celebration – beneath tents, before a makeshift court of law 
laid out on trestle tables, with children running about in the background, and people in camp 
chairs listening in as though around a camp fire – not a few of them remark on the irony of having 
to ask for the return of something that they had never given up in the first place.27 They are 
entangled in what Yusoff calls Anthropocene origin stories, against which they must fight back.28 
They have argued successfully for the reclamation of title for their traditional lands, ground never 
originally ceded when the colonial settlers arrived to codify Country according to so many 
classifiable resources. With the wonton destruction of the Juukan Gorge caves, a further erasure 
is ensued. The slow realisation that a few mines will soon become a larger number of mines, as 
resources continue to be greedily sought after and dug up. As Yusoff strenuously argues “geology 
can finally be recognized as a regime for producing subjects and regulating subjective lives—a 
place where the properties of belonging are negotiated.”29 There are rumours circulating that 
traditional groups have been effectively gagged, and made somehow complicit in their own 
undoing.30  
 
But a spokesperson for the Puutu Kunti Kurrama and Pinikura Aboriginal Corporation (PKKPAC), 
Burchell Hayes, makes a swift response following the desecration, countering the claim that the 
significance of the sites had not been fully communicated to the mining giant.31 The damage is a 
tragedy, Hayes explains, “not only to the PKKP people, but also a tragedy for the combined history 
of all Australians, and indeed humanity.”32 Here we see how “geology is a racialized optic razed 
on the earth,”33 an indelible mark, a wound awaiting a future scar. 

MMiinniisstteerr  ffoorr  EEdduuccaattiioonn  DDaann  TTeehhaann,,  NNaattiioonnaall  PPrreessss  CClluubb  AAddddrreessss..  1199tthh  JJuunnee  220022003344  

He holds his hands, fingers folded in front of him, as his media advisors have no doubt told him 
to do.35 He wears a pale-yellow tie and a white shirt the cuffs of which protrude from his jacket. 
While these details would appear to be extraneous, yet they constitute the dressing of the scene 
forming part of the message conveyed. Yellow is luminous, but also represents cowardice, 
betrayal, and egoism. In ties it is supposed to represent a balance of confidence and courage.  I 
can’t help but wonder as I watch whether he means what he says, whether he believes in himself. 
What is at stake in the address to the Press Club on the 19th of June, from the midst of the crisis 
that is the current COVID 19 pandemic, is the Humanities, which is the hardest hit. It must have 
been hard to enunciate the 113% proposed hike on deferred fees for prospective Humanities 
students. During question time, two journalists in the room ask different versions of the same 
question: Don’t you place much value in your own degree in the Humanities, Minister? To which 
the Minister of Education Dan Tehan answers that if only he had taken a second language, which 
in the newly proposed “architecture of higher education” will mean a slight discount on your 
Humanities degree. A second or third language is deemed a practical skill, beneficial in the 
workplace. The Humanities will cost more because they are now judged to be worth less. This 
‘price signalling’, as journalists in the room called it, has not worked before, why should it now? 
The point, it would appear, is not whether or not it will dissuade prospective students, the point 
concerns the pre-emptive judgement on anticipated future value to be extracted from your 
degree, paid for through the current deferred debt system. Paid for, effectively, by your future 
capacity as a wage earner with sufficient tax income to return the debt owed. The coalition 
government’s Higher Education Bill was passed late afternoon on the 9th October 2020.36 
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As argued above, the process of extracting resources is not just about the minerals we dig out of 
the ground, an activity historically tied with colonisation, slavery, and the racialization of 
indigenous peoples, it is also about how thoughts are extracted, refined, and returned to us as 
digestible platitudes, goods, services, and experiences. Value extraction can be applied to 
intellectual or cognitive labour. The Humanities generally accommodate those disciplines that 
enable a critical if not a constructive analysis of society and culture. It is in this disciplinary 
domain, furthermore, that a critical capacity tends to be inculcated, where students are trained 
to ask questions and make as few assumptions as possible, where unconscious bias can be 
interrogated, and what we value, and who we think we are can be brought under interrogation. 
 
With the emergence of the Environmental Humanities, there is the realisation that these critical, 
as well as creative skills in imagining environment-worlds otherwise, can be brought into intimate 
material proximity with situated problems on the ground.37 Less the intellectual exercise of 
discourse on discourse than discourse addressed to ethical and political concerns that are specific 
and situated, placing researchers in a quagmire of entangled relations of matter and meaning. 
 
To think about what we are in the midst of becoming, I turn finally to Stengers and her ongoing 
collaboration with Debaise. Their methodological emphasis on the speculative gesture, 
challenges us to ask about history’s other possible futures, ones that might be directed at more 
equitable environment-worlds where an emphasis is placed on connectedness and care, rather 
than disenfranchisement and destruction. They explain that a speculative gesture is performed 
as a way of giving rise to the possible, but the challenge is to address problems that are not false, 
to frame problems that identify something that is truly at stake. The speculative gesture is ethos 
and approach, both, and it seeks to explore modes of existence in their own setting, in relation to 
their successes and failures, and in contact with their immanent demands. This further requires 
acknowledging the thoroughgoing connectedness of all modes of existence, not leaving anything 
out. It is a daunting task, because how is it possible to avoid resorting to categories, abstraction, 
and processes of purification, which are such compelling aids in the organisation of both 
resources and thoughts? What Stengers and Debaise call for is a specific, concentrated attention 
to things, to a problem that calls out urgently to us. Stengers also composes a series of essays 
under the title In Catastrophic Times: Resisting The Coming Barbarism, where she draws 
attention to the global crises with which we are all too familiar today. By her conclusion she 
proffers, in place of barbarity, joy: “the joy of thinking and imagining together, with others, thanks 
to others.”38 It’s a sliver of a possibility she opens up in what have now become truly extraordinary 
local and global environments where relations are attenuated in the extreme. 

IInn  CCoonncclluussiioonn::  IImmaaggiinnee  aann  EEppiisstteemmoollooggiiccaall  FFiieelldd  

Imagine an epistemological field. As researchers we are required to position ourselves in a field 
in order to argue for the contribution we propose to make to that field. We operate much like 
explorers, surveying and classifying what we behold on our research travels. We assume our 
location as a (re)searching human subject, but what if we were to reorientate the long held 
assumption of our pre-eminence? A European enlightenment legacy assumes man’s central role, 
and inevitable propulsion toward ever new knowledge across a vast field assumed to be available 
for territorialisation. 
 
Let’s return to Gregory’s expedition into the Hamersley Range, which he names, as though they 
were newly emergent. This is his field, and in his report to the Governor he offers an account of 
what he has found there. He assumes his position. What does Gregory see when he encounters 
Country? He sees a colour coded map, the colours determined by perceived resources that 
correspond to a ledger that anticipates their future value. He makes provisional calculations in 
order to extract value from Country. What he sees is a landscape of available resources, over 
which he, as a representative of Empire, can claim unquestioned ownership. The Posthumanities 
demands instead that we acknowledge that there is a great deal that F. T. Gregory cannot see 
and does not see. One way to contend with the impossibility of our situation is what Yusoff calls 
a geo-poethics,39 placing a material geological awareness together with an ethical poetics, the 
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ethos of which acknowledges the vast skein of intersectional lines we are all bound up within. To 
cope with this complex interconnectedness, where as much as possible must be ethically 
acknowledged, Donna Haraway offers what she calls “response-ability”, which as Stengers and 
Debaise explain is the capacity to be accountable for an action or an idea to those for whom the 
action or idea will have consequences.”40 Specifically, Stengers and Debaise recommend 
speculative pragmatism as the art of response-ability. 
 
To leave a discursive mark in a historical record, here in the specific location that is SAHANZ 
(Society of Architectural Historians Australia and New Zealand) and its yearly proceedings, is 
much like leaving behind a geological trace that patiently awaits a future to come. This is how the 
Anthropocene thesis is often dramatized, by speculating what our descendants in the year 2200 
or 2500 might apprehend when encountering this damaged earth. Probably they will remember 
us as barbarians.41 To address such issues as the logic of extractivism in the disciplinary domain 
of the Architectural Humanities means reflecting upon what we think we are in the midst of doing. 
It requires extending a speculative gesture in order to sketch the outline of the moral of our earth 
stories and asking what else might be possible? What other practices might we foster instead? 
The outcome of our history making can have devastating as well as ameliorative effects. Citing 
James Baldwin and Margaret Mead, Yusoff argues that what we call history is sometimes a way 
of avoiding responsibility for what is happening to us.42 That is, again, to avoid response-ability, 
to not respond. 
 
Multiple futures are held in suspense here, which future will eventuate, or else, which multiple 
futures as they pertain to any number of multiple modes of existence (individual and collective) 
will materialise, will depend on how adequately we frame our problems, how best we respond, 
and how responsibly we tell our tales. 
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How can humanist principles of respect, dignity, and care inform and improve design 
for non-human lifeforms? This paper uses ageing and dying urban trees to understand 
how architectural, urban, and landscape design respond to nonhuman concerns. It 
draws on research in plant sciences, environmental history, ethics, environmental 
management, and urban design to ask: how can more-than-human ethics improve 
multispecies cohabitation in urban forests? The paper hypothesises that concepts of 
dignity and respect can underline the capabilities of nonhuman lifeforms and lead 
to improved designs for multispecies cohabitation. To investigate the implications of 
this ethical framework, we 1) indicate injustices of current management in relation to 
natural and cultural histories of trees; 2) outline a conceptual framework that includes 
large old trees as stakeholders in urban communities; and 3) use this framework in 
a thought experiment with urban trees in Melbourne, outlining comparative design 
outcomes. Our findings show that the expansion of dignity to include nonhuman 
life is possible and plausible. Such an extension can justify and encourage design 
innovation for multiple species and sites. The resulting design practices will lead to 
improvements by supporting communities of trees at all stages of their life-cycles, 
including old age, death, and rebirth. This approach requires substantial shifts in 
accepted thinking and practices including history, ethics, aesthetics, regulation, 
and education. Design can play a significant role in the necessary transitions by 
demonstrating tangible and positive outcomes. In this context, history emerges as 
an essential tool that can extend societal imagination by situating possible future 
places in the context of ancient and ongoing geological, evolutionary, ecological, and 
cultural processes.

RESPECT FOR OLD AGE AND 
DIGNITY IN DEATH: THE CASE FOR 
URBAN TREES
Stanislav Roudavski | University of Melbourne
Ashley Davis | University of Melbourne
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  

The material of this paper engages with history and heritage but can be of use in many contexts, 
from science to policy. We agree with White1 that historical studies are valuable because they can 
frame ethical transitions into preferable futures by emphasising the potency of human actions. 
However, in today’s context his emphasis on the plurality of human narratives will not suffice. At 
the time of the environmental crisis that threatens to undermine human civilisations and arrive – 
through many tragic extinctions – to the E. O. Wilson’s Age of Loneliness2 historical studies should 
seek to include nonhuman actors. 
 
Many historians already work to include nonhuman concerns as is evident in the broader work of 
environmental humanities3 and histories.4 The extension of these efforts can support further 
development of inclusive more-than-human narratives. The outcomes can take form of ‘long 
histories’ such as those of the bacterial populations within the history of Gaia5 or ‘slow histories’ 
of pants and forests.6 Resulting narratives can function as ‘universal histories’ that span 
chemical, geological, natural, cultural, and other processes.7 This background can provide fertile 
ground for design experiments informed by and integrated with history. Revitalising Bacon’s 
‘experimental history’ and ‘experimental philosophy’8 this approach responds to the questions 
posed by the Society of Architectural Historians, Australia and New Zealand (SAHANZ) in the title 
of the 2020 conference: “What if? What next? Speculations on History’s Futures.” Our work 
responds to these questions by considering history and future as a continuous ethical action 
linked by design. All history is written to influence future generations just as the purpose of all 
design is to frame preferable futures. 
 
To advance its theme, the paper reflects on the roles of trees in inner cities and uses Melbourne 
as an example. Melbourne is a globally relevant case because its Urban Forest strategy receives 
praise as a progressive example of nature-based solutions and green infrastructure.9 
Researchers and practitioners expend substantial efforts to make these approaches more 
mainstream.10 We sympathize with their ambitions but observe that the anthropocentric bias of 
these conceptualisations limits their reach. 
 
Our case is the situation of some 400 trees (mostly English elms, Ulmus procera Salisbury) that 
line the Royal Parade boulevard in Melbourne (Figure 1 and Figure  22). The city planted four rows 
of these trees in 1913 in response to the then-fashionable "City Beautiful" planning approach. 
The Victorian Heritage Register lists the boulevard as protected since 2009, recognising its iconic 
role.11 

 

	
FFiigguurree  11.. The Southern side of the Royal Parade, December 2019. The Royal Melbourne Hospital at bottom right and 

the University of Melbourne campus above the Parade. Image from NearMap. 
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FFiigguurree  22.. A fragment of the Royal Parade, December 2019, showing a variety of existing trees: those with full crowns, 

mid-size trees, younger trees, and missing trees. Image from NearMap. 

 
The City of Melbourne tree management and replacement program considered the Royal Parade 
elms in 2005 and acknowledged that the Royal Parade elms are ageing (see Figure 3 for an 
example of a large elm).12 Assessments repeatedly suggest that they will decline and die within 
10-15 years. The default response is to sustain avenues in their current state. This objective will 
require the removal and replacement of trees in large groups (see the examples of group 
replacements in Figure 4 and individual replacements in Figure 5). Such removal is the preferred 
approach because individual new trees cannot compete for light and water with their mature 
neighbours. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  33.. A large and relatively intact elm tree at the Royal Parade, November 2020, 4:30pm (late spring). This is the 

second tree from the right on Figure 2. The traffic is uncharacteristically light on this COVID19-affected Saturday. 
Image by authors. 

 
The reviews acknowledge that removals of whole sections might lead to (human) community 
disapproval as this approach will likely destroy some healthy trees. They do not consider 
alternatives to the avenues of imported European trees, do not systematically include the 
interests of more-than-human communities, and do not give thought to an approach that would 
allow the elms to age, die, and decompose in place (see Figure 7 for an image of a tree’s afterlife). 
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of these trees in 1913 in response to the then-fashionable "City Beautiful" planning approach. 
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FFiigguurree  11.. The Southern side of the Royal Parade, December 2019. The Royal Melbourne Hospital at bottom right and 

the University of Melbourne campus above the Parade. Image from NearMap. 
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Instead, current management intends to replace all elms by trees of the same (or very similar) 
species to maintain the heritage and aesthetic significance of the boulevards. To alleviate 
(human) community concerns the plan is to use 5–6m trees grown off-site because they will 
improve amenity and presentation within the first years after replacement. The 2005 review 
recommended action within the next five years (or by 2010). More recent Parkville Urban Forest 
Precinct Plan 2015–2025 confirmed the commitment to heritage protection.13 At the moment of 
writing, in mid-2020, no major action occurred. This paper questions the wisdom and ethics of 
retaining avenues of elms. The purpose of this critical analysis is to motivate the discussion and 
design of better alternatives. The advancement in this area is impossible without the 
consideration of human and nonhuman histories that frame the interpretations of the past and 
the desirability of alternative futures. 
	

	
FFiigguurree  44.. A large elm at the Royal Parade and several more recently planted elms at a perpendicular Morrah Street, 

November 2020, 4:30pm (late spring). This street can be also seen on Figure 2. Image by authors. 
 

	
FFiigguurree  55.. A sunnier moment at the same location, November 2020, 4:15pm (late spring). This place can be also seen 

on Figure 2, on the left. The image shows a larger elm with removed branches, a more recently planted elm in the 
centre, and a young replacement on the foreground. Image by authors. 

	
This local case is representative of a global trend. Populations of large old trees – a relatively 
small demographic within each species – are declining in most bioregions.14 Humans do 
sometimes value such trees on social, historical, or mystical and religious grounds.15 However, 
neglect or active destructions are much more common. By contrast, nonhuman communities 
value such trees much more consistently because these elders provide many important services 
to co-dependent flora and fauna, acting as keystone members of their communities.16 
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The disappearance of large old trees leads to ‘functional extinctions’ because such trees fulfil 
many roles the younger trees cannon perform. Functional extinction is the loss of these roles in 
situations where the number of old trees diminish while the total quantity of their species remains 
relatively stable.17 Unfortunately, it is likely that many of the existing plant species are already 
functionally extinct.18 The threat to large, old trees is an example of global biodiversity losses 
caused by human activities including, agriculture, pollution, and urbanisation. Such practices 
inhibit the lives of non-humans and humans alike and should be reversed. The awareness of this 
crisis is expanding. However, the lack of practically plausible ethical frameworks prevents 
integration of nonhuman concerns into architectural, urban and landscape design. These 
frameworks derive strength from historical identities that focus on human lives and affairs. We 
seek to address this damaging gap. 
 
The main idea is to consider whether the removal of urban trees is necessary. Common reasons 
for such removals are to do with risks to humans. The typical concern is falling trees and 
branches. However, interested human parties often exaggerate such risks, especially on private 
land.19 There is also a lack of knowledge on how to transition to better urban ecosystems where 
the greening of cities moves away from decorative or symbolic human goals. The affinity of urban 
human stakeholders to anthropocentric historical narratives that specify these goals renders 
greening as an acute political challenge.20 
 
Alternative systems posit varying reasons for the inclusion of nonhumans into moral 
considerations, including the intrinsic value of life or the ability to suffer. However, most of these 
approaches exclude plants and other ‘lower’ organisms. For example, common critiques of 
‘speciesism’ focuses on animals as the only plausible sentient beings, excluding plants and other 
organisms.21 Critiques of such ‘animal chauvinism’22 do exist but are rare. The job of theorising 
the ethical treatment of plants into a systematic account that can guide future practices is 
incomplete. Philosophical deliberations attempt to absorb recent scientific advances on 
intelligence and communication in plants but are inconclusive. For example, Marder points out 
limitations of human concepts such as empathy23 but also encourages ongoing reconsideration 
of vegetative lives, for example in relation to the human practice of eating plants.24 
 
A growing body of interdisciplinary research demonstrates rich capabilities of all life and the 
importance of the resulting persistent relationships. This scholarship provides an opportunity to 
reconsider historical contexts and possible futures in more-than-human terms. In relation to trees, 
this consideration can begin with their reinterpretation as valuable community members and 
historical actors. This framing provides an opportunity to integrate the achievements of ethical 
models that prioritise reciprocal relationships. The ethics of care for aging human populations 
provides one example. 
 
Related approaches already exist in landscape architecture. For example, the “cues to care” 
framework proposed in 1988–1997 aims to overcome misalignments of “environmentally 
beneficial elements” with human cultural values.25 Raxworthy similarly seeks to resists human 
cultural expectations by theorising landscape architecture as a form of gardening with growth as 
its central expressive element.26 He argues for the acceptance of change in all designed 
landscapes and for the integration of ecosystem behaviours into maintenance regimes. Such 
approaches provide concrete and plausible examples for subsequent steps. At the same time, 
they continue to strive for anthropocentric goals such as human aesthetic values or ecosystem 
services that benefit human communities. This paper proposes that future research should aim 
to extend this important work by reframing the analysis of culture in ecocentric terms and focusing 
on nonhuman stakeholders, such as trees. 
 
This opportunity provokes a question: how can more-than-human approaches improve 
multispecies cohabitation in urban forests? A possible answer to this question and our working 
hypothesis is that more-than-human approaches to history and design can improve multispecies 
cohabitation in urban forests by considering communities of trees at all stages of their lifecycles, 
including old age, death, and rebirth. 

Instead, current management intends to replace all elms by trees of the same (or very similar) 
species to maintain the heritage and aesthetic significance of the boulevards. To alleviate 
(human) community concerns the plan is to use 5–6m trees grown off-site because they will 
improve amenity and presentation within the first years after replacement. The 2005 review 
recommended action within the next five years (or by 2010). More recent Parkville Urban Forest 
Precinct Plan 2015–2025 confirmed the commitment to heritage protection.13 At the moment of 
writing, in mid-2020, no major action occurred. This paper questions the wisdom and ethics of 
retaining avenues of elms. The purpose of this critical analysis is to motivate the discussion and 
design of better alternatives. The advancement in this area is impossible without the 
consideration of human and nonhuman histories that frame the interpretations of the past and 
the desirability of alternative futures. 
	

	
FFiigguurree  44.. A large elm at the Royal Parade and several more recently planted elms at a perpendicular Morrah Street, 

November 2020, 4:30pm (late spring). This street can be also seen on Figure 2. Image by authors. 
 

	
FFiigguurree  55.. A sunnier moment at the same location, November 2020, 4:15pm (late spring). This place can be also seen 

on Figure 2, on the left. The image shows a larger elm with removed branches, a more recently planted elm in the 
centre, and a young replacement on the foreground. Image by authors. 

	
This local case is representative of a global trend. Populations of large old trees – a relatively 
small demographic within each species – are declining in most bioregions.14 Humans do 
sometimes value such trees on social, historical, or mystical and religious grounds.15 However, 
neglect or active destructions are much more common. By contrast, nonhuman communities 
value such trees much more consistently because these elders provide many important services 
to co-dependent flora and fauna, acting as keystone members of their communities.16 
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We explore this hypothesis in three steps by: 
1. indicating injustices of current management in relation to natural and cultural histories of 
trees; 
2. outlining a conceptual framework that includes large old trees as stakeholders in urban 
communities; and 
3. using this framework in a thought experiment with urban trees in Melbourne, outlining 
comparative design outcomes. 

DDiiggnniittyy  ffoorr  MMeellbboouurrnnee  EEllmmss  

Servitude: Issues with Current Governance 
Management of human safety and human aesthetics depends on understandings of ageing and 
death. Senescence and the perceptions of disease come into play. For example, human-safety 
guidelines prescribe reduction of naturally decaying matter from aging trees and removal of trees 
that are likely to fall. Aesthetic concerns prescribe the removal of ailing trees, snags, logs, fallen 
leaves and woody debris. These practices deplete habitat opportunities for many lifeforms and 
confine the capabilities of trees. 
 
As a result, urban trees live dramatically diminished lives. At the level of individuals or small 
groups, they suffer from unavailability of sexual (or other forms) of reproduction. Where this 
reproduction is possible, reduced choice in small groups can result in degradation within ‘genetic 
ghettos’.27 Broken community dependencies cause further damage. When individuals or whole 
species can sustain their bodies but cannot participate in their communities as reproductive 
members, they become ‘living dead’.28 This term indicates species that can no longer reproduce 
because their partners are extinct, as is the case for large trees that drop their fruit to the ground 
to present it to megafauna. These dead may live again through restoration practices that place 
multiple bets in the hope that some might result in functional replacements to extinct mutualistic 
guilds.29 These examples demonstrate that more than human worlds require a substantial 
expansion of ethical imagination and that this imagination depends on an informed historical 
outlook. 
 
Academic research and activist practices – and to a lesser degree some forms of urban 
governance – increasingly acknowledge the services trees provide. These services include 
ecological, cultural, historical, and financial contributions. Tangibly, large old trees provide shelter 
and food. Some of these habitat features take hundreds of years to develop. The presence of 
such trees reduces heat through shading, mitigates stormwater runoff, and lessens soil erosion 
reducing maintenance and infrastructure costs. Intangibly, large old trees play important roles in 
human religion, family traditions, and cultural practices. Increased awareness of the services 
provided by trees is important as a foundation of solidarity and human support for their livelihood. 
This is the first step in understanding trees as members of multispecies communities. However, 
mere recognition is not sufficient. 
 
Underlying trees’ useful services to others are their own interests. A detailed discussion of this 
topic is beyond the scope of this paper, but one approach might be through an extended 
consideration of capabilities. Common interpretations respect the human entitlement to express 
capabilities.30 Plants share many capabilities with humans and other organisms and their lives 
can go well or badly.31 If a living being has evolved to express certain capabilities, denying it such 
an expression is wrong and unethical. 
 
Existing axiologies, including ecocentrism, biocentrism, zoocentrism, perfectionism, and 
personhood based on sentientism can plausibly extend to include plants.32 By contrast, 
management that ignores capabilities will likely lead to known and unknown damages. For 
example, old oak trees gradually lower their limbs to touch the ground. This process compensates 
for the gradually hollowing trunks. Strong winds can easily topple older oaks if humans prevent 
this branch patterning. Left to their own devices, oaks can prop themselves and continue for 
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hundreds of years. Their appearance might not agree with human aesthetics on how oaks should 
look like, but this is a problem of human biases. The notion of ‘shifting baselines’ is but one 
example of where such biases emerge from short-sighted historical narratives.33 Further, old oaks 
can feed themselves by using nutrients from their own branches dropped down when the trees 
were full of vigour and actively growing. Human practices of removing such branches as litter 
deprive oaks of their evolved capability to age.34 
 
These examples call for a revaluation of senescing and dying trees. The next section outlines a 
possible approach by considering existing attitudes to these pervasive phenomena. 
  
Emancipation: Toward Dignity and Respect 
Researchers distinguish between disease (a biological state) and illness, or a lived experience of 
disease that incorporates social and ethical issues.35 Illness is socially constructed. Existing 
critique points out medical practices that focus on clinical routines potentially undermining 
unique personal circumstances and treating human persons like objects, thus compromising their 
dignity. Sickness is a social role that others (or some systems) ascribe to an individual (or a 
community). This can be helpful or harmful. 
 
One approach to overcoming objectification is illness narratives or stories of sickness. These 
stories can describe people aging ‘successfully’ while living with frailty36 or disability. Mapping 
these perspectives to the perception of trees can be instructive. Humans typically interpret trees’ 
natural ageing as disease. The outcome of this view is that trees lose opportunities to express or 
support themselves and to continue as members of their communities. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  66.. Collingwood Childrens’s Farm, a lane towards the Convent, September 2020, showing two cork oaks 

(Quercus suber), European imports just like elms. One of the oaks has fallen but continues to grow and provide a place 
of play for human children, a destination for human adults and a habitat for the local nonhumans. Image by authors. 

 
For humans, the notion of good death is very important. Current healthcare systems do not always 
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Considerations of plant existence in terms of good life or flourishing do exist but are not widely 
known or used. By contrast, the discussion of ‘good death’ in relation to plants does not occur 
(consider Figure 7 and Figure  77.. (Above) A fragment of a dead tree at the Uralla Nature Reserve as an example 
of ‘good death’. Image by authors. 

FFiigguurree  88 for example of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ deaths). This omission in human awareness negates the 
natural death and the roles of trees after death. This negation curtails trees’ participation in the 
community of life and their contributions to future generations or their ability to be the agents of 
histories. 

 

 
 

 
FFiigguurree  77.. (Above) A fragment of a dead tree at the Uralla Nature Reserve as an example of ‘good death’. Image by 

authors. 
FFiigguurree  88.. (Below) Dead trees at the artificial Lake Hume during low water levels, April 2019, as an example of ‘bad 

death’. Humans killed these trees by drowning as the reservoir filled with water after the extension of the Hume Dam 
(original construction: 1919–1936) in the period from 1950 to 1961. Only the top branches of drowned Lake Hume 

trees protrude above the water when the reservoir is near capacity. Image by authors. 

	
In response to these precedents, our proposition is to consider how the notion of dignity can 
extend beyond human beings. Applications to animals are more common but even in the case of 
animals the discussion is far from settled. The Swiss constitutional process provides an example 
of the discussion about plants and the difficulties in deriving practical guidelines from this 
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discussion. Thus, Federal Ethics Committee on Non-Human Biotechnology reports that the sole 
criterion on which its members have agreed was that humans should not harm plants arbitrarily.38 
The notion of dignity comes with specific human-cultural capital. Some conceptions of dignity 
cannot apply to nonhumans because they intentionally emphasize the exceptionality of Homo 
sapience. Others inherit the original Latin use that indicated high status and also struggle to 
include nonhuman lifeforms (or many unfortunate humans). 
Existing discussions about the dignity of plants often refer to biotechnology and not ecosystems. 
Plants within ecosystems look very different. The existing considerations of dignity tend to focus 
on intrinsic properties. Instead, we wish to emphasize the communal, relational, or ecological 
notion of dignity. Examples include the functional roles of a dignified entity in respect to others. 
As mentioned above, this can apply to gravely ill or disabled humans as well as dead bodies and 
their treatment. These entities retain or, in the judgement of community members, deserve 
dignity. Understood in this way, dignity is a social construction with specific symbolic and 
pragmatic functions. It does not matter if the dignified entity is alive or dead, human or 
nonhuman. 
 
While this brief paper cannot accommodate an in-depth discussion of ethics, this section 
sketches a brief outline of a possible attitude towards urban trees. The suggested approach 
assumes an inclusive view and is compatible with recent science. The following list situates the 
approaches based on mutual care and co-constructed commons among other positions: 

• Ecosystem services and nature-based solutions are the increasingly common approaches 
that retain a strong anthropocentric position. 

• Biodiversity-sensitive urban design leans toward biocentrism but values large-scale 
criteria such as ecosystem productivity or species variety. 

• Approaches that emphasise urban ecology can align with a variety of (more or less) 
anthropocentric positions but in all guises tend to emphasise the interactions between 
species with relatively little emphasis on individual organisms or cultural interactions 
within human/nonhuman communities. 

• Ethics of care is a close match, but many approaches discussed under this rubric tend to 
prioritise and valorise of the custodianship provided by humans. This problematic 
paternalism can also intersect with residual speciesism and exploitative attitudes 
towards nonhumans, among other things. 

• Ethics of commoning provides the most promising template. It integrates the ideas of 
embodied, dependent freedom and autonomy. It can integrate the notion of care 
understood in social or mutualistic fashion. Such commoning emerges from individuals’ 
relationship to their interspecies communities where options for self-realization emerge 
from thriving living and cultural systems. In this view, more-than-human communities are 
ecological commons rather than (or as well as) the fields where species compete under 
selection pressures.39 Such communities are not mechanistic. They have symbolic 
functions and depend on gradually constructed (historical) patterns of belonging. 

 
Care ethics seeks to base decisions on respectful attitudes towards life and country.40 This 
position encourages decision-makers to go beyond human needs to encompass the historically 
contingent futures of entire ecosystems. The task of such ethics is to describe responsibilities 
and the distribution of resources (energy, materials, time) within a collective. In contrast to the 
ethics based on the preservation of individual autonomy, ethics of care is an ethics of 
relationships. 
 
Human decision-makers can incorporate non-human needs into care. There are existing 
discussions of trees in terms of ethics of care,41 including the implications for their assessment.42 
However, the common ‘useful life’ metrics see trees as amenities and do not incorporate the 
ecological process of tree death (Figure 9). In a more-than-human framework, the elms are 
community members with the right to age in place (for an alternative, consider Figure 6 for a 
fallen tree that successfully continues in an urban setting). 

Considerations of plant existence in terms of good life or flourishing do exist but are not widely 
known or used. By contrast, the discussion of ‘good death’ in relation to plants does not occur 
(consider Figure 7 and Figure  77.. (Above) A fragment of a dead tree at the Uralla Nature Reserve as an example 
of ‘good death’. Image by authors. 
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natural death and the roles of trees after death. This negation curtails trees’ participation in the 
community of life and their contributions to future generations or their ability to be the agents of 
histories. 
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authors. 
FFiigguurree  88.. (Below) Dead trees at the artificial Lake Hume during low water levels, April 2019, as an example of ‘bad 

death’. Humans killed these trees by drowning as the reservoir filled with water after the extension of the Hume Dam 
(original construction: 1919–1936) in the period from 1950 to 1961. Only the top branches of drowned Lake Hume 

trees protrude above the water when the reservoir is near capacity. Image by authors. 

	
In response to these precedents, our proposition is to consider how the notion of dignity can 
extend beyond human beings. Applications to animals are more common but even in the case of 
animals the discussion is far from settled. The Swiss constitutional process provides an example 
of the discussion about plants and the difficulties in deriving practical guidelines from this 
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This strategy resonates with contemporary views within the medical field on how to care for 
patients who cannot maintain independence. Approaches include palliative and hospice care. 
They focus on maintaining the quality to life without the pressure to heal the patient. It is care for 
care’s sake, depending on the needs of the patient. 
 
Similarly, in the case of the declining elms, designers must engage with and understand dying. 
Tree death is an ecological process, a mortal spiral causing various turns of susceptibility or 
recovery until a point of no return results in a final decline and eventual death. This is, however, 
natural, and vital to many of the contributions that trees provide to their dependent communities 
of flora and fauna, including humans. Processes that result in damage, decay, and subsequent 
recovery produce habitat resources such as hollows and dead leaf/branch litter that many 
lifeforms have co-evolved to rely on. Respect towards these community members would lead to 
a substantial change to the cleaning regimes that remove any debris or prevent tree damage. 
 
The process of dying differs between species and assumes different significances for those who 
can live for centuries or even millennia. Incorporating temporal scales that can include historical 
accounts of these megaflora into urban planning would dramatically alter cultural accounts of 
cities and their bioregions reframing design objectives and design outcomes. 
  
Designing for Commons: Comparative Outcomes 
This section outlines two contrasting scenarios for the future of Melbourne elms. The first 
extrapolates the most likely management pathway and the second outlines alternative approach 
that integrates ageing and dead trees. 
 
Scenario 1: Ordered but Failing 

 
FFiigguurree  99.. The cycle of life stages of trees. The red colour highlights life stages and events that human management 

makes impossible in the cities. Management of stressed trees often leads to their decline and death, but recovery is 
possible. Image by authors. 

 
The first scenario extrapolates the current commitment to the heritage-protected colonial 
imagery. The City of Melbourne’s Urban Forest’s strategy does pay explicit attention to the life 
space and age of trees. However, it does not see trees that are in ‘poor health’ as valuable 
because they cannot be effective in providing ‘environmental benefits’ such as cooling or cleaning 
the air (see Figure 9 for the permitted and excluded stages of typical tree lives). If the health of 
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an ailing tree cannot be expected to improve, the management kills and removes it to free space 
for a replacement.43 
 
The desire for uniform, symmetrical avenues with ‘wonderful vistas’ is a driving reason for this 
practice. Upon consideration, these vistas should appear less attractive because they represent 
deprivation and hardship for the trees and their communities. Planting of identically aged trees 
leads to the ‘need’ for simultaneous replacement of large groups that line road sections. Myopic 
aesthetic preferences of humans that exclude non-European and nonhuman histories underpin 
and justify this constructed and misguided need.44 
 
Climate change models predict that Melbourne’s climate will exceed the elms’ natural tolerances 
relatively soon (Figure 10 and Figure  1100.. (Above) The Royal Parade in its current state, August 2020. Image by 
the authors. 

FFiigguurree  1111 show the visual contribution of elms to the character of the street).45 The City of 
Melbourne on one hand states that elms will not survive this climate change but on the other 
proposes health management plans that aim to ensure the ongoing viability of the elm 
population.46 If introduced, the next generation of elms will most likely suffer greatly due to higher 
heat and water restrictions and be very costly to maintain. 
 
Furthermore, the replacement of senescent trees with young specimens will result in a 
successional gap in habitat resources. The existing trees took more than one hundred years to 
reach the current state of maturity indicating the likely duration of such a gap. The conditions for 
their replacement trees will be much harsher and most likely unsustainable. This approach will 
result in extended displays of stressed and mutilated trees. 
 
The eventual removal of all elms and their replacement with new species seems inevitable.47 If 
this occurs, the European character of the city will rapidly become invisible and forgotten but the 
image of impoverished tree lives will remain. 
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FFiigguurree  1100.. (Above) The Royal Parade in its current state, August 2020. Image by the authors. 

FFiigguurree  1111.. (Below) The Royal Parade without its elm trees, a simulated impression of a possible future state. Image by 
authors. 

Scenario 2: Wilder and Dirtier 
The Urban Forest Strategy acknowledges that retaining some of the senescing trees will support 
biodiversity by providing habitats for hollow-dwelling fauna and invertebrates. Our second 
hypothetical scenario discussed in this section seeks to extend this approach to include all trees 
across multiple generations. The premise is that due to the forecast discussed above, the City of 
Melbourne does not replant Royal Parade with elms. Instead, it implements design measures that 
allow the elms to age in place. They are given the respect of a dignified death and an opportunity 
to fulfil a broader range of their evolutionary roles. 
 
The current elms remain standing (or fallen) as fading monuments to a version of Melbourne that 
no longer exists. Humans can accept their aging, death, and gradual disappearance. As Harrison 
argues, forgetting is essential to remembering.48 Alternatively, future urban population can 
choose to reinterpret their collective memories49 of the elms through cultural devices such as 
literature, maps, museums, or buildings. In either case, the passing of the elms can give 
Melbournians an outlet for a mournful farewell and an opportunity to learn about and take solace 
in the lives and needs of more-than-human communities in that part of the city. 
 
As the decaying elms return nutrients to the soil, they nurture the next generation of trees. 
Saplings and dead trees do not compete and can coexist. The elms life cycles complete and loop 
into a novel form. The Urban Forest Strategy recognises the importance of structural diversity and 
strata that include groundcover, shrubs, tree roots, trunks, branches, and canopies. It also 
mentions the value of deadwood.50 In agreement, our scenario proposes retention of all debris 
and logs. Street planting then also shifts to expand understory plantings, preventing access to or 
indicating potential drop zones, providing more habitat opportunities, and minimizing the visual 
intrusion of decaying matter. 
 
Within this scenario, applications of care at the end of life begin to inform the spatial 
arrangements at the time of planting leading to more appropriate allocations of space towards 
non-human thriving. Natural recruitment is encouraged where possible. These redistributions of 
space come at the same time as the spatial influence of cars on cities continues to decrease due 
to automation and evolving public transit.51 Urban infrastructure takes on a more-than-human 
and maximally autonomous, wild character. This character refreshes older and more inclusive 
historical narratives and visions of heritage at the expense of more recent and indefensible 
human-dominated periods of exploitation of the Indigenous humans and nonhumans alike. 
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Benefits and Difficulties 
We acknowledge that the proposed approach requires substantial shifts in accepted thinking and 
practices including ethics, aesthetics, law, education and – significantly – history. Examples of 
tensions include the invasive status of Melbourne elms in contrast to their recently acquired 
global heritage value as rarities that might be the last of their kind. Very few elms remain alive 
after the global devastation of the Dutch elm disease. The contradiction between elms as a 
beloved part of Melbourne’s identity and their presence as a symbol of the brutal colonial 
dispossession is another example. The desire to support ageing in place within the increasingly 
stressful conditions is in tension with the concern about unstable trees that might (and do) cause 
injury. Some form of compromise will be necessary when addressing such issues. 
 
In response, this paper proposes moving beyond the solutions for humans, instead considering 
trees in urban setting as fully self-realising subjects within interconnected communities. They 
participate in such communities through the historically accumulating sharing of meanings in 
open exchanges with others. Suitable ethics should support their practices of realizing 
themselves through such connections. If tree needs and capabilities influence the outcomes of 
collaborative, interspecies design, the outcome will be better balanced and justified. 
 
Avoidance of trimming or litter removal, provision of adequate life conditions including sufficient 
root space and opportunities for procreation only begin the necessary conversation on 
appropriate management practices in urban spaces (see Figure 12 for an example of a typically 
trimmed tree and debris-free surfaces). In this context, aesthetics will play an important role. 
Within proposed interspecies cultures it will serve not as an optional stylistic addition but function 
as an expression of relationships between diverse living beings as experienced through their own 
subjectivities.52 

 

 
FFiigguurree  1122.. A typical treatment of an urban tree deprived of dignity. Human management resulted in a split trunk and a 
pruned crown to accommodate the electric wiring. The younger tree on the foreground will have the same future. Both 

trees live limited lives in the impermeable surfaces. Page Street, Clifton Hill, April 2020. Image by authors. 

CCoonncclluussiioonn  

In conclusion, this paper integrates research in plant sciences, environmental history, ethics, 
environmental management, and urban design to indicate important research directions for 
future practice. Our findings demonstrate that the expansion of dignity to include nonhuman life 
is possible. Making it plausible is the task for design innovation. Resulting designing will likely 
lead to better multispecies cohabitation in urban forests by supporting communities of trees at 
all stages of their lifecycles, including old age, death, and rebirth. 
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indicating potential drop zones, providing more habitat opportunities, and minimizing the visual 
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space come at the same time as the spatial influence of cars on cities continues to decrease due 
to automation and evolving public transit.51 Urban infrastructure takes on a more-than-human 
and maximally autonomous, wild character. This character refreshes older and more inclusive 
historical narratives and visions of heritage at the expense of more recent and indefensible 
human-dominated periods of exploitation of the Indigenous humans and nonhumans alike. 
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Let us return to the questions posed by the Society of Architectural Historians, Australia and New 
Zealand: “What if”? and “What next?” We suggest that the commitment to the ethics of care that 
is inclusive of nonhumans will lead to a substantial restructuring of cities. Resulting environments 
will have larger biomass, greater biodiversity, stronger resilience, greater autonomy for more 
types of stakeholders, and less substantial maintenance needs. Significantly, the resulting 
multispecies communities will invite more participants to express a broader range of their 
capabilities, enriching everyone’s life. Such a transition will depend on historical narratives but 
will also restructure the history itself. This restructuring will integrate many parallel stories and 
will restore the history’s slow narrative by putting in context enormous – and disastrous – 
consequences of recent human affairs. 
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Urban geographers have revealed cities to be multi-species environments shaped by the 
keeping, management and regulation of animals inside and outside their boundaries. 
Architectural history and theory, however, have remained stubbornly anthropocentric. 
By studying places where real animals and humans co-exist and form interspecies 
relationships, it can be shown that architecture shapes and structures interspecies 
relationships and identities. This paper is part of a larger examination of spaces of 
consumption and leisure shared with companion animals, such as membership-only 
dog parks and pet-friendly hotels, and spaces of co-work, such as pet-food research 
laboratories and petting cafes. Amazon’s Lake Union Headquarters in Seattle will be 
used to introduce this larger project. At Amazon, around 800 dogs work each day and 
the offices and amenity spaces have been designed to accommodate their presence. 
While Amazon refer playfully to the dogs as ‘associates’ and ‘employees’, the dogs 
make a serious unpaid contribution to Amazon’s reputation and the social cohesion 
and well- being of its human employees. With dog-friendly workplaces increasingly 
common, their design is a bellwether of interspecies relationships and architecture’s 
part in the development of a more-than-human society.

MULTISPECIES WORKPLACES
Sandra Kaji O’Grady | University of Queensland
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  

The complex relationship humans have with dogs is evident in the polarized debates between 
those who condemn petkeeping as “sentimental”, “Oedipal”, “narcissistic” (Deleuze and 
Guattari)1 and akin to chattel slavery (Tuan, Francione and Charlton)2,  and those for whom 
companionship with a non-human animal presents a compelling personal and philosophical 
challenge to human exceptionalism (Haraway)3. The seven breed classifications used globally by 
canine pedigree clubs reflect some of these contradictions. Herding, Sporting and Working dogs 
are grouped on the basis of their work with humans in farming, hunting, fishing, sled-pulling, 
guarding, and policing. Toy Breeds are defined (technically) by their diminutive size and, culturally, 
by their status as “fur babies”; terriers and hounds by their ancestral lineage. The last category, 
‘non-sporting’, is seemingly as arbitrary as any in Borges’ fictional Chinese taxonomy of dogs. The 
three most popular dog breeds registered to come to work at Amazon’s Seattle campus in 2017 
were golden retrievers and Labradors, and labradoodles.4 In 2019, as the fashion for neotenous 
breeds took over, the French bulldog, chihuahua and the Goldendoodle took the top three 
places.5 None of these dogs belong to the working breeds and on social media they were 
portrayed as idle and unproductive, albeit cute, additions to the office. Amazon, however, claim 
that “our dogs usually assist their owners with their day-to-day work.”6 A piece on working at 
Amazon on the company’s blog is titled “How much does Amazon love dogs? Just ask one of the 
7,000 pups that ‘work’ here.”7  
 
The presence of dogs in corporate offices is increasing, but the causes and consequences of this 
for work, workers, and workplace design are understudied. Workplace design is often featured in 
architectural discourse and media, and its effects have been researched from the points of view 
of psychology, health and wellness, management and innovation, ethnography, labour theory and 
justice, and more. It is widely accepted that architecture is an important factor in how 
organizations and individuals behave in and perceive workplaces. In animal studies, work is of 
great interest, yet the contribution of the design of physical environments to work relationships 
has not been discussed beyond questions of captivity, control, and welfare. The design of 
‘multispecies workplaces’8, has yet to be considered as a distinct question in either architecture 
or animal studies, yet interspecies work happens somewhere, it is situated and shaped by the 
built environment. 
 
In the most literal sense, the physical and cultural accommodation of animal co-workers requires 
tailored design. Large numbers of animals in the workplace demand complex interventions and 
solutions to resolve the functional requirements that ensue from accommodating bodies with 
species-specific needs and behaviours. The services of an architect, interior designer, and an 
expert in animal behaviour, might be engaged. The design of pet-friendly offices reflects the kinds 
of inter- and intraspecies relationships the organization anticipates, and broader societal ideas 
about interspecies relationships. Issues of hygiene and canine control persist but play a less 
significant role than questions around intimacy and touch, play and socialization.  Architecture 
and interior design are subsequently mobilized beyond the workplace, revealing through images 
and stories the values and ambitions of the organization in regard to its canine associates. With 
dog-friendly workplaces increasingly common, their design is a bellwether of interspecies 
relationships and architecture’s part in the development of a more-than-human society. For these 
reasons the subject is worth attending to. Firstly, though, we must understand what dogs in are 
doing in offices. 

WWoorrkkiinngg  LLiikkee  aa  DDoogg  

If we discount office dogs as workers because of a perceived absence of purpose, exertion and 
expertise, many jobs humans hold must also be disregarded. Human work is complex. Its 
categories and definitions are under continual theorization at the same time as they are the 
subject and arena of political struggle. Any discussion of animal work, then, necessarily involves 
a reconsideration of human work. In the other direction, discussions about human work have 
rarely engaged questions of animals, their work, or the workplaces we share with them. Be they 
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Marxist or liberal defenders of capitalism, theorists in the social sciences have tended to see 
labour as exclusively performed by humans, while animals are mere tools or resources. As Marx 
said: 

We presuppose labour in a form that stamps it as exclusively human. A spider conducts 
operations that resemble those of a weaver and a bee puts to shame many an architect in 
the construction of her cells. But what distinguishes the worst architect from the best of bees 
is this, that the architect raises his structure in imagination before he erects it in reality.9  

 
For Marx, man’s will and consciousness is the crux of the distinction between us and animals 
across all activities, and work especially.10 Animals have historically been seen as passive 
creatures whose labour is merely taken. Farm animals in particular are treated as a kind of 
“ultraflexible proletariat, exploitable and destructible at will.”11 
 
Scholars in animal studies object to this human exceptionalism and make the case that animals 
do work.12 For Jocylene Porcher work is the “primary medium of our ties” with domesticated 
animals. Work is “where animals are most evident and have the closest proximity to us.”13 To 
recognize their work requires that we “consider animals as other than victims or natural and 
cultural idiots that need to be liberated despite themselves.”14 Forensically studying the 
behaviour of farm animals, Porcher goes on to argue that they have “interiorized human work 
rationalities. . . they are implicated in a task, and they know it.”15 Dogs very clearly recognize when 
work has finished and the rules no longer apply. Even while a dog might know itself to be working, 
they are rarely recognized as real workers, with income, social status, workplace regulations, 
opportunities for self-development, vacations and retirement.16 Of course, human labour can also 
be exploitative, enforced, harmful, degrading, undervalued and poorly renumerated. Some would 
argue that work in the capitalist economy is always a scene of exploitation and commodification, 
and it would do little for the welfare of animals to be recognized alongside humans as workers. 
For others, work can be meaningful and the challenge is “whether work can be reorganized so 
that animals have greater agency regarding the nature and terms of the work relationship.”17  
 
Dogs, like humans, are a social species that live in a hierarchical society, and obey cultural rules 
and ritual behaviour. Dogs and humans are roughly similar in personality, emotion, cognition, and 
perception (or at least in comparison with animals such as ticks whose perceived world, its 
umwelt as Jakob von Uexküll describes it, is radically unlike ours). This proximity means that dogs 
not only work with humans, they often replace them or act as human surrogates. And unlike 
machines, dogs fail and succeed at work in the same way human as do. Both species have limits 
to how long they can sustain attention to a task18 and both can be flexible and autonomous at 
work as no machine (yet) can. They know when it is possible or desirable to disobey the rules.19 
Both species are motivated and trained to work through repeated purposeful practice and reward. 
Dogs, like humans, are social learners who respond to praise or scolding and are keen observers 
of other’s actions. For dogs, there must be affection and trust between them for there to be 
cooperative, secure and sustainable work relations. They need an affective and cognitive 
investment in the work. Which brings us back to Marx, for intentionality and self-consciousness 
have long been seen as pre-requisites for agency. 

FFoouurr--lleeggggeedd  AAggeennttss  

The philosopher Bruno Latour has revisited the question of agency. Latour argues that ‘any thing’ 
that makes a difference to other actors is an agent. Be it machine or animal, if it influences how 
history unfolds it is more than a mere backdrop. Latour writes that agents “authorize, allow, 
afford, encourage, permit, suggest, influence [and] render possible”, as well as “block” and 
“forbid”.20 In the Latourian view the distinctive Amazon door-desk is credibly just such an agent. 
In 1995, when Jeff Bezos needed desks for his five employees, he found it cheaper to buy a solid 
core door from Home Depot and attach 4x4 timber legs than to buy a desk. As Amazon grew, the 
desk—with added bracing—was retained as a symbol of the company’s declared commitment to 
ingenuity, creativity, and frugality (Figure 1). For Bezos, the door desks were “a symbol of 
spending money on things that matter to customers and not spending money on things that 
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don’t.”21 Amazon’s homepage includes instructions on how to build one and employees who 
come up with cost-saving ideas are presented with a miniature desk called the “Door Desk 
Award.” The desk, thus, does several kinds of work: it makes an elevated flat area upon which 
other tools can be held and manipulated; and it performs symbolic work, reminding employees 
and customers of the company’s values and origins.  

 

 
FFiigguurree  11.. Rosie and Door Desk at Amazon (2008). Photograph by Linda Lane, Wonderlane Studios, Flickr, Creative 

Commons. 
 

Along with, or more to the point, underneath the tables are livelier four-legged agents. Amazon’s 
Lake Union headquarters in Seattle, accommodates around 500-800 dogs every day, about a 
tenth of the 6000-7000 dogs registered to come to work. Designed by NBBJ and completed in 
2015, the office complex in the Denny Triangle covers three city blocks over an area of five acres. 
It comprises three 38-storey towers, a mid-rise office block, and a multi-purpose meeting centre. 
A sprinkling of colorful vertical blades does little to enliven curtain walls of dark-tinted glazing. 
The ‘Spheres’ (2018), the three glass-domed conservatories that serve as the employee lounge 
and retail space are a rare architectural showpiece in the ensemble. Amazon’s preference for 
inconspicuous corporate architecture that integrates into its urban surrounds stands in contrast 
to Google’s new headquarters by Thomas Heatherwick and BIG or the Applepark by Norman 
Foster.22 The interiors are marginally less corporate than the exterior, inflected by a pervasive 
nostalgia for an earlier era of garages, industrial lofts, and DIY furniture. This sentiment is 
exemplified by the incorporation of old-style phone booths. There are polished concrete floors, 
steel mesh balustrades, unpainted timber, exposed ductwork and services; and brightly coloured 
furniture. Amongst the many artworks is one assembled from rollers from the warehouses. Every 
wall declares affirmative slogans including the company motto “Work hard. Have fun. Make 
history.” Facilities include a a self-serve “market” offering food and flowers (called MKT and only 
available for Amazon employees); foosball, shuffleboard and ping pong in common areas; a video 
game lab; maker-space with 3D printers; craft room, and a Harry Potter-themed library. The 
meeting space flips from seating 1800 people into a sports court every Friday afternoon, with 
basketball hoops that descend from the ceiling. 
 
The facilities for dogs are in a similar vein to those for humans: pragmatic, with moments of self-
conscious, perhaps cynical, informality. Its facilities for dogs are not architecturally noteworthy, 
nor are they pioneering or particularly lavish. Alongside the spheres is an on-campus off-leash 
dog park with carefully selected plants, artificial turf, rocks, and platforms for dogs to climb on 
and water fountains that incorporate ground level drinking bowls. The company promotes the 
park to the public, who have 24-hour access, but it is a mere 90 square metres and woefully 
inadequate for the number of dogs at work at any time. A small ‘doggie deck’, with more artificial 
turf, two fake fire hydrants and four tree trunks, is on the 17th floor of the tower named Doppler. 
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It pales against the sensory rich and architecturally playful designs of many contemporary dog 
parks. In the lobby of the rooftop park is a plywood wall to which coloured tennis balls have been 
affixed and a screen-printed commemorative portrait of the first Amazon dog, Rufus. Inside, the 
offices feature a “dog-friendly alternative workspace”, a lounge-type environment where people 
and dogs can relax together. Surfaces are designed to resist water and stains. Waste bags and 
treats are complimentary, and an in-house dog day-care is available for when humans have to 
attend meetings. Around the campus, businesses such as Just Food for Dogs, Puddles Bakery, 
and veterinary clinics have opened. A dedicated team manage Amazon’s canine affairs. Many 
other companies have redesigned their interiors to accommodate office dogs with the inclusion 
of soft spaces where dogs and humans can lounge or play together. Overt references—in art and 
furnishings— to the presence of dogs is typical in such interiors. Compared to these canine-
themed spaces the adaptations made at Amazon are minimal, despite the large numbers of dogs, 
and there is little of the celebratory canine kitsch seen elsewhere. Dogs in the office are 
integrated and normalized. 

 

 
FFiigguurree  22.. Dog Park at Doppler, Amazon HQ, Seattle, 2016. Photographed by Hiro Protagonist2004, flickr, Creative 

Commons. 
 

It is not the quality of the architectural interventions that draws my attention to the phenomenon 
of the pet-friendly workplace, or to Amazon’s version of it. It is rather, its growth and its 
concentration in particular sectors. According to the SHRM 2016 Employee Benefits research 
report, 7 percent of US employers permitted pets in the workplace, up from 3 percent in 2013.23 
Amongst the “10 most dog-friendly companies of 2019” listed on CNBC’s ‘make it’ news site, half 
have pet-related businesses, while the others are e-commerce and software companies: the San 
Francisco headquarters of Uber and Airbnb; Procore Technologies in Los Angeles; Ceros in New 
York; and Amazon’s headquarters in Seattle. Many other US-based tech companies are dog-
friendly including: Zynga, the online gaming company; the HR software company, Workday; Zoosk, 
an online dating site; the online events ticket sales company, Ticketmaster; Sittercity, an online 
marketplace for in-home care, Etsy, Autodesk and Advent.  
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The pet-friendly workplace needs to be situated, first, within the larger history of work and capital 
and, secondly, within the specific character of the tech industry.  In other words, we must ask, 
‘why now’ and ‘why at Amazon?’ What agency do office dogs at Amazon exert? 

CChhaannggiinngg  WWoorrkk  

Just as we might find it easier to see that a dog pulling a sled is working, it is easier to comprehend 
the labour of the blue-collar warehouse employees in the Amazon fulfilment centres than the 
effort of their better paid associates bearing job titles such as: Solutions Architect; Alexa Shopping 
Product Adviser; Manager, Taxonomy; and Senior Escalations Investigator. The last is a stressful 
job that involves the adjudication and resolution of client accounts suspended from selling by the 
company, but that is not readily apparent from the title. For each of these jobs it is not clear what 
prior skills and knowledge one would need to carry them out. Indeed, companies such as Amazon 
tend to emphasize personal qualities over formal qualifications. Amazon claim that the qualities 
it is looking for in its employees are “tenaciousness”, “conviction”, “inventiveness”, “curiosity”, 
“thinking differently”, “risk taking”, “resourcefulness” 24 and the capacity to be “vocally self-
critical, even when to do so is awkward or embarrassing.”25  
 
Vocations that value curiosity, creativity, collaboration, entrepreneurship, care, and the like tend 
to be concerned with the manufacture and distribution of affect, concepts, information, and 
images. Today’s employment market in knowledge economies, of which Amazon is just one 
representative company, is dominated by work that involves what Maurizio Lazzarato calls 
“immaterial labor” and which he proposes entail entirely new forms of organizational 
management and subjectivity. Managers on the one hand allege the importance of each worker’s 
creativity and individuality, while on the other, insist that workers adhere to the organization’s 
values, desires and beliefs.26 When the Amazon Senior Escalations Investigator takes a cigarette 
break, her choice conflicts with the organization’s values.27 When, instead, she 'works out’ during 
her lunch hour in one of the subsidized gymnasiums around the campus, her effort is encouraged. 
It easy to see why activities that promote employee fitness and wellness are favored over those 
linked to ill health and shortened life expectancy. But what good do dogs do? 
 
Dogs enhance the company’s image and reputation. Photographs on social media of animals and 
humans together in workplaces tells a particularly potent story in the capitalist marketplace. Dog-
friendly offices are perceived as more “homey”, comfortable, friendly, and “stress-free” than 
offices without animals.28 The sheer diversity of physical appearance amongst dogs lends the 
impression of organizational flexibility and creativity. But there is more. Mary Marry argues that 
our relations with animals are invariably tied to the prevailing system of production, and “we have 
entered a capitalist relationship with animals.”29 That relationship sometimes takes the form of 
honing the animal towards ever greater efficiency through chemical or genetic intervention at the 
cellular level substituting for breeding, training and discipline. Other modes, however, take a 
‘collegial’ form, privileging relations of intimacy and trust, and integrating animals into new labor 
sectors, such as emotional labor. The idea that pets are a “low-cost, wellness intervention”30 is 
pervasive in the management literature that feeds the knowledge and innovation economy. 
Advocates claim the presence of dogs in the workplace has calming effects, decreases stress, 
increases socialisation amongst employees, boosts energy and morale, lowers rates of 
absenteeism and improves productivity.31 Accordingly, Google declares its “affection for our 
canine friends” is “an integral facet of our corporate culture.”32 But why are e-commerce and 
digital knowledge companies such as Google and Amazon particularly invested in office dogs?  

AA  SSoofftt  TToouucchh  

Unlike the door desk and other instruments of labour, the social relationship between dogs and 
humans means that dogs actively perform “labour itself.”33 They work to boost office morale in a 
way that, say, fresh flowers or an espresso machine, don’t. Dogs perform caring or therapeutic 
work primarily through the ways in which they accept, solicit, and respond to human touch and 
attention. Behavioural scientists have demonstrated that it is specifically tactile interaction with 
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a dog, rather than just positive cognitive associations about dogs, that lowers blood pressure 
levels in humans.34 Contact comfort between humans has been shown to have the same effect 
in hospitals and other sites, but in the context of what some have diagnosed as contemporary 
“touch paranoia” is increasingly absent from workplaces. Unwanted touch is a cause for 
misunderstanding and is subject to social and legal forms of biopolitical discipline and 
surveillance. Beset by high-profile and damaging sexual harassment allegations—Amazon’s 
Seattle offices included—the tech industry has been acutely concerned with policing touch. In 
workplaces that consider tactile interaction between human employees to be inappropriate, the 
ability to use touch effectively at work is inhibited. People curtail their use of touch even when 
they think it would be positive.35 While the worker whose hand touches only the keyboard may be 
relieved of exposure to that which is abject or threatening, the positive aspects of touch are also 
jettisoned.  
 
A series of zoonotic pandemics—the 2009 Swine Flu, SARS, MERS avian flu, Covid-19—have 
intensified anxieties around touch and extended them to interspecies touch. As Nicole Shukin 
observes, at one end interspecies touch holds zoonotic threats, while at the other extreme it 
embodies therapeutic promise.36 So pronounced has this polarized view of animal touch across 
species lines become that Donna Haraway created the word ‘transfection’ to capture the 
coincidence of biological risk and affectionate attachment. There are, obviously, many people 
who dislike dogs and actively avoid contact with them, but equally there are many more who have 
sought to bring dogs into their homes during the COVID-19 pandemic and associated lockdowns, 
replacing contact with other humans with canine companionship. In the context of the pre-
pandemic office, it could be argued that dogs compensate for the deprivation of the sensuous, 
social and tactile aspects of touch in the workplace. When we stroke animal bodies we stimulate 
the affect, the feelings of care, that have been so often used as the privileged qualification of our 
humanity. The pet-friendly office might function as an antidote to the economic rationalisation, 
the cold feeling, that enables the class distinction between those who work in the offices of 
Amazon and the underclass who pack and fetch boxes of treats and toys for consumers. The dog-
friendly office is another aspect of the intersection of cognitive labour, lifestyle management and 
personal enhancement that characterizes the corporate campuses of e-commerce. Dogs at 
Amazon enable human employees to access specific experiences and emotions not otherwise 
available between humans. Their work promotes the social goods of friendship and care.37 Given 
Amazon’s data collecting powers, the contribution dogs make to its workplace in measurable 
terms—absenteeism, retention, productivity—is likely already quantified and costed against the 
costs of cleaning, policing, registration, etc. But it’s a philosophical leap to fully acknowledge dogs 
as co-workers, let alone remunerate them for their effortful self-constraint, their willingness to lie 
still for hours, or give themselves up to petting from strangers.  
 

  
FFiigguurree  33.. Dog park at the Spheres, Amazon headquarters, Seattle. Photograph by Wanderingwithcamera, flickr, 

Creative Commons. 
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CCoonncclluussiioonn  

Amazon’s alleged enthusiasm for dogs in the office might be little more than a cynical means of 
binding its employees to the company, but I am optimistic that the consequences of its pet-
friendly policies might yet exceed its motives. As more corporations seek to emulate the example 
of high-profile tech companies, there is growing pressure on landlords and regulators to permit 
the presence of animals in city spaces where they are currently excluded. Societal 
transformations are already taking place in unexpected places, places that in other ways are 
architecturally banal and politically dystopian. Nevertheless, we should keep our eye on them 
even as we make the necessary revisions to architectural history and theory that would open us 
to the more than human. 
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The paper presents the reasons for which the issue of providing housing to low-
income citizens has been a real challenge in the case of Addis Ababa during recent 
years and will continue to be, given that its population is growing extremely fast. It 
examines the tensions between the universal aspirations and the local realities in the 
case of Ethiopia’s most ambitions mass housing schemes, such as the ‘Addis Ababa 
Grand Housing Program’ (AAGHP), which was launched in 2004 and was integrated 
in the ‘Integrated Housing Development Program’ (IHDP) in 2006. The paper argues 
that the quotidian practices of communities and their socio-economic and cultural 
characteristics are interconnected with the spatial attributes of co-housing practices. 
It draws upon the idea that there is a mutual correspondence between social and 
spatial structures, placing particular emphasis on the analysis of a pro-poor housing 
programme, the ‘Integrated Housing Development Programme’ (IHDP). The paper 
aims to show how, in order to shape strategies that take into account the social and 
cultural aspects daily life for poor people in Addis Ababa, it is pivotal to invite them to 
take part in decision-making processes regarding their resettlement.

Despite the fact that the living conditions in condominiums are of much higher quality 
than those in kebele houses, in many cases, the role of the commoning practices 
and the public or shared spaces that facilitate these practices were underestimated 
or even neglected. In order to shape methods of urban resettlement that respect 
the social capital of the citizens, it is important to use participatory strategies and to 
enhance the participation of local communities in the processes of decision-making 
regarding their resettlement. Participation can and should be understood as an anti-
poverty mechanism. The participation-oriented strategies that have to be established 
should draw upon a threefold understanding of sustainability aiming to take into 
consideration social, technological and environmental aspects and interactions 
between them. The paper highlights that, in order to shape strategies that take into 
account the social and cultural aspects of the daily life of poor people in Addis Ababa, 
it is pivotal to invite them to take part in the decision-making processes regarding 
their resettlement.

URBAN COMMONS AS A BRIDGE 
BETWEEN THE SPATIAL AND THE 
SOCIAL: PRO-POOR HOUSING 
PROGRAMMES IN ADDIS ABABA 
AND COMMONING PRACTICES
Marianna Charitonidou | ETH Zürich
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The theme of precarity in housing is central to this paper given that one of the most pressing 
problems in Addis Ababa nowadays is the fact that, despite the galloping growth of its population, 
due mainly to migration from rural to urban areas, there are no sufficient housing units to 
accommodate low-income people. The existing housing stock of Addis Ababa has been 
characterized by poor condition. As Delz has remarked, in a paper delivered in the framework of 
the “No Cost Housing Conference” held at ETH Zürich in 2016, “almost 60% of the units within 
the city center were identified as dilapidated, and thus in need of substantial upgrading or total 
replacement”1. To grasp the intensity of the problem of housing shortage in Addis Ababa, it 
suffices to note that, as Felix Heisel observes, “Addis Ababa was burdened by a housing shortage 
of an estimated 700,000 units” in 2017.2 During the last few years, the flows of internal migration 
from rural areas to urban ones, especially to Addis Ababa, have been increasing. Therefore, the 
question of providing housing is becoming even more pressing. A large percentage of the housing 
supply in Addis Ababa consists of informal unplanned housing. To show the prevalence of informal 
housing in Addis Ababa and the urgency caused by the housing deficit, I could refer to the fact 
that between 1996 and 2003, 34.1 percent of the total housing supply was informal housing.3 
The enormous number of slum residents was a core issue during the COVID-19 pandemic, during 
which many of the slum-dwellers were forced to leave their housing.  

KKeebbeellee  HHoouusseess::  IInnffoorrmmaalliittyy  aanndd  tthhee  SSttaattee  OOwwnneerrsshhiipp  ooff  UUrrbbaann  LLaanndd  

To grasp the specificity of the tenancy patterns of low-income housing in Addis Ababa, one should 
bear in mind that the land in Addis Ababa is owned by the government, that also owns the majority 
of low-cost rental housing. In Addis Ababa, there are both legal and illegal types of informal 
housing. As has been noted by Mintesnot G. Woldeamanuel, many of these slums, despite their 
precariousness, are legal and owned by the state4. This especially applies to the inner-city slums, 
which are legal, in contrast to the slums located on the outskirts, which are mostly illegal. The 
kebele houses – a term which refers to the legal informal housing units owned by the government 
and rented to their dwellers – are part of the legal forms of informal housing in Ethiopia. To give 
some numbers regarding kebele houses, I could refer to the fact that as of 2018 “more than 40% 
of the population of Addis Ababa [lived] […] in older kebele housing on land covering 
approximately 11% of the total area of the city encompassing 54,0000 hectares”5 (Figs 1 and 2). 
To understand the importance of the issue of precarious housing in Addis Ababa, one should be 
aware of the fact that approximately 80 percent of the housing units in Addis Ababa are informal 
housing. Among these informal housing units, 70 percent – the kebele houses – are owned by 
the government. This means that 70 percent of the slums in Addis Ababa are legal.6  
 
To render clear how the kebeles function, Jonathan Baker underscores that they “have strictly 
defined rights and duties and, in theory, are self-governing, democratically elected bodies”.7 
During the ‘Derg’ regime, – which was a Marxist-Leninist junta that lasted from 1974 to 1991 – 
the land was owned by the nation, and the citizens of Addis Ababa did not have any right to buy 
land and build on it. Of great importance for understanding the status of precarious housing in 
Addis Ababa is the way the ‘Urban Dwellers’ Associations’ (UDA) functioned. These associations, 
which were previously named ‘co-operative societies’, “were organised at three levels: at the local 
or kebele, the higher and central levels”,8 as Andargachew Tiruneh remarks, in The Ethiopian 
Revolution 1974-1987: A Transformation from an Aristocratic to a Totalitarian Autocracy.  
 
Despite the fact that the living conditions in condominiums are of much higher quality than those 
in kebele houses, in many cases, the role of the commoning practices and the public or shared 
spaces that facilitate these practices were underestimated or even neglected. The fact that only 
former legal kebele renters have the right to take part in a lottery process which provides to a 
group of low-income citizens the possibility to become the owners of condominium units, is 
important for understanding how the process of migration from kebele houses to condominium 
units work. Many dwellers of the kebele houses that were selected through the lottery process 
are not able to afford the down-payment. Despite the fact that they had the possibility to move to 
alternative kebele houses, in many cases, they chose to borrow money in order to pay the down-
payment of the condominium unit they have been offered. This creates many financial difficulties 
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and forces them to rent their condominium unit to higher income classes and continue living in a 
kind of informal housing elsewhere.  

 

 
FFiigguurree  11.. Informal housing in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. Photograph by Lukas Kueng. Source: 

https://www.nsl.ethz.ch/en/projekt/urban-development-and-poverty-addis-ababa/  
 

 
FFiigguurree  22.. Informal housing in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. Source: https://www.ccrs.uzh.ch/dam/jcr:ca76a759-af0b-453b-

80b4-e1a516444a16/Präsentation%20Nigist%20Goytom.pdf  

 
A question that the paper aims to address is that of the practices of commoning in Addis Ababa. 
Its main objective is to compare the practices of commοning in the case of kebele housing and 
condominium housing. Particular emphasis is placed on the process of migration of poor people 
from the so-called kebele houses to the so-called condominiums, shedding light on the fact that 
kebele houses were located in the inner city, while condominiums are located in the suburbs. 
Despite the fact that both kebele houses and condominiums in Addis Ababa constitute co-housing 
practices, they are characterised by certain differences as far as their access to commoning 
practices is concerned. One of the aims of this paper is to shed light on these differences. 
  
The quotidian life in kebele houses was characterised by the pervasive presence of common 
spaces and facilities. The shift from everyday life and inhabitation in kebele houses to 
condominiums is related to the transition from a mode of life characterised by the intensity of the 
commons to a lifestyle in which their role becomes less important. An important aspect of daily 
life in kebele houses, which was neglected in the design of condominiums, is the intense 
presence of coffee ceremonies and their role for the creation of close social bonds among the 
citizens. Mintesnot G. Woldeamanuel, in Urban Issues in Rapidly Growing Cities: Planning for 
Development in Addis Ababa, sheds light on the importance of coffee ceremonies for the social 
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life of the Ethiopians, remarking that coffee was discovered in Ethiopia, in a place called “Kaffa”. 
Woldeamanuel also notes that “[h]istory tells us that slum removal has never been a successful 
strategy in itself”.9   

TThhee  IInntteeggrraatteedd  HHoouussiinngg  DDeevveellooppmmeenntt  PPrrooggrraammmmee::  FFrroomm  tthhee  KKeebbeellee  HHoouusseess  ttoo  CCoonnddoommiinniiuummss  

In 2005, the City Administration of Addis Ababa initiated a large-scale housing development 
project in order to address urban poverty, on the one hand, and improve the living conditions of 
low and middle-income residents, on the other hand. This project was named Integrated Housing 
Development Programme (IHDP). Its main objective was to promote home-ownership for low-
income households. The project was based on the idea that the “[s]uccessful applicants [would] 
pay only for the construction costs of their unit and the government [would provide] […] the 
land”.10 It intended to “enable low-income residents to become house owners and thereby ensure 
fair distribution of income, and create [a] conducive environment for development”.11 In order to 
do so, it offered the possibility to the “successful applicants [who are selected according to a 
lottery] to pay only for the construction costs of their unit and the government provides the 
land.”12 According to an annual report of the Ministry of Urban Development and Construction of 
Ethiopia published in January 2009, “150,000 housing units have been built in 54 towns under 
the IHDP […] of which 60,000 housing units are built in Addis Ababa”.13 
 
The AAGHP, as Alazar G. Ejigu remarks, aimed “to reduce the overwhelming housing backlog, 
estimated at about 300,000 housing units, and to replace 50 percent of the 136,330”14 kebele 
houses. Finally, the IHDP’s main goal “was to construct 400,000 condominium units, create 
200,000 jobs, promote the development of 10,000 micro - and small - enterprises, enhance the 
capacity of the construction sector, regenerate inner-city slum areas, and promote 
homeownership for low-income households”.15 
 
Important for this paper is the collaboration between the Ethiopian government and the German 
Technical Cooperation (GTZ) in order to establish a mass housing program in Addis Ababa. This 
collaboration included the ‘Low Cost Housing’ (LCH) programme, which was launched in 1999 
with a bilateral agreement between the GTZ and the Ministry of Federal Affairs of Ethiopia.16 The 
main objective of the LCH programme was, as Sascha Delz highlights, to suggest and implement 
solutions based on the use of “simple technology to promote housing construction”.17 The GTZ’s 
operation in Ethiopia was nothing new, since it had already existed “for many decades, primarily 
in providing technical support and building capacity in building construction”.18 The GTZ was 
renamed to Gesellschaft fu ̈r Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) after the fusion with two other 
German organisations – DED and Inwent – in January 2011.  
 
As can be read in a UN-HABITAT report concerning the IHDP, published in 2011, “the promotion 
of individual home-ownership in low-income countries for poverty alleviation is nothing new”.19 
The IHDP was conceived as an urban renewal program that would promote the demolition of the 
kebele houses, on the one hand, and the use of the land in which they were previously located 
for the construction of new luxurious and high buildings by investors and international companies, 
on the other hand. It was based on the idea that the first 20 percent initial payment would be 
paid at the moment of entry to the condominium unit, while the rest is facilitated from the bank 
for 20 years payment back. The Pilot Project of the IHDP was a group of condominiums built in 
the site named Bole gerji. One of the largest housing projects within the context of sub-Saharan 
Africa are the condominium units that were built in the site of Koye Feche, also within in the 
framework of the IHDP (Fig. 3).. Thousands of condominium units were built in this site under the 
government’s so-called 20/80 scheme (Fig. 4). To grasp the scale of the IHGP, I could mention 
that condominiums were built in approximately one hundred different sites throughout the city of 
Addis Ababa, changing once and for all its urban character (Fig. 5, Fig. 6). To understand the 
transformation of Addis Ababa’s periphery due to the construction of condominium units, it is 
useful to bear in mind that between 2006 and 2016 the area of condominium housing increased 
to occupy 11 percent of the area of the city (Fig. 7a, Fig. 7b).20 The condominiums built until April 
2019 in the framework of this programme corresponded to “approximately 175,000 units”.21  
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Figure 3. Condominums built in the framework of the Integrated Housing Development Program’ (IHDP), Addis 

Ababa, Ethiopia. Source: https://www.ccrs.uzh.ch/dam/jcr:ca76a759-af0b-453b-80b4-
e1a516444a16/Präsentation%20Nigist%20Goytom.pdf 

 

 
FFiigguurree  44.. Condominums built in Koye Feche in the framework of the Integrated Housing Development Program’ (IHDP), 

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. Source: https://addisfortune.news/amid-tensions-city-identifies-housing-unit-winners/  

 
Despite the fact that the living conditions at the condominiums are of much higher quality than 
those in kebele houses, in many cases, the role of commoning practices and the public or shared 
spaces that facilitate these practices were underestimated or even neglected. The fact that only 
former legal kebele renters have the right to take part in the lottery process is important for 
understanding how the process of migration from kebele houses to condominium units work. 
Many dwellers of the kebele houses selected through the lottery process are not able to afford 
the down-payment. Despite the fact that they had the possibility to move to alternative kebele 
houses, in many cases, they chose to borrow money in order to be able to pay the down-payment 
of the condominium unit they have been offered. This creates many financial difficulties and 
forces them to rent their condominium unit to higher income classes and continue living in 
informal housing elsewhere.  
 
A question that the paper aims to address is that of the practices of commoning in Addis Ababa. 
Its main objective is to compare the practices of commοning in the cases of kebele housing and 
condominium housing. Particular emphasis is placed on the process of migration of poor people 
from the so-called kebele houses to the so-called condominiums, shedding light on the fact that 
kebele houses were located in the inner city, while condominiums are located in the suburbs. 
Despite the fact that both kebele houses and condominiums constitute co-housing practices, they 
are characterised by certain differences as far as their access to commoning practices is 
concerned. One of the aims of this paper is to shed light on these differences. The approach that 
has been adopted by the IHDP is top-down and, for this reason, it has been criticized for not taking 
into account the social capital and habits of former kebele-dwellers. An issue that should be 
highlighted is the fact that the quotidian life in the condominium houses is, to a certain extent, 
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distant to the lifestyle and the habits of the inhabitants of the kebele houses. As a result, moving 
to the condominiums, the former inhabitants of the kebele houses are forced to live in a way that 
does not take into account or extend their social and cultural habits in the kebele houses.  

 

 
FFiigguurree  55..  Plan: EiABC Master Plan Evaluation – Housing Component, (2010) (colour adjusted by Sascha Delz). Source: 

Sascha Delz, “Spatial Effects of Individual How-Ownership: Ethiopia’s Mass Housing Program Between Universal 
Aspirations and Local Realities”, in Marc Angélil, Dirk Hebel, eds., Cities of Change Addis Ababa: Transformation 

Strategies for Urban Territories in the 21st Century (Basel: Birkhäuser, 2016), 110. 

  

 
FFiigguurree  66.. Urban and landscape transformations, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, 2016. Photograph Sascha Delz. Source: 

https://www.nsl.ethz.ch/landscape-urbanstudies/  
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FFiigguurree  77aa  ((AAbboovvee))  aanndd  FFiigguurree  77bb  ((BBeellooww))..  Change in the Residential Housing Types in 2006 (Fig. 7a) and 2016 (Fig. 
7b). In these figures we can see the changes in the presence of informal housing and condominium housing city-wide. 
In 2006, informal housing was clustered in the central city and south along the Little Akaki River. By 2016, the area of 

informal housing (blue) decreased and it was dispersed throughout the city. In 2006, there was very little 
condominium housing (red), while by 2016, the area of condominium housing has increased to occupy 11% of the city 
with the largest concentrations toward the city’s south (Akaki Quality) and eastern boundaries (Yeka and Bole). Source: 
Larissa Larsen et al, “The Impact of Rapid Urbanization and Public Housing Development on Urban Form and Density 

in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia”, Land 8 (66) (2019), 9, 10. 
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AArroouunndd  tthhee  NNoottiioonn  ooff  ““UUrrbbaann  CCoommmmoonnss””::  CCoommmmoonnss  oorr  CCoommmmoonniinngg??  

The notion of commons is useful for shedding light on the common codes and conventions 
characterising the production of co-housing practices in Addis Ababa. David Harvey introduces 
his article entitled “The Future of the Commons”22 with a critique against Garrett Hardin’s 
approval of privatization in “The Tragedy of the Commons”.23 He also refers to Elinor Ostrom’s 
Governing the Commons, highlighting that the latter focused her reflection mainly on natural 
resources.24 Harvey remarks that all resources are socially defined in the sense that they are 
always related to technology, economy and culture. Starting off with Harvey’s aforementioned 
view of the commons beyond their reduction to natural resources, my aim here is to understand 
the “urban commons” as a network of technological, economic and cultural parameters. 
Mintesnot G. Woldeamanuel’s endeavour to shed light on the social benefits of slums is useful 
for understanding how the commoning practices they enhance are related to the social capital 
they provide.25 John Bingham-Hall, in “Future of Cities: Commoning and Collective Approaches to 
Urban Space”, highlights that the notion of the common “suggests a community of commoners 
that actively utilise and upkeep whatever it is that is being commoned”.26  Stavros Stavrides, in 
Common Space: The City as Commons, notes that “[c]ommoning practices importantly produce 
new relations between people”.27 David Brain refers to three different approaches related to the 
notion of the commons: firstly, an approach that focuses on the endeavour to reveal the 
“sociological implications of public space as an urban commons”; secondly, another aiming to 
unfold how public space is related to “social capital and collective efficacy”; and, finally, 
approaches to urban design derived from Bruno Latour’s conception of the “program of action”.28  
 
What is worth mentioning regarding the role of commons within the context of capitalism is the 
following remark by Michael Hardt and Antonio Nergi regarding the expansion of commons: 
“Contemporary forms of capitalist production and accumulation in fact, despite their continuing 
drive to privatize resources and wealth, paradoxically make possible and even require expansions 
of the common”.29 Hardt and Negri, in Commonwealth, which is part of the trilogy 
Empire/Multitude/Commonwealth30, employ the notion of the common to refer not only to the 
natural resources such as “the earth we share but also the languages we create, the social 
practices we establish, the modes of sociality that define our relationships, and so forth”.31 Their 
intention to think the notion of the common or the commons in conjunction with the concept of 
urbanity is evidenced by their claim that “the metropolis […] [is] a factory for the production of the 
common”.32 Beginning with an understanding of the inner city of Addis Ababa as a factory for the 
production of the urban commons, and taking into account that more than 40 percent of the 
population of Addis Ababa lives in kebele houses, it is thought-provoking to reflect upon the ways 
in which the commoning practices characterising daily life in the kebele houses contribute to the 
production of urbanity. Conceiving space as commons goes hand in hand with shaping strategies 
of urban planning that go beyond the distinction between public and private space.  
 
A tension that is useful for better grasping the notion of commons is the interrogation regarding 
the understanding of commons as community or as public space. Understanding the commons 
as community implies that community is conceived as a homogeneous group of people, while 
comprehending the commons as public space is based on the intention to take into consideration 
the relation between heterogeneous communities. A question that emerges is whether, in the 
case of Addis Ababa and the social capital of its poor citizens, it would be more compatible to 
understand the commons as public space or as community. Useful for responding to this question 
is Jeremy Ne ́meth’s definition of the commons, in “Controlling the Commons: How Public is Public 
Space?”, as “any collectively owned resource held in joint use or possession to which anyone has 
access without obtaining permission of anyone else”.33 Given that the inner city of Addis Ababa 
is characterised by a great social mixture, it seems that the model of interpretation of the 
commons that based on an understanding of them as public space is more suitable. Another 
aspect that is useful for responding to the question whether understanding commons in Addis 
Ababa as public space or community is more convenient is the replacement of the notion of 
commons by that of commoning, which has been examined by Patrick Bresnihan, in “The More-
than-human Commons: From Commons to Commoning”. In this text, Bresnihan underscores that 
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“[t]he noun ‘commons’ has been expanded into the continuous verb ‘commoning’, to denote the 
continuous making and remaking of the commons through shared practice”.34  
 
In order to shape methods of urban resettlement that respect the social capital of the citizens, it 
is important to use participatory strategies and to enhance the participation of local communities 
in the processes of decision-making regarding their resettlement35. Participation can and should 
be understood as an anti-poverty mechanism. The local development agency of Addis Ababa 
aspired to implement Local Development Plans (LDP) to respond to the citizens’ needs. However, 
the role of the LDPs has been menaced recently, given that The Addis Ababa City Caretaker 
Administration has issued a directive that enables land leasing and construction without the 
completion of LDPs. In the LDP Manual published in September 2006, we can read that among 
the key principles of the LDPs were participatory planning and sustainability. The aforementioned 
manual places particular emphasis on the core role of public participation, arguing that the 
participation of the different stakeholders would enhance the “sense of ownership among key 
stakeholders and [would provide] […] opportunities to capture the interest of the community at 
large”.36 The participation-oriented strategies that have to be established should draw upon a 
threefold understanding of sustainability aiming to take into consideration social, technological 
and environmental aspects and interactions between them.37 
 
To conclude, it is important to highlight that, in order to shape strategies that take into account 
the social and cultural aspects of the daily life of poor people in Addis Ababa, it is pivotal to invite 
them to take part in the decision-making processes regarding their resettlement. In parallel, it is 
indispensable to be aware that, in order to provide solutions that are sustainable, it is necessary 
to take into account the use of local building materials, building techniques and housing 
typologies, and to aim at the creation of urban spaces, semi-outdoor spaces and in-between 
spaces between the housing units and/or complexes that are able to accommodate the daily 
activities of the citizens and to cultivate their tendency to inhabit common urban spaces, 
contributing to their sense of sharing the urban commons. The situation in Addis Ababa and the 
fact that its citizens have learnt to live without the obsession of acquiring a property should be 
seen as a challenge, in the sense that it can be treated as the very basis for establishing methods 
of thinking architecture and urban design beyond the notion of property and the way it threatens 
the very experience of the urban commons. 
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The Architectural Humanities Research Association (AHRA) has provided a network 
for researchers in the UK, subsequently extending across Europe, the United States 
and Australia, over the past fifteen years. As an association that is dedicated to the 
architectural humanities, rather than focusing on architectural history or theory alone, 

the AHRA has driven critical debate in a transdisciplinary domain intersecting with 
anthropology, archaeology, history, law, linguistics, literature, philosophy, philology, 

and other humanities disciplines. The international research landscape is an ever-

changing one though, beset increasingly by issues of funding and the imperative to 

connect with industry. On the one hand, we see the rise of new interdisciplinary fields 
such as the health, medical, and environmental humanities, and the use of new tools 

in the digital humanities, and on the other hand, funding cuts to humanities research 

and the constant need to justify the value and impact of the humanities. Following on 

from a roundtable at the AHRA annual international conference in Dundee, Scotland 
in November 2019, this proposed roundtable seeks to extend the discussion by 
addressing the growing influence of the post-humanities in architectural humanities 
research. If the humanities, in architecture as elsewhere, can be witnessed to be 

enduring an extended crisis, what role can a formulation such as the post-humanities 
play for the future of the architectural humanities? We believe it is timely to discuss 

what is at stake for humanities research in architecture and to reflect on its future, 
and we will do this by speculating on what we call the architectural post-humanities. 

In this formulation we include the non-human turn and challenges addressed to 

human exceptionalism, research emerging out of feminist new materialism, animal 
studies and its relevance to rethinking the co-habitation of human and non-humans 

in urban contexts, and discourse emerging in the wake of the Anthropocene thesis.

ROUNDTABLE ABSTRACTS

ROUNDTABLE 1
THE FUTURE OF THE ARCHITECTURAL (POST)HUMANITIES

Hélène Frichot | University of Melbourne (Co-Chair)
Tilo Amhoff | University of Brighton, UK (Co-Chair)
Isabelle Doucet | Chalmers University, Sweden
Stanislav Roudavski | University of Melbourne
Sandra Kaji O’Grady | University of Queensland
Charity Edwards | Monash University
Janet McGaw | University of Melbourne
Chris Smith | University of Sydney
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We will ask: What precisely do we understand by the architectural (post)humanities? 
Do we mean mobilising the specific knowledge and methods of the various fields 
gathered under the umbrella term ‘humanities’ – in architecture? How do we 
understand and frame a field of architectural knowledge that draws from and at the 
same time contributes to the arts and humanities? What is the role of humanities 

research in architecture, at a time when an emphasis on design and technology 

prevails within the discipline and its institutions? The invited contributions to the 

roundtable will address these questions regarding the nature of the architectural 

humanities and their epistemological frameworks, as well as the changing institutional 

context, funding landscape and increasing pressure to link with industry. 

In posing the question of history’s multiple possible futures, there is embedded the suspicion that 
the story told about a past determines what its future will become. As Donna Haraway argues, it 
matters in a material and relational sense what stories tell stories. For instance, when the story of 

terra nullius is told, in the process locating First Nation peoples under the category of indigenous 

fauna, then the future that subsequently unfolds in the Australian context is unsurprisingly one 
of violent dispossession and alienation of a First Nation peoples from their land-use practices 

and spiritual beliefs. This constitutes a form of colonial earth-writing or geologics, as Kathryn 

Yusoff explains, wherein dispossession is attended by practices of minerological extraction, put 
simply, mining. Arguing in support of a posthumanist thinking and ethos for the architectural 
humanities, this paper focuses on two seemingly disparate events, both of which set in motion 

a violence that will no doubt shift the shape and geologics of future environment-worlds. Story 

one: On the weekend of the 23-24th May 2020, caves in the Juukan Gorge, Hamersley Ranges, 
Western Australia, where evidence of indigenous cultural occupation was found to extend back 
over 46,000 years, were dynamited by the mining company Rio Tinto. Story two: Nearly a month 
later, standing in the Press Club, the Australian Minister of Education Dan Tehan, having offered 
his acknowledgement to the traditional custodians of the land – in this instance the Ngunnawai 
people – proceeded to explain a series of proposed moves to “reshape the architecture” of the 
higher education sector. Notably, these included raising the student contribution on a Humanities 
education by 113%. Both of these events are dominated by the associated stories that might be 

told and how they affect future possibilities. Stories like these impact architecture understood 

both as a material practice supported by complex infrastructures and supply chains, and as a 
disciplinary and cultural formation. To counter such violent turns in history, is it possible to work 

with a speculative gesture that imagines peoples, places, things and their relations otherwise? In 

closing, this paper will introduce Isabelle Stengers and Didier Debaise’s notion of a speculative 
gesture, one aim of which is to draw forth other possible material environmental relations.

* The full paper for this presentation is included in this volume of Proceedings.

PARTICIPANT ABSTRACTS

Hélène Frichot | University of Melbourne
The Stories We Tell: Damaged Environment-Worlds and Speculative Gestures *
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How can humanist principles of respect, dignity, and care inform and improve design for non-
human lifeforms? This paper uses ageing and dying urban trees to understand how architectural, 

urban, and landscape design respond to nonhuman concerns. It draws on research in plant 

sciences, environmental history, ethics, environmental management, and urban design to 

ask: how can more-than-human ethics improve multispecies cohabitation in urban forests? 

The paper hypothesises that concepts of dignity and respect can underline the capabilities of 

nonhuman lifeforms and lead to improved designs for multispecies cohabitation. To investigate 

the implications of our ethical framework, we 1) review human and nonhuman cultural histories 
of trees; 2) analyse individual and generational tree lives from the perspective of dignity; 3) 
establish goals for just and respectful relationships within urban forests; and 4) propose ethically 
compatible design criteria and guidelines. The paper demonstrates the implications of these 

guidelines through a comparison with historical and existing management practices. Our findings 
show that the expansion of dignity to include nonhuman life is possible and plausible. Such an 
extension can justify and support design innovation for multiple species and sites. The resulting 
design practices will lead to improvements by supporting communities of trees at all stages of 

their life-cycles, including old age, death, and rebirth. This approach requires substantial shifts 

in accepted thinking and practices including ethics, aesthetics, regulation, and education. 

Design can play a significant role in the necessary transitions by demonstrating tangible and 
positive outcomes. In this context, history emerges as an essential tool that can extend societal 
imagination by situating possible future places in the context of ancient and ongoing geological, 
evolutionary, ecological, and cultural processes.

* The full paper for this presentation is included in this volume of Proceedings.

Stanislav Roudavski | University of Melbourne
Ashley Davis  | University of Melbourne

Respect for Old Age and Dignity in Death: The Case of Urban Trees *

The post-humanities invite architectural research to explore new and revisit forgotten or 
overlooked entanglements of nature and culture, of human and more-than-human agency. Post-

human perspectives can provide novel and critical lenses for revisiting architecture’s agency 
in and response to questions of environmental and social justice. This offers an occasion to 

critically reconsider some well-stablished architectural approaches to sustainability and climate 

change and to reclaim radical and alternative architectural histories. One such tool for critical 

questioning and engagement is offered through ‘storytelling’. In the environmental humanities 
multispecies storytelling offers a way of both exposing the problems, injustices, and potentialities 
of a specific situation, and a path towards imaginations for other possibilities for the future. 
Storytelling is also at the heart of architecture. When imagining future scenarios, architects tell, 

and also sell, stories; and narration and visionary storytelling have for long been an important 

component of architectural culture. Architects’ stories can conform but also critique; they can 
aim to conserve but also induce radical change. This paper considers storytelling as a fascinating 

space of encounter between the environmental and architectural humanities and explores the 
analytical and critical potentials as well as the challenges and risks of such encounter.

Isabelle Doucet | Chalmers University, Sweden
Post-humanist Efforts In/For Architectural Research: Revisiting with Care
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Urban geographers have revealed cities to be multi-species environments shaped by the keeping, 

management and regulation of animals inside and outside their boundaries. Architectural 
history and theory, however, have remained stubbornly anthropocentric. Architecture’s human 
exceptionalism, might I suggest, be contested through research into places where real animals 
and humans co-exist and form interspecies relationships. My hunch is that architecture is not just 
a technology of domestication, it shapes and structures interspecies relationships and identities. 

I am exploring how it does so by examining spaces of co-consumption and leisure with companion 
animals, such as membership-only dog parks and pet-friendly hotels, and spaces of co-work, 

such as pet-food research laboratories and petting cafes. Amazon’s Lake Union Headquarters in 
Seattle will be used to introduce this larger project. At Amazon, around 800 dogs work each day 
and the offices and amenity spaces have been designed to accommodate their presence. While 
Amazon refer playfully to the dogs as ‘associates’ and ‘employees’, I propose that the dogs make 
a serious unpaid contribution to Amazon’s reputation and the social cohesion and well-being 
of its human employees. With dog-friendly workplaces increasingly common, their design is a 

bellwether of interspecies relationships and architecture’s part in the development of a more-
than-human society.

* The full paper for this presentation is included in this volume of Proceedings.

Sandra Kaji O’Grady | University of Queensland
Multispecies Workplaces *
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Architectural historiography is challenged by the architecture of migrant communities, 
the diversity of architectural references, the aesthetic palette and the atmosphere of 

these productions that in Australia and New Zealand have inscribed the landscape 
for over 140 years. Explorations of the physical impact of the diversity of cultures 
inhabiting Australian and New Zealand cities extend migration theory to immigrant 
architecture. Along with international studies, to this date this is understood in five 
ways: the first focusing on architects, their biographies and works; the second on the 
urban and suburban environments and immigrants’ institutions, cultural presence 
and mobilities including ephemeral materialities, the third on immigrant housing, 

the fourth on inscriptions and transformations of homeland sites, and fifth on the 
transitional/permanent nature of migration. 

Outside academia, architectural heritage as practice has intersected with migrant 

built environments. However, myths prevail. Positioning diasporic architecture 
as nostalgic for the homeland tends to de-historicise the discourse, embedding it 

in a mythic past.  Conversely, theories of mobility, popular in architectural thinking 

suppress migrant patterns of estrangement in migration histories. 

Research on the disparities between entitled migrants and those impoverished by 
displacement evident in the very different ways they engage with the architecture 

industry is relatively new.

This session aims to explore architectural historiographies of the diasporic conditions. 
The session invites investigations including – 

• The potential de-centring/re-centring of what is taken to be architectural culture 

as spaces that are/have been adapted/transformed by changing cultural 

demographics;

• How migration and movement of peoples (or movement of ideas/technologies 
onto peoples in place) leads to re-making/re-imagining/disrupting ideas of 
national/local spaces and places;

• Borderline spaces and subjectivities caused by conflict, human displacement 
and material degradation, and the affective and resilient practices by which 

those affected adapt and recover these spaces for varied forms of occupation 

and dwelling.

ROUNDTABLE 2
DIASPORIC ARCHITECTURE AND AUSTRALIA’S UNFINISHED 
HISTORIES

Mirjana Lozanovska | Deakin University (Chair)
David Beynon | University of Tasmania
Anoma Pieris | University of Melbourne
Macarena de la Vega de León | University of Melbourne
Katherine Bartsch | University of Adelaide
Maryam Gusheh | Monash University
Mizanur Rashid | Deakin University
Dijana Alic | University of New South Wales
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Tasmania is statistically Australia’s least culturally diverse state, but this is changing. In recent 
years, refugees from Bhutan, Afghanistan, Sudan and other locations have instigated trajectories 
of spatial occupation and recontextualization, turning areas of its cities into sites of diasporic and 
intercultural encounter and contestation. This presentation will concentrate on Launceston, and 
more particularly its suburb of Mowbray, where recent immigrants’ socio-spatial practices are 
generating economic, social and cultural opportunities through acts of transcultural placemaking. 

While partially echoing earlier developments in mainland states, current changes in Tasmania 

suggest possibilities for more broadly reimagining architectural futures across Australia’s smaller 
centres and regional areas. 

The narrative of our built environment is centred on the understanding of human experience, 
memories, rituals and social history that shapes the architectural culture of a place. Hence, the 
architecture in the collective memory sits intrinsically at the intersection of multiple narratives 

as palimpsest. Migration and movement of people further complicates the phenomenon by 

questioning what is borrowed, authentic, and reconstituted as identity through time and space. 

Citing the case of small diasporic group in Australia, ‘The Cocos Malay’, this presentation argues 
for the need for re-centering our position to interpret the architectural culture of minor diasporic 

communities. It raises questions about gaps, or histories untold, as well as necessitates the 

need to examine hybridised forms and shared architectural narratives to counter the apparently 
myopic but persistent representation of supposedly authentic forms of a larger tradition, in this 

case ‘Malay’ architecture. 

The legal condition of Statelessness or the withdrawal of protections of a nation state does not 

strip individuals of forms of political consciousness shaped by national cultural belonging. Instead, 

as evident in spatial and material survival strategies in wartime border camp environments, 

awareness of individual rights, minority cultural identification and sensitivity to national and 
transnational political developments converge in multi-layered forms of political consciousness. 

These sensibilities are later subsumed by uniform and assimilatory models of host - nation-

sovereignty. The presentation examines the material culture of incarcerated Japanese internees 
and prisoners of war in the USA and Australia in an effort to unpack these complexities. 

PARTICIPANT ABSTRACTS
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Just as architectural history is challenged by the architecture of migrant communities, its writing 

is impacted by the migrations of architectural historians. Migration patterns have become part of 

the project of globalisation and they influence not only the practice of architecture, but also the 
construction of architectural narratives. Building on Esra Ackan’s formulation of translation as a 
method of writing intertwined histories, I argue that the foreign historian is a “rejuvenating force, 
rather than a threat.” This presentation proposes a reflection (even self-reflection) on the impact 
of migration in the writing of architectural history in Australia and New Zealand.

This project aims to investigate collaborations between architects and Muslim communities 

in Australia. The presentation will analyse ten mosques, from design consultation through to 
construction, completed since 2000. This focus on the professional design process will provide 

innovative insights into creative collaboration and cross-cultural engagement. Expected outcomes 
of this project include a significant, richly nuanced counter-narrative to pervasive, isolationist 
representations of Australian Muslim communities. The findings will be presented in scholarly 
publications and a major public exhibition to promote new knowledge about the place of Islam in 
Australia and to build faith (literally and metaphorically) in multicultural Australia.

Macarena de la Vega de León | University of Melbourne

Katherine Bartsch | University of Adelaide
Maryam Gusheh | Monash University
Mizanur Rashid | Deakin University
Dijana Alic | University of New South Wales

Diasporic Histories: Migrations of Architectural Historians

The Australian Mosque Today
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A meeting of architects in Melbourne at a popular comedy venue in 1978 ended in 
disarray. It should be no surprise, after all John Pinder’s Collingwood venue, which 
opened in 1976, was called, ‘The Last Laugh Theatre Restaurant and Zoo’. There 
were fisticuffs, yelling, hoodlum activity, violence, and a huge amount of drunkenness. 
People were damaged, some scarred, many heading for a hangover, and others simply 

rolling their eyes and wondering, “where did that comet come from?” The proposal 
was to establish an alternative to the conservative RAIA from outside the organisation 
rather than within. But mayhem developed, probably in part due to there being no 

set agenda, and the event came to be inscribed in the mythologies of Melbourne 

architecture and culture as yet another failed uprising by a troublesome underbelly. 

This period is important in Australian architecture as Melbourne architects processed 
the ideals of the failed Whitlam project (1972-75) and assimilated Post-Modern 
theories from abroad. A number of buildings built in the post 1970s period reflect 
these debates and have now gained heritage status. These include Mowbray College 

(Norman Day), St Michael and St John Catholic Church, Horsham (Greg Burgess) and 
Church of St Joseph, Mont Albert North (Edmond & Corrigan). More importantly the 
event points to how Australian architecture of the 1970s shifted after the death of 
Robin Boyd in 1971, leading towards a new frontier. The meeting at the Last Laugh 
indicates the emergence in architectural debate of a larrikin culture, and of post-

modern architects seeking to counter a patrician and cringe-worthy recent history.

This discussion will pose the counter factual question of “what if the event at the Last 
Laugh had not happened?” And what effect may that have had on a future architectural 
profession in the city? It will seek to explore how this moment foreshadowed the 
formation of the Half-Time Club, the journal Transition, the developing Melbourne 

School, and substantial changes to the established profession at that time. Hence, 
by employing cultural ethnography, the roundtable will seek to explore how one event 
came to shape the emergence of architectural theory as a distinct discipline in its 

own right in Australian architecture at the end of the 1970s. 

We will thus focus on the period between 1971 and 1980 and seek to hear the voices 
of those people who attended this event and also to encourage contributions from 

scholars working on the subject of Australian Architecture since 1970. 

ROUNDTABLE 3
EMERGING ARCHITECTURAL NARRATIVES AND HERITAGE IN 
1970s MELBOURNE ARCHITECTURE

Peter Raisbeck  | University of Melbourne (Chair)
Kirsten Day | University of Melbourne
Alan Pert | University of Melbourne
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Agendas to progress the field of architectural history through education, however 
promising, are bound to be constrained if they focus solely on curricular concerns—or 

what content is being covered. Inseparable from curricular concerns, and therefore 

essential to meaningful educational change, are pedagogical concerns—the how of 

teaching and learning, including the delivery mode of the content, the structuring 

of learning activities, and the ways in which students engage with subject content 

and disciplinary approaches. Although it remains an under-examined topic, recent 
innovation in architectural history pedagogy points to ways that broader agendas to 

advance the field might be supported or manifested through learning and teaching 
avenues. Such developments may also be viewed as critical responses to the 

disruptive forces currently shaping higher education, including changing student 

demographics, needs and expectations.

This roundtable will begin with the current state of architectural history education, 

exploring how innovative and/or progressive ideas—both from within the field and 
from transdisciplinary contexts—are being translated into the ways we teach and the 
ways in which students actively engage in architectural history. Panellists will include 

academics from institutions across Australia and New Zealand who are experimenting 
with, and reflecting on, novel approaches to architectural history education. Embodying 
the region’s enduring reputation for pedagogical innovation, their collective work as 
lecturers, coordinators and scholars signals a mounting challenge to the “sage on the 
stage” model of PowerPoint presentations in half-empty lecture halls. Panellists will 
also be asked to imagine future possibilities and challenges for teaching and learning 

architectural history.

ROUNDTABLE 4
TEACHING ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY: INNOVATIONS AND 
PREDICTIONS

James Thompson | University of Melbourne (Chair)
Cristina Garduño Freeman | University of Melbourne
Renata Jadresin Milic | Unitec Institute of Technology
Stuart King | University of Melbourne
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Marianna Charitonidou | ETH Zürich, Switzerland (Chair)
Belinda Tato | Harvard Graduate School of Design
Pelin Tan | Batman University, Turkey
Alfredo Brillembourg | Co-founder of Urban-Think Tank
Sascha Delz | USC School of Architecture

Under the headers of ‘collaboration’, ‘participatory design’ and ‘co-production’ 
participation is now at the centre of the debate on urban design. Architects and 
urban designers are developing new concepts, tools and roles to comply with these 

new participatory modii operandi. However, it seems that it is sometimes forgotten 
that the issue of participation has a longstanding history. The roundtable aims to 

explore this longstanding tradition of experiments with participatory processes in 
the practice and teaching of urban design. Departing from the projects of ILAUD 
(International Laboratory of Architecture and Urban Design) in Italy, the ARAU (Atelier 
de recherche et d’action urbaines) in Belgium, and the SAAL (Service for Local 
Mobile Support) in Portugal, the roundtable aims investigate the various forms that 
participation in urban design practice can take, from collective processes of design, 

to collaborative construction and common management. Understanding the critical 

differences between these different approaches can help us to refine our theories 
and tools of urban design. 

The participatory concern in the urban design process has not only a long history 

in practice but also in urban design education. Various experimental initiatives with 
participation emerged in the domain of architectural pedagogy in the late sixties, 
often starting from student initiatives. Good examples include: The Architects’ 
Resistance (TAR), a group formed in 1968 by architecture students from Columbia 
GSAPP, MIT Department of Architecture, and Yale School of Architecture, as well as 
the National Organization of Minority Architecture Students (NOMAS). Many of these 
groups emerged within the context of the struggles for civil rights and thus made a 
plea to have non-hegemonic or ‘other’ voices heard in the urban design process. 
These initiatives explored how new concepts, roles and tools for participation could 
become part of the education of the architect and urban designer.  

The objective of the roundtable is to explore how, within the context of the 
contemporary interest in new urban design methods that reinvent the relationship 

between urban design and democracy, the long history of participation can offer us 

clues on how civic engagement and social responsibility can be critically conceived. 

The contemporary interest in methods of ‘collaboration’, ‘participatory design’ and 
‘co-production’, can learn from the long history of participation about how urban 
design can forge a critical relationship with civic engagement and social responsibility. 

Instead of repeating the concepts, roles and tools that were tested some decades 

ago, we hope that contemporary urban designers engage more intensively with 

the historical examples and use them as a base for new critical approaches. Most 
importantly, historical experiments like The Architects’ Resistance (TAR) and National 

ROUNDTABLE 5
REVISITING THE HISTORY OF PARTICIPATION: URBAN DESIGN AS 
COMMONING AND NEW THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS
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Organization of Minority Architecture Students (NOMAS) remind us that the issue of 
participation is not only a question of urban design practice, but also – and maybe 
most urgently – requires experiments and changes in urban design education. The 
roundtable aims to reflect upon such experiments and changes and to explore how 
new theoretical frameworks concerning the historiography of architecture and urban 

design could enhance these reinvented conceptions of the notion of participation.

In today’s connected world, design can no longer be addressed from a singular perspective, 
but should result from an open and collaborative network of creative professionals, technical 

experts, citizens and among other stakeholders. Citizens have evolved from consumers to 
prosumers, producing ideas, knowledge, information, and content. By becoming key players, they 

are interwoven and augmented in reality. This new context requires new ways of thinking and 
working. It becomes necessary to explore the new role of the designer as an activator, mediator 
and curator of socio environmental processes. We need to conceive, develop and implement the 

tools that can become the catalyst to spark creativity and multiply the possibilities of interaction 

and connection among individuals in the search for more healthy and sustainable communities; 

tools that enable citizens to be active participants at all stages: before, during, and after the 
design process.

How do we build the commons? How do we create the basis for commoning practices in 
architecture and urban design? How do displacement, migration, and contested spaces affect 
the notion of the commons? Spaces where commoning practices are developed in relation to 

design and architecture are often related to physical spaces in the realm of social design. The 

ultimate role of spatial design is that the physical structure or form at any scale should serve 

the practice of commons. Commoning practices require a social assembly process, however, 

including common decision making and non-capitalist accumulation; thus, it is difficult to develop 
a consistent design program. The dilemma in design and architecture is rooted in the question 

of whether an existing act such as squatting in an abandoned building or a temporary self-
organised refugee camp is also a practice of architecture or design. Such practices could inform 

and challenge us to re-think on participatory design practice. For example, as a long topic in 
architectural history, “participatory design” has been discussed in Architecture’s Public (1970) 
by architect Giancarlo de Carlo. According to de Carlo, there are two types of design processes: 
the first one is authoritative design and the second one is participatory design. In the former, the 
architectural project is considered a work of art and the structure of the work does not allow for 

any comparison. Moreover, in this type of project, there is a shallow approach against criticism. 

This shallow approach makes it impossible to establish any criteria between the project in the 

design process and the actual realised state of the design. De Carlo defines the practice of 
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participation as “participation in action”. He claims that there have been two separate pragmatic 
criticisms apart from the ideology-based criticisms raised against the practice of participation: 

The first one is related to the scale of the project and confronts the problems of participatory 
design practices in large-scale projects; the second one is related to these types of practices and 

the project process. Consequently, on the one hand, the scale of the project, i.e. largeness and 

smallness, on the other hand, the length of the project process, both point to the impossibility 

of the practice of participation. Participatory design becomes more difficult in cases such as 
infrastructural operations of large-scale projects and restoration of ecological balance. On the 

other hand, layered design in a project and operational process might make the communication 

with individuals and related groups difficult. In order to resist these criticisms, de Carlo states that 
“participation is a decision-making mechanism” and requires a political position. However, I think 
that also in this case, cultural relativism (the local identity of each society and community) and 
the difficulty of taking a political position in the global societies in which we currently live make 
participation as a decision-making practice difficult. 

The presentation discusses the reasons for which the issue of providing housing to low-income 

citizens has been a real challenge in the case of Addis Ababa in recent years and will continue to 
be so, given that its population is growing extremely fast. It examines the tensions between the 
universal aspirations and the local realities in the case of Ethiopia’s most ambitious mass housing 
schemes, such as the ‘Addis Ababa Grand Housing Program’ (AAGHP), which was launched in 
2004 and incorporated in the ‘Integrated Housing Development Program’ (IHDP) in 2006. The 
paper argues that the quotidian practices of communities and their socio-economic and cultural 

characteristics are interconnected with the spatial attributes of co-housing practices. It draws 

upon the idea that there is a mutual correspondence between social and spatial structures, 

placing particular emphasis on the analysis of a pro-poor housing programme, the ‘Integrated 

Housing Development Programme’ (IHDP). The paper aims to show how, in order to shape 
strategies that take into account the social and cultural aspects daily life for poor people in 

Addis Ababa, it is pivotal to invite them to take part in decision-making processes regarding their 
resettlement. 

Despite the fact that the living conditions in condominiums are of much higher quality than those 
in kebele houses, in many cases, the role of the commoning practices and the public or shared 

spaces that facilitate these practices were underestimated or even neglected. In order to shape 

methods of urban resettlement that respect the social capital of the citizens, it is important to use 
participatory strategies and to enhance the participation of local communities in the processes of 

decision-making regarding their resettlement. Participation can and should be understood as an 

anti-poverty mechanism. The participation-oriented strategies that have to be established should 

draw upon a threefold understanding of sustainability aiming to take into consideration social, 

technological and environmental aspects and interactions between them. The paper highlights 

that, in order to shape strategies that take into account the social and cultural aspects of the 

daily life of poor people in Addis Ababa, it is pivotal to invite them to take part in the decision-
making processes regarding their resettlement. 

* The full paper for this presentation is included in this volume of Proceedings.

Marianna Charitonidou | ETH Zürich (Chair)

Urban Commons as a Bridge between the Spatial and the Social: Pro-poor 
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People and cities have responded to the challenges posed by the COVID-19 pandemic in the 
most extraordinary ways. At this very disjointed moment, cities are faced with deep uncertainties, 
yet must move forward. The state of our urban research shows that housing has become the 

frontline defense against the COVID-19 outbreak. Home is a life or death situation. According to 
the UN, approximately 1.8 billion people worldwide live in homelessness and grossly inadequate 
housing. By ensuring access to secure housing with adequate sanitation, governments will not 

only protect the lives of those who are homeless or living in informal settlements but will help 

protect the entire world’s population by flattening the curve of COVID-19. I am deeply concerned 
about two specific population groups: those living in emergency shelters, homelessness and 
informal settlements, and those facing job loss and economic hardship which could result in 

mortgage and rental arrears and evictions.    

People affected by humanitarian crises, particularly those displaced and/or living in camps and 

camp-like settings, are often faced with specific challenges and vulnerabilities that must be 
taken into consideration when planning for readiness and response operations for the COVID-19 
outbreak and possible future pandemics. These are people that are frequently neglected, 

stigmatized, and may face difficulties in accessing health services that are otherwise available to 
a general population. In this context, Urban-Think Tank has been working to raise global attention 
to favelas, slums, and townships for the last 20 years. The economic consequences for those in 

informal settlements will be long-lasting. As cities suspend daily activities and restrict movement, 
day labourers and those in informal employment will lose their income. This can result in people 

being forced to leave their homes due to their inability to pay rent. Without any social benefits, 
they will be unable to care for their families. It is of extreme importance from a protection and 
human-rights and public health perspective, that people affected by humanitarian crises are 

included in all COVID-19 outbreak readiness and response strategies, plans and operations. 

While the paradigm of current forms of participation has been formally developed within Western 

urban design and planning frameworks starting in the 1960s, the act of directly taking part in 

shaping the city as an ordinary urban dweller has been the modus operandi in large amounts 

of urban conglomerations around the globe. Throughout history and to this day: the so-called 

informal sector (and all its different degrees of ‘formalizations’), for example, has created 
architectural and urban vernaculars that could be seen as continuous, yet not necessarily 

intentional, participatory projects. Within such contexts – paraphrasing Nabeel Hamdi’s Housing 
Without Houses – urban design is done without urban designs. Of course, this does not mean 
that vernacular urban settings are not designed, or that vernacular developments have been 

generally better in resolving complex challenges of past and contemporary urban settings. It just 
means that they are not designed by professionals and that they are a crucial part of a reality that 

has to be recognized. Yet, acknowledging and comprehensively including these realities has been 
a challenge for almost every historic and current form of formalized urban design and particularly 
within the dominant, positivist stream of the modernist project. More pointedly, one could argue 

that even the attempts to include participatory processes within alternative forms of modernist 

or post-modernist thinking, as well as the latest notions of, for instance, immersive and inclusive 

community planning processes, still subscribe to a basic binary between the planned and the 
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vernacular, between a projected, manicured outcome and an open-ended, dynamic perpetually 

transforming reality. So, what if participation would not just mean to consult and cooperate with 

all involved stakeholders during the design and management phases of so-called formalized 
planning processes? What if, instead, participation would mean to truly embrace a multitude 

of ongoing and interlinked professional and non-professional design activities, to accept that 

there is no projected outcome but rather a perpetual transformation of the urban realm, and 

thus to redefine urban design as an inherently collective and open-ended act? Indeed, this could 
ultimately stimulate a notion of ‘urban design’ as a continuum of everyday life and activities 
– or a form of commoning for that matter – where, opposed to the production of static and 
often exclusive ‘urban designs’, ‘urban design’ is understood as an ongoing, inclusive, vernacular 
process of shaping our built environments through collective action.
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